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e Greatest
oPA11 Romantic
'Melodramas~

/c
)he Little

ffo Corner
From (Af play by Charles E. Blaney and book by Marion Russell

Story and Scenario by Olga Prmtzlau Directed by Wm. A. Setter

A big vital drama of conflicts and contrasts,

a love imperishable, a beautiful romance and

thrilling, pulse-quickening adventure _enacted

by a large and noteworthy cast.

FIFTH OF WARNER BROS.
"Classics oP the Screen"

CYRIL CHADWICK

ALEX FRANCIS

$W for the Best Answer to "Which Advertisement in This Issue of Screenland Appeals to You Most—anH Why"—See Page x<>
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POLA NEGRI in

A George Fitzmaurice Production

"BELLA DONNA"
Supported by Conway Tearle,
Conrad Nagel and Lois Wilson

By Robert Hichens
Scenario by Ouida Bergere

Presented by
Hamilton Theatrical Corporation

1
The new tifcVickers Theatre,
Chicago, where Paramount Pic-
tures predominate. Chicago
has many theatres which please

patrons the Paramount way.

Better theatres

follow better pictures

The finest pictures deserve the finest setting.

It was no good building better theatres

until there were better pictures to show in

them, and to support them.

Paramount leads with a dependable

nation-wide continuous supply of better

pictures.

A great ideal, great resources to carry

it out, and a great national endorsement

of the wonderful shows that have resulted

—there is Paramount's history, there is

Paramount's future.

Go by the brand name, Paramount, this

year, and you'll find everything else follows.

"If it's a Paramount Picture
it's the best show in town/'

A William deMille Production

"GRUMPY"
With Theodore Roberts, May McAvoy

and Conrad Nagel
By Horace Hodges and
T. Wigney Percyval

Screen play by Clara Beranger

FAMOUS PLAYERS I.ASKY CORPORATION

»—i —,

"THE GO-GETTER"
By Peter B. Kyne

With Seena Owen, T. Roy Barnes
Directed by E. H. Griffith
Scenario by John Lynch
A Cosmopolitan Production

GLORIA SWANSON in

"Prodigal Daughters"
Adapted by Monte M. Katterjohn

From the story by Joseph Hocking
A Sam Wood Production

DOROTHY DALTON in

"The Law of the Lawless"
With Theodore Kosloff and

Charles de Roche
From a Pictorial Review story by

Konrad Bercovici
Directed by Victor Fleming
Scenario by E. Lloyd Sheldon

THOMAS MEIGHAN in

"The Ne'er-do-Well"
By Rex Beach

Directed by Alfred Green
Scenario by Tom Geraghty

MARY MILES MINTER in

"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine"
With Antonio Moreno

From the Novel by John Fox, Jr.,
the play by Eugene Walter
Directed by Charles Maigne

and

A George Melford Production

"YOU CAN'T FOOL
YOUR WIFE"

With Leatrice Joy, Nita Naldi,
Lewis Stone and Pauline Gavon

By Waldemar Young
Suggested by Hector Turnbull's story

paramount {pictures

i
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°SVhat too many brides
learn too late

EVERY woman looks
forward to the time
when she shall be-

come a happy bride—the
greatest adventure of her
life. And when her dreams
come true she is radiant
witli life and love, glowing
with health and energy, vi-
brant with hope for the
future.

In a few years, however,
great changes take place;
tone are the illusions; the
rocks of stern reality take
the place of castles-in-the-
air. Tired lines are etched in her face; perhaps her
health is impaired; she "doesn't have time" for this
or that—the things she planned to do "after she was
married." She is burdened with responsibilities which
never should have been placed upon her frail shoulders.
Physically and mentally she is growing old. Why?
Because more children have come that were fair—to
her—to her husband—and, most important, to the
children themselves.

Marriage—the holy thing
Why do women allow marriage—the holy thing—to

work this wicked transformation?
Why should a woman sacrifice her love-life—

a

possession she otherwise uses every resource to keep?
Why does she give birth
to a rapid succession of
children, if she has
neither the means to
provide for them nor
the physical strength
properly to care for
them?

Margaret Sanger, the
acknowledged world
leader of the Birth
Control movement and
President of the Amer-
ican Bi.rth Control
League, has the answer
for this most momen-
tous problem of woman-
kind.

In her daring and
startling book Margaret
Sanger gives to the
women of the world the
knowledge she dared to
print — the knowledge
for which she faced Jail
and fought through every
court to establish as
wo man '8 inalienable
right to know.

For every mar-
ried couple

In "Woman and the
New Race" Mrs. San-
ger shows how woman

Is the Husband or Wife to Blame?
Is the husband or wife to blame for the

tragedy of too many children?

Margaret Sanger, the great birth con-
trol advocate, comes with a message
vital to every married man and woman.

Partial List of Contents

"Woman's Error and
Her Debt.

Two Classes of Women.
Cries of Despair.
'When Should a
Woman Avoid
Having Children?

''ontrol—A Par-
°roblem or

Woman's.
'Continence — Is It

Practicable or De-
sirable?

'Are Preventive
Means Certain?

'Contraceptives or
Abortion ?

Women and the New
Morality.

Legislating Woman's
Morals.

Why Not Birth Control
Clinics In Amerlcat

Progress We Have Made.
•Any one of these chap-
ters alone Is worth many
times the price of the
book.

can and will rise above the
forces that, in too many
cases. have ruined her
beauty through the ages

—

that still drag her down
today—that wreck her men-
tal and physical strength

—

that disqualify her for
society, for self-improve-
ment—that finally shut her
out from the thing she
cherishes most: her hus-
band's love.

In blazing this revolu-
tionary trail to the new
freedom of women, this

daring and heroic author points out that women who
cannot afford to have more than one or two children,
should not have them. It is a crime to herself, a
crime to her children, a crime to society.
And now for the first time Mrs. Sanger brings to the

women of the world the greatest message it has been
their good fortune to receive.
"Woman and the New Race" is a book that will be

read wherever womankind struggles with the ever-
present danger of too many children. It is a startling
mighty revelation of a new truth, a work that will
open the eyes of tired, worn womankind. It can with
truth and honesty be called woman's salvation.

A Priceless Possession
Every woman in the country should have a copy of

this remarkable and courageous work. For this reason
we have arranged a special edition of "Woman and the
i\ew Bace," which is being sent on approval. Send
the coupon for your copy of this wonderful book at
once, and if after reading it you do not treasure it as
a priceless possession, return it to us and we will re-
fund your money. The book is bound in handsome,
durable gray cloth, has artistic black lettering, and is
printed from large type on good paper. It contains
23 4 pages of invaluable information. To have it come
to you, merely nil in and mail the coupon below.
It is sent to you in a plain wrapper. At the special
price or $2 there will be an unprecedented demand
ror this edition, which will soon be exhausted, so
you are urged to mail the coupon now—at once. Do
not send money now—just the coupon.

TRUTH PUBLISHING CO.
Dept. T-634, 1400 Broadway, New York City

I
Truth Publishing- Co.,

• Dept. T-634, 1400 Broadway, New York.
,

Gentlemen: Please send me, in plain wrapper.
, Margaret Sanger's book, "Woman and the New Race "

! l™, enclosing no money but will give the postman
;

who delivers the book to me, 12.00, plus postage.

I Name

Address

I

City statc
,

Canadian and foreign orders must be accompanied by
1 money order.

Music Lessons

A Complete Conservatory Course
Dv Mail Wonderful home study music lessonn underUJ IWSMl great American and European teachers.
Endorsed by Padcrcwslti Master teachers guide and coach
you. I>essons a marvel of simplicity and completeness.

Any Instrument
Piano. Harmony,Voice, Public School MuBic. Violin, Cornet.
Mandolin, Guitar, Bsvnjo, or Reed Organ—and we will send
sjur Free Catalog with details of course you want.Send now.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
7SI Siegei-Myers Bldg. Chicago, Illiaoia

6

Allan Dwan will direct "Lawful
Larceny," Conrad Nagle's last pic-
ture lor Lasky before he starts on
Ins Goldwyn contract. Lois Wilson
will lie his leading woman.

"The Vehement Flame," by. Mar-
garet Dcliind, has been purchased
by Universal for the movies. The
role of heroine is said to be a very
difficult one and no decision as to
who will have it has yet been
peached.

STUDIOS and
ADDRESSES

Astra Studios Glendale, Calif.

Balboa Studio East Long Beach, Calif.

Belasco Studios, 833 Market St., San Francisco
Chester Bennet Prod

Brunton Studio, Hollywood
Blue Ribbon Comedies

1438 Gower St., Hollywood
Brunton Studio, 5300 Melrose Ave., Hollywood
Berwilla Studios

5821 Santa Monica Blvd., Holiywood
Century Film Corp

6100 Sunset Blvd., Holiywood
C. L. Chester Productions

1438 Gower St., Holiywood
Christie Comedies

6101 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
Irving Cummings Prod 1729 Highland Ave.
Doubleday Productions

Sunset and Bronson Ave., Holiywood
Ferdinand Earle Productions

Hollywood Studios, Holiywood
Wm. Fox West Coast Studio.. .

1417 N. Western Ave., Hollywood
Fine Arts Studios

4500 Sunset Blvd., Holiywood
J. L. Frothingham Prod Brunton Studio
Garson Studios .... 1845 Glendale Blvd., Glendale
Goldwyn Studio Culver City
Great Western Producing Co

6100 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
Thos. H. Ince Productions Culver City
Lasky Studios 1520 Vine St.
Louis B. Mayer Studios

^800 Mission Road, Los Angeles
Metro Studio

Romaine and Cahuenga Ave., Holiywood
Morosco Productions 3800 Mission Road
Bud Osborne Productions 6514 Romaine St.

Pacific Studios Corp San Mateo, Calif.

Pacific Film Co Culver City
Mary Pickford Co

;

Brunton Studios, Holiywood
R-D Film Corp Balboa Studios, Long Beach
Realart Studio, 201 N. Occidental, Los Angeles
Robertson-Cole Productions

: Melrose and Gower, Holiywood
Will Rogers Productions

Hollywood Studios, 6642 S. M. Blvd.
Russel-Griever-Russell 6070 Sunset Blvd.
Hal E. Roach Studio Culver City
Morris R. Schlank Productions 6050 Sunset
Chas. R. Seeling Productions

v...1240 S. Olive, Los Angeles
Selig-Rork 3800 Mission Road, Los Angeles
Universal Studio Universal City, Calif.

King Vidor Prod Ince Studios, Culvsr City
Vitagraph Studio, 1708 Talmadge. Los Angeles
Cyrus J. Williams Co

5544 Hollywood Blvd., Holiywood
Cyrus J. Williams Co

4811 Fountain Ave., Holiywood
Wilnat Films. Inc

1329 Gordon St., Los Angeles
Ben Wilson Productions Berwilla Studios

EASTERN STUDIOS
Biograph Studios 807 E. 175th St., N. Y. C.
Blackton Studios Brooklyn, N. Y.
Estee Studios 124 W. 125th St., N. Y. C.
Fox Studios West 55th St., N. Y. C.
D. W. Griffith Studios Mamaroneck, N. Y.
International Film 2478 2d Ave., N. Y. C.
Harry Levy Prod 230 W. 38th St., N. Y. C.
Lincoln Studio Grantwood, N. J.
Mirror Studios Glendale, Long Island, N. Y.
Pathe 1900 Park Ave., N. Y. C.
Selznick Studios Fort Lee, N. J
Talmadge Studios, 318 East 48th St., N. Y. C.
Vitagraph Studios.. E. 15th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

510 for the Best Answer to "Which Advertisement in This Issue of Screenland Appeal, to You Most-and Why"-See Page 89.
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Adjusted to the Second
Adjusted to Temperature
Adjusted to Isochronism
Adjusted to Positions

21 Ruby and Sapphire Jewels
25 Year Gold Strata Case
Your Choice of Dials
(Including Montgomery R. R. Dial)

New Ideas in Thin Cases

0t&$fOO
Only One Dollar Down, will buy this masterpiece of watch
manufacture. The balance you are allowed to pay in small,

easy monthly payments. A 21-Jewel Watch—is sold to you
at a price much lower than that of other high-grade watches.

Besides, you have the selection of the finest thin model
designs and latest styles in watch cases. Write for FREE Watch
Book and our SPECIAL OFFER today.

The Turlington Petite"
This exquisite little 17-jewel ladies' wrist watch. A per-

fect timepiece. Beautiful, 14K Solid Green Gold case,

illustration is exact size of Burlington "Petite".

Send for this wonderful little bracelet watch. See
how beautiful the dainty green gold case looks on
your own wrist.

Write
While This Special Offer Lasts

Get the Burlington Watch Book—write today. Find out about this great

special offer which is being made for only a limited time. You will know
a great deal more about watch buying when you read this book. You
will be able to "steer clear" of the over-priced watches which are no better.

Write for Watch Book and our special offer TODAY!
imilllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIMIEIIIIII

Burlington Watch Company
19th St. and Marshall Blvd., Dept. 1314, Chicago
Canadian Address: 62 Albert St., Winnipeg, Manitoba

Please send me (without obligations and prepaid) your free book on watches with
full explanation of your $1.00 down offer on the Burlington Watch.

Name

Address

$10 for the Best Answer to "Which Advertisement in This Issue of Screenland Appeals to You Most—and Why"—See Page 89.



Just a few fascinating hours
and you have something

pretty to wear!
—yes, no matter how little

sewing experience you may
have had.

—no matter where you live,

or what your circumstances
or your needs.

—no matter how often you
may have said to yourself
that you could never, never
learn to sew at home.

Think of it! In just a few fascinating
hours you can have a becoming dress or
a dainty bit of lingerie or some other
pretty garment!

Aren't you glad to know that you can
do this? For you can! There is no magic—no mystery about it. It is simply the
new, easy method of making your own
clothes at home as taught by the Woman's
Institute—the largest woman's school in
the world.

You start at the very beginning by
actually making a pretty garment, and
step by step as you proceed, you learn to
make, with surprising ease, every gar-
ment your heart desires,

The Woman's Institute
New Course in

Dressmaking and Designing
brings you this new plan. It has been
developed, simplified and perfected
from the experience gained in teach-
ing 170,000 women and girls to make
their own clothes.

Here are the seven distinctive fea-
tures of this New Course:

—

You Start by Making Actual Gar-
mentM. From the beginning, much of the
time spent on your course is devoted to the mak-
ing of clothes to wear. Your very first instruc-
tion book shows you, step by step, how to make
a pretty garment.

MaterialH Furnished Free. To make
it easy for you to start at once and to help you
save money, pretty materials for several gar-
ments are furnished to you without cost.

Ur.-ss Form Given to You. With your
course you are given free a standard, non-
adjustable dress form, with complete instruc-
tions for making it an exact duplicate of yourown figure—an indispensable help in fitting
your clothe^.

6

Reference Volumes In addition to the
practical lessons on dressmaking and designing
you receive three handsomely bound Reference
Volumes—a complete library of dress informa-
tion on Textiles, Sewing Materials, Color Har-
mony^ Care of Clothing, Laundering, Renovat-
ing, Dyeing, Dry Cleaning, etc.

Personal Consultation Service. You
receive the benefit of an unlimited personal ser-
vice on individual problems of dress, affording
intimate advice and help on the planning and
making of appropriate, becoming clothes.

Fashion Service. Twice yearly—each.
Spring and Fall—you receive an exclusive Fash-
ion Service, containing 100 or more designs in-
terpreting the season's correct mode, with com-
plete detailed instructions for developing and
making each garment shown. Each month you
also receive a special supplement, illustrating
and describing the important new developments
in dress.

Monthly Magazine. Each month you
receive Inspiration"—an attractive magazine

•ii i.

w
.

Practlcal "teas and suggestions that
will help you to make a splendid success of
your sewing.

Don't you begin to see why the
Woman's Institute can teach you to
plan and make your own clothes so
quickly in spare time at home? And
wouldn't you like to have all of the
facts about this New Course?
Just send the convenient coupon or

a letter or postal to the Woman's In-
stitute, Dept. 9-AR-1923, Scranton,
Penna., and you will receive the full

story by return mail.

WOMAN'S INSTITUTE, Dcpi.9-AR.1023, Scranton, Penna.

nr«i!l! l!

,

n^
0St
^r

r,
0blig

-

li0n,
,
p,ease me a of y°ur bookIet describing the NEW Course inDressmakmg and Designing. I am most interested in the subject before which I have marked an X:—

B
How to Plan and Make My Own Clothes
How to Earn Money as a Dressmaker

How to Make My Own Hats
O How to Earn Money as a Milliner

Name..

(Please specify whether Mrs. or Miss)

Address..

For the Children

When leasing "The Covered
Wagon" to the theaters the Para-
mount Company is asking the thea-

ters to provide special matinees for

children with a maximum admis-
sion fee of ten cents.

It is important that future Ameri-
can citizens should see this picture

because it gives a vivid and authen-
tic presentation of pioneer life on
the plains. It brings to life a period
in American history which school

histories usually treat in a dull and
lifeless fashion.

These are not the first children's

matinees to be instituted. All over
the country, theaters have been giv-

ing special Saturday morning per-

formances of the serial "The Adven-
tures of Buffalo Bill," which Univer-
sal is putting out. The historical

value of these two, however, is not
to be compared.

Bert a Blond
For the sake of art Bert Lytell has

become a handsome blond. Bert
was selected for the role of Rudolph
Rassendyll in "Rupert of Hentzau."
And Rudolph is a light-haired

Englishman, according to the tradi-

tions of the story. Bert had the
option of playing the role with a

wig, but disdained such artificiali-

ties, and decided to brave the kid-
ding of his friends. He applied the
peroxide and for a short time
enjoyed the distinction of being the
one and only made-to-order male
blond in pictures.

Through Three Reigns

Cecil M. Hepworth is assembling
a very unique picture. "Through
Three Reigns," and it is made up of
news reels showing all the most im-
portant events in England during
the reigns of Victoria, Edward VII,
and George V. Coronations, reviews
of troops, great trade expositions,

and various visits that these rulers
made to cities in their realm are
graphically recorded.

Here is a history for future gener-
ations that will hold their interest

and it is a picture that has taken
over twenty years to film.

Leah Baird finds she has not time
between pictures to make her pro-
posed trip from Ne*w York to Los
Angeles, via the Panama Canal.

They say that George Stewart,
brother of the fair Anita, is sort of
stealing Rodolph Valentino's stuff

in Hollywood.
$10 for the Best Answer to "Which Adverti.ement in Thi. Issue of Screenland Appeals to You Most-and Why»-See Pase 89.



10$8"Dianiond Bargains
YES—1088 of the best diamond bargains you have

ever seen. See these—also hundreds of diamonds
and other jewels in the latest issue of "The Dia-

mond Bargain List." Send today for this money-
saving book. See the wonderful offerings that give
amazing opportunities to purchase diamonds and
other bargains at special low prices.

60% of Market Price
will Buy
Diamonds Here
Here's why we can offer such remarkable values: This famous
75 year old firm— rated at over $1,000,000.00 capital— the
largest and oldest diamond banking institution of its kind in the
world has made loans on diamonds, watches, and jewels in
excess of $25,000,000.00.

Why Pay Full Prices
Costs Nothing to See

Wenow have thousands upon thousands of unpaid loans and
other special advantage bargains that we must sell to get back
our cash. Loan Value—not market value is our price basis on
unpaid loans. Send now for Bargain List. Don't delay. Learn
all about the startling offerings that you can get at a fraction of
their real value. The Buys of a lifetime. Costs nothing to see.

FREE—On Approval!
The "Buys" of a Lifetime!

At our risk—we send you any bargain you wish for absolutely free
examination. No red tape. No reference required. No obliga-
tion. Compare it carefully. Have it valued any way you wish.
Don't buy unless satisfied you can not match the bargain at 60
per cent more. If you decide not to buy, you are not out one
penny. See how much we can save you—or see how much
more we can give at other's prices.

As Low As $60 Per Carat
Not all, but some. Yes, some evenlower priced, also finest gems
obtainable at higher per carat, but proportionately low Bargain
Prices. Get a diamond now around half its market price.

Send for Latest List of

Diamond Loans
Entirely different from the ordinary catalog. You will find
hundreds of Diamond Bargains described in full detail
with exact weight, color, quality, etc., which hardly any
others do. You know what you're buying before you #
buy. Besides the Bargain list tells of Quaranteed Loan M
Value, unlimited exchange privilege at full price +
paid, and all details of free examination offer. M

UseCouponNow! /

/
/
/

Jos.
DeRoy
& Sons

9597 DeRoy
Building

Or just send name. Postal will do. We'll
send our latest Bargain list. It's free.

Noobligation. No expense.Write now.

Jos. De Roy & Sons
9S97 De Roy Building

Only Opposite Post Office

Pittsburgh, Pa.

References by permission;-
Bank of Pittsburgh — N. A.
Marine National Bank—
Union Trust Co. Pitts- f
burg, Pa. Your bank can w
look us up in mercantile -

Only Opposite
Post Office

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Gentlemen: Please

send me free and pre-
paid, your latest bar*

gain list of diamonds,
watches and other jew-

elry. It is understood I
assume no obligation of

any kind.

/ war

/
/
/Address _

JOS. DE ROY & SONS PITTSBURGH, P A.

Guaranteed Cash Loan!
Diamonds bought here are like insurance policies. You
know what you can borrow before you decide to

bny-SEE OUR CASH BACK GUARANTEE.

$10 for the Best Answer to "Which Advertisement in This Issue of Screenland Appeal: to You Most—and Why"—See Page 89. 9



You Can Win $ 1OO

What Is the TITLE of This PICTURE?
Only Two MONTHS MORE

to send in your answers
Non-subscribing contestants for tlio

title contest may win:

First Prize

Second "

Third '

'

Fourth "

.$10.00

. 5.00

. 2.00

1.00

If you send in with your answer one

to SrffFVWTTwr*'
1 tlial subscriP«onto bCKEENLAND, you may win:

First Grand Prize $100.00
Second " "

. . . . 5000
Third " << ...

*°-JJ
"

. W OO

SET YOUR BRAIN A-WORKING
to *R

h
WHte&&£&5f£l 85?iff£ %f^T"^^you choose, on separate sheets J LZl t i

*

,

It
° *hls Pleture—as many as

Besnre yournam^S^^^ *° »» editor,
but your address and your titles unless vou '^5, t„ ^ . ^ nothin?
PRIZES, headed by a first prize of S100 T„ hp r

«omPf*e for the GRAND
prizes, enclose a one dollar

1

bll or moiy-ordor t !
ĥ ,^orth^kile

title suggestions. y d r or your P«sonal check with your

the soul of wit." £1; ^Ses^LTSf Eg*" ™ ™* *

on May T °nly
-+?

ne m °rC issue of GREENLAND and will close

2a*k staff

2Li^ ir&^%^j^ 1^sea by members
°f sc™-

forsr^s™ are received

ot .SCREEN LAND'S staff are not eligible for this contest.

LAND for'w&l

"

CXt B£#SUM of SCREEN.
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May Adjust Valentino
Contract

An article appearing in the New-
1 ork World and purporting to
quote an unnamed "official" of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
conveys the impression that the
Paramount organization is in a re-
ceptive state of mind with respect to
any overtures that Rodolph Valen-
tino may care to make in adjust-
ment of their differences. When
Adolph Zukor, president of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, was
asked to comment upon the New
York World article he declared
that the statement embodied in the
interview with the unknown "offi-
cial'' was substantially correct.
The interview with the Famous

Players-Lasky "official
-

'

is quoted
3y the New York World as follows

:

"We stand ready now, as always,
to give Mr. Valentino the most ar-
tistic pictures it is possible to make
V e are -still holding Alan Dwan
who is ready to do 'The Spanish
Cavalier/ the script for which was
prepared at Mr. Valentino's request
by Miss June Mathis. His pictures
would have the best production re-
sources that the industry4ffords, he
could have the best scenario writers
and directors available, and you
may be sure we would give him
every possible co-operation. As to
his compensation, we always have
been and are now prepared" to dis-
cuss and readjust his contract com-
mensurate with his present-day pop-
ularity, as we have from time to
time done with other artists. All
we ask in return is his honest co-
operation."

The New York World also inti-
mated that Famous Players-Lasky
was contemplating court action with
a view to enjoin Valentino from
dancing in Detroit. Mr. Zukor,
after stating that the paragraph
quoted above reflected substantially,
Paramount'* stand with respect to
the Valentino controversy, was fur-
ther requested to comment upoh the
World's report of possible injunc-
tion proceedings on the part of
Paramount against Valentino's
•lancing act in Detroit.

ART PHOTOS
A large number of artistic studies of beauti-
ful women from life.

Three different poses of Miss Los Angelesor other subjects for $1.00.

S. M. WERSHON CO
1211 Waterloo St. Lo. Anseles, Cal.

to You Most—and Why"—See P».. .a
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Arbuckle stands before his judges. The jury of San
Francisco acquitted him of any wrong-doing. What
will the verdict of the public be? keystone photo

D ID Will Hays throw a
monkey wrench into the
custard pie when he gave
Roscoe Arbuckle a Christ-

mas pardon?
Scarcely had the headlines ap-

peared announcing the reinstate-

ment of the once-adored "Fatty,"
than a verbal bedlam broke loose
which shook the rafters of our
social structure from Alaska to the
last barnacle clinging to Key West.
Europe, too, felt the upheaval, and
once again the famous fat man felt

the white heat of publicity.

In California, where the man of
girth has many friends, arguments
are raging with particular intensity,
owing to the fact that details of his
life are better known here than
elsewhere. It is easy for anyone to

understand Roscoe's desire to return
to stardom, for his fall from enor-
mous popularity and great wealth to

poverty and personal oblivion was
swift and sure.

It is a very sober and unsmiling
Roscoe who stands before his judges.
But, considering the avalanche of

The
True

Story

Arbuckle
\

SINCE the writing of this

article Roscoe Arbuckle has
announced his intention of for-

saking his original hopes for a

return to the screen.

His latest feature—half com-
pleted—has been abandoned and
his future activities will be
turned to directing motion pic-

tures and not to acting in them.

Will the animosity of the pic-

ture public which banished Ar-
buckle from the screen after he
had been acquitted of crime by a
jury of his peers pursue him
now and hound him further
from his directorial aspirations?

Arbuckle's physical appear-
ance has been his greatest liabil-

ity since his trial, just as it was
his greatest asset before.

If Roscoe Arbuckle had been
born a slender and well-formed
man he might have escaped the
obloquy of public condemnation.

disapproval which followed the
plea of Hays to give the fallen idol

another chance, one cannot help
but admire his optimism and per-

sistence.

Will Hays, "czar of the films,"

bad hitherto enjoyed the full con-

fidence of the public. His somer-
sault from an absolute ban of Ar-
buckle films to the new theme of
"another chance" has brought a
protest that must have "well nigh
ruint" the rural quietude of Sul-

livan, Indiana.

^Vhat do the stars say about
Arbuckle? What is the opinion of
the film colony itself?

This is the consensus of Holly-
wood opinion from the angle of

the star or producer: "We can't

approve of Arbuckle, because it

would hurt us with the public. We
can't condemn him, because we
have accepted his hospitality dur-
ing the time of his prosperity, and
to turn against him now, publicly,

would be to mark us as poor sports.

We can only sit tight and say noth-
mg.
That is Arbuckle's policy, too.

To sit tight and say nothing must
be a herculean task for the big
comedian, but he is under orders to

is



keep his tongue strictly between his

teeth. At such critical periods, the

beans are too easily spilled; one

rash interview would ruin all chance

of the millions of dollars tied up
in his pictures to be ever recovered,

to say nothing of the success of the

new test-picture that Arbuckle is

now making.
For "Fatty" has opened up a

new tin of grease paint and has

donned the old, familiar garb of

brown derby, checkered shirt, cut-

away coat and loose trousers.

Handy Andy is the title of the pic-

ture; a two-reeler, its fate will

determine the fate of Arbuckle

himself.

The probability is that the first

Arbuckle picture released will draw

a good house. People will go out of

curiosity
;
they have half-way for-

gotten what "Fat-

ty's" comedies are

like. They will

laugh over the

"gags," for "Fat-

ty's" gags are
good. But at the

first hint of a love-

interest in the pic-

ture, a wave of distaste may sweep

over the audience. The picture of

Mollie Malone in Arbuckle's em-

brace will dissolve into a vision of

little Virginia Rappe, who is dead,

and whose last embrace in this

world was given to Arbuckle, per-

haps.

If Arbuckle can win his way back

into favor, it will probably have to

be through pure, unadulterated

humor with a male cast.

A.̂rbuckle is thirty-five years

old. For ten years, his screen antics

have brought him fame, and in

later years, wealth. Tie began his

film career as an "extra" man on

the Keystone comedy lot, delighted

to be able to earn his three dollars a

day—some days. Little by little his

Why did Mrs.

Roscoe Ar-

buckle make
her spectacu-

lar trip to her

husband's res-

cue, during his

trial, and then

retire to New
York again?

Wins Woblp Photo

grotesque figure and cherubic smile

began to "get over." He began to

receive "fan mail," the first visible

proof of film success. Oh yes, some
people do love a fat man, but Fatty's

mail came mostly from benign old

ladies and adoring youngsters. Not
many from pretty girls.

As he slowly but surely gained a

"following," his finances picked up.

He no longer lived a precarious,

hand-to-mouth existence, eating

where and when he could. From an
extra man, he began to play "bits,"

then "parts" and finally leads.

Then success came indeed. He went
over to Paramount, directing and
starring. For years he earned an
enormous salary.

How much has he saved during
the days of his prosperity? Very
little, it is said. Easy come, easy go.

Fatty spent his money like water.

Parties, fine automobiles, luxurious

apartments and a beautiful home
in the Wilshire district in Los
Angeles, the latter now occupied by
Joseph Schenck, Arbuckle's staunch
defender. Most of his wealth is

gone, if rumor be true. The cars,

the apartments, all have been sold.

It took money, a great deal of

money, to finance his expensive

trial at San Francisco. Since the

trial he has been living with
Schenck and "Buster" Keaton,
practically living on their bounty,
it is said.

clergy of Los Angeles have
been emphatic in their denunciation

of both Hays and Arbuckle. In-

dignation meetings in church, club

and school circles still obscure the

well-advertised sun.

Women's organizations have is-

sued yards of resolutions to the

press, in opposition to any resur-

rection of the famous fun-maker.

City after city have announced
decisions for or against the show-

ing of Arbuckle films.

Dr. Gustav Briegleb, of the West-
lake Presbyterian Church, declared

to his congregation in Los Angeles'

smart residence section that "if it

were not for the two million dollars

tied up in the films, the producer

would tell Arbuckle to jump off

tbe dock." (In this connection, it

is interesting to note that producers

who are not financially interested

in the Arbuckle films have had
nothing to say.)
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A PARABLE

A FAMOUS COMEDIAN,
beloved by children the

world over, is involved in a par-
ticularly revolting murder case,
growing out of a liquor party
at a San Francisco hotel. A
jury of his peers, after long and
earnest contemplation, decrees
him innocent of the charge of
murder.
The stain upon his character

remains, however. He has
brought the films into bad re-
pute. Therefore a Great Man in
the industry, to whom a trusting
public looks to redeem the
good name of the films, bans
the Comedian from the screen.
A year passes. The case has

been almost forgotton. The pub-
lic looks approvingly upon such
characters as Harold Lloyd,
Conrad Nagel, Richard Barthel-
mess and Thomas Meighan and
decides that perhaps the movies
are not so black as they have
been painted.
And then the million dollars

tied up in the Comedian's films
begins to worry the Producers.
Under the Great Man's edict,
the films cannot be released. A
million dollars is a great deal of
money .... And it has been
over a year .... And after
all . . . victim of circum-
stances .... might have hap-
pened to anybody . . . .

mustn't be vindictive ....
And so the Producers spoke

to the Great Man. They spoke
with the authority of employers,
the authority due men who were
paying a salary of $150,000 a
year to a man who can enlist
the confidence of the public.
And the Great Man listened and
revoked the edict that barred
the Comedian from the screen.
And Lo, the Great Man was

great no longer.

Moral: A hired man cannot
reasonably be expected to be a
Miracle Man.

"If any school-teacher did any-
thing like what Arbuckle has done
in the past',' said the Rev. Robert
Shuler, President of the Ministerial
Union of Los Angeles, "we would
do all we could to help him come
back, but we would not put him
in a place of confidence by giving
him guidance over our children. It

is a fight of coin against character."

In other words, the Reverend
Bob means that he would not
protest Arbuckle's making a living,

though he doesn't consider it

strictly necessary, if he did it by
such laudable means as digging
ditches or making little ones out of
big ones.

Billy Sunday, that great master

of picturesque language, is decided-
ly in favor of Arbuckle's return. In
a recent interview he declared: "I
am a minister of the gospel and the
gospel gives every man a chance.
From my standpoint, I say give
Arbuckle a chance. The Bible
says, 'With what measure ye mete,
it shall be measured to ye again'.

And it says 'If a brother was over-

taken in a fault'—and Fatty is the
brother overtaken in a fault, He
was in fault when he went up there
to the St. Francis, drinking with
that crowd and carousing around.
But the jury did not convict him of

manslaughter. Everybody has been
a fool sometime, but nobody is a
fool all the time. The. only dif-

ference between Fatty and the
others is that Fatty got caught,"

So much for the preachers who
cannot agree. Now comes "Fattv"

nounced Christ and stoned him for
what he said?"

Arbuckle stated that his pictures
have always been clean. Which is

true.. He declared that reports of
his wild parties were "just talk"
and that he has no intention of giv-
ing wild parties in future.

People on the inside say that Ar-
buckle's greatest opposition will
come from women. In California,
the Federated Clubs are against him
in every particular. The Hollywood
Women's Club was so disgusted
with the action of Mr. Hays that
they called off a luncheon which
was to be given in honor of the
Hays representative, Mr. George
Patten.

IN the meantime, the verbal hieh-
way? echo with queries. Has Hays

ehbendt-Levt, Inc.

Arbuckle in the days of his prosper-
ity, in his $20,000 special-built motor.

himself, with a carefully edited
plea for mercy. He points out that
he was acquitted by the jury that
tried him for the death of Virginia
Rappe, but exonerated in a state-

ment that the eight men and four
women issued.

"Unlike the jury" runs his state-

ment, "those denouncing me heard
no part of the evidence, and are

without knowledge of the facts."

(Evidently the transcripts of the
court reporters mean nothing to

Roscoe.)

"Judge not, that ye be not
judged," quotes Fatty. "How
would my accusers like to be
judged the way they are judging
me? What might have happened
if some of those who heartlessly

denounced me had been present
when the Savior forgave the peni-

tent thief on the cross, in words
that have had more influence on
the human race than any other
words ever uttered. Would not
some of those persons have de-

betrayed the public which trusted

him? What caused his sudden flip-

flop? Why did Mrs. Roscoe Ar-
buckle make her spectacular trip to

Roscoe 's rescue and then retire to

New York again? If Miss Rappe
was merely ill and accepted kindly
assistance, why did witnesses

scamper for points outside the
jurisdiction of the court? Has
Roscoe really reformed? Does he
still drink or does he not? Has he
manicured his language? What of

the lonely grave in Hollywood?
It isn't up to Will Hays to say

that Roscoe Arbuckle may or may
not come back to the screen.

It isn't tip to the producers who
have a million dollars tied up in

the Arbuckle films.

It isn't even up to the clergy who
are fighting so fiercely for morality
that they are forgetting something
of Christianity and its though-your-
sms-are-as-scarlet promise.

It's up to the public, you
who pay your fifty-five cents.
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LOVE is a DRUG
In Hollywood Its Ravages

Are More Severe Than
Morphine.

Ravages
of the

LoveDrug
By

syl Mcdowell Photo ov Hoover

KOYE is a drug that deadens

reason. By this compas-

^ sionate provision of Nature

man is blinded to the faults

of his choosing mate and is led a

stupefied captive to the scaffold of

matrimony.
After the anesthesia of emotion

wears away, the male awakens. He
fingers the noose and with clouded

reason restored, speculates

upon his predicament.

AVoman in the throes of

romantic fervor is only

slightly more rational than

the male. At best she is

abnormal, like a setting

hen. Groping in the dark

for the jewel chest of des-

tiny—that's what it is, this,

marriage game. So is it any
wonder that some of us lay

hand on a trap door spider

instead of a pearl?

Woman is the prime
mover in the emotional

complex. She baits the

trap. In the courtship

dream, she retains a faint

gleam of waketime intelli-

gence. The love drug pro-

duces total unconsciousness

in the male, but not so Avith

her. The proof is money
marriages. A man is loath-

some who promises to love,

honor and obey a check-

book. But all predatory

beauties forage for wealth.

Yet we don't despise them.
.Miss Stonehatchet would

be held foolish to shiver

under a bough with

Rollo Rabbitskin if Phil-

an d e r Flintface offered

her a swell, big batcave to live in.

So love is a drug. And its addicts

are everywhere. But Hollywood is

full of them. And here in Holly-

wood its ravages are more severe

than morphine. Love's ravages are

devastating Hollywood.

AVhy? Because stars, with their

Here is a couple who grasped the recipe for

happiness. Blanche Sweet and Marshall Neilan
waited for years, until Neilan emerged from
comparative obscurity to become one of film-

dom's most conspicuous figures. Blanche Sweet
was wise to the screen after the wedding.

Two individuals of separate sta-

tions can not hope for a tranquil

home. Rex Ingram is not a film

actor, but he is a director, so he
and his lovely wife, Alice Terry,

find parallel interests.

highly developed emotions, are

ready victims to the love habit. De-

prived, love addicts are as desperate

as a hophead, maddened by starved

and jangling nerves. Murder, love,

theft, divorce epidemics-

all the concomitants of jaz-

zed lives follow in the wake
of love like a plague.

Thousands of men —
screen heroes as well as

plumbers and bookkeepers

and afflicted pastors—would

pledge fortunes for a love

antitoxin. That, or else a

reliable recipe to guide

aright their surges of devo-

tion.

]Foor, befuddled, pathetic

man wants to know how to

pick a woman to marry. A
few wise ones have learned

to regard circumstances

without as well as within.

Character and taste are the

circumstances within. En-
vironment, social and econ-

omic status are circum-

stances without. A har-

monious blend of tempera-

ments is essential to success-

ful marriage of course. But
having such—the circum-

stances within—two indi-

viduals of separate stations

cannot hope for a tranquil

home.
A girl star m&y wed her
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chauffeur. But she must become, in
mode of living, plane of thought
and class register a chauffeur's wife.

Or else the chauffeur must by some
legerdemain elevate himself to be-

come a seeming mate. On a desert
island they might live in uninter-
rupted bliss. But surrounded by
rigid social custom and the intrica-

cies of civilization they would soon
be thrust apart by the inexorable
code.

Of course the star could endow
the chauffeur with high position.

But then she would hate him.
Gladys Walton divorced a husband
because she found it humiliating,
she said, to support him.

So, in marriage, more than the
two culprits are to be considered.
There are You and I—and the
World.
A male star might wed a scrub-

maid. She will wring out her mop
and store it away with other girlish

memories. She will learn to wear
a ballgown but as she crosses the
polished floor

her husband
will think of

her on bend-

ed knees ob-

literating the

footmarks.

Doug and
Mary are a

perfect exam-
ple of profes-

sional matri-

mony because

they met and
dwell on the

same plane.

If Jean Acker
had achieved

stardom a t

the same
time as did

Rodolphthey
might be
happy t o-

gether today. Rex Ingram is not

an actor but he is a movie director,

so he and his lovely wife, Alice

Terry, find parallel interests, are

congenial among the same asso-

ciates. Marriage from unlike stations

is liking mixing races. Constance
Talmadge married a Greek tobacco
king. As a tobacco king, he was the
real leaf and as a star Constance is

outshone by few. There was some-
thing else the matter.

For conjugal serenity it is not
necessary for stars to wed stars. Not

in the least. Fellow quaffers at the
love vial may possess kindred char-
acteristics in some other phase of
life that makes a balanced union.
Bert Lytell and Conrad Nagel and
Jack Holt are home lovers. So they
have found marital bliss outside
their profession.

Gloria Swanson as a bathing girl

might have gone on content as the
spouse of Wallace Berry. But Holly-
wood custom would not tolerate a

screen villain's proprietorship of a
public idol.

^^re movie folk who succumb to

the love potion in perpetual danger
of separation? Is success a nemesis
that threatens their homes? Yes,
if professional sympathy is all that
anchors the marital frigate.

Marshall Neilan and Blanche
Sweet waited for years until Neilan
emerged from comparative obscuritv
to become one of movidom's most
conspicuous figures. Blanche Sweet.

If Jean Acker had achieved stardom at the same time as did Rodolph
Valentino, they might be living together happily today.

long ago a leading screen favorite,

returned to the screen after their
wedding.

Here is a Hollywood couple who
solved the problem. They saw
love's shoals. Few other screen
people show such wisdom. They
grasped the recipe for happiness.
Blanche Sweet was wise to return
to the screen. Discord would soon
threaten if Neilan would come home
to tell her of his work and sav
•Things are different nowadays,
dear."

Their emotional lives make actors
and actresses particular prey of the
love drug. That is why conjugal
affrays and divorces are so common
in Hollywood. There is an analysis
of the trouble—a diagnosis of the
love-drugged condition.

A woman's first line of defense
is her lips. All actresses are cast in

"kissing parts"—that is. all except
Mary Pickford. who commonly re-

fuses, or Gale Henry or Sylvia Ash-
ton—a few who are cast as unkiss-
able types.

A\ nen a woman yields her first

line of defense, it is like taking the

first hypodermic. The next is easier.

And so on until the last bulwark of

convention crumbles.

To a man. the fervid kiss of an
enticing woman is a powerful
stimulant. Have you wondered to

know the emotional thrill that

screen lover's feel in the fadeout

closeup embrace? The unsparing-

eye of the
camera de-

mands real
kisses, real
sighs, real
heart throbs.

Long ago
the danger of

a kiss was
recognized on
the spoken
stage. It was
unprofession-

al for a man
and a girl,

cast together

in a love part,

to kiss one
another's lips

night after

night. So ar-

t i f i c e was
u s e d. The
stage depth

and distance from the audience pro-
vided a merciful camouflage. Thev
touched cheeks. That's all.

Love and morphine have useful
places in the scheme of things if

properly prescribed and taken ac-
cording to directions. But if

morphine addicts lost their craving,
sanitariums soon would be idle.

While without love madness, jails

would empty and divorce lawyers
would starve to death.

And Hollywood wouldn't be half
so famous.
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JSP* Col. Selics

Stories of

Movie Life
Reminiscence , Grave and
Gay 0/ Twenty-five

Years on a Studio Lot

By COL. WILLIAM SELIG

.EMINISCENCES of any

kind are not unlike 'boarding house

hash.

You remember, of course, the

literary boarder who fixed his eyes

upon the hash and asked his

neighbor to please pass the Review

of Reviews.

But even hash, well spiced, is

palatable. And my quarter of a

century in the fascinating game of

motion pictures has been highly

seasoned with ludicrous—and tragic

—experience.

I am going to tell you most about

the humorous incidents, however,

for time has dulled a bit the poign-

ancy of my little tragedies, and

I find the laughable experiences

stand out most in my memory.

Made His Own Camera

!§)uch a time as we had, back in
;

95, when we were
struggling with our

camera and projec-

tion machines ! The
camera that I first

made . . . the fore-

runner of the ma-
chine now in use at

our Los Angeles
studio, by the way
.... was worked
out under the stair-

way of my home in

Chicago. It was in-

spired by Edison's

little kinetoscope, of

course.

We had dreadful

times with our film, too. The film

had to be perforated by hand in

those days, and it had a hideous

habit of shrinking, so that the per-

forations would not fit the projec-

tion machine. We tried all sorts

of experiments, including treating

things, managing a minstrel show,

and went into the business of mak-
ing pictures in earnest.

Famous Names m Early Casts

o n apeil 1, 1896, we opened up
it before it was used in the camera the Selig studio in Chicago at 43
or perforated, on the same principle Peck Court. In that studio some
that cloth is sometimes shrunk of the most important pioneering

before being made up. work in motion pictures was done,

However, all that is technical and and some of the famous actors and
not highly interesting to the lay- actresses today got their start on my
man. lot. •

The first real picture I ever Kathlyn Williams, Harold Lock-

made was taken out in front of my wood, Eugenie Besserer, Fred Hunt-
house. The next one was

"shot" over in the Chi-

cago stock-yards. I sold

both of them and actually

made money on them, so

I joyously gave up my
previous occupation,

which was, among other

<*>W-"*V

Kathlyn Williams and the lamented Harold Lockwood, who fell a

victim to the influenza epidemic in 1918. Lockwood and Miss
Williams were featured together in many of the early Selig

releases.

ley and a score or

more of others,

destined to become
famous, appeared
in our early pic-

tures. We had the

original all-star
casts, too.

For instance, in

The Coming of

Columbus one of

our most ambitious
early e ff o r t s,

Myrtle Stedman,
Kathlyn Williams
and Harold Lock-

wood had impor-

t a n t parts. For
making this pic-

ture I received a

silver medal, from
the Pope, an honor
which I cherish as

one of my pleas-

antest memories.
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You cant make motion pictures for a

quarter of a century without accumu-

lating a store ofhuman interest experi-

ences that make a reporter or a by-the-

day seamstress look like an Alice-Sit-

By-the-Fire. Colonel Selig has been

turning out photoplays since the early

feudal period of 1896, and his anec-

dotes are as good as his pictures.

Tom Mix was another star of
today who started his screen career

with us. Selig pictures first made
his rough-riding, wild-west films

popular. The first horse Tom ever
rode in pictures is still at our studio
zoo, pensioned after faithful serv-

ice, living out his last days peace-
fully in pleasant pastures. Tom
loved that horse.

SBHHH

B
Bill Farnum m The Spoilers

'ig Bill Farnum was a great
.favorite around the studio in the

old days. Of course you remem-
ber The Spoilers. It was the first

really big motion picture, and Bill

scored an enormous hit in it. From
then on, for a good many years,

Bill enjoyed an enormous vogue.
His beautiful physique and great
bulk fascinated the flappers some-
what as Valentino's polished man-
ners do today. And just as the pro-

ducers play up Valentino's beauti-

ful manners, so did we play up
Farnum's strength, giving him
strong-man, red-blooded roles, until

a newspaper bard, J. P. McEvoy,

Bill Farnum's beautiful physique
intrigued the flappers of a decade
ago as Valentino's polished man-
ners do now. Colonel Selig played
up Farnum's great build by giving
him red-blooded, he-man roles,
like his greatest part in "The

Spoilers."

H e r b e r t

Rawlinson's
dimples
were first
displayed to
screen ad-
vantage i n
the early
S e 1 i g pic-

tures.

CODBTESI FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

A dear old familiar scene from a
photoplay of an ancient vintage.
The hard-hearted landlord is fore-
closing the mortgage on the old
homestead, and Edythe Chapman
and Charles Ogle are about to be
turned out on the street leading
over the hills to the poorhouse,

doubtless.

immortalized Bill's prowess in verse,

a bit of which I will give here:
"Oh have you seen our Farnum

slap an engine off the track,

And chase a mob to helangon and
sometimes half-way back?

.And have you seen him stand a
king upon his royal ear,

And beat a faithful army to a
palpitating smear?

How gracefully he hits a big
gazabo on the nose,

And presto! undertakers and
some flowers and repose!

So do not fear the English or the
German or the Jap,

Just notify Bill Farnum and he'll

chase 'em off the map."

K
Camera Was Cruel to Kathlyn

Williams

lAThlyn Williams was one of
our most charmin g leading
ladies. The photographs repro-

duced here do not do her beauty
justice. The art of make-up in
those days was distinctly not so

good, and she seems older then than
she does now. She came to us from
a successful stage career. Miss Wil-
liams was featured in the first serial,

The Adventures of Kathlyn, which
made an enormous success, and pre-

cipitated a deluge of serial pictures.

Bessie Eyton, now leading lady
with the Morosco stock company in
Los Angeles, had important roles

in many of our early pictures. Bessie
was at one time the wife of Charles
Eyton, now general manager of
Famous Players—Lasky corpora-



tion, and
Williams.

husband of Kathlyn

I always think of Wallace Reid

as the nice kid who used to play

around our lot, His father, Hal

Reid, used to write scenarios for us

(we'd call them continuities now),

and Wally, fascinated as all young-

sters are by a studio, was always

under foot. We used to give him
small bits and atmosphere to do.

He did them well, too. He was such

a handsome youngster.

We were a. training school for di-

rectors as well as stars, in the old

days. Al Green, now a Avell-known

wielder of a directorial megaphone,
played extra parts with us.

Remember Tom Santschi, he of

the lovely curling pompadour? He
was one of our stand-bys when we

needed a sterling actor, a handsome
face as well. Back in 1907,

Mabel Talliaferro was one of

our players, too.

I

No Huge Salaries Then

am often asked if we- had
as much temperament in our

actors in the old days as we
do now. Well, an actor is an

actor always, and something

has to be conceded to genius,

but it is my personal opinion

that the morale of pictures

was better in the old days.

There wasn't so much
money lying around loose,

for one thing. A salary of

•$100 a week was a mighty
large and handsome wage,

and only a few featured

players got it. William Far-

num got more than that for

The Spoilers; we paid him
not by the week, however,

but with a lump sum for the

whole picture.

Dobbin s Scaffolding

Titkkk have been a good

many chuckles during my
jreais of picture-making. I

remember one picture for

which we needed a horse,

a very emaciated, bony horse

found one, the daddy of all bony

equines. A visitor to the studio

took one look at old Dobbin and

asked his handler, "Gettin' in a new

horse?"

"Aw, wottcher givin' us?" asked

the stable-boy sensitively.

'T see you've got the frame-work

Tip already," said the visitor.

This tale has gone the rounds so

often that its origin in our studio

has probably been forgotten.

Why Directors Go Wrong

ust to show the unexpected prob-

lems that pop up in a studio, I

want to tell about an impasse that

occurred some time ago in another

studio, not mine. The casting direc-

tor was told to secure five priests

and forty choir-boys for an elaborate

cathedral scene. I believe a royal

wedding was to be filmed. For the

sake of realism he was told he must

get the real thing; no "hams"
dressed up in vestments at $7.50 a

day would do.

Well, the priests and choir-boys

of them had been secured from an
Episcopal church and twenty from
a Roman Catholic church. The
Episcopal songsters refused to sing

the Catholic chants and the Cath-

olic boys refused to sing the Episco^

pal chants. I believe the director

flipped a coin and the Episcopal

boys lost, so they were marched off

the set and the scene was "shot"

with a half-portion choir, trium-

phantly warbling their own beloved

chants.

ojste or the most difficult things

we pioneers in pictures had to do

was to educate the public into tak-

ing their films in other than tabloid

doses. The first pictures were only

about 25 feet long. When we length-

ened them to 50 and finally to 100

the exhibitors protested. People get

tired of looking at them, they said.

Finally, we made a picture

that was of tremendous

length, 1000 feet ! We sent a

print toLondon and our sales-

man wrote back that he could

sell twice as many 500-foot

films as he could 1000-footers.

"Sell the 1000-footers," I

wrote back. "We get paid by
the foot anyway."

Little by little the public

got used to the longer films,

until an audience ceased to be

outraged when the theater

manager put off on them a

five-reel picture and a two-

reel comedy, instead of the

regular diet of six one-reel

pictures.

How Mob Scenes Were
Faked

The art of make-up in the old days was very
different from what it is today, so that an
actress looked much older than she really was.
Kathlyn Williams is in the act of handing back

Harold Lockwood's ring.

We were persuaded to assist. The set,

a beautiful thing, was ready, the

actors were on the set and every-

thing was ready to shoot, when it

was discovered that the. choir-boys

weren't all the same brand. Twenty

was pretty hard to get

good actors to work in pic-

tures in those days. The
actors from the "legitimate"

looked down on the films, and

we didn't have the money to

offer them the fabulous sala-

ries that might have per-

suaded them to "prostitute

their art," We got a good

many vaudeville stars, how-

ever.

For mob scenes in the old days,

when a big crowd was needed, it

was a common practice to march the

same men back and forth before

the camera. Fifty men could thus

impersonate a huge army, and the
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custodian of the studio bank-roll

was saved much mental anguish.

The famous zoo that we maintain

at our Lincoln Park establishment

came about partly by accident. We
needed a lot of animals for a pic-

ture, The Adventures of Kathlyn,

which, you remember, had its set-

ting in the jungles of India. We
had so much difficulty in renting

animals that we finally purchased

what we needed for the picture, and
kept them right on the lot in case of

future use. We made a good many
animal pictures after that, and lit-

tle by little we added new animals

until now our zoo is quite a show-

place in Southern California.

The Game Was Simpler Then

aking pictures was a much
simpler business back in the early

days. The sets were very simple

and inexpensive, and the audience

was willing to use a bit of imagi-

nation. In those days when it was

so thrilling just to see a picture

move, there were no blase and keen-

eyed critics waiting to howl a

protest when a young lady in a tai-

lored suit passed through a doorway
and appeared on the other side in

negligee.

Cutting a picture was simple, too.

Film was too expensive to be used

lavishly, and we "shot" no more
than we expected to use. Nowadays,
in a big film thousands of feet of

costly film are thrown out, in the

cutting room, often a hundred

times as much film

as was used in a

whole motion pic-

ture in 1907 or

1908.

Being Funny Under

DifficultieswWe made a

good many come-

dies, short-reelers,

when pictures were

just striking their

stride. Just plain

slap-stick, with
some funny cos-

tumes, some good

"g a g s" and of
course, some kind

of a chase. They
sold well, too, for

we never had the

difficulty in mak-
ing our audience-

giggle that Edwin
Stevens that splen-

did actor, encoun-

tered in the person

of a grouchy Ger-

m a n vaudeville

manager, when he made up
mind to go into vaudeville.

The manager was very busy and
was low in his mind.

"Veil," he growled, "vat you
vant, hay?"

"I would like to go into vaude-
ville," said Stevens meekly.

An early photograph of Mary Pickford.

hi, Vat is your"Arat do you do?

line?"

"I am a comedian.

"A komiker, was?'

ager scowled blackly,

me laugh!"

Editor's Note: The second installment of

Colonel Seller's fascinating reminiscence will be
published in the May Screexlaxd, out April 1.

Watch for it.

sir, I—"
The man-

"Vel. make

No
New Movie Papa

Richard Barthelmess is the latest

Papa on record in movie-land. His
wife, known professionally as Mary
Hay became a mother in New York
just a few days ago. The little one
has a rocky road ahead in order to

attain the heights of its parents, but
then again look at the start it has

on other kids. Time will tell.

"Riches to Rags"

Marion Davis goes from riches to

rags when she jumps from When
Knighthood Was in Flower to

Adam and Eva, her new picture.

In the former, as Mary Tudor, her
gowns were a gorgeous combination

tes of the Play
of gold and brocade while in

Adam and Eva as "Eva," her
wardrobe consists almost entirely of

ginghams. All of which proves she

can look nice in either.

Wanda Hawley Asks Divorce

Wanda Hawley has filed appli-

cation for a divorce from M. Haw-
ley, charging that he consumed so

much of his time entertaining at

the Hawley bungalow, that he could
find no time to follow his chosen
profession as automobile mechanic.
This came as somewhat of a surprise

as the Hawley's have been married
for some time and were supposed,

from all indications to be very
happy. Also, with their occupa-

e r s

tions being so different, it was im-

possible for much friction there but

things must of clashed elsewhere

as the divorce has been filed and
after all it is results that count.

Pickford-Miller to Co-Star

Jack Pickford is so tired of being

2,000 miles away from his wife,

who is Marilyn Miller, star of

Sally now running on the legit

in Chicago, that he has asked the

managerial boss of the Pickford

family, his mother, to get a story

co-starring him and wine on the

screen. "Ma" Pickford has prom-
ised to do her best and judging fron..

past performances it ought to be a

—well let's wait and see the picture.
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The Sex
Is Sex Appeal a Box-Office Asset

to the Motion Picture Star? Just

How Much an Actor Owes to

His Personality, Which Is Just An-
other Name for Sex Appeal, Is Re-
lated in this Fascinating Analysis.

Charles Ray has only a modicum of sex appeal.

He is not the lover. He is the sweetheart, your
first sweetheart of the lace valentine period.

_ 'EX APPEAL condemned in

the pulpit and condoned in the

pews. To what extent do the reign-

ing favorites of the screen owe their

popularity to this appeal of the

senses ?

A luscious, lovely blonde walked

not long ago into the offices of' a

film company's general manager.

"You should be a very big star

with the advertising and prestige I

can give you," was the manager's

edict. "You were made to love.

Such eyes and lips! You have every

element of sex appeal. . .
."

The sex element must enter more

or less liberally into any story, .be-

fore the latter can attain screen pro-

portions. Different directors handle

sex in different ways, but it is al-

ways the underlying motif of any

great picture.

It was Griffith who established the

formula that the lesser lights since

then have been copying. A demure

maid. Her rightful lover. A schem-

ing villian intent upon devastating

the damsel's virtue. This was the

basic triangle of a Griffithian story.

Not new, of course; it was hoary

when Boccaccio translated neigh-

borhood scandals into the snappy

stories of the day.

The "heavy" must always place

the heroine in bodily harm. And
it must appear to the audience that

he intends forcing her to yield to

his desires . . . but she must, with-

out fail, be rescued by the hero after

the last ounce of suspense has been

squeezed out.

Barbara La Marr fairly breathes the

vital lure of sex. She is essentially

the woman of the world. Miscast

as an ingenue, she is gauche, un-

appealing. But as the mistress of

men, how alluring!

PHOTO EV HOOVKB
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Best Sellers

By
TRUMAN B. HANDY

cIecil B. DeMille handles Sex

in a different fashion. He presents

it with every decor and ornamenta-

tion conceivable, making it appear

delicately tinseled, inviting, but

elemental as the Pyramus and
Thispe romance.

It is a peculiar fact that Griffith,

who stresses sex so heavily in his

pictures, invariably chooses for his

heroines actresses who are almost

entirely lacking in sex appeal. Lil-

lian Gish, Mae Marsh, Carol Demp-
ster—all the fragile, spirituelle type,

seldom the kind that inflames Man's
interest in Woman.

DeMille, on the other hand, will

have none of the ethereal maidens.

His silken women are Sex personi-

fied. Gloria Swanson ; Leatrice Joy

;

Agnes Ayres; Bebe Daniels; mys-
tery; lure; Sex!

It wasn't his dramatic ability

that made Rodolph Valentino the

idol of American womanhood, prac-

tically overnight. And Valentino
is a superb actor, at that. It was
his sex appeal, whether you will ad-

mit it or not, you women who go

to see his pictures five and six times

over ! It is the look in his dark eyes

as he crushes the heroine (the hero-

ine who might be you!) to his

breast, the fact that he makes you
sigh blissfully at his romantic ardor.

For this very reason, many men
do not like Valentino. Men never
like to see a man more skilled in

the art of love-making than they,

themselves.

Lon Chaney is a wonderful actor.

His interpretations are as fine or

better than Valentino's. So is Noah
Beery a fine actor. But do women
fall madly in love with them, del-

uging them with fan letters? They
do not. Chaney and Beery have not
Valentino's sex appeal.

Bessie Love is as
sweet and pretty— as her name,
but she is practi-

c a 1 1 y lacking in
sex appeal.

Mother used to blush
when father mentioned
his woolen underwear.
Now she gets a kick
out of the kinetamized
B. V. D's. of Valentino,
as in the dressing-room
scene of "Blood and

Sand."

PARAMOUNT PHOTO

Gloria
Swanson,
like all of

C. B. DeMille
leading
women,
typifies

mystery

—

lure—sex

!

PARAMOUNT PHOTO BY DONALD BIDDLE KETES
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Conrad Nagel has charm. His
manners are faultless and women
like him. But he doesn't capture
their emotions. Wherefore Con-
rad is not starred, though he is a
finer actor than many whose
names are emblazoned in electric

lights.

It is not a matter of looks,

of beauty. Katherine Mac-
Donald is wonderfully beau-

tiful, but she lias about as

much sex appeal as an icicle.

Bessie Love is as sweet and
pretty as her name, but she

is practically lacking in that

lure of sex. Thomas Meig-

han can by no standards of

beauty be called handsome,
but his personal appeal is so great

that women go mad about him.

Nita Naldi's sex appeal is her

raison d'etre in pictures. What
other quality could possibly account

for the great vogue of Mack Sen-

nett's bathing beauties, a year or

two ago?
Why does Mae Murray appear

in a pearl breast-band and a tin-

seled loin-cloth and nothing else 'in

at least one sequence of every pic-

ture?

Because the men who for years

have paid money to sit in the bald-

headed row within squinting dis-

tance of the beautiful chorus girls

now get a mental thrill out of a

pair of alabaster shoulders in what
are deftly termed "society dramas"
on the screen.

And the producers, discovering

that what's sauce for the gander is

chili sauce for the goose, have taken

to giving the fair sex glimpses of

the Valentino torso, in such in-
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stances as the dressing-room scene

in Blood and Sand.

Mother used to blush when father

mentioned his woolen underwear.

Now she gets a kick out of the kine-

matized B. V. D.'s. For, as the wit

said in Life

:

Show your shape, my little lad.

You're a matinee idol now, b'gad.

There is a perfectly good eco-

nomic reason for the beach scenes

where the strapping hero poses in

a one-piece suit ; for bedroom
scenes, for the costume pictures,

where skin-tight trousers display a

shapely thigh and slender waist.

Valentino, you remember, has of

late appeared in snug, toreador cos-

tumes in Blood and Sand, in tight

knee breeches, in The Shiek, and in

Lillian Gish is the spirituelle type
invariably chosen by Griffith for
his heroines. It is seldom that
this fragile type of maiden in-

flames man's interest in woman.

a few strings of pearls in The
Young Rajah.

Conrad Nagel has charm ; his

manners are faultless and women
like him. But he doesn't intrigue

their imaginations so that they

place fresh flowers before his picture

every day. Wherefore he is not

starred, though he is a finer actor

than many whose names are em-

blazoned in electric lights. He lacks

sex appeal.

Harold Lloyd is one star who at-

tained world-wide fame without

that peculiar appeal of sex. He is

the boy-next-door ; he typifies a fine

comradeship rather than passion.

Charles Ray has a modicum of

sex appeal. He is the sweetheart

—

your first sweetheart—not the lover.

There is a fine distinction.

Barbara La Marr fairly breathes

the vital lure of sex. She is essen-

tially the woman of the world type.

In the first part of Trifling Women,
Miss LaMarr is cast an ingenue, a
flapper. Ye Gods, how incongruous

!

She was gauche, unappealing. But
in the later scenes, as the fair mis-

tress of men, how alluring she was!
She has poise, dignity, sex appeal!

o have sex appeal is to have
personality. Sex is life. It is not

something to be spoken of in

hushed whispers. It is a gift of the

Gods, an inheritance from
our fair mother Eve and our

father Adam.
Just how far the expres-

sion of sex can go on the

screen is a question. It is all

in the way it is handled. Sex
handled crudely betokens

vulgarity and is offensive.

Sex handled delicately,

subtly, is artistic and wholly

desirable.

And the more sex appeal

an actor has, the more fan
mail he gets. And, inci-

dentally, the more salary.

Bebe Daniels is the personification
of sex lure, a true daughter of

our fair mother Eve.

PAItAMOTOiT
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"Don't
you think
I'm cute?" for-

ever asks the

smile of Mary Miles
Minter.

When Rodolph Valentino forgets

to look mysterious and smiles a

nice, boyish smile like this, he

becomes just a dark-eyed Italian

lad who likes spaghetti and runs

around with the gang at night.

The "I - am - so -

beautiful - touch -

me-not" smile of

Anna Q. Nilsson.

By Their Prop
By ANNE AUSTIN

.BJX THEIR smiles shall you

know them— ingenues, villains,

tragedy queens, vampires, society

butterflies, Cody-vamps, mothers,

the children that are responsible for

the loving close-up in the last foot

of film; the children who are fore-

doomed to play "waifs and strays";

men who are Apostles-of-God's-

Great-Outdoors (that phrase is pat-

ented but still useable)
;
rip-snortm'

cowboys
;
martyred fathers who only

pay the bills and have no fun;

grand dames who give the poor

clerk the razz with a perfectly lady-

like but chilly smile; the breezy

out-door girl who is "just a good

pal"

—

and winds up in the heroes

arms while the poor vamp smokes

her cigarettes in lonely splendor.

AH—all—all have their smiles,

and by their smiles shall you know

them. A smile i< as much the pri-

vate and indisputable property of a

particular star or class of stars as

her lipstick. When a new player

is assigned her place in the screen

world as ingenue or vamp, she is

awarded a smile by the property

man, along with her wardrobe. She-

may get a new frock for every

change of scene, but she cannot

change her smile. And no one can
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use her smile. It is her one in-

alienable right. And this is just.

Think what terrible confusion the

movie audiences would suffer if the

vamp should forget herself, leave

at home her one-sided, intriguing,

secretive Oh-the-things-I-could-tell-

on-the-married-men-if-I-would kind

of smile, and by mistake smile a

natural, whole-souled young girl

smile, such as she invariably used

before the casting director discov-

ered her as a vamp! Quick, Wat-

son, the needle! The whole world

of make-believe would totter.

If we couldn't depend upon

knowing just how mean the mys-

terious dark lady was by the kind

of smile she served out in her first

close-up ; if the villain forgot him-

self and his mustache and put on

the hero's "God's-in-his-heaven-all-

right-with-the-world" smile; if the

sweet old mother let her lips rest

once in a while and looked as cross

as she feels, with her corns hurting

her 'n everything—then, oh then,

there would be the devil to pay in

screenland.

TThe mouth is the truest indicator

of character. No wonder the novel-

ist goes into rhapsodies about the

Smiles
heroine's mouth — curling lovely

words about it—"intriguing," "ten-

der," "drooping," "pouting," "in-

viting," "provocative," "prehen-

sile." Think of your favorite movie

star and you will find that your at-

tention is riveted on two items al-

ways—the eyes and the mouth. The

eyes are used almost as much in

smiling as the mouth, but the mouth

has the double-barreled advantage

of being the most poignant point

of contact. When the hero kisses

the girl in the final emotional

spasm, when he just can't keep his

hands off her any longer, the whole

audience kisses along with him.

The emotion surges up from the

toes in great nice waves to the

mouth, and we all have a glorious .

time. Since the hero's mouth and

the heroine's mouth are responsible

for this superlative pleasure, let's

consider the kind of mouths that

our stars and starlets have, and the

kind of smiles with which their

producers and their press agents

have endowed them.

Take Theda Bara, for instance,

if you can find her. But if you

can't, you won't have any trouble

remembering her. Theda did darn

little smiling. A smiling Theda



Tom Mix's
smile stamps
him as an
Apostle - of -

God's - Great-
Outdoors.

T h e d a

Bara made
you look for

her smile — and
look in vain. The

mouth of the woman-
of-mystery drooped intriguingly
or trembled with passion. And
oh, how fascinating the married

men found it!

Dorothy Dalton's smile
says as plainly as
words: "I must show
my dimples, no matter
how I distort my mouth

doing it."

Ye ShallKnowThem
would have made about as much
ripple in "A Fool There Was" as

Marie Prevost in an Eskimo role.

Theda went heavy on the soulful

tragedy, woman-of-mystery stuff.

Her mouth drooped intriguingly,

or trembled with passion; if she

smiled, there was only a slight

twitch at the mobile corners, which
made you hope that next time there

would be more; she made you look

for her smile—and look in vain.

Her little half-smile concealed,

rather than revealed; was appar-

ently for her own private enjoy-

ment. And oh, how fascinating the

philandering married men found it

!

oN the other hand, Pola Negri,

the prize fascinator of the day,

smiles broadly and muchly—but not

so fascinatingly, unless you like

your fascination dished up in gen-

erous portions. Pola smiles like a

hoyden, largely because she enjoys

smiling. When she remembers her

role, she narrows that generous

mouth and holds in the exuberance
of personality. But in her tragedy

scenes, that flexible mouth becomes
a poem of passion and sorrow. It

writhes in pain. A kiss from Pola

The Smile

is the Star's

Identifica tion

Tag.

He May
Change

His

Costume

But

Never

His

Smile

when she is in one of her big re-

nunciation scenes would make even

Dr. Crane forget that he has a mes-

sage for the world.

And then there's Nazimova's

smile. Imagine Nazimova grinning

!

Not a single reviewer would ever

again refer to her as "exotic." What
a time she must have curbing her

smiles, narrowing them down to a
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Russian expression of frustrated

passion and world-weariness. Even

in "The Brat" Nazimova's smile

was calculated to break the heart,

rather than to bring answering

smiles. Possibly the largest single

ingredient in Nazimova's copy-

righted smile is disdain—-disdain

for the world in general, her leading

man in particular, the electricians

who sometimes make her nose look

big with faulty lighting; the direc-

tor who forgets himself and bellows

at Alia, the all highest, and for the

audience who will gape and "mis-

understand." Audiences are such

funny creatures that they even like

to be disdained.

Then there is

am so beautiful

smile of some of

ties—Katherine

Anna Nilsson.

the conscious "I

— touch-me-not"

our leading beau-

MacDonald, and

The smile means

Now Dorothy Gish's smile is

something else yet. It tells the

world that Dorothy is having an

awfully good time in this incarna-

tion, that people are kind to her,

that her sense of humor is as lively

as a kitten and as penetrating as a

knitting needle; that she loves the

world and the world loves her. A
thoroughly nice smile is Dorothy's.

The most luscious smiling lips in

the world belong to one Bebe Dan-

iels, and if the male half of the

world could have its say, those lips

would be community property. Con-

sidered solely from the kissing

standpoint, Bebe's lips are perfect.

Second place in the kissable lips'

list should go unanimously to Mae
Murray—oh, those bee-stung lips!

Mae's smile is a constant invitation

to a kiss. Devilish, mocking, pro-

vocative—all such adjectives bubble

nothing in the world but a turning

in of the eyes of self upon self, for

a rapt contemplation of the beauties

thereof. No wonder the audience

gets mighty little kick out of their

smiles.

And conjure up the smile of

Dorothy Dalton, which says as

plainly as words — "I positively

must show all my dimples every

time I smile—no matter how badly

I distort my mouth to do it." No
director in the world could get

much acting out of a chronically

dimpling mouth.

The womanly smile,

which says, "It's not

quite ladylike to smile

too broadly," is the

smile which hovers

persistently about the

lovely lips of Claire

Windsor, our chief

exponent of woman-
liness.

I r you want to take

something infinitely

precious and cuddle it

to your heart a while,

to dream over at night

and to sigh for during

a bad day, take the

-mile of Lillian Gish
—-tender, whimsical,

infinitely wistful, as if Lillian were

.-ighing for the moon, dreaming

dreams of fairy-tale romance.

Lillian's eyes don't smile
;
they seem

to fill with tears as her lips curve

upward.

The womanly smile which says: "It's not quite ladylike

to smile too broadly" hovers persistently on the lips of

Claire Windsor.

up irrepressibly when one attempts

to describe the smiles of Bebe Dan-

iels and Mae Murray.

The "Aren't-I-a-nice-little-girl-

don't-you-think-I'm-cute?" is the

kind of smile that warms the cockles

of Paw's and Maw's hearts, and

makes would-be protectors out of

prosaic business men. Take Shirley

Mason's and Mary Miles Minter's

sweet, little-girlie smiles as a shin-

ing example of this kind of smiling

—patented especially for this class

of stars. Because millions of fans

know Shirley as the cute little girl

by her smile, she will never be able

to get away with any other kind of

smile—hence will never be able to

play any other role. She will never

be permitted to grow up. She is

condemned to eternal youth—that

is, as eternal as the fans will per-

mit. Ultimately Shirley Mason,

Viola Dana, Constance Binney, May
McAvoy, Marie Prevost, Edith Rob-
erts—-all the dear little girls, some
of them actresses, most of them not

—will be buried in the same grave

with our old delight—.Marguerite

Clarke.

TChe hero is allowed a little range

in his smiling, but he must never

encroach the slightest on the vil-

lain's territory. He must never

be really cynical ; must never smile

luring smiles at women other than

the heroine. He may express a

little cavemanish anger, for the au-

dience is comfortably sure that he

will bring the naughty vixen to

time and then spend the rest of his

life adoring her and following her

slightest wishes ; he

may show amusement,
some sophistication,

but not so much that

a single dumbbell in

the audience will mis-

take him for Lord
Algy, the polished

society villain ; he may
open up his mouth and
roar out his delight,

but he mustn't do it

often, for that sort of

role belongs to the fat

young character actor,

or the clever kid

brother of the heroine.

You see what a task it

must be for the direc-

tor to keep these smiles

all sorted out, and to

keep his actors and actorines from

poaching on each other's preserves.

The goof that printed the word

"SMILE" on a red cardboard for

business men to hang over their

(Continued on page 101)



Alice Terry—Sweet Alice is lending her delicate beauty to the latest

Ingram picture. "Toilets of the Sea."
PHOTO JiY HOOTER

REENLANDt GALLERY
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Bogus Movies
JVhen You Go to the Movies, You Don't TVant
to TVaste Money on " JVarmed - Over" Films

By L. B. FOWLER
TOP! LOOK! LISTEN!"—

was the advice given me by a con-

scientious exhibitor of photoplays,

who caters to the average class of

theater-goers, and I am going to

pass it on to you, in the hope that

it will save actual cash.

STOP in the lobby of the theater

of your choice. Do not purchase

your tickets hurriedly.

LOOK over the lobby displays

carefully. Do not miss reading ALL
the printed matter on the posters.

LISTEN to what others have to

say about the entertainment offered.

Many times you can tell from the

conversation of those coming out of

the theater, or those who stand

around in the lobby, whether or not

the photoplay being shown is old,

good, bad or indifferent.

I have followed the above advice

and I know from experience that

I have saved many dollars and
moments of madness by stopping in

WATCH OUT FOR THESE
FILMS!

THEY are old pictures, re-

issued under new titles to

fool you into parting with your
good money, or doctored up

with new sub-titles:

An Indian's Loyalty

Gold and Glitter

The Spirit Awakened
Fate

Heredity

Two Men of the Desert

The Isle of Love
The Bootlegger's Daughter
A Rogue's Romance
Uncharted Seas

All Night

The Fatal Marriage.

the lobby, looking over the display

carefully and listening to what

others had to say of the perform-

ance I was about to witness.

Undoubtedly you will admit that

you have a number of times rushed
up to the ticket window of a motion
picture theater and laid down your
money with only a glance at the
lobby display. In that glance you
caught the name of the picture, the
star appearing and maybe that of
the producer. Words printed in
.-mall letters seemed unimportant
to yon.

After witnessing a poor perform-
ance, however, you emerge from the
showhouse much put out at the
management, and at your own care-

lessness, for you probably found the
second time you looked at the photo-
graphic display and posters, that in

very small type you had been
"warned'' that the picture was a
revision.

I have purposely quoted the word
"warned." The management of

that house understands the weak-
ness of human nature. He knows
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his selfish desires and eases his conscience by put-

ting that information in such small type that

you can hardly read it at any distance. He
knows good and well that you will overlook it

when you go to purchase your seats.

There are too many photoplay exhibitors who
deliberately advertise a rehashed picture with-

out as much as a word of "warning." The pecu-

liar part of it is they seem to get away with it

and go unpunished for their unscrupulous

methods.

Recently, I showed a theater manager one of

a collection of photographs I am collecting for

SCREENLAND.
"I guess that is bunking them," this exhibitor

commented. "That's downright bunk and mis-

representation if there ever was such a thing.

It comes pretty durn close to obtaining money
under false pretense and it ought to be stopped.

That fellow has no license to advertise that

picture like that. I'm acquainted with that

photoplay and if I ever run it, I may advertise

Valentino's name, but I won't feature him and

furthermore I'll tell the folks that patronize my
place of business that it is a reissued film."

There is no real harm in

showing old pictures if

the audience is warned
beforehand that they are
old pictures. The exhibitor
who books these films has
no excuse for not warning
his patrons. This page
advertisement from an ex-

hibitor's magazine specifi-

cally states that the films

are old films, "re-edited
and re-subtitled."

that the average American is care-

less and shortsighted in respect to

entertainment. Most playgoers read

the matter printed in big type and
let it go at that. Not only does this

apply to lobby displays but to

theatrical advertising as well.

Most Americans dislike detail.

That is why the circus owners, the

legitimate theater managers, and
the exhibitors sell you your enter-

tainment in large lettering that is

easy to read. They have made a

close study of your faults and weak-
nesses. They know just how to

"get" you.

Every motion picture exhibitor

is required by law to inform you

if the photoplay he is exhibiting is

a reissued one. Thus he satisfies

|

Moran of the Lady Letty, with

(Rodolph Valentino.—A splendid story of

jthe sea. Hisrh entertaining value. A 100%
picture.—Walter Coddington, Home theatre,

Rantoul, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

An interesting advertisement showing the

naive manner in which an exhibitor uses

one photoplay to advertise another. Evi-

dently he cleaned up on the Paramount
picture The Sheik; note the

number of references to Val-

entino and The Sheik in his

ad. Note also the next little

"steal" from both book and
photoplay of The
Sheik: "When the

Arab Sees a Woman
He Wants — He
Takes Her."

Stagtj Jttes rurthnurt

He

THREE BIG DAYS
TUE. WED. THUR.

This Sheik Play—

An Arab Sees A Woman
Wants^HE TAt&S. HER

"

RIALTO
Don 't Miss

When

DON'T MISS--THEARAB KISS
reXp what others "sayabout this great play

"Arabian Love/' with John Gilbert—This,

picture is every, bit as good as J^u^JhMjj. in

fact my patrons told me that tbey liked it

better. If I had known how' good it was I

would have advertised it as much as I did

The^heikand cleaned up.- Win, E. Tragsdorf,

Tr^S^ne'fflre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town

patronage.

"Arabian Love." If Fox will send you a

good .print on this, you can step on this one.

harder than you did on ^phpilf." My patrons

told me they liked this one better than "Tl^o

Sheik," although Gilbert doesn't' wear, any

^STeW leather haif." Advertising, did pot ad-

vertise this halt enouga. Patronage, small

town. Attendance, very good. Wm. B. Trags-

dorf, Trags Theatre, Noillsville, Wisconsin.

"Arabian Love"—Another Valentino. A good

program. Adv.W.fm, jgfl]
^'""^k '

Patronage: young. Attendance, fair. L. K.

Barlydt, Quincy Theatre, Quincy,^ Massa-

chusetts.

"Arabiatt Love," with John Gilbcrt^A very

good picture at a reasonable rental,— C. Mal-

pbursT Dreamland theatre, High Springs, Fla.

—Small town patronage.

WILLIAM RZ*
PRESCNTS

mm CILBERT
ARABIAN
LVVE

A VMPJROMANCE OF PESfKT UFE
There is a positive fascination for

most people in .stories and motion

pictures dealing with the wild charm

of life in the .great waste spaces of

the. Orient—the magnetism of the

desert, wttir its caravans. Its sheiks,

its hordes of faBt-riding Arab
brigands, Its perils and' adventures.

At the Rialto theatre next Tues-

day will be presented ono of the

greatest desert pictures ever mads
—

' 'Arabian Love,

'

1 produced by
William Fox and starring that

splendid young '-ctor John Gilbert.

It's a rare bl? of romance and ad-

Tpntm * st»<:>d In "th* land of the

sheik.'* To tell much mora would
spoil treat we promise, yon.

Il - jewing pictures like "ARABIAN LOVE '

• for an admission price of 26 C

m are not profiteers. This picture is worth a great deal more than we are charging yon, but we made a good g on it and >a .are

Z £$ein on our ioodfortune. and we think that our policy In trying to hold down admission flto the rag, of

mms deserve, the support of the people of Hamilton, and we trust that-yon win n^teriaHy^rt»w ymi- ip?ny^ by fifing „ » Urgs

SuuTelT yonr patronage WE ABE TRYING TO HELP YOU. YOU SHOULD IN TURN HELP U8.

"Arabian Love;" with John Gilbert — As a

desert .picture this ranks second only t0JEfiA
Sheik. Only got a handful of people out be-

•*cause John Gilbert is unknown here.—C._ B.

Scott, Fox theatre, New.Lisbin, Wis.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

"Arabian Love." with John Gilbert — Good

picture.
(

Will please most everyone.—Harry

VarTNoy, Starland theatre, -Ahderson,' Tnd.—
Neighborhood patronage.

Now Comes More Good News—The Admission

Will Be Only -w r— 25c

i Orata the people of Hinailton and vicinity mn»t admit tint
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If you will notice the reproduced

photograph of the theater you will

see in the electrics over the front en-

trance—Valentino in "All Night."

Now if you look closely you will

find on the placards posted in the

display cases to the right and left

of the entrance that Valentino's

name is exploited here in large

painted letters over and beside the

"action" stills of the photoplay.

. That isn't all. On page 36 you
will find reproduced an ad which
was clipped from the city news-

paper along with a criticism which
reads in part:

" he was then as now a good-

looking young man with poise,

gracious manners, and lent to the

picture in which he was appearing

an unmistakably foreign atmos-

phere.

"Since 'All Night' was intended
to exploit the charms of Miss Myers
rather than those of Mr. Valentino,

there is little opportunity for him
to distinguish himself in an histri-

onic way in the

current picture

at the the-

ater.

"It was a wise

gamble on the

part of the man-
agement to se-

cure a reissue of

this attraction,

etc.
"

selling argument of every showman.
If the criticism or "notice" which

appeared with ad doesn't convince

you that the management of this

particular theater misrepresented

the production he was offering, then

carefully read the reproduction of

the ad of the producer on page 36
over the caption of "The Right Wat
to Advertise." Here, again, you will

discover that "All Night" is a revi-

val ; that new prints have been made
of it ; the new accessories for exploit-

ing purposes accompany the film,

and that a brand new campaign
book has been gotten out by the

producer to help the exhibitor.

Down at the very bottom of the ad

which appeared in a daily trade

paper for exhibitors, you will see

that the producer tells the prospec-

tive showman-buyer to "See it

at your Universal Exchange."
That is the proper and the only

way to advertise reissued photo-

plays. That is real truthful adver-

tising. Every exhibitor is warned

ENID BENNETT
BOOTLEGGER'S DAUGHTER,

Take
look at

of this

again.

another

the ad

theater

Do you
find any mention
of a "reissued

film" in it? No,
of course you
don't. What you
do find is Valen-
tino's name
printed so large

that you could
read it at some lit-

tle distance. What
is the idea? To attract the atten-

tion of the people who hurriedly

glance at the theater ads and get

them to this particular theater. The
management doesn't care much
after the money is paid in at the

boxoffice window, just what the

patrons say. That kind of ad-

vertising is bad business and
will eventually hurt the busi-

ness of every palace of amusement.
People will lose confidence in the

Another ancient atrocity re-issued. This was made four or five years
ago when there was a saloon on every corner and the word "boot-
legger" had no particular standing in the commercial world. You will

note no hint that this is an old film, re-titled.

what he is getting and he "buys"

the subject with his eyes wide open.

The conscientious theater manager
will take that warning seriously if

he has the interest of his patrons

at heart. He will use discretion in

exploiting the names of the cast

and be sure to place in all his adver-

tising the word "revised" or "reis-

sued" in good sized, readable letters.

Another example of how some
distributors and exhibitors play

upon the good nature of the theater-

going jDublic is in the reissuance of

a picture which is now called "The
Bootlegger's Daughter" but which
was made four and half years ago
before bootleggers had any standing
in the commercial world ; at a time
when nearly every corner was
decorated with a saloon.

"The Bootlegger's Daughter", as

it is now exploited, was Fred Niblo's

first screen effort. He went to this

certain studio to learn production

methods. The producer asked him as

a favor to play the part of a preacher

in tins particular film and he con-

sented. The picture on a whole
is not worth the film it is printed

on. Mr. Niblo, it is said, vouches

for that. Anyway it is an old film

and one that should have been

thrown in the ashcan long ago.

Carefully read the ad of the dis-

tributor which is reproduced on

this page. Nothing about an old

film in that is there. No doubt if

you have seen the billboard adver-

tisements you
wondered when
Fred Niblo start-

ed acting again

or when he join-

ed that particular

company.
I do not mean

to say all exhib-"

itors are selfish

grafters, usin g
their intimate

knowledge of the

film business to

flim-flam the per-

sons who patron-

ize their theaters.

I have inet many
theater - owners
and managers on
my trips of inves-

tigation for

SCREENLAND who
are just as anx-
ious as anyone to

put a stop to the
"misrepresentation evil." I have
also found many producers who are

honestly trying to get to the public
better and greater entertainment

—

trying to establish confidence—who
are giving all their old films "the
ax."

New York houses another outfit

which has purchased 12 old Charlie

Chaplin subjects, 81 Mary Pickford
photoplays, and over 150 other old

(Continued on page 88)
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How
1 to Win a

Man's Love
Pointers on the Gentle Art

of Vamping From Those

Who Love Their Art.

life, even in our drama. The white-

muslined ingenue, waiting for the

hero at the vine-wreathed gate, gets

the chaste kiss in the final fade-out.

But the vampire is the lady who has

the "fat part," the big moments in

the play. Witness Dona Sol in

Blood and Sand.

Nita Naldi
warns the in-

genue against
smoking with
a m a n whom
she. would
charm. But the
woman of the
world may toy
with a ciga-
r e 1 1 e. ow do they do it, these charm-

ers

Gaby Des-
lys, the pe-
tite French
actresswhose
twink ling
toes kicked
King Man-
uel off the
throne o f

Port u g a 1,

said that
clothes was
the secret
o f charm.
Gaby af-

fected ex-
otic cos-
tumes and
dresses such
as this one,
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^ CHARM MEN is

woman's first duty.

The thrill, the in-

toxicating sense of

power that comes at the sight

of the quickening interest in

a man's eyes

!

Ah, what mere knowledge

of virtue can hope to equal

the throb of triumph that

comes to her who knows the

power of the light that lies

in Avoman's eyes.

The charmer (the ugly

phrase of the day is

\ the vampire) queens

it over the world.

In history, has it

been the virtuous

wife, the demure girl-

who - would-make-a-
good wife - for - some man,
whose names are blazoned on

the scroll of fame?
Ah no! It is Sappho the

nger, Helen with the face that

aunched a thousand ships, Cleopa-

tra the Cruel Du Barry, Lucrezia of

the deadly Borgias ... all charm-

ers of men. Their white hands

ave swayed the fates of nations.

It is the same today in every-day

There is a technique in "vamp-
ing." It is interesting—and edu-

cational—to study the methods by
which the famous charmers of the

period bring their adorers to their

knees.

Gaby Deslys, the petite French
actress whose twinkling toes kicked

King Manuel off the throne of

Portugal, declared the answer was

. . . atmosphere ! Clothes

!

Gaby never permitted herself to

be seen in other than the most strik-

ing garments. She would not be or-

dinary. She must never be classed

as just a pretty woman! She was

Gaby Deslys, always the actress,

always tbe charmer!
Perhaps you remember the exotic

head-dresses affected by Gaby, the

bird-of-Paradise sprays, the jeweled

turbans. And the fantastic gowns
which displayed to perfection the

curves of her beautiful body. Curves

were desirable in those days!

Gaby had a lisp, too—so charm-

ing—and a complexion like an

apple-blossom. But trades-people

used to tell the curious that she had
the heart of a miser.

(Ciecile Sorel, the reigning

enchantress of the French stage

today, says she fascinates men by a

studied program of all the arts



attributed to the most famous
charmers of by-gone days. It takes

study as well as innate talent, you
see, to be a vampire

!

When she wishes to be particu-

larly potent, La Sorel dons blue.

Blue sets her magnetic vibrations

going she asserts. She showers her

victim with attentions at dinner

—

oh, how true it is that the road to

a man's heart lies through his

stomach!—and favors him with an

intriguing smile at rare intervals.

While the Parisian Cecile makes a

man comfortable in order to charm
him, Geraldine Farrar makes him
uncomfortable to achieve the same
rasult. She keeps him guessing.

She is audacious in a way that com-

pels admiration. But she will not

give out the recipe for bringing her

victims to the last final abnegation !

Man- Garden doesn't give a

whoop for the popularly supposed

aids to charm. She draws them with

her forceful, challenging person-

ality, so she says.

(Continued on page 104-)

A slinky black gown with jet earrings

do not make a vampire, but they often

make her ridiculous, says
beautiful Barbara LaMarr.
When she wishes to feel

dignified she wears white.

Black drapes her ego in

subtlety, while red makes
her vivacious.

Ramon Sa-
mani egos
and Bar-
bara La
M a r r as
Ruper t o f

H e n t z a u
and Antoi-
n e 1 1 e d e

Mauban in

Rex In-
gram's
"The Pri-
soner of
Zenda."
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Revelations

Press Agent
A confession which tears at the flimsy fabric

of motion picture stars' personalities and shows

the skeletons beneath. Do you know these stars?

They are real, stripped nakedfor the first time

of their camouflage ofpretty words.

By ONE WHO
is sorry a?id ashamed, but not quite- reformed.

V V HEN I WAS young and

callous but not so clever as F. Scott

Fitzgerald, I had one absorbing

ambition. I wanted to write. Like

Merton of the Movies, I knelt at my
bedside every night to pray, "Oh,

God, make me a good writer, and

let me get a job as a writer in Hol-

lywood. Amen."
I grew a mustache, graduated

from college with passionate admi-

ration for English literature and a

really remarkable record as a theme-

writer, inherited five hundred dol-

lars from my grandmother who
had no one else to leave the money
to—though the fact that it would

be spent in Hollywood doubtless

40

hastened her demise — and finally

arrived in Hollywood.

I have been here seven years. I

no longer kneel at my bedside to

pray any sort of prayer, and I know
that I shall never be a good writer,

no matter who may intercede in

Heaven for me, for I have sold my
soul to the great God of Hollywood

—Publicity.

I have never been married, for

no woman would trust me, the

champion liar of Hollywood, but

sometimes, in my nightmares I am
surrounded by my children —
strangely all full-grown. They
cluster around me, these children of

my diseased brain, creatures created

to intrigue the interest of an insat-

iable public. Shadowy shapes of

vampires, ingenues, "silver-haired

mothers," angelic children inhabit

my aura night and day. And troup-

ing along with these shadowy peo-

ple whom I have created out of

nothing are the ghosts of the real

personalities I murdered, to make
way for my brain creatures. One

or two real tragedies roost like Poe's

raven over my "pallid bust of

Psyche," but I am so blamed busy

making a living by creating new

personalities and killing real people

that I haven't time to go crazy.

When the last green drop of

imagination has been squeezed out

of my withered brains by the last

studio that will give me a job, T.

shall have my choice of going

crazy and being supported by the

state in a beautifully sanitary

psychopathic ward; of. writing my
memoirs to sell to the Sunday Sup-

plements, or of living luxuriously

by blackmail. The things I know

about the stars, the directors and

the producers, who have paid me to

keep an innocent public misin-

formed, should net me a new Rolls-

Royce every year, along with a case

of real gin—opulence beyond the

dreams of avarice.

Because I knew a chap who knew

a chap in one of the biggest studios

on the coast, I landed in a publicity

job within a few weeks. I was hired



For publication, my siren indulged only in exotic dishes

with French and Italian names. In reality she adored

apfel-kuchen dipped in black coffee, and the pot roast with

noodles that her fat mama cooked.



The prize press agent tale of all

times unblushingly informed a
credulous public that Theda Bara
was born within the shadow of
the Sphinx. As a matter of cold
fact, Theda's stage name is a
combination of the two words,
Arab and Death and she was born
in the shadow of the Cincinnati

Pyramids.

at twenty-five dollars a week—good

money in those days—to write fic-

tion under the label of truth for the

Great American Press. It was my
job, along with other imaginative

young men, to fool all the people all

of the time.

I was given a few rules as to

what is good publicity and what is

not good publicity. It is never good

publicity for a female star to be

married ; a million adorers would

be shocked and kept from propos-

ing in the ten thousand letters

which every screen player receives a

day—according to her

press agent. I was also

told that while unfortu-

nately some of the stars

had children

as well as dogs,

only the dogs

made good pub-

licity. Mothers watching over

daughters were to be played up,

even in instances where mothers

had to be hired 'for the role, but

fathers living off daughters' fat

salary were to be suppressed.

All ingenues were to be pure and
precious and sweet ; not a breath of

scandal was to blow across their fair

young lives—in print. Vampires

—

and those were the days of the first

vampires—were to be cruel, wicked,

seductive, mysterious. Their homes
were to be kept sacred, except for

rare glimpses into black velvet

salons. They were not to eat the

same things as others eat. I have

spent weary hours inventing exotic,

colorful names of dishes, searching

French and Italian dictionaries for

my inspiration, while the vamp
herself sat in her golden-oak dining-

room, dipping German apfel-

kuchen into black coffee and read-

ing "The Ladies Home Journal,"

interrupted at times by her fat

mama who wanted to know if

"daughter" would like pot roast

with noodles or wienerwursts with

sauerkraut for her dinner.

After memorizing a few rules, I

was given an assignment to create

a printable personality for a newly
signed ingenue, whom I might as

well call Betty Beautiful, since her

real name was something like

Goldie Johnson. Betty Beautiful,

whom I helped name as well as

create, has since sunk into oblivion.

She is now living on memories of

the time when her name stood for

everything sweet and pure in pic-

tures, as well as on her fourth hus-

band's princely income as one of

Hollywood's most . sought - after

bootleggers. Her daughter is now
in pictures as an extra and her son

is in college.

A.
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.nd a short seven weeks ago I

was commissioned to make a Betty

Beautiful for the public! She was

virgin material, for she had never

been in pictures 'before, coming to

the screen from a stock company
that had played only in Texas. She
was then past thirty, a peroxide

blond with deep dimples and china-

blue eyes. Although she had two

children, she kept her figure as

slight and childish as Shirley

Mason's. Only her hands were

hard to disguise. ' We always had to

use an extra girl for close-ups of

Betty Beautiful's hands in the

strong, virile clasp of the hero, for

Betty's hands showed every year

relentlessly.

Betty with her make-up on

photographed like a 'million dollars,

of course, or she would never have

won her big contract with "World-
Wide," and after seeing her first

picture in a preview and being told

that I was the one to act as her

"personal publicity agent," I was as

thrilled as any fan that ever pleaded

for a pass at a studio door. Betty

was resting between her first and
second picture, and I was sent out

to her house to interview her and to

get my publicity campaign lined up.

I found her living in a small fur-

nished bungalow, with her second

husband and two children by the

first. It was a shock from which I

have never recovered. Naturally,

with one of the "family," she made
no pretenses, well knowing that

not one line of bad publicity, about

which she talked constantly, would

get out.

"Now, young fellow," she set me
down on a davenport in a nest of

base ball bats, balls and masks,

screen magazines and hats her

daughter was making over, and be-

gan to lay the law down to me.

"I am thirty-two years old, and I've

been married twice, and I've got

two children. I'm new to pictures,

but I've been playing 'Little Eva'



since you were in long dresses."

She reached down to hitch up a

silk stocking whose garter was loose

with old age, and thoughtfully

regarded a jagged rent in her bun-
galow apron. "Now that you've got

the low-down on me, forget it, and
let's see what we can do. To begin
with, I suppose I am not yet eight-

een?" There was nothing coy
about this—merely a business ques-

tion. There was no use wasting
coyness on a publicity writer, hired
to work for her.

'"V „
IL es/' I stammered, looking at

the discolored hair, the two false

front teeth, the slightly yellowed
parchment of her round, babyish
face. "Yes, you don't look a day
over seventeen—in that first pic-

ture."

"Well, then, I am going to cele-

brate my eighteenth birthday with
the preview of my first picture,"

she decided. "That's a good story

for you. We'll play that up strong.

I know a woman I can get to pose
for my mother—one of the fat,

smiling women, you know. She's
a perfect old hellion, but she'll

screen like a million dollars." How
familiar I was to get with that
phrase—photograph like a million
dollars

!

"I think we'd better have some-
thing in the first stories about my
coming to Hollywood all the way
from Australia, because I saw in a
magazine that pretty girls were
wanted in the movies. Play up my
innocence, you know. Then maybe
have my mother dying of a broken
heart, when I cable her a thousand
dollars to come to me on, when I get
my contract."

She sat back, her hard blue eyes
watching every expression on my
callow young face. Suddenly there
was an uproar outside and two
young hyenas burst into the room— a half grown boy and girl —
soiled, tousled, rough, ugly young-
brutes. They were fighting in a
horribly business-like manner, as if

they kept constantly at it. The
mother jumped up, infuriated by
the interruption, tore those two
young brutes apart, and before my
pained eyes gave them a first class

beating—each of them. They went
off blubbering, and the little crea-

ture sat down to her interview
again as if nothing unusual had
happened. It hadn't.

get me, don't you? You see
my first crime in the making? I

went back to the studio, mooned
around a bit and then went out and
got most thoroughly drunk. If I

had stayed sober, I should probably
have taken the night train out of
Hollywood and into the pure and
simple Middle West. But I did get
drunk and I wrote a masterpiece
of fiction, creating and naming
Betty Beautiful. I gave birth that
night to the loveliest ingenue of the
screen—limpid-eyed, purer than a
lily, for even a lily has a little yel-
low at its heart; an ingenue who,

Do you recognize these hands?
Probably not, because they were
the only feature of the star whom
we will call Betty Beautiful that
betrayed her real age. We always
secured an extra with pretty hands
to double for Betty in hand-clasp

scenes.

on the strength of the inspired pub-
licity which came out of the holo-
caust of my illusions, became one of
the most beloved and idealized

"little girls" of the screen. During
her reign as one of America's
sweethearts, she very quietly got a
divorce from her husband, who
became slightly peeved when his

wife went away for a two weeks'
holiday with her leading man,
and married the same leading
man, who took her on condition
that she put the children in board-
ing schools. When her popularity
began to wane, her leading man,
who had been living fatly on the
ingenue's earnings, divorced her,
still without the public' getting an
inkling because their real names
were used, and Betty Beautiful

married the business man who is

now such a successful bootlegger.
The life of the press agent is a

hectic one at best. He is kept only
so long as his imagination holds
out. Dozens of publicity men earned
their bock beer and sandwiches for
writing sweet little human interest
yarns about Betty Beautiful and
for arranging interviews with blase
young women writers from maga-
zines and newspapers. But I passed
on, after a few months, when my
stock of adjectives and my fund of
ingenue anecdotes began to run dry.

ILDecause of good work with Betty
Beautiful, I stepped into a much
softer job with "World-Wide's"
most important competitor. The
Acme Company was just then begin-
ning to exploit vamps, to compete
with Fox's Theda Bara, I was given
a nice young school teacher to
make into a wicked vampire with
an unmentionable—and hence fre-

quently mentioned—past,

I was given carte blanche. Any-
thing went, except respectability.
She was to be heartless, cruel, cyni-
cal, mysterious, subtle. Any "past"
which embodied these traits would
do nicely. My imagination in tho^e
days was in perfect working order.
Besides, I happened to fall slightlv
in love with my subject, who at that
time was one of the nicest, most
demure girls I have ever known.
We got along famously, Polly and
I. A general' conference at the
studio bad resulted in her name
being changed, of course, and the
name then selected became one of
the most famous that has ever
glowed in electric lights over the
rococo entrance to a movie palace.

Polly_for she remained Polly wme—had been born in Boone, Iowa,
of very ordinary parents, with a
dash of Indian in their ancestry
which probably accounted for the*
color and fire and mystery which
the camera and artful make-up were
able to bring out in her face I
changed her birth-place to the Afri-
can veldt, making her the illegiti-

mate daughter of a French count
and a Spanish dancer. That story
was really the forerunner of all

such bits of fiction, including the
choice one which unblushingly told

(Continued on page 95)
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His promises

to her

Will he keep them
after the

honeymoon?

'Br

m
«f1

Making Hollywood Safe for Matrimony
66

IR
1 I JJ UT JOHN, you promised

before we were married that I

wouldn't have to ask for money,

that you would give me an allow-

ance !"

"I don't care what I promised. I

don't believe in a woman having

money of her own. A woman
doesn't know how to take care of

money.''
I

Does that sound familiar, ye

married women?
"I don't care what I prom-

ised!" So many pre-nuptial

promises, made in the first rap-

turous ccstacy of the betrothal,

have died under that edict.

But the doom of the fragile,

meant-to-be-broken promise be-

tween husband and wife has

sounded, and Hollywood film

stars with matrimonial troubles

of their own are helping to

sound it.

They are backing with prayers

and plaudits the bill introduced

by the National Woman's party,

which will make ante-nuptial con-

tracts legal and enforceable by law.

And provisos agreed upon during

the romantic epoch would be as
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By ANNE WILLE

How the Marriage Con-

tractWill Insure Domestic

Harmony in Filmdom

binding as contracts between busi-

ness partners.

The possibilities opened up by

Screen love scenes mean nothing,

they tell us. Probably when
Rodolph Valentino takes his lady

love into his strong arms in the

fade-out clinch, he is thinking of

his police dogs . . . and she
is counting them.

this proposed bill are obvious and
delectable. One of the terms of the

ante-marriage contract might limit

the number of location trips the

film spouse may take a year. It

might determine the exact length

of the fade-out kisses to be indulged
in. It might even determine the

number of nights each week

|
friend husband should remain at

home to mind the future son and

j heir. /

»

Domestic harmony in the film

I colony should surely be insured

by some such arrangement.

Though why a movie star should

ever feel the need of any domes-

tic life or love interest is one of

the most incomprehensible of all

the known examples of graft.

They are so deluged with it on

the screen. One would suppose

I that love would be the last diver-
>,!

sion selected for their leisure.

ancy Rodolph Valentino desir-

ing any more domestic perquisites

than accorded him on the screen

by Lila Lee in Blood and Sand,

1
\



with the Nita Naldi affair on the
side. Yet at the very moment the
lurid Spanish complication was
being recorded by the camera,
Rodolph was starring in an undi-
rected triangle that convulsed the
nation.

What more could Thomas Meig-
han and Leatrice Joy desire of life

than has come to them on the
screen? Yet off it, they are practic-

ing matrimony . . . respectively.

That Leatrice's private practice is

with handsome John Gilbert is evi-

dence of love profiteering.

After Conway Tearle had loved
Norma Talmadge into a convent
and out again, and had rescued
Elaine Hammerstein from wrecked
airships and prowling panthers, one
would have supposed he would take
a vacation from romance. Did he
take it? Not at all. He went home
to his wife. That he has been doing
this for years and years and always
has a wife available for the purpose
is apparent from the fact that he
has been married three times.

"Dontcha dare kiss me!" admon-
ishes Will Rogers to all his lead-
ing ladies, "My contract with the

Missus forbids it."

Pola Negri has had a matrimo-
nial experience off the screen and
has been considerably kissed on it.

Far from being sated, she is said to

be developing a taste for Charlie

Chaplin.

Rex Ingram earns a good livmg

showing others how to make love
and then spends the rest of his time
in demonstrating his theories with
his wife and star, Alice Terry.

o it is obvious that however edi-

fying the love action on the screen

is to the observers-, there is some-
thing lacking to the performers.

They do not seem to satisfy. And
since the stars insist on the real,

old-fashioned brand of home-made
romance, the protective device of

the iron-bound matrimonial con-

tract is really desirable.

Of course, there are those who
say that no contract is needed ; that

the love scenes on the screen are so

purely impersonal that no safe-

guards are called for. These per-

sons may say that when Pola Negri
catapults herself against the chest

of the person playing opposite, she
has no other thought than the
scenic effect, and that the chest is

concerned only with bracing itself

for the conflict. Or that when
Walter Long chases a lady around

(Continued on page 102)

e wise wife knows how to make her screen star husband distinguish between love on the set and in
; home. Mrs. Buster Keaton sees to it that Buster goes fasting to his love scenes; hunger has been

known to chasten a man under temptation when a sense of duty failed.
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MOW WOULD vou like to

be Kate Price, "the fat-

test girl in the movies?"

The title certainly has

its advantages. Kate Price can walk

right into the casting director's pri-

vate office—if the doorway is wide

enough—and sign her name on the

dotted line of a fat contract, while

the pulchritudinous quintessence of

Keokuk, Twin Falls and the rest of

the world waits wearily outside.

Hollywood, studded like the skies

with stars in embryo, is sated with

bean t.v. Kate, unblessed with pul-

chritude, but a perfect 56, shines

the brighter by contrast.

Smiling casting directors and

ample salaries are goodly things.

But there are other sides to this busi-

ness of being the fattest girl in the

movies that are not so rosy-hued.

But let Kate herself tell it, in her

straight-from-the-ould-sod brogue

that is nearly as broad as Kate her-

self:

"Oi'm the fall guy, or rather the

fall goil," say's she with her blue

eyes a-twinkling. "Tis me that falls

outa windows and off ladders and

chairs for your amusement. Oi'm

always good for a laugh when the

hero beans me.,Sometimes, though,

it's divil a bit of a laugh he gets

out of it, whin I come back at him

with me good and ready right.

Then 'tis me that gets the laugh,

whilst they car-r-rt him off to the

undertakers."

It's a monotonous day when no

chairs collapse under Kate's bulk.

She has learned to carry her own

especially constructed and re-in-

4'.



The Fattest Girl
in the Movies

The Joys and Sorrows

of a Perfect 56

as told to

MYRTLE GEBHART

forced chair around with her to the
studios. The other day at, Metro's,

where she is playing with Viola
Dana in Her Fatal Millions, her
chair turned up missing. (It later

developed that some kids were using
it, turned upside down, for a tent.)

Viola hastened to offer her her own
pet camp-chair.

U^Lyte looked commiseratingly at

the chair, which is about as big as

its owner, who is acknowledged to

be about the size of a pint of cider:

small but potent. She shook her
head. But Allan Forrest came to

the rescue, drew his chair close be-

side Vi's and said, with a flourish,

"Take our chairs, Katie, take our
chairs." Katie did, after removing
the arms. Result: more kindling
wood for the studio salvagers to

haul home.
Kate says her career is dotted

with smashed furnityre. Her
friends love her, but they won't
invite her to their homes; they
entertain her out in the parks,
where she can sit on park benches,
or safer yet, on the grass. Once,
a floor fell beneath her—set, furni-
ture and all crumpling to debris
when she essayed a gingerly step
upon it,

''Sure, and I'm all the time black
and blue from the falls I'm takin'."
Katie wailed. "There's three times
as much of me to get bruised as
there is on the regular gurl. And
whin I fall, I fall hard, with all

me weight to push me down. And
thin they have to call in the whole

bunch of studio carpenters and a
block an'* tackle to hoist me to me
feet again."

^"Do you ever try to reduce?"
Katie was asked.

"Diet?" she eyed me amazedlv.

Kate Price is

about the only
screen actress
who can eat what
she chooses.
Every added
pound means a
raise in salary.
Film stars on diet
turn green with
envy when they
see Katie order a
light lunch of
cream puffs, hot
chocolate with
whipped cream
and a chocolate

soda.

"Eat, you should be saying. Should
Oi take the money from me very
pocket-book by trying to get thin?"

Katie is about the only girl on
the screen who eats what she
chooses. Actresses who find life a

Plioto ly Melbourne Spcnn
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constant struggle to keep from get-

ting "plump," eye Katie with bitter

envy when she absorbs cream puffs,

ice cream sodas, hot chocolate with

big dabs of whipped cream . . . .

anything that she fancies she eats.

Every added pound means a

raise in salary for Katie.

Remembering the old say-

ing that "nobody loves a fat

man," I asked Katie whether

it held good for the opposite

sex.
;

"Oi should say not," said

Katie. "Oi've lots of friends.

Everybody's so nice to me

;

diey wait on me and bring

,ne things ..."
"Sure," interrupted her

urother, who is a slim chap

whom Kate can tuck under

her arm, "they have to. If

they didn't Kate might crown

'em. We obey her slightest

wish around her."

"YVurrah, and you're the

divil's hind hoof," chided

Katie. "Go way and let me
talk to the lady about me
clothes. I make 'em all my-
self, and say, does it cost?

For you, now, two yards for

a dress maybe. For me seven

vards."

!2)o-\iE of the studios furnish

costumes for their actresses,

hut never for Katie. They
never have anything that will

go round her. As for buy-

ing anything ready-made in

the shops, not even the "styl-

ish stout" gowns will even

approach her size.

Kate Price weighs two

hundred and fifty pounds.

Her waist is 48 and her bust

a delicate 56. Her arm, at

the elbow, is a mere Y&Yi
inches in circumference, and
her wrist measures 7 inches.

Her hips I did not measure,

for the simple reason that the

tape-line had its limit and
there wasn't another procur-

able to hitch on to i.t. Be-

sides, I couldn't reach that

far.

Once Katie went horse-back rid-

ing. Just once.

It was while she was doing
Arizona, with Douglas Fairbanks.

The horse didn't seem overly-

pleased when Kutie was lifted on,
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but he was a sturdy mustang and

shot off at a brave gallop, with

Katie clinging lovingly around his

neck. The company drove along-

side in automobiles and tried to

stop the horse. But the horse re-

saints in Heaven, but I didn't know
you were personally acquainted

with all of them !'
"

That one try at equestrianism

was plenty for Katie. She even

broke a fire-escape once. Now she

trusts only the ground, or a

concrete floor.

IK.ATIE was not always fat.

Indeed, she says she was a

scrawny young 'un back in

County Cork. She was mar-

ried at eighteen, three years

after she began her theatrical

career, and she immediately

began to take on weight.

They had been planning to

make Katie a star, but when
she began to "flesh up," they

put her into character parts,

and she has been doing-

character parts ever since.

One reason for Kate's

great popularity at the studios

is that nobody needs to envy

her. Because they are not

consumed with the- ever-

present fear that sh|e may
take their places in the ever-

changing star roster, they can

safely like and trust her.

Then, too, she's a fine per-

son to have around on loca-

tion. Out on the desert, if

a sand storm happens along,

the sand billows just look at

Katie, and change then-

itinerary. .

In the studio, she often

comes to the aid of the per-

spiring "prop" men, and

shifts grand pianos with a

mere twist of the wrist. This

"Powerful Katrinka" of the

films hoists guy ropes and
moves furniture that others

can't budge. She seldom takes

sides in an argument . . .

but when she does the argu-

ment fades gently away.

Being fat earns you a lot of

money, but not so terribly

much fun, says Katie. She
can't ride, because the average

horse just naturally collapses

under her and she is

prejudiced against horses,

;

fused to stop to argue the matter. anyway. She can't play tennis,

"So Oi motioned them back," re- for perfectly obvious reasons. Walk-

counted Katie, "howled to the ing is more pain than pleasure, be-

saints to protect me, and dived off. cause carrying around 250 pounds

When Oi came to, Doug said, 'Well of weight on two number sevens is

Katie, T knew there was lots of (Continued on page 92)

Photo by Melbourne Spurr

Katie says she was a scrawny young un'

back in County Cork. But now she tips

the scales at 250 and it takes seven
yards of cloth to make her a tailored suit.



Posed by Jobyna Ralston, Harold Lloyd's new leading lady.
PHOTO BY CHESTER GRAVES

Encouraging the Extra
AN EXTRA MAN from a

Hollywood studio waved
aloft a check for $7.50,

the price of a day's work.
"A bargain!" he cried. "Who

wants this ,$7.50 check for only
$6.90?"

Nobody bid. It sounded like a
clear profit of sixty cents for some-
one. Why, then, the raucous laugh-
ter of the other extras?

An extra gets $7.50 a day at the
best studios. Usually he gets his

job through the Service Bureau and
one or two other film employment
agencies. He has to pay a fee of fifty

cents for every day's work. The
check given him at most studios is

redeemable only at the employment
agency. Twenty cents carfare must

be spent to cash the check, for the

agency is located not in Hollywood,
but in Los Angeles, eleven miles

away. Checks are never cashed
before three in the afternoon, thus

wasting a whole day for the extra.

Figure it up for yourself. Fifty

cents plus twenty cents plus a wasted

working day, subtracted from $7.50.

The extra who would have sold his

$7.50 check for $6.90 would have

made money on the sale.

Which naturally raises the ques-

tion : Why is a Service Bureau ?

Why do the studios discriminate

in favor of one or two employment
agencies?

Why do they pay extras in checks

redeemable only at these agencies,

whether the extra obtained the job
through them or not?

The Hal Roach studio is one of

the few organizations which realizes

the injustice of the system. They
use the same extras over and over

again. Except where mob scenes

require a great number of extras,

they are hired direct and are paid
direct. The result is that members
of this studio are like one big-

family; they work together with a
harmonv and loyalty that is delight-

ful.

If the studios cannot take the time
to hire and pay their extra people,

why do they not solve the problem
(Continued on page 99)
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Mary Pickford is standing at the crossroads, hesitating

over the step which will lead to the heights of dra-

matic achievement or to the level plains of mediocrity-



Four on the Mountain

FJ i 01

By ANNE AUSTIN

OUR GREAT ARTISTS
stand in the peculiar position of

having more greatness thrust upon

them—or of losing out altogether.

These four stand alone in the

cold, unfriendly wind that sweeps

about the mountain called Fame.

The searchlights of public opinion

are forever turned upon them,

watching with unrelenting, all-see-

ing eyes the paths they take.

These four — three men and a

woman—were pioneers in pictures.

They are all actor-producers now.

Their future is entirely in their own
hands. They are Mary Pickford,

Douglas Fairbanks, Charles Chap-

lin and Charles Ray.

If you are not willing to let

Charles Ray's name go into the list,

wait until you see "The Girl I

Love." You will gladly give him
recognition then.

The first to arrive on the moun-
tain was Mary Pickford. She has

valiantly held her place. Will she

continue to hold it?' She is now
standing at the crossroads. One
road leads down a winding, decep-

tive path that seems to lead up-

ward—at least not abruptly down-
hill—but in reality will take her to

the foot of the mountain and either

into the Dead Sea of Oblivion or

into the flat, green meadows of

mediocrity.

The other road leads upward.
Mary has stood by these crossroads

for at least two years, considering,

taking a hesitant step forward and
then one backward.

^Vhen Mary Pickford an-

nounced that she was to do
Faust, taking the role of Margue-
rite, the entire motion picture world
gasped and conjectured—and shook
its head. Yet Faust may be a big

stride up the mountain for Mary.
If it isn't, it may tumble her head-

long into the Dead Sea. To do
Faust well, the male role must be
the preeminent one. Mephis-

FOUR great stars have

fought their way to fame.

After years of success and
plaudits they have come sud-

denly face to face with the fact

that the public is tiring. They
can no longer go on as they

have been going, in the same
old roles. They must strike

out into new fields—or give

way to new faces, new types.

Are they doing it?

topheles is the big part. If Mary
over emphasizes the Marguerite

role and under-casts Mephistopheles

she may have a Mary Pickford

vehicle, but she will not have Faust.

There is an important part of the

public which will quarrel with any
drastic liberties that Mary may take

with Faust. Again, if she makes it

a Mary Pickford vehicle, regardless

of proportion and tradition, she will

not have a Mary Pickford play

which will appeal to the rest of the

public—the public which does not

know anything about Gounod's
Faust or anyone's Faust, for that

matter, but does know a great deal

and cares a great deal about Mary
Pickford.

Mary herself says she doesn't

know whether this is a "turning

point in her career" or not. She
believes, in spite of the great brain

which is hidden away under the

golden curls, that she can hesitate

indefinitely at the crossroads on
the mountain.

"This does not mean that I am
going to give up little girl roles,"

Mary said to the writer, when
asked her plans for the future, in

the light of her Faust announce-

ment. "I shall do my pictures one

at a time, choosing the story I

believe will be a success, regardless

of whether the lead is a little girl or

a grown-up young lady."

"Will you go in for emotional

acting?" Mary was asked.

"I haven't the physique or the

temperament to play big tragedies,"

Mary answered.

And yet she is going to do Faust!

M ary acknowledges that since

she became a producer and actress

combined she has made some mis-

takes.

"In the past I have listened to

the advice of others and have been
misled. I made my biggest mis-

take when I did The Love Light.

The public did not like to think of

me as the deceived wife of a Ger-

man soldier, the mother of a baby."
"What about 'Little Lord Faun-

tleroy?'
"

"That was a mistake, too. Yet
doing the picture at all, I had to

be the child. The public would not
have stood for my being the mother
and a real child—not even Jackie

Coogan—for my son. I had to be
Cedric or not do the picture."

In admitting that Suds is her
greatest piece of acting, after Stella

Maris, Mary says: "I had a great

picture there, but I compromised.
Against my better judgment I

allowed too much slapstick to be
dragged in."

So, admitting that she has been
led into making mistakes in the
past, standing as she does at the
crossroads, Mary still does not see

her future clearly.

She must solve the problem for

herself. Her friends are willing

to give her advice. This is what
Charles Ray, one of her devoted
friends and admirers, says of her:
"The public has been ready for
Mary to make the leap a long time.
They don't like her curls as well as

she thinks they do. They would
like to see her curls on top of her
head, and her genius turned to

bigger roles."

Mary is twenty-eight years old

now. She says she will play little
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girl parts as long as she can.

How long will that be? And
when she changes over, will

she have the genius in the big-

ger roles that she has shown in

the plays that have made her

famous? We believe she will

!

Come on up, Mary, with Doug
and the two Charlies.

otjglas Fairbanks stood

at the foot of the mountain

three years ago. He looked

up, liked the scenery, and de-

cided to climb. It took great

courage for him to make The

Mark of Zorro—a costume pic-

ture, when exhibitors would

have told you that nobody

wanted costume pictures, even

if the admission were free!

It took a great deal of money
to make that picture; Doug was

producing independently, and re-

leasing through United Artists, the

organization to which he still be-

longs, along with "Mary, Chaplin

and Charles Ray.

The Mark of Zorro is still con-

sidered by many to be Fairbanks'

greatest achievement. But he is

still climbing. The Three Muske-

teers was a marvelous achievement,

a great leap up the sheer height of

the mountain. With Robin Hood it

seems that he has sprung to the

crest. But of course there are

always new heights for a Fairbanks

to scale. His pirate picture may
take him up another ascent, or it

may be the stone on which he will

slip down a little distance — lost

ground that will be infinitely hard

to regain. But he must go forward

or backward; the public will not

permit him to stay on the same spot

very long. If he does another pic-

ture just as good as Robin Hood,

the public will believe it is not quite

so good ; hence it must be a little

better than Robin Hood to rank

\vith it ; it must be a great deal bet-

ter in order to appear at all better.

It seems monstrously unfair, but

that appears to be the destiny of

these mountain-climbers.

Charles Chaplin doesn't seem

to be bothered by the fact that

he is slipping down the mountain-

side, or that Harold Lloyd, an

entirely different sort of comedian,

is scaling the mountain from the

other side and will soon be equi-
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THE MARK OF ZORRO marks
Douglas Fairbanks' transition

from program pictures to features

requiring superb characterization.

distant from the top. When Harold

Lloyd attains his own company, his

own financial backing, can secure

his own director and choose his own

stories, Lloyd will bound up that

mountain-side like a gay young

gazelle. He has practically all

these advantages now, with a few

strings tied to them, but when he

becomes an independent producer

he will rise like a released balloon,

to mix metaphors hopelessly.

G<haplin skyrocketed to within a

few feet of the mountain top with

his wonderful stroke of genius, The

Kid. Then he was tired and rested

a long time. He had a contract to

make eight pictures. He has taken

about four years to finish that con-

tract. The eight pictures are made
now, and not a one of them meas-

ures up to Shoulder Arms or The

Kid.

Is Chaplin permanently weary of

the heights? Is he willing for

Harold Lloyd and Buster Keaton

to be the most talked of comedians

in America, where once comedy and

Charles Chaplin were synonymous?

If so, he is getting his wish—and

his rest. It is said that Chaplin will

produce on his own now, with-

out contract, selling his com-

pleted pictures as he wants to

make them. He may stage a

glorious comeback. There is

yet time, but not too much
time. And after all, Chaplin

is our supreme pantomimist.

It would be a great pity for

Chaplin to choose the plunge

into oblivion, through sheer

inanition.

The story of Charles Ray
would make a wonderful sub-

ject for a Horatio Alger of the

motion pictures—a regular

"rags to riches" story. Charles

Ray entered pictures ten years

ago, after a short and hectic

career of barnstorming. His

fairly recent picture, "The
Barnstormer," was largely autobio-

graphic. As a boy in school Ray
was a poor student, he says, for he

was always dreaming of the stage.

He saw himself as Romeo, Macbeth

and Othello. He refused college and

went away with a theatrical troupe,

as a prop boy. He got a bit here

and a small part there, when no one

else was available, until he had

grabbed off a good deal of experi-

ence. He is grateful for that train-

ing in stock and barnstorming.

Then he went with Ince. Every-

one knows the rest. He was the

great discovery, the "most promis-

ing young actor on the screen"—he

"stole" the picture and established

himself as a personality. Chosen to

support Frank Keenan in The

Coward.—Then when his contract

with Ince, at a ridiculously low

salary, was concluded, he went into

independent production.

Everyone predicted failure for

the brash young fellow, who cer-

tainly had developed the swell head

with a little success. If he knew
which side his bread was buttered

on, he'd stay with Ince, who had

made him, etc., etc.

At first it seemed as if they were

all good if not pleasant prophets.

He went eighty thousand dollars

into debt. He became so worried

that he didn't care much what hap-

pened. During this period he got

the reputation which still clings of

being "up-stage," because he did

not beam with pleasure when visi-

tors interrupted him on the set and

demanded his presence in the
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reception room. Every min-

ute—at about eight dollars of

expense a minute—counted,

for Ray was spending more

and more of borrowed capital,

and couldn't be sure he

wouldn't wake up a bankrupt

any morning. He admits that

he may have shown some

slight impatience with curious

visitors, who had no more
serious business with him than

to gaze upon his features and

ask him if he really felt like a

country boy.

Then success began to come,

slowly. The Ole Sivimmin'

Hole marked the turning

point in his career—not his

career on the mountain, but

it told him that he would be

permitted to try to make the

ascent. He would not be a

failure. The Ole Swimmin' Hole

w as perfect of its kind. Then came,

after an unimportant picture or two.

The Tailor-Made Man.
In many ways, The Tailor-Made

Man is a success. It is proving it-

self a money-maker, which from a

struggling young actor-producer's

standpoint is very important. It is

pretentious, and as such paves the

way for big pictures, expensive pic-

tures. It cost about $300,000. The
story, bought from Mary Pickford,

cost' $75,000. Ray says of this

storv

:

"I bought The Tailor-Made Man
because it had been widely adver-

tised and played on every stage. I

knew it was a good stage play. But

when I got home with it and sat

down to read it I give you my word

I turned sick. If I could have re-

neged on my bargain, I would have

done so. I couldn't see myself in

the role at all. But I went through

with it, making a pretentious pro-

duction of it, and while it is not a

great picture, it is enjoying a real

and substantial popularity. I had
to make some money, and I did."

When The Tailor-Made Man was
safely launched, Ray set about

making The Girl I Love. It was a

work of love, a consummation of

ten years of work and ambition,

according to Ray.
By the time this appears The

Girl I Love will be motion picture

history. It will undoubtedly be a

great success, for it is a great pic-

ture. It is not the greatest picture

ever produced, but it is Ray's best
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"The Girl I Love" has won for

Charles Ray his position upon the
mountain peaks, and marks the
end of his country boy roles.

picture, and that is saying a

good deal. Among the great

pictures of all times, it will

stand almost on a level with
Broken Blossoms for poign-

ancy of appeal and simplicity

of conception.

But whether the public likes

The Girl I Love or not, Charles

Ray likes it and is happy that

he has done it.

"It is the perfect example of

my 'country boy' character-

izations, the product of ten

years of portraying that sort

of role. But it is the last

country boy picture."

That is Charles Ray's decla-

ration of war with the public.

The public believes that

Charles Ray can do nothing
- but country boys well. He

believes he can. To prove it,

he is working on a great, spectacular

costume drama, The Courtship of

Miles Sfandish. . It will cost a great

deal of money, more than The
Tailor-Made Man, and' will be Ray's

(Continued on page 92)
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Charles Chaplin doesn't seem to be bothered by the fact that he is

slipping down the mountainside of fame, while Harold Lloyd is

scaling the heights from the other side. It would be a pity for

the great comedian to slip into oblivion, through sheer inanition.
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Do You Believe In Hunches?
The Screen Stars Play Hunches the Same as the Rest of Us.

They Cross Their Fingers When They Ridicule

Hunches in This Article

F
By GENERVRA HOWES

_ RIZE-FIGHTERS are super-

stitious, Heaven knows ; and South-

ern darkies could scarcely be called

fatalists, by any stretch of the im-

agination. But when it comes to

pure unalloyed faith in "hunches,"

the motion picture actor has any

other credulous class or cult simply

backed off the boards.

A hunch is as sacred as pay-day,

and no more to be ignored. Play-

ing a hunch saved ZaSu Pitts a

painful accident and perhaps her

life.

"I was riding on the L train in

Chicago with a girl friend," ex-

plained ZaSu. "When we were

half-way down I suddenly had a

hunch to leave that train. I can't

explain it, but I suddenly knew
that I should not stay where I

was. Without a by-your-leave I

jumped off at the next station. My
girl friend stayed. Fifty minutes

after I got off, the train was

wrecked, and my poor friend was

carted off to the hospital."

Talking about ZaSu naturally

and logically leads to Tom Gallery

(ZaSu's husband). Tom had a

strong hunch that his little baby
was going to be a boy and prevailed

upon ZaSu to prepare pink clothes

for the new arrival. His hunch
failed for once, though, for the new
baby turned out to be a fat little

girl.

/ric Von Stroheim also claims

that he owes the fact that he is

alive today to a hunch, a hunch

that he stuck to though it caused

him to be called "yellow" by some

of his associates.

Tt was during the filming of

The Hearts of Humanity, a few

year's ago. In one of the scenes a

shell was to strike a building and

completely wreck it. Von Stroheim

in the role of a German officer, was

supposed to be hit by a falling

beam. The director and staff ar-

ranged in minutest detail just where

and how Von Stroheim was to stand

so that the beam would appear to

knock him down.

Von Stroheim protested. He hrd

a premonition, in Americanese, a

hunch, that if he played it that

way, he would be killed.

The company argued and ex-

postulated; they even intimated

broadly that he had a large streak

of ochre in him. Von Stroheim

played his hunch and insisted that

they use a dummy. At last, un-

willingly, a duminy was used, the

scene arranged, the shell exploded

.... and presto! the beam fell

and completely demolished the

dummy. The measurements and
plans and calculations were wrong.

Had Von Stroheim ignored his

hunch, he would have departed

this life with undue celerity.

IB) tjll Montana invokes a hunch
with all the fire of his Italian blood.

When he gets one, he takes it right

down to Tiajuana and shoots his

wad on the ponies. Getting a hunch
puts money in Bull's pockets some-

times .... and then again it takes

„ it out. But let the Bool tell his

latest hunch:
"At Tanksgeeving Day I had

what you call a "hunch," oh such

a grand beeg hunch that the black

horse would ween. The oder horses

.... bah! all dogs! So I put my
monee on the black horse, twentee

to one, and the black horse, he come
down the stretch and ween by half

a length!"

What we slangily call a hunch is

often born of a deep desire and is

developed by applied thinking.

Sometimes -<x hunch is merely

intuition, that strange sixth sense

that women have. Gloria Swanson

uses hunches or intuition, call it

what you will, to interpret dramatic

situations, even against the advice

of her director, Sam Wood.
"I'd bank on a woman's intui-

tion every time," says Sam Wood.
"When Gloria intuitively interprets

a scene for me, even though it may
be directly opposed to my concep-

tion of what the logical action

should be in that scene, I urge her

to act on her hunch.
"For instance, in shooting The

Impossible Mrs. Bellow, Gloria

poses as a partially draped statue

in order to turn her lover against

her. Gloria and Monte Katterjohn,

the scenario writer, and I had dis-

cussed this scene and mapped out

the action. Without any warning,

Gloria, introduced several comedy
stunts when she posed as the statue.

'I had a hunch', she said. Tf I had
just posed as the partially draped

statue, it would not have appealed

to the more refined sensibilities of

my audience. By introducing the

little comedy touches, it broke the

tenseness of the scene'."

iola Dana believes in hunches

.... ever since she got the repair

bill from the garage that fixed her

new Cadillac speedster. A big

bunch of important visitors from the

East were visiting the Metro studio.

Viola came breezing out in her

usual vivacious manner and, as she

stepped into her gorgeous new car,

remarked, "You know, I have a

hunch something is going to happen

to my car."

Was it the hunch or merely the

exuberance generated by the admir-

ing gaze of her important admirers

that made her forget to release her
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brakes? Result: a burned-out brake

band and lining and locked wheels.

After her grand entrance, poor

Vi had to see her beautiful new

toy towed away to the garage, be-

cause she had a hunch and didn't

heed it!

EL.unches do not keep union

hours, according to June Mathis,

probably the best known woman
scenarist in pictures. Miss Mathis

acts on hunches, even in the wee,

small hours of the morning. But

when a gorgeous idea comes, Miss

Mathis doesn't jump out

into the cold to jot it

down, like many writers.

She snuggles deeper

under the covers and
ponders the idea, letting

it grow and develop.

Later in the day she

puts the idea on paper,

for you and me to enjoy

in the darkened theatre

later.

One specific hunch is related by

Miss Mathis:

"When I was in New York on

my last trip, I had a most difficult

time trying to find books contain-

ing information about the costumes

of the times as for Ben Hur.

Tom
Gallery
believes in

hunches.

I had searched and researched

without success and was at my wits'

ends. I was walking down the

street, and suddenly, apparently

without any control over my mind
or body, I turned into Brentano's

a large book company on Fifth

Avenue. As though led by an un-

seen force, I walked to a certain

counter and asked to examine some
old Bibles on the shelf. They were

Bibles printed on Dutch cop-

per plate in 1771. I told the

clerk that those books were il-

lustrated ; how I knew, I can-

not say. The clerk said they

were not illustrated, but on

opening them I found they

were, containing illustrations

of the very costumes I

was searching for."

Marie Prevost waxed

facetious when
asked about her

belief in hunches,

and the answer

she gave was no

doubt true: "When I was doing

bathing-girl stuff in the Mack Sen-

nett comedies, every time I was

called' for a bathing scene, I had

a hunch that I was going to get my
feet wet. And every time I did!"

REID MEMORIAL

wALLACE REID'S mon-
ument will be a sana-

torium for the cure of

the drug evil, it has

been announced by his widow, Mrs.

Dorothy Davenport Reid, after com-

pletion of plans of a propaganda

film, to be made at the Ince studios,

in which Mrs. Reid will play. The

proceeds will be devoted to the

sanatorium.

"I have been receiving telegrams

urging me to do this from club

women and women's organizations,"

said Mrs. Reid. "We will start work

on the film immediately."

The sanatorium will be located

near Los Angeles. C. Gardner Sulli-

van will write the scenario for the

picture.

"Please make it plain there is

no commercial interest involved in

this picture," said Mrs. Reid. "The
entire funds will go to the Wallace

Reid Memorial sanatorium. No

individual will profit from the film

in any way."

Club women in Los Angeles have

promised their cooperation.

"We have talked things over with

the biggest men in the film indus-

try," said Mrs. Reid, "and we are

assured of their cooperation also.

The picture will be intended to

teach a great moral lesson."

WallaceReid died after months of

fighting to regain his health, shat-

tered by the drug and liquor habits.

Mr. Ince, who is to produce Mrs.

Wallace Reid's "dope" picture, an-

nounces through his press agent

that the production will have its

premiere in Chicago.

Universal, with its huge picture-

making facilities in California, has

purchased a picture for release. In

six years this has never happened

before. So "Driven," by Charles

Brabin, must be a remarkably good

production.

Harold Lloyd announces that Mil-

dred Davis will retire from the screen

after she has become Mrs. Lloyd.

It is estimated that 15,000,000

persons visit the motion-picture

theaters daily in the United States

—more than in all the other coun-

tries of the world combined.

After eight weeks of unusually

hard work on her new picture,

"Slander the Woman," Dorothy

Phillips is now resting at her home
in Hollywood. It is said she spent

long hours in sn'owdrifts waist high

and tramped miles through ice

covered underbrush, while out on

location. Now she believes she has

earned a short rest.

Mr. Lasky has announced that

Rob Wagner, humorist, author of

numerous stories based on studio

life, artist, and for the past year a

member of the titling department

at the Lasky Studios in Hollywood,

is *o become a Paramount director.
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They Stepped
on the
Gas

therefore Certain Popular

Men-About-Town of Holly-

wood Say "Good-Morning
Judge" in Speeders Court.
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OOD morning, Judge!"

[
I Thus are some of 6ur

most popular young
men -about-Hollywood

greeting, more or less cordially, one
Police Judge Joseph F.- Chambers,
sultan of the Los Angeles speeders'

court. The responses made by
Judge Chambers are equally terse

and even less cordial. In fact, his

remarks are confined to sentences

y . . sentences like "Thirty days!"

Wherefore, if perchance you
wend your way to any one of sev-

eral Hollywood studios and ask for

a certain film star, the answer is

very likely to be "On location."

True. But wait till you hear

which location.

It seems rather crude to call it a

jail. Let us rather say that our

friends are taking a course—-an in-

tensive course—in the new school

of Histrionic Repression, the faculty

of which is distinguished from the

staffs of less arresting institutions

by khaki-hued uniforms and high-

powered motorcycles.

A,.s teachers of acting, Judge

Chambers and his aides are mas-

terly. They believe that restraint

is the first essential of genius ; and

they are going to teach their pro-

teges restraint if it takes every sen-

tence in stock to do it. That is why
several big pictures are being held

up for a few days, while various

screen celebrities listen to lectures

on "How Not to Play on the Foot

Throttle Without Notes," or "The
Importance of Pedal Repression."

The spirit of democracy prevails

in this new seminary of the arts.

Film stars whose salary aggregates

thousands of dollars a year bunk
side by side with the great un-

washed. There has been no foolish

extravagances in decorating the

dormitory. In fact, its lines might
be called severely chaste. Windows
are scarce, in order that the stu-

dents may not catch cold and also,

it may be, to remove from the nov-

ices the worldly temptations that

so distract from introspection.

Cots take the place of luxury-

breeding feather beds, and often

come in tiers, so that the occupants

may not lack company. The dor-

mitories are playfully called tanks,

adding to the picturesque charm of

the place.

Meals, too, are laudably simple.

Beans, coffee and a thick hunk of

bread form a favorite menu for

breakfast, while for lunch and eve-

ning dinner the bill-of-fare is at-

tractively alternated by bread, cof-

fee and beans.

hysical exercise follows the

early rising practiced by the stu-

dents. Many an embryo Fairbanks

is developing his muscles under an

expert system of callousthenics

(okeh) , with a mop, pail and broom
as the principal instruments. And
no invidious discriminations are

made. A beautiful actress who
scorched the asphalt on her way to

the studio has just as fine a chance

of expanding her personality with

a scrub brush on the seminary floor

as has the tawdriest shoplifter.

To attack the garden weed, to

slink intrepidly along the trail of

the slug and to stop at nothing, not

even the fearsome and odorous

barns and stables, is the daily ex-

perience of these dramatic students.

They have become crack knife-men
in the commissary department,

peeling a potating unerringly at

three paces.

Edythe Sterling, of the Califor-

nia film colony, was one of those to

receive the benefits of this extraor-

dinary institution. Edythe be-

came eligible by running her

(Continued on page 9£

)
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Wild
Interviewers

I Have Met
By MAE BUSCH

Who wields a mean pen as

well as a lip-stick.

V V HEN Screenland inaug-

urated its series of Confessions of

Star Interviewers, every gal inter-

viewer in Hollywood sharpened up

her pencil to a cutting point, the

while chortling with ghoulish glee.

Here was where she could get even

for the time Gloria Swanson failed

to recognize her in the Cocoanut

Grove! And that time, at Viola

Dana's party, Bert Lytell didn't ask

her to dance once! Heh! Heh!

Ree-e-venge

!

To let the gal interviewer tell it,

gray matter is what an actress has

everything else hut. And the way
we "stage" interviews .... and

rave about the contracts we're "con-

sidering" .... and quote Freud

.... and put on dog generally!

You know ! The gal interviewer

told you all about it. Some of it

was even true.

Now I'm going to go the gal

interviewer one better and tell what

I honestly think about the inter-

viewers. And I'm going to sign my
name to it, let the chips fall where

they may.

JLbere are three kinds of inter-

viewers.

The first kind sits down in front

of you, fixes you with a chilling eye

and says, in effect, "Now talk, darn

you talk !" Result, naturally, is

mental paralysis on the part of the

star. You rack your brain franti-

cally and can't think of a single

thing to talk about except the

weather.

The second brand of interviewer

comes to you with her story already

prepared, and proceeds to insert the

desired words into your mouth. If

you happen to hold just the oppo-

site views, and state said views freely

and definitely, why, she simply

writes the story as she had it laid

out in the first place, anyway.

The third kind of interviewer is

the nicest kind, in my opinion.

She (or he) just comes calling and

talks about things of real and vital

import, such as who was that tall,

handsome chap you were dancing

with at the Plantation last night,

and is Charlie Chaplin really going

to marry Pola, and that's a dream
of a hat, my dear, where did you get

it, and wasn't So-an-So a fright in

that jade tulle, the woman certainly

gets away with murder.

A,.dela Rogers St. Johns is a

shining example of the last kind.

She is what I call a painless inter-

viewer. The patient never knows

she is under the scalpel at all. And
she has such a happy knack of get-

ting below the surface, has Adela.

I'm exceedingly proud of my
friendship with her, by the way.

She is one of about six persons

whom I can truly call my friends.

Edwin Scliallert is a good guy,

but he kept me waiting a whole

hour one night. The next time he

asks to interview me, I shall make
him wait two hours. Only I'm

afraid he wouldn't wait, darn it.

Coming late to interview appoint-

ments is a trick of the seasoned

reporter, anyway. The novice

usually comes fifteen minutes early

.... and is just as liable as not

to find her gorgeous being still in

curl-papers.

The most satirical interviewer I

know is Herbert Howe. But he

wrote the best interview I ever had

.... and I didn't even know I was

being interviewed. As a matter of

fact, neither did he. I was getting

a bite to eat down at Franks, and

Herb saw me. He came in to say

howdy, and then he walked back to

the apartment house with me, and

came up to smoke a cigarette. When
he went on home, some of the

things we had been discussing came

back to him and he wrote them up
in a perfectly peachy interview.

The next best interview I ever

had carried the caption, "She's a

Nut, But I Like Her." Adela St.

John wrote it.

TPhe very worst interview of my
career was one that never took place.

I didn't even recognize the name of

the man who wrote it. He de-

scribed me as "perching, like a

sprightly angel about to flit away

into space, on the arm of a great,

friendly arm-chair." He kept me
perching there all through the in-

terview. Made me sick.



It always tickles me to read

about how the interviewers put

clever remarks into the mouths of

the poor dumb-bell stars who think

Camembert is a Caruso record. But

I notice that when it comes to re-

cording sprightly repartee, the

interviewers never give themselves

any the worst of it.

There are certain stereotyped

questions that come up in almost

every interview. I believe every

star or near-star has been asked at

some time "if marriage and a ca-

reer will mix." Of course, the an-

swer to that depends entirely on

whether or not the star is living

with his or her mate at that time.

If the interviewee's husband had

grouched about the toast being too

hard for breakfast that morning,

probably a waiting world quivered

to hear that matrimonial bonds

Avere fatal to one's Art,

A,-XOthek dear old favorite always

asked by interviewers is this : which

role portrayed by you during your

screen career do you consider most

worth while? Well, there are two

regulation answers to that. If you

happen to have made a big splash in

a picture and have never quite re-

peated since, naturally that role

was most "worth while." Betty

Compson, for instance, always says

Rose in The Miracle Man was' her

favorite role. Why shouldn't she?

She was wonderful in it and it made
her famous.

• The second regulation answer is

to name the role you are portraying

in your present picture. This with

a canny eye to a little helpful pub-

licity. A bit of boosting never yet

hurt a picture's prospects, you know.

Another time-worn question is

always put, after considerable hem-
ming and hawing and preceded by
"Now, this isn't for publication, you
know, just between you and me
. . . .er. . . .just how much is there

in this idea that the woman pays

for advancement in her career?" I

always say, sure, the woman pays.

In the hard-earned coin of long

hours and hard work and sacrifice

of such desirable things as choco-

lates and cream puffs and things

that tend to go to waist. . . .I'll say

the woman pays and pays and pays

!

To let the gal reporter tell it, gray matter is what a star

has everything else but. Mae Busch, however, not only
meets the interviewers on their own ground but goes them
one better by writing some remarkably interesting and

virile free verses.

Interviewers are fun, though,

mostly. It is supremely flattering

to think that half a million people

will spend good money to read what

you have to say. Only it sometimes

gives you that cold feeling in the

pit of your stomach, like you used to

get when you stood up to speak your

piece at the Sunday School Christ-

mas entertainment and couldn't re-

member the first line. You sud-

denly realize that your opinions on

things aren't so weighty as they

had seemed before; that you are

only a human person very much
like those fans who look upon you

as a person from a higher (well,

anyway, a different) sphere; and

that your line that gets over so well

at Armstrong's and on the lot isn't

going to look so good in print.

But it always does, somehow.

Probably because these same inter-

viewers are tactful enough to play

up the nice things the star has let

slip absent-mindedly and draw a

kindly veil over the indiscreet re-

marks that, God knows, are true

enough but that you'd hate to let

get back to your leading man,
camera hog though he may be.

I like interviewers : Adela Rogers

St. John, Myrtle Gebhart, Alma
Whitaker, Grace Kingsley, Herb
Howe .... even Ed. Schallert,

who's a good guy though tardy in

his habits. I like interviewers and

I like interviews.

They're such darn good pub-

licity !
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lUPID has had a bad year

in Hollywood.

Six supremely eligible

film bachelors still flaunt

their freedom in the lovely faces of

Hollywood misses and mammas.
Will the beginning of 1924 see

chem still unattached?

There is Harold Lloyd, for in-

stance. Five feet nine inches of

nanhood going to sheer waste; a

perfect husband in embryo, if

there ever was one. And though

the rumors of engage-

ment to Mildred Davis

still go merrily on, with

occasional variation by

substituting the name of

the dusky-haired Bebe

Daniels for little blonde

Mildred, 1923 still finds

Harold a bachelor—
and obviously enjoying

his sad state.

Then there is Rich-

ard Dix, the strapping

Goldwyn star. Twenty-

eight years old, and still

defying Cupid's darts.

Yet Richard openly

avers that he wants to

be married, that he is

only waiting to find the

right girl. Not that he

is living the life of a
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not present any insuperable objec-

tions to becoming Mrs. Richard

Dix.

Charlie Chaplin is another Ajax

who is constantly defying the

now that he has a nice contract with matrimonial lightning. Perpetually

hermit. Far from it. Dickie Dix's

heart is extremely susceptible, bless

him, and he is usually in the throes

of some sentimental affair. But none

of tbem seems to take. But perhap

Goldwyn, to say nothing of his

beautiful new $17,000 Pierce-

Arrow car, Richard will stabilize

the marriage market of our fair

village by taking to himself a wife,

thereby ending the suspense for the of marriage, once

score or so of maidens who would unhappy wedded

Charles Ray entertained some distinguished visitors

on the occasion of the "launching" of the "May-
flower," in the Ray studios. Reading from left to

right are Admiral E. W. Eberle of the Pacific Coast
Fleet, Mrs. Charles Ray, Mrs. Eberle and Charles

Ray, standing on the deck of the "Mayflower," an
exact replica of the Pilgrim vessel.

flirting with the marriage knot, the

wary Charlie yet retains his title

of Bachelors, once removed. For

all the world knows that Charlie

has tasted the bitterness and sweet

His brief and
life with the

beautiful and canny

Mildred Harris has evi-

dently left him the de-

termination not to be

caught again. Yet ru-

mors of engagements

with any one of half a

dozen film beauties con-

tinue to occupy front

page space in the morn-

ing papers; Pola Negri

especially engages Char-

lie's leisure hours. Who
knows? By the time

you read this, Charles

Chaplin may be no

more a bachelor. But

knowing Charlie, we

have our doots!

The Lasky lot fairly

swarms with eligible

bachelors. J. Warren
Kerrigan, heart smasher



Harold Lloyd
enjoyed the
wonderful mu-
sic of Nyiregi-
hazi, the pian-

ist prodigy, so
much that he
invited him out
to the Hal
Roach studio,

where Lloyd is

making a

screaming
Spanish

comedy.

de luxe for lo, these many years,

goes his way, obstinately unmarried.

What price that gorgeous aquiline

nose, those piercing eyes, that

brawny figure, as our English cousin

would query? Is there any truth in

the report that the demure and

altogether charming Lois Wilson,

Jack's leading lady in his new pic-

ture, The Covered Wagon, has at

last won his laggard affections?

We .hope so. "The good son makes

a good husband." Jack's devotion

to his mother, recently passed away,

is traditional in Hollywood, and

the man who wins Lois Wilson for

his bride is a lucky man, indeed.

'Twould be a good match.

Then there is Charles de Roche,

the French actor brought over to

fill the void in the hearts of flappers

left by the desertion of Rodolph the

Beloved. Charles is gloriously un-

hampered, matrimonially. True,

he is said to be bestowing his at-

tentions on Pola Negri, which is

reprehensible and much to be

deprecated. 'Tis no treat to a

European demoiselle, the foreign

courtesies, the continental genuflec-

tions that so delight our susceptible

American maids and matrons.

Foreign Actors for American girls

is our slogan.

Antonio Moreno is another

romantic actor who has escaped the

wiles of feminine minds for many
and many a moon. Dark-eyed,

dark-haired, with all the romantic

appeal of his beloved Spain, Tony
may be at last trembling on the

brink of conquest. Dame Gossip

has it that Tony is only awaiting

the necessary passing of a year to

claim a lovely society matron as

Senora Carrida Monteagudo, or

Mrs. Moreno, as the courts have

lately decreed.

Ramon Navarro, too, is altogether

too handsome to be permitted to

remain a bachelor longer. Why is

it that the foreigners seem to repeal

Cupid's entanglements longer than

the domestic brand of suitors?

Something should really be done

about Ramon. Now that he has a

nice new contract with Metro and

a name that somebody can pro-

nounce— and spell— there is no
further excuse for Ramon remain-

ing in single un-blessedness. Holly-

wood should look to it. Perhaps

the clergy and the Hollywood
Woman's Club can do something

about it in their occasional spare

moments.

The Launching of the "Mayflower

c,I elebrating the successful be-

ginning of his new picture, The

Courtship of Miles Standish, Charles

Ray threw open his studios for

an interesting event, recently, the

launching of the good ship "May-

flower."

The vessel, an exact replica of the

Pilgrim ship, was set up on the Ray
lot. A direct descendant of Pris-

cilla Alden dashed against the bow

a flask of water brought from Ply-

mouth harbor.

Mrs. Charles Ray and Miss Enid

Bennett, who is playing the part of

Priscilla in the picture, were host-

esses at the charmingly-appointed

luncheon that preceded the

ceremony. Mrs. Ray wore a gown

of buttercup-yellow velvet with

yellow slippers, and a coatee and

hat of ermine. Miss Bennett was
charming in a long-waisted gown
of brown velvet with a small toque

of the same shade.

Small china plates bearing the

coats-of-arms of prominent "May-
flower" families, and boxes of candy,

were given as souvenirs. The guests

signed their names in the "May-
flower" "log," a most fascinating

volume that looked as if the weight
of centuries had marred its leathern,

brass-bound covers.

Fitzmaurices Are Hosts

r. and Mrs. George Fitz-

maurice (Ouida Bergere) were
hosts at a delightful dinner party

at their Hollywood home, recently.

Among the guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Wood, Miss Gloria Swan-
son, Miss Pola Negri and Mr.

Charles de Roche.

Stars Judge Dancers

UTH Roland, Charlie Chaplin

and Jesse Lasky were judges at a

dancing contest held at the Cocoanut
Grove at the Ambassador Hotel in

Los Angeles. The first prize was

awarded to Miss Marjory Daw and
her partner, Mr. Dana Todd. Over
one hundred couples participated.

Mack Sennett Entertains

r. and Mrs. Giannini were

the guests of honor at a dinner

given at his home by Mack Sen-

nett. About thirty guests were

present, including Mr. and Mrs.

Joseph Schenck (Norma Tal-

madge), Miss Constance Talmadge,

Mr. and Mrs. Buster Keaton
(Natalie Talmadge) and Samuel
Goldwyn.

Hollywood Bride Is Sensation

Mr. and Mrs. John Howard
(Ora Carewe) are said to have

created a sensation in Haverhill,

Massachusetts, where they visited

on their honeymoon. Mrs. Howard's

"straight-from-Hollywood" gowns

were declared no end stunning at

the smart Pentucket Club and other

social resorts.

Stars Attend Concert

TThe elite of Hollywood flocked

to hear the youthful pianist marvel,

Nyiregihazi. Mrs. Frank Mayo
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(Dagmar Godowski), herself the

daughter of a famous pianist, enter-

tained a party of friends at the

concert in Los Angeles. Others

who had boxes were Mr. and Mrs.

Milton Sills, Mr. and Mrs. Charles

Ray and Mr. Antonio Moreno, and

Harold Lloyd.

Stars Shine At Cocoanut Grove

I

Stroh< Is Honorec

A:

n honor of Eric Von Stroheim,

who has signed a long-term con-

tract with Goldwyn, Edward Bowes

recently gave a notable ' dinner

party at the Ambassador Hotel.

Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Neilan

(Blanche Sweet), Mr. and Mrs.

Robert Leonard (Mae Murray),

Mr. and Mrs. Hugo Ballin, Miss

June Mathis, Mr. Richard Dix,

Miss Claire Windsor and Miss Patsy

Ruth Miller were among the guests.

Miss Sweet was lovely in ivory

velvet. Miss Windsor wore a gown
of lace and seed pearls over a slip of

silver cloth. Miss Miller was gowned
in tea-rose chiffon over charmeuse,

with little French flowers.

Kitchen Showers For Natalie Keaton

N atalie Talmadge Keaton was

the guest of honor at a kitchen

shower, given by Mr. and Mrs.

Joseph Schenck (Norma Tal-

madge), recently. The Keatons are

soon to go into their new home,

after residing with the Schencks

since their marriage.

Dorothy Phillips Entertains

en it comes to novel and

smart entertainment, Mrs. Allan

Holubar, known on the screen as

Dorothy Phillips, is always in the

front rank. The elite of Hollywood

were recently invited to get down
their, ice-skates from the attic and

come to a snow-party at the studio.

The ice-skating rink used in the

latest Phillips picture, The White

Frontier swarmed with screen

celebrities, some of whom could

skate well and some of whom could

not. But all were ornamental. It

was the most fun lots of film folk

had had since the Christian Ende-

ator sleigh rides back in Punx-

sntawney, Pa., and many an ermine

coatee bit the dust (snow-dust), to

ribald applause from the sidelines.
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.mono the interesting screen

folk who had parties at the- Cocoa-

nut Grove at the Ambassador the

other evening were Harold Lloyd,

Mr. and Mrs. 'Buster' Keaton

(Natalie Talmadge), Antonio

Moreno, Kenneth Harlan, Samuel
Goldwyn and James Young.
Kenneth Harlan was with Miss

Marie Prevost, as usual, his dainty

fiancee. Harold Lloyd included in

his party lovely little Mildred Davis,

also as usual.

most interesting were Mr. and Mrs.

Conrad Nagel, Mr. and Mrs. John
Emerson (the diminutive and
adorable Anita Loos), Mr. and Mrs.

Tom Gallery (ZaSu Pitts), Mrs.

Sessue Hayakawa, Miss Carmelita

Garrity, Miss Sylvia Breamer and
Mr. and Mrs. George Melford.

A,
Charles Ray Gives Preview

Diinner forFor de Rochs

A,.N event that caused the gos-

sips to nod and whisper significantly

was a smart dinner given recently,

in honor of Count Charles de

Roche. The bonny Charles is a

really-and-truly count, it is said, but

he democratically dispenses with

his title for professional purposes.

Which is wise . . . and econom-

ical.

T,
Hollywood Hotel

hursday night at the Holly-

wood hotel is always a gala occasion.

The other evening saw a brilliant

crowd gathered to dance and dine

in the famous hostelry. Among the

_N exceedingly smart audience

was present at the invitation preview

of Charles Ray's new picture, The
Girl I Love, given at the exclusive

Beverly Hills Hotel. The guests of

the hotel and friends of Mr. and

Mrs. Ray, including members of

the press, viewed the picture with

much pleasure, and many a stately

society matron wept the mascaro

off her eyelashes, just as the film

folk did.

Niblos Return Home

he Fred Niblos are back from

Mexico City, regaling all their

friends with tales of the color and

romance of Old Spain that has been

retained in the capital city of our

turbulent neighbor across the

border. Mrs. Niblo (Enid Bennett)

is starting work with Charles Ray
in The Courtship of Miles Standish,

in which she is portraying the co-

quettish Priscilla.

PhotO hV SYKES-EDWAItDS

An exclusive "at home" affair at the charming residence of the

William Desmonds. Cunning little Mary Joanna considers Daddy
Bill just the best sort of a pal, so does Mama Mary Mclvor Desmond.



Caught in the Act
Unusual Photographs That Show Movie Scenes

Not Seen in the Theatres

"WELCOME TO OUR
CITY"

says Mary Pickford to Na-
tional Commander Owsler,
American Legion head, on
the Robin Hood set at the
Pickford-Fairbanks studios.
Mr. Owsler doesn't need any-
one to tell him to smile pretty
at the lady. Doug says the
bandage on his hand stamps
him as a disabled veteran of
the (matrimonial) war.

Keystone Photo

WATCHING FOR THE
BIRDIE

This is one close-up that
won't be ruined by an
officious director call-

ing "Cut" too soon.
Richard Dix said
he had to snap
this one when
Helen Chad-
wick wasn't
around, or
she'd have in-

sisted on shar-
ing it.

Ooldwvn Photo



DID YOU HEAR THIS
ONE?

Bert Lytell has just told

Betty Compson what Pola
Negri said when asked if

she were going to marry
Charlie Chaplin. "Now
you stop!" says Betty.

Goldwyn Photo

MAE GETS A TRIM-
MING

"Cut it short and shave
my neck," says Mae Busch
to the Goldwyn barber, as
she snatches a moment
between scenes. Mae is

trying to look as if she
didn't hear her director
bellowing at her to get

back on the set.

Uoldwyn Phot"

ALL ON A SUN-
DAY MORNING
Mrs. Douglas Mc-
Lean has just told

her husband that

he ought to be in

church this min-
ute. The thought
seems to make
Douglas enjoy the
Sunday "funnies"
all the more. Can
you make out
what Mrs. Mc-
Lean is chochet-

ing?



"YOU FIRST, MY
DEAR GASTON"

Pola Negri and Direc-

tor George Fitzmaurice
are certainly polite, and
seem to enjoy working
together. Fitzmaurice
directed Pola in BELLA
DONNA, her firstmade-
in-America picture.

Paramount Photo

Paramount Photo

THE HERO
RETURNS

J. Warren Kerrigan
returns to the screen

in THE COVERED
WAGON, after sev-

eral years' retire-

ment. Jack Kerrigan
used to make Big
Sister's heart go
flutter-flutter, back
in the old days when
he was winning pop-
ularity contests, and
still has enough of

his old charm to

please the 1923 model
flapper.

HAVE YOU MADE YOUR BEAD
BAG YET?

Lois Wilson and May McAvoy are hard

at work on theirs. Lois is crocheting

hers with navy silk and iridescent beads,

while May is making a gay little bag of

scarlet silk with cut steel beads.

Paramount Photo
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"GIDDAP" SAYS
DICKIE

Richard Headrick takes
an early morning can-
ter. The name of his
spirited mount is Anna
May, one of the Featured
Actresses in HEARTS

AFLAME.
Lonis B. Meyer Photo

BRITAIN'S HAND-
SOMEST ACTOR

Ivor Novello, whom
English matinee girls
concede to be restful
and soothing to the eye,
has left England flat to
come to this country.
Ivor expects to put the
shapely noses of our
most beautiful male
stars quite out of joint.

Wmitj World Photo

HEART WHOLE AND
FANCY FREE

How nice it seems not to have
a man under foot, remarks
Pauline Frederick to her
mother. Mother evidently
agrees. Polly has just found
the matrimonial sea too
stormy, for the fourth time.

Keystone Photo
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'C'MON IN, THE
WATER'S FINE"

coaxes little Jackie Ott,

swimming champion of

Miami, Florida. But Nita
Naldi and Rubye de Remer
prefer to bask in the sun-
shine on the beach. Beach
costumes like theirs aren't

meant to get wet.

THE OLD ORDER
CHANGETH

Once upon a time
Dorothy Gish, a star

in her own right,

gave a good-looking
young chap a chance
to make good as her
leading man. The
good-looking young
chap was Richard
Barthelmess. Here
we have Dorothy
as she appears in

FURY, in which she
supports her former

leading man.

Chief of Police Dan
O'Brien takes the first

steps toward cleaning
up the movies by swear-
ing in Mae Busch as a
member of his Purity

Squad.

Wide World Photo
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Consulting the Stars
Trousseau Suggestions

For

The Easter Bride

PARAMOUNT PHOTO

The bride who possesses a
smart dinner frock of Roman
crepe trimmed with irides-

cent beads, such as Agnes
Ayres wears so effectively, is

assured o f

making a
good ap-
pearance at

any evening
function.

PHOTO J'.T FREULICH.

A cape suit of
rough Poiret

and a simple hat of Milan
straw makes a fetching and
practical street costume for
morning and informal wear.
S p e cially
posed by
Pr i s c i 1 1 a
Dean, Uni-
versal Star.

J
PARAMOUNT PHOTO 13Y KEYES

For the bride who is to have a formal church
wedding, ivory velvet cut on long, classic lines
makes an ideal bridal gown. The beautiful gown
shown above, worn by Miss Bebe Daniels, is

heavily ornamented with pearls, as if

also the tulle veil with its coronet ol

rose-point lace.

v 1

For the golf links
and for country
wear, a knicker
suit should be in-

cluded in every
up-to-the - minute
bride's trousseau.
Ruth Roland is

very smart in her
outfit.

Here is a negligee such as
every bride dreams of.

Pale green satin brocade,
with rich trimming of

white fox fur, is the ma-
terial of which Bebe Dan-
iel's negligee is fashioned,
but an equally lovely one
can be made at less ex-

pense, when heavy crepe
de Chine and white swans-

down is used.

PAI1AMOUNT PHOTO
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Blondes or

Brunettes
by

ATHENE
FARNSWORTH

.S THE POPULARITY of the

brunette a matter of personality,

history, economic necessity or the

henna brush?

Which is the more popular, any-

way, the blonde or the brunette?

The controversy is old; it raged

when Sapho banned her brunette

rivals to outer darkness by her fiery

wit. And with the different ages,

different standards prevail. The
blonde beauty of one period is fol-

lowed by a brunette charmer
acclaimed as the perfect Venus.
Odd how the color of the vampire

changes from age to age. Fair
Helen of Troy, the original home-
disrupter, was russet-haired. Her
close second for historical prestige

in affaires du coeur, the fascinating

Cleopatra, possessed bronze tresses.

The goddess of love herself, Aphro-
dite, was a true blonde.

Today the vampire is dark of hair
and eye. Theda Bara, Nita Naldi,

Pola Negri, all are brunettes. "Where
is our blonde "vamp" of the

screen ?

T:

THE OLD question still

rages; who are most pop-
ular, our golden-haired
ingenues or dusky-haired vam-
pires? Are blue eyes or brown
the more potent in luring Mr.
and Mrs. Fan from their fire-

side arm chairs? This article

gives you the last word in the
controversy.

he simplest, albeit most unio-
Tnantic way to determine once and
for all the triumph of blonde or

brunette, in so far as the motion pic-

ture is concerned, is to judge the

stars by their money-making power.

The stars that draw the greatest

crowds, that make the most money
for exhibitor or producer—are they

dark or light?

Probably Rodolph Valentino has

been the greatest short time money-
maker that Famous Players-Lasky

ever had. He is dark as his Roman
forebears, a true brunette.

"Wallace Reid, on the other hand,

has brought in millions of dollars

over the period of years of his con-

tract with Paramount. And Wal-
lace was blond, with light hair and
gray-blue eyes.

Priscilla Dean is Universal's

bread-and-butter, it is said. She is a

fiery brunette. She has no rival in

studio, either blonde or brunette.

At Metro studio, Viola Dana is

undoubtedly the best drawing card

of any single player. She is a bru-

nette. Alice Terry, who is dark by
nature but has won her fame on the

screen as a golden blonde, is very
popular, but her drawing power is

linked with her director-husband,

Rex Ingram, who again is dark.

For Vitagraph, Corinne Griffith,

another brunette, is most popular

by box-office records, I understand.

Two other brunettes, Richard Dix

and Helene Chadwick, bear the

brunt of screen popularity at Gold-

wyns.

Norma Talmadge, an enormous

money-maker, is a beautiful bru-

nette of the true type. Her lovely,

melting eyes and dusky hair, in

addition to her unquestioned dra-

matic ability, have brought her

great popularity. On the other

hand, Katherine MacDonald, a

regal blonde, is a good box-office

attraction.

At Selznick studio, Elaine Ham-
merstein, another striking brunette,

is probably the best drawing-card.

. Lillian Gish is Griffith's greatest

star. She is more blonde than
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brunette, but her eyes are hazel and

her hair is not golden.

Mary Pickford is a real blonde,

but she photographs' as almost a

brunette. Her curls used to photo-

graph even darker, owing to the

poor lighting system that used Lo

prevail.

Marion Davies is a lovely blonde.

But how much of her popularity is

due to good advertising rather than

to real appeal?

TThe brunettes, you see, seem

to have it. Valentino, Priscilla

Dean, Viola Dana, Corinne Griffith,

Richard Dix, Helene Chadwick,

Norma Talmadge, Elaine Ham-
merstein, stand against the few

blondes represented by our Mary,

Katherine MacDonald, Lillian Gish,

Wallace Reid, and Mae Murray.

But you'll have to admit that the

blondes, though few in number, are

good in quality.

In disposition, also. When
extreme virtue is to be represented,

youthful innocence and virginal

charm, the blonde is unanimously

chosen to portray, the role. Mildred

Davis is the perfect ingenue.

Has the present craze for blonde

wigs any significance?

A few years ago, all that was

required for the screen celebrity in

embryo was a head of infantile

curls, yellow and clinging. A veri-

table craze for ingenue types was

going full blast. Then the pendu-

lum began to swing back and bru-

nettes looked as if they were to

have a chance at cinema fame and

fortune. They got the desired foot-

hold with real life drama calling

for other types than the clinging

• vine. Now 1 again, however, the

golden gleams are getting in some

telling strokes. With the advent of

the romantic costume plays, bobbed

brown heads are donning long

flaxen braids and ringlets in order

to portray the melting heroines of

past decades.

This fascination of wearing

blonde wigs has gone even further.

Every star on the screen seems to be

bent on trying her charms under

the illusion of yellow tresses. Betty

Compson, Agnes Ayres, May
McAvoy, Dorothy Dalton and

Viola Dana

numerous others have all registered

as blondes in at least one production.

There may be some slight excuse

for such peculiarities. The adop-

tion of fair-haired wigs may not be

only a temperamental whim on the

part of the star when one consider?

the wisdom of the law of opposites

—practically all the prominen!

male stars on the screen are dark

Contrasts always show up to better

advantage in a comparison.

But, going back to the original

point at issue—Are blondes greater

drawing cards than brunette?"7

When we study history, it would

seem that popular favor, though at

times wavering in its allegiance,

harks back to the fair hair every

time. The number of decades over

which the rage for the powdered

wig extended seems proof positive of

this fact.

li^ET they say that blondes can't

stand an emotional strain put on

them in screen drama. They are

the ideal flapper type. Do yon

believe it? Maybe so, but the fact

remains that the fascinating Alice

Terry of "Four Horsemen" fame

did not succeed as a brunette—her

natural state—her personality sim-

ply did not register. Someone

suggested that she try a blonde wig.

She did and we all know the result.

She became a distinctive personage.

Her beauty acquired a delightfully

patrician quality. The screen does

strange things to actualities.

Practically everyone agrees that

it's personality that makes for popu-

. larity rather than color. Neverthe-



Mary Pickford

less, we all have very definite ideas

as to what we expect of each type

of complexion. The general con-

sensus of opinion seems to be that

blondes must play the roles of the

gay little musical comedy heroines

or else the unsophisticated fluffy

little ingenue. On the other hand,

brunettes are more versatile. They
are called upon to pose as the

dreamy-eyed siren or portray the

vivacious, vivid young thing that

rushes in in the nick of time and

saves the hero from the villain or

whatnot. "Heavy roles" are also

usually the lot of the brunette. Leon
Bary, a fine actor from the French
school, is a true brunette who does

even ''villains" with a most intrigu-

ing air. He is a real "comer."

Noting the fair damsels of the

screen—Mae Murray is a real hon-

est to goodness true type of blonde.

Has she ever played a great dra-

matic role? Blanche Sweet is

another fair-haired star. Isn't she
more convincing and true to type as

the clinging vine? Mary Miles

Minter, Pauline Garon, Wanda
Hawley — aren't they the "sweet
young things?" Ethel Clayton is

true blonde.

Probably the majority of the
Stars would come under the classifi-

cntion of "medium"—blue eyes and
dark hair or vice versa. Gloria

Swanson, Elsie Ferguson, Betty

Compson, Viola Dana, Betty Blythe,

Marie Prevost, May McAvoy

—

all have blue or gray eyes and dark
hair. Their talents and capabili-

ties seem to be divided between the

lot of the blonde and the brunette.

Some of them have been known to

carry off both varieties of roles with

eclat—lucky mortals

!

Dorothy Dalton borrows a blonde

wig for "The Woman Who Walked
Alone." Dorothy Gish never got

very far until she enacted her roles

in a dark wig.

Some people say that a blonde

lacks depth, yet practically all the

famous ladies in history seem to

have been blondes or "red heads."

Helen of Troy, Cleopatra, Queen
Elizabeth, Mary, Queen of Scots;

Sapho, are just a few of the notable

examples.

Yet, on the other hand, there has
only been one blonde or near-blonde
in all the history of the modern
stage that has registered as a gen-
uine artist and she—is the "Divine
Sarah." Who cares though, when
it's a blonde who carries off the ulti-

mate laurels!

A s to our heroes—Ah, "Rudie,"

you're our best bet. The incom-

parable "Julio" did that for yon

if your dark head is never "shot"

again. Even the lovable, debonair

Wally Reid with his sleek blond

hair and laughing blue eyes could

not sway the multitudes as thou.

(No, I'm not particular!}' a Valen-

tino fan, but the public is.)

Conrad Nagel's popularity is

assured, but then, so is Tommy
Meighan's. Kenneth Harlan has

an intriguing way about him—yes,

indeed—but just watch the flutter

of the flappers when John Bowers

sets that determined chin.

Doug and Charlie and Harold
Lloyd and Dick Barthelmess are all

very dark. AVhere are the blonds

to compete with them?

Well, who won? Think it over.

Check on the pros and cons. I have

summed up the available data but

I'd never dare risk my own locks

by committing myself.



WHY IS a prologue?

Do you really like

them, you fans?

Do you go to the

movies to sit through a news
weakly, a vocal imposition, the

Seven Sutherland Sisters' danc-

ing act, Rufus at the Goofus and
Funny Sayings from the Stone-

hatchet Gazette?

Or do you, by any quaint
chance, go to the movies to look

at the movies?
When we have an hour to spare

between interviews and drop into

a theatre to develop a little heart

interest over the screen amours
of our favorite actor, only to have
to leave before the feature has

even begun, the thoughts that

arise in us are too utterly utter.

No lady should have such
thoughts.

How do you feel about it? If

we could only get the idea across

to the exhibitors that prologues

are not absolutely essential to our

life and happiness, perhaps they

could be induced to lower admis-

sion prices, along with their over-

head. Then you could treat

friend wife to a loge seat on
Saturday night without mortgag-

ing the old homestead to do it.

iLooR Stars! How mean Pen-
rhyn Stanlaws was to criticize

them so bitterly in the January
Screenland ! Mr. Stanlaws ought
to know there is no one perfect

in this world. His favorite expres-

sion seemed to be that a certain

actress had too large a head for

her body. Never mind, they are

all right, and right here in Tren-
ton everyone he mentioned fill

a house three times a day. We
love them and think them okeh,

even if some of the stories they

appear in are not so good."

—Eleanor Norman, Trenton,

N. J.

Such loyalty ought to soothe

the wounded feelings of the stars,

if there were any such. But

don't you feel badly about it,

Eleanor. The stars who were

really hurt were the ones who
weren't mentioned. It is a com-

pliment, you know, to be con-

sidered so beautiful that a criti-

cism is news.

It is pleasant to record that

the box-office viewpoint does not

always blind producers to worth-

while artistic productions. Take
the case of Jesse Lasky, for in-

stance, when he insisted on film-

ing The Covered Wagon, from
Emerson Hough's story.

Mr. Lasky put the story over

against the opposition of the

whole Paramount organization.

It is a western story; the public,

said the staff, was tired of

westerns. It has for a star War-
ren Kerrigan, who has been out

of pictures for years. For lead-

ing lady, Mr. Lasky insisted on
choosing Lois Wilson, a charm-

ing girl and a splendid actress,

but one who has not much box-

office appeal as yet. Why?
Because in Mr. Lasky's eyes, Ker-

rigan and Miss Wilson were the

only players who fit the roles.

We haven't previewed the picture

yet; it may turn out a flop, even

as prophesied. But we're hoping

that The Covered Wagon will be

as good a picture as the faith

that inspired it.

Jackie Coogan has a neat taste

in music. For the past fortnight

Jackie has crooned constantly

this chaste ditty:

There aint no flies on me I

There aint no flies on mel

There may be flies on some o'

you guys,

But there aint no flies on me

!

Which for some unfathomed
reason reminds us that Antonio

Moreno refused to play the gor-

geous part of the fascinating

Rupert in Rupert of Hentzau,

because "Rupert was a villain and

it would hurt me with my
public".

"B
JL lease, can't you do some-

thing about the censors?" writes

in a reader from Philadelphia.

"I am so tired of seeing the best

parts of pictures hacked out,

leaving us just the shell. AH the

real facts of life are taboo in this

state, on the screen. I have just

been seeing Blood and Sand, and
from what friends in other states

tell me, I know that we didn't

see the whole picture. Can't some-

thing be done to keep prudish

old maids of both sexes from

ruining our entertainment?"

Don't tell us they tampered

with Dona Sol! We can repeat

editorially—and we do—that cen-

sors give us an extreme pain in

the vicinity of the neck, and pray

for a more enlightened age. Rex
Ingram contributes an example

of censorial logic, in connection

with his Four Horsemen master-

piece :

"The Penny censors refused to

allow Madame Laurier (Alice

Terry) to be married to her

husband. She must be his

finance, because they would not

permit her to kiss another man,
Julio (Valentino) while married

to her husband. They lost sight

of the fact that this planted her

as the mistress of Laurier, as they

left in shots showing her living

in the same house with him."



Take one last look at Lew
Cody's cunning little mustache.
He had to shave it off to get

his part in "Within the Law."
Anyway, Lew's reformed now
and doesn't need it ;

only villains

wear mustaches.

wGloria vs. Pola Again

HEN Pola Negri and
Gloria Swansea meet,

Hollywood is always

sure of at least one

giggle. The other evening, George

Fitzmaurice and his clever wife,

Ouida Bergere, gave a party. Both
Gloria and Pola were invited; both

accepted. The guests, knowing the

rivalry between the two and the fact

that they had -not yet been formally

presented to each other, were antici-

patory.

Pola arrived, radiant in the new
shade of scarlet, with her favorite

band of silver cloth about her head.

Her black eyes sparkled ; she was
stunning. Then Gloria, was an-

nounced. She swept in—and the

guests shrieked. Gloria, too, was
gowned in scarlet, the very same
shade that Pola wore so well, and
about her auburn hair a silver

bandeau glistened!

Pola came to the party with
Charlie Chaplin, as usual, but she

spent most of her evening dancing
the tango, a la Valentino, with

Charles dc Roche, the strapping

new six-footer imported by Para-

mount from France. And Charlie

glowered. "I hate his size!" he is

-aid to have hissed to his friends.

For Charlie, though clever and tres

distingue, is of somewhat less than
medium height.

Valentino to Produce Independently

Guessing what Valentino will do
next has become the nation's fa-

vorite indoor sports. The latest

Hot From
Hollywood
Unexpurga ted Paragraph s

About and By the Stars

rumor hints that our Rudie will

produce independently, releasing

through the J. D. Williams Distrib-

uting Corporations, and backed fi-

nancially by Dr. Giannini, a New
York banker. Joseph Schenck is

said to be acting as the little dove

of peace between Valentino and
Lasky. Even if his release from
Paramount is not secured, Valen-

tino can produce independently, it

is said, though his pictures will un-

doubtedly be black-listed by the

14 per cent of American exhibi-

tors who show Paramount pictures.

Why Girls Leave Home
Mary Miles Minter has an-

nounced that she is now old enough
to live her own life and express

herself. She has left her mother's

home and has taken a house of her

own in Hollywood. The reason,

says Dame Gossip, is the manage-
ment of the million dollars that

Mary Miles has made since she first

secured her position in pictures.

Dicky Dix Blows Himself

Day by day in every way, Rich-

ard Dix is getting popularer and
popularer, around the Goldwyn
studios. Richard has just bought

himself a new $17,000 Pierce-

Arrow car, and everyone, from the

Big Boss to the prop boy, wants to

ride in it.

Mary Pickford in Faust

Mary Pickford is hard at work,

creating the role of Marguerite

in Faust, for the screen. Ernst

Lubitsch, the German director of

Passion and other Pola Negri suc-

cesses, is directing. At the same
time, Ferdinand Pinney Earle is

"shooting" Faust also, and a Ca-

nadian producing company is do-

ing the same thing.

A Serial Story

Here's the way Finis Fox, the

director, explains how he got his

unusual name:
"My mother and dad had three

children, all girls. Thejr were very

anxious for a son, however, and
when I finally came along, dad
said, 'Hooray, a boy! We'll call

him Finis and count the family

completed.'

"Only he spoke too soon. Three
more children were born after me;
sequels, so to speak."

Three Kinds of Husbands
Says Marie

• " '

Marie Prevost, who recently an-

nounced her engagement to Ken-
neth Harlan, says there are three

kinds of husbands.

"The first kind of husband is the

one who comes straight home at

night, has no vices and works for

a salary," says Marie. "The second

kind is the domestic sheik, whose

wife's main duty is to salaam and
worship her lord. The third kind

worships his wife to the exclusion

of everything else. This last type

demands an emotional actress for

a wife."

The question is, which class does

Harlan belong in?

A Premature Announcement

Hollywood was mildly surprised

recently to read in the morning

paper the announcement of the

engagement of Dorothy Dalton to

Frank J. Godsol, president of the

Goldwyn Film Corporation. The
wedding, the paper said, would take

place in the spring. The guileless

reporter's scoop was somewhat

marred, however, by the embarrass-

ing fact that Mr. Godsol has a per-

fectly good wife already.
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Marie Mosquini is to be Will

Roger's kissless leading lady in

the new short-reel comedies that

the Follies king is to make for

Hal Roach.

Whadya Mean "Near Actress"

The following headline tops a

lurid tale from Universal City:

SHOT AIMED AT CHINESE
HITS NEAR ACTRESS. The
"near actress" referred to was Pris-

cilla Dean. It is asserted on reli-

able authority that Malcolm Stuart

Boylan, head publicity writer at

Universal, retired to his room for

three days after the publication of

the above item, and refused to be

lured out.

Interesting If True

The following crop of betrothals,

divorces and marriages and denials

of marriages is offered for your

kind consideration:

Viora Daniel, leading woman in

Christy comedies, admits that she

Avas secretly married to one Wayne
Cassidy, son of a Los Angeles bank
president. As soon as the scion of

wealth plucked up sufficient cour-

age to announce his marriage to a

comedy queen, the stern parent

magnificently "forgave" them all

and peace reigns supreme.

Margaret Loomis, picture actress

and dancer (you remember her

as the dancer in The Shiek)

announces her engagement to a local

business man, E. I. Crook.

Pearl White was proposed

to recently. It wasn't unprec-

edented; she had' been pro-

posed to before. But this one

so impressed her that our

lovely Pearl retired to a con-

vent in Spain, devoting her-

self to meditation before tak-

ing the fatal step.

Constance Talmadge denies

that she is engaged to Wil-

liam Rhinelander Stewart,

Jr., wealthy New York
banker. "We are just friends,

that's all." Connie remarks

in her well-known original

manner.
Helene Chadwick has sepa-

rated "for good" from her

husband, Billy Well-

man, Fox director,

thereby startling

many of her admir-
'& ers, who didn't even

know she was
married.

Vera Stedman, leading lady for

Charles Ray in Scrap Iron, has

sued her husband, Jackie Taylor,

charging extreme cruelty.

Speaking of New Leading Ladies

—

which we did some paragraphs

back, Harold Lloyd has one. She

is Jobyna Ralston. Never heard of

her? We never did either, but we
have it on Harold's own word that

Jobyna is a peach and a pippin.

And we take Harold's word for any-

thing. You see Jobyna's picture

on the editorial page, if the make-

up man hasn't played us false and

taken it out.

Rudie, Take Your Bowl

Some time ago the court took its

pen in hand and granted a sweep-

ing injunction forbidding one Ro-

dolph Valentino to work at any-

thing for anybody but Famous
Players-Lasky Corp. The other

day the court experienced a little

change of heart and so far amended
the injunction that now Rudie may
work at anything except acting.

We suggest from a perfectly unbi-

ased standpoint that Rudie and Na-

tacha Rambova, his wife, take his

Argentine tango dance over the

Orpheum circuit. Dancing isn't

acting, is it? Both Rudie and the

theatres would clean up on such a

stunt.

Only, we do want Valentino to

play Ben Hur! Please, Mr. Lasky,

have a heart

!

Stars Choose New Leading Ladies

There are more new leading

ladies in Hollywood now than you
can shake a stick at. Margaret

Leahy, the beautiful English girl

brought home from the right little

tight little island by the Talmadges,

is playing the lead in Buster

Keaton's new picture. Larry Se-

mon, finding himself bereft of Lu-

cille Carlisle, is sending out frantic

S. 0. S. calls for a new leading lady.

Probably the prettiest of all the new
crop is Evelyn Brent, who is sup-

porting Douglas Fairbanks in his

pirate picture, as yet unchristened.

Evelyn was so decorative in Spanish

Jade that Doug put in a bid for

her immediately.

Will He or Won't He?

Will Charlie Chaplin marry Pola

Negri? Or is this latest and most

persistent rumor merely another of

the conventional press-agent af-

ffairs? "I say nossing," Pola reit-

erates when questioned, batting a

wicked eyelash at the reporter, who
promptly goes A. W. 0. L. "I can't

say yes," says Charlie, "and I can't

say no. Miss Negri is the one to

give out any announcement." And
there the matter stands. Only
. . . Charlie and Pola, chaper-

oned by Pola's secretary, took a

little Friday-to-Monday jaunt down
to Santa Barbara recently.

Come Home, All Will Be Forgotten

Just as Hollywood is all pepped

up by the news that Griffith, long

a wanderer from the California

colony, is to open up his Hollywood
studios again, the nasty old spoil-

sport newspapers in New York,

backed by the denial of Griffith

himself, assert that 'the master' will

remain in the East. However, the

inside information seems to be that

Griffith will really move his com-

pany to the coast.

If he does, will Dorothy Gish,

Lillian Gish, Carol Dempster and

Charles Mack come, too? It is

the freely expressed Hollywood

opinion that Griffith has pulled a

large and reprehensible boner by
letting Lillian Gish go off on her

own. It is said that Lillian was

getting an insignificant salary ; that

Griffith refused to give her more

money or to star her because "she
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couldn't act with anybody but

Griffith Carol Dempster hasn't

Lillian'* appeal. Lillian has con-

tributed as much to Griffith's suc-

cess as Griffith has contributed to

Lillian's.

That Wicked Hollywood

The "dope" scare has become so

acute that an actor in Hollywood is

afraid to step up to a drug store

fountain and ask for a "cherry

coke," lest he be reported as a "hop-

head." But light breaks through
the leaden clouds. Colonel Nutt
(officer, put that man out) na-

tional narcotic chief, says Holly-

wood is not so bad as Kansas City,

for instance. He insists that not

one-third of the alleged forty per

cent of Hollywood's picture colony

uses narcotics.

Big Doin's in Hollywood

Selznick Picture Corporation is

being moved to Hollywood. Soon
we shall have Theda Bara in our
midst again, thus making Holly-

wood unsafe from such husbands as

have escaped the fascination of Pola
Negri, Gloria Swanson, Barbara La
Marr and Nita Naldi. Theda is all

revamped, ready for vamping, Selz-

nick says.

What Shall Fatty Do?

Fatty Arbuckle has been ren-

dered positively incoherent by the

suggestions which kindly clergy-

men have been offering, regarding
the Arbuckle future. One good
Samaritan suggests that the come-
dian go back to the kind of work
by which he made a living before

he was dethroned. But since Fatty
was -a porter in a saloon, the sug-

gestion is a total loss. Another
reverend helper suggests he try

plumbing, as being remunerative in

the extreme, with no particular

moral scruples necessary.

A Sacrifice to His Art

Lew Cody was given a role in

Within the Law, providing he
would shave off his mustache. Lew
had cherished his mustache for six

years, but in the interest of his art,

he sacrificed. Now that Lew has re-

formed and is playing heroic roles,

he doesn't need a mustache, any-
way. Only villains wear those cun-
ning little lip-brows, so you can
tell them from the heroes.

How to Be Friends Though Divorced

The problem has been settled

amicably by Ruth Roland and L.

E. Kent, formerly husband and
wife, or vice versa. They are now
business partners. Ruth owns a lot

of Hollywood real estate and Kent
manages it for her.

And Now It's A Brother

Tito Valentino, heralded as Ru-
die's little brother and singularly

like Rodolph, makes his film debut

in a Leslie Peacock production, The
Midnight Flower. Only Rodolph
(it does seem that somebody is al-

ways picking on Rodolph and his

money-making name) protests that

he hasn't any brother by that name
or any other on this side of the At-

lantic. So that's that,

Moreno Retires From Bull-Ring

Antonio Moreno was a bull-

fighter once, he says. Just for the

sport of it. But that was back in

Spain. The climate in California

must have an unpleasant effect on
bulls, because

—

"Watch me bull-dog this bull,"

said Tony the other day on location.

The bull was in a pasture. Tony
jumped the fence. The bull was
low in his mind. Probably his

breakfast wasn't setting right. He
looked at Tony. Tony looked at

the bull. The bull took a step for-

ward. Tony took a step backward.

The bull started to run. Tony beat

him to the move by one leap. Tony
jumped the fence. The bull went
right through it. Tony jumped
into his car, a nice bright red one.

The bull tried to get in with him,
but Tony was already on his way.

Tony is now reconciled to the

fact that he didn't get the role of

Gallardo in Blood and Sand.
In 1919 about $700,000,000

was taken in by motion-picture
theaters in the United States and
Canada.

Lucretia Lombard, by Kathlyn
Norris, has been purchased by War-
ner Brothers for screen presentation.

Johnny Hines has completed
Luck, his latest picture. Here's
hoping it's as good as Sure Fire

Flint.

One of the successes of the New
York theatrical is MeHon of the

Movies, a burlesqiie of the films

starring that excellent youngster
Glenn Hunter.

It is a notorious fact that movie
heroes pride themselves on their

handsome features. Richard Dix in

The Christian hides his good
looking countenance behind a

growth of formidable beard.

The first man to project motion
pictures on a screen was an English-
man living in California, named
Edward Muvbridge. This great

event took place in the summer of

1877 ; and the subject of the picture

was a race-horse in action.

The Miracle Man made in the

neighborhood of a million and a
half dollars; and up to June first

of last year it had been shown
7,800 times.

Evelyn Brent
is Douglas
Fairbanks' new
leading lady in
his pirate pic-
tures, now in

the making.
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Hays To Retain Position

Report that the movie dynasty

established by Will H. Hays is in

for a fall and that his power has

been curtailed by the allied pro-

ducers and distributors were scouted

as absurd by Cortland Smith, secre-

tary of the board of directors of the

American Producers and Distribu-

tors' Association.

Rumors which have been current

in the screen world for some months

that a crisis loomed in the reign of

the film emperor gained new im-

petus with the "rebellion" of Doug-

las Fairbanks, sev-

eral days ago, and
tvere seemingly f u r-

dier verified when it

>vas reported that the

Famous-Lasky Cor-
poration, former pro-

ducers of "Fatty"

Arbuckle pictures,

had refused to lift

their ban against the

comedian despite the

fact that "the Czar"

had announced his
intention of giving

Arbuckle "a chance."

Smith declared
rumors that "Hays
might be asked to re-

sign or that he was

being used as a cat's-

paw by the great mo-

tion picture corpora-

tions were entirely

false. He scoffed at

statements that ac-

tion taken by Fair-

banks and his combi-

nation of sitars had
caused trouble.

"Mr. Hays signed a contract with

the Producers and Distributors on

January 17, 1922, the contract to

start on March 5, 1922, and con-

tinue until March 5, 1925," he de-

clared. "Any talk of Mr. Hays

leaving his position until that time

is untrue. During the past two

years our organization has practi-

cally doubled in membership, and

I know of no time that there was

ever any questioning of a decision

made by Mr. Hays.

"As to the Arbuckle matter:

There is no room for conflict over

that. The Famous-Lasky Corpora-

tion wrote the Arbuckle pictures

off their books in November, a

month before Mr. Hays issued the

statement saying he had decided to

permit the comedian to seek a liveli-

hood in his profession.

"In taking this step Mr. Hays
simply took a stand that he has

taken all along—that he is in no

sense a dictator. He did not wish

to bar Arbuckle and did not wish to

give orders to Famous-Lasky.

"Mr. Hays seeks only to improve

and safeguard the standards of the

films and to aid the industry."

Smith laughed at stories that

there was ill feeling between Fair-

banks and Hays and showed a copy

of a telegram from the star to the

Harold Lloyd in one of the nervous crises in "Safety Last."

Harold assures us that there's a giggle for every gasp in this

thriller.

movie arbiter which gave the text

of Fairbanks' statement issued de-

claring "reports that I have an

unfriendly feeling toward you are

untrue."

"If Fairbanks and other stars

wish to organize independently I

am sure that neither Mr. Hays nor

the members of this association

have any objection," Smith
declared.

work in the direction of color har-

monics. By placing a mask in the

movie camera a blank border around

the film would be obtained, and in

the laboratory various colors can be

stenciled into this border.

Then on the screen there would

be the actors as usual, only about

them on the four side of the silver-

sheet would be a thin border of

color. Human emotions react to

colors the same as to music.

Throughout the photoplay there

would be a color symphony in keep-

ing with the action of the silent

drama, in addition to the usual mu-
sical accompani-

ment.

Tiny Auto Used

The smallest
automobile in the

world was used in

making A Spooky
Romance. Century

comedy, directed by
Al Herman. The
car used in the pic-

ture is the property

of Arthur Ander-

son, and operates

under its own pow-

er. It is six feet

long and goes under
the name of a baby
Packard, because it

has the body of a

Packard. The mo-
tor, however, is

composed of parts

from practically ev-

ery car on the mar-

ket. The miniature

carries extra tires,

bumpers, in fact ev-

erything that a regular car would
have, and while any normal person

can sit in it, use the shift gear and
self-starter,, yet the entire car weighs

five pounds and is two and a half

feet high.

Color Music

Color music for motion pictures

may be the next development in the

cinema art.

Watterson R. Rothacker, film

laboratory chain owner, has commis-

sioned a scientist to do research

Motion-picture distributors in

America, for one year from June

1920 to June 1921, paid $119,023,-

754.60 in rentals on films.

New York has the largest number
of motion-picture theaters of any

state in the union—namely: 1,695.

Pennsylvania comes next with

1,533; Ohio third with 1,095; and

Illinois fourth, with 1,027.
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The Picture of the Month
This is dedicated to the fastidi-

ous minority which appreciates

delicate characterization rather

than broad farce; emotional

restraint rather than dramatic

abandon.

4 -1

The

Girl I Love
A UNITED ARTIST PRODUCTION

STORY of a great love.

In this poignant picture of a tor-

tured heart, Charles Ray reaches

dramatic heights which he has never

before attained. All the pathos of

the James Whitcomb Riley poem
has been transferred to the silver

screen, intensified by the superb

artistry of Ray and a splendid sup-

porting cast.

As the tow-headed country kid

who is suddenly endowed with a

wholly unwanted adopted sister, only

to discover, little by little, that per-

haps girls aren't so unnecessary as

he had thought, Charles Ray is

delightful. His bashful manner-
isms and all-boy deviltries give way
in time to a more mature charm, as

the responsibility of caring for his

mother and foster-sister weigh upon
his young shoulders. And with

the years, his devotion for the little

sister ripens into another sort of

affection. He discovers that "a

brother's love wuz one thing; a

lover's wuz another."

But with the discovery comes

another: the little sister, too, has

fallen in love—with another. And
to the boy comes the sorrow of see-

ing his little sweetheart given to

another, never guessing how her

sisterly kisses torture the heart of

her "big brother John."

The adapter of the picture has

wisely ended the story here, not

weakening its force by the anti-

climatic ending given the poem by
Riley. As John, Charles Ray proves

himself without a peer in the art of

emotional restraint and facial con-

trol. His characterization of the

half-crazed boy is one of the finest

pieces of dramatic interpretation in

the history of motion pictures.

Patsy Ruth Miller, as Mary, the

dainty little sister, is altogether

splendid. Edythe Chapman, as the

mother, and Ramsay Wallace,

Mary's lover, are equally satisfying.

The Girl I Love comes as a joyous

surprise to those friends of Charles

Ray who had lamented the lack of

distinction in his later pictures. It

augurs well for his next production,

The Courtship of Miles Standish.
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Little Hints
For PLAYGOERS

SECRETS OF PARIS—
Whitman Bennett

A real thriller. The story in-

volves the love of a Prince

and a thief for a beautiful

girl of the Paris underworld,
whose virtue, of course, re-

mained unstained by her

Apache environment. Lew
Cody, Gladys Hulette, Wil-
liam Collier, Jr., Montagu
Love and Dolores Cassinelli

form a splendid cast, whose
excellent work triumphs oyer

a rather disjointed continuity.

Not for children.

'RACING HEARTS"
Paramount

A crack-a-jack rac-

ing picture, with
Agnes Ayres and
Richard Dix envel-

oped in a cloud of

dust from start to

finish. The up-to-
date daughter of a
conservative auto-
mobile manufacturer
sets out to prove to

her sire that it pays
to advertise. She
wins her point, the
Vanderbilt Cup race

and a brand new,
grade-A husband.
Agnes is pretty and
more capable than
usual, while Richard
Dix fits into the

semi-comedy ro 1 e

very pleasingly in-

deed. Theodore Rob-
erts and cigar are

very much present
and Ro b e rt Cain
makes a nice hiss-

able villain. It's a

good picture.
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GARRISON'S FINISH—
Allied Producers

After a longdrawn beginning and
a touch or two that stretches
the credulity, Jack Pickford and
his horse are off in a cloud of

dust, flicked with drama, to a
smashing climax. Of course you
know all along how it's going to
end—that the young jockey will

redeem himself and win the
race—who wouldn't with Madge
Bellamy holding a kiss as
reward?—and that his poor old
Mother just scrubs the floor
because the director told her to.

A composite of all the old horse-
racing pictures of the cinematic
past; the surprising thing about
the picture is that you find your-
self liking it. For it is

unquestionably well done, this
surefire hokum of the track, and
Jack displays his pantomimic
gifts to better advantage than at any time in his
career. If he keeps up this tempo, they're liable

to quit calling him "Mary's Little Brother."
Furthermore, the racing scenes are authentic

—

which is more than we can say for most pictures
of the track.

JACK AND THE BEAN-
STALK—Century

Another little gem for
juvenilia is Baby Peggy's
second fairy-tale comedy.
The beloved tale of Jack
and the Beanstalk steps
from the thumbed pages of
the old book and lives

again to delight the young
in the persons of quaint
little Peggy-Jack and the
perfectly ferocious giant.
With each new picture the
diminutive Peggy shows
an amazing progression
and is fast acquiring the
hauteur of a Naldi. Papa
Century deserves a whole
sack full of gold medals

for this series.

THE CHRISTIAN—Goldwyn

Pictorial beauty alone would make this

picture one well worth standing in line

to see. Maurice Tourneur has given
scene after beautiful scene, so poignantly
beautiful in setting as to hurt. The scene
in the monastery chapel, where JOHN
STORM takes the solemn vows of a
monk, is a delight to the artistic soul.

Richard Dix gives a fine portrayal of

John Storm, the Christian, for which
give him credit. It must have been a

severe test of dramatic ability for such
a full-blooded, young chap as Dix to

achieve a convincing characterization of

the ascetic. Mae Busch is interesting,

though a bit hart, for whom Storm broke
his vows.



"TANSY"—Burr Nickle rod.

As a motion picture drama, "Tansy" is an excellent scenic.

For sheer beauty, some of the long shots, showing a great
flock of snowy sheep moving over a typical English land-

scape, have not been excelled in any picture. But as a
story it fails to stimulate the imagination. It is a perfect
specimen of the Mary J. Holmes English romance, in

which the poor girl marries the rich lord, after many trials.

The atmosphere is certainly English. The best actor is

the shepherd dog, Arabella, who rather takes honors away
from Alma Taylor.

GIMME—GOLDWYN
A sermon in five reels. Like most such, the

collection would be larger if the sermon were
shorter. The text sets out to prove that Satan

finds some evil yet for busted wives to do.

Helene Chadwick is pleasing as the young wife

who discovers that "a woman who lives with

a man earns every cent she can get from him."

ONE WEEK
OF LOVE
—Selznick.

Contrary to the
title, love does
not provide the
thrills in this

tale, but rather
a series of mar-
vellous stunts.
The w. k. shiek
story gets a
new angle in

this picture ; an
American kins-
man to the
desert despot
gives a rich

flapper a week
of the strong-
armed Arab's
treatment.Con-
way Tearle's
characteriza-
tion is as vivid
as Elaine Ham-
merstein's isn't.

PEG O' MY HEART—Metro

Laurette Taylor makes her screen debut in her
own famous stage play, "Peg O' My Heart,"
romping through it as a rather intriguing combi-
nation of Dorothy Gish, Constance Talmadge and
Laurette herself. She is not quite camera-wise
yet, and the picture had its stagey moments, but
Laurette Taylor, if she chooses to follow a screen
career will undoubtedly win a secure place for
herself. The play interests in spite of its famili-

arity and its obviousness.
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BACK HOME AND
BROKE—Paramount

If you've ever had wild

dreams of making a few mil-

lions, buying up the town
and fading out with the best
girl, you'll spot yourself as

the hero in this sprightly

tale. It is told with all the
humor of the author, George
Ade. Some of the situations

creak with old age but
Thomas Meighan smooths
them over until the fun be-
gins. A fine film for the

whole family.

AS A MAN LIVES—
American Releasing Corp.

A production that strengthens
the conviction that the mov-
ies are still in their infancy.

The plot is based on the old
saying that a man's face re-

flects his mode of living. The
development of the story is

stupid and unconvincing.
The only thing that makes
you sit through the picture is

Robert Frazer's resemblance
to Valentino.

THE HERO
—B. P. Schulberg

Find the hero. This pic-
ture gives you food for

r' thought, a couple of heroes of en-
tirely different ilk—take your choice—and
two lovely ladies for heroines. Barbara
La Mar, in spite of about fifteen pounds
of excess weight, is as lovely a creature
as the movie suns shine on. She doesn't
have a chance to dress up, for it is a
small town play, but—watch that woman.
Doris Pawn does some pretty good
emoting as the betrayed Belgian girl,

by whom the pseudo-hero, Gaston Glass,
"Does right" in the end. Frankie Lee
is in it, too, as Barbara's son, but John
Sainpolis, that splendid character actor
of "Four Horsemen" fame, walks away
with the acting honors, in his marvel-
ously real characterization of the insur-
ance agent, loving, but commonplace
husband and father—an every day life's

real hero. Gaston Glass will bear watch-
ing, too, for that twinkle in his eye will
always offset any devilishness he may
be guilty of, and flappers and grand-
mothers alike will adore him. Eve Unsell
made a splendid adaptation of Gilbert

Emery's successful stage play.
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Leo Nomis putting the punch in Manslaughter by driving his motorcycle smash into a racing motor car.

Real HEROES of the Screen
All Honor to the Stunt Man; He Risks His Life

and Never Gets a Close- Up

AGREAT crowd had assem-

bled when the word went 'round

that a stunt-man, doubling for Bill

Desmond, was to perform a danger-

ous feat. Skimming gracefully

against a cloudless blue sky, soared

an aeroplane, a rope ladder dang-

ling. Along the track rushed a

railroad train, its hungry wheels eat-

ing up the miles. A figure was

dimly discernible atop a string of

flat-cars, poised for a spring.

The plane dipped, the man
reached, missed, caught the ladder

and swung, like a pendulum, back

and forth, etched against the placid

sky. A great, unanimous breath of

relief. He had made it!

But something went wrong. The

plane swerved, spun erazily and

crashed to earth, the man crumpling

beneath its weight like black paper

crushed in a. ruthless hand. The
cry hushed, as the awed crowd sur-

rounded the pitiful heap, dragged

from the wreckage.

The man had but a few hours to

live—that was certain. What would

he do, what epochal thing would he

say? The scene had a, certain

psychological interest. But Jean

Perkins, the dare-devil stunt man,

didn't say anything of interest to

future generations.

lie merely—asked for a cigaret!

And when, next day, his death

was announced, nobody wrote any

memorable eulogies of him; only

his intimate friends sent flowers to

his bier.

He wasn't a star. Just a life

crushed out in its prime—he

was but thirty-five—just another

"double" who had given his all that

the audience might enjoy a thrill

second-hand.

^jYou who was elated over the

dashing heroes of the screen, pause

for a •moment in your rhapsodies

and contemplate the heroic deeds of

the one man to whom is given no

credit: the stunt-man.

Few stars actually perform the

hazardous feats that the scripts call

for. When you see your favorite

screen idol leap blithely from a
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What of these modest
fellows who get the game
without the name? At least,

they must be in it for the
game, as they certainly get
little else out of it except the
fun of risking their necks,

their exploits to go down in

anonymity. Their salary is

by no means commensurate
with the chances that they
take with their lives—Such
stunt men usually received

around $150 a week. And
remember, their employment
is not continuous.

Some, however, are more
astute in striking bargains.

'Leo Nomis, injects thrills

into many Paramount pic-

tures, demands $500 a stunt,

even though it take b.ut a

few minutes to perform.

"But I spend hours and
sometimes days beforehand
getting all set," Leo told me.
He's a likeable young fellow

, r _ : .„
of thirty, is Leo, and the

lotty chit into a swift stream below, proud father of a ten-month'<-
the chances are ten to one that a old wonder named Stratton—who
humble stunt man is really per- according to papa Leo, is most
forming the dangerous leap. emphatically not going to be raised

Mars with large followings" are to be a stunt man. "Some fellowsmuch too valuable property to be trust to luck—and they're- the one-
permitted to risk their lives and that usually 'go West'' I o over
looks unnecessarily. the ground thoroughly, plan every

Hence, when the script calls for bit of the stunt. And I'm bos-
"

a horse and rider to roll precini- ti • t» , . ,

tately down a cliff, an auto to jump
He \ 1 ? ^ ^g^t-paid

a wide chasm, or for some thr2 &ZZ h'
* T i

^
aeroplane stuff, the handsome sta'r ^ZriT^t mW*ho*»
stays at home and manicures his

^^mportance, before whom every-
body quakes m fear—standing

PHOTO BY RICHEE

Leo Nomis is one of the most daring
of the stunt men. Swinging from an
airplane onto a racing express train
merely gives Leo a good appetite

for his wife's steak dinners.

nails while a double performs the
deed. The long-shots show the
double, dressed in the hero's clothes,
while the star steps prettily forward
to receive the fainting heroine in
his arms for the close-up.

The stars are not to blame for
wearing the mantle of glory won

the side and ordering things fixed
the way Leo says. Because he real-

izes that should something go wrong
and the man be killed—well, it not
only would be hard on the chap's
wife and kiddies, but it would be
poor publicity. To be sure, though,
some of the directors are actuatedby another man; often they are I t

01 me ™°tQFS are ftuate<

brave and willing enough but their
b
£ ,

maneJandness 111 ^ con

producers won't. Irt th PL^2 ^deration that they give theseproducers won't let them risk spoil
ing the afore-mentioned eyebrows
and cupid's-bow lips. Tom Mix,
for instance, performs all the
hazardous stunts that you see in his
pictures. But another star in
Westerns—a man famed for the dar-
ing of his exploits who is now in
temporaryretirement—actu ally do es

skilled performers. When Leo did
his memorable stunt of riding his

motorcycle smash into a car for

"Manslaughter", he had Cecil De-
Mille's word of honor that, should
he be killed, his wife and baby
would be cared for.

"Aw, that wasn't much," saidx V v »v tuwiij V*V/^C! "J " V muv,iij OCUA
none of these things himself, owing Leo modestly. "But I had to cal
to the fact, not generally known, culate my distance and speed accur-
that his age is over the sixty mark, rately. Had I gone too slow, I'd

have just been mangled up with
the wreckage. I had to make a
speed of forty-five at the moment
of colliding with the car so as to
be hurtled over it by the force of
the impact. They had re-inforced
the car with steel beams so's it

wouldn't skid and I'd hurl over.
All I got was a wrench of the knee,
a twist of the collar-bone and some
lacerations. Pretty tame, that."
One evening I watched Leo turn

a plane over and land it upside-
down for a Gloria Swanson picture.
Before he went up I cautioned him
to remember hi? sensations so that
I might transcribe faithfully them.
When he crawled out from under

the wreckage, I hastened up, note-
book in hand.

"What'd I feel as I came down,
with my eyes lookin' up at the
clouds?" he grinned. "Somethin'
important, lady. I kept wonderin'
if my wife would have lemon-pie
for supper."

And what of these wives who sit at

home, patiently waiting for news?
These men are refused by the insur-

ance companies, owing to their dan-
gerous habits of life. They are able
to carry no protection for their loved
ones. So at home their wives wait,

listening for the telephone, yet
dreading' its summons with its pos-

sible message of death. When it

comes—the loved voice saying,

"Everything's all right and gosh,

(Continued on 'page 89)

Ray Thompson, better known as
"Red," who weekly risks his life in

dare-devil stunts in the films.
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TH.HE WISE husband will

choose a wife ten years younger

than he. But if it's a toss-up be-

tween an old one and a young one,

• I'll take the chicken.

Happiness in married life? Who
looks for continual happiness?

When the charm, the novelty, has

.

worn off there's always another

candidate waiting somewhere. Men
don't marry for life companions,

any more—they marry for sweet-

hearts, to be amused. When a wife

censes to be interesting, why pro-

long the agony?
You ask should a wife be a sweet-

heart or a pal? A wife must be

everything to her man—sweetheart,

pal, mother, vampire—if she ex-

pects to retain his love. She has to

be versatile.

No single-purposed woman could

ever hold my love. Man has many
moods, many demands, and all have

to be satisfied. If one woman can't

qualify in general utility, there are

always others.

What Every
Husband
Knows

Helpful Hints for
,Kid McCoy, former
middle-weight cham-
pion and now a Fox
featured player,

speaks with author-

ity on matrimonial
matters. The kid has
been eight times
married .... andhe
is only fifty, with the

world full of beauti-

ful women

Wives

By NORMAN SELBY

(Kid McCoy)

The wise husband will choose

a wife ten years younger than

he. But if it's a toss-up be-

tween an old one and a young
one, I'll take the chicken.

A wife must be everything

to her man—pal, sweetheart,

mother and vampire.
Harping jealousy will kill

love quicker than anything else.

Take wives as they come.

You train a perfect blossom—
and some other guy comes
along and picks it.

Men don't marry for life

any more. When a wife ceases

to be interesting, why prolong

the agony?

the party with her own jealousy.

That's" why I say a wife should

follow her husband's profession, if

she must have a profession. If she

has no career of her own, she should

interest herself in her husband's

career and in his friends.

And good God! they mustn't nag.

Harping jealousy will kill love

quicker than anything.

I

I like brilliant women who can

talk intelligently about the world's

events, and not jnst ape their hus-

band's opinions or else nag him to

death. A fellow doesn't want to be

ashamed of his wife, but likes other

men to admire her too. He wants

to be envied the possession of so

much beauty and wit. But when
a wife has a career, it should lie in

the same profession as her husband

follows, or should be closely allied

to it.

For instance, lots of times when

I have taken my homewomen wives

(one at a time, of course) out to

dinner, I'd meet women of my
acquaintance whom my wives had

never met. Often I'd even forgotten

their names—a fellow meets so

many women—but would remember

their faces. Well, they'd probably

say, "Hello, Kid, how's the dear

boy?" using those little pet phrases

flung over the shoulder which mean

nothing.

But could I convince my wives

they meant nothing? Not by a

long shot ! When I'd disclaim any

memory of the woman, the wife

would say, "Now, don't hand me

anv of 'that stuff!" and wreck

suppose the ideal age for matri-

mony is from eighteen to twenty-

eight. But I'm fifty and have lots

of good years ahead of me. And

the world is full of beautiful women.

Once I started out to raise a girl

to be the perfect wife. She was the

sweetest little kid, about twelve. But

her mother made her marry a

banker—after I'd spent lots of

money training her so she'd be just

the kind of a wife I wanted. After

that, I decided I'd take 'em as they

come, even though they lack per-

fection. You train a perfect blossom

—and some other guy comes along

and picks it.

My first wife was Lottie Piehler.

She was eighteen and a home-

woman. I was only twenty-one then.

My second wife was also my
third and fourth mate. She was

Julia Woodruff, a stage-star, and a

mighty nice little girl.

Wifey No. 5 was Indianola

(Continued on page 99)



What Every
Wife

Knows
Some Sidelights On

Matrimony

By CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG

XHE IDEAL age for a hus-

band is two years old.

The ideal age for any male is

two or three years. I love boy-babies.

But they grow up and become men.
And then. . . .

People say I am a cynic, where
marriage is concerned. I admit it

I am a cynic, not alone because I

have failed to find complete happi-

ness in marriage, but because I have
seen so many marital ships go on
the rocks.

But if one must marry, I believe

the best age is between thirty and
thirty-five. That applies for both
the husband and wife.

No girl under thirty knows her
own mind. And very young men
are too occupied Avith having a good
time, or too selfishly interested in
their business careers to take matri-

mony seriously. And Heaven knows,
marriage is a serious business.

We change so as we grow older.

The boys and girls we admire in-

tensely in High School we would
never look at twice in later life.

Youth is covered with a sheer
mantle of romance, which Experi-
ence rends to tatters. When that
romantic veil is lowered and we
look life in the face, we learn values

;

we learn the art of judgment. We
realize that the kind of love we feel

in youth is not dependable.

Marriage resulting from a mo-
mentary flash of desire, lacking the

The ideal age for any male
is two years old. I love boy-
babies, but they grow up and
become men. And then. . . .

I am a cynic about marriage.
But if one must marry, the
best age for both husband and
wife is between thirty and
thirty-five.

Nagging is the curse of mat-
rimony.

Love is undependable. It is

a flame; it flares high; pouf,
it is gone!

true spirit of camaraderie, cannot
last. The early passion is beautiful

but transient; it passes, burning it-

self out like the ashes of a cigaret.

The successful marriage must
come to fruit gradually as the bloom
of a long understanding.

T he woman who relies upon her
physical attractions solely to retain
her husband's love, is foredoomed to

a bitter awakening. Once he has
attained his desire he loses interest

in her. But if she builds upon the
firm ground of respect and under-
standing, waiting until she is of a
mature age before taking the fatal

step, there is more chance for
happiness.

There should be no great differ-

ence in the ages of the husband
and wife. When I married James

Young, I was but 19 and my
husband was many years my senior.

A marriage between a man and a
girl separated by a wide gulf of years

can have no happy fulfillment.

As a man grows older, he seeks

the homespun paths. He has seen
the world, has tasted of its joys.

And now he prefers to sit by the

fire in his slippers, his evening
paper gradually falling at his side

as he snores.

A young wife does not get many
thrills out of the evening paper and
hubby's snores.

The man is not to blame. Neither
is the girl, frivolous, eager for life's

pleasures as youth must be always.

It is just that they are mismated.
For that reason, I believe that more
mature couples have a greater
chance for happiness, and that there
should be but little difference in

their ages.

One of the greatest causes of
marital unhappiness is the young
wife's eagerness to submerge her
own personality in her husband's.

Woman is no longer a chattel.

She is an individual.

By that I do not mean that I

approve of the woman who re-

nounces her femininity for a man-
nish pose. Such women are detest-

able. But the American woman of

today may be individually herself,

with a soul and a brain of her own,

(Continued on page 98)



Why Fido Leaves Home?
He Makes Good Money

in the Movies

Camisole, nicknamed Ca-
meo for short, is of the

'famous "lingerie" family.

He is a son of Teddy, the

famous Sennett dog. One
of his brothers is named
Knickerbocker, Cameo is

a $200.00 a week doggie.

Cheeko has one of the

nicest dispositions

around Hollywood. He
could win a popularity
contest any day.
Cheeko earns ten dol-

lars every day he works
in pictures.

Seotty is providing the proper salt-

sea atmosphere for Maurice Tour-
neur's picture, "The Isle of Dead
Ships," but he has done extra work
lots and lots of times before. He
has a "line" that
would do
credit to

If you're tired of working for a living,

train up a dog like Teddy, the Mack
Sennett Canine wonder. Teddy draws
a salary of $275.00 each and every

week for his master. Every six

months Teddy goes to the dentist and

every two months to the chiropodist,

to have his paws attended to and his

nails manicured!

Josephine reg-
istering ennui.
Josephine
earns $25 for
every day and is

carried around in

a velvet - lined
basket. But

after all,

life was
more ex-
c iti n gwhen
she ac-
compan-
i e d an
organ
grinder
a r ound
t h e
streets,

Bruno is not an extra. He plays

'bits', if you please, and is a high-

salaried actor. $50.00 a day is

his salary. Bruno is chummy as

can be with his fellow-stars,

especially if an occasional lump
of sugar is forthcoming.

Lancaster Mike and Lan-
caster Spike — or maybe
it's the other way round

—

are two of the fastest

racing English gray-
hounds in the west.
They are very exclu-

s i v e and associate
only with stars

and directors, on
the set. Anna Q.
Nilsson i n -

duced them
to pose for
this picture.
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Famous
Kroehler BEDJDavenport

Winner of Gold Medal!
Awarded the Gold Medal at
the Panama-Pacific Exposi-
tion in 1915. The Kroehler

is acknowledged su-
preme for comfort, for

convenience, and for
construction.

go
Down

Madam : You've always wished
for the beauty, convenience and
extra sleeping capacity of a bed-
davenport Here is your oppor-
tunity to ownthe famousKroehler
bed - davenport (known and
acknowledged the best of all bed-
davenports) on a perfectly amaz-
ing, price-smashing offer. The
illustration gives only a'small idea
of what a handsome, massive and
comfortable piece of furniture it

is. But you don't have to imagine how it would
look in your home; on this special offer we'll send it

right to your house on approval upon receipt of the
coupon with only $1.00 deposit ! Think what this bed-davenport will
mean to your home. A luxurious divan by day which will enrich the
appearance of your room. And at night, a full size bed; extra sleeping
capacity for some one who is crowded now or when company
drops in for a stay.

Just send the coupon below and we'll
ship thisKroehlerbed-davenport toyour
home for you to use freely for 30 days
trial. See what a roomy, comfortable

divan it makes by day. Open it up and use it as a bed for thirty nights. What a
comfortable, restful bed! What a convenience—just like adding another room to
your house! Compare the price with what you would have to pay spot cash locally.
If, after 30 days, you feel that you can possibly get along without this bed-davenport,
if you don't agree that it is a perfectly sensational bargain offered on most liberal
terms, send it back at our expense and we'll refund your money plus any freight
charges you paid.

$J S»A ^. IkM JLl_ If you decide to keep this Kroehler bed-

fm *>U ZM IWIfllYlTn davenport pay only $4.50 a month untilLL %\ XfJLvrJIlUl you have paid only $47.90 in all. Can you
match this price for spot cash anywhere ?

And we give almost a year to pay at the rate of only 15c a day. What could you
spend 15c a day for that would give you more real, lasting, worth-while satisfaction
than for this famous Kroehler bed-davenport? Decide now to save those nickels and
dimes for something worth while. Send for this bed-davenport now.We trust honest
people anywhere in the U. S. No discountfor cash; nothing extraJor credit. No C.O.D.

PriceSlashedHSendNOW
Madam, take our advice and
don't let this opportunity slip
by. Never have you been
offered such a price-smashing value and
on such liberal terms. Just $1.00 with the
coupon brings it on thirty days trial —
think! Satisfaction guaranteeed or
your $1.00 plus all freight charges
refunded. Don't miss this opportunity
-send the coupon now

!

SODaysTrial

A Luxurious Divan by Day aS^TOsSTBS?
tration. Heavily padded, luxuriously upholstered, massive construction
elegant Colonial design.

A Full Size Bed at Night ^X^.^SSlfi
spring, not on the upholstering as in old-fashioned davenports. Your
choice of selected solid oak in rich high gloss golden or dull waxed brown
finish; or selected birch in beautiful mahogany finish. Seat has eighteen
6 1-2 inch oil tempered wire springs, supported on steel cross bars. Crimp
wire bound to prevent sagging, heavy duck canvas over springs. Filling
is of fine fibre and cotton top. The metal bed-frame and folding mech-
anism are made of all steel. Easy to operate. Has wardrobe back into
which all bedding folds when davenport is closed. The plain dust-proof
seat and back are thickly padded and luxuriously upholstered in brown
Delavan leather, the best imitation of Spanish leather known. Measures
59 1-2 inches wide. Height of back from seat, 20 inches; depth of seat, 20
inches. Size of bed when open, 72x48 inches. Shipped from factory near
Chicago or New York factory. Shipping weight about 240 lbs. Shipped
knocked down to save considerable on freight charges; easily set up.

Order by No. B7481A. Send only $1.00 with the coupon,
$4.50 a month. Total price. $47.90.

Free Bargain Catalog
Shows thousands of bargains in home
furnishings: furniture, jewelry, carpets,
rags, curtains, Bilverware, phonographs,
stoves, dishes, aluminum ware, porch and
lawn furniture, etc. All sold on easy
terms. Catalog sent free, with or without
order. See the coupon.

Straus & Schram, Dept.2144 Chicago, 111.

Straus & Schram, Dept. 2144 Chicago, 111.
Gentlemen: Enclosed find $1.00.
Davenport. I am to have 30 days free trial. If I keep the Bed-Davenport.
I will pay balance at $4.50 per month. If not satisfied I will return the Bed-
Davenport within 30 days and you agree to refund my $1.00 and any freight
charges I paid.

Check finish desired: Golden Oak Fumed Oak Mahogany
Kroehler Bed-Davenport, No. B7481A, $47.90.

Name

Street, R. F. D.
or Box No

Shipping
Point

Post Office State.

If you want ONLY our free catalog I—

I

of Homo Furnishings, markX hero I—

I
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Professional and Amateurs

Praise Wurlitzer Instruments

"I am proud to be the owner of one of

your new comets. The tone, tune and
valve action are positively superior to

any I have experienced in all my years

of cornet playing."

Harry L. Jncobs,
(Soloist with Sousa's Band, Brooke's
Marine Band, Chicago Grand Opera)

"If I could not get another like it, my
Wurlitzer saxophone could not be
bought from me for $200.00."

J. Russef David,
Rockford, Ind.

"Without your credit system it would
have been impossible for me to own
this beautiful instrument."

Arthur L. Samp,
Madison, Wis.

Any Musical

Instrument

OnTrial
WURLITZER will send you any instru-

ment for a week's trial in your own
home. No obligation to buy— no ex-

pense for the trial— you do not risk a penny.

Wurlitzer instruments are known the world

over for artistic quality and excellence of

workmanship. Used by the greatest musicians,

bands and orchestras. The house of Wurlitzer

has made the finest musical instruments for

over 200 years.

Easy Payments
Payments are conveniendy arranged in small

monthly sums— a few cents a day will pay. All

instruments to you at lowest factory prices.

Special combination offers on complete musical

outfits— velvet lined case, all accessories, self-

instructor, etc.— everything you need at practi-

cally the cost of the instrument alone.

Send for New Catalog!
The greatest musical catalog ever published!

Over 3,000 articles— every known instrument

described and illustrated — many of them shown

in full colors.

Wurlitzer has stores in over thirty cities, but

no matter where you live, Wurlitzer is no

farther than your nearest mail box. Send

the coupon today!

j The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Dept. 2144

1117 E. 4lh St, Cincinnati —329 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago

120 W. 42nd St., New York—250 Stockton St., San Francisco

1 Send me your new catalog with illustrations in

1 color and full descriptions of every known musical

instrument, also details of the Wurlitzer Free Trial

Easy Payment Plan. No charge, no obligation.

Name.

Address.

The liuaotph Wurlitzer Co.
'{State musical instrument in which you are interested.) I

Bogus Movies
( Continued from page 37

)

films which will be reissued, revise"

and doctored and put back upon the

market again. Some of these will

undoubtedly be renamed, new titles

inserted, and wished on the public

as "brand new" subjects.

The reissuance of old films under
new titles has been declared unfair

business practice by the Federal

Trade Commission in a complaint

issued against the Signet Film Co.,

Incorporated. This concern, too,

makes its headquarters in New
York. It seems that the commission

took particular exception of the fact

that this outfit was showing films

previously exhibited under other

titles, as new pictures and not mak-
ing any mention of the fact that

the photoplays were reissues.

Nearly every exhibitor is well

acquainted with the film market.

His eyes are open when he "buys" .

his entertainment from the "whole-

sale" man. If he wants to give you

quality for the money you spend

with him he won't try to wish,

"warmed-over" photoplays on you.

If the dollar sign hangs in front of

his nose and he can't see any further

then

STOP! LOOK! LISTEN!

—he'll probably exploit the most

popular player in the cast of the old

stuff in such a way that unless you

are careful you will get what the

"honey tender" got-^STUNG!
Watch the list that Screenland

will print very carefully of the

names of photoplays to "watch out

for." You will save yourself time

and money if you do.

In the next "Monkey Gland

Movies" article I am going to tell

you about some experiences with an

outfit who tried to sell stock to pro-

mote their "film doctoring" organi-

zation. Maybe you have received

a letter from one of these companies

telling you how quickly you can

"double" your money. If you have

you will be doubly interested in the

expose. If you haven't you will

want to guard yourself against

being "hooked" for a sucker. Watch

for it.

It is said William S. Hart con-

templates ropin' his way into the

"Follies," according to report.

$10 for the Best Answer to "Which Advertisement in This Issue of Screenland Appeals to You Most-and Why"—See Paee



Let me tell you about the remarkable
discovery which removed my super-

fluous hair at once— then forever

Real Heroes of the Screen
(Continued from page 83)

but I'm hungry," the suspense is

over—until next day.

"Aw, my wife's a good sport

—

she doesn't worry," these chaps all

say. But they can't tell me those

women don't have their hours of

agony when they pray for the

safety of the father of their chil-

dren—who is out risking his life

that a pinkchecked hero may win
applause.

Leo Norms specializes in auto
stuff, racing, skidding cars, colli-

sions, driving machines over 100-

foot cliffs, and in aeroplane thrills

and parachute jumps. Only once
has he failed to make a plane be-

have, upon which occasion, con-

trary to all Leo's expectations, the
darn thing got apoplexy or some-
thing, fell four thousand feet and
settled, upside down, with Leo bliss-

fully unconscious beneath it. But
he suffered only a broken nose

—

and when they pulled him out and
brought him back to consciousness
with a sip of the good and reliable,

he wanted to do the stunt over again
before he lost his temper!

Jean Perkins, the man who gave
his life that you might enjoy a mo-
mentary thrill, also specialized in

aeroplane feats, while Ray "Red"
Thompson does hair-raising stunts

on horses. His most notable

achievement was riding his horse

at breakneck speed over a bridge
two feet wide. 130 feet long, sus-

pended over a chasm ninety feet

deep. The bridge swayed so peril-

ously and was so insecure that no
one would attempt it on foot, but
"Red" and his trusty mount danced
nimbly over it to safety. In The
Toll Gate, he allowed himself to be
tied securely and thrown from a
train going at sixty miles an hour,
and in Quincy Adams Sawyer he
did a roll on horseback down a

steep cliff, diving into the water.

Most of these dare-devils have
had adventurous careers, "Red"
Thompson was a jockey and circus-

performer. Leo Nomis for several

years did high-diving water stunts

and parachute-drops at festivals.

And they are not a superstitious

bunch, none of them carrying any
luck charms. "Red's" philosophy
sums up their attitude: "If you
make it, your wife cooks you an
extra-thick steak for dinner. And

To look at my face today—to see
my skin as free from hair as a
baby's and as clear and rosy look-
ing as that of a young, girl—you
would not believe that I was once
literally a "bearded woman" with
hair on cheeks, chin and lips, and
with a skin coarse and blemished.

A Woman's Experience
The transformation has been

marvelous— all through a truly won-
derful discovery of Science which
immediately banished every vestige
of the hair and gave me this per-
fect complexion. This, after I had
suffered from embarrassing hair
growths for years, and tried

numerous ways to relieve the
condition—even the painful electric
needle.

Now I want every woman who
suffers from unsightly, embarrass-
ing hair growths, to know about
this discovery which removes the
hair at once, and with a few
applications removes it perma-
nently. I want to tell women
how they can use this method
themselves, in the privacy of their
homes, and prove, without risking
a penny, that it is all I claim
for it.

I say that this discovery will
remove superfluous hair perma-
nently, and that it is the only
method that I know of which will
do this.

The discovery which Science
brought to me is unlike anything
else you have ever tried. It is not
a powder, not a paste, not a
wax, not a liquid, not a razor, not
electrolysis. It causes no pain

—

no burning, no itching, no scarring.
It not only removes the hair—it

gives the skin a new beauty-
makes it soft, clear, rosy, free
from pimples, roughness and other
blemishes. It does not have to be
applied by a beauty specialist.
You use it yourself. It's the sim-
plest, easiest way you can imagine.

My Free Book Tells the
Secret—Send for It

I have written a book which tells
how I came to discover this amaz-
ing method and how any woman
can get rid of superfluous hair, and
know that it is permanently gone.
Don't send a penny—don't make
any promise. Just write to me.
The book is free. A post card
brings it.

Address Annette Lanzette, care
Hygienic Laboratories, Dept. 54,
204 S. Peoria. Street, Chicago, 111.

TEN DOLLARS
for the best answer to "Which Advertise-

ment in This Issue of Screenland Appeals
to You Most and Why."

Send your answer to the Advertising Mgr.
Screenland, Hollywood, Calif.

In case of a tie all tying contestants will

receive full price. Contests closes May
15th. Winners announced in July issue

of Screenland.

the Best Answer to "Which Advertisement in This Issue of Screenland Appeals to You Most—and Why"—See Page 89.
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His Biggest]
and His Best*

Tlllllillllllilllllllllllllllllllllll!

(/ Nine Reels off
\

Thrilling Drama* •

:
WITH

I N —

Inspiration Pictures, Inc., Charles H. Duell, President, Presents

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
Miss Dorothy Gish

"FUR Y"
By Edmund Goulding
Directed by Henry King

A sea tale with the tang of the fresh, salt breeze. Scenes of rare and

wondrous beauty in a romance that will make ycm thrill and

cheer. Watch for this picture and watch
for the First National trademark on the

screen at your theatre. It is the sign of

the ultimate in pictures, both in artistry

maj. and entertainment.

I Want 100 Men—Women
ToWork For Us At Home

If you are worried, discontented and skimping along from

day to day, simply because you are not earning enough

to cover your immediate needs and lay some away for a

rainy day, then I will, providing you mean business, and

are energetic, teach you our Art Painting work of Land-

scapes and Portraits, in ten lessons by mail and start you

in the Studio Painting business right at home. No experience

necessary, outfit furnished, anyone can learn. $3000 to

$6000 yearly. Only table room required. No muss or dirt.

Clean, pleasant work. Free literature.

191 Main TANGLEY STUDIOS Muscatine, Iowa

Real Heroes of the Screen
(Continued from page 89)

if you don't, they say. 'Don't

he look natural?' and stick a 'Rest

in Peace' wreath on your chest. It's

all a gamble—but say, how'd us

fellers look sittin' at home readin'

poetry?"

Of them all, "Red" alone has

never been injured. Though he has

spent seven years doing perilous

stunts for the camera and served in

the worst fighting of the World

War, his natty little red mustache

has never been misplaced nor has

the laughter in his blue eyes ever

been dimmed by pain.

Leo Nomis rode his motorcycle

smash-into a racing car for the

''punch" in Manslaughter. In

Intolerance and other spectacles he

did difficult "back falls" off of high

walls and buildings. He has turned

innumerable planes over, swung

from trains to rope ladders sus-

pended from aeroplanes, and made
parachute drops. While riding his

motorcycle in The Cowboy and the

Lady, he roped a steer ; but the rope

broke, dragging him about the

field, tangled up in his motorcycle,

and severely lacerating his legs.

"Red" Thompson has done many
falls, rolling his horse over and

over down hills—being the first

man to prove to producers that a

horse could be "fallen" without

shooting the poor beast, for which

the League of Equines should give

him a fancy embroidered glass sad-

dle. Once he jumped from a high

trestle into a machine going at the

gentle clip , of sixty miles an hour,

landing nonchalantly on the back

seat and lighting a cigaret.

In All the Brothers Were Valiant,

for Metro, he jumped from a boat

to the back of a whale that didn't

seem eager to be killed, speared it

with a lance and, when it went un-

der, spouting geysers of blood, dived

into the water infested with

sharks, swimming among them for

two hundred yards before being

picked up.

Who, I ask you, are the real

heroes of the films? The stars? Or

these brave lads, unsung, ungrieved,

woefully underpaid, who risk their

lives—and give them—that you

may have a thrill? Valiant to the

last, asking only for a cigaret when

the breath is ebbing from their

crushed bodies—the real heroes who
never achieve a close-up.

90 $10 for the Best Answer to "Which Advertisement in This Issue of Screenland Appeals to You Most—and Why"—See Page



New Set
with

LargeRoomyDivan
Only $1.00 with the coupon below brings this sensa-
tional furniture bargain to your home on 30 days
trial. Straus & Schram's newest offer—a complete

6 piece set of fumed solid oak living room fur-

niture including a wonderfully comfort-
able and roomy divan—and at a

Sip positively sensational price reduc-
tion. Only $29.85 for the complete

set on this offer—on easy payments of
only $2.70 a month; $40 was the former
price for a set like this; a special factory
sacrifice makes this slash in price pos-
sible now. Seize this opportunity on our
special approval offer—we take the risk.

30 Days Trial
When you get this magnificent 6-piece
library set, put it in your living room
or library and use it freely for 30 days.
Before you pay another penny examine
it thoroughly. Note the massive, solid con-

struction—the beautiful finish—the fine upholstery and graceful lines. Compare it with any-
thing you can buy locally at anywhere near the same price—even for spot cash. Then if not
satisfied for any reason, return the set at our expense and we will refund your $1.00 at once,
plus any freight charges vou paid.

Only $2.70 a Month If you decide to keep the set,
start paying only $2.70 a month
until you have paid $29.85—

payments so low and so convenient that you will scarcely feel them. A full year to pay—at the
rate of only a few cents a day, less than one fritters away every day for trifles. This wonderful
value is not listed in our regular catalog. We have only a limited number of sets. We trust honest
people anywhere in U. S. One price, cash or credit. Nodiicoontforcash, nothing extra for credit. No C. 0. D.

Price Slashed!-Sen<fNow
Don't delay. Just send $1.00 along with the
coupon as a deposit to show you are really
interested. If you wish to return the set
after 30 days, your dollar will be refunded, plus all freight
charges which you paid. Remember, this is a special,
limited, reduced price offer. First come, first served.
Get your set while this offer lasts. 30 days trial—we
take all the risk—costs you nothing if not satisfied—no
obligation. Send coupon today—NOW!

New
•Piece

Set—Fumed Solid Oak
This superb 6 Piece Bet is made of selected solid oakthroughout, finished m rich, dull waxed, brown fumed
oa

-.u u
the„ ,

r chairs are padded; seats upholstered
with brown Delavan Spanish leather, the best imitation
of genuine Spanish leather known. The upholstering is
of a rich brown color, and will give you the best pos-
sible service. v

targe Divan will give extra seating capacity to your
library, living room or parlor. It is an unusually mass-
ive comfortable piece with beautifully designed backArms are broad and comfortable. Measures 46 inches
wide outside and 36 inches long inside. Thickly padded
seat is 19 inches deep. Height of back 22 inches. Posts
are extra massive.
Arm Chair is a roomy, dignified piece of furniture,
comfortable and big enough for a very large person
while not seeming too large for the ordinary occupant.
Seat, 19xliK in., height 36 in.
Arm Rocker is a massive, stately, comfortable piece,
with beauti fully designed back, wide, shapely arms and
smooth operating runners. Seat,19xl7}5 in.,heightS6in.
Sewing Rocker is unusually attractive and useful.
Seat, 17x17 in., height 35 in.
Library Table-a beautiful piece of library furni-
ture. Has beautifully designed ends to match the
chairs with roomy magazine shelf below. Legs cut of
2 in. stock; massive, dignified. Top measures 23Jfx34in.
Jardiniere Stand matches other pieces. A decora-
tion to your living room or library Carefully built
throughout. Measures 17J4 in. high; the top is 12x12 in.
Entire set is shipped knocked down construction.
Very easy to set up. Saves in freight charges. Weight
about 175 pounds.

Order by No. B6944A. SI.00 with
. coupon, $2.70 a month, price $29.85.

Free Bargain Catalog
Shows thousands of bargains in furni-
ture, jewelry, carpets, rugs, curtains,
silverware, phonographs, stoves, porch
and lawn furniture, women's, men's and
children's wearing apparel. Sent upon
request, with or without order.

imifiifiiiiiiiimM

Department 9144 Chicago, III.
ised find S1.00. Ship special advertised 6-Piece Fumed OakLrtjrary Set. I am to have 30 days free trial. If I keep the set.

I win paj._FonS2.70 monthly. If not satisfied. I am to return the— J -ny money and any freight

Straus & Schram,
Bnclo

6-Plece Library Set, No. B6944A. $29.85.

Name
Street, R.F.D.
or Box No
Sh ipping
Point

Straus & Schram, Department 9144 Chicago, 111.
Office.-- State

It you only want catalog nut X in box below:
Q Furniture, Stores, Jewelry Meo't, Women's, Children's Clothins
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She is No Longer Fat
She found a way to reduce her

fat. It was a way far more pleas-

ant than dieting or exercising

would have been. This new way
allowed her to eat foods without
danger of becoming fat again.

She found Marmola Prescrip-

tion Tablets. They aid the diges-

tive system to obtain the full

nutriment of food. They help

Nature to turn food into muscle,

bone and sinew instead of fat.

Marmola Prescription Tablets are made
from the famous Marmola prescrip-
tion. Thousands have found that
these handy tablets give complete
relief from obesity. And when the
accumulation of fat is checked, reduc-
tion to normal, hestlhy weight soon
follows.

All good drug stores the world over
sell Marmola Prescripfon Tablets at one
dollar a box. Ask your druggist
for them, or order direct and they
will be sent in plain wrapper, postpaid.

MARMOLA COMPANY
414 Garfield Bids. Detroit, Mich.

BE STYLISH and ATTRACTIVE

Coronet Braid
WEAR
OUR
NEW

Latest Ear Curls Attached

Very Youthful, Smart and
Exceptionally Becoming

,
Arrange your hair as attractively

% as the smartest looking girls and
ffl women . Voila Coronet performs
f,
simply wonders with your head-
dress. Yourbobbed hair can grow
back secretly and comfortably and

will always look nifty. Changes any
ordinary'head-dreBe to a stunning coif-

fure. Voila Coronet is made of finest
Imported French human hair, permanent-

ly waved. Very youthful and attractive. Always reedy and neat. Any
•hade. Price 110. Send sample of hair with remittance NOW for quick
delivery; Free"Suege3tion3 on How toba Attractive.** Don tdelay.
GOLDEN GLOW CO. . Dept. 109. 637 No. Michigan Ave.,_Chicag

WALTER GEMS f|LOOK LIKE DIAMONDS !f|p
See how they sparkle and flash! We

defy you to tell the difference. Choice of gold
or white platinum finish setting.

C J „ „, Wear one (or both) 5 days free.
jen<t nO money Write us what you want—ladieu*

or men's rinz or stick pin and setting wanted. Send strip of paper

lor ring .in. On arrival, d.-oo it v. it), postman $5 for each ring. M
lor each pin. Deposit refunded within 5 days if not entirely pleased.

R. WALTER, 299-C Montgomery Street, JERSEY CITY. N. J.

PIANO tJAZZ
ByNoteorEar. With orwithout music. Shortcourse. Adult
beginners taught by mail. No teacher required. Self-Instruc-

tion Course for Advanced Pianists. Learn 67 styles of Buss,

180 Syncopated Effects, Blue Harmony. Oriental, Chime,

Movie and Cafe Jazz, Trick Endings, Clever Breaks, Space

Fillers Sax Slurs, Triple Bass, Wicked Harmony, Blue

Obligate and 247 Other Subjects, Including Ear Playing.

110 pagi-s of HEAL Jazz, 25,000 words. A postal brings

our FKEE Special Otter. WATERMAN PIANO SCHOOL,
254 Superba Theatre Bldg.^ Los Angeles, California. _
Dr fTvnrr | creates "THAT NATURAL COMPLEX-BtAU 1 IrC-CLi ION" by peeling ojrTreckles, tan, pimples,

blackheads ,
liver-spots, wrinkles, pox-pits and muddy,

oily skins. NON-ACID (patented) lotion. Painless,

harmless. Effects astounding. Ouarantced. Proofs and

copyrighted book; "Art of Face Peeling", FREE. Writ.

Four on the Mountain
(Continued from page 53)

BEAUTYPEEL COSMETIC CO.

first real chance to show his ability

as an actor outside of his "type."

With The Girl I Love Ray leaps

far up the mountainside. He joins

the lonely, illustrious company of

Douglas and Mary and the other

Charlie. If The Courtship of Miles

Siandish is what he hopes and be-

lieves it will be, Charles Ray will

be as great as the greatest of the

three others on the mountain.

•Of •Charles Ray in The Girl I

Lov'e, Mary Piekford said to the

writer: "I know many who believe

Charles Ray is' the greatest actor

on the screen. I am beginning to

believe them. I have never seen

a greater piece of acting than his

in the buggy scene, where he is

about to propose and learns that

Mary is to marry Willie Brown."
The "buggy scene" will make

motion picture history. The camera

is on Ray's face steadily during the

entire transition from shy, expect-

ant happiness in his proposal to

Mary, his adopted sister, to abject

despair. There are no cut-backs, to

give him a chance to pass from one

degree of emotion to another, from

stunned incredulity to disbelief,

from disbelief to realization, then

to despair, then to the determina-

tion that Mary must not know, then

finally to heartbreaking pretense of

joy in her news. All this time Mary
with bent head is telling the story

of her proposal from Willie Brown
and fails to see the pitiful effect.

A:nd so we find the four on the

mountainside, only one of them
hesitant, only one afraid to take the

big leap, out of "type" into "art."

One is apparently lazy, tired after

his big successes, rather indifferent;

one is abundantly energetic, bent on

making every picture "the greatest

picture ever produced"; the fourth

is brave and almost humble in his

sudden accession to the proud emi-

nence, prayerful that he will not

stumble back down the mountain-

side, or that, if he does, he can climb

up again.

And the searchlights of public

interest play about them relentlessly.

And there is so little time to dawdle.

. The Fattest Girl in the Movies

Dept. L

IMPORTED ART STUDIES
Beautiful Girls. Genuine Novelties. Sent

sealed, twenty for $1, money order or cur-

rency. Ask for "Verdun" Collection. No
samples.
Louvrette Co., P. O. Box 926, Cincinnati, Ohio.

92 $10 for the Best Answer to

(Continued f\

hard labor. S h e c a n d a n c e,

however ; fat people are proverbially

light on their feet. But it is

so difficult for an ordinary-sized

male partner to get a leverage

on her. And as he cannot see

around her, dancing is. just one

crash after another unless Katie

picks her partner up under her

arm and leads herself.

One of the pioneers to the silver-

screen, she appeared in many of

Mary Pickford's early pictures, also

with Clara Kimball Young, Maurice

Costello and in those inimitable

John Bunny-Flora Finch comedies.

Throughout the years her avoirdn-

pois has been her call of "Open

Sesame" and the doors of the studios

have swung wide at her entrance

—

when they could. And when even

so the gap remained inadequate,

the doors were removed from their

hinges that Kate Price might walk

in and sign on the dotted line while

beautiful, slim young things

gnashed their teeth in the outer

offices.

•om page 4-8)

"I should worry," Katie sums up

the tribulations of the fattest girl

in pictures, " 'tis lots of fun, an'

what's a bruise or two, a busted

chair or head, whin you make folks

laugh an' forget their troubles?"

For Katie, you see, is a philo-

sophical soul and multiplies her

chuckles along with her avoirdupois.

ran your wets
IN TWO HOURS!

"is what your Genuine Chi-
nese Good Luck ring
brought me," says Fannie
Price. Hundreds tell us
our ring brought success
in love, business and fi-

nancially. Ours is the genuine
and original ring, stamped
inside with the W, believed
by Ancients to Bring Good

Luck Health, Happiness, Prosperity. Solid Sterling

Silver Price, Postpaid, Cash with order, $1.50, or C.

O T> SI 60 ZANZIBAR CO., New York Cily, Depl. 504

rnrr read what lucky wearers say

rKtt SEND FOR FREE CIRCULAR

PINCHED
When you're shopping in Los Angeles you

need not fear a five-dollar fine if you park
in the

AUTO PARK
811 South Olive St.

LOS ANGELES CALIF.
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Revelations of a Press Agent
(Continued from page 1^3)

a credulous public that Theda Bara
was born in the shadow of the

Sphinx on the Sahara desert, of

Arabian and Spanish parentage. As

a matter of fact, Theda Bara, whose
name was Esther Goodman, was

born in the shadows of the Cincin-

nati Pyramids and her name is a

combination of the words Arab and
Death.

Polly, who was clever, used to

help me manufacture yarns about

herself. She read the newspapers
and magazines for the names of

bizarre places and romantic peoples,

so that they might serve as pegs to

hang our pleasant fancies upon.
When an obscure Austrian was shot

by a playful duelist, we immediately
got into the papers with a gory
story of how Polly had been en-

gaged to him once, and that the
duel was in reality about her. We
got by with murder in those days,
and strangely enough never had a
libel suit. Polly had in her manu-
factured past an affair with the Rus-
sian Czar, hinted at so broadly that
Main Street's crassest dumb-bell
couldn't miss the identity of the
supposed victim of her charms;
the ruler of Luxemberg had given
her a ten-carat diamond ; had been
the mistress of a French count,
who had murdered his wife when
she objected to the intrigue; a
matador in Madrid served to keep
her in practise until a peevish
senorita tried to vivisect her with a
stiletto.

The thing I hate to remember
about my playing God with Polly's
past is that it over-stimulated her
imagination, and she developed a
craving for the very life she was
supposed to have led. She early
became anathema to all the women,
of course, even in Hollywood, for
there is no more credulous colony
in the world than our own little

sophisticated movie center. We
believe in nothing—and give ear to

every rumor. There was nothing for

Polly to do but to play around with
men, men who more than half
believed everything that was printed
about her. It tickled her vanity to

be called a siren, and she hated to

acknowledge her purity to these
men who were giving her admira-
tion because of her supposed immo-
rality. She became a victim to pub-

licity—and eventually became so

depraved that it showed up in her

work and she lost out completely.

Innocent, she looked the perfect

vamp; immoral, she looked the

hag. I am sorry about Polly.

Thus began my life of crime. I

have since press-agented every sort

of player from Norma Talmadge
down to the dog with the human
brain. I have worked in the pub-

licity department of almost every

studio in Hollywood and the east,

and have at times broken away
from studios to represent a star on
tour or merely as her personal pub-
licity representative.

I envy the dog with the human
brain, about which I have written

so convincingly. The dog hasn't a

conscience, nor has he prostituted

his art. I might have been a writer

of fiction, so labeled; instead, I

have woven lies — of later years

mixed judiciously with facts,

because the public is growing more
and more hard to fool — around
people for whom I care little or

nothing and for which I get no
credit. No press agent ever gets a

by-line. It is his imagination, his

resourcefulness which keeps such
people as Katherine McDonald,
Marion Davies, Hope Hampton
daily before the public; it is the

star who reaps all the benefit. But
since I have chosen to sell myself
in this way, I suppose I can't blame
anyone for the fact that I am a
tired, disillusioned, oldish young
man, who wouldn't believe a word
he saw in print if it was signed
with his own mother's name.
Among my least pleasant • press

agent stunts I rank my experiences
with a certain child star, now at the
'"awkward age," thank heaven, and
temporarily or permanently out of
pictures. This spoiled little brat,

pretty enough and a good enough
little actress, took a vicious delight
in giving the lie to all the most
charming stories I wrote about her.
I sympathized with the newspaper
reporter — an intelligent girl who
suddenly got sick of the whole
claptrap and wrote the interview
with my "baby star" as it really

took place. She upstaged the
reporter dreadfully, slapped her
father, made faces at her governess,
and made herself altogether detesta-

ble, secure in the belief that the

REDUCE
Your Ankles

Beautiful, Slim, Appealing, Dainty Ankles
Can Be Yours Quickly

All Screenland readers can now have_ slim,
beautiful ankles at the small and insignificant
cost of $2.95.

DELRAY ANKLE REDUCER
Works While You Sleep

Put them on when you go to bed. In the
morning your ankles are smaller. Reduces and
shapes the ankle and lower calf to any size
without the slightest pain. Nothing to rub in
or massage. Applied and taken off as a glove.
Used by society women and actresses every-
where, and endorsed by medical profession.
Can be worn through the day with the heaviest
silk stockings without detection. Order now at
$2.95 but

SEND NO MONEY.
Simply send us size of ankle and calf, and we

will send you in plain envelope a pair of
DelRay Ankle Reducers designed to shape your
ankles to fairy slimness. Pay postman $2.95
plus a few cents postage on arrival and start
reducing at once and painlessly. You will
notice results immediately. Retain your shape-
ly ankles while bathing by wearing them.

ACT NOW
DELRAY MFG. CO.

30 East 23rd St., Dept. 48,

New York City.

DEFLEXOGRAPH
The Perfect Tone Reproducer

Stops Scratch and

\ Surface Noises

gjf Attach to any Pho-
nograph.

Use any steel

needle.

Pre serves
record.

Thiswonder-
| ful invention1- Postpaid. 8 filters sound

oscillations and reproduces without
metallic noises.

GUARANTEED:-
Gold Plate $1.50 Nickel Plate $1.00

State Style Desired

VANTONE CO., 110 W. 15th St., New York, N.Y.

Free Book
Containing complete
story of the origin
and history of that
wonderful inatra-
inent—the

This book tells you when to use
Saxophone—-singly, in quartettes,
in sextettes, or in regular band; how
to play from cello parts in orchestra'
and many other things you would like
to know. The Saxophone is the easiest
of all wind instruments to play. You can
learn to play the scale in an hour and
soonbeplayingpopularairs. It willdouble
your income, your pleasure and your popu-
larity. Three first lessons sen tfree. Nothing
can take the place of the Saxophone for

Home Entertainment, Church,
Lodge or School, or for Orchestra Dance Music
You rn^y try any Buescher Saxophone, Cornet, Trumpet. Trom-

bone or other Instrument 6 days. If satisfied, pay for it by easy
payments. Mention instrument interested in when sending for
Free Book.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
Makers of Everything in Band and Orchestra Instruments
724 Buescher Block ELKHART, IND,

An unscented, antiseptic liquid—applied twice a week, will

free you from all perspiration annoyances. KEEPS UN-
DERARMS DRY AND ODORLESS-Endorsed by physi-
cians and nurses. SEND 4C FOR TESTING SAMPLE.

SOc (several months' supply) all leadins

toilet and drug counters, or by mail (postpaid)

TheiNonspiCo.j 2652 Walnut St.,Kansas City,Mo.

SCREENLAND
PUZZLE PICTURE
on page 10 of this issue.
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Richardson^
°Vitlrolas telephone 64955 Pianos
72,7 WEST SEVENTH STREEXLOS ANGELES

A great variety of designs
ranging in price from
$100.00. Specially con-
structed tone reproducing
mechanism. The better

are electrically operated.

A PHONOGRAPH in Chinese Chip-
pendale in Blue Lacquer with Gold
trimmings and hand decorations.

Portraiture Artists

Edwards -H os teller

Studio
7th at Grand Ave.

SEVENTH
PROMENADE

BRACK
SHOPS

Los Angeles, Cal.

MARION WA RD E
Training for STAGE and MOTION

PICTURES. MAKE-UP
Associate Teachers of Classical, Ballet Character

and Step DANCING
423-4 Music Arts Building. 233 S. Broadway

Los Angeles, Cal.

upQrfluoufHAIRaMG

Forever removed by the Mahler

Method which kills the hair root

without pain or injuries to the

skin in the privacy of your own
home. We teach Beauty Culture.

Serul today 3 ntampH for Free Booklet.

D. J. MAHLER CO., 523-B Mahler Park, Providence, R. I.

WE MAKE NO PROMISES
Excepting

We will read your scenario or plot and give

you an honest opinion and criticism. Our
charges are one dollar for two reels or less

and two dollars for a five-reel scenario.
KINEMA SCENARIO DEPT.

231 Byrne Bldg. Los Angeles, Cal.

"Not a school."

Revelations of a Press Agent
(Continued, from page 95)

WhereAm I to Get Information
about Motion Picture Studios, Productions, Salaries, etc.,

in HOLLYWOOD? Motion Picture aspirants everywhere
have asked themselves, tliat very question, but they need do so no
longer. Such persons may now write to us as often as

they want to, ask as many questions as they want to,

and each writer will receive a personal reply. The in-

formation they get will be reliable. Receipt of

your first letter, in which $1.00 must be enclosed, en-
tires you to information service of Motion Picture In-
telligencer for one year. A membership card civina your number will he
-.ril you. WRI'I B''J ODAY. MOTION PICTURE INTELLIGENCER,
Dept. S .'521 HollinKKworth Bide., Los Antelcs. (Not an employment
agency—Himply reliable information).

reporter would write the usual "reel

kiddie, just like any other unspoiled

child, but of course more charming,

more poised." When the Kansas

City Post came out with a humor-

ous, but faithful account of the

interview, the baby's father fired

me, for he believed I had something

to do with it; anyway, I made a

convenient scapegoat.

ne of my saddest and most hec-

tic jobs was that of personal public-

ity agent for a famous male screen

star, who gradually slipped into the

morphine habit . K'eeping the secret

from the public, working strong on

the note that he was still as boyish

and charming as he had been in

earlier years, and keeping him from
showing himself in too drunken a

state in public, were among my
duties. I was a terrible killjoy, for

1 was always snatching the needle

from his hand or hiding the whis-

key bottle, even on the studio lot.

He hated me, but he couldn't do

without me or someone as clever and

low as I was. In his best moments

he was charmingly reminiscent and

melancholy, swearing to be good,

and in his worst, he was a mad
beast struggling to get the forbid-

den drug or the disastrous bottle.

Morphine -and whiskey got him, of

course, and the truth finally got

into print. A great pity. A won-

derful chap.

iSince it was my duty to arrange

interviews and to be present when-

ever the reporter would stand for a

third party, coaching the star for

his or her tilt with the press was

also among the thousand and one

little things I learned to do so well.

If we had decided that a star was to

be intellectual, which has been

going awfully well lately, I gave my
star a ten-minute resume of the

latest books of the more highbrow

variety. In the most "beautiful and

dumb" cases, I typed the reviews

and the stars memorized them.

She was safe unless the interviewer

went too eagerly into details. But

the star was also coached on how to

switch the conversation to other

well-oiled tracks. Rodin's latest

achievement in sculpture, the jazz

crime, an appreciation of the Rus-

sian influence in music, Freud's

96 $10 for the Best Answer to "Which Advertisement in This Issue of Screenland Appeals

theory of the mother-complex, were

always safe. I crammed my star

with my own hastily formed opin-

ions, and turned her loose with

prayer and trepidation, to be made
the most of by the more or less

sympathetic interviewer. It was

usually easy enough to hoax the

reporter, for reporters like to be

hoaxed and to hoax the public, just

as well as a publicity man does.

Occasionally, however, an astute

reporter has stuck his tongue in his

cheek and written a satire on my
laboriously built star of the

moment. Needless to say, in the

resulting pyrotechnics, I always lost

my job and walked the weary until

the incident was forgotten by other

stars.. -

:
:[

Those of the public who may be

inclined to censure me as stiffly as

I censure myself should remember
that the life of the star really offers

little to write about. A woman in

the pictures works hard, has the

ordinary reactions to life ; likes hot

dogs and a party at the beach

;

enjoys conviviality when the rest of

the folks are hitting it up ; reads

current magazines and an occasional

hook when it becomes so popular

that it sticks out of the book-shelves

like a sore thumb; falls in love,

gets married and falls out of love

and gets a divorce., much as other

people do. That sort of stuff natur-

ally doesn't make good publicity.

The public would be grieved to hear

the real truth, even if its worst fault

is that it is boresome, about their

favorites. It is only kind, in many
cases, to manufacture news about

them, to clothe them with romance
and mystery and intelligence.

Personally, I believe the day of

the old-time press agent is over —
and well over. I am beginning to

seem old-fashioned, even to myself.

The new press agent strives for what

the profession calls "legitimate

copy," which means that a large per

cent of it is true or near-true.

But so long as the life of the star

depends upon publicity and so long

as the public adores and idealizes

stars, just so long will the press

agent be with us. Personally I

think that will be forever and I am
learning the new tricks of the trade

and expect to go to work for Mary
Pickford, if she will give me a job.

to You Most—and Why"—See Page 89.



What Every Husband
Knows

(Continued from page 8
If.)

Arnold, star in The Wizard of Oz.

We were married in 1904.

I think it was in 1905, though
I'm not exactly sure about the date,

that I married Mrs. Edward J.

Ellis, a young and charming widow.
My next wife was Edna Valen-

tine. She was a widow and her

non-professional name was Heinz.

This marriage took place about

1910 or maybe it was 1912, I can't

say off-hand.

My last (or should I say latest)

spouse was Dagmar Dalgren, whose
real name was Carmen Browder.

She was only nineteen and charm-
ing.

I believe the character qualities

of Julia Woodruff promise the most
happiness for me; we were very
happy when we were married, at

times. Julia has recently lost her

second husband, George Wheelock,
by death. And who knows? Per-

haps Wife No. 9 will be. . . .?

Encouraging the Extra

(Continued from page 4-9)

by establishing in Hollywood an
agency of their own, co-operatively.

The expense, shared by all the

studios, would be nominal and
would be more than repaid by the

improvement in the morale of their

actors. It is clearly to the benefit

of the studios that they get the right

type of extras, and that they be con-

tented and encouraged in their dra-

matic training. The extras are the

back-bone of the industry; from
among them the stars of tomorrow
will be recruited. Valentino, Betty
Compson, Mary Pickford, Harold
Lloyd and a host of box-office

attractions of today rose from the

ranks of the extras.

It is good business to encourage
the extra, Mr. Producer.

Clara Kimball Young's next pic-

ture is to be "Cordelia the Magnifi-
cent," adapted to the screen by
Frank Beresford.

Claude Gillingwater, who played
the bachelor role in "The Three
Wise Fools" on the stage, is to have
the same part in the picture.

Your Figure
Has Charm Only as You Are

Fully Developed

BEAUTY OF FORM
can be cultivated just the same as flow-

ers are made to blossom with proper
care- Woman, by nature refined and
delicate, craves the natural beauty of

her sex. How wonderful to be a per-

fect woman

!

Bust Pads and Ruffles
never look natural or feel right. They are really harm-
ful and retard development. You should add to your

physical beauty by enlarging your bust-form to its natural size. This is easy to accom-
plish with the NATIONAL, a new scientific appliance that brings delightful results.

FREE BEAUTY BOOK
If you wish a beautiful, womanly figure, write for a copy of the treatise by Dr. C. S.

Carr, formerly published in the Physical Culture Magazine, entitled : "The Bust

—

How It May Be Developed." Of this method Dr. Carr states :

"Indeed, it will bring about a development
of the busts quite astonishing."

This valuable information, explaining the causes of non-development, together

with photographic proof showing as much as five inches enlargement by this method,

will be sent FREE to every woman who writes quickly. Those desiring book sent

sealed, enclose 4c postage.

THE OLIVE COMPANY Dept. 305 CLARINDA, IOWA

SIOTH ntHILL
TELEPHONE — 6 2 3006

SEE LENZA LENS^
Protect your eyes from

the bright glare and

harmful rays by using

Crookes lens.

Oculists' prescriptions

accurately filled 0/
An all star cast is promised for the

film production of "Climbing,"

which Louis B. Mayer has pur-

chased.

Jean Hersholt is to have a part

in Eric Von Stroheim's first Gold-

wyn picture.

"Men of the Desert" will be

Harry Carey's next picture for F.

B. 0. Marguerite Clayton will

appear with him.

•Jacqueline Logan, who did such

splendid work in "Java Head,"

appears with Charles Ray in his

latest production, "A Tailor Made

Man."

This Genuine Diamond Solitaire Ring,
hand engravedand pierced;
is the favorite among film
stars and society people the
world over. Because of our
low price— $32.50, and li-

beral credit terms, you, too,
can now wear and own it,

or give it as a gift. Write
for yours today. How it

will be admired

!

OM
l_V

Solid
White
Gold-'
Genuine
Blue
White „Diamond

Send usyourname, address
and $1. After examination,
pay l-5th (20 per cent)

—

balance, $1 aweek. Ifyou do
not agree that it is a beauti-
ful gem and an amazing
bargain, return ring to us
without paying a cent and
get your $1 back.pnpp Send for DeLuxeCat-
rlirP alog showing other
" Bmfcfc diamonds, watches,
and jewelry popular with the
so-called "Four Hundred." All
at prices within your reach on
long credit terms.

No risk— no red tape—Address Dept. 436

S MAIDEN LANE — NEW YORK
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PJioto by El-wood M. Payne—'
Now with Parallel

Thru the courtesy of

"SCREENLAND"
we are extending to members of Hollywood's

motion picture colony the courtesy of a com-
plimentary sitting and One Professional Photo!

"PARALTA"
542 S. Spring St. Phone 821-714

Los Angeles

Viola Dana , Beautiful Photoplay Star, recommends Sfinybelline

"EYES THAT CHARM"

WILL BEAUTIFY YOUR EYES INSTANTLY
A touch of MAYBELL1NE works beauty wonders. Scant
eyebrows and lashes are made toappear naturally dark, long and lux-
urious. Al I the hidden I oveliness of youreyes-their brilliance, depth
and expression—isinstantly revealed. The difference is remarkable.
Girls and women everywhere, even the most beautifu lactressesof the
stage and screen, now realize that MAYBELLINE lathi
most Important aid to beauty and use It regularly.
MAYBELLINE Is unlike other preparations. It Is,

absolutely harmless, prreaselessand delightful to
use. Does notspread and smear on the face or
stiffen the lashes. We guarantee that you will be
perfectly delinhted with results. Each dainty bo:
containBmirrorandbrush. Twoshades: Blac/cand
Brown. 75c AT YOUR DEALER'S or direct from
us, postpaid. Acceptonly genuine MAYBELLINE
and vour satisfaction Is assured. Tear out this ad
NOW as a reminder.
Maybelline Co.,4750-98 Sheridan Road, Chicago

LEARN

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would
you like to know if you are adapted to this
work? Send 10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent
Tester or Key to Movie Acting Aptitude, and
find whether or not you are suited to take up
Movie Acting. A novel, instructive and valu-
able work. Send dime or stamps today. A large,
interesling, illustrated Booklet on Movie Act-
ing included FitEE!

FILM INFORMATION BUREAU,
Sta. 5, Jackson, Mich.

\rtisticPhotoqrapli5
Special ratei to the profession

Co^q Hollywood Boulevard
' Hollr 2560 . i

A Hollywood
Premiere

Sid Grauman, Los Angeles' most tire-

less theatre builder, opened up his new
Metropolitan theatre with much pomp
and ceremony and star-shine, the other

evening. Everybody who is anybody
in Hollywood was there. Premieres in

Hollywood are things one simply does

not miss . . . even if tickets do cost

five dollars for each and every one.

The high cost ofpremieres reminds one

of Fred Niblo's witty explanation of

Grauman's financial methods. But let

Fred tell it:

"Every once in a while Sid Grauman
gets ashamed of only owning half a

dozen of the biggest theatres in town.

So he goes to a contractor and tells him

to build him a grand new showhouse.

'Go as far as you like,' Sid tells the con-

tractor, 'but don't spare expense.'

"Well, by and by the contractor calls

Sid up and tells him the theatre is all

finished. 'How much?' asks Sid. 'Two
million dollars,' says the contractor.

'Awright,' says Sid, 'I'll open her up
with a premiere tonight and pay you in

the morning.' "

Gloria Swanson was the honor guest

at this latest premiere, for her new
Paramount picture, My American Wife,

was selected for the feature. And
Gloria was radiant! All in white,

wrapped in a regal ermine wrap, with

diamonds sparkling in her lovely auburn

hair and around her white neck, she

proved her right to her title of the best

dressed woman in pictures.

There were so many beautiful women
in the audience that packed the huge

house to the very windows that it is hard

to select any particular star to describe.

But Barbara La Marr stood out from

among the beauties. Her gorgeously

colorful figure attracted attention on all

sides. Barbara was like a snow queen

in her favorite white, very decollete,

with her dark hair dressed high on her

lovely head.

The picture was good, and in spite of

the superabundance of entertainment,

the evening was a red-letter occasion.

It's worth five dollars just to see so

many lovely women and so many gor-

geous costumes all at one time!

Ruth Roland, who is still making

serial thrillers, was charming. She wore

a simple frock of deep blue tulle against

which her vivid coloring stood out mag-

nificently. Ruth is always a good sport

at a premiere, and she was one of the

few stars who accepted Grauman's

invitation to be introduced from the

stage, to the huge audience.

The Metropolitan is surely an achieve-

ment in the building of superstructures.

Its style of architecture is most unique

and embodies many unusual features in

mechanism and lighting detail.

The moving picture industry may well

be proud of this latest edifice erected by

one of the greatest showmen in the

world.

EVAN BURROWS FONTAINE
[The celebrated Russian dancer) endorses:

Ever-Off
Hair Remover

"EVER-OFF Company, Los Angeles
Dear Gentlemen: Enclosed $4.00 for an-

other box of EVER-OFF to send to a friend.

Your process for removing hair permanent-
ly is certainly wonderful. Two of the Girls
in the "FOLLIES" have also used it with
great success, and will gladly send you
their testimonial.

Yours sincerely,
EVAN BURROWS FONTAINE."

Ever-Off Hair Remover
is a perfectly harmless treatment for the
permanent removal of superfluous hair, on
the face, arms, and limbs.
Not electrolysis, nor is it a depilatory.

Large outfit consists of twelve treatments
to be applied once a week.
A full three months treatment for four

dollars. ($4.00.)

Sold by mail or at drug stores and beauty
parlors.

EVER-OFF MANUFACTURING COMPANY
P. O. Box 715. Los Angeles, Cel.

PARTICULARLY for

PARTICULAR MEN
Scalp treatments, manicures, sham-

poos, facial massages, etc., at

YE RUB SHOPPE
621 West 8th St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Pico 1566.

A beautiful portrait of

your favorite star.
A real artistic photograph
One 8 x 1 for fifty cents by

MELBOURNE SPURR
PHOTOGRAPHER

6040 Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood, CaT

/Fallie Reid Studies
We have a fine collection of portraits of the

late Wallace Reid which we are selling to his

admirers at popular prices.Write for particulars.

Hoover Art Studios
6321 Hollywood Blvd. Los Angeles, Calif.

PHOTOPLAYS, STORIES, ETC., SOLD ON
COMMISSION.

Submit manuscripts (accompanied by
stamped return envelope) or write for

Terms and Free Market Report.

ABBOTT-STANLEY COMPANY
5958 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.

(Authors' Representatives—NOT A SCHOOL)

s
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By Their Prop Smiles Ye
Shall Know Them
(Continued from page, 30)

desks, should never hang one over

Rodolph Valentino's dressing table

—unless the psychology of the thing-

is that when you are told to smile

you never do it ! For chronic smiling

would be the ruination of our

Sheik. He has a smile all his own,

a smile that would make any re-

spectable married woman get at

least as far as the garden gate on a

pilgrimage to his shrine. That smile

is a subtle, poised thing that is sud-

denly shot with the very essence of

the Valentino personality. You are

perfectly content to wait through a

whole picture for that one smile.

Imagine Rodolph grinning boyishly

every few feet, as Charlie Ray does.

Maybe he used to, and that is why
no one noticed him particularly un-

til Rex Ingram saw him looking

sad over a poorly digested hot dog.

or something like that, and saw his

possibilities. When Rodolph grins

out of character, just a nice sort of

grin, he loses all that mysterious

charm, becomes just a dark-eyed

boy who likes spaghetti and runs

around with the gang- at night. But
reticent, secretive, mysterious—smil-

ing only once in every picture and
then right into the heroine's eyes

—ah!
Tom Mix,- Bill Russell, Buck

Jones, are examples of the out-in-

God's-country smilers. Bill Hart is

the somber leader of the Sons and
Daughters of I Will Not Smile, for

in Hart's unsmiling countenance is

the irresistible charm of sternness

and misunderstood tender impulses.

Buster Keaton, on the other hand,
has the unsmiling map of a wooden
Indian. If he should forget himself
and smile, his vogue would be col-

lapsed; one more idol would be
shattered.

So—for the movie audience, the

optimist's Polly anna plea for

SMILES, SMILES, SMILES is all

right. But for actors and actorines

smiles are something else again—

a

stock in trade, an identification tag.

TRY THE

SCREENLAND
PUZZLE CONTEST
Shown on page 10

of this issue.

A Magazine

With a New Idea
For the first time in the history of magazine publish-

ing in America a publication is now available which is

able to present dramatic screen stories in fiction form

being filmed.

This publication is designed to serve the needs of

creative writers. It contains 100 pages of inspiration

monthly and lists among its contributors some of the

world's most noted writers. For four years it has

successfully served the writers for the screen under

the name of Photodramatist. It now appears under

a name to indicate its broadened scope.

STORY WORLD
and Photodramatist

Skilled screen authors discuss

the problems of scenario writ-

ing in its columns.

Changing needs of the producers

are set forth.

Craftmanship of the studios is

explained, as it affects the

writer.

A Free Service Bureau answers

writers' technical questions.

All phases of creative fiction

writing are dwelt upon.

This is a publication for the

expert as well as the man
just entering the field.

If STORY WORLD is not now a regular visitor to

your home, take advantage of this 30 day special offer.

Clip and mail the coupon.

PHOTODRAMATIST PUB. CO. Inc.

6411 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood Cal.

Gentlemen:—I want to try STORY WORLD for six months. Enclosed find 31.00 (check money

order or draft) and send your magazine to

Among the noted
contributors are

Emerson Hough

Eugene Manlove Rhodes

Kathleen Norris

Frank L. Packard

William J. Neidig

Carl Clausen

Wm. R. Lighton

H. Bedford-Jones

Rupert Hughes

Hapsburg Liebe

Wilbur Hall

Mary Austin

Note:—Canadian postage 25 cents extra, foreign postage 50 cents.

S23
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Men's Solid Gold
Genuine Diamond
Ring—shown below.

lies' Solid t
Genuine Diamond
Ring—shown above.

No Deposit
ofanykind
Read this amazing new plan—the fairest

diamond offer that the world has ever known.
These rings are solid 14K green gold, with 18K
white gold tops, each set with a fine large,

extra brilliant, perfectly cut, blue white gen-

uine diamond. The tops are exquisitely hand
engraved and beaded. In the stores, you may
buy these rings for $50 or $55. Our price is only
$38.75, payable $3.75 a month without interest.

Genuine
Diamonds

We will send your choice of these rings on ap-

proval for seven days, without any deposit of

any kind. The trial is entirely free— we even
prepay the postage. To order your choice on
approval, simply send the coupon below.

Send no money. When the ring arrives, you
will pay no C. O. D. Just accept the ring and
wear it for a week. At the end of the seven
days trial decide — if you do not wish to buy,

send it back and call the deal closed. If you
decide that this $38.75 ring can't be equalled

foi less than $50.00, keep it and send only $3.75.

Then pay the balance at $3.75 a month. Accept
this offer at once. You cannot lose one single

penny, because you do not go to any expense
nor do you make any deposit.

Send NoMoney
PayNo C. O. D.
We make this startling offer because we know
that we can save you from 20% to 30%. We
can save you this sum because we import
direct and sell direct. We eliminate all middle-
man's expenses and profits, which ordinarily

must be added to the retailers' price. This
offer is an example of the wonderful savings
you can make by dealing with us direct.

Mail the coupon today. Enclose your ringer

size but send no money—we ask no deposit of

any kind, and indeed, no money at all unless

you decide to buy after a full week's trial. Be
sure to send the coupon today.

Harold Laehman Co.
204 South Peoria St. Chicago, 111.

Mail this Coupon
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Making Hollywood Safe

for Matrimony
(Continued from page 4-5)

a ship to scorch her youth and inno-

cence with his hot kisses, he has

no interest in overtaking her but

merely keeps up the pursuit until

the direct calls time. Or that

when Rodolph Valentino takes his

screen lady-love slowly in his arms,

looking deep into her eyes and

presses his lips lingeringly on hers,

he is thinking about his police dogs

and she is counting ten.

But are they? Life is so fleeting

;

its highways so rough; the rent

man so inevitable ; the bluelaw cru-

saders always with us. So fill the

cup

—

If the matrimonial troubles of

the screen folk do center about the

difficulty a few performers feel in

distinguishing between love on the

set and in the home, the marriage

contract bill is a sure panacea. The

young wife of the handsome screen

hero merely contracts to send her

husband fasting to the fadeout

clinch
;
hunger has been known to

chasten a man when a sense of duty

failed. Movie husbands could put

in a clause specifying that their

wives shall never submit to another

man's embrace unless restrained by

a tight slipper. A shoe that pinches

can keep a woman pure under

almost any circumstances. But when
the arms are Valentino's, she had

better be required, as a special pre-

caution, to repeat the Lord's Prayer.

You can see that the possibili-

ties of a marriage contracture infin-

ite. Besides lessening the dangers

that encounter the fragile matrimo-

nial bark, the marriage contract

would lessen also the arduous

labors of the clergy who are striving

so nobly and so audibly to "clean

up" Hollywood.

Of course, just how the ministers

of the gospel acquire their fund of

information about indiscretions

said to be practiced in our fair vil-

lage, Hollywood, is one of those

mysteries that will not be revealed

until the last great day, when the

secrets of all hearts shall be made
known.
On which occasion, it is probable

that the revelations regarding the

movie stars in Hollywood will be

equalled in interest only by the reve-

lations regarding the ministers.

Which Advertisement in This Issue of Screenland Appeals

Charlie and Pola's New Home

Charlie Chaplin is building a

palatial new home in Beverley

Hills, Calif., in anticipation of his

approaching marriage to Pola

Negri. It is to be one of the most

beautiful homes on the coast and is

said to conform to every whim and

desire of the beautiful Pola.

Harold Lloyd to Marry

Harold Lloyd, Comedian De
Luxe, will be married some time in

the near future to no less a person-

age than his beautiful little leading-

lady, Mildred Davis. Although this

has been rumored for some time it

now is a sure thing having been of-

ficially announced at the Hal

Roach Studios. The wedding, it is

said, will be a very quiet affair.

Send for

Tried
Bottle
Wash Away Skin

Trouble witk
This Cooling Lotion

Areyouasuffererfromskin
troubles, pimples
or skin disease in
any form? Do you
longforthatcalm,
cool sensation that comes when the irrita-
tion is taken away? Then try D. D. D. that
soothing wash which gives instant relief the mo-
ment it 19 applied. Twenty-five years of success
—thousands of letters from grateful skin suf-
ferers recommend this cooling lotion to you,

TX/ •» _ "TV- J_,, for generous trial bottleWrite I Otlay of D. D. D. and get quick
relief from your skin troubles. Send 10c to
cover postage and packing. WRITE TODAY!
D.D.D. Laboratories* Dept. 2144

3845 E. Ravenswood Ave.* Chicago

D.D.D-
9h~e Lotion for Skirt Diseases

Lovely Eyes for All
Write for Sample Today

Delica-Brow Liquid Dressing for the eye

lashes and brows makes deep, expressive eyes

instantly, with long, dark, sweeping lashes

that will make everyone say "What wonder-
ful eyes."
Waterproof — unaffected by ram, tears, etc.

Stays on all day — harmless. Each package
(even sample) contains a camel's hair and a

25c bone handled brush for applying.

For sale by all dealers—or send direct to

makers. 25c for very • generous sample; or

$1 00 for full size. Your money back if not

more than delighted. Specify black or brown.

Write today—and receive by return mail.

DELICA LABORATORIES, Inc.

Dept. 24 3933 BROADWAY
30 Church CHICAGO (1^C

FRANCISCONEW YORK ) CHICAG

to You Most—and Why"—See Page 89.



"YOU'LL NEVER SUCCEED
with a WRINKLED FACE"

The original

M. ELLA^HARRIS
can do this for you

The famous beauty specialist now located in Hollywood will remove twenty years from your life.

(Read this letter) 1531 N. Bronson Ave., Hollywood, California. February, 1922.

Dear Madame

:

I am answering your letter to Mrs. Harris and
am pleased to tell you about her most wonderful
treatment.

I had her treatment seventeen years ago in San
Francisco. I was on the speaking stage at that

time and I assure you this treatment restored my
youthful appearance and for twelve years I played
young society parts that I could not have played
had I not been treated by Mrs. Harris.

I have seen at least two hundred people that
Mrs. Harris has treated, in fact, ten years ago, I got
up a club of fifty women (actresses in Xew York)
and Mrs. Harris came there especially to treat them.
Her wonderful work made such an impression

that she was completely snowed under and
couldn't get away for two years

;
finally she was

called by wire to the death bed of a member of
her family and now, one by one, these ladies fol-

lowed her and now are being treated in California.

In all my travels abroad and in America, for
twenty-five years I have seen nothing to compare
with her work. In Paris, London, New York,
Chicago and San Francisco I have seen nothing
that can be mentioned in the same breath and
cannot give her too much praise.

I sincerely believe she is the most wonderful
facial artist in the world today : the only one who
can take an old. withered, wrinkled eye and re-
store it to a child's contour, leaving no trace of
a line or wrinkle, saying nothing of the saggy-

cheeks and scrawny necks.
She uses no filling, nor does she do any cut-

ting : it's simply a treatment combined with
nature. I really think that Airs- Harris should
be as widely known from this art as Edison or
Burbank and were she a man, she would be.

To prove my honest belief and knowledge of
this art I am giving up both the stage and motion
picture work to give my time in full to this treat-

ment : to help Mrs. Harris demonstrate to the
public that this is the only facial art, restoring
youth which remains always, stands all kinds of
wear and tear, illness, grief or anything.

Very respectfully yours,

IRENE HOBSON.
P. S.—I neglected to mention that I have just

had another facial treatment, and it looks like

A MILLION DOLLARS.
February 17, 1922.

About IS years ago (at my Institute on GEARY Street, in fan Francisco—before
the earthquake and fire) I first treated Hiss Irene Hobson, as stated i>i Iter letter
above. She told me at that time that she was J/2 years old. Her face today has the
youthful contour and smoothness of a girl's—a convincing demonstration of the per-
manence of my work. Eighteen years without a wrinkle! And only tiro la-day courses,
and one 70-day course during the whole time! Just three short courses in S years to
keep the face perfect! YOU can afford that many days to conquer Father Time!

M. ELLA HARRIS
Also manufactures a home treatment combination consisting of "Marvel Skin Tightener," "Special Double Astringent" and
"Bleach Cream" which separately sells for 37.00 but which will be mailed upon receipt of $5.00. with full directions complete.

"They Whiten and Tighten the Skin'*
Send 35.00 for this home treatment

M. ELLA HARRIS
1531 NORTH BRONSON AVE.

HOLLYWOOD, CAL. PHONE HOLLY 2170

M. ELLA HARRIS,
1531 N. Bronson Ave., Dept. S,
Hollywood, California.
Enclosed please find $5.00 for which please send

me your special home treatment.

Name

Address

City State
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I Pleasure
CONN instruments place a world of

pleasure, unnumbered opportunities

for profit, at your command. For two-

score years they have been recognized

supreme by the world's greatest artists

in concert bands, symphony, opera and

popular orchestras.

Exclusive features make Conns easier

to play. The most celebrated artists, in'

eluding the great Sousa, use and endorse

them because Conns are more perfect in

tune and tone, have more reliable action, are

easier to blow, more perfectly balanced,

artistically designed and finished.

More Conn saxophones are sold than

any other make in the world. Simplified

key system, patented tuning device, per'

feet scale, and many other exclusive im'

provements make them the choice of the

Paul Biese of Chicago, great "jazs
v kings. You

want the best; be sure

you get a Conn.

FREETRIAL,EASY
PAYMENTS. Send
now for information on

how to get any Conn
instrument for trial in

your home. Conn is the

only manufacturer of

the complete instru'

mentation of a band.

Highest Honors at World Ex-
positions. All Exclusive Conn
Features at No Greater Cost.

Dealers and agents throughout
the country. Factory branches
in many large cities.

C. G. CONN, Ltd*
484 Conn Bldg.

Elkhart, Ind.

(top) and Max Fisher

of Los Angeles, (hot'

torn) are among the

popular orchestra
directors who endorse.

Conn instruments.

La Marr
the new screen

new slant on the art

How to Win a Man's
Love

(Continued from page 39

)

But it has remained for Barbara

one of the most potent of

vampires, to give

a new slant on the art of fasci-

nating.

She uses her ears to charm
men

!

The really successful charmer is

the one who listens, completely

absorbed in what her male adorer

has to say, says Barbara, She makes
jo attempt to hypnotize with studied

wiles. She appears so transparent

that the man feels perfectly safe. He
revels in his natural vanity, believ-

ing himself the one and only male

who understands her. Her best

line is "How strong you are" and

"I think you big men are won-

derful !"

"Woman must be content to charm
one man only, says Barbara, At a

time. Every man wants to marry

a charming woman, but he wants

her charm for himself alone.

Other men may look at his fascinat-

ing wife, may even envy him his

possession, but they must not

touch

!

Clothes are an invaluable aid in

being fascinating, the beautiful Bar-

bara maintains, but they must

always be in harmony with the

wearer's personality. A slinky black

dress with dangling jet earrings does

not make a vampire, but it often

makes her ridiculous!

From Sunny California
Nature's own food. A delicious can of

unfired foods containing nuts, sunkissed
raisins, California honey, and olives.

Sent Postpaid for $1.00.

MORE LIFE FOOD MFG. COMPANY,
823-24 Loew's State Building,

Los Angeles, Calif.

belonging to them. Stripped of his

artificial aids, he realized they had
not supplied the charm that he had
hoped."

When Barbara La Marr wishes to

feel dignified, she wears white.

Black drapes here go in subtlety, she

says, while red makes her vivacious,

full of fun. When she combines

these colors, which she claims are

her psychic colors, she is at her

scintillating best.

G

WORLD S
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
OF HIGH GRADE BAND AND
ORCHESTRA INSTRUMENTS

CULTIVATE YOUK MUSICAL BUMP

104 $10 for the Best Answer to "Which Advertisement in

VV hen a woman dons clothes

that were never intended for her

type, she reminds one of the vain

young crow who lived in a wood

inhabited by many other birds of

gay plumage", relates Miss La Marr.

"He believed his somber black coat

prevented him from charming the

lady birds he admired. So, at moult-

ing time when the other birds were

dropping old feathers for new, the

silly young crow went through the

wood, picking up the gayest feathers

and sticking them on his own coat.

Soon be rivalled the peacock in

splendor! He became obnoxious in

his boastfulness, until the other

birds grew tired of humoring the

young coxcomb in his self-decep-

tion, and one by one they walked

up and picked off the feathers

This Issue of Screenland Appeals to You

hroughout the ages, perfume

has been supposed to inspire love.

The ancient's scented their couches

with rare perfumed oils, with musk
and amber. Barbara has not the per-

fect confidence in its potency

that many of our famous charmers

have.

Perfume offends the fastidious

man as often as it excites him. If

used at all, it should be faint,

elusive, tantalizing. A drop behind

the ears, on the finger tips, on the

lips—never on the hair. Perfume

tends to make hair gray.

As for cigarettes.

You can always tell the vampire

on the screen by her cigarette. You
remember the exquisite grace with

which Nita Naldi as the ever-to-be-

remembered Dona Sol handled her

cigarettes in Blood and Sandt How
beautiful her hands were! No
wonder Gallardo was fasci-

nated !

igarettes have there proper

place in the lives of many charming

women, Nita Naldi holds. But only

for a certain type of woman. The

ingenue, the unsophisticated girl

should never smoke with a man. It

offends his sense of propriety.

But the stately woman of the

world, the grande dame, may with

safety light a cigarette after dinner

or tea, when the male companion

is at peace with the world. And

when he stoops over you to light

your cigarette and your eyes meet,

the faint scent of jasmine drifts up

into his nostrils—ah, there are possi-

bilities there, mes amis!

Most-and Why"—See Page 89.



Rate
10 cents

a word
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Last Forms
June Issue

close

March 31

AGENTS WANTED

BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES. EVERY
owner buys gold initials for his auto. You

charge $1.50; make $1.35. Ten orders daily

easy. Write for particulars and free samples.

American Monogram Co., Dept. 172, East
Orange, N. J.

LARGE SHIRT MANUFACTURER WANTS
Agents to sell complete line of shirts direct

to wearer. Exclusive patterns. Big values.

Free samples. Madison Mills, 503 Broadway,
New York.

SALESMEN GET OUR PLAN FOR MONO-
graraming Autos, traveling bags, sporting

goods, etc., by a simple and neat transfer

method. Very large profits. Motorists' Ac-
cessories Co., Mansfield, Ohio.

ASTROLOGY

ASTROLOGIST. YOUR LIFE'S STORY TOLD
by the stars. Send birthdate 20c to Mme. E.

S. Davis, Box 45, San Antonio, Texas.

FREE—ELINOR GLYN'S GREAT NOVEL
"Beyond the Rocks" with each $2.50 twelve

month subscription to Screenland. Send check
today to Dept. R, Screenland, Hollywood, Calif.

CRYSTAL GAZING

CRYSTAL GAZING BOOK, 75c. ALSO CRYS-
tals. Crystal Gazing Company, 220 Station

"B", Kansas City, Missouri.

HELP WANTED

BE A DETECTIVE. EXCELLENT OPPOR-
tunity, good pay, travel. Write C. T. Ludwig,

650 Westover Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

FILM STARS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY TO
supply insistent demand. We get your

photograph and abilities before directors who
are in urgent need of new screen faces. Play-
ers' Picture Pictorial, 2304 Adams Ave., San
Diego, Calif.

HOW TO ENTERTAIN

PLAYS, MUSICAL COMEDIES AND REVUES,
minstrel music, blackface skits, vaudeville

acts, monologs, dialogs, recitations, entertain-
ments, musical readings, stage handbooks,
make-up goods. Big catalog free. T. S. Deni-
son & Co., 623 S. Wabash, Dept. 82, Chicago.

MAIL ORDER METHODS

$50 WEEK EVENINGS, I MADE IT, MAIL
order business. Booklet for stamp tells how.

Sample and plan 25c. Free, 12 articles worth
$3. Alsern Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.

SEND $2.50 AND RECEIVE FREE, F. SCOTT
Fitzgerald's famous novel "The Beautiful

and Damned" — with 12 months' subscription.
Screenland, Dept. S, Hollywood.

PERSONAL

EXCHANGE JOLLY LETTERS WITH NEW
friends. Lots fun! Enclose stamp. Eva

Moore, Box 908, Jacksonville, Florida.

EXCHANGE LETTERS WITH NEW FRIENDS
everywhere. Pleasant pastime, either sex.

Particulars for stamp. Smith, Box 3125P,
Portland, Ore.

WILL YOU EXCHANGE LETTERS AND
make new friends? You'll have lots of fun!

Betty Lee, Inc., 4254 Broadway, New York City.
Stamp appreciated.

PHOTOPLAYS

FREE TO WRITERS—AWONDERFUL LITTLE
book of money-making hints, suggestions,

ideas; the A B C of successful Story and Photo-
play writing. Absolutely Free. Just address
Authors' Press, Dept. 156, Auburn, N. Y.

PHOTOPLAYS AND SHORT STORIES WANT-
ed. Free manuscript reading, listing, plot

coaching and market information. Let us tell

you about it. Author's Service Association,
Boston 34, Mass. Box 82.

PHOTOPLAYS, SCENARIOS IN DEMAND
for producers. Send manuscripts immediate-

ly. (Sold on commission.) Beginners write for
instructions. Hollywood Photoplay Bureau 58,
Hollywood, Cal.

PHOTOPLAYS WANTED FOR CALIFORNIA
Producers—Also want magazine stories, etc.,

for publication. To beginners, plot chart and
details free. Harvard Company. 312, San Fran-
cisco, California.

SONG WRITERS

SONG WRITERS— IF YOU HAVE SONG
poems or melodies write me immediately.

I have absolutely the best proposition to offer
you. Ray Hibbeler, D167, 4040 Dickens Ave.,
Chicago.

LEE ICE WANTS TO HEAR FROM EVERY
song writer in America. Something new.

Address Lee Ice, Personal, Sisters ville, W. Va.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. WE
compose music. Our Chief of Staff wrote

many big Song-Hits. Submit your song-poem
to us at once. New York Melody Corp., 438
Fitzgerald Bldg., New York.

WRITE A SONG: ANY SUBJECT. YOU CAN
do it. Send words today—I will compose the

music. Frank Radner, 6048 Prairie Ave., Dept.
648, Chicago.

I REVISE LYRICS, COMPOSE MUSIC, AND
sell complete Songs Exclusively, very rea-

sonable prices. Thomas Oake's, Song Critic

—

Music Composer—Photoplaywright, Belle Val-
ley, Ohio.

STAMPING NAMES

MAKE $19 per 100, stamping names on key
checks. Send 25c for sample and. instruc-

tions. X Keytag Co., Cohoes, N. Y.

WRITERS

WILL YOU EXCHANGE LETTERS AND
make new friends? You'll have lots of fun!

Betty Lee, Inc., 4254 Broadway, New York City.
Stamp appreciated.

BIG MONEY IN WRITING PHOTOPLAYS,
stories, poems, songs. Send today for FREE

copy America's leading writer's magazine, full
of helpful advice on writing and selling.
Writer's Digest, 638 Butler Building, Cincinnati.

MISCELLANEOUS

COLLECTION, SALES, OR SOCIAL LETTERS
typed or composed; manuscripts copied or

corrected. Write Mabel E. W. Patterson,
Manderson, Wyoming.

WOMEN—ARE YOU INTERESTED IN YOUR
health? Circular free. National Specialties,

32 S. Union Sq., N. Y. C.

MEN, LEARN THE NEW METHOD OF
shaving, saves time, no brush or soap. Re-

sults guaranteed. 50 cents. J. Gaub, Pitts-
burg, Aspinwall, Pa.

AUTHORS' MMS., SCENARIOS, ETC. TYPED
at 60c M words; Expert work; Author's

Mms. Service, 423 Grosse Bldg., Los Angeles.

The Simple Secret oi

Caruso's
Power

WHAT are the physiological reasons for a
beautiful, powerful voice ? In the past, this
subject has been a mystery even to voice in-

structors. Now a great scientist has cleared up this
subject. Few understand the principles involved in
the Feuchtinger method — but everyone marvels
at the striking results attained. A close study of
the vocal mechanism of the late Enrico Caruso,
preserved by scientists of his native Italy, has
fully corroborated the theory and practice of the
famous Eugene Feuchtinger, A. M.

For three generations, the family of Feuchtinger
has been famous in the music capitals of Europe.
Grand Opera stars have been trained by their
method. Voices app arent 1 y lost, have been re-
covered. Until a few years ago, America knew
nothing of this method.

American singers who desired not merely vocal
training, but voice development, sought their goal
in Europe.

Now Professor Feuchtinger's training is open to
you. Professor Feuchtinger himself is here In
Chicago. He is devoting his time to thousands of
American pupils. Hundreds are being benefited
where only one could have his attention before.
The marvelous Feuchtinger method is perfectly
adapted to instruction by mail. You can practice
these wonderful, silent exercises in the privacy
of your own home. The Professor, himself, follows
your progress. He encourages you—answers your
questions, and explains everything with perfect
clearness.

Prof. Feuchtinger Guarantees
to Improve Your Voice 100%
You alone are to be the judge After faithfully fol-

lowing this course of training, if you are not fully
satisfied, your money will be refunded. You take
no risk.

If you are ambitious to sing or to speak — if you
stammer or stutter, Professor Feuchtinger will
help you. Everything about this wonderful method
is explained In the Professor's free book, "Enter
Your World." Send for it to-day. He wants you
to have it.

Perfect Voice Institute
1922 Sunnyside Ave., Studio 11-14, Chicago

GfisBDaaaiB

ThisBook
If You eMail this Coupon!

Perfect Voice Institute
1922 Sunnyside Avenue
Studio 11-14, Chicago

Please send me your book, "Enter Your World'"
without charge or obligation. 1 have put X after the
subject that interests me mosr.
O Singing Speaking Stammering Weak Voice

Name.

Address.

-Age..
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WhatWouldYou GiveTo Become

A Really Good Dancer?

How much would it be worth to you to make yourself

so popular through your ability to dance all of the

very latest steps, that everyone would be anxious to

have you attend their social affairs?

Arthur Murray

Dancing Instruc-
tor to the Van-

derbilts

GOOD dancers always have the best

time. The best dancers and the

prettiest girls always want a good

partner. From the business as well as the

social standpoint, it is really time and

money profitably spent to add dancing to

your other accomplishments.
Especially so, since it now
costs so little—and a fine

dancing ability can be mas-
tered in only a few hours.

Arthur Murray has per-

fected a method by which

you can learn in the privacy

of your own home, to dance

any of the latest dances in a

few minutes — and all of

them in a short time. In-

structions are so simple that even a child

can quickly learn. In one evening you

can master the steps of any single dance.

, Partner or music are not necessary. After

learning you can dance with the best

dancer in your town and not make a sin-

gle misstep.

Learn Without Partner
or Music

Arthur Murray's remarkable method is

so clearly explained and lucidly written

that you don't need anyone to explain the

instructions. The diagrams show every

movement—just how to make each step of

every dance, and the written instructions

are concise and easily remembered. After

you have quickly learned the steps by

yourself in your own room, you can dance

perfectly with anyone. It will also be

Here's What a
Few Say

Let me say that your chart system ex-

plains many things to me which other

teachers could not make clear.

WM. S. MEYERFELD.
Ann Arbor, Mich.

I practiced yesterday and learned the

Fox Trot through the night. Tonight I

danced a number of times with a good
dancer to the music of a phonograph and
had no trouble in leading or balance.

J. M. MEALY,
Flatwood, W. Va.

I am getting along very nicely with

the instructions. I have so many pupils

I have to have a larger place.
ALBERT J. DELANEY,

Bay City, Mich.

Before I got your lessons I couldn't

dance a step, but now I go to dances and

have a good time, like the rest of them.

I'll always be thankful that I have taken
your course.

BEGGI THORGERISON,
Ethridge, Mont.

Many other
been received
special leaflet

enthusiastic letters have
If interested send for

reprinting them.

quite easy for you to dance in correct time

on any floor to any orchestra or phono-

graph music.

Arthur Murray is recognized as Amer-
ica's foremost authority on social dancing.

Such people as the Vanderbilts, Ex-Gov-

ernor Locke Craig of North Carolina and

scores of other socially prominent people

chose Mr. Murray as their dancing in-

structor. Danc-
ing teachers the

world over take

lessons from him
—and it is a fact

that more than

90,000 people
have learned to

become popular
dancers through
his Learn-at-
home methods.

Do You Know
The Correct Dancing Posi-

tion

How to Gain Confidence

How' to Follow Successfully

How to Avoid Embarrassing
Mistakes

The Art of Making Your
Feet Look Attractive

Walk in the

Principles in

The Correct
Fox Trot

The Basic
Waltzing

How to Waltz Backward

The Secret of Leading

The Chasse in the Fox
Trot

The Forward Waltz Step

How to Leave One Partner
to Dance With Another

How to Learn and Also
Teach
Dance

Your Child to

What the Advanced Dancer
Should Know

How to Develop Your Sense
of Rhythm

Etiquette of the Ballroom

Free Proof
You Can
Learn the
Latest

Steps in an
Evening

Private in-

struction in Mr.
Murray's studio

would cost you
$10 per lesson.

But through his new method of teaching

dancing at home, you get the same high

class instruction at a ridiculously low

price. And if you aren't delighted, the

instruction doesn't cost you one cent.

To prove that he can teach you, Mr.

Murray will send you his full sixteen-les-

son course for five days' free trial. Through
these sixteen lessons you will learn, The
Correct Dancing Position—How to Gain

Confidence—How to Follow Successfully

—The Art of Making your Feet Look At-

tractive—The Correct Walk in the Fox
Trot—The Basic Principles in Waltzing—
How to Waltz Backward—The Secret of

Leading—The Chasse in the Fox Trot—
The Forward Waltz Step—How to Leave

One Partner to Dance with Another—
How to Learn and Also Teach Your Child

to Dance—What the Advanced Dancer
Should Know — How to Develop Your
Sense of Rhythm—Etiquette of the Ball-

room.

Special Proof Offer

Satisfy yourself that the new course

can quickly teach you all of the new
dances and latest steps. See for yourself

how easily you can master all of the new-

est dances and be able to enjoy yourself

at the very next affair to which you are

invited. Just fill in and mail the coupon

—

or a postcard or letter will do—enclosing
$1.00 in full payment and the special

course will be promptly sent to you.

Keep the course for five full days. Prac-

tice all the steps—learn everything the

lessons teach, because that is the only

way you can prove to your full satisfac-

tion that Arthur Murray's method is the

quickest, easiest, and most delightful way
to learn how to dance correctly and ex-

pertly. Then, within five days, if you

desire to do so, you may return the course

and your deposit will be promptly re-

funded without any question. But should

you decide to keep the course, as you

surely will, it becomes your property with-

out further payments of any kind.

Your Satisfaction
Guaranteed

Several times Arthur Murray has been

asked how one can learn by mail to

dance? The answer and the proof that

you can learn is found in these special

lessons. After reading them over and

practicing the steps as shown in the dia-

grams, no one can help but feel fully

convinced that Arthur Murray's coursi

does teach everything promised. And s

positive is Mr. Murray that he can teac

you that he absolutely guarantees you

complete satisfaction or your money wil

be fully refunded.

You have .always wanted to learn t

dance—you have always promised your

self that some day you would learn. Here

is your best opportunity. And remember,

you now receive the 16 lessons for only

$1.00.

ARTHUR MURRAY
Studio 677, 801 Madison Ave. New York

•t

1

i

Arthur Murray, Studio 677,
801 Madison Avenue, New York.

To prove that you can teach me to danc

in one evening at home you may send ttv

sixteen-lesson course in plain cover. 1 am
enclosing $1.00 in full payment, but it I

understood that this is not to be considers

a purchase unless the course in every wa:

comes up to my expectations. If, within nv

days I decide to return the course I may d<

so and you will refund my money prompts

and without question.

Name

Address

City

106 $10 for the Best Answer to "Which Advertisement in This Issue of Screenland Appeals

State

(Price outside U. S. $1.10.)

to You Most—and Why"—See Page 89.



This superb 110-piece
Set, with initial in 2
places on every piece;
decorated in blue and
gold with gold covered
handles, consists of:
12 Dinner Plates, 9 inches
32 Breakfast Plates. 7 in.
12 Sonp Plates, V4 inches
12 Cups

12 Saucers
12 Cereal

Dishes,
6 inches

12 Fruit
Dishes,
5}£ inches

12 Individual Bread —
and Butter Plates, 6% in.

1 Platter, 13H inches
1 Platter, 11& inches

1 Celery Dish, %% inches
1 Sauce Boat Tray, 7% inches
1 Butter Plate, 6 inches
1 Vegetable Dish, 10K inches.
with lid (2 pieces)

1 Deep Bowl, 8% inches
1 Oval Baker, 9 inches
1 Small Deep Bowl, 5 inches
1 Gravy Boat, 1i{ inches
1 Creamer
1 Sugar Bowl with cover (2 rjieees)

Brings 1 1 0-Pc. Martha Washington Bine and Gold Decorated Dinner Set
Send only $1 00 and Hartman will ship the complete set. Use it for 30 days on

" ~~
Free Tnal. Then if not satisfied send it back and Hartman will return your $1 00

VPAPp\na?»SAP^tatl
?^i

harges both w
,
ays

"
If y°u keeP % TAKE NEARLY AliiiAic iu fAi—a little every month.

Your Initial in Gold, Surrounded by Wreath of
Gold, in 2 Places on Every Piece (Gold cowed Handles

- Beautiful Colonial Martha Washington shape

FREE

— it usuiu^iuu tnape.
All handles are of solid design and are covered
with gold. Every piece decorated with a rich

„, . 7 . . . 8!old band edge, a mazarine blue follow band and
2 pure gold initials in Old English design with gold wreaths. Beauti-
ful white lustrous body. Guaranteed firBt quality; no "seconds."

Mercerized Tablecloth, Six
Fine Napkins to Match and 6
Coin Silver Knives and Forks

We want to prove to 50.000 more customers that Hartman gives the
best merchandise, biggest values and most liberal terms ever known.
And to get these 50,000 new customers at once we send FREE a 50-in
mercerized damask tablecloth, 6 napkins. 17 inches square, to match.'
6 extra silver plated knives and 6 extra silver plated forks fleur-
de-lis pattern. Only 50,000 will be given FREE with the Dinnerbets—so act quick. Send the coupon—now!
Order No. 320EMA18. Bargain Price, $32.85

Pay $1 Now. Balance $3.50 Monthly.
The Mercerized Tablecloth, 6 Fine Napkins to Matchand 6 Coin Silver Knives and Forks FREE.

FREE 8

FREE GIFTS
368 pages of the most astounding bargains in furniture
rags:, carpets, sewing machines, silverware-everythin
forthe homejalsofarm
machinery, etc.— all
sold on oureasymonth-
ly payment terms and
30 days' free trial. Also
explains Hartman's
gift plan by which you
receive many splendid
articles such as lem-
onade sets, glassware,
dishes, silverware,
tablecloths, napkinB,
etc., absolutely FREE
with your purchases.
Send a postal for this
big free bargain cata-
log today.

"Let Hartman
FeatherYOURNest"

!-— —-— —— m^SHS^^^g*. ratl^^S,

. Hartman Furniture & Carpet Co.
I Dept. 5370 Chicago. Illinois

I a=?w0se£»IS5 Payment, Send 110-piece Dinner
I ? ki

N?- 320EMA18 as described, and with it the
tablecloth and 6 napkins; also 6 coin silver knives

I ??<lMorks absolutely FREE. It is understood
I *Vl I,2"" satisfied, I will send you S3.50 monthly

until full price of Dinner Set, 532.85. is paid Title
remains with you until paid in full. If not satisfied,
after 30 days' tnal, I will ship all goods back and

i,

r
?£
und my 51 and Pa? transportation

charges both ways.

Name „ Occupation.

I

I

|
R. F. D., Box No.

Print Initial

You Want
Here

HARTMAN „
Furnitu

c

re & Car
i»
et Co

- •Hill flflll NLmflESMU Chicago, HI. | SeDd Bhipment to

or Street and No..

Post Office state
If your shipping poiDt is ditfereot from your post office, fill in Hoe below."



Remember thatBoncilla

Is the Clasmic Pack
This is important. The action of a Boncilla Clasmic

Pack goes on deep below skin. You spread this gray,

silky-smooth clasmic pack on the face and at once its

work commences. A "lifting" sensation tells you of

pores being cleansed, of nerve centers stimulated, of

sagging muscle-tissues nurtured and rebuilt. When

entirely dry, the clasmic pack is quickly removed with

luke-warm water, and lo ! from your mirror's image

years have been erased

!

WE asked 839 individuals, men and women to

tells us in their own words what the Boncilla

Clasmic Pack had done to improve their com-

plexions.

What They Told Us

447 said it removed pimples and blackheads.
_

105 said it removed wrinkles and. gave -facial

muscles a youthful firmness.! ;
m

"

47 said it removed the oil from their skin:

1 19 said it closed the pores.

45 said it gave them a vigorous feeling.

8 said it took away sallowness.

17 said it removed tan, sunburn and bleached

their freckles.

Can Testimony Like This

Be Ignored?

We can add little to statements like these.

These 839 men and women have told Boncilla s

story completely. We have nothing to add but

one question :

—

In the light of this testimony, can you

in fairness to yourself, refuse to try

a Boncilla Clasmic Pack?

This trial will cost you just 50c and this

coupon. You will receive four complete Boncilla

Clasmic Packs, as well as Boncilla Cold Cream,

Vanishing Cream and Face Powder. It is the

greatest "buy" obtainable. For your own sake

we urge you to make the same test these 839 men

and women made.

The Boncilla Laboratories
Boncilla Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.

k TheWrittenTestimony
of 839 Men andWomen
ShowsWhyYou Should

Mail This Coupon

A Simple Test at Home

A few days after sending this coupon, you will

come home and find the Pack O'Beauty has arrived.

Perhaps you will be tired from the day s activity.

Then you will realize to the fullest the refreshing

revitalizing effect the Boncilla Clasmic Pack will

have. One simple test in the privacy of your

. home and you will realize, too, that here is the road

to the skin of girlhood.

Mail This Coupon for the Pack O'Beauty

The Boncilla Pack O'Beauty is a truly remark-

able value. It contains four complete: clasmic packs,

Boncilla Cold Cream, Boncilla Vanishing Cream

and Boncilla Face Powder. This^oupon and ,0c

Mail the coupon

now. It affords

you a quick, easy

and inexpensive

way to make this

worth-while test.

BONCILLA LABORATORIES,
Boncilla Building, Indianapolis, Indiana.

I enclose 50c. Please send Pack O'Beauty to

THE OUNEO-HENNEBEBBY CO., CHICAGO
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Just a few droits

combed into the
hair and almost
immediately you
can see "listless
locks" begin to
take on new life,

new lustre, new
silky sheen —
stray ends and
straggly strands
melding into
gloribus waves
and curls.

And in 20 minutes
your mirror shows you a
new head of hair—mar-
celled and curled as you
like it best; with a natural
wave that no artificial
beauty - parlor process
could possibly duplicate.

Jpanish /iquid

""Makes any hair naturally curly
in 2o minutes

The Spanish Beggar's
Priceless Gift

by Winnifred Ralston

FROM the day we started to school, Charity
Winthrop and I were called the touseled-

hair twins.

_
Our mothers despaired of us. Our hair

simply wouldn't behave.
As we grew older the hated name still clung

to us. It followed us through the grades and
into boarding school. Then Charity's family
moved to Spain and I didn't see her again
until last New Year's eve.

A party of us had gone to the Drake Hotel
for dinner that night. As usual I was terribly

embarrassed and ashamed of my hair.

Horribly self-conscious I was sitting at the
table, scarcely touching my food, wishing I

were home. It seemed that everyone had won-
derful, lustrous, curly hair but me and I felt

they were all laughing or worse, pitying me
behind my back.
My eyes strayed to the dance floor and there

I saw a beautiful girl dancing with Tom
Harvey. Her eye caught mine and to my sur-
prise she smiled and started toward me.
About this girl's face was a halo of golden

curls. I think she had the most beautiful hair
I ever saw. My face must have turned scarlet
as I compared it mentally with my own strag-
gly, ugly mop..
Of course you have guessed her identity

—

Charity Winthrop who once had dull straight
hair like mine.

It had been five long years since I had seen
her. But I simply couldn't wait.
I blurted out—"Charity Winthrop—tell me—what miracle has hap-
pened to your hair?"

She smiled and said mysteri-
ously, "Come to my room and I

will tell you the whole story."

Qharity tells of the

beggar'$ gift

"Our house in Madrid faced a
little, old plaza where I often
strolled after my siesta, A MatehUu Maralli

Miguel, the beggar, always occupied the end bench of
the south end of the plaza. I always dropped a few
centavos in his hat when I passed and he soon grew to
know me.
"The day before I left Madrid I stopped to bid him

goodby and pressed a gold coin in his palm."
"Hija mia," he said, "You have been very kind to an

old man. Digamelo (tell me) senorita, what it is your heart
most desires."

"I laughed at the idea, then said jokingly, 'Miguel, my
hair is straight and dull. I would have it lustrous and
curly'."

"Oigame, senorita," he said—"Many years ago—

a

Castilian prince was wedded to a Moorish beauty. Her
hair was black as a raven's wing and straight as an arrow.
Like you, this lady wanted los pelos rizos (curly hair).
Her husband offered thousands of pesos to the man who
would fulfill her wish. The prize fell to Pedro, the droguero.
Out of roots and herbs he brewed a potion that converted
ttaprincess' straight, unruly hair into a glorious mass
of ringlet curls.

"Pedro, son of the son of Pedro, has that secret today.
Years ago I did him a great service. Here you will find
him, go to him and tell your wish."

"I called a coche and gave the driver the address Miguel
had given me.
"At the door of the apothecary shop, a funny old hawk-

nosed Spaniard met me. I stammered out my explana-
tion. When I finished, be bowed and vanished into his
store. Presently he returned and handed me a' bottle.

"Terribly excited— I could hardly wait until I reached
home. When I was in my room alone, I took down my
hair and applied the liquid as directed. In twenty minutes,
not one second more, the transformation, which you have'
noted, had taken place.

"Come, Winnifred—apply it to your own hair and see
what it can do for you."

_
Twenty minutes later as I looked into Charity's

mirror I could hardly believe my eyes. The impossible
had happened. My dull, straight hair had wound itself
into curling tendrils. My head was a mass of ringlets and
waves. It shone with a lustre it never had before.
You can imagine the amazement of the others in the

party when I returned to the ballroom. Everybody
noticed the change. Never did I have such a glorious
night. I was popular. Men clustered about me. I had
never been so happy.

_
The next morning when I awoke, I hardly dared look

in my mirror fearing it had all been a dream. But it
was true— gloriously true. My hair was curly and

beautiful.

I asked Charity'sipermission to
take a sample of the Spanish liquid
to my cousin at the Century Lab-
oratories. For days he worked,
analyzing the liquid.

_
Finally, he

solved the problem, isolated the
two Spanish herbs, the important
ingredients.

They experimented on fifty

women and the results were sim-
ply astounding. Now the Century
Chemists are prepared to supply
the wonderful Spanish Curling

Lo-vtly Curli Liquid to women everywhere.

Takeadvantage oftheirgenerous trialoffer—
I told my cousin I did not want one penny for

the information I had given him. I did make one
stipulation, however. I insisted that he introduce the
discovery by selling it for a limited time at actual
laboratory cost plus postage so that as many women as
possible could take advantage of it. This he agreed to do.

No need to undergo the torture and expense of the
so-called permanent wave, which might even destroy
your hair. You can have natural curly hair in twenty
minutes. One application will keep your hair beautiful
for a week or more.

Don't delay another day. For the Century Chemists
guarantee satisfaction or refund your money.

Free Distribution
of $3.50 Bottles
(only one to a family)

.
_
We are offering for a limited /i

time only, no-profit distribu- /f/|
tion of the regular S3.50 sizej^fj
of our Spanish Curling Liquid. JSt,

The actual cost of preparing ^[

and compounding this Span- '

ish Curling Fluid, including
bottling, packing and shipping
is SI. 87. We have decided to
ship the first bottle to each
new user at actual cost price.

You do not have to send one Wavy Bob
penny in advance. Merely fill

out the coupon below—then pay the postman
?1.87plus the few cents postage, when hedelivers
the liquid. If you are not satisfied in every way,
even this low_ laboratory fee will be refunded
promptly. This opportunity may never appear
again. Miss Ralston urges that you take advan-
tage of it at once.

CENTURY CHEMISTS
(Originators of the famous 40 Minute Beauty Clay)

Century Bldg.
,
Chicago

CENTURY CHEMISTS Dept.' 67
Century Bldg., Chicago

Please send me, in plain wrapper, by insured
parcel post, a full size {53.50 bottle of Liquid Mar-
celle (Spanish Curling Liquid). I will pay post-
man 21.87, plus few cents postage, on delivery,
with the understanding that if, after a five-day
trial, I am not elated with the results from this
magic curling fluid, I may return the unused con-
tents in the bottle, and you will immediately
return my money in full.

Name
Street

Town Slate
If apt to be out when postman calls, you may enclose $2with coupon, and Liquid Marcelle will be sent you postpaid



J\ James\Cruze

Production
by Frank Condon

Jldapled by Tom Ge. agkty

Presented by Jesse L La$ly i

An entirely new kind of

comedy-drama about a girl

who tried to get into

the movies!

—a real presentation on the screen of the life of

Hollywood as it is lived today, with the absorb-

ing story of the girl who went there seeking fame

and fortune!

Angela, the heroine, is the counterpart of a

million American girls, and she leads a life that

a million girls will envy, and that will make every

patron laugh and thrill.

This is not an expose of Hollywood, but the

genuine picture-story of screen-ambition's ap-

pointments and disappointments—all in an atmos-

phere of melodrama, love, mystery and humor.

Does Angela reach stardom or not?

That is the thrill of it, the excitement of find-

ing out what makes screen success.

Don't miss it!

—and the cast

!

Just about every-

one big you can
think of!

Included are:

Cecil B. DeMille
Thomas Meighan
Agnes Ayres
Jack Holt
Betty Compson
Leatrice Joy
Walter Hiers

Lila Lee
James Cruze
Lois Wilson
Alfred E. Green

" Jacqueline Logan
George Fawcett
Nita Naldi

J. Warren Kerrigan

Mary Astor

Hope Hampton
Will Rogers
Ben Turpin
Laurence Wheat
Elliott Dexter
Charles Ogle

Ford Sterling

The Sennett
bathing girls

(Famous FWe ks Laskj Cor

s

Ate a (Paramount (Picture
If it's a Paramount Picture it's the best show in town

4
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ll radiant bride at twenty

at twenty-five

Is the Husband or Wife to Blame?

Is the husband or wife to blame for the

tragedy of too many children?

Margaret Sanger, the great birth con-

trol advocate, comes with a message vital

to every married man and woman.

HOUSANDSupon thou-

sands of women to-day

marry with the bloom

of youth upon their

cheeks. A few years of

married life rub the

bloom off. Children

come, too many. And

through every court to establish as

woman's inalienable right to know.

"In Woman and the New Race"

she shows how woman can and will

rise above the forces that, in too

many cases, have ruined her beauty

through the ages—that still drag

her down to-day—that wreck her

mental and physical strength—that

disqualify her for society, for self-
instead of the energetic, healthy girl

we have a tired and bedraggled young- ulS4u.luJ — — ,7' ,

old woman Why do women allow improvement—that finally shut her

^i. _ u„i„ +u;„<r to wnrV out from the thing she cherishes

most: her husband's love.

In blazing this revolutionary trail

to the new freedom of women, this

daring and heroic author points out

that women who cannot afford to

have more than one or two children,

should not do so. It is a crime to

herself, a crime to her children, a

crime to society. And .now for

the first time Mrs. Sanger shows

the way out. And she

brings to the women of

the world the greatest

message it has been their

good fortune to receive.

"Woman and the New
Race" is a book that will

be read wherever woman-
kind struggles with the

ever-present danger of too

many children. It is a

startling, mighty revela-

tion of a new truth, a

work that will open the

eyes of tired, worn woman-

kind. It can with truth

and honesty be called

woman's salvation.

« ' ' "/ — — ,

marriage, the holy thing, to work

this wicked transformation ?

MARGARET SANGER, the ac-

knowledged world leader of the Birth

Control movement and President of

the American Birth Control League,

has the answer for this most momen-

tous problem of womankind. Every

married woman knows only too_ well

the tragedies resulting from igno-

rance of birth control.

Why should a woman
sacrifice her love-life

—

a possession she other-

wise uses every resource

to keep? Why does she

give birth to a rapid suc-

cession of children, if she

has neither the means to

provide for them nor the

physical strength prop-

erly to care for them ?

In her daring and start-

ling book Margaret San-

ger gives to the women
of the world the knowl-

edge she dared to print

—

the knowledge for which

she faced jail and fought

Partial List

of Contents
Woman's Error and Her

Debt.

Two Classes of Women.
Cries of Despair.

*When Should a Woman
Avoid Having Children?

Birth Control—A Par-

ent's Problem or

Woman's.
*Continence—Is It Prac-

ticable or Desirable?

*Are Preventive Means
Certain?

*Contraceptives or Abor-

tion?

Women and the New
Morality.

Legislating Woman s

Morals. „ ,

Why Not Birth Control

Clinics in America/
Progress We Have Made
•Any one of these chanters

alone is worth many times

the nrlce of the book

Every woman in the country

should have a copy of this remark-

able and courageous work. For this

reason we have arranged a special

edition of "Woman and the New
Race" at only 32.00 a copy.

Send No Money

The book is bound in handsome,

durable gray cloth, has artistic

black lettering and is printed from

large type on good paper. It con-

tains 234 pages of priceless in-

formation. To have it come to you,

merely fill in and mail the coupon

below. It is sent to you in a plain

wrapper. When "Woman and the

New Race" is delivered to you by

the postman, pay him $2.00 plus

postage—but send no money with

the coupon. There will be an un

precedented demand for this edition,

which will soon be exhausted, so

you are urged to mail the coupon

now—at once.

TRUTH PUBLISHING CO.
Dept. T-636 1658 Broadway, New York City

Truth Publishing Co.

Dept. T-636, 1658 Broadway, New York City

Centlemen- Please send me. in plain wrapper Margaret

livers the book to me, $2.00 plus postage.

Name '
''

Address •• • • •

City
StatC

Canadian and foreign orders must be accompanied by

money order.
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OF COURSE YOU WANT TO
BE BEAUTIFUL

Irene Hobson,
young at 53, and
made so by her
own treatment; a
treatment that
makes one young
not only in ap-
pearance but in

mind and body.

Call at her luxu-
rious institute
where Irene Hob-
son will be pleased
to give you proofs
of her work and
all necessary in-

formation per-
taining to this
wonder treat-
ment. This is the
only institute
whose treatment
embraces the
youth of the body
combined with the
perfect rejuvena-
tion of the face
and hands.

And it is pos-

sible for every-

one to regain

the bloom of

youth. Irene's

Beauty Insti-

tute in Holly-

wood is now
open to all who
would be beau-

tiful. Wrinkles

removed, sag-

ging cheeks cor-

rected, and the

skin of the en-

tire face tight-

ened leaving

the appearance

that of a girl.

OLLTWOOD

6671 Sunset Boulevard

Madam Irene Hobson
Phone Hollywood 2617

Hollywood, California.

By mail - - - something new

Irene's Beauty
Mask

A superior beauty paste. Apply
in the evening and while sleeping
this wondrous paste will work
leaving the face as smooth as that
of a child. A real smooth-out for
wrinkles and is to the skin what
the dew is to the rose, keeping
the face firm and beautiful.

Especially priced at $3.00 the jar,

postpaid

.

Phone, write or call for further informat ion.

Velvet Whitener
A transparent beautifier. Does not rub
off and will give a wonderful evening
effect, making the face as soft as petals

from a flower. 1 -
This whitener

may be or-

dered by mail

at the special

price of $1.25

postpaid.

Use the Coupon

MADAM IREXE HOBSOX,
6671 Sunset Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif.

Enclosed please find 34.25 for which send

me your special combination postpaid.

Street.

Citv.



GetTlidofliiattfouble Chin
Marvelous Reducine Restores Girlish

Neck Lines in Amazingly Short Time!

NOTHING does more to destroy

youthful looks than a "double

chin." However attractive the face

or figure a double chin often ages

a woman's appearance.

And now a double chin is no

longer necessary. The famous

Century Laboratories— world's

research headquarters for beauty

specialties—have discovered a de-

lightful reducing formula, scien-

tifically termed Reducine, which,

used as a neck massage twice daily,

will banish enlargement in the

neck lines.

A double chin is not always a sign of

overweight. Many women find that diet-

ing and exercise— while reducing over-

weight, have no effect on the double chin.

Only a local treatment will banish

superfluous neck flesh—without leaving

the neck skin loose and flabby. And at

last this treatment has been found.

oApplied With Patented

^during 'Brush

'Reducine (private laboratory formula)

is applied to the chin and neck with a

remarkable new invention— a rubber

reducing brush with soft vacuum cup

tentacles—which strengthen and vitalize

the sagging tissues. The treatment itself

is delightful.

cReducine fairly seems to dissolve the

fat— contracting the superfluous tissue

while leaving the skin taut, firm and

velvety.

Results come in an amazingly short

time—two or three treatments often show

astounding improvement. And a faithful

use ofthe cream and brush for a few weeks

will banish the double chin— restoring

the slender contour of maidenhood.

Restore Your beauty Lines

Any woman anywhere may try this new

cream and brush treatment without a

penny of risk. The coupon is all you

need send—we do not even ask for refer-

ences. And the results are guaranteed

—or there is not a penny of charge.

ABSOLUTELY
FREE

Remarkable No-Profit Offer

Wonderful new reducing brush

with every jar of REDUCINE
We are willing and eager to distribute the

first ten thousand jars of this wonderful

neck reducing cream without a penny of

profit. You'll tell your friends—and that

will bring us hosts of orders.

Reducine and the Reducing Brush

will retail in drug and department stores

at #3.50 for both. But on the first

10,000 orders we will in-

clude the beauty brush abso-

lutely free—and will forward

the cream at $1.87—actual

cost, without one penny of

profit.

If the first five days' treat-

ment does not prove to your

satisfaction that improvement

is certain— you may return

the cream and brush— and

we'll refund your money by

return mail.

SEND
No Money

SIMPLY
MAIL COUPON

Century Chemists
(Originators ofthe famous 40 Minute Beauty

Clay)

Dept. 61, Century Building, Chicago
Please send me, in plain wrapper by in-

sured parcel post, your complete "Double

Chin" Reducing Treatment (Brush

Cream), regular retail value, $3.5°

pay postman $1.87, plus few cents postage

on delivery, with understanding that if after

five-day trial I am not elated with results, I

may return brush and cream and you will

immediately return my money in full.

and
I will

Name .

Strtet .

Town-
If apt to be out when postman calls, you

may enclose $z with coupon and everything

will be sent to you postpaid.

STUDIOS and

ADDRESSES
Astra Studios Glendale, Calif.

Balboa Studio East Long Beach, Calif.

Belasco Studios, 833 Market St., San Francisco

Chester Bennet Prod
Brunton Studio, Hollywood

Blue Ribbon Comedies
1438 Gower St., Hollywood

Berwilla Studios
5821 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood

Century Film Corp
6100 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood •

C. L. Chester Productions
1438 Gower St., Hollywood

Christie Comedies
6101 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

Irving Cummings Prod 1729 Highland Ave.

Doubleday Productions
, Sunset and Bronson Ave., Hollywood

Ferdinand Earle Productions...
Hollywood Studios, Hollywood

Wm. Fox West Coast Studio
1417 N. Western Ave., Hollywood

Fine Arts Studios
4500 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

J. L. Frothingham Prod Brunton Studio

Garson Studios. .. .1845 Glendale Blvd., Glendale

Goldwyn Studio Culver City

Great Western Producing Co
6100 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

Thos. H. Ince Productions Culver City

Lasky Studios 1520 Vine St.

Louis B. Mayer Studios
3800 Mission Road, Los Angeles

Metro Studio
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave., Hollywood

Morosco Productions 3800 Mission Road

Bud Osborne Productions 6514 Romaine St.

Pacific Studios Corp San Mateo, Calif.

Pacific Film Co Culver City

Mary Pickford Co
Brunton Studios, Hollywood

R-D Film Corp Balboa Studios, Long Beach

Realart Studio, 201 N. Occidental, Los Angeles

Robertson-Cole Productions
Melrose and Gower, Hollywood

Will Rogers Productions
Hollywood Studios, 6642 S. M. Blvd.

Russel-Griever-Russell 6070 Sunset Blvd.

Hal E. Roach Studio Culver City

Morris R. Schlank Productions 6050 Sunset

Chas. R. Seeling Productions
1240 S. Olive, Los Angeles

Selig-Rork 3800 Mission Road, Los Angeles

United Studios. . .5300 Melrose Ave., Hollywood

Universal Studio Universal City, Calif.

King Vidor Prod Ince Studios, Culver City

Vitagraph Studio, 1708 Talmadge, Los Angeles

Cyrus J. Williams Co
5544 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood

Cyrus J. Williams Co
4811 Fountain Ave., Hollywood

Wilnat Films, Inc • ••

1329 Gordon St., Los Angeles

Ben Wilson Productions Berwilla Studios

EASTERN STUDIOS
Biograph Studios 807 E. 175th St., N. Y. C.

Blackton Studios Brooklyn, N. Y.

Estee Studios 124 W. 125th St., N. Y. C.

Fox Studios West 55th St., N. Y. C.

D. W. Griffith Studios Mamaroneck, N. Y.

International Film 2478 2d Ave., N. Y. C.

Harry Levy Prod 230 W. 38th St., N. Y. C.

Lincoln Studio.. Grantwood, N. J.

Mirror Studios. .. .Glendale, Long Island, N. Y.

Pathe 1900 Park Ave., N. Y. C.

Selznick Studios Fort Lee, N. J.

Talmadge Studios, 318 East 48th St., N. Y. C.

Vitagraph Studios.. E. 15th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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The Girl who Failed

"HL

The True Story of an
Extra Girl

.OLLYWOOD or bust!"
was the motto I cribbed from the
Pike's Peak climbers, and used all

through my four years at Central

High.
If I had known then what I know

now, I would have made it, "Holly-
wood and bust." I'm just back
from Hollywood. I learned aboxit

movies from 'er.

Had the Movie Craze

I'm a Minneapolis girl, born and
brought up here. I went through
the grade school and Central Higb,
enjoyed a feud with West High as

all good Centralians do, skated and
tobogganed at Powderhorn Park
and spent my summers at Lake
Minnetonka.

It was a good life. Father is

comfortably well off—he has a big
printing and stationery shop down
by the Court House—and I had a
generous allowance and the use of

the car whenever mother didn't

want it. I was happy, too, but I

had the movie craze.

I wanted to go to Hollywood.
Oh, how I did want to go ! It just

seemed as if life was going to be
dead sea fruit in my mouth if I

couldn't get into the movies. But
do you think I got any sympathy?
I should say not! Everybody
pooh-poohed me, even Jimmy.
Jimmy is a dear. He's a college

man, a senior at the University!
You can imagine how pleased I

was when he began to rush me

—

and how envious the other girls in

my class at Central were. Jimmy
is the best half-back Minnesota has
had since Bert Baston's time, and
he ' dances like a sweet evening
breeze

!

But when it came to sympathiz-
ing with my ambitions, he just
failed utterly! I remember how my
whole evening was spoiled at the
Class Day Ball. I had a flame-
colored chiffon frock—if you knew
what a time I had getting it, in-
stead of the girly-girly white or-

FOREWORD
The Incidents and Experiences
Quoted in this Story are Authen-
tic. SCREENLAND can Vouch

for their Accuracy.

gandie mother picked out !—and I

looked every day of twenty-one!
Jimmy ducked a Kappa party at

the "U" to take me, and I was per-

fectly happy, until I told him my
great ambition to be a film star,

sitting out a dance in the botany
green house that we use for a con-
servatory on party nights.

He laughed. After I had con-
fided to him my dearest ambition,
he laughed!

I was furious, naturally.

"You cute little mad thing, you,"
he gurgled, tucking me under his

big arm and tilting up my chin.

"What would you do in Hollywood?
You're going to take a year or two
at the "U" while I'm getting a start,

and then you're going to be the
blushing bride of a rising young
lawyer, n'est-ce pas?

I was so mad that even being-

called "little," which usually flat-

ters a woman dreadfully, didn't
soothe me. The nerve of the man

!

First to scoff at my aspirations, and
then to propose in that cocksure,
unromantic fashion, as if he was
telling me to put my rubbers on!
Not even Jimmy, who's a foot-ball

hero and a Phi Psi and everything,

can do that to me!
So I jerked away and flirted out-

rageously with Bob Randall, who is

a mere high school boy, but who
was the only unattached male in

sight. And Jimmy didn't even
have the grace to be jealous, but sat

For two days I lived on canned tomato soup, the add-
hot-water-and-serve kind.



You cute little mad thing, you," gurgled Jim, holding me tight and tilting up my chin.

"What would vou do in Hollywood?

and grinned like a hyena or some-

thing from the stag line.

A Chance at Last

!

I was still grnmpy the next

morning when father, the duck,

-'vo-me my choice of two things

for my graduation present. He
said I could have $200 in cash or a

Ford coupe of my own. He ad-

vised me to take the coupe, because

it would come in mighty handy in

getting over to the "U" campus in

the fall. I knew, too, that owning

a car of your own didn't hurt your

chances any for making a sorority.

16

'What would you do in Hollywood

It's like Francis, the boy who lives

next door, who was pledged Beta

mostly because he could play the

piano, and the Betas hadn't had a

real-piano-player in the chapter for

two years and needed one for im-.

promptu hops.

But with two hundred dollars

cash I could go to Hollywood! The

thought thrilled me. I knew bet-

ter than to mention Hollywood to

father, though, for we had had it

out about a. month before, and

father had been perfectly impossi-

ble. He had actually been uncouth

enough to say that if he heard an-

other word about Hollywood or get-

ting in the movies, he would take

somebody over his knee and spank-

some of the foolishness out of her.

Not that he would, of course, but

still. . • •

"I'll take the money, father, and

thank you. You're sweet!" And I

kissed the thin spot in his hair and

felt guilty but determined. Fathers

cannot understand that a girl must

live her own life, and I knew that

I had a career before me, a career

that must not be blighted by ham-

pering home ties.

I must leave the old nest and



carve out a career for myself! I

would face the world and conquer
it ! And I could. Had I not been
the big success in our class play,

The Man From Home, so that even
the Journal declared that I was
''appealing" as the heroine?

I Leave Home
Oicce I had made up my mind,

I lost no time in carrying out my
decision. I accepted an invitation

to spend a fortnight with my cousin

Berta in Aitkin, with mother's con-
sent, and packed my clothes joy-

ously. I had a terrible time getting

all my clothes packed, for mother
couldn't see how I was going to

use so much in a fortnight's time,

in a dead little place like Aitkin.

Minn. I had to leave a good many
things behind, as it was.

When it came time to go. by
great good fortune, father was
called out of town and mother had
to go take care of my aunt Linda,
who was ill. Aunt Linda lives out
by Lake Harriet. So mother kissed

me good-bye at the bouse and said

she was sorry she couldn't get to

the station to see me off, and to be
a good girl and to please not put
any of that nasty black stuff on my
eyelashes while I was out of her
sight, because the charm of a young
girl was her naturalness.

The words were not new: I had
heard them many times before, but
the fact that I would not hear them
again for a long time, maybe not
for years until I had become a fa-

mous star, made the tears come to

my eyes and T cried a little on her
dear shoulder. Mothers are . . .

well, they're just mothers and
there's nobody like them, that's all.

Anyway, I boarded the train,

saw the station slide past the win-
dows and was fairly started on my
career

!

Hollywood at Last
- I won't say anything about my
trip, because scenics are never in-

teresting to anyone except the one
who takes them.
On the third day the train

brought into the Santa Fe station

a girl who was fairly intoxicated
with excitement. Having still the
lordlv sum of almost $100 in mv
pocketbook, I boarded a taxi and
ordered the driver to drive to the
Hollywood Hotel. I hadn't read
the fan magazines for four years
for nothing!

.
Well, when I descended from the

car in front of the comfortable,

mission-style hotel, to see Bert Ly-
tell in white tennis clothes just com-
ing from a hot game on the hotel,
court, I felt that my, dream was"

true at last ! For in the lobby, en-

gaged in cheerful conversation with
the bored clerk, was a handsome
chap whom I recognized at once as

Richard Dix. And Mae Busch,
swinging a bag of golf clubs, waited
for some lucky escort on the sun-
shiny verandah. I was in Holly-
wood and the stars were visible to"

even the naked eye.

Temporary Plans

The very next morning, I set out
to look for a boarding house, for I

knew my $100 would not last long
at the Hollywood Hotel. When I
had become a star I would come
back there to live, or perhaps I

might take a suite at the Garden
Court Apartments, a gorgeous white
marble edifice with beautiful
grounds and pergola-covered tenni-

courts. But for the present. I would

find an inexpensive place some-
where near the studios.

Finally I found a tiny room with
a gas plate for $5 a week. I could
copk my own meals if I didn't leave
stuff around, so that it attracted
ants, the land-lady told me.

There was another girl, who was
in pictures, who lived in the room
across the hall from mine. Her
name was June de la Marr and she
had been in pictures a long time.
She was a "trouper," she said. June
came over to my room the first

night, and we had a long talk.

She looked at me in such a

strange way when I told her how T

had left home to get into the
movies.

''Do you mean to say you Left a

comfortable home, where you could
eat regular and all." to do extra

work?" she said. •

Why ves for

said.

my career," I

"Well, well, the old one-a-minute
birth-rate still keeps up," she said.

She was queer like that, June
was. but she was friendly, and I was
beginning to feel just a bit—not

"What color is Floria
Gay's hair?" June wrinkled
her forehead. "Let's see. I
haven't seen her since she
got back from abroad this
last time, but I think she's
wearing it blonde this

season."
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homesick exactly—but as if I

needed somebody to talk to. So I

asked her to tell me about the stars.

"Which ones do you want to

know about?" June asked. "I got

the low-down on all of 'em."

"What color is Floria Gay's

hair?" I asked eagerly. Floria Gay

is my favorite actress and I have

always insisted to Betty Davis that

her hair is black as a raven's wing,

but Betty was perfectly obstinate in

holding that it was auburn.

"What color?" June asked, wrin-

kling her brow. "Let's see. Haven't

seen her since she got back from

Europe this last time. I think she'd

wearing it blonde this season."

"Help Wanted, Female"

The brilliant California sunshine

awakened me early the next morn-

ing. I jumped up and looked out.

A veritable hedge of geraniums, six

feet tall, sent a pungent odor up to

my window. I marvelled at the

size of the scarlet flowers; at home

we planted them in pots and

thought a geranium that grew to

be a foot high was beautiful. The

eucalyptus trees that lined the

avenue were taller than any trees I

had ever seen. Did all things grow

so lush and plentiful, out here, T

wondered? Including jobs?

I went out to breakfast and read

the want ads over my cup of coffee.

I was simple enough and green

enough then to think that the

studios advertised for help. So T

was terriblv excited as I read this

ad:
"Forty well-dressed men and

women wanted immediately for mo-

tion picture work. No experience

necessary. Apply today, B. Gold-

stein, Chamber of Commerce Bldg."

I put on my very best hat and a

very nifty top coat and caught the

first car for Los Angeles.

A Shabby Office

I was certainly disappointed in

the office of B. Goldstein. It was

just plain shabby, not at all like

any of the offices in father's sta-

tionery shop back home. Grubby

wall.- with a few untrained pictures

tacked around, a rail and one chair.

That was all.

I was received by an untidy boy

who kept his hat on while he

^runted,

"Whadya want?"

"I—I called in answer to your

advertisement," I said faintly.
"Oh, yep," he said and disap-

peared into an inner room. When
he reappeared he ushered me into

the private office with a perk of a

dirty thumb.

Mr. Knapp Receives Me
At an untidy desk sat a sleek,

oily looking young man, whose

name I learned afterwards was Mr.

Knapp. He was very busy sorting

some papers on his desk and did

not look up. I stood first on one

foot and then on the other. But

Mr. Knapp went right on sorting.

Finally

"Well, what can I do for you?"

still without looking up.

"Why, I called in answer to your

advertisement," I explained again.

"Oh. Oh yes. Well, that caste is

complete. But I aim casting for

thirty-eight studios and shall be

needing a great many people next

week. Had any experience?"

"No, but your advertisement says

experience is not necessary" I re-

minded him, my hopes falling.

"That's so. But you have to know

how to make up. That's very im-

portant."

"Oh dear," I said. "Is it very

difficult to learn?"

Make-up Course is Necessary

"Not very, but it requires special

training," said Mr. Knapp, smiling

at me in a way I did not like and

knew Jimmy would never approve

of. "All the stars have to make up

their own faces before they go be-

fore the camera, you know. You
would have to, too. Especially if

you are interested in good parts.

Would you be interested in a part

at, say, $150 a week?"

$150 a week. Was I interested?

I informed him breathlessly that I

certainly was. He smiled at me
again and said,

"Of course I could send you out

today in a mob scene, but a nice

girl of refinement like yourself

would not like such rough stuff.

And it only pays $3.50 a day any-

way."
"Oh, but I wouldn't mind" I as-

sured him. The chance at a job

right away looked good to me. "I

wouldn't mind the mob a bit."

"No, no, you couldn't consider a

mere $3.50 a day, a nice, refined

girl like you. Why, all the studios

are looking for girls of just your

type"

I was so happy! I was so glad

that I had had the courage of my
convictions to come to Hollywood.

To think that I was just the type

they were looking for!

"You take our course in make-up

and I will absolutely guarantee you

work at $7.50 a day up, next week,

and I will get you a job later at

$150 a week and look after your

interests."

I asked how much the course

was.

"Only ten dollars down and five

dollars later, out of your first salary,

if you like," he said kindly.

But fifteen dollars ... I only

had about $65 left, after paying my
hotel bill and my room-rent two

weeks in advance and buying a few

little things.

"I have only a little capital," I

said hesitatingly, "and 1 have no

friends to whom I could appeal.

Are you sure you can get me the

work?"
"Absolutely sure. Get you work

right away. Guarantee you a part

in three pictures if you join, the

class tonight. You can make big

money !"

I Join the Class

So I paid over the $15, while he

told me again that all the studios

were looking for girls of just my
refined type.

But that wasn't all. I would

have to have make-up material, he

said, and I must get it at a certain

place. He gave me a little card

bearing the device:

Max Factor, 326 S. Hill Street.

Theatrical Make-up.

On the back of the card was a

little list of things I had to get, cold

cream, powder, make-up, liners,

powder-puff, mirror and two towels.

Without the mirror and towels, this

came to $2.35. With my money

reduced to about $45 I began to

worry a bit, but I kept recalling

Mr. Knapp's absolute guaranty of

work in three pictures.

I was to be at class at five o'clock

that afternoon, at the, Mason Opera

House. But before class-time I

went to answer another ad in the

Mason building. When I asked the

elevator man for the proper floor,

he eyed me cynically.

"Answering an ad about the

movies?" he asked.

(Continued, on page 98)
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Has
Barbara La Marr
Matrimonial

?Aphasia;

'I am through with marriage," says

Barbara La Marr, the much-

married star. But

Quo. "SW>MSTWSf3S^>

IS she?
Plwto by Evans

FJJ-OR
Barbara La Marr says she is through with men.
But not until bees ignore the clover and children
leave jam-pots untouched on pantry shelves will
men be through with Barbara La Marr. She is

the woman irresistible.

.ORMER husbands should have
the grace to keep silence in regard
to their erstwhile wives, but when
one's erstwhile spouse is a famous
movie star, the temptation to spill

the matrimonial beans must be too

hard to resist.

Phil Ainsworth, one-time hus-
band of Barbara La Marr, the year's

sensation in movie circles, so far

forgot his chivalry as to say, when
arrested on a bad check charge, and
queried as to his former wife's

whereabouts, "I don't know where
she is. That woman has matrimo-
nial aphasia."

Probably Phil hadn't consulted
the dictionary on just what matri-
monial aphasia is. Minus the mat-
rimony, aphasia, according to the
dictionary, is: <*

,

Loss or impairment of the potuer

of speech.

Now what did Phil mean? Cer-
tainly he did not mean that as a

married woman Barbara La Marr
as at a loss for words. Barbara

would never impress any one as

ever at any time at a loss for words.
Talking is one of the best things
she does.

Could he have meant that Bar-
bara suffered from matrimonial am-
nesia? In view of the dictionary's

definition of amnesia as "loss or im-
pairment of memory; morbid for-

getfulness," it is quite likely that

Phil simply confused these scientific

terms.

For Barbara herself admits that
once she is through with a person,

he—or she—means no more to Bar-
bara than a candle flame that has
been blown out. He simply ceases

to exist for her. She does not re-

member him.
To illustrate her point, Barbara

pointed to a pair of giant candles
in beaten brass candlesticks on her
living room mantel. It is a new
house, just moved into, and utterly

manless, except, for the small new
son, who, Barbara says, as she coos

at him in orthodox mother fashion,

is her only sweetheart.

Barbara is not married and she
is not single. There exists between
her latest husband, Ben Deely, for-

mer vaudeville star, and herself a

legal separation, but not a divorce.

Never Again

Barbara refuses to comment on
her married life—or rather, married
lives—because, as she says, "I am
through with marriage. I do not
want a divorce from Mr. Deely. I

do not want to be in a position

ever to marry again. I want to

forget that there is such a thing as

marriage. And since my former
husbands have absolutely nothing
to do with my present life, and
since I have forgotten those very
unpleasant experiences, I really

couldn't think of anything to say
about them."

Barbara's powers of forgetfulness

are indeed admirable. And who
can blame her for wanting to keep
her matrimonial career a thing
apart from her movie fame?

But Barbara's life is so in keep-

ing with the Barbara personality,

that it is impossible to resist the im-
pulse to tell what we know about
her life. The public, in possession

of the facts, will certainly feel char-

itable toward this irresistible wom-
an, little more than a girl in years,

who has been wedded four times,

and is now "through with men."
As to that last phrase, we believe

the men will have more to say about

that than Barbara, Barbara is one

of those women who will always be

getting married and unmarried
;
by

no chance will men ever leave her

alone. When bees ignore clover,

when children leave jam-pots un-

touched on the pantry shelves,

when flappers wear voluminous bath-

ing suits—then perhaps Barbara
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La Marr will be allowed to go her

way in peace, untroubled by mas-

culine importunities.

First

Barbara La Marr began life

twenty-six years" ago, the daughter

of a French mother and an Italian

father, but never knew her own

parents. She was adopted by peo-

ple named Watson, and from them

got the prosaic name of Reatha

Watson. Imagine "Reatha Wat-

son" as the alluring lady of Tri-

fling Women! The name, how-

ever, sewed all practical purposes,

and was changed when Barbara was

only sixteen to Mrs. Jack Lytelle.

At this period of her life, an in-

cident happened which has given

her more incorrect press notices

than if she had robbed a bank.

Barbara, as she herself tells the

incident, was used, because of her

peculiar and arresting type of beau-

ty, as an artists' model. The ar-

tists spoke of her, jestingly, she

says, as "too beautiful." She was

kidnapped, and taken away by

people who wanted to collect a ran-

som from the artists who thought

so highly of her beauty. She man-

aged to escape, but was brought be-

fore a judge to tell her story. The

judge told her that she was "too

beautiful" to be alone in a large

city. Ever since then, Barbara La
Marr has enjoyed the distinction

of being the "too beautiful girl,"

a distinction Avhich is distasteful to

her, for it carries a peculiar op-

probrium with it.

People go to see a picture featur-

ing Barbara La Marr, and, if they

have never seen her before, they

look at her very critically and

query themselves: "Too beautiful?

No, no! Not too beautiful! Pretty

perhaps, and fascinating, I grant

you, but not too beautiful." People

who are introduced to her have that

question sticking out all over them

:

"Am I going to find this Barbara

La Marr too beautiful?" It is a

great injustice, Barbara says, and

she does wish they would forget

that story as successfully as she has

forgotten her various matrimonial

experiences.

Just what connection there was

between her "kidnapping" and her

first marriage is not definitely

known, but a little over a year after

the abduction experience she an-

nounced that she had been married

to Jack Lytelle, Arizona rancher,

and that she had at that time been

a widow for two months. She is

said to have declared that he used

caveman tactics in his wooing.

Second

In 1914, after she had figured

in the sensational flight of an

Italian lawyer named Riccardi, in

"Since my own little baby died,

my arms have been so empty, so

aching for the weight of a little

body," Barbara La Marr said.

some nebulous capacity, not fully

touched on by our informant, Bar-

bara again married, but soon dis-

covered that her husband, Lawrence

Converse, was a victim of "matrimo-

nial amnesia," to quote his own ex-

planation, since he had a wife and

three children elsewhere. The mar-

riage was annulled, and Barbara

enjoyed single-blessedness for two

whole years. Although she had been

twice married, she was only seven-

teen when her marriage with Con-

verse was annulled.

Third

Barbara was nineteen years old

when handsome Phil Ainsworth, a

chorus man, captured her girlish

fancy. But Phil sought and ob-

tained a divorce two months later,

naming Robert Carville, a dancer as

co-respondent.

Was Barbara testifying to her re-

gard for this co-respondent when

she named her (recently adopted

baby Ivan Carville La Marr? Prob-

ably it is only a coincidence, for

Barbara has a life-long friend named
Virginia Carville, for whom the

baby is undoubtedly named.

Not long ago Phil Ainsworth,

Barbara's third husband, was ar-

rested on a bad check charge, and

made the now famous remark that

opens this story. But it seems that

Converse, husband number two, beat

him to it. A husband that will steal

another husband's best lines in

regard to their mutual wife is cer-

tainly not our idea of a gentleman.

Fourth

Barbara herself says that she

considers that she has had only one

husband. You can easily get her

viewpoint. The first three were so

very temporary. Not one of them

lasted more than a few months.

Probably the Arizona ranchman

was never really her husband. Con-

verse recovered his memory in

regard to the existence of a previous

wife and three children very soon

after their "marriage." All told,

out of her first three marriages, Bar-

bara netted little more than a year's

wedded life.

But when she married Ben Deely,

actor and famous on the vaudeville

stage for his black face roles, she

learned what real happiness meant.

The other three attempts at married

happiness had been abortive and

hideously disappointing. The wom-

an who married Ben Deely was

little more than a child in years.

At twenty, most girls are just be-

ginning to wonder when those

lovely things in the hope chest will

be used. At twenty Barbara La

Marr for the fourth time promised

to love, honor and obey, until death

parted her from the object of her

vows.

And Barbara La Marr—by the

way, the name was adopted while

Barbara danced in a Los Angeles

cafe, about the time of her third

marriage— knew happiness with

Ben Deely. She was immensely

proud to be known as the wife of

Ben Deely, famous blackface come-

dian. It is said, by a friend who

has known and loved Barbara all

her life, that she had dozens of

photographs of herself made and

sent out to Ben Deely's friends and

admirers, writing across the face of

the pictures, "Sincerely yours, Ben

Deely's wife."

This friend of Barbara's says that

the now famous "vampire" loved

her husband—we mean her last

one—devotedly. He was the father of

the baby boy that died two years ago.

When she .speaks of Ben Deely, she
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does so with misty eyes and softened

voice.

A separation became necessary in

Barbara's opinion only after Bar-
bara had begun her studio work.
She wrote originals for Fox, and as

a scenarist made quite an enviable

reputation. It is said that Deely
humiliated her by coming to the
studio drank, and that his jealousy
was easily aroused by her screen

work. Barbara is sincerely regret-

ful over her shattered romance. But
she will not talk about it.

"I feel that my marriage is

strictly my own affair," she says,

"and that the public should not be
interested in the reasons why I am
at present unmarried and deter-

mined to stay unmarried."
But the public is interested in

anything that concerns Barbara La
Marr, screen beauty and our most
potent vampire. For every one of
Barbara's experiences has left its

mark on her personality. As a

vampire, we should say she has had
about the most successful and spe-

cialized training of any of our film

exciters. She learned all the rudi-

ments of the game before she was
twenty years old, and now at twenty-
six, a graduate of the modern school
of film vampire technology, she is

showing the world just how hus-
bands and lovers may be acquired.
At that, we doubt if Barbara La

Marr ever had to learn. Her parents
started this vampire career by mix-
ing romantic French blood with
passionate Italian corpuscles, and
then foisted their offspring upon a

world, parentless. The artists for

whom the child Barbara—or Reatha
as she was known then—posed prob-
ably fed her childish mind with the
free and easy sex patter of the
studios. Undoubtedly she stirred

their blood, blase as they were, as

they modeled her exquisite face in

oils or clay.

Barbara is the type that matures
early. In her are the ripe gracious-
ness of Italy, the subtle mystery of
France, the emotional impulsiveness
of a DuBarry. the warm, languor-
ous grace of Naples, and the almost
brusque frankness of a disillusioned

American girl.

Barbara's appearance is belied by
her manner. Whether her extreme
frankness and vigor of speech are a

pose to cloak her romantic mind
and heart, or whether her ap-
peal is wholly of the body and

not of the mind, where romance
is concerned, will probably not

be decided until Barbara has

written several more volumes of

screen history. As for her doing
that, bank on it. Barbara is the one
irrepressible element in the motion
picture world, as far as feminine
charms are concerned. You can no
more hold her down than you can
take the flapper's mind off Valen-
tino. In fact. Barbara is to the

Photo bP MlLLIGAN

The mother-heart's wish is ful-
filled. Barbara La Marr has
adopted a six-months' old baby

boy, Ivan Carville La Marr.

screen exactly what Valentino as a
man is. And just as men have to

admit that Valentino has his

"moments" and that he is a pol-

ished gentleman on the screen, so

do women join in the chorus of

praise that has suddenly been raised

out of nothing into a mighty
volume, extolling the fascination of

Barbara La Marr.

Sex Appeal

Barbara's appeal is of course

ninety per cent sex appeal. She is

a glorious body vitalized with sex.

Valentino is the only other person
on the screen who can touch her
for sex attraction.

Her four husbands attest the

potency of this appeal, more sudden
in its effects than hasheesh and
twice as pleasant.

Barbara herself in analyzing her
own appeal, at the request of the

interviewer, says she believes it is

due to the overdeveloped mother
instinct within her.

"I could not rest, day or night,

without a baby in my arms. I have
never wanted anything in my life

as badly as I wanted a child of my
own. God gave me one and took him
away. These last two years have
been so empty that my arms ached
for the weight of a little body—not

for the embrace of a man. I have
waked up in the night, to find my-
self rocking a dream baby in my
arms."

Barbara La Marr holds her new
little son close in her arms as she
talks, looking like one of Raphael's
madonnas. Sometime someone is

going to write a story around Bar-
bara La Marr, the madonna, plac-

ing her in an Italy of bygone days,

giving her the quaint clothes of

that strictly feminine era, and
bringing out every phase of that

beauty which blends the best of

Italy and France. Barbara is al-

ready wearing, her hair in the
Raphaelean Madonna style—parted
in the middle and drawn severely,

cap-fashion, around her beautiful

face, and gathered in a large coil

at the nape of her neck. None but a

perfect profile, divine eyes and
characterful eyebrows could stand
such a test of beauty. Barbara not

only stands it but is so triumphant-
ly beautiful that every fluffy-headed

ingenue would love to copy it—and
can't,

(Continued on page 95)
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The Legs that Wrecked
a Truck

PRETTY GIRL.

A muddy street.

A daintily lifted skirt.

And crash! Two great two-ton

trucks bit the dust!

Who was to blame for the colli-

sion? The pretty girl who didn't

want to get her skirt muddy? Or

the too-interested drivers?

That's what the court will have

to decide.

Page King Solomon!

It's really an intricate problem.

This is the way it happened:

Pretty Helen Holt was leaving

the studio, after a hard day's work.

She was tired; being an extra girl

is no ea-y life. The director had

been fussier than usual. The lights

on the set had been so hot that her

make-np had melted twice. And
the ballet-costume they had given

her made her look fat, absolutely

buxom, my dears! No doubt about

it. Helen was low in her mind.

The Street Was Muddy

The street was very muddy, after

llic manner of California!! streets.

So Helen lifted her skirts well above

the danger line. With work so

scarce and all, a girl has to take

care of what clothes she has . . . and

Helen had nothing to conceal.

That was when the crash came!

An Appreciative Audience

Helen turned around to see two

big trucks in mortal combat, ap-

parently. A big truck belonging

to the George L. Eastman Company

had struck a Hollywood Dye Works

truck square amidships.

The drivers, it appeared, had

been so interested in the exposure

of Miss Holt's visible means of sup-

port that neither of them saw the

other in time to avert the crash.

The Old Alibi

But from Adam's time, men have

been buck-passers, so when the East-

man Company sued the Hollywood

Dye Works for the damage done to

their truck, they charged Miss Holt

with being partly to blame for the

accident.

"If those old truck drivers were

looking at me so hard that they ran

into each other, it certainly isn't

my fault," says Miss Holt with

justice.

Which seems perfectly true. But

looking at the—er—evidence from

a perfectly unbiased standpoint, it

seems that the drivers cannot be

wholly blamed, either. It's a

problem, really.

Please page King Solomon/
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Penryhn Stanlaws'

Perfect Woman a
.1/

\

Assembled

by the

Office Boy

p
, ENRHYN STANLAWS

started something when he, wrote
that extremely frank and revealing

article for January Screenland,
picking our most cherished illu-

sions to pieces. What agony for

the unsophisticated to find that

Gloria Swanson has a head that is

too ponderous for her height ! That
Betty Blythe's superb figure is

muscle-bound in the hips! That
Shirley Mason has horse nostril.-:

!

It was too much, too much!
Sensing our pain and bewil-

derment, Artist Stanlaws kindly
pointed out, in February Screen-

A—Bebe Daniels' hair. Stanlaws
says of it: "Lovely hair, soft,
black, thick and luxurious."

B—Nazimova's eyebrows. The
artist says of them* "Nazimova's
eyebrows are a distinctive feature.
She has a remarkable control of
the muscles of the brow, which
enables her to express herself with
her eyebrows as other people do
with words."

C—Gloria Swanson's eyes. Stan-

laxd elements of beauty in the

stars he had found flaws in. We
are all feeling much better, but

agree with the office boy, who says

be can't be reconciled until he sees

a perfect woman.
Gathering a bunch of photo-

graphs of stars together—stars of

whom Stanlaws has found some-

thing kind to say—we turned the

pictures over to the office boy and
let him assemble a '

' p e r f e c t

woman."
Her hair may not match her

laws says of these famous orbs:
"Gloria Swanson's oriental eyes
undoubtedly are the basis of her
charm."

D—Ruth Roland's nose. "In the
upper part of Ruth Roland's face
lies her greatest charm. It is ex-
pressed in a charmingly propor-
tioned nose—" etc., according to
Mr. Stanlaws.

E—Viola Dana's mouth. "Viola
Dana has a delightful little mouth."

F—Betty Compson's jaw and chin.

"Her whole face is artistically

shaped and exceptionally well
modeled, particularly the chin and
jaw-bone."

eyes, and .her eyes may give the lie

to her chin, and her pouty little

mouth may be extremely surprised

to see itself beneath a nose like

that, and the arms may be a mite
too long for the legs, and the legs

may be a little indignant at having
to support so many stars — we
wouldn't be at all surprised if those

trim limbs declared a strike—but
take it or leave it, here is what the

office boy evolved from Mr. Stan-

laws' grudging praise of our Holly-
wood beauties.
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How Mack Sennett Picks

His Bathing Beauties
A perfect thirty-six soul is essential,

says screen Ziegfeld. If your soul

has a tendency toward bow-legs,

you're barred

By CAROL WARREN

TF y^IFE is just one punctured

balloon after another, and there's

no use trying to Coue yourself into

believing otherwise. No sooner do

you acquire some perfectly good

theory than somebody puts the skids

under the whole works and leaves

you in a "where-am-I" frame of

mind.
Which is merely a prelude to the

statement that Mack Sennett, the

Ziegfeld of the screen, picks his eye-

filling bathing-girls for their beau-

tiful souls.

Laugh that off

!

Where Did They Come From?

There used to be various theories

about where the pulchritudinous

maidens that scampered through

the Sennett comedies came from.

One man who professed to be in the

know vowed that Sennett was in

cahoots with a pirate who operated

along tbe Pacific coast, and that

the girls had been kidnapped from

the harem of some old South Sea

potentate.

Twaddle, of course. No kidnapper

was needed to persuade these beau-

lies to hang their clothes on a

hickory limb.

Our theory was that Mack Sen-

nett was a man with an eagle eye

for a trim limb and a formula for

picking eligibles. "We suspected him
of having some secret mechanical

test which none but a ninety-nine

per cent Simon-pure Venus could

pass successfully.

But according to Mack—and he

is the papa—personal pulchritude

is only twenty-five per cent of the

WOULD YOU QUALIFY
AS A BEACH BEAUTY?
HERE ARE Mack Sennett's

measurements, by which he

judges aspiring bathing beauties'

charms

:

Height—not over five feet two
inches.
Weight—between no and 112

pounds.
Foot size—not over five, prefer-

ably four.

The head should be four times

the length of the nose. The height

should be seven and one-haif

times the length of the head.

A bathing beauty must walk as

if she knows she is beautiful, and

SHE MUST HAVE A BEAUTI-
FUL SOUL.

Other Qualifications

Of course, when you pin him

down to it, Mack admits that there

are other qualifications beside soul-

fulness that his bathing beauties

have to possess.

They must be slender.

Other lands may admire the

plump beauties; in fact history-

tells us that the real sirens were

test, while beauty of

seventy-five per cent

!

So girls, if you haven't a perfect

thirty-six soul, stay away. Physi-

cally, you may have the tempting

curves of Mother Eve herself, but if

your soul has a tendency toward

bow-legs, don't try to storm the

Sennett studio.

The ideal bathing beauty is about the size of the "pony" of the

chorus. Mildred June is an appealing bit of cuteness.
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voluptuous. But in America, curves

are not what they once were, and
the film beauty must more closely

resemble a young boy as to figure.

Lines have supplanted curves.

Stars who keep their natural
plumpness in abeyance by fear and
fasting tell of a certain picture that

was taken to Germany and there

exhibited with a minor character
as the star, because the real star was
too slim for the German taste.

The girl who hopes to win fame
under tbe Sennett banner, must net

Photo 01/ Evans

One of the most delectable of the
Sennett beach babies, Harriet
Hammond. A typical bathing

beauty.

be over five feet two inches in height.

And she must weigh somewhere be-

tween 110 and 112 pounds.

Phyllis Haver is Exception

Phyllis Haver is one exception
to this rule. Phyllis is tall for a
bathing beauty, measuring five feet

six and one-half inches. But she is

slender, weighing only 122. She
was so graceful, however, and so
charming that she was taken on in

spite of her height. Phyllis is a

luscious eyeful, and an armful as

well. In addition to which, she can
act, the darlint! Wherefore the
canny Mack Sennett is starring her.

A searching screen test is the next
step in the examination of the aspir-

ing bathing beauty. She is clothed
only in a one-piece bathing suit.

Mack Sennett, the Ziegfeld of the
screen.

With half a dozen Cooper-Hewitts
beating full upon her, she has about
as much chance to conceal even a

mole on her ankle as Mary Pickford
has to escape the income tax collec-

tor. Sometimes a pretty girl screens

horribly. Sometimes a moderately
pretty girl screens like a million dol-

lars. In that case, providing her
height and weight—and soul—are

right, she is slated for fortune and
perhaps fame.

Sex Appeal Not Necessary

!

But what about sex appeal?
Surely, in a bathing beautj\ . . .

But no. Mack Sennett declares
he doesn't even know what it is!

Xow of course, nobody has ever
drawn a picture of sex appeal.

Nobody has ever weighed, measured
or taken its finger prints. We know
it has something to do with that

come-hither look in Valentino's
eyes. But as for doubting its exist-

ence, why, it's impossible. We admit
it and speak of it in the casual way
that we say, "Isn't Xita Naldi getting

fat?" or "Aren't you glad that Bert
Lytell is letting his hair grow dark
again?" So when Mack Sennett.

who has literally picked enough
chickens to feather a large nest com-
fortably, denies that he uses sex
appeal as a qualification—why, we
ought to believe him, perhaps, but
we don't.

Ideal Measurements

The ideal bathing beauty is about
the size of the "pony" of the chorus.

Her height should be seven and
one-half times the length of the
head.

Her head should be four times
the length of the nose.

The arms, hanging straight at

Ihe sides, should be three-fifths the
length of the body.

And she must carry herself as if

she knows she is vbeautiful. No
bathing beauty of Mack Sennett's
affects the debutante slouch. She
must have a straight back and must
walk erect.

Phyllis Haver is taller than the
jdeal bathing beauty, being five
feet six in height, but her grace
and beauty make up for an excess

in inches.

Venus Is Passe

Sennett wants no Venuses
around his lot. Venus was the
Lillian Russell of her day, doubt-
less, but no up-and-coming bathing
beauty would be found dead with
a waist or hips like hers.

Once the bathing beauty has been
approved by the maestro of the
Sennett studio, it is a constant battle

for her to retain that shapeliness.

She must exercise and she must
diet; she must wage an endless war
against avoirdupois.

For this purpose, there is a gym-
nasium at the studio, and a swim-
ming pool. Between scenes or at the

lunch hour, the wise actress will

take a turn with the Indian clubs

m* the medicine ball. The exercise
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not only keeps her fit, but gives her

grace. Aesthetic dancing is splendid

for this also.

The Entree to Fame

The road to fame, via the Sen-

nett lot, has been taken by many

of our leading dramatic stars today.

Mack Sennett, indeed, holds the

palm as a discoverer and developer

of feminine talent. His only rival

is C. B. DeMille. Out of the ten girls

who constituted the famous first set

of bathing beauties, at least five have

attained stardom. The other five are

almost over the top.

Gloria Was Sennett Girl

Gloria Swanson was a bathing

beauty once. If you saw her in The

Gilded Cage, you saw two good

reasons why. Gloria needs no intro-

duction now except to say that in

some scenes she wears less clothes

now than she used to do in her

bathing-girl days.

Delightful Mabel Normand is one

of the few who have attained star-

dom and still remained under the

Sennett management, Still flushed

with the success of Suzanna, Mabel

is beginning work on a picture

tentatively titled Mary Ann.

Alice Lake Was Beach Girl

Alice Lake is another dramatic

star who was once a beach baby

under Sennett. That was when

Alice Lake was one of the first

set of bathing beauties made fa-

mous by Mack Sennett. That

was when she was slimmer. Drama
permits of more avoirdupois than

comedy.
Phnto ly Witzei.

Alice was slimmer than she is now.

Drama permits more avoirdupois

than comedy, it appears.

The modern bathing girl wouldn't

be found dead with a waist and

hips like the Venus de Milo's.

Dolly Bealle's slim figure is much
more appealing today.

Phyllis Haver took a fling at

dramatic action in The Christian,

just to show that she could do it.

Then she came back to the Sennett

lot, where she is making her first

starring picture, called The Extra

Girl. It will be a comedy, and we

are hoping that Phyllis will don

the old bathing suit in at least a

few scenes.

Marie Burns Her Suit

Marie Prevost shocked a sorrow-

ful world when she burned her

bathing suit and announced that

never would she don it again for

any but sanitary purpose; i. e., rec-

reational bathing strictly non-

professional. Her beach antics had

delighted her public more than her

dramatic efforts, since. Should

Marie repent her crool deed and go

back to beach comedies, a grateful

populace would give three cheers!

Harriet Hammond, one of the

most delectable blondes of the beach

squad, has essayed flights into dra-

matic fields, as has Mary Thurman.

All these lovely ladies, mind you,

were slim, petite, pleasantly con-

scious of their pulchritude. And

surely their souls were all that could

be desired.

They had to be. For the relent-

less eye of the camera reveals

insincerity of thought and shallow-

ness of soul as unsparingly as it

reveals bodily blemishes. And you

can't put any make-up on your soul

!

Kathryn McGuire, another proof

that Mack Sennett is an excellent

picker of pulchritude.

Plwto 1>V Edwin Bower Hessek



Would you ever be-
lieve that this was the
demure little sweet-
heart in "The Girl I

Loved," Patsy Ruth
Miller?

The Beauty Strippers
'HERE there's beauty
we take it; where
there's none we make
it," is the naive slogan

of the small-town photographer.
Every giggling girl who comes in to
get her picture made, coyly suggests
that he will have to "make it" and
he, wearily following the cue, says
protestingly that he will only have
to "take it." That slogan has served
many a photographer well; it is a
shame to supplant it with a new one,
which is in vogue in Hollywood
"art studios," as photographers' gal-

leries are invariably called here.

If you want to be dubbed a pro-
vincial from Podunk, Vermont, you
will walk into an art studio andtell
the haughty young lady in charge
that you believe this is a photog-
rapher's gallery and you want a

dozen "cabinet pictures" taken.

But the slogan—"Where there's

beauty we strip it; where there's

none we clothe it," might be written
over the door leading into the inner
shrine of almost every art studio in

Hollywood.

You see instantly how it works,
of course. If a photographer sug-
gests that those lovely curves, that
virginal beauty of line, should not
be hampered with drapery, the girl

instantly knows that he considers

her a beauty. Else why strip her?
If a girl is not asked to show at least

her shoulders and back, she is likely

to leave in a huff, sure that the

photographer does not consider her
beautiful enough to strip. Be it said

Ruth Hullman is gaily uncon-
scious of the fact that her cos-
tume is airily composed of a
string of beads and a strip of

studio gauze.

that few •'professionals,'" as the pic-

ture folk are always called, leave in
such a huff.

Stripping Ingenues

This passion for nude photog-
raphy is intensely surprising to the
lay residents of Hollywood, and to

the world outside. One would think
that only the siren type would want
her body photographed in the "alto-

gether." But it doesn't work out
that way. The demurest little in-

genue, whn. on the screen, must be
clothed completely and modestly,
trips into an art studio, to get her
pictures taken, for publicity pur-

poses. She sweetly lisps out her de-

mure ideas as to art studies, but the

photographer, casting a knowing
eye on the slim little figure that the
now draped models for morning and
afternoon wear so charmingly hint
at. tell- her that he sees in her pos-

sibilities for one of those "artistic

studies" that he has been making
for magazines, calendars, etc. The
girl has to be coaxed quite a while

for her first nude "study." but the

next time she visits a gallery she

suggests that the artist pose her as

Aphrodite, or Diana at the bath, or

something like that, her mythology
being very hazy. That first "art
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That good old stuffed parrot

on its wicker stand — how
many Hollywood beauties

have coyly confided girlish

secrets in its unhearing ears!

The coy confider in this

photograph is Ruth Roland.

study'' is made with a very soft

focus, so that the little virginal body

is hardly to be discerned among the

mists and clouds and apple blossoms

with which it is blended.

But as the ingenue goes on and

on, this passion for the nude study

grows on her, and sharper and

sharper becomes the focus, so that

at last, every "wrinkle and secret of

her," as Rupert Brooke says, is given

to the public.

Wait, not to the public, unless her

face is coyly hidden. For nudes are

not "good publicity" for the in-

genue. Along with the nudes are

taken some more conventional poses

—such as a "bust" picture—pardon

the vulgar term, but what does one

call them now?—with a fan held

modestly against the bosom. Some-

times she borrows a Persian kitten,

or a tiny monkey, which she nestles

up close to, or strokes lovingly,

showing her highly manicured, tap-

ering fingers. And the photo is sub-

sequently sent out by her publicity

agent as "Lovely Little Dolly

Dimple, the screen's most beloved

ingenue, caught in a pensive mo-

ment, with her adored pet, which

she has named for Charlie Chaplin,

] Jolly's favorite actor." Or some-

thing like that. Maybe she wears

a spray of apple blossoms, with the
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Billie Dove, who, outside the photog-

rapher's studio, is as modest as her

name, is here clothed only in a studio

prop and a beauty spot. She is prob-

ably as surprised at herself as she

looks.

light making a halo of her fair,

curly hair. At any rate, pictures to

be published are usually the per-

sonification of modesty and ingenu-

ous artlessness.

For Private Delectation

One must conclude that the nude

"art studies," to which she becomes

addicted, are collected for private

enjoyment. Probably when the in-

genue gives a party, she passes the

"art studies" round the circle of her

fea-drinking friends, and earnestly

asks their opinion on the art of the

pictures.

"Of course, I would not have any-

thing suggestive taken," she says

deprecatingly. "But I don't think

these are suggestive at all ! I would

do anything for art. Only the evil-

minded would see anything sug-

gestive in these, don't you think?"

And her guests agree with her. And
if they are very enthusiastic over the

pictures—from the standpoint of

art, of course—the little ingenue

gives them their choice of the

"studies."

The "hostess" of one of tlolly-

wood's busiest temples of photo-

graphic art tolls of a rising young

ingenue who had only "bits" and

small parts, but who wanted to in-

It took two batiks and a

string of beads to provide

this interesting costume for

Ann Perdue.

trigue directors with some very "dif-

ferent" pictures.

"How she figured that it would

help her to get a job as ingenue is

more than I can tell," says the

studio hostess, "but she had only

nude pictures made to show casting

offices and interested directors. She

came for the proofs, and if you

know anything about nude photo-

graphs, you know that the proofs

are—well—not fit for publication, if

you know what I mean. There is

more retouching to be done to a

nude photograph than anyone would

imagine. As hardened as I am, I

don't like to look at the proof of a

nude portrait. Every wrinkle, every

bit of rough skin, every blemish

shows up, exaggerated. And let me
tell you this, human skin in a sharp

focus picture simply isn't pretty.

Well, this young player brought

three men along with her to help

her judge the proofs. Unblushingly

she showed proof after proof of nude

studies, and discussed the 'points'

quite without embarrassment."

By the way, thos© nude studies

must have been very potent, for the

girl has landed real ingenue parts

—

second leads with vampire stars

—

and is getting more and more de-

mure every day—as far as the pub-

lic sees.



Same Medicine For All

Few photographers .seem to sense
any real difference in types. Modest
little ingenues, matronly character
actresses, womanly women, and
vampires are ground out of the
beauty mill in exactly the same way.
The same props are used for Claire

Windsor, the screen's most womanly
woman, and for Barbara La Marr,
our most potent fascinator. Regard-
less of her real appeal, which is that
of the home-loving young matron,
who goes through the picture as an
uncomplaining and almost too sweet
martyr, Claire Windsor in a photog-
rapher's is stripped and then deco-
rated with the same strips of lumi-
nous cloth and wicker trays that are
used to show off Betty Blythe's more
flamboyant charms. Claire admits
that so nearly nude was she in a cer-

tain series of "art" studies that the
slipping folds, hiding only enough
of her body to keep the portrait

from being characterized a nude art

study, had to be secured with post-

age stamps. Claire's slim body had
not enough curves to support the re-

tiring but necessary bit of cloth.

Betty Compson, whose charms
are never unduly advertised on the
screen, is another favorite subject of

the photographer who likes to strip
'em. And who would dream that
Patsy Ruth Miller, the demure little

sweetheart in The Gid I Loved,
would borrow the strip of black vel-

vet, leaving off her own nice little

girly clothes? But one and all, they
fall—for art.

Perhaps it is unfair to blame the
photographer too seriously. The
girls demand something very artis-

tic, don't you know, and to the
photographer, more art lies in a strip

of luminous cloth or a swathe of
black velvet cunningly placed, than
in a whole trunkful of Parisian
clothes.

Photos a Necessity

Oxce a year the average woman
decides that she looks really stun-
ning in that new velvet dress, or in
the peach-colored evening gown, or
in the cunning little Easter hat, and
she hies herself to a photographer,
who is expected to catch that new
fashion and preserve it for the delec-

tation of the sitter's family, forever
and aye. For a family photograph
can never under any circumstances
be destroyed. It must be kept avail-

able, so that if Aunt Minnie says to

Xiece Dorothy. "Where is that cabi-

from In

net photograph of myself I gave you
last Christmas? You remember/the
one with the rose in my hair and
my blue evening dress," then Niece
Dorothy can pull it out of the
album where the other family atroc-
ities are kept and say, "Here it is,

Aunt Minnie. Don't you think
Thompson does better work than
Guerber? I think I'll go to him
next time."

But a picture for a professional

is merely part of the daily routine.
A motion picture star almost never
passes an "art studio" without go-
ing in to have a few more pose.-

"shot," or to order a few more of
that last set. or to arrange an ap-
pointment for a sitting next week.
She visits the photographer more
often than she does the beauty par-
lor—or as often, for a very success-

ful trip to the beauty parlor auto-
matically suggests an appointment
with the photographer who "really

understands" her and can bring out
all her best points. That lovely

marcel just must not be wasted.
So she sallies forth to the photog-
rapher's studio, sheds all her accout-
rement but her smile and her
pearls, and allows the radiance of

Theodore Roberts with-
out his cigar would be
practically unrecogniz-
able. He is rarely photo-
graphed without it.

Three "props"—a strip of luminous cloth, a wicker
tray and a batik are all that are required by the
pert art photographer. Here you see the batik

and Claire Windsor.

Why are professional pho-
tographs more interesting
than ordinary ones? The
camera-wise actress knows
how to calcimine her skin
to photograph satiny and
can focus her eyes on a
wall and look as emotional
and happy as if gazing
into the Sheik's eyes. Wit-
ness Barbara La Marr.



Wardrobe department of the Beauty Strippers* Emporium.

her newly marcelled hair and her

hella-donnaed eyes to clothe her.

Special Rates

There is something so alluring

in the phrase, "special rates to pro-

fessionals," that even those who are

not at all successful in pictures are

constantly being photographed.

Non-professionals like their photo-

graphs all dressed up in fancy fold-

ers, especially the kind that, flap

stuck in just right, forms a stand-

ing easel—you know. But the pro-

fessionals scorn such trappings. The

real professional—of long experi-

ence—takes her finished prints in

the glazed finish, so they will re-

produce well in newspapers and

magazines. The soft, hazy finish

is more attractive, but does not

show up well in print. A photog-

rapher knows immediately just how

long a girl has worked in pictures

by the way she orders her prints.

An old-timer orders from a hun-

dred to a thousand of a favorite

pose. Mary Pickford buys the nega-

tive from the photographer and has

tbe printing done in her own labo-

ratories, making sometimes as many
as five thousand of an especially

happy pose.

But the beginners order a dozen,

or not more than twenty-five, and

ask for the soft finish, because they

make the subject look prettier.

And for casting office and service

bureau purposes, the soft finish are

really preferable. They show up

the subject in the best manner.
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An extra calls at all the agencies,

and at all the casting offices of

studios, leaving a photograph—or

half a dozen different poses—at

each place. Naturally the proceed-

ing costs money.

Paying the Price

There is a recognized flat rate of

twenty dollars for twenty-five
_

pic-

tures, unmounted, to professional

picture players.. But if the pro-

spective star thinks so highly of her

own beauty that she is willing to

pay the price, she can have pictures

that cost as high as $135 a dozen

—

and often does. Girls come out

with a good-sized bank roll, coaxed

from wealthy parents, or saved up

from the good old pay envelope,

and they rightly figure that beauti-

ful photographs will get them

farther along the road than any-

thing else. Photography should

rank next to motion picture mak-

ing as the most remunerative busi-

ness in Los Angeles. The photog-

rapher for the non-professional pub-

lic can count on not more than a

yearly repeat business, but the "pro-

fessional" photographer can count-

on an almost monthly repeat of the

least important players and of a

much more frequent repeat from

prominent players. Of course, the

players change from photographer

to photographer, seeking pictures

of perfect beauty. The one unceas-

ing cry is for something "different."

There is a hectic rivalry between

these artists of the still camera,

Alberta Vaughan has apparently
just started to dress for the ball,

and has stopped to muse on how
pretty she is, and what a hit she

is going to make. But be not
deceived. Alberta is in a photog-
rapher's studio, and the two
little unmentionables are really

two strips of cloth, part of the

studio's props. The safety pins

don't show, but they're there

just the same.

which is almost as bitter as the war

between motion picture studios.

When a photographer sees a nude

study by a brother artist—not that

he would call him brother—he

shakes his head disparagingly and

says, "Very daring—but is it art?

Look at those angles!"

The maligned artist casts a criti-

cal eye over the dreamy, soft focus

"study" that the photographer

across the street has hung in his

window as a sample of "real art,"

and says slightingly, pityingly,

"That chap's just a bug on those

cloudy things, isn't he? Why did

he get a model with such big hips?"

So keen are the photographer

for the patronage of the big stars

that they will go to any lengths to

obtain a sitting from such people

as Mary Pickford, Gloria Swanson

and Pola Negri. It is next to im-

possible for a new photographer in

Hollywood to obtain a chance to

photograph Mary. She is addicted

to a certain well-known and artistic

photographer, from whom she gets

the exact type of picture she likes

(Continued on page 90)
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Why Some Film Stars

Can t Keep Servants

TJ_L HIS working a? a maid in the

home of a film star isn't what it is

cracked np to be. I know. I've

done it.

I'm still doing it, in fact. I am
second maid in a big home out in

Beverly Hills, where movie mag-
nates are as thick as Scotchmen in

Edinburgh. My mistress is mighty
nice to me, sends me into town in
the car on my day off and give:-

me clothes that she has scarcely

worn. About all the work I have
to do is to run a carpet sweeper
over the rugs upstairs and keep the
baby clean.

But it isn't as easy as that, work-
ing for some movie stars !

References Required

In order to land a job with a

screen celebrity, you first have to

manage to quit some place where
you've hated the mistress for a year
or two without having any argu-
ment, so as to get references. And
your references have got to be first-

class.

If you've ever been drunk or
have been mixed up in any scandal,

"Back Stairs Gossip" about

the film elite, by a maid
who has worked for them

household. In case any trouble
arises, it is the thing to pass the
buck to him—because the star must
never be blamed for anything. You
really work for the steward, and
if you think a film star's steward
is an amiable person, just try ask-

ing for a Sunday off

!

It's natural, too. The stars work
all week long, while the servants
have it easy with the family gone.
AVhen Sunday comes, that's their

play-time. They keep open house
all day and night on Sundays.
That means work for the help, of

course; everything has to be in
first-class order about the house and
grounds, and every employee is on
the job early and late on that day.

But it is this Sunday work that
makes most of the servant problem
in Hollywood. The screen people
pay the best wages and are mostly
good to the help, but all the enter-
taining on Sunday counteracts the
other good points, in the estima-
tions of the servants.

For instance, the little, dark-
haired wife of one of our most
prominent directors seldom keep;

your chances of getting a job in a the same cook for two consecutive
film home is nix. These high-up
stars only want nice, refined people
to work for them

!

The agency collects ten per cent
of your first month's wages before
you even go out to see if you are
hired. On your way out to Beverly,
you probably thrill at the prospect
of an interview with a real star.

But you soon discover that few
stars ever hire any help, except pos-
sibly a steward or housekeeper.

The Steward Is Boss

_

The steward takes all the respon-

running of thesibilitv for the

months. Why?
Well, sometimes the director-

husband forgets he is not talking to

an extra on the lot when he bawls
out the new cook. One cook who
quit said she had eaten so much
liver at this house that she couldn't
stand the sight of it.

She cooked lots of choice food
on Sunday when the house was full

of guests, she said. But the rest of
the week the three servants had to

live on liver and left-overs. And
generally their meals were pretty
scanty, at that. Pastry was a deli-

cacy for company only, and none

of them felt free to eat all they
wanted of anything that cost much.
Monday morning, the servants

at this house say. the place is all

littered up with tobacco ashes and
dirty dishes. And when the place
is finally cleaned up, it doesn't look
like a home ; it has the appearance
of a once fine place not kept up in
first-class shape.

"Pickfair" Is Fine Place To Work
'Tickfair," the home of Mary

Pickf'ord and Douglas Fairbanks,
is a splendid place to work. Albert,
the French steward-butler, sees to
it that every one of the nine serv-
ants are up at six o'clock on Sun-
day mornings. He runs that place
like clockwork. Albert knoAvs the
likes and dislikes of his famous em-
ployers, and a "tip" from him has
saved many a maid her job.

Douglas is harder to please than
Mary, though they are both very
particular about everything being-
kept just so. Mary 'seldom calls

anyone down, but when she does it

hurts.

Here is a house where everv em-
ployee lives well and has little to

complain about. Sunday is their
hardest day, as in other film homes,
but they are paid top wages. That
makes up for a lot, when one is try-
ing to buy a home.
Mary pays her cook $150 a

month, with room, board and laun-
dry. Her own laundry bill used
to average about $32 a week. Re-
cently, however, she installed her
own modern laundry, with an elec-

tric mangle that cost $225. She
keeps a man and wife to do the
laundry worK.
Moving pictures are shown in the

house once a week for all the em-
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One well-known woman film star needs a veterinarian, not a nurse. She

has a dog that sleeps in a pine-lined bassinet, and the maid has to feed and

tend it as though it were a baby.
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in Hollywood

M
why t

All Creeds and Sects Find

Devotees in Film Colony

By MARTHA MARSDEN

AVE you ever wondered again. One may go to bed a Baptist not get the benefits of the Yogi's
screen stars never otva nnt a/nrl wato «r» a Proc^towo,, mi^*„»i :„ u _i> .

„ -- - »-

the screen stars never give out and wake up a Presbyterian,
information relative to their reli- One week one is a devout wor-
gions? Sometimes it's just because shiper in the orthodox church
they haven't any, but spend Sunday next week a Hindu Yogi shows one
morning getting rejuvenated for the error of one's ways in being so
next week's labor of smiling sweetly, plebeian as to drop a nickel in the
But, in many cases, the reason they box to be relieved of one's sins—far congregating in Los Angeles, possi
hesitate to talk upon this subject is better, says the Yogi, to embrace a bly lured by the volatile tem-
lts very insecurity; like husbands, religion which guarantees one a perament of screen actors, the
religion hereabouts is on-again-off- slim silhouette. Of course, one does hectio emotional aura that pervades
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spiritual guidance in matters of the
flesh and the soul for nothing.

Strange Sects

In addition to the old reliables,

all the freak religions on earth are
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Hollywood, the general feeling of

transience.

Always there is something new;

our gilded darlings tire quickly of

a stereotyped routine, seek new out-

let for their emotional repression.

Being pure and sweet—don't they

admit it themselves?—this high-

keyed sentience expresses itself in a

fervid response to religion.

For the old reliables we have the

highest praise. Baptist, Presbyterian,

Catholic, Congregational and all

their sisters and brothers in the

world of creed—they have done a

good work; they are the conven-

tional background of life, the staff

upon which our forbears have leaned

since the light of redemption was

first brought us; and we have no

quarrel with them. Nor with the

newer creeds which develop self-

control and self-dependence, an un-

derstanding of the beautiful and

finer things of life, such as Christian

Science, New Thought and kindred

beliefs. Over half the picture people

are Scientists. Conrad Nagel and

others usher in that church. To its

influence may be laid much of the

growth of the motion picture in-

dustry. Its converts are optimistic,

healthy in soul and in body; and,

Avhile we may not agree with it in

all the tenets that it propounds, we

give it our sincere respect.

Moths About a Candle

It is at the sensational religions

that abound in Los Angeles, the

moths that flutter about the flame

of starshine, eager to grow rich off

foolish little minds' foolish idola-

xts exc-

ite. s
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try, that we" smile. When men and

women of presumably normal men-

tality cluster about a Hindu Yogi,

their gold and their worship placed

at his feet, merely because he ex-

presses those bizarre imaginative

qualities which these ordinary girls

and boys like to tell themselves

accompany their "artistic souls,'' it

is time to call in the psychopathies.

The Swami's Clientele

The Swami Yogananda talks to

a full house at every lecture intro-

ducing the Indian Yogis' system of

"perfect muscle development by

power of the will." The Swami Yo-

gananda, personal representative of

Sir Manindra Chandra Nundy Baha-

dur, Maharajah of Kasimbazar, tells

our cinema queens that they may

become sylphlike as well as graceful

and healthy if they will but em-

brace his religion. He intends found-

ing here a branch-school of the

Indian Sat^Sanga, financed by the

millions of his Maharajah, who is

called "the Rockefeller of India."

Possibly the Swami will annex a

few dollars to add to his Mahara-

jah's. For those who benefit by his

'modern teachings gladly make a

"little donation to the good cause.

His disciples have grown in number

amazingly since his startling an-

nouncement that, by the exercise of

will power, one can refashion one s

frame to suit one's self—and the

new styles.
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Another Hindu to whom our
silversheet thespians lend attentive

ear is the Swami Paramaiianda of

the Vedantic Center. Boston.

Peter the Hermit

ith the spread of Coue-ism has
grown the miracle idea. Impression-
able, these children of illusion flock

after Peter the Hermit in the belief

that he may cure their tummyaches
and make the movies as pure as the
fan-magazines say they are.

Now. Peter is a good old soul,

harml'ess as a kitten, and possessing
a kitten's powers to perform mira-
cles. He makes no claim to super-

natural gifts. He has a beautiful,

kindly philosophy of friendship,

which in the generosity of his spirit

he shares with rich and poor, cinema
queen and scrubwoman, alike.

But a group of "financiers" have

ence. the up-and-at-'em advertising-

spirit has invaded the churches.
Such "stunts" as showing Mary
Pickford's Tess of the Storm Coun-
try—widely advertised in the daily
press and with posters on the side-

walk—are used to get the folks into
the churches.

One advertises: "Modern Substi-

tutes for Christianity are Sunday
Evening Motion Pictures!" Need-

knew it must compete with Hindu
Yogis and modern fads for the souls
of our citizens.

Even in the orthodox churches
one seldom hears the old "hell-fire

and brimstone" sermons. Modern
to the core, our dimpled darlings
scorn such antiquated methods of
saving their souls. Sermons now
follow the keynote of industrial
trend.

In a survey of our churches one
Sunday I heard bits from the follow-
ing "sermons" : "Is Coue Scientific?",

"Did the Flood Ever Happen or
Noah and his Ark?", "The Story of
a Man with an Ax." A talk on "The
Grand Strategy of Evolution" in
one house of worship was followed
by public and scientific discussion
of the subject of whether we came
from monkeys or from God.
The subject for another was, "Has

taken good old Peter in tow, adver-
tising him as far as the local authori-
ties will permit as a Miracle 'Man.
They even produced a two-reel pic-
ture of Peter as a sort of imitation
Joseph Dowling-George Loane Tuc-
ker character.

A while back Peter was a hermit,
living in the hills, content with his
simple existence and the thought
that occasionally he made life

brighter for some unhappy soul; a
picturesque figure in his loose sack-
like garment, barefooted. Now Peter less to say, this modern house of
has become a personage, worshiped worship (?) has standing room only
alike by handsome hero and wide-
eyed demoiselle. And Peter is won-
dering what it is all about. . . .

Heaven a Daily Newspaper?" The
erudite pastor propounded that, "If
Heaven has a daily newspaper, its

sensational items deal with the en-
listment of notorious sinners rather
than the alignment of the conven-
tionally respectable." Members of
the local press were in the congrega-
tion, but screen stars were strangely
absent.

Letting His Right Hand Know
Oxe enterprising pastor adver-

tises himself as "a man of outstand-
ing personality ... a man of^ » , o v.i ~o j.- ——""J • • • y> «'

wnile the pastors down the street winsome character and passionate

to

Publicizing Religion

Here where publicity nourishes,
nay where the very breath of life

depends upon its glamorous influ-

orate to empty seats

These methods are not open
actual criticism

;
indeed, they get

the people into the churches and
give the pastors a fine chance. But
it seems a pity that the old reliable

staff of religion as our grandmothers

enthusiasm." Another Sunday serv-

ice drew the crowds with a playlet
entitled. The Pill Bottle. One
advertises monthly "Pessimists'

Nights," which are well attended.
A still more piquant occasion was

(Continued on page 103)
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Movie Murders

T

Actors are butchered to make a cinema holiday. How life

and limbs are endangered to provide screen

entertainment is related

By JOHN POWELL BLAINE

JJL HE GOD of the silver screen

is a Moloch, demanding tribute of

human life.

Thou shalt not kill! That is the

law, since Moses engraved the words

on tablets of stone. Yet today actors

are literally butchered to make a

cinema holiday.

We Must Have Thrills

"Give us thrills!" the public de-

mands. "Give us suspense, punch!"

So thrills are inserted, until every

motion picture flashed upon the

screen means the endangering of

some human life. Some actor, stunt

man or stage hand risked his safety

to "put the picture over."

There is a sinister meaning in

the presence of doctor and nurse in

every studio, in the maintenance of

an ambulance for stunt scenes, in

the very existence of "doubles,"

those dare-devils who take the risks

the stars must not attempt.

Hardy J. Young, Martyr

Hardy J. Young was a "human

fly." His was the fate that awaits

all these intrepid souls who defy

death to put a "punch" in a picture.

Just at noon on March 5, a white-

clad fiftnre that was Hardy started

up the face of the Hotel Martinique,

on New York's Broadway. On his

back was a banner with the device,

• Safety Last;" his feat was an ex-

ploitation stnnt for Harold Lloyd's

picture of the same name.

A mass of curious, apprehensive,

morbid faces watched him climb.

Here and there a woman gasped

fearfully as he hesitated in his

ascent. Occasionally a man muttered

an oath beneath his breath, an oath

that was really a prayer. And fore-

most in the crowd a white-faced

woman watched, with growing fear,

the climbing figure.

He reached the eleventh story.

So far up was he that he looked like

a fly indeed, against the sheer face

of the building. A biting wind

enveloped him. Clinging by fingers

and toes, he hesitated, stiffened

suddenly, and groped uncertainly

for a window ledge and. safety.

His fingers closed on the ledge.

Then his body sagged strangely, the

clinging fingers slipped lingeringly

from the wall, twisting and turning

with sickening gyrations.

That was all; a blood-spattered

pavement, a limp, broken thing on

a stretcher, and a white-faced, gib-

bering wife who had witnessed the

tragedy she had dreaded for years.

The human fly had indeed put

"'safety last."

Death in the Air

Another victim of the film Mo-

loch was Ormer Locklear, gallant

army aviator. He died to provide

a. thrill for sated theatre-goers who

sit safe in their orchestra arm-chairs.

It was while he was doing a diffi-

cult stunt picture for Fox that

Locklear met the end. For an hour

he had soared and dipped and nose-

dived in the heavens, while below

the camera ground and spectators

held their breath/

When the stunt was done—bril-

liantly—Locklear turned his ship's

nose to earth. Then the powerful

arc lights rose up to meet him as

he swooped—'blinded him so that he

crashed to earth.

He put a punch in the picture,

though he gave his life to do it.

Jean Perkins, Stunt Man

Jean Perkins made his living-

doing stunts for the movies. He

came to his death the same way.

Doubling for Bill Desmond,

Perk i i is n »de the top of a racing train.

A speeding plane dipped overhead

and dropped a rope ladder. Perkins

deftly caught the ladder and swung

far out from the train. The on-

lookers sighed with relief, a sigh that

changed swiftly to a groan as the

plane spun crazily and crashed to

earth. Jean Perkins was buried

beneath the wreckage.

He lived a few hours only,

another martyr to the Moloch that

demands human lives as tribute.

A Fatal Accident

They were shooting night stuff

on a Hollywood lot, not long ago.

It was a rain scene they were mak-

ing; a powerful wind machine sent

the falling "rain" in sheets against

the panes of the cabin "set." It

was bitterly cold.

A stage carpenter, shrinking away

from the icy spray, backed into the

wind machine. Its flying propellers

cut the man in two!

Wind Machines Very Dangerous

Another nearly fatal accident

that was caused by a wind machine

took place during a scene in a studio

"tank!" A beautiful woman star

was supposed to be drowning in the

ocean. The wind machine in the

tank simulated the waves.

The camera man called his assis-

tant to hold the camera steady. The

boy refused to go down into the

tank. It was too dangerous, he said

So another camera boy was sum-

moned. He descended waist deep in

the icy water; the wind machine

was started up, and the boy, too

near the churning blades, had his

arm cut off clean at the shoulder.

Two Lives Menaced

Death stalked into the Gloria

Swanson picture, Bluebeard's Eighth

Wife, when an airplane used in one
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of the scenes crashed to earth, kill-

ing one man and probably fatally

injuring another.

The accident occurred during the
filming of what was supposed to be
a beach scene in Southern France.
Harvey Pugh, a lieutenant in the

army reserve corps, was piloting the

ill-fated plane. Chester Williams of

San Francisco was a passenger. The
pilot was jockeying for a landing
when it encountered an air-pocket,

went into a swift nose-clive and
crashed to the ground.

Williams was crushed to death.

Pugh suffered a fractured skull,

broken fingers, broken legs, a

broken arm and a broken jaw. As
this is written, he is lying at the

point of death. Moloch is about
to feast again.

Injuries Are Frequent

Sometimes the rapacious god
does not claim a life, but is satisfied

with lesser suffering. Seldom is a

picture finished without at least one
serious accident.

In one episode of a serial picture,

Louise Lovely was supposed to be-

trapped in a burning building. She
would run from room to room of a

large building, only to be met with
flames each time.

Of course she did not do it, her-

self. She posed for the close-ups

and a man, dressed in a blonde wig,

braved the flames. And they were
real flames. As he emerged from
each scene, men waited with wet
blankets to wrap around him to put
out the flames in his clothing.

When he finished the sequence,
he was a mass of blisters.

An Untested Net

It ~was another fire scene that
cost, the life of a stunt man, whose
name has been carefully concealed.
The man had to leap from a lofty

*

balcony to the street below. A fire-

man's net was provided for him to

land in.

He jumped, hit the net squarely
—and went right on through to the
stone pavement. The studio people
had neglected to test the net.

Jesting with death! Ormer Locklear, aviator, snapped
while trying to persuade Jack Dempsey to take a ride
in the air, assisted by Viola Dana. An hour later,
Locklear's plane crashed to earth. The laughing air-
man died, trying to "put a punch" in a picture for Fox.

A typical stunt, showing how
human lives are risked for the
sake of giving sated theatre audi-

ences a thrill.

Too Much Realism

In a recent picture, the heroine
was supposed to have been accosted
by three villains. The script required
that she draw a gun and shoot two
of the advancing men and throw
the gun at the third. She did—and
the first two men went to the hospi-
tal. She aimed the gun point-blank
at them and the wadding of the gun
wounded the men seriously, one in
the jaw and the other in the thigh.

Another incident of too much
realism was encountered during the
filming of Three Wise Fools, at the
Goldwyn studio.

Sawed-off shot-guns used by the
guards and prisoners in a jail-break

scene were loaded with blank cart-

ridges. During the excitement when
an armored motor car crashed
through a five-inch prison gate, one
of the escaping "prisoners" lost his

head and fired point-blank at E. B.

Johnson, an actor playing the part

of a guard.

The gun wadding tore through
Johnson's sleeve and penetrated his

left arm, paralyzing it.

Harriet Hammond's Injuries

Harriet Hammond, the luscious

blonde bathing beauty, was taking-

part in The Fast Mail, a Fox film.
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If Jackie Coogan lives to be ten

years old, it will be a wonder,

says a noted physician of Holly-

wood. He is almost a nervous

wreck, due to too-strenuous liv-

ing for a little boy, it is said.

Jackie is snapped here with

Paderewski, the pianist

A large quantity of dynamite was

accidentally exploded, so that Miss

Hammond narrowly escaped death.

She was severely burned.

She has sued the Fox Film Cor-

poration for $118,500, alleging that

she was incapacitated by the explo-

sion from fulfilling a Sennett con-

tract at $1000 a week.

Serials Cost Many Injuries

Serial pictures are especially

dangerous to make. Practically

every episode of a really "punchy"

serial has been made at the risk of

human life. A serial's merit is

judged by the number of gasps it

can elicit from an audience. And
it takes a pretty sensational stunt to

make a present-day audience sit up

and take notice.

In a recent serial the star, a

woman, is supposed to ride across a

swaying bridge, two feet wide, sus-

pended two hundred feet above an

abyss; to leap from a high cliff

into a swiftly-running stream; to

hang by the hands from a trestle

while a train crossed above her
;
and

to narrowly escape from a pack of

wolves.

Of course, the girl did none of

these things. But the man of about

her build who doubled for her

would have met a swift and awful

death if a single slip had resulted.

Dared Death by Fire

A "Prop" fire in a William Des-

mond serial became a real fire that

narrowly escaped being fatal to five

persons.

The script required that Desmond

carry Kathleen Calhoun from a

blazing cabin. Flares were used to

simulate flames. But the flares

actually ignited the woodwork and

the hero rescued Miss Calhoun with

her clothes ablaze, in good earnest.

Desmond was painfully burned, the

leading woman was badly scorched,

and the director and camera man
had to be taken to the hospital.

Tragedy Becomes Comedy

Sometimes a narrowly averted

tragedy becomes comedy.

In a Louise Lovely serial, the star

was supposed to jump from a win-

dow to the pavement, 400 feet be-

low. A double did it for her, land-

ing safely in a net. But a close-up

of Miss Lovely jumping was needed,

so she was "shot" jumping into a

net three feet below. She sprained

her ankle!

Gambling with Death

A Director, now dead, had to

have a plane that would fall to the

ground, seemingly wrecked, for a

picture. So a stunt man was hired,

at $600 for the feat, to crash a plane

to earth. He did and was lucky;

he only suffered a broken arm. The

chances were nine to one that he

would be killed.

A Near Disaster

While filming a circus sequence

at the Goldwyn Studio, for Rupert

Hughes' Souls for Sale, a score of

injuries resulted.

A great circus tent was soaked

with coal oil. At the proper mo-

ment it was set afire; according to

orders five thousand "extras",

swarmed around the front of the

tent, registering panic. Suddenly

the panic became terribly real. The

flames and smoke made mad the

horses attached to the great circus

wagons. With the drivers power-

less to check them, the maddened

animals charged among the extras.

Scores fell beneath the flying-

hooves and the crushing wheels.

No deaths resulted, by a miracle,

but at least a dozen serious injuries

were incurred. Just one of the un-

foreseen accidents that happen in

every picture.

Bitten by Malamute

While Irene Rich was playing

the feminine lead in a Canadian

Northwest picture, she was sub-

jected to grave danger of hydro-

phobia,

Miss Rich was driving a team of

dogs, savage Northern huskies,

whose wolf blood makes them

treacherous. Suddenly two of the

huskies began to fight.' Miss Rich

seized one of the dogs, who sprang

at her furiously. The big mala-

mute sunk his fangs in her arm

and hung on until spectators

forced him off.

Miss Rich was hurried back from

Bear alley to Los Angeles, for

preventive treatment against rabies.

Is Jackie Coogan a Nervous
Wreck?

If little Jackie Coogan lives to

be ten years old, it will be a won-

der, a prominent physician of

If Tom Mix had been the least

bit less bold and the marvellous

Tony a bit less sure-footed, two

lives would have been snuffed out

in this breath-taking leap over a

two-hundred foot abyss. From
"The Golden God," a Fox picture.
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Hollywood is reported to have said.

Jackie has had several bad acci-

dents, incurred about the studios,

including a bad skull fracture, it is

said.

The boy is exceedingly nervous,
and has to go to a sanitarium to

recuperate after each picture. Occa-
sionally his parents state that Jackie
is to go to New York for a nice,

long rest. The rest is usually a
series of banquets,/ carefully ar-

ranged publicity stunts, and too-

late hours for a little boy.

The same physician asserts that
not one child actor in the movies
is being brought up with proper
care for his health and nervous
state.

A Mercenary Mother

Recently, the mother of an "ex-
tra" child was storming because a
studio had only paid her five dol-

lars to let her little girl, three years
old, perform a dangerous stunt on
a platform twenty feet above the
ground.

"They have a nerve to think I'd

risk my baby's life for five dollars

a day!" she exclaimed.

"But you're perfectly willing to

let her risk it for ten dollars, aren't

you?" scornfully replied the di-

rector, who has a little girl at home
himself, who is never to have a
film career if daddy can help it.

Risks Life for Thrill

'

The Eagle's Talons a Uni-
versal serial picture, requires that
a woman drop from a balloon in a
parachute. Ann Little, starring in

'the picture, is supposed to make the
leap. A double, was, of course,

substituted.

The balloon swung a thousand
feet in the air, when the girl bal-

anced herself on the edge of the
basket and launched herself into
space. Down she fell, down, down

!

Would the parachute never open?
A terrible period of suspense en-
sued, until the canvass slowly filled

and floated gently to the ground.
Is any motion picture worth such

a risk?

Driven to Suicide

Despair, born of inability to get
work, drives many a poor actor to

suicide. Truly, in the studios, many
are called and but few are chosen.
The daily round from studio to

studio, from agency to agency, with
always the same answer, "Nothing
to-day," is heart-breaking. And
the stage and screen are similar, in

that once the lure gets into a man's
blood, no other work will do for
him.

He will act or he will do nothing.
Despondency, caused by failure

to get work in pictures, brought
Joe McDermott to the end of the
road, in a gas-filled room in a
Hollywood boarding-house.

A little note on the dresser told

the story:

"Just couldn't make the grade.

Feel my mind slipping, and dread
the end. May God receive my
soul."

As a final tragic touch, half an
hour after his body was found,
there came the call for which he

Photo by Evans
The careless explosion of unguarded dynamite so injured Harriet Ham-
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fi11 a Mack Sennett contract as a bathingbeauty, she charges. She is shown here before the accident that damaged
her beauty.

Despair, caused by inability to
get work, brought Joe McDer-
mott to the end of the road, in a
gas-filled room in a Hollywood

boarding-house.

had waited so long. A studio asked
him to report for work.

Didn't Want to Live

George Marian, an old-fash-
ioned trouper to whom the theatre
was life itself, found his health be-
ginning to fail. He knew he could
not get work at the studios if his
health was poor, and he was 68!
So he opened the veins in his
wrists.

He had had good parts in Quincy
Adams Sawyer and Hearts Aflame.

Truly, the film Moloch is a rapa-
cious god

!

Some Stars Won't Take Risks

Some stars simply refuse to take
any risks at all. Thomas Meighan,
it is said, is the most cautious of
all the stars. He insists on a
double, even for driving a car
through heavy traffic. Which in
Los Angeles is no inconsiderable
risk

!

Bill Hart has a double for almost
everything but close-ups. Not be-
cause he is afraid, but because the
years are bearing heavy upon him

—

Bill is over fifty.

Tom Mix, on the other hand,
does all his own stunts. He never
has a double.

Let us hope that for his bravery,

Tom will never meet the end that
comes to most dare-devils.

Let Us hope that Tony, Tom's
pet pinto, will never go riderless;

that the god Moloch will never gain
another victim in the gallant person
of Tom Mix.
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Baby Pe
Hollywood' s Pride

y

Peggy shows
Nita Naldi a

thing or two
in the way of

wielding
a wicked fan.

Photo by Evans

Baby Peggy, "as is,"

screenland's most
diminutive star.

If all Northwest Mounted
Policemen were as attrac-

tive as Baby Peggy,, no
wonder they have little

difficulty in always " get-

ting their man."

Photo by Evans
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ff^hat Becomes of

Beauty Contest Winners?
Do These Fame and Fortune Contests Bring

Either to the Aspiring Contestants?

By ELOISE ALLEN

Photo hy Hessbr

Winning a "Fame and Fortune"
contest has brought Allene Ray
neither fame nor fortune so far.

She hopes that the long period of
apprenticeship is about over now,
for she is under contract with

Lubin.

'HEN Congressman Her-
rick, representative from
Aklahoma, broke into the

day's scandal about two
years ago as a love-letter writer to

would-be screen beauties, he gave as

his alibi that he was collecting proof
of the pernicious effects of beauty
contests on the winners.

He may not have been so insane
as he was pictured by gleeful para-
graphers who seized upon this rare
and juicy item in the news, with all

the hungry avidity of starving
Armenians.
The Congressman merely made

the mistake of getting himself into
a ridiculous situation before spring-
ing his perfectly sane bill. A Con-
gressman who writes mushy love

Boussdm Photo

Doris Hill's great sad eyes are
getting sadder and sadder. She
won Allen Holubar's beauty con-
test in San Francisco in 1921 and
has parts in only about three

pictures since.

letters to beauty contest winners,
and signs his own name, makes ap-
pointments with them, and con-
tinues his love-making in person, is

bound to come in for horse laughs
and cat-calls from an amused na-
tion. If he had introduced his bill

without going to the trouble of se-

curing personal proofs to back it

up, he might have had a respectful

audience.

Method in His Madness

Ik Congressman Herrick: was
sincere in his intention to put a
stop to beauty contests, the man
should be regarded as something-
more than a trapped masher or a
busybody bill-maker. Congressman
Herrick maintained that beauty

Doris Stone won two beauty con-
tests in England, but found that
Hollywood was not particularly
impressed thereby. Now, how-
ever, Doris is arriving. She has
a good part in "Mothers-In-Law,"
Gasnier's latest, and will also be
seen in Schulberg's forthcoming
release "Daughters of the Rich."

contests were a public menace, both
to the morals and success of pretty

young girls. He demonstrated that

anybody can write to these girls

—

for their addresses are printed
broadcast—and make them all sorts

of proposals. Congressman Her-
rick ought to know! His letters,

published in the papers, were suffi-

cient proof of what annoyances
can happen to beauty contest win-
ners.

Mr. Herrick believes that a
beauty contest puts a girl in an
entirely false position. It makes
her a target for all sorts of disrepu-

table advertising schemes, lays her
open to advances of all kinds, and
gives her such a swelled head
and perverted idea of her own
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Charlotte Stevens won the Chi-

cago Daily Journal contest last

May and took the first train for

Hollywood. She landed a con-

tract with Bobby Vernon and has

been working on it ever since.

importance that she is practically

ruined for life.

His scheme to prevent such

wholesale slaughter of the inno-

cent-;' morals and manners did not

live long in the gust of ridicule

which accompanied every word

written about it. But it had its

points—undoubtedly—as every pic-

ture producer on the west coast will

gladly tell you.

Hollywood Full of 'Em

For beauty contest winners make

up a neat percentage of the female

population of Hollywood. Holly-

wood is held up as the goal toward

which all pretty girls should strive.

An already glutted beauty market

is swelled every year with the sea-

son's crop of beauty contest win-

ners. Into a city that boasts more

beauty — and more unemployed

beauty—than any other city in the

world, annually come the newest

beauty contest winners, armed with

one-picture contracts, which are

guardedly worded, so that the sub-

ject, if absolutely impossible, need

not be used in anything but a mi-

nor — very minor — role. These

contract-bearers are the fortunate

ones. The really pathetic stories

could be written around the village

belles, winners of Elks' contests or

Flower Show contests, or chosen as

the Queen of the Firemen's ball,

and such other internationally im-

portant events.

Beauty in Hollywood is as com-

mon as pigtracks in Alabama. As

Alma Whitaker said in a previous

issue of Screenland, the really

ain girl is the only one who has

Gertrude Olmstead was winner in

the Chicago Herald-Examiner
beauty contest two years ago. She

is now under contract with
Goldwyn.

Lois Wilson is one of the few

winners of beauty contests who
have made good in pictures. Oddly
enough, Lois does not claim to be

a beauty, and forbids her public-

ity writer to mention the fact that

she ever won a contest. Her latest

big role was the feminine lead

in the Paramount picture, "The
Covered Wagon."

a chance to make a sensation in

Hollywood.

The prettiest girl of Simsbury,

111., to crib from Harry Leon Wil-

son's priceless story of movie life,

has small chance in Hollywood,

where she competes with the most
.

beautiful girl of France, the most

beautiful girl of Sweden, the most

ravishing charmer of New York,

the most gorgeous twinkler of Zieg-

feld's Follies, the prettiest bathing

girl in the United States.

She wheedles her father into

mortgaging the old homestead,

breaks with her high school sweet-

heart, and comes to Hollywood,

with every penny of the family's

available cash—only to find that

her nose, which the Simsbury

photographer had caught at the

only possible angle, photographs

like a knot on a potato, and that

her hair, which she had thought

an exact replica of Mary Pickford's.

photographs like strands of hemp

rope. In fact, the belle of Sims-

bury is not even belle of the board-

ing house in Hollywood.

She manages to get a few days'

work occasionally as an extra, and

unless she develops a talent for

character acting, she finds herself

doomed to return to Simsbury or

to dish up food in one of Holly-

wood's ubiquitous cafeterias.

Her fate is the common fate of

Virginia Browne Faire is one of

the few successful winners of

beauty contests. Dramatic ability,

intelligence and beauty of soul

and body have helped her.
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hundreds of her sister beauty con-
test winners. Literally scores of

"beauties" are annually "spurlos

versankt"—to use the Kaiser's pet

phrase, which means, "sunk with-

out a trace."

The only people who remember
them even fleetingly are the land-
ladies who gave them soup and
lodgings long after the flat little

purses were emptied, and the credit

managers of department stores who
are now learning to take such losses

philosophically and to protect them-
selves against them more and more
rigorously.

Going home defeated is a very
different matter from leaving, a

victorious beauty contest winner.

Not All Failures

Ox the other hand, many a
picture star owes her start to the
chance she got as a contest win-
ner. But wait—did we say many
stars ? Who are some of this horde
of successful contest winners?

Let's see. There's Lois Wilson,
and Eleanor Boardman, and Cor-

inne Griffith, Gertrude Olmstead,
Mary Philbin, Lucille Carlisle,

Virginia Brown Faire, Mary As-
tor, Allene Ray, and—the list

grows weaker and weaker.

- Consider how many, many con-
tests you have read and heard
about; how many fair young faces

Ever hear of Ruth Purcell? She
came to Universal City with fifty-
five other beauty contest winners
in 1916. She filmed the best of
the whole bevy of beauties and
was offered a good part in a
Universal "special." But she de-
clined politely, thanked Universal
for a pleasant trip, and went back
to being Samuel Gompers' private

secretary.

have been printed in newspapers
and magazines over such flowery
remarks as these:

"Beautiful Suzie-Mae Hoffman
(any name will do), who has just
won the Firefighters' great beautv
contest, in which five hundred pul-
chritudinous lasses competed, is of
the tall, svelte type, a perfect screen
beauty. Miss Hoffman expects to

leave for Hollywood immediately,
where she has been promised the
lead in a gigantic production to be
put on in the Sueh-and-Sueh
studios, Screenland's largest motion
picture plant."

Is it any wonder that the con-
test winner trips gaily and im-
portantly out to Screenland, sure
of winning stardom easily within
a week or two? In fact, she has
such a vague idea of what con-

stitutes stardom that she feels

that she is already a star, because
she has a chance to play a "bit"

in a picture.

Which reminds us of a woman
who arrived in Hollywood re-

cently with a daughter who had
won a contest in Nashville, Tenn.
She took her blonde, brown-eyed
daughter over to the Fox studios,

where the casting director offered

Pretty Corliss Palmer, who once attended the cigar
stand at ? — ? Ga., Hotel, and is now named as the
"Other Woman" by Mrs. Eugene V. Brewster, wife
of the Millionaire Movie Magazine Publisher in a
separation suit brought by her. Mrs. Brewster asks

$18,000 a year alimony.

GOLDWYX PHOTC

One reason why Eleanor Boardman's
screen career has been so successful
is that she did not depend on merely
winning a beauty contest. She had
a long and diversified stage training.
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Mary Philbin won second prize in the Chicago Herald-

Fxaminer contest. Eric Von Stroheim stopped m to

look over the contestants' photographs and was so de-

hghted with Mary's ethereal beauty that he chose her

for the feminine lead in "Merry-Go-Round.

Dorothy Seay has won several beauty

contests and has played in nine pictures

in her eight months stay in Hollywood.

to give her a screen test the follow-

ing day. The mother, exuberant,

exhibited her daughter in the lobby

of the hotel that night, with this in-

troduction, "My daughter, Polly,

who is going to be starred by Fox.

She starts to work tomorrow."

Universal's Beauty Special

Harking back to the winners of

contests who have not failed to

make good, we find Lois Wilson,

winner of a contest in Montgomery,

Alabama, eight years ago. You may

remember the trainload of fifty-six

beauties that Universal brought to

Hollywood, or rather to Universal

City, to test for the screen.

Universal had just opened the

great studios at Universal City and

were determined to put over an ad-

vertising stunt that would make the

whole world sit up and take notice.

They got their wish. Fifty-six

beauty contests were put on, cover-

ing the entire United States. News-

papers ran photographs of girls who

considered themselves beauties, and

the subscribers "voted" for the

beauties, with some subscription

string tied to the votes.

When the votes had been counted

and a few hundred hearts had been

broken, fifty-six "beauties"—some

of them, in the very nature of the

contest being far from beautiful,

.since any girl could submit her pic-

ture and since the zeal of one's

friends counted more than the

shape of one's nose—were all slated

for the cross continent jaunt to Cali-

fornia, Universal City's marvelous

plant, and, presumably, fame and

fortune.

The "Beauty Special" as the

train was called, was probably the

most feted and most publicized

trainload of human flesh that ever

steamed out of a station.

The best of food, the quintes-

sence of service, marked that hegira

of beauty to Hollywood. But that

was about all the girls got out of it.

Universal got gobs of publicity ;
the

new studios were shown off to the

blare of trumpets; receptions Avere

held_in the studios of course—in

honor of these fifty-six American

beauties. Wherever they went, the

girls were required to wear badges

and carry banners, advertising

Universal.

Oh, yes, they were given screen

tests, and the winner of the screen

test contest was to be given a part

in a big special production. Ruth

Purcell, private secretary to Samuel

Gompers, won the plum, and fifty-

five other beauties knew that

taps had sounded for their high

hopes.

Ever hear of Ruth Purcell?

Probably not, for she surprised

everyone by calmly telling Univer-

sal that she thanked them very

much for her lovely trip to Cali-

fornia 'n everything, but that, if

you please, she was going back to

Mr. Gompers. Whether a certain

young man who telegraphed roses

to greet her at every stop had any-

thing to do with her decision is im-

material to this story. She went

back.

And so did nearly all of the other

beauty contest winners, for their

fare was paid—it was distinctly a

"round trip" affair.

Out of the entire trainload of

beauties, how many have ever been

heard of in pictures? Here are their

names: Ida Frances Beardsley,

Taula Jorgensen, Florence Skeffing-

ton Craig, Mayme Chapline, Edith

Maas, Marie Savage, Louise Wel-

don, Forrestine Dennison, Mollie

Julian, Gertrude Fonda, Anita Lib-

erman, Minnie Wilhainson, Anna

Nessel, Lois Wilson, Ann Schrader,

J. Frances Hamilton, Margaret

Veronica MacDonough, Gertrude

Cameron, Irene O'Connor, Esther

Sutton, Nellie Bell, Alice Matthews,

Madeleine Dwight Skinner, Agnes

M. Chneye, Marguerita Koch, Ma-

bel Nelson, Gwendolyn Morgan,

Sarah Wooten, Daisy Fulwiler,

(Continued on page 94-)



How the

Screen Stars
Keep Thin

Scientific Methods for Re-

taining that Streamline -

Body Effect

F
By ATHENE FARNSWORTH

.AT AND Romance just sim-

ply never have cohabited and never
will—not even in Hollywood where
everything else—but that's another
story.

There never has been a siren who
was onto her job who did not realize

that when Excess Avoirdupois ap-

pears, even though she rolls luxuri-

ously up in a limousine, Romance
puts on her hiking pants and takes

to the foothills.

That Pound of Flesh

It's a safe bet that if Portia could
have removed that disputed pound
of flesh from her own person, she
would have been tickled pink to do
so, even at the price of forfeiting

the nice piece of publicity her
"Quality of Mercy" speech gave
her.

It is equally patent to the dis-

cerning eye that Cleopatra, the great

grandmother of all the sirens, never
spent all her time lolling around on
that flower-strewn barge of hers.

We'd be willing to bet our new
spring hat that she excused herself

long enough from Mark Antony,
before breakfast each morning, to

take her daily dozen, or to roll a

bit on some secluded and especially
hard portion of the old barque's
floor.

And if the ladies of Portia's time
and Mark Antony's sweetie realized

the necessity for slim, undulating
lines, the modern sirens, those

marcelled and bobbed-haired queens
of screenland, know the truth in

triple measure.

Dear old Cleo had but to pass

muster before the love-dimmed eyes

of one old rounder; our 1923 Cleos

must daily and nightly present

themselves for inspection before the

whole world.

How Do They Do It?

How do they do it?

Haven't you ever sat in a dark-
ened theatre, with your eyes glued
on some shimmering, silver-sheeted

beauty, long-limbed and alluring?

"EAT AND GROW THIN"
IJERE'S the diet that made

Colleen Moore lose twelve
pounds in two weeks. Try it your-
self, to speed the parting flesh:
BREAKFAST: Half a grapefruit,

a thin slice of toast (no
butter), and a cup of coffee,
without sugar.

LUNCH: Fruit salad with French
dressing, crackers and a
glass of lemonade.

DINNER: Meat and one vege-
table, but NO potatoes; dry
toast and a cup of tea.

OR
Substitute a baked potato and a
glass of buttermilk for dinner,
every other night.

And haven't you ever sighed audi-

bly as the lovely creature melted
into the hero's arms? Then, the

last two-in-one embrace over, out

you go into the cold, unfeeling

Pakamocnt Photo

This exercise, repeated
twenty times morning and
evening, is splendid for re-

ducing the hips. Betty Comp-
son says so, and isn't Betty
a living example of its

beneficent results?

street and suddenly glimpse your-

self in one of those infernal plate

glass windows.
Ye gods ! What a contrast

!

Bulge- all over you—and in the

wrong places ! Your coat-tails headed
in opposite directions, as though
some domestic cataclysm had made
it impossible for them ever to dwell

together in harmony again. And
you think naughty words, curse the

chocolate eclair you had for lunch-
con and mutter: "Upon what meat
do these our heroines feed that they
remain so slim !"

How do they do it? Listen:

The Shimmy-Shaker Arrives

The "shimmy-shaker" has conic

to Hollywood.

This unique first-aid to those who
yearn to enter the lists of the
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" sSmfnTis one of the best reducers in

the w™ld. It makes a fat person thin

and a thin person pleasantly plump. And

it keeps Betty Compson just right.

Horseback riding is a famous method^^^^
The more your mount is addicted to trotting the more

flesh vou will lose. If you don't grasp this fact before

bYguiing your ride, says Madge Bellamy, you will

soon afterward.

Beautiful and Damned was invented

*o rumor says, for Queen Mary oi

England. WhetherHerMajesty,after

ridding herself of the necessary

number of royal pounds, passed the

glad word around, or whether the

secret simply leaked out, is imma-

terial The important thing is that,

like all good things, it has come to

Hollywood, apparently to stay
_

The telephone of a certain little

gray shop, known to the film col-

ony, tinkles merrily all day long.

Luminaries whose names twinkle

brightly in electric lights on a thou-

sand Main Streets nightly vie with

one another to see who can do the

most "shimmy-shaking" between

calls to the set. For the eleventh

commandment of stardom is this:

"Thou shalt take on no superfluous

flesh."
'

,

And many a fat part has been

lost because of fat parts. Selah.

Shedding Excess Poundage

In this little gray shop, where

lurks the useful "shimmy-shaker

the chance patron can sometimes

get an eyeful.

The shimmy-shaking is not done

on a ball-room floor, as you have

guessed, perchance. Visualize, for

instance, Gloria—she of the seduc-

tive curves—clad only in a sheet,

clutched in the diabolical embrace

of this up-to-date fat-reducing ma-

chine. A broad leather strap is

about her slim body. Presto !
The

electric current is turned on, and

then, Oh Boy! how she shakes. Any

"fattest portion" that could with-

stand an attack like that is worthy

to be nominated for the Hall of

Fame.
Picture to yourself the stately

Anna Q. Nilsson, the flirtatious

mama of Adam's Rib, strapped in

an electric chair, supporting on her.

tummy a fifty-pound sand-bag and

squealing with little, startled "ohs"

and "ahs" as the relentless electric

^"mMBW^^^ Paramount Photo

One day a week, lovely Lila

Lee eschews food and lives

on orange juice.

current plucks at any ambitious

plumpness.

Male Patrons, Too

Nor are the Adonises of the

screen to be outdone. It's just as

necessary that a screen hero he shin

as for a heroine. Picture Bodolph

Valentino fat, if you can without

dropping a tear. He might as well

let himself get bald!

Wallace Beery mortifies the flesh

every so often. Picture his two hun-

dred and fifty pounds of stalwart

manhood encased in an electric cab-

inet, rivulets of perspiration run-

ning down his distressed counte-

nance as he pleads with the nurse,

"Take me out ! I'm nothing but a

grease spot now!"

Fatty Degeneration of Imagination

Little Betty Compson has an

hallucination that she ought to re-

duce, though she barely tips the

• scales at one hundred and eighteen

pounds. Connie Talmadge comes

to the little gray shop, too, because

she has fatty degeneration of the

imagination. She doesn't really

need to reduce.

A good many famous scenario

writers visit the shrine of the

"shimmy-shaker" weekly. Wnyf

Oh well, Hollywood has a way oi

doing things to husbands, they say,
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Paramount Photo

To wear costumes such as these, Gloria Swanson shakes a
wicked shimmy, they say. The result is certainly engaging.

Swedish massage keeps
Agnes Ayres slim and dainty.

Paramount Photo

and the ability to hold down a job
at a roll-top desk doesn't always
counterbalance the kind of ability

that enables one to wear roll-topped

stockings gracefully.

Eat and Grow Thin

Colleen Moore wants to retain
that streamline body effect, so she
accomplishes it by two methods.
She diets and she dances.

For those of you who are yearn-
ing that your too, too solid flesh

would melt, here is Colleen's menu
to speed the parting flesh. The
menu was prescribed by a reputable
physician and was so effective that
Colleen lost twelve pounds in two
weeks and felt fine all through it:

Breakfast—Half a grapefruit, a

thin slice of toast (no butter), and
a cup of coffee (no sugar).

Luncheon—Fruit salad with
French dressing, crackers .and a
glass of lemonade.

Dinner—Meat and one vegetable,

but no potatoes
;
dry toast and a cup

of tea.

The Buttermilk-Potato Diet

It you shudder at such a Spartan
diet, try this one : substitute a baked
potato and a glass of buttermilk for

dinner, every other evening. That's
what Viola Dana does, and see what
a trim little figure she has.

A variation of this diet is to eat

your regular meals six days a week

;

on the seventh, live on orange juice,

Lila Lee uses this painless method
of reducing.

One Hollywood physician who
has many film patients insists that

a glass of orange juice and a piece

of toast or some crisp crackers are

all the breakfast that any average
individual needs. Unless you are

doing manual labor, a more sub-

stantial breakfast is just laying up
trouble for you.

Lamb chops and sliced pineapple
is a very effective reducing diet,

also. The combination seems to

produce no fat.

Reducing DeLuxe

What Ave consider to be the very
last word in reducing stunts is to

dissolve a reducing powder in one's

This exercise twenty times
every morning keeps Eleanor
Boardman fit.



bath. The pounds, we are told,

simply melt away. Perhaps—and

then, perhaps not.

A good many stars use an electric

vibrator. Tom Mix does, for one.

Tony simply refuses to have a fat

master, they say, and so Tom has

to keep down to a respectable 180

pounds.

Dancing Off the Ounces

What could be pleasanter, rnes-

demoiselles, than to keep that

schoolgirl figure by merely shaking

a mean slipper, a la Colleen Moore?

"Dancing is the best known

means of acquiring slim ankles and

aristocratic feet," "Colleen informs

us, cheerily. "Fancy dancing is

most effective, inasmuch as it re-

quires more strenuous exercise, but

the waltz, fox-trot and one-step will

do wonders in remolding a girl's

figure."

Handing the Star a Lemon

A new saying has been coined

since the battle with the calories

began. "A lemon a day keeps the

fat away," the saying goes. Take

it at night, just before retiring, and

see what a delightful fresh feeling

you have in the morning. But you

had better consult a doctor before

you begin this. You may have too

much acid in your system already.

How Barbara LaMarr Reduced

Barbara LaMarr was beautiful

and fat. She developed convexi-

ties where she should have been con-

cave, until a magazine writer came

right out in print with the opinion

that Barbara should reduce.

Barbara, being a good sportsman,

agreed. Her mirror concurred with

the writer's edict. So, "Barbara,

you're corn-fed," Barbara said to

herself. "You've got to lose fifteen

pounds."

Then she began to work so hard

that she did just that.

So that's one way to get slim.

Agnes Ayres' Method

Agnes Ayres employs a Swedish

masseuse between every picture, and

goes through a regular course of

training.

She begins by taking the regular

bending, stretching, leg-lifting, etc.,

doing the exercises faithfully. Then

the masseuse gives her a rub-down,

with a cool shower as a final touch.

Agnes does not do these things
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to lose flesh, she says, but to keep

her body toned up. The effect is

the same, however, for the massage

breaks down the fatty tissues.

The Turkish Bath

The Turkish bath system of re-

ducing is very popular among the

screen folk. Three good Turkish

bath treatments a week will result

in a marked decrease of weight in-

side of six weeks.

HOW TO FIND YOUR
CORRECT WEIGHT

THREE-FOURTHS of the
adult population of the United

States is overweight. The too

thin folks are in a sparse minority.

To find how much you should

weigh:
, • u

Get your exact height, by
measuring in "stocking-feet" or

barefoot, if you choose. If you

are five feet tall, you should

weigh exactly no pounds. For

every inch over five feet, add 5/2

pounds. For instance, if you are

five feet, two and a half inches

talL you should weigh, stripped,

124 pounds. With clothing, you

should weigh about 127. A few

pounds over or under—say three

or four one way or the other

—

will not take you out of the nor-

mal weight class.

If you are under five feet tall,

subtract five and a half pounds

for every inch you are under five

feet. For instance, Mary Pick-

ford, being four feet ten and a half

inches tall, should weigh io2V2 .

Her average weight is around 100,

which is normal for her height.

These tables are for women.
If you are a man, add ten pounds

to the woman's normal weight

for your height. For instance,

a man five feet ten inches tall

should weigh 175 pounds.

Get out your paper and pencil

and figure up your normal weight.

If you are overweight, begin eat-

ing less right now. If you are

underweight,, better see a doctor,

for darned few people are under-

weight because they eat too little.

That old saying about eating so

much it makes you poor to carry

it may apply to you. But the

overweights know that they are

eating so much it makes them
tired to carry the surplus pounds

they roll up.

But the baths are rather weaken-

ing for all but husky physiques, so

many of the feminine stars take

them only once a week, and combine

them with a diet and exercise.

Riding is Fine Exercise

If you are fortunate enough to

have access to a riding horse, and

are ambitious to lose flesh, by all

means ride. Madge Bellamy swears

by this method.

The more your mount is addicted

to trotting, the more flesh you will

lose. If you don't grasp this fact

before beginning your ride, you will

soon afterward. Let your body

swing with the motion of the horse.

When you come back, take a cold

shower and follow it wTith a rub-

down. Then look in the mirror

and see how your eyes shine. And
incidentally, after a daily ride for a

fortnight, your scales will show an

engaging decrease in the number

of pounds they register.

And so the battle goes.

"Oh, that this too, too solid flesh

would melt !" Hamlet, prize gloom

of the drama that you are, you said

a mouthful! 1

The balance step of the fox-trot

is fine for strengthening the arches.

Set the phonograph going, try this

step rapidly for about seven min-

utes, and see if your muscles don't

react, The nasty little pads of flesh

on your ankles will vanish under

this treatment, too. And listen, if

you do this constantly, inside of a

fortnight you'll find that the hips

are taking up less length on the

tapeline.

Furthermore, the one-step in-

creases the lung capacity and burns

up the oxygen and fatty tissue at

one and the same time.

To prove her point, Colleen

merely asks, "Did you ever see a

dancer who was fat?" and pauses

for a reply.

Lois Wilson Says, "Walk"

Once Lois Wilson noticed that

her skirtband Avas getting tight and

that her mirror was reflecting _
a

sort of exaggerated aura. But in-

stead of murmuring to herself in

the comforting way we women
have, that a girl should be a little

plump and who liked bones any-

way, Lois started in to leave the

car in the garage and walked to

the studio.

"We spend the best part of our

lives indoors or sailing about in

a limousine," Lois said, just as if

she knew it were for publication.

"Healthful exercise like a good

walk every day is the best kind of

a reducer."

Looking at Lois' slim grace to-

day, we have to admit it's good

medicine, and easy to take, for

those of us who aren't blessed with

a limousine.

(Continued on page 97)



W A I T
By ANNE AUSTIN

GIHARLES CHAPLIN, out
of make-up .and standing in the
doorway of the Armstrcng-Carle-
ton Cafe, waiting patiently for a
table, was accosted by a curious
tourist, hopeful of finding a motion
picture player before her. "What
do you do for a living, young
man?" she asked, patronizingly.

"I wait," Charlie answered sadly,

thinking of the hours spent in

simply "waiting" on the set.

The shocked aristocrat from Bos-
ton thought she had disgraced her
family tree by talking with a com-
mon waiter, little realizing that she
had been listening to a plaintive

wail from one of our most famous
stars.

Even stars know the terrible

nerve-racking tedium of waiting.
If you have only waited two hours
for a doctor to stick his head out
of the door marked private and call

"Next," you. still may have some
faint idea of the annoyance of wait-
ing. But you can have little con-
ception of the ordeals which the
players undergo through just "wait-
ing."

A star has a call for nine o'clock.

Maybe she has been up late the
night before and would give a
week's salary just to lie abed and
sleep.' But the studio call is the
one thing that most stars do not

,

dare ignore. She appears on the
set just a little late, and gets a
rail-down from the director, who
gives the impression that half a
dozen scenes would have been shot
if the star had made her appear-
ance on time.

Contrite and angry, the star calls

attention to the fact that she is in
make-up and costume and wants to

know when he is ready to begin.
The director finally believes that

fill is set for quick shooting; the
orchestra is playing; the lights are

assembled for the big cabaret
scene—there is a cabaret scene in

every picture nowadays, you know
— and the evening-gowned extras

are shaking mean shoulders to the
lilt of the music.

Then—"Where is the script?"

yells the director.

The . assistant director looks
guilty and yells for the second as-

sistant director, who yells for the
script girl. But the script girl can-
not be found. A hurry up call goes
to the offices, where it is learned
that the script girl has been so in-

considerate as to sprain her ankle,
and no one knows what she did
with the script. Be it known that
in the beginning everyone who can
possibly need it is provided with a
script, but before the picture is half
finished the script girl is the only
one who has one.

Time to be Bad

Wait! Wait! Wait! The star

twiddles her highly manicured
thumbs this way; then that way,
being original and averse to monot-
ony. The extras perch on cabaret
tables and gossip, their chief topic
of conversation being how badly
the star is looking today, how she
can't act, how this wild night life

is telling on her and she ought to

know better. They almost come
to blows, however, when they get
off the star topic and on to how
good they are themselves. The air

fairly crackles with the rustling of

contracts, which the extras are
about to sign. When this favorite

but trouble-brewing topic is finally

disposed of, the talk of the "wait-

ers" turns to how rotten the direc-

tor is, how punk the story is, how
fresh the assistant director is, how
unjust the studios are to their help,

etc., etc.

By the time the only copy of the

Stardom and jealousy are the
Siamese Twins of the industry.
Along with success in the movies
come fame, adulation—and back-

biting.

script in existence has been stolen
out of the files by the girl who has
been bribed' by the assistant direc-

tor, and has at last found its way
to the set, the lights are turned on,
only to discover that something has
happened to the spot light that was
to have been turned on the dazzling
beauty of the star, as she descended
the dais to the dancing floor. And
another wait follows. And another
and another.

No wonder no one has a shred of

reputation left when the waiting
players have at last finished a hard
day of doing nothing. No wonder
the star complains to the director

that she can't work with those peo-
ple, that the cast is "unsympa-
thetic," that the story gives her so

little chance. The director feels

the same way toward the star, the
cast and the producing company.
The assistant director, who be-

lieves he could give D. W. Griffith

pointers on the close-up and mob
scenes, and who is gunning most
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industriously for the director's job,

spends his evening telling all who

will listen, or as he says, "I'll tell

the waiting world," that the direc-

tor is all to the bad, the star is "a

dud. and the story—why, he could

write a story himself, just dash it

off between dinner time and bed-

time, that would show up this gink

who thought he could write sce-

narios.

System Needed

The reasons for waiting are often

as ridiculous as they are serious.

For no matter how ridiculous the

cause of a. wait, it is as serious as

if the reason in itself were tragic.

Any efficiency expert will tell

you that more money is wasted in

the motion picture studios because

of time waits, than in any other

way. Of course, the producers fig-

ure these waits into their schedule

of production; they simply grin

and bear their agony. But if a

studio could hit upon a system that

would eleminate even two-thirds of

its waits, that studio would make
pictures almost half as cheaply as

the other companies do.

One producer said in all serious-

ness that at least six times out of

every ten times he walked out to

view a set on which "shooting" is

supposed to be taking place, the

company was standing about in

various postures, indicating fatigue

and boredom, simply waiting. The
producer always bellows loudly and

wonders why the heck the players,

for whose services he is paying a

king's ransom, are not working.

The alibi-hounds rush into the

fray, frothing alibis which the pro-

ducer must accept. He can't do

anything else. The property man
explains that the assistant property

man broke an alabaster vase, and

that the scene simply cannot be

shot without it. An imitation of

the vase is being made up hastily

in the plaster-of-paris workshop,

where high-priced sculptors work

regular union hours, faking ex-

pensive busts, statues, vases, etc.

After firing the assistant prop-

erty man and charging the "price-

less" alabaster vase, actual cost $75,

to the property man, the producer

feels that he has registered author-

ity, has done something to counter-

act the evil of waiting, and goes

mi back to his office, fired with new

zeal, which finds expression in a

grandiloquent letter to the press,

extolling the coming picture, as "a

million dollar production, on which

no expense has been spared to make

it the finest, spectacular costume pic-

ture of the age."

The Lost Trousers

The comedy hero, who is lead-

ing man in this little tale of the

lost trousers, got about as much
sympathy in his plight as the elder-

ly gentleman who slips on a banana

peeling, the fat woman Avhose um-

brella turns wrong side out in the

gale, and the small boy whose

trousers are snagged in the most in-

dispensable part. But the pro-

ducer saw little to laugh at in the

situation, for production Avas held

up for five long hours.

The comedy bunch was on loca-

tion. A taxi had been hired for a

single scene, in which the comedy

hero was called upon to emerge

trouserless from the taxi, a scene

calculated to create much mirth

with future audiences.

The trouserless hero finished the

scene, and then cast about him for

his nether garments, yearning for

them as avidly as any male, in pic-

tures or out. The trousers were in

the taxi, all right, but the taxi had

taken its departure, to other duties

in the busy city.

No one had thought to take the

name or number of the taxi driver.

The next scenes to be shot were of

the wedding of the hero to the girl.

The script did not call for a trous-

erless wedding. And being' comedy

pants, the garment could' not be

duplicated on short notice. A
search party went out to locate the

taxi and the trousers. Five hours

later the deprived comic hero again

climbed into his coveted apparel,

but it was too late then to take the

wedding scenes. Practically an en-

tire day had been lost, and the com-

pany had to go on location again

the next day. Location trips are

the reason why producers go broke

;

to add an extra day to a location

trip is one of the unpardonable

sins. Undoubtedly the property

man who was supposed to watch

over all such details sought another

job on the morrow.

Wanted—A Sheet

When the desert scenes in Bella

Donna were being filmed on loca-

tion, far from human habitation,

the director suddenly discovered

that one of the scenes called for a

sheet—a regular-sized white sheet.

There was no sheet included in the

"props" or the personal effects of

the company. In fact, there -was

not a piece of white cloth more

than a yard square.

Two men were detailed to mount
their trusty steeds and fare forth

in search of a sheet. They rode

many miles—thirty or more—be-

fore finding a human abode of any

kind. Then they sighted a Mexi-

can hovel, deserted. With little

hopes of finding an article of such

effete luxury as a white sheet, the

men ransacked the house, finding

at last, under the blankets of an un-

speakable cot, a more unspeakable

sheet. The sheet had probably

never known water from the time

it had been turned out, virgin-

white, from the looms. But being

men of keen discernment, they saw

that this thing had once been a

sheet. They found water and

washed it, removing at least ten

layers of accumulated soil. Then,

triumphant, the two men rode

campward, with the sheet stretched

like a sail between them. It was

dry and almost white when they

reached the "set." Altogether only •

three hours had been wasted—

which was terrible enough, consid-

ering the cost per minute of taking

a Pola Negri company on location.

An Expensive Theft

The thief who stole the "butler's

outfit" out of an automobile not

long ago probably did not mean to

be a source of great annoyance and

expense to the producers of Three

Wise Fools. But he was. For the

butler's outfit could not be dupli-

cated easily, and the picture had

to be held up until a perfect substi-

tute could be found. Since part of

the scenes using the butler had al-

ready been shot, clothes which

would have differed in any partic-

ular would have been detected by

the "Weisenheimers" who write in

to magazines to ask "why do they

do it?" Such accidental waits are

of course unavoidable.

Wait on Temperament

Occasionally a star is so tem-

peramental that production must

wait on her moods. Writers and

artists who can produce only when
the spirit moves them sympathize
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with Pola Negri, said to be our most
temperamental star, although her
producers probably do not feel in-

tensely sympathetic when the bills

come in. Much longer time than
was allotted was required in the

making of Bella Donna, because
Pola can emote only when she feels

in the mood for it. Sometimes she
appears on the set, it is said, an-
nouncing that she will not work
that day, because she does not feel

in the humor for it. The emotional
muse simply isn't working, as she
tells them in her charming broken
English, and that settles it. Some-
times scenes in which Pola does not
appear can be shot, but this rarely
happens so fortunately, for the
day's schedule is arranged in ad-

vance, sets are built for certain
scenes only, and players are called

accordingly. More time would be
wasted in making new sets, calling-

players, and rearranging the entire

schedule than by calling it a day
and taking a holiday along with
Pola.

Pola is also said to refuse to work
unless her champagne is forthcom-
ing every morning. And once every
hour she calls for her brandy, or
we have been misinformed. If by
any chance that brandy is not at

hand, or Lena, hor maid, cannot be
found, no work goes on until these
oversights have been remedied.

Viola Knits

Viola Dana doesn't allow the
tedium of waiting to spoil her sweet
disposition. She was brought up
by careful parents on the admoni-
tion, "Satan will find mischief for
idle hands to do," so she keeps
those small hands of hers very
busy. She knits every minute of
the time she is waiting around on
the set or in her dressing room.
She has knit a total of forty sweat-
ers, most of which she has given
away. But her industry is appar-
ent in her own wardrobe, for Viola
loves sweaters.

Educated While You Wait

There is an ever-increasing
group of stars who have joined the
"Get an education while you wait"
club. Lois Wilson might be called
the founder of the club. Lois was
a school-teacher before she won a
beauty contest that put her into
pictures, and she had already

While filming a desert picture, far from human habitation, the
director demanded a sheet. Sheet there was none, so two
property men mounted their steeds, rode twenty miles to a
Mexican's cabin, appropriated a very dirty sheet from the one
bunk, washed it in a pool and rode triumphantly back to camp,
swinging the wet sheet between them as they rode, to dry it.

acquired the study habit. Lois is

never seen idling her time away
and gossiping about her fellow-

players. In fact, Lois is almost a
perfect satisfaction to everyone who
has anything to do with her. When-
ever anyone is casting about for the
'

'nicest girl in Hollywood," Lois'

name is sure to be near the top of
the list. Another candidate for the
honor is May McAvoy, and Lois
and May are inseparable chums.
They spend most of their time,
while waiting for 'Camera !', if they
are working anywhere near each
other, reading and studying to-

gether, or sewing on dainty trifles

for Lois' new little nephew.
Betty Compson missed out on a

college education, but realizes the
value of one in her work. She reads
in her dressing room and on the
set, during the tedious waits. Betty
does not like to wait on the set, pre-
ferring to retire to her dressing

room, where she can be reached in

a very few minutes. She says that

quiet reading in her own room
keeps her in the correct mood for

the scene that is to be shot. And
incidentally, she has become one of

the best-read women in Hollywood.

George O'Hara and Louise Fa-
zenda are members of this "educa-
tion while you wait" club. George
is the star of those splendid "Fight-
ing Blood" pictures, and Louise
needs no introduction, as all our
best speakers say. Louise and
George are mentioned together in-

tentionally, for they started their

careers together on the Sennett lot,

and are still chums—no sentiment,
really. They buy books and "swap,"
and their total book bill would
stagger people of ordinary salary.

Louise has no comedy strain in her
taste for reading, being one of the
real highbrows of the film colony.
She is seldom seen in screenland's

cafes, and never goes to movies,
except to see her own work, of

course. Her leisure time, both on
the set and at home, is spent in
reading. George O'Hara's tastes are

fully as highbrow as Louise's, his

tendency being towards European
classics.

Shirley Mason sews and reads

during the trying waits. By the

way, Shirley is said to be one of

the very few stars in moviedom who
has never been heard to "cat"

(Continued on page 100)
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The Hollywood Inquisition

THE bloody old boys who

patted themselves on the back for

thinking up such horrible tortures

during the Spanish Inquisition could

sit around a studio lot and listen to

stories of the Hollywood Inquisi-

tion, they would have sickened

with grief and died of despair.

Thinking up tame little things,

like stringing offenders up by the

thumbs, or stretching dissenters on

the toasting rack, or rocking a de-

scending and highly sharpened

blade over a quivering, naked body,

was about the best the old Spaniards

in charge of the Inquisition could

do. Poor, old-fashioned things!

They were lacking in imagination,

in finesse, in subtlety.

The modern torture expert knows

that mental torment is much more

devasting than physical discomfort.

And the chief exponents of this new

superfine brand of mental torture

live and thrive in Hollywood.

Professional Jealousy

The motive power behind the

Hollywood inquisition is profes-

sional jealousy. And practi-

cally every player in Holly-

wood is a victim of that

disease. It eats like a nasty,

boring little worm into the

soundest hearts and the sweet-

est dispositions. As soon as

a person becomes a "profes-

sional" he seems automati-

cally to acquire the rest of

it—jealousy. The two words

are Siamese twins of the in-

dustry.

Scrambling up the ladder

of success in Hollywood is

much like the mad rush for

the exit in a the'ater fire. There

are so many, many people

bent on accomplishing the

same thing, and there are so

few places on that top rung.

The game is to get up the

ladder and seize a chair filled

with a famous person. The
next step is to topple the

chair over, dislodging the

occupant ; the third step is to

seat oneself and then kick

off the climbers who are bent
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on taking the chair you have just

gained. If you relax your vigilance

for just an instant, you may find

yourself hurtling down the ladder,

due for a nasty fall when you hit the

bottom. The "injuries sustained"

are usually so painful that you can-

not climb again.
;

Movie fame is probably the most

coveted commodity in the world to-

day; outsiders look upon it as the

ideal avenue to riches. Along with

success in the movies come all good

things—adulation, applause and

much publicity. Or so outsiders

think.

There is probably more vaulting

ambition in Hollywood than in any

other city in the world. Every

single, solitary person in the movies

has ambition. Every extra thinks he

will be a star—tomorrow. In the

meantime, if there is any useful

little task he can do today, such as

catting the player just ahead of

him, or spreading scandal about a

star, or criticizing his director's

methods, or balling up his side-

kick's chances, why he does it cheer-

Paramount Photo bu Ives

Pola Negri, being a "furriner" and an im-

ported celebrity, has had more than her

fair share of persecution.

fully and to the best of his ability.

He leaves no stone unturned.

The hammer is the most indis-

pensable tool in Hollywood. Almost

every player, owns one. The sound

of the knocking goes on, even into

the stilly night. Everyone knocks

everyone else ; it gets to be a habit.

When a player says with warm
enthusiasm, "Yes, isn't she wonder-

full? Didn't you adore her in that

picture?" smelling salts are called

for. But if you stand the shock

long enough to listen for the next

words, they usually come something-

like this, "But don't you think she's

getting a little fat?"

Probably the only star in the pro-

fession who gets a good word from

almost everyone who utters her

name is Mary Pickford. She holds

the unique record of being the most

popular star with the public and

with the profession. The most con-

firmed knockers lay off the rough

stuff, give their hammer arm a rest,

when Our Mary's name is men-

tioned. Maybe it .is because Mary

has a little special ladder all her

own, up which no one can

climb after her.

But mention Gloria Swan-

son, for instance, or Betty

Compson, or Douglas Fair-

banks, or Charles Ray, or

Pola Negri, and the tip-tap

of the hammer begins right

merrily.

A great producer said this

of Hollywood: "You can't

hire loyalty in Hollywood.

"You can hire brains and

beauty and personality and

talent, and even genius, but

from no one can you hire ab-

solute loyalty. In the steel

business, you sometimes find

a chap who knows steel better

than the man who invented

it, but who loves to work for

his boss so well that he

Avouldn't think of speaking a

Avord against him, even to

God. Or in almost any

line of business, you find

private secretaries so de-

voted to the men they

work for that they wouldn't



exchange places with a Ziegfeld

Follies girl.

"But in Hollywood," quoth this

wise but bitter producer, "the girl

who takes my letters is out gunning
for the star I have just signed up
for three years. Or she wonders
why she can't be the head reader or

the scenario chief, or something like

that, and she bends every effort to

get the job. The extra who doubles
for the star gets it into her head
that she could make Ruth Roland
look Tke thirty cents, if she had half

a chance. So she knocks Ruth to

the profession and to the public

every chance she gets, and plans to

bump off this woman who is stand-

ing in her way to stardom."
And so it goes. Everyone is out

gunning for everyone a notch
higher up or even for the top-

notchers.

And it is in achieving their ends
that the members of the Hollywood
Inquisition Squad get in their best

work.

When a victim is marked for

special tortures, the society for the

protection of cruelty to motion pic-

ture players should be called in.

Rodolph Valentino's Persecution

Rodolph Valentino is one of

the most famous victims of the'

Hollywood Inquisition. His sudden
rise to fame from the ranks of

extras brought him little joy in liv-

ing in Hollywood. He became the
target for particularly bitter attacks

by the people he had shot past on
his meteoric trip skyward.
The electricians, stage hands,

carpenters, all seemed to bear him
a particular malice, it is said by
those who have worked on the Lasky
lot. Being a "foreigner," he was
audibly dubbed "the wop" and "the
dago." It is said that he was able
to command little personal assist-

ance, that his life in countless small
ways was made miserable for him.
ProfessOnal jealousy in its most
virulent form attacked extras, direc-

tors, stage hands and leading ladies

who did not appreciate their luck
in getting to play opposite the new
star.

When he found ground glass in
his cold cream, so the story goes, he
let out a string of choice Italian

oaths and went to headquarters with
his righteous indignation, but was
only laughed at for his pains. It is

possible that the Valentino stories

have achieved the dignity of myths
by this time, and hence are greatly

exaggerated. But it is undoubtedly
true that Valentino was the victim
of malicious professional jealousy,

and that he suffered both physical
and mental torment at certain

stages of his career as a star. Of
course, on the other hand, he was
immensely compensated by the
biggest jump in popularity that any
star has ever known.

But did you ever stop to think
how little abstract and intangible

joys have to do with the day's work,
and howT insistently a stepped-on
corn can burn and smart, spoiling

the whole scheme of things? A
mother spanking her naughty son
doesn't stop to reflect that she is so

Paramount Photo by Ke^es

When Rodolph Valentino found
ground glass in his jar of cold
cream, he felt he had reached the
peak of petty persecution. His
meteoric rise had aroused the
jealousy of studio employees.

happy in the possession of a dear
little boy to love and rear. She is

mad clear through and the resound-
ing whacks and the deafening yells

of the outraged progeny testify to

the fact that she has not stopped to

"count her blessings."

Valentino could have sat, with
the scratchy cold cream in his hand,
musing that he was awfully lucky
to be a star, that it was so nice of

the public to like him, and that
even if no one on the lot loved him,
Natacha Rambova did ; but he
thought none of these healing
thoughts; he swore at the ruffian

who had maliciously planted glass

in his cold cream, so that he would
scratch his face all up.

The Case of Herbert Rawlinson

Probably no one will ever know
whether Herbert Rawlinson is a
victim of persecution or whether
Dorothy Clark is the injured party,
in the famous Rawlinson-Clark se-

duction case.

Rawlinson claims that the whole
scheme was a blackmail stunt. At
any rate, the matter has no*w been
settled out of court, and Rawlinson
will pay a certain l»arge sum of

money to Dorothy Clark and her
mother. He will never be» able to

live it down. He gave as his reason
for giving up the fight that enough
vile publicity had resulted already.

Eugene, O'Brien .fell a victim to

the same sort of Inquisition meth-
ods. A girl suddenly appeared in
New York who claimed to be the
wife of the actor, but it was proved
that the actor had not been in New
York at the time he was supposed to

marry her, and that no record of

such a marriage could be found.
Every player, once he has his

head and shoulders above the crowd,
becomes a target at which the mob
can shoot. Every imaginable sort

of . insane scheme . for grabbing off

publicity, by linking one's name
with a famous star's, has been tried.

The player, man or woman, who has
anything shady in his or her past, is

sure to hear from it sooner or later.

And if there is nothing shady, noth-

ing incriminating, there will be in-

genious minds to distort facts or to

manufacture facts.

Charles Ray a Victim

Charles Ray confesses that he
has often been the victim of the

Hollywood Inquisition. He has

been accused of being "upstage" by
those whom he has passed on the

climb up the ladder, and because he
mingles very little with the mem-
bers of the film colony, he is the vic-

tim of almost malicious slander on
this point alone. If a 'man is indi-

vidual, loves privacy and home* life

and minds his own business strictly,

he is picked to pieces by those who
are "hitting it up." If he himself

is "hitting it up," he gets slandered

by the entire profession, although
his slanderers are tarred by the same
brush. It is impossible to escape

the Hollywood Inquisition.
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How the Stars
Put the Sure

/// Insurance

Buster Keaton has to pay

a high premium on his in-

surance policy of $200,000,

because of the many falls he

takes in his comedies.

-_Li_^HERE'S a race on in Holly-

wood these days. It's called the In-

surance Handicap, with all the

screen entries trying to outdo each

other in the amount of surety poli-

cies they can carry.

Not only lives are insured in

Hollywood. Dear me, no! Just any-

one can have his life insured, pro-

viding he has not already misplaced

it.

Roscoe Arbucklc used to be

heavily insured against losing

weight. He won't pay the premiums

any more. It's nothing in Fatty's

life now if he gets as thin as skim

milk.

Irene Castle's dancing feet

are insured for thousands of

dollars.

Freak Policies Granted Screen En-

tries in Insurance Handicap

By Betty Morris
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Walter Hiers tried to get a similar

insurance policy, it is said, but the

insurance companies suddenly woke

up to the fact that Walter might

quit his job and live off his insur-

ance, simply by losing a few

pounds. So they refused to grant

him a policy. Or so they say.

Ben Turpin's Eyes

Ben Turpin's beautifully crossed

eyes are insured for thousands of

dollars. If he should ever refocus

his famous eyes by trying to drive

through Los Angeles' traffic, for in-

stance, several insurance companies

would be pretty badly bent, if not

broken.

Andree's Lovely Feet

The shapely tootsies of Mile.

Andree Lafayette, the French

beauty-contest winner who is play-

ing Trilby in Richard Walton

Tully's picture of the same name,

are insured for a million dollars, it

is said.

Paul Iribe's Expensive Features

Paul Iribe, art director for Cecil

B. DeMille, has his right hand in-

sured for $1,000, his right eye for

$50,000 and His left eye for a like

sum. Being an artist, designer and

architect, this talented Frenchman

could scarcely ply his profession

without the assistance of his right

hand and eyes.

Irene Castle Has Feet Insured

Irene Castle's dancing feet need

not cause their pretty owner any

anxiety. If the railroad should

annex' one of her pretty toes or a

> iin -*d {• ,
". '•'i 1

, /

shouldclumsy dancing partner

crush one out of a seven year;

growth, Irene should worry. They

are insured for thousands of dollars.

Pola Negri's Face

Pola Negri is amply protected

against even a facial blemish that

would prevent her from appearing

before the camera, She is insured

in Germany for a million marks.

But recently she figured up that,

at the present rate of exchange, she

would receive from insurance com-

panies about $20 in case of accident.

So she hurried downtown and

guaranteed her beauty in an Ameri-

can company for $250,000.

Harold Lloyd has his pet pair

of glasses insured. The
glasses are only rims, but

they are specially made to

photograph without halations,

and Lloyd guards them with
his life.



Certificate ot Insurance

UNDERWRITERS AT LLOYD'S, London

A\

Ben Turpin's crossed eyes
are insured by Lloyd's for

$25,000,

It was said that when Pola first

came to this country, Paramount
was amply protected by a surety

company in case her volatile heart

should lead her to the altar. A mar-
riage might damage her money-
making qualities as a vamp and as

the grass-widow of an Austrian
count, it was intimated.

Pola denied this, however, and
asserted in her best English that she
could commit matrimony whenever she chose.

But it was noticed, just the same, that the insurance
companies had men on Pola's trail and showed con-

siderable alarm over her romance with Charles Chaplin.

Theda Bara's Freaky Policy

The freakiest of all insurance agreements was Theda
Bara's. At the height of her vampiring prosperity, it

was announced to all hearers that the company hiring
her was protected against her marriage. It was further
stated that her contract prohibited her showing her
face in public.

Theda must always appear veiled, as mysterious as
the Sphinx in whose shadow this Cincinnati belle was
supposed to have been born.

At this grand coup, all the little golden-curled girls
who had been racking their alleged brains for new
twists to insert into their insurance-contracts, gave up
the battle and slid ignominiously nut of view.

All of the stars are insured for enormotrs
amounts by their organizations. The reason for

this is not greed; the company is not animated
by any hope that the star will pass on to a

better world and leave it the richer by vast

sums. It is purely self-protection. Thousands
of dollars are tied up in a production. If the
star is injured or dies before the completion of
the picture, what then? The company loses

the money invested in the partly completed
film.

An instance of this was in the making of

Way Down East. Clarine Seymour had the role

of Kate, had appeared in several hundred feet

of film when she was struck down by appendi-
citis, with a fatal result. All the scenes had to

be retaken, with Mary Hay in the role,

Mary Has Big Insurance

Mary Pickforu is insured for a million
dollars. Norma and Constance Talmadge are

insured for $500,000. Buster
Keaton's company is pro-

tected with $200,000 on his

life. Buster Keaton has to pay
high premiums, because of
the many falls he takes in his

pictures.

Stunt Actors Have Big
Premiums

Incidentally, all come-
dians and stunt actors pay a

much higher rate of premium
(Continued on page 104)

The million-dollar feet of
Mile. Andree Lafayette. Mile.
Lafayette's feet are said to
be the prettiest in all France.
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The sweet girl graduate could

choose no lovelier frock for

that momentous occasion

than a creation of white net

combined with satin. The
cunning puff sleeves with the

rosebud shoulder decoration

are particularly appropriate

for the young girl.

Posed by Kathryn McGcike

FASHION HINTS
Suggestions for

A dinner dress of cinnamon Crepe Romaine,

studded with sealing-wax red crystal beads is

smart indeed. A drape formed at the hip falls

in graceful points to the floor. This beautiful

gown featured the new kerchief line, which

ties at one shoulder and drops to the bottom
of the skirt.

Posed by Gloria Swanson

For the informal dinner or smart

afternoon function, this gown of

cinnamon chiffon, embroidered in

copper thread, is perfect. The one-

sided line and drape is a feature of

Spring.
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For the young miss, this

simple but attractive head-
dress of holly berries with
silver leaves is admirable.
This would be especially
attractive with an evening
dress of flame-colored

chiffon.

Pos< bv May McAvoy

HOLLYWOOD
Wea r

A stunning eve-
ning wrap is fash-
ioned of holly-red
Crepe Romaine
elaborately e m -

broidered in gold
thread, with a
deep edging of
black lynx fur.

This gown of seed
lace and pearls,
over a slip of sil-

ver cloth, is as
lovely as its wear-
er. For a formal
evening function,

this is perfect.

from
Evening
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Is Society Jealous of Moviedom?
Members of Four Hundred Living in Society's

Glass Houses Shouldn't Throw Stones

O:NE of the principal prod-

ucts of Southern California is gossip

about the moving picture colony.

And the purveyors of
_

the most

malicious gossip are invariably

members of high society. It is on

the broad verandahs of Pasadena's

smart hotels and on the big estates

at Santa Barbara that film reputa-

tions are wrecked.

Why?
Can it be that society is jealous?

The Ignorant May Be Forgiven

One can forgive the limited view-

point of Mrs. Elmer Jones, who

once lived three doors from a promi-

nent character actor, and who tells

everybody that "Moving picture

people ain't no good, because I've

saw him and her comin' home as

late as twelve o'clock at night and

there's always cars stopping there!"

Such statements are fairly harm-

less, because to intelligent people,

Mrs. Jones's ignorance renders them

null and void. Mrs. Vandervere

Delavan of Santa Barbara lives
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Says GORDON GRANT
under exactly the same conditions,

but Mrs. Jones does not know of it.

Her sphere is small and ingrowing

and she does not move among people

who have many friends and whose

playground is the world.

But it is surprising to hear -the

comments of society people, who are

presupposed to have a more intelli-

gent viewpoint, broadened by travel

and wider opportunities.

Birth and breeding has not ren-

dered the darlings of fortune toler-

ant and free from jealousy. Nor

has wealth and the pursuit of pleas-

ure given them an appreciation of

personal achievement.

It is a queer mixture of envy and

dislike that most society women
have toward screen folk. Did you

ever notice how the society woman
glows with pride when someone

says, "My dear Mrs. Snipstone, how
much you resemble Elsie Fergu-

son!"

Try this on your best friend and

watch her expand with pride.

The hotel men of Los Angeles

capitalize this interest in picture

people. Every time they announce

a "Movie Night," every table in

their vast dining room is reserved

days in advance. By whom? By
the very society folk who pretend

to so scorn the movie players

!

Movie Night at the Ambassador

Let us look in upon Mr. and Mrs.

Cadwallader Millionbucks, who have

reserved a table at the Ambassador

on "Movie Night." They have in-

vited a select circle of gem-encrusted

friends to see "all the movie stars,

my deah !"

Mrs. Millionbucks has been care-

ful to include the famous novelist.

Reedon Wright, "who knows all the

prominent ones, you know, and

only writes because he likes to—he

really comes of a very good family!"

Mr. Wright is given the vantage

point at the table and told, "Now do

show us all the celebrities—we are

so interested in them!"
Scarcely has the turtle soup

gone to its long rest, than the

literary asset informs the assembled

(Continued on page 89)



Hot from Hollywoodw
of

V VALTER HIERS and Jac
queline Logan were eating peanut
right merrily between scenes

Sixty Cents an Hour.
"Ugh!" spluttered Walter. "That

last nut had a worm in it
!"

"Here," said Jacqueline, offering

him a glass of water, "drink this

and wash it down."
"Wash it down !" scowled Walter,

"Why should I? Let him walk

The Original All-Star Cast

Souls For Sale, which
Rupert Hughes is film-

ing for Goldwyn, is a

story of motion picture

life. To give the proper

studio atmosphere,

thirty-three leading
stars and directors con-

sented to appear briefly

before the camera

—

playing extras, as it

were. Besides the prin-

cipals, Blanche Sweet,

Marshall Neilan, Claire

Windsor, Elliott Dexter,

Anna Q. Nilsson, Mil-

ton Sills and Florence
Vidor, as well as a score

celebrities, will appear.

Return of the Prodigals

They all come back—or try to

—

sooner or later. Francis X. Bush-
man and Beverly Bayne, one of the
most popular pairs in pictures of a
few years back, have finished a
photoplay entitled Modern Mar-
riage. The Bushmans, who have
been in vaudeville for several years,

are to make a series of personal ap-

pearances in conjunction with the
showing of their picture.

How Much To Raise a Boy?

How much money should it take
to raise a boy of seven? Eric Von
Stroheim thinks $7 a week is plenty.
The court thought otherwise, how-
ever, and has ordered Von Stroheim
to pay his former wife, Mrs. May
Von Stroheim, $75 a week, for the
support of his son, Eric, Jr.

The Newest Thing In Pets

Ann Perdue, who was Derelys
Perdue until she discovered that no

Piquant Para graphs
About the Stars

Walter Hiers, enjoying the first fruits of his stardom.
Jacqueline Logan is the party of the second part. She
is Walter's leading lady in his second Paramount star-

ring vehicle, "Sixty Cents an Hour."

of other

proof-reader could spell it, has a

new pet. Pet's name is Archie, and
is an Abyssinian ant-eater.

Archie is the gift of an American
aviator whom Miss Perdue met in

France three years ago.

Miss Perdue's press agent informs
us earnestly that' the star is quite in

love with her new pet—but we'd
bet our new spring bonnet that she
won't touch it with a ten foot pole.

Line Forms At the Right!

"Private Showing of Edith
Robert's Backbone" was a headline
that intrigued Gotham recently.

Backbone is the name of a picture

in which Edith Roberts and Alfred
Lunt co-star, we hasten to explain.

A Much Married Man
They've been having the darn-

dest time over at the Lasky studio.

Sam Wood has been looking high
and low for a Bluebeard for Blue-
beard's Eighth Wife. He had to

have a man who looked old enough

to have had eight wives and yet
young enough to be still interesting

to the last one, who will be Gloria
Swanson.

After trying out about fifty lead-

ing men, Wood chose

Huntley Gordon,
who gave such a fine

performance in The
Famous Mrs. Fair.

A Vegetarian Cat

Here's an animal
that Colonel Selig
ought to get for his

zoo. Mrs. H. Cobbett
of Los Angeles owns
the first vegetarian

pussy, named Friday.

He has never in all

his six months even
wrinkled a whisker
at a mouse.
He was started on

a bottle, and still

takes his milk that

way, holding the
bottle between his paws. And he
just loves carrots. Result, he is

sweet-tempered and never scratches

or indulges in back-fence concerts.

And just the other day he had his

first screen test.

Gareth Hughes Now Citizen

Gareth Hughes has become an
American citizen. He also changed
his name from William John
Hughes to Gareth Hughes. He
was born in South Wales in 1890.
Would you believe that Gareth was
33 years old?

How To Get In The Movies

Here's how one girl did it. Edith
Allen was having a. wonderful
dance with a friend at the Mont-
martre Cafe in New York. Some-
body tapped her on the shoulder.

Looking around, Edith discovered

it was Alice Terry.

"Come to my table after the

dance," Miss Terry said. A few
minutes later she was being intro-

duced to Rex Ingram, who offered
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her the part of Clemaine in his new

picture, S'caramouche.

Comedienne Has Never Seen

Valentino

Consider this, if you will :
Louise

Fazenda has never seen a Valentino

picture, nor has she

Been Gloria Swanson

acting in "dray-ma"!

She just hasn't got

around to it, says

Louise, but she hopes

to, soon.

Louise has the most

interesting recollec-

tions of Gloria when
they were working to-

gether on the Made
Sennett lot; she saw

Gloria the other day,

for the first time in

years, "and did not rec-

ognize her!

Louise was lunch-

ing the other day with

two books on her lap.

One was a Schnitzler

tale and the other was

by D. H. Lawrence. If

it jars your sense of

the eternal fitness of

things to think of

Comedienne Fazenda

reading Schnitzler,

remember there are

stranger incongruities

than that in filmland.

We'll be finding out

next, perhaps, that it is Bull Mon-

tana's secret ambition to play Peter

Pan.

Gloria and Viola Put On a Show

Gloria Swanson in a madcap

role is slightly unusual. But then,

Gloria is versatile. We would have

believed it of Viola without blink-

ing an eyelash, but Gloria!

This is what happened:

Gloria and Viola disguised them-

selves by putting on middy blouses,

short skirts and horn -rimmed
glasses, with lightly braided hair.

On amateur night at a local theatre

the two girls appeared as amateurs

in a try-out. They cavorted so

awkwardly that the audience hooted

until the manager asked them to

leave the stage. Thereupon the two

stars, convulsed with unholy
laughter, tore off their horn-rims.

Ensued recognition, of course,

and loud applause from the audi-

ence.

Alice
cafe,

This tickled our risibilities quite Mabel is said to have whispered to

a
Pola, on shipboard en route to the

"Contradicting the previous an- United States. "Up-stage them and

nouncement that Jane Novak will they'll give you anything you want,

be seen in The Rock of Ages, the And dearie, engagements are

Chester Bennett star will shortly be- awfully good publicity, and Charlie

gin work on Divorce." is dear about it, so obliging. ..."

A Bridegroom Sans
Pants

It simply isn't

done, this business of

a bridegroom showing

up minus his trousers.

So when John

Bowers. .
.".

; But we'll

tell you how it hap-

pened.

In one scene of De-

sire, John Bowers has

to rush across a wide

lawn from a taxicab

into a house, clad

airily in B. V. D's,

socks and shoes and

his swallow-tail coat-

tails flapping in the

breeze. The scene was

shot and the cameras

were re-arranged for

an elaborate wedding

scene.

The vested clergy-

man appeared before

the flower-decked altar,

the bride (Estelle Tay-

lor) and her maids ar-

rived, but no groom.

"Mr. Bowers— John Bowers—
front and center!" paged the as-

sistant director.

Then through the silence came a

wail from Mr. Bowers

:

"I can't. I've lost my pants."

He had left them in the taxi.

The only other pair that fit Bowers

belonged to Ralph Lewis, and he,

being the bride's father, needed

them himself. So the company

played dominos for two hours until

the missing trousers could be lo-

cated.

Get Out the Scissors, Girls

!

The Trilby bang is here. It came
.eased it. Pola Negri.

Wlth the revival of 2Yi%, which
The latest gossip being whispered

Richard Walton My is filming,

over the luncheon tables in Holly-
Lafayette of that dear Paris

wood is to the effect that naughty ^ ^ m
Mabel Normand incited Pola to he

*J J J> £ comi

Sf^^^^-SS vte of the
P
Trilby bang which

matrimonial policy. covers the forehead clear down to

"Don't take anything from 'em," the eyebrows.

Photo ill Hoover

Terry saw Edith Allen dancing in a New York

and engaged her immediately for husband

Rex Ingram's new picture, "Scaramouche.

What Does It All Mean?

Why does Mabel Normand wear

a platinum and diamond band on

the third finger of her left hand?

We ask you! Mabel says both "yes"

and "no" when asked if she were

married, on her return from furrin

parts.

If she is really married, we cer-

tainly would like to know who,

where and why.

It May Mean Nothing, But—

Chaelie Chaplin has a most

beautiful new gold cigarette case.

And it bears the name of— you

guessed it. Pola Negri
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But— and here's the scandal—
the rest of the hair is taken straight

back, leaving the ears exposed

!

Quelle horreur! Immodest, we call

it!

In addition to ears au naturel

Mile. Lafayette has the most beauti-

ful feet in all Paris.

Helene Chadwick in Court

Helene Chadwick is tired of

playing in Goldwyn's back yard.

She wants to take her rag dolls

somewhere else to play. It seems
that her contract with Goldwyn has
expired. Goldwyn had an option on
her services, she says, and after the
expiration of the contract tried to

take up this option, inserting a new
clause in the contract which Helene
would not stand for. She refused

to sign a new contract containing
this clause. Meanwhile, Goldwyn
studio prevents her from accepting
work with any other studio. Now
the case is in court.

Hollywood's guess is that Helene
has been offered a Lasky contract

and that Helene wants to accept.

Richard Dix, with whom Helene co-

starred for so long, has been signed
by Lasky, you remember.

The Pup Came Back
Alice Terry can smile again,

and Rex Ingram is able to turn his

attention on his work.

Ignatz is back.

Ignatz is a Spitz dog. He was
given to Miss Terry while she and
husband Rex were in Miami, film-

ing Where The Pavement Ends.
Ignatz had a deep desire to see

the world. He disappeared in the
darkness one night while the train

on which the Ingram's were riding
Avas traversing the Mohave desert.

The lovely Alice was grief-

stricken at the loss of her puppy.
She turned the full battery of her
sweetest smiles on railway officials,

with the result that twelve men
were detailed to "find that dog."
Ten days later a lean and hungry

Ignatz was discovered near Rock,
Nevada, thirty miles from the spot
where he started his desert tour.

According to the oldest inhabitant,
there was nothing for him to eat-

there but coyotes and wildcats. He
returned home full of enthusiasm
and fleas and was given a hearty
welcome and a bath.

Through With Operations

Viola Dana dispensed with a

troublesome appendix the other day.

After the operation was over and
Viola was able to sit up, her chum,
Alice Lake, asked her how she en-

joyed the proceedings.

Agnes Ayres has been very ill

indeed with influenza, but we are
happy to inform you that she is

getting better. She is convales-
cing in Florida.

"Oh, it could have been worse,"
said Viola, "but I'll never have it

done again."

Fate Tricks Agnes Ayres

There's many a slip twixt the
cup and the hip, as the poet says.

Take the case of Bebe Daniels and
Agnes Ayres, now.
The luscious Bebe went West to

co-star with Antonio Moreno in The
Exciters. But appendicitis laid her
low.

So Agnes Ayres was assigned the
part, Agnes went to New York, and
no sooner had she reached the big-

town when she fell a victim to in-

fluenza, and moved into the same
room at the hospital that Bebe had
just vacated

!

And now Bebe has convalesced
so rapidly that she is going to do
the picture, after all. Personally and
from a perfectly unbiassed stand-
point, we consider Bebe a more
potent exciter

!

Hail the Unknown Hero

Another gem of eloquence has
been enshrined in Hollywood's rec-

ords !

Fair women and brave men were
gathered around the festive board
in a New York hotel. It was in
honor of Jackie Coogan, and one
who shall here be nameless rose to

do honor to Mrs. Coogan, prevented
by illness from being present.

"I offer a toast to Mrs. Coogan,
the mother of our Jackie. Drink to

the goose who laid the golden egg!"
Shrieks prevented the speaker

from continuing. When he would
have finished his toast, a diner
gasped, "Sit down, you're famous
already !"

"And the Gateman Didn't

Recognize Him"
Ernest Torrance, we are in-

formed by the press department of

Universal City, is an expert at make-
up. He has been a noted figure on
the New York and London stage for

twenty years. Yet he takes off his

hat to his fellow screen players,

whose make-ups are so realistic that

he often fails to recognize them!
This "realistic make-up" story

will now be relegated to the moth
balls during the months of June,
July and August. Any press agent
tendering same before termination
of above dates will be tipped off to

the revenooers.

Baby Peggy Graduates

Baby Peggy has been so success-

ful in her two-reel comedies that

she is to graduate into five-reelers.

Just as soon as the right story and
the right director can be secured for

her, the jitney Juliet will start work.

You May See Rudie

If you are lucky enough to live

in certain cities, you may see

Rodolph Valentino in person, very
soon. Rudie is doing a six-weeks

dancing tour at a salary of $6,000
a week and one-half of the profits of

the trip.

Thus far, he has been mobbed
by women, anxious to see the star,

at every public appearance.

It is whispered that A ralentino

was offered $7,000 a week by Para-

mount, recently, which Valentino
failed to accept. He would be good
for only about two years in the kind
of pictures he has been doing.

Rudie is said to have stated that

he intended to feather his nest while
feathers were plentiful. He insisted

he was worth more than $7,000 to

Paramount.
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Bebe Daniels, looking a bit pale and wan but still cheerful,

recovering at Atlantic City from the ravages of the flu.

Probably he is. A director at most anything in the name of the

the Lasky studio stated recently, in Bible, the censors will probably

confidence, that Paramount could stand for every one of the pictures,

pay Valentino $20,000 a week, and

make money on him.

Blame Harold Lloyd For This

Here's one that Harold Lloyd

told the other day :

"This is a case for the coroner,"

said the traffic cop after the crash.

"No—it's for the mayor," feebly

answered the bootlegger, as he

came to.

James Kirkwood to Support

Mrs. Reid

James Kirkwood has quit the

leading role in The Fool to play

opposite Dorothy Davenport Reid

in The Living Dead, the anti-nar-

cotic play being filmed as a memo-

rial to Mrs. Reid's husband, the

late Wallace Reid.

Ralph Graves Loses Wife

Mrs. Ralph Graves is dead. She

did not "survive the birth of her

baby son, born recently.

Screenland offers its sincere

sympathy to the young father, one

of the most admirable actors in the

film colony.

Those Ten Commandments

Conjecture as to how Cecil B.

DeMille could make a picture em-

bodying all of the Ten Command-

"The Pilgrim's" Progress

The word is going out that Chap-

lin made a grave mistake in string-

ing The Pilgrim out to four reels.

As a two-reeler, it would have netted

more laughs than any two-reeler

issued this year. As it is, it failed

in New York to draw as well as The

Hottentot, a comedy drama that

started out pretentiously but that

has been creating a furor in the

industry.

But even drawn out to four reels,

it gave this old flat tire more laughs

than we have enjoyed for many

moons.

The Odds On Matrimony

Betting in the studios is 3 to 2

this week that Pola and Charlie

will never marry.

Maybe Rudie is afraid that Jesse

Lasky might get a ringside seat and

make a "snoot" at him.

Gloria Is Lavish Hostess

Gloria Swanson is not at all

selfish with her lovely big 22-room

mansion. She has many guests,

and many lights shine nightly from

the hospitable windows. Her

monthly meat bill is said to avei-

age $1,000, according to servants'

gossip, and her rent is also $1,000.

Is Lila Lee To Wed?

We have been hoping to an-

nounce an engagement between

Lila Lee and James Kirkwood, be-

lieving that such actually existed.

But Mrs. Apfel, the fair Lila's
.

mother, dashes our hopes by saying

that "Lila isn't going to marry

Meester Kirkwood. She is just

keeding him along."

Warner Brothers Achieve Coup

Those clever Warner Brothers

have achieved a real coup in luring

Belasco away from the stage. Not

only have they secured the great

producer to supervise the filming of

Tiger Rose, but they have also

signed the beautiful Lenore Ulrich

to star in it. Belasco is also going

to supervise Deburau and The Gold

Diggers.

Gaby's Bedstead in Hollywood

The golden bedstead which
housed the slumbers of Gaby Deslys

has been brought to Hollywood. It

is being used in the Louis Gasnier

picture, Daughters of the Rich, at

the Schulberg studio.

The bed is shaped like a graceful

boat, elaborately covered with gold

leaf and the footboard resembling

a prow which supports a gold angel.

The backboard is shaped like a sail.

Rudie Won't Dance for Hollywood

Rodolph Valentino turned

down a $10,000 a week offer to

dance at the Ambassador in Los

Angeles, on the grounds that it

might endanger his prestige to

dance before an audience composed

largely of professional people.

Bert Lytell, who has been scor-

merits is now set at rest. Cecil is to ing heavily in a vaudeville sketch

make ten pictures, each one based in Los Angeles, says he has never

on a commandment. performed for a more sympathetic

Since you can get away with al- audience.
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Bryant Washburn in Accident

Bryant Washburn is thanking

all the gods that be for the narrow

escape from death of his little son,

Dwight. Mr. and Mrs. Washburn

and the three-year-old boy were rid-

ing in an automobile on Hollywood

Boulevard recently, when a truck

crashed into their car. Mr. and

Mrs. Washburn were both injured

and the little boy was hurled to the

pavement, narrowly escaping the

wheels of the heavy truck. The

child incurred bruises only.



May McAvoy would
rather do almost
anything than spill

salt. She is sure that
it presages bad luck.

Paramount Photo

Superstitions of the Stars
To JVhat Extent Does the Occult Rule the

Lives of the Film Favorites?

Jn STUDIOLAND there is a

magazine writer, Elizabeth Peltret,

who reads palms and tells fortunes

for her own amusement. Actors,

than whom there are none more
child-like in their belief in the

occult, flock to her, to have the veil

shrouding the future torn aside.

Although she does this only as a
lark, an amazing number of her
prophecies have come true.

She considers it bad psychology to

tell her famous subjects unpleasant
things which might cause them to

worry, so she jots clown certain

predictions in a • little book, and
checks up on events as they happen.
Among the predictions since real-

ized are the untimely death of

Wallace Reid and the marriage of

Bill Hart. When Miss Peltret told

Bill he was slated for wedding bells,

he gave her the merry "Pooh-Pooh"
and swore that he was an incurable
bachelor.

Still More Fame for Mary
Miss Peltret declares that Mary

Pickford will reach even greater

heights and that her very finest por-

trayal will be that of a young
mother.

She also says that Charlie Chaplin

By L. C. KITZELMAN

will be impelled by an almost un-
canny force from his successful

career as the world's greatest come-
dian to highly dramatic and histori-

cal roles. His musical talents por-

tend the composition of an operatic

masterpiece. Chaplin and Pickford
fans should watch these predictions

with interest.

Stars Are Crystal Gazers

Madam Z— , a popular crystal

gazer, says that most of her clients

are of the "professional," as the stage

and screen folk term their fascinat-

ing industry. The questions they
ask her are nearly always about
ultimate success or coveted engage-

ments. Sometimes, when a new con-

tract is offered, an actress will come
to Madam Z— , to find out if the

signs are auspicious, should she

accept the contract.

Seldom are sentimental issues

brought up, for ambition seems to

come first in the minds of both men

'

and women. Or perhaps they feel

perfectly competent to deal with
mere affairs of the heart, themselves.

Madam Z— thinks that most
people with artistic tendencies have
pet superstitions.

It is an age old superstition that
to whistle in the dressing-room jeop-
ardizes the success of the show.
Mary Pickford used to believe in the
whistling jinx, and at one time a
young player in her company was
warned that if he did not cease his

bird-like tremulos, he might have to

whistle elsewhere than on the Pick-
ford pay-roll. But now all fears

have flown from Mary's dramatic
background.

Douglas Fairbanks scoffs at all

superstitions. He has no faith in
crystals or palm-reading.

Another Old-time Stage

Bug-Bear was the "round-top"
or "camel back" trunk, which pre-

saged disaster for everybody, and
caused the owner (always an ama-
teur innocent of stage lore) to rush
out and buy a flat-topped receptacle

whether he could afford it or not.

There is a practical reason for this

belief, in that baggage smashers
could not pile other trunks upon the
round topped variety and conse-

quently they wreaked their ven-

geance on the offending trunklet in

order to be rid of it. The luckless,

owner was an object of contempt
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and ill-feeling until he invested in

the regulation model and peace was

restored. This superstition is not

held to in movie circles.

Many players in the old days

would not lay a hat on a bed, which

was first cousin to the belief that

one's shoes must never be laid on a

shelf or table for fear the owner

would "fall down" in his part, "go

up" in his lines, or something.

The fourth and queerest twist was

that the famous song "The Holy

City," must never be played in any

theatre, or the following production

would fail inevitably.

Casting directors say that actors

never turn down engagements be-

cause of superstition, even though

the picture is to start on Friday.

Universal has one director, however,

in the person of Edward Sedgewick,

who positively refuses to start a pic-

ture on that day.

William deMille's Hat

The famous DeMilles, Cecil and

William, care not a jot for the day

or the date, but both have indi-

vidual peculiarities. William has

an antique and dilapidated, slouch,

felt hat, without which he will not

direct a picture. This picturesque

hat is so much a part of his person-

ality that each different angle indi-

cates his particular mood, and when

jammed on in a certain way indi-

cates that it is well to let the famous

director alone.

Photo by WiTZEL

Cecil has a "good luck" overcoat,

which he dons whenever things are

going wrong, but his main standby

in a silver dollar which some one

gave him as a lucky piece in the

days when things were going badly

and the world was a sad, sad place.

Suddenly everything changed for

the better and fame and fortune

followed. Incidentally, the magic

dollar became mixed with other dol-

lars, one of which bore the same

date, and now the busy director has

William deMille (left)

simply will not direct

a picture without his

disreputable felt hat,

while Cecil deMille pins

his faith to a lucky
silver dollar.

Russell Simpson
says the only signs

he believes in are

"Measles," "Small-
pox" and "Keep Off

The Grass." He is

not superstitious

about sitting down
to a table set for

thirteen unless there

is only food enough
for twelve.

Colleen Moore, be-

ing Irish, insists that

if she sees a white
horse and a red-

haired girl on the

same day, she will

get a fine new con-
tract.

Paramount Piiotc

to carry both of them, for fear he

might spend the wrong one.

Theodore Kosloff treasures as a

mascot, a pre-war ten rouble gold

piece, which is now worth about two

million in paper money. Zell Cov-

ington, the buggy-driving-dough-

nut-eating lover in The Old
Homestead, pins his faith on a half-

'

dollar of 1832. This however, does

not prevent the nimble Zell from

sprinting after coins of more recent

date.

Theodore Roberts always wears

some article of clothing in a new
.

picture which he wore in a previous

success. In Something To Think

About, he wore a red shirt which

orginally appeared in his famous

stage play, The Bight Of Way.

Tommy's Mascot is Locket

Thomas Meighan carries as his

good luck lure, a locket containing

the picture of his mother.

Harold Lloyd, although young

and extremely modern, will not

raise an umbrella in front of a

camera, while Julia Faye declares

that she has no fear of anything,

loves black cats and looks upon

Friday as her lucky day.

Gloria Swanson also loves cats and

so tender was her care of the two

original pets of the Lasky studio,

that they sent for all their friends,

relatives, in-laws and descendants,

until 327 cats now live on the lot.

This is lucky for the butcher and

the cats.



Metro Photo

This love scene between Alice Terry and
Rodolph Valentino illustrates one of the
most naive workings of the censorial mind,
if any. Objecting to a married woman fall-

ing in love with "Julio" (Valentino), the
censors made "Marguerite Laurier" merely
the fiancee of "Laurier." But they forget to
cut out the scenes showing "Marguerite" and
her husband in their bed-room. Thus mak-
ing "Marguerite" the mistress of "Laurier."

A goil can
smoke in

Pennsylvania
unless she
seems to be
obviously
enjoying

* the deed.
Shannon Day's
performance
would un-
doubtedly
be cut as

"degrading.''

Pli-oto ly Hoover

out of Censorship
BONNIE WILSON

Ethel Clayton is a nice girl

and all that, but she can't
appear in her nightie before
Pennsylvania film audiences.
No siree, the censors won't
let her so corrupt the state's

morals!

Metho Photo

The Kansas censors seen their duty and
done it noble when Rex Ingram tried to
debase Kansas morals with a "prolonged
scene in a dance hall of the underworld" in
his "Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse."
Rodolph Valentino's pulse-stirring tango
was "indecorous," some censors thought.
They probably would have preferred the
schottische or the quadrille—in an Argen-

tine dive!



Mr and Mrs Edsel Ford, son and daughter-in-law of Henry Ford, were guests

!f Mae Murray during their recent visit to Los Angeles and Hollywood.

High Life in Hollywood

O H YES, of course you want

to know about the latest rift in the

Chaplin-Negri lute. Only don't tell

anyone we told you, for The Tatler

crossed her heart and bobbed her

heels she wouldn't breathe it to a

soul.

Charlie and Pola hadn't been

speaking for three or four days, it

seemed, so the nosey old papers sent

reporters out to the Chaplin studios

to find out what was the trouble.

Charlie, naturally, wouldn't talk.

One reporter hung around all day

(being a personal friend of the

comedian's, Charlie couldn't throw

him out). Just as the shades of

bight were falling, the reporter

asked casually, "When you going

to be married, Charlie?"

"Oh, I'm too poor to get married,"

said Charlie, laughing. Meaning,

probably, "Please mind your own

business."

The reporter trotted blithely back

to his shop and wrote a nice story

about Charlie being too poor to

marry, that he had to work too hard

to get married, etc., etc.

Well, to make a long story longer,

when Pola awakened to find that she

had been publicly jilted in such a

cavalier fashion, it naturally spoiled
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her whole day. Fiancees have their

pride.

So, after a stormy session, Pola

appeared with a tear-blotted state-

ment that she handed to her pub-

licity man, Al Wilkie. It read

simply

:

"If Charlie Chaplin is too poor to

get married, I am too poor to sup-

port him."

"My God!" gasped Wilkie. "You

can't publish that."

So poor Wilkie worked out a

statement that both Pola and the

studio could stand for, and handed

it to the eagerly waiting press men.

The new statement read tactfully

that Miss Negri, too, was poor;

Charles Chaplin should marry a rich

wife, and she, La Negri, was never

one to stand in the way of happiness

of anyone. And so she gave Mr.

Chaplin back his freedom and his

ring.

Hollywood buzzed with the news.

But Chaplin was furious. The poor

press agent who had labored so hard

to smooth things over was sum-

moned to the Negri home. He sat

in the drawing-room and waited for

Chaplin; the atmosphere was fu-

nereal. From above came the sound

of stormy sobs.

Then Chaplin came. Pola came.

Mutual recriminations, accusations,

denials. Chaplin damned the press

and all publicity people. He had

sold his very soul for fame ; he had

no privacy, no personal privileges!

What could he do to make ridicu-

lous the press that had so persecuted

him?
"Why not go off tonight and get

married?" asked Wilkie. "That

would make 'em look foolish."

But no, they didn't want to do

that. Not right now. But Charlie

convinced Pola that he hadn't done

anything and hadn't meant it if he

did. So they made up. And they're

going to be married. Sometime.

When they get around to it.

(KB. We didn't get this from

the poor press agent, so don't blame

him, Charlie.)

The Valentino-Hudnut Romance

And so they were married—again.

May they live happily "ever after."

After matrimonial vicissitudes

that proved irrevocably that the

course of true love ne'er runs

smooth, Rodolph Valentino and

Winifred Hudnut are at last man

and wife, even in California.



The nuptials took place at Crown
Point, Ind. The ceremony for
which the whole world waited was
performed by a bored justice of the
peace, who little recked that Ro-
dolph Guglielmi and Winifred de-
Wolfe were the great lover and his
bride.

After the important event, Mr.
and Mrs. Valentino went to the
Blaekstone hotel in Chicago, in
which city they ,are dancing at the
neat salary of $6,000 a week.

Betty Compson Starts New Vogue

Quite the smartest fad in months
was started by charming Betty
Compson, at the Cocoanut Grove the
other evening. Around a pink silken
clad ankle, Betty wore a brilliant
kerchief. Over her shoulders was
draped another and larger kerchief
of matching shade. *

And now that Betty has started
the vogue, kerchiefs are the rage and
dozens of them are seen wherever
film folk congregate.

The Fairbanks Are Feted

The Douglas Fairbanks were the
guests of honor at an informal
studio tea given by Carl Laemmle
on the Universal lot, recently. More
than five hundred actors, in make-
up, stopped work to greet the lovely
Mary and her athletic spouse.
Mary and King Baggott, once a

popular matinee idol but now a Uni-
versal director, chatted of old times,
when Mary was BaggottV leading-

Agnes Ayres and her adopted daughter, Agnes Ayres
second. Little Agnes is big Agnes' niece, really, and

adores the ground aunty "Agney" walks on
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lady. They laughed over the mem-
ory of Going Straight, a "super-
special" of a decade ago, which has
lately^ been revived. If you have
seen it, you know the reason for
their mirth.

That Egyptian Influence

This is an interesting little person,
Mrs. Monte Blue. Mrs. Blue
while active in Hollywood social
circles, has spent most of her
efforts in furthering her husband's

screen career.

Hollywood has gone mad over
the Egyptian trend in clothes.

Clare West, the noted fashion
designer for Paramount pictures, is

just back from Paris, with the most
intriguing novelties in fashions.

Skirts are to be twelve inchesfrom
the ground, Miss West informs us.
The Egyptian twist on frocks and
hats is distinctly the thing. Net
stockings made of one thread and
worn with sandals, are very chic
indeed.

These sheer hose are so very thin
that the effect is of no stockings at

all.
^
But why pay $100 for a pair

of invisible hosiery, query such
advanced thinkers as Connie Tal-
madge and Nita Naldi. They get
the same effect at no cost at all by
simply leaving off the stockings.

Connie's slim ankles, protected only
by a tinkling diamond anklet, may
be seen twinkling on the Cocoanut
Groove floor almost any Tuesday
evening.

The Morenos Flit Eastward

Hollywood's prize honeymoon-
ers, the Antonio Morenos, have
wended their way Eastward for a

combination post-honeymoon and
business trip.

Tony is to co-star with Bebe
Daniels in The Exciters.

Both Hollywood and Los Angeles
mourn their loss, for Antonio and
his bride, who was Mrs. Daisy Can-
field Danziger, are prominent fig-

ures in social circles.

Alice Terry Bobs Her Hair

Quite in the face 01 Fashion's
edict that bobbed hair is passe, Alice
Terry has returned from Gotham
town with her lovely brown locks
cut short._ The effect 'is charming.
You will probably never have a

chance to view the effect, however,
as Alice always wears a blonde wig
on the screen. A matter of "hala-
tions," or something technical; an}^-
way, Alice screens better as a blonde.

Colleen Moore is Feted

A Saint Patrick day's party,
with Colleen Moore as the guest of
honor, was held at the Cocoanut
Grove. It was a gay affair. Table
favors were cunning Colleen Moore
dolls.

Film celebrities who had parties

were Marshall Neilan, Robert Fra-
zier, Maurice Flynn and Bryant
Washburn.

The Writers' Revue

The Writers' Revue this year is

to be even more' of a sensation than
that- of last year, if advance pub-
licity data can be believed. With
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such a brilliant corps of backers,

The Tatler avers that it ought to be

the kitty's own pajamas.

Mary Piekford, Charles Ray,

Douglas Farbanks, June Mathis and

Marion Fairfax are just a few of the

famous names.

Ruth Roland Was Stunning

Ruth Roland was the object of

much interest at dinner at the Mont-

mart-re, a new Hollywood dinner-

and-dance place, recently. She was

lovely in a gown of silver, shot with

blue, made with a slight bouffant

effect, and trimmed with silver lace

and small blue ostrich tips.

Nita is So- Stimulating!

The regal Nita Naldi has been

with us for a few short days, before

taking the train back to her beloved

Broadway. Hollywood regrets that

La Naldi likes us so little—she is

so stimulating! Our provincial vil-

lage thrills so deliciously at Nita'?

city ways.

The other evening at the Ambas-

sador, Nita appeared in a most dar-

ing black lace gown that revealed

"every line of her lithe young-

body," as Laura Jean Libby used

to put it. Not even Gloria Swanson

undresses so engagingly as this

daughter of Broadway's white lights.

Leatrice Joy Weds Again

Leatrice Joy is once more a

married woman. She married Jack

Gilbert over again the other eve-

ning just to make sure that the first

marriage at Tia Juana in 1921 had

"taken."

The first wedding took place only

a fortnight after Gilbert had been

granted a divorce from his first

wife. The pair were happy together

until the Valentino case precipitated

doubts as to whether their marriage

also was illegal. So they separated

until husband Jack's interlocutory

decree was made final.

But now they married "till death

does them part," and they dare any

old lawyer to deny them happiness.

Kathlyn Williams Sails for Orient

Kathlyn Williams., the lovely

Mrs. Charles Eyton, has sailed for

the Orient. She and her husband

started for the Far East a few

months ago, but their journey was

curtailed because of a tiresome little

war. Now. however, Miss Williams

is on the high seas, en route to

Shanghai, Pekin and the Great

Wall.

Luncheon for Film Folk

A number of ladies prominent

in film circles were guests at a beau-

tifully appointed luncheon at the

Mary Helen tea rooms in Holly-

wood, recently, by Mrs. Laurene

Santley of New York. The table

Plioto by Evans

Miss Colleen Moore was honor
guest at a gay party at the Ambas-
sador's Cocoanut Grove, recently.

Favors were Colleen Moore dolls.

was gay with spring flowers, and

corsage bouquets of violets marked

the places.

The guests included Mrs. George

Melford, Mrs. Monte Blue, Mrs.

Sessue Hayakawa, Leslie Curtis,

Mrs. Alan Hale and Mrs. Carlyle

Blackwell.

Party for Younger Set

Clarence Badger, Jr., son of the

prominent director, was host at an

attractive party at the Badger home,

in celebration of his birthday.

Among the guests were Miss June

Caprice, Mr. Lewis Sargent, Miss

Billie Dove and Mr. Kenneth

Harlan.

Dog Show Has Many Entries

The elite of Hollywood has

turned out en masse to enter their

pets at the third annual show of the

Crown City Kennel Club, at

Pasadena.

Miss Dorothy Devore has entered

a fine Great Dane and a blooded

Scotch terrier, acting for Charles

Christie.

The finest griffons in America are

entered by Miss Irene Castle.

Allen Holubar is entering in his

prize Airdales, while Mrs. Holobar

(Dorothy Phillips) is sponsoring a

fleet of tiny Pekinese.

Al St. John, the comedian will

have two fine English bull dogs com-

peting.

William Beaudine, the director,

has entered a pair of highly pedi-

greed Scotch collies.

Birthday Party for Anita Stewart

A large birthday cake was the

feature of a birthday party given in

honor of Miss Anita Stewart's birth-

day, at the Beverly Hills hotel re-

cently. Only members of the im-

mediate family of Miss Stewart were

present, A great bouquet of Ameri-

can Beauty roses was presented to

the star.

Anna Q. Nilsson is Bride

Anna Q. Nilsson, the stately

blonde star, has fallen a victim to

Cupid's wiles. Her marriage to

John M. Gunnerson of Los Angeles

was solemnized quietly, recently. •

Her marriage will not interfere

with her screen career, she an-

nounces.

Dinner at Beverly

Mr. Patrick A. Powers, head of

the Robertson-Cole film corporation,

was host to two hundred friends at

a dinner-dance at the Beverly Hills

hotel.

The smart Beverly hostelry has

many interesting guests. Elsie

Ferguson stopped there, during her

stay in Los Angeles, while appear-

ing in a local theatre in The Wheel

of 'Life. Mr. and Mrs. Owen Moore

(the beautiful Kathryn Perry) live

at this hotel also.

The Studio Club Drive

Charity begins at home, it is said.

Perhaps that is why picture people

are lending their efforts so generous-

ly to raise funds for the proposed

home of the Studio Club. The club,

composed of young girls engaged

in picture work, has outgrown its

present home on Carlos avenue.

Mrs. Thomas Patten, wife of the

Hollywood representative of Will

Hays, entertained her group of
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women workers at tea at her home.
Spring flowers were used for deco-

rations.

A Chicago Visitor

Mrs. Rose Gallery of Chicago

is the house guest of Mr. and Mrs.

Tom Gallery (ZaSu Pitts), at their

home on Pinehurst Road. Manj^
lunches and dinners have been

tendered Mrs. Gallery during her

stay here.

A farewell party is being arranged

for ZaSu, who is soon to go to San
Francisco on location for several

months.

Dagmar Godowsky Entertains
Singer.

Mrs. Frank Mayo, the exotic

Dagmar Godowsky, gave a smart tea

at her studio recently for Titta

Ruffo, acclaimed the greatest singer

since the untimely passing of

Caruso. Miss Godowsky and Signor

Ruffo were friends together in

Europe, when they were children.

Writers' Dinner

Tex leading figures in the cinema
and literary world gathered round
a luncheon table at the Writers' Club

recently. The luncheon was given

by Miss Jeanie MacPherson in

honor of her uncle, who is visiting

her from the east.

Mrs. Alan Hale Entertains

Mes. Alan Hale, wife of the

distinguished actor, entertained at

a gay St. Patrick's day party, at her

home on Las Palmas avenue. Green
shamrocks for place cards and green

ribbon decorations lent a festive air.

The guests were wives of directors

and actors in the film colony.

Mrs. Hayakawa to Go East

Mrs. Sessue Hayakawa gave a

delightful tea at her lovely castle-

like home on Franklin avenue, prior

to her departure to join her husband
in the East.

Maurice, the Modest

That just too fascinating Mau-
rice, the dancer, has been dragged,

protesting, into another divorce suit

again. As co-respondent. This is

the third time Maurice has been
waltzed into court in famous divorce

suits. The first was with Peggy
Hopkins Joyce; the second, with
Mrs. J. V. Nash and then Lady
Furness. And Maurice doesn't like

it at all, because he modestly dis-

claims all claims to being a heart-

breaker.

"It seems to me," Maurice says,

"that when any famous man wants
a divorce from his wife, he looks

around and says

:

" 'Aha, I remember now, she

danced with Maurice once,' and
presto, this poor dancer is named
as co-respondent," and Maurice
looked too abused for words.

"My business is dancing with

pretty women. It is not my fault

if they all try to make love to me."
Poor, harried Maurice ! His violet-"

like shrinking reminds The Tatler

of our one interview with him.

Maurice was shaking a wicked
ankle at the Ambassador and The
Tatler wended her way down to ask

him to pose for a series of dancing
pictures for this magazine. Admit-
ted to the presence, we put the

question, expecting him to fall on

our neck (figuratively, we beg to

assure you) for the thousand dol-

lars worth of publicity we were of-

fering. But we were rash enough
to show him a proof of a page of

photographs of Valentino dancing
with Gloria Swanson.

Maurice took one look and bri-

dled. That was exactly what he did.

"I cannot mingle my name with

these." he ejaculated, with a heavy
French accent. (He was born in

Brooklyn.) "I am an artist. I am
Maurice, I am the father of all these

dances. I cannot follow in their

footsteps. If you had come to me
first, yes. Then I would have

acceded to your plea. But now. no,

nevaire
!"

Remembering our editor's orders

to get an opinion on Valentino's

dancing, as one artist to another, we
asked him what he thought of Val-

entino's dancing. This was a short

while after Rudie's tango dance in

The Four Horsemev had set the

flappers pulsating.

Maurice lit a cigarette languidly.
' Well, of course, this-er-Valentino

hasn't the fundamentals as far as

technique goes," he said graciously,

"but I understand he is getting

along quite well in the pictures."

Exit The Tatler, quite groggy.

We Have Lost a King

Theodore Kosloff has no inter-

est at all in the social welfare of

Hollywood, apparently. He has lost

us our chance of having a king in

hj) from IMMaES^S®©®

our midst. Theodore has just re-

turned to Hollywood from New
York, where he refused the chance
of becoming a king of Tartary,
Kahn of Kazan, to be exact. Mem-
bers of the Liberal party of Kazan
strove to induce him to go back to

his strange little country on the

Volga, between Russia and Siberia,

to the kingship to which Kosloff is

entitled by birth. But Theodore de-

cided he would rather have gold in

his pocket than a gold crown on
his head—with the chance of losing

said head. The king business is a
risky one these days.

But think of the eclat it would
have given Hollywood social affairs,

to have the Kahn of Kazen present

!

Especially one we could slap on the

back and say, "Well Theodore, old

horse, that was pretty snappy emot-
ing you did today."

The Rogers are Returning

Mr. and Mrs. Will Rogers are

back in Hollywood, after their

winter's season in New York, where
Will is the life of the party in the

Follies. All the ponies are being
brought up from the pastures and
are being given the grooming of

their lives, and the Rogers children

are having a glorious time playing

around with their long-lost dad.

Pola Wanted Gloria's House

Gloria Swanson's lovely new
home in Beverly is to be closed up
during Gloria's stay in New York.
Pola Negri went out to look the

house over, with a view to renting

it, but after considering the matter,

Captain Swanson, Gloria's father,

announced for her that the house
was not to be rented.

Niblos Go East

New^ York is claiming many of

our most charming Hollywoodians.

Now Fred Niblo and his lovely little

wife, Enid Bennett, are flitting

Gotham-ward. We hope they will

not stay for long.

Star is Host

Mr. and Mrs. Earle Williams
recently entertained Miss Constance

Talmadge and Mr. and Mrs. Bryant
Washburn at a Cocoanut Grove
party. Mrs. Williams wore an eve-

ning gown of cerise velvet with sil-

ver. Mrs. Washburn looked ex-

tremely demure in white satin. Miss

Talmadge wore black velvet.
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Paramount Photo

IT'S A HARD LIFE, MATES!
Showing just one of the many hardships befalling a screen star.

Though Conway Tearle has been a screen lover for years and years,

he can't seem to get the pose with Betty Compson just right. That s

so Director Herbert Brenon will keep on rehearsing the scene.

///and About
PALS

Agnes Ayres and her

baby police dog. Cun-
ning things, both of 'em.

Paramount Photo

Metro Photo

THE SKY PILOT OF HOLLYWOOD
The Reverend Neal Dodd, completely surrounded by those

terrible picture people. Those admiring glances are being

rendered by Marguerite de La Motte (on the left) and

Estelle Taylor (right). Walter Long and Director Row-
land V. Lee are rendering the envious glances.

OLD MARRIED FOLKS
Married nearly two years

now, and still speaking.

Lloyd Hughes and Gloria

Hope, snapped on the Ince
studio grounds.



Wide Would Photo

STARS, DOMESTIC AND
IMPORTED

Richard Barthelmess takes time off from
making "The Bright Shawl" to say how-
dy to Gladys Cooper, said to be the most
beautiful actress on the English stage.

Paramount Photo

ONE, TWO, THREE, REST
Gloria Swanson, practicing her music lesson
and having the darndest time with her fin-

gering exercises. Wonder if she's playing
"The Dance of the Demon" or maybe it's

"The Battle of Waterloo" with variations.
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Photo by Hoover

Five years old, goin' on six is Billy

Bowes, the sturdy little son of

Claire Windsor. Isn't he an ador-

able little Jack Tar?

Photo by Hooveh

The Irish twinkle in baby Loris' eyes would make
you swear she was born on the ould sod itself. But
no, Loris is a Hollywood baby, the prized daughter

of Fred Niblo and Enid Bennett.

Are Babies Fashionable
In some Hollywood circles they are, extremely so. Eugenists

should he interested in these photographs offilm families.

Did you ever see more beautiful babies than these f

Photo hy Spcrb

Mr. and Mrs. Bryant Washburn and
their two fine boys, in the grounds of

the Washburn home in Hollywood.

Photo by Spcbk

Tom Mix thinks that there never was a

nicer baby girl than Thomasina. We
think so, too.



Photo by Hoover

Here's one baby who is the image of her daddy.
William Desmond is mighty proud of this sweet
study of Mary Mclvor Desmond and baby Joanna.

Photo by Hoovee

Those great eyes that look out so gravely upon a
strange world belong to ZaSu Ann Gallery, the
adored new daughter of Tom Gallery and ZaSu
Pitts. Little ZaSu Ann isn't quite sure whether she

likes being photographed or not.

Photo by Evans

Just as fat as butter is the huggable baby boy of
Ella Hall and Emory Johnson. Any film star would
give a good deal to possess such dimpled elbows as
baby Johnson's. We're not quite sure, but we think

he has a dimple in his knee, too.

Photo by Evans

No wonder Jack Holt smiles proudly when he looks at
Jack, Jr. A "better baby," surely. Just gaze on those
Cupid's bow lips and that beautifully shaped head.
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EDITORIAL
Capitalizing A Tragedy

THE FOLLOWING significant item is clipped

from an exhibitor's trade journal. The italics

are our own.

"Cisco, Texas W. H. Mayhew of the Broadway

theatre, after the death of Wallace Reid, turned the

showing of Thirty Days into a commemorative show-

ing for the actor.

"Mr. Mayhew used large star photographs mounted

on a large compo-board star, with small wisps of

crepe draped over the points. This was placed in the

lobby, along with the regular display, and an an-

nouncement that this was' Reid's last picture.

"This cast just the proper sanctity for the occasion.''

'Cashing in" on a tragedy is scarcely in good taste,

even though a proper air of sanctity is achieved.

Bill Is Invincible

AREADER from Connellsville, Pa., writes us

to comment on Colonel Selig's remark about

Jhe efficient William Farnum and his screen

ability to lick his weight in wild-cats:

"I remember seeing Bill in a picture several years

ago. I forget the title, but he was holding off a big-

gang of villains with guns and thousands of rounds

of ammunition and everything. And Bill and the

heroine were in a bad way. Bill had only one gun and

his ammunition was all gone. What to do, what to

do? Bill discovers a big crate floating on the sea, and

gets it onto the beach and opens it—and what do you

think? it was full of rifles and ammunition! So

Bill and the girl were saved. The guns shot like

regular rifles but I guess they must have been^ air-

guns—because they floated so high in the water!"

What Becomes of Bad Pictures?

AT LEAST two cameras are always trained oh

A\ every scene. Sometimes as many as twenty are

jf\V used. Every close-up and important scene is

"shot" many times. The best film is used; the others,

so nearly like the chosen one that the layman could not

tell the difference, are rejected. What becomes of

them?
Sometimes an entirely new picture is made out of

the left-over film from a feature. Did you know that

the Paramount picture Don't Tell Everything was

made from the scraps of The Affairs of Anatol? A
smashing article entitled The Flop Market will tell

you what happens to the bad pictures. In Screenland

for July. Out June first.

Care in Little Things

AVISIT to a studio would certainly open the

eyes of a good many critics of motion pictures.

^The patience and intensive labor to make per-

fect a trifle that the average person would never notice

is nothing short of admirable.

Charles Brabin, the director who made Driven and

is now filming Six Days for Goldwyn, took us into the

projection room to view the day's "rushes." A suicide

of a ruined business man was being run off. The

single scone where the man lies dead upon the office

How. with a little curl of smoke trickling from the

gun, speaking mutely of the tragedy, was run off

time and again, while a group of highly trained

experts discussed lights, halation, the curve of a finger,

and above all, the little trickle of smoke. Then, after

having shot that scene a dozen times, Mr. Brabin

decided to do it over. Which probably shows why

Driven is the almost perfect picture it is.

To order to get the smoke from the revolver, by the

way, a time fuse was inserted in the gun.
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The Small Town Exhibitor

W"HAT does the small town exhibitor con-

sider a good picture? The picture that you

may consider a perfect knock-out is liable

to strike the manager of the theatre as a terrible

frost. Why? Blood and Sand, for instance, broke all

records in metropolitan theatres and left the seats

empty in the small towns, while Where Is My Wan-,

derin g Boy Tonight? packed 'em in. The theatre

owner in a small town has a most interesting view-

point on pictures. Read about it in Screenland for

July.

H'
Defenders of Arbuckle

'ERE is a typical screed from a defender of

Roscoe Arbuckle. It is from a reader in

Calgary, Alberta:

"Is it not a shame that there should be even a

murmur against Arbuckle's coming back? Are those

that hiss him perfect? There are hundreds of cases

which have been hushed up ; if they were made public

they would look a lot worse than Arbuckle's. I say,

be human and give the man a chance."

Dinna greet, ye sympathizers with the fat comedian.

Arbuckle is as busy as a village gossip, directing a

comedy. And as he has a substantial interest m a

big film producing company, he is doing very nicely,

thank you.

A Correction

Y MISTAKE, the name of Charlotte Stevens

as dropped by the linotyper from the caption

„f Charlotte's photograph, illustrating the type

of head-dresses affected by the late Gaby Deslys. We

regret the error.



THE PICTURE OF THE MONTH

The Covered
PARAMOUNT

IN
WHICH three things are

proven : that a "western" can

be highly successful; that a

character actor in a minor role

can steal a picture ; and that James
Cruze is a great director.

The screen version of Emerson
Hough's epic of the winning of the

west is a great picture. The spec-

tacle of that long line of prairie

schooners moving steadfastly for-

ward, facing death in many forms
bravely, is a moving one that will

not soon be forgotten. That craving

to find the "something lost behind

the mountains'' drove the pioneers

onward relentlessly.

The ostensible stars of The Cov-

ered Wagon are Lois Wilson and J:

Warren Kerrigan. But the real

stars, whose work shines forth most
brightly, are Tully Marshall and
Ernest Torrence. The one priceless

scene where these two old prairie-

dogs "likker up" to a lush state and
prove their markmanship by shoot-

ing saucepans off each others' heads
is enough to award them the laurels.

Lois Wilson is sweet and appeal-

ing, but she in not the actress in this

picture that she was in Miss Lulu
Betts. Kerrigan is almost too beau-

tiful to be true.

It seems petty to point out trivial

defects in a fine picture, perhaps,

but sometimes trivial defects ruin

the realism of a fine play. We wish
the wagons had not come through
the long journey in such a spotless

condition.

James Cruze has won his spurs as

a director of the first rank. We look

forward with anticipation to his

next directorial job, Merton of the

Movies.
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MAD LOVE—Goldwyn
Real dyed-in-the-wool vamps, who
drive men mad by their lures, have

become quite passe on the screen.

Their charms have given way to the

bold sophistication of the twentieth

century flapper who has Freud and

Tridon down to her finger tips. But

Pola Negri, with the same divine gift

that makes her pre-war gowns look

like an advanced model, creates out

of this trite stock character a vibrant

personality of strong emotions. This

spirit has been caught by the hun-

dreds of extras who give a very thrill-

ing and realistic performance of a surg-

ing, pulsating and very human mob.

Little Hints for Playgoers

DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS—Hodkinson

A storv of the romantic and adventurous whaling days

of NeJ Bedford and Nantucket. The scenes of the sea

are genuinely beautiful and thrilling, the most thnlhng

one being the pursuit of a whale by. a sea monster. Though

many of the situations are trite, the picture is a

stirring one.

EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE
—Principal Pictures

The title of this picture is best thing

about it. Kenneth Harlan is a little

surprised to find himself among those

present. Eileen Percy is plump but

pretty. Irving Cummings still has the

handicap of amateurishness, but gives

promise of doing something interest-

ing when he strikes his stride.
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THE TIGER'S CLAW
—Paramount

A fickle sweetheart; a rejected
lover; an adoring native maiden.
Placed in a tropical setting, and
you have dramatic possibilities.

Jack Holt, as the English engineer
who takes a native wife in India,
to ease the memory of a lost love,
has more animation than usual; his
performance is good. Eileen Pringle
shows marked capabilities as Cha-
meli, the passionate, jealous native
woman. Eva Novak is rather color-
less. Bertram Grassby gives his
usual excellent characterization as
the Hindu villain, and Carl Stock-
dale is to be commended as the
maker of magic. A program pic-

ture, but a good one.

SOULS FOR SALE—Goldwyn
For unadulterated public interest, Rupert Hughes' picture of
motion picture life as it is actually lived in screenland is
probably the picture of the season. Fascinating glimpses
behind the scenes in the studio are given the playgoer, with
scores of famous stars casually introduced in almost every
sequence. Indeed, the first reel or two of "Souls For Sale"
strangely resembles a travelogue. After that it picks up
speed, unravels a swiftly-moving plot and furnishes mighty
interesting entertainment. Frank Mayo does a delicious bit
of work as a film star, more than a bit conceited but good-
hearted withal. Eleanor Boardman is excellent as Remember
Steddon, who is literally thrown into the movies from a train
speeding through the desert. She falls in with a movie com-
pany on location, making "the usual desert picture, with the
usual shiek carrying away the usual girl-captive." Lew Cody
does some fine trouping as the villainous husband of Remem-
ber Steddon. Richard Dix makes it plain to us why so many
stars marry their director. Barbara La Marr and Mae Busch

are excellent, also. You'll enjoy this picture.

MR. BILLINGS SPENDS HIS
DIME—Paramount

Walter Hiers doesn't quite put over
his first starring vehicle. We're
sorry, for we like him. In spite of
a good cast and a plot with comic
possibilities, the picture isn't nearly
as funny as it should be. Walter
Hiers, as the discharged haber-
dasher's clerk, who goes to a
banana republic in search of ad-
venture and a girl and finds both,
is only mildly amusing. Jacqueline
Logan shines with her usual radi-
ant personality—and George Faw-
cett and Josef Swikard are good,
but the picture is a disappointment.
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OTHELLO—Blumenthal Production

Shakespeare's immortal tragedy has been turned into

a vital and gripping motion picture. Emil Jannings

as Othello contributes another fine characterization.

Ica Lenkeffy is excellent as Desdemona and Werner
Kraus interesting as Iago.

SCARS OF JEALOUSY
—Thomas H. Ince

The picture is much better than the title.

Frank Keenan dominates the picture as

Colonel Newland. Lloyd Hughes is splen-

did as Coddy Jakes. Edward Burns over-

acts frequently in his portrayal of Jeff

Newland, but is attractive withal. Mar-
guerite de la Motte is pretty but not

especially striking.

THE SPIDER AND THE ROSE
—Principal Pictures

There is such a narrow, almost imper-

ceptible dividing line between drama
and burlesque, bathos and pathos, that

the merest accident may catapult a di-

rector across the line—and make a

burlesque of an otherwise fine drama.

Such happens to "The Spider and the

Rose." California in the days of Mexi-

can rule is the vivid background,
against which intrigue, love-making
and revolution move colorfully. The
cast includes Louise Fazenda, Joseph
Dowling, Robert McKim, as a most
handsome and wicked villain; Edwin
Stevens, Alice Lake and Gaston Glass.

THE LITTLE CHURCH AROUND THE CORNER
—Warner Bros.

The director, William A. Seiter, is the star of this picture.

You can fairly see him pulling the strings that make the

actor-puppets dance. Some good acting by a fine cast,

especially the work of Pauline Starke, is almost buried be-

neath a deluge of hokum. "The Little Church Around

the Corner" is the story of an exasperatingly pious little

boy who grows up to be a minister who leads the rescue

in a mine disaster, averts a labor war, saves a bloated

capitalist and wins the gal. We suspect that Warner

Brothers gave Olga Printzlau the title and told her to

build a story around it. Kenneth Harlan as the minister

is appealing, even beneath a coat of coaldust. C1;"r®

Windsor is pretty and more animated than usual. Hobart

Bosworth is also among those present. But Pauline

Starke steals the picture.



How Do They Do It?

The non-professional, looking

sadly at a set of stiff, prosy proofs

of her latest sitting for the camera,

looks wistfully at the beautiful,

emotional, bizarre pictures of stars

in the magazine. "How do they do

it?" she sighs. ,

In the first place, the professional

is camera-wise. 'She feels absolutely

no embarrassment as she soulfully

gazes into a crystal, or as she coos

at a stuffed parrot or canary.

But the non-professional just

can't do it. She smirks when she
should smile. She grimaces when
she thinks she is looking soulful and
sad. And she just will stare owl-

eyed into the camera ! Oh, it's not

all beer and skittles, this photo-

graphing a non-professional.

The non-professional is acutely

conscious of large veined hands, or

cords in her neck, of a pone of fat

right under the shoulder blade, or

a thick ankle. The professional

sublimely forgets all defects, know-
ing that the retouching process will

take out everything that offends

the eye. She knows that nine

times out of ten the right side of

the face photographs best. Few stars

dare photograph a profile from the

left side. Of course, before the motion
picture camera the star cannot
always choose which side of her face

to show, but a good director bears

all this in mind. If he doesn't, the

player never lets him forget it.

Betty Compson says she used to

worry herself almost sick over pro-

files before the motion picture

camera. It made her very self-con-

scious to turn completely sideways,

for she knew her profile was not

perfect, artistically speaking. But
now she says she has overcome that

fear, believing that if she is acting

the part to the fullest artistry pos-

sible to her, the audience will be

more interested in her expression

than in her profile. But most of her

"stills" are taken full front. Betty

even considered having her nose

worked on by a plastic surgery ex-

pert, but forebore, and luckily, for

her slightly crooked nose adds to the

piquancy of her elfin face.

Gloria Swanson has too long a
nose too, but decided against plastic

surgery. Now it is her most famous
feature, next to her strange, oriental
eyes. A perfectly regular face, with
every feature harmonious, is un-
doubtedly an achievement of nature.

SHE had been branded as a thief. An innocent girl, she spent
many weary months behind prison bars where the bitterness

crept into her soul.

"When I get out of jail I will make him suffer as he has made me
suffer," she vowed. Free, the world against her, she turned crook,
within the law, and plotted revenge.

Beautiful, accomplished, she led the son of the man who had accused
her to fall in love with her. She married him to tarnish their name as
hers had been tarnished.

Then a strange thing happened—to her heart. You will want to see
this picture to understand the transformation of a woman's soul.

A picture adapted by Frances Marion from the stage success by Bayard
Veiller. Watch for it and watch for the First National trademark on the
screen—the sign of the ultimate in artistry and entertainment value.

Joseph M. Schencl<^ presents

Norma Talmadge
"WITHIN THE LABf'

•AUxAt national

"Picture

Personally Directed

by Frank.Lloyd

WITZEL
LOS ANGELES'

LEADING PHOTOGRAPHER
Special rates to

the profession

6324 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
Phone Hollywood 343

828 SOUTH HILL STREET
Phone 62448

Portraiture Artists

Edwards -Hos let ler

Studio
7th at Grand Ave.

SEVENTH
PROMENADE

BRACK
SHOPS

Los Angeles, Cal.
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but it is not a face that will be in-

delibly impressed upon the minds

of the audience.

The Vanity of Men

Men are much more vain than

women. Yes. Yes, indeed. So say

all the photographers of Hollywood.

A man has his picture taken less

often than a woman, both in private

life and on the screen. When a man
star finds a pose that satisfies him
—and heaven knows he is hard to

please—he cherishes it, having

thousands of prints made from it.

The non-professional male is ex-

cessively vain, extremely hard to

please. He makes an occasion of

having his picture taken. He makes

np his mind to the ordeal but sel-

dom, and he wants the results to

confirm all his most nattering sus-

picions about himself. Any photo-

graph that makes him look in the

slightest ridiculous, or one about

which his friends or relatives could

"kid" him is out. A woman will

daintily smell a rose or tickle a kit-

ten's ear or sit with pensive eyes

fixed upon an open fire, but a man
—no! He shuns anything that

savors of sentiment—meaning all

along the non-professional of course.

He prefers to gaze sternly into the

camera, looking a captain of indus-

try. A man almost never smiles in

a picture, except by mistake. If the

camera chances to catch him again,

he tears the proof up hastily, hoping

no one else saw it. Of course he

doesn't look like that when he

smiles

!

(Some non-professionals are so

vain that they resent any retouch-

ing of their photographs by the

artists. A wart on the chin?^ It is

my wart, and my chin, and since it

is my wart on my chin, it must be a

good-looking wart, on a strong,

manly chin, is the mental attitude.

The very fact that a photographer

would find anything to iron out of

his picture would so infuriate the

average man, who believes himself

to be a perfect specimen, that he will

take his next work elsewhere—ten

years from now. Yes, it is true

vanity that says, "No matter what

the blemish, or apparent blemish,

it belongs to me and hence is

sacred."

rette holder, a shirt with a sports

collar open at the throat, to display

the manly, slightly hairy, chest.

This, of course, within the art studio.

The male star almost invariably

chooses to be photographed in his

home. He loves to be caught, sur-

rounded by his German police dogs,

or his Airedales, or his collies. He
is always kneeling to stroke the head

of the most noble looking dog of

them all. Another favorite attitude

shows wonderful unselfishness on

his part. He is perfectly willing to

share this close-up with his horse.

With an arm thrown affectionately

around the proud neck of the steed,

he grins cheerfully into the camera.

A golf club, a tennis racquet^ a

wicked looking revolver, are all in-

dispensable props for the studio that

makes a specialty of photographing-

men. What matter if the full-length

portrait shows our Handsome
Harold with dress pumps on, and a

tennis racquet in his hands? Why
quibble with art?

Theodore Roberts without his big

black cigar would be practically un-

recognizable. Bill Hart without a

bandana handkerchief or a revolver

would be hard to place.

Masculine "Props"

The only props possible to the

male star is a fancy pipe, a wicked

cigarette in a luring carved ciga-

Leaving the Character In

"Don't retouch my photographs,"

Elinor Glyn said to her photog-

rapher, "I want all the character

left in."

But when the finished photos were

submitted, Madame Glyn almost

fainted with horror. They made

her look about eighty years old. "For

heaven's sake, take some of the

character out!" she cried, shudder-

ing. And now that she has gotten

the craze for beautiful pictures, her

photographs are as lineless and

meaningless as any screen beauty's.

The professional is wise to make-

up. She knows that red on her

cheeks will come out black on the

photograph. She knows how to cal-

cimine her face and neck and arms

—and back, and all other exposed

parts_So that the flesh looks satiny

and unblemished. She knows how

to make a tiny little pouting mouth

out of a generous slit in her face.

Bebe Daniels, for instance, in private

life exhibits a very different open-

ing to the alimentary canal than

that mouth the public considers so

kissable.

As for hair: peroxided blonde

hair, unless the greatest pains are



taken in lighting it up, will take

perfectly black ! Brown hair with

high lights in it will often photo-

graph almost blond. Betty Comp-
son's beautiful, wavy soft brown hair

is a good example of the kind that

takes a "halo" easily. Jacqueline

Logan is another star whose hair

photographs especially well.

They Still Get a Kick Out of It

One would think the stars would
get so blase about photographs of

themselves that they would wearily

direct the publicity men to let their

conscience be their guide. But they

don't. The most photographed star

in the industry—probably Claire

Windsor—still gets an enormous
kick out of looking over proofs. The
most important 'and pleasant duty
of the day is to make her choice of

the "stills" taken on the lot, and to

decide which pictures shall go to

which magazine.

The enormous cost of being-

photographed can hardly be guessed

at by the non-professional. No pic-

ture can be used by two magazines.

When a picture is sent out to maga-
zines it is marked "Exclusive to

you." and the negative is held until

that magazine accepts or sends back

the picture. In many cases maga-
zines fail to notify a star or her

publicity director that an "exclu-

sive" picture will not be used, and
the negative is held indefinitely. One
publicity director says that as soon

as an "exclusive" photograph is sent

out the negative is destroyed, so

that no temptation to use it for other

purposes can possibly be succumbed
to.

A New Cult

All things considered, the only

person in Hollywood who is always

sure of good business, steady remun-

eration and fame is the photog-

rapher who knows how to strip 'em.

A new cult may spring up any day
in which the photographer will be

worshipped as God. For it is in his

power to make a Cleopatra out of

a waitress, an Apollo out of a truck

driver, a rose out of a dandelion,
an orchid out of a sunflower, an
Ariel out of a middle-aged spinster.

Let him strip 'em, calcimine 'em,

retouch 'em, pare 'em down and
build 'em up, and he'll make you
any number of nymphs and fairies,

sirens and satyrs, to order.

If this be not God-like, what is it?

Even blase New York marveled ! When this dainty Sehorita

who had come from sunny Spain to make her American film

debut, stepped off the liner, spontaneous exclamations of

wonderment came from the welcoming throng. At the docks

—

hotels—and studios—all wondered at the saintly beauty of

the complexion of this great Spanish film star.

Questioned later, she laughingly re- It will bring the glow of health to
plied: "Since childhood I have used your cheeks as it has to mine,
only cocoa butter—the favorite cos- "I want an American women to
metic of Spanish beauties. But—since know of the wonders it has performed
coming to America I have found a for me> so j have induced the makers
new and better way to use my beloved to make a special introductory offer
cocoa butter. Now I'm never without reducing price from 75c to 50c that all
Coco-Bloom (Cocoa-Butter) Creme. Screenland's readers may see for

"I could talk for hours about Coco- themselves the wonderful results."

Bloom (Cocoa-Butter) Creme. It The supply at this price is limited,
fairly melts into the skin, plumping so order your jar today, money back
the cells and stimulating circulation. if n °t satisfactory.

TEN DOLLARS
for the best answer to "Which Advertise-

ment in This Issue of Screenland Appeals

to You Most and Why."

Send your answer to the Advertising Mgr.
Screenland, 119 W. 40th St. New York, N.Y.

In case of a tie all tying contestants will

receive full prize. Contest closes July

15th. Winners announced in September

issue of Screenland.
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REDUCE EASILY
WITHOUT

DIETING or EXERCISE

The Conquest of Science.!

Just Gently Rub it in

and Watch Yourself Grow Thin

Ungainly ankles, double

chins, unbecoming wrists,

arms and shoulders, or any

superfluous fat on any part of

the body can be removed by
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double size jar often accomplish-
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[

your jar at once. Wonderful

J results guaranteed. Sold at all
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SEND NO MONEY
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engraved wrist watch—pop-
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ribbon with clasp — $20
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style. Each watch packed
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a introduce this watch we are of-

fering it at the special &'7 AC
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extremely low price, which makes
this offering of greater value than
you can duplicate anywhere else.

SEND NO MONEY. Pay postman
pon arrival—plus postage.

REPUBLIC TRADING CO.
25 West Broadway Dept. S New York

What Becomes of Beauty Contest Winners
(Continued from Page 52)

Marie Forhan, Pauline Turner, Lu-

cille Walker, Dorothy Webb, Sallie

Holiday, Florence Turner, Jean

MacNicol, Grace Schaufele, Flor-

Helpful Criticism

i
Write Scenarios

Sell those I write

Live in the Producing
Center

Offer you REAL help with
your Scenario

Send Stamp TODAY for full particulars

H. Austin Beck
Box 292, Hollywood, Calif.

ence Boring, Madge Henry, Mar-

guerite Rhodes, Gertrude Regan,

Pauline Westphalen, Mae Oliver,

Opal Crumbliss, Alameda Hol-

colmbe, Margaret Hague, Peggy

Dolan, Bessie Davis, Cora Lee Ben-

nett, Lillian A. Boltz, Clara Hoopes,

Mary Kidwell, Ruth M. Purcell,

Lina Hoepold, Clara M. McAbee,

and Loretta Griffin.

Out of the entire fifty-six, only

one name stands out as modern

history — Lois Wilson. Gertrude

Fonda is probably the same as

Gloria Fonda, Seattle prize beauty,

who starred in something or other

for Universal, then went on the

legitimate stage with T. Daniel

Frawley, then went to China with

some theatrical enterprise; came

back a year ago, failed to get any-

thing in pictures, and is reputed to

have gone back to the Orient.

How Lois Did It

As for Lois Wilson, she too is

trying to forget that she ever won
a beauty contest. That fact was a

detriment rather than a help, she

says. In the first place, Lois knows

that she is not a beauty. Her charm

lies in her wholesome sweetness

rather than in perfection of fea-

tures. For a moderately pretty

girl to come to Hollywood with the

curse of a beauty contest clinging

to her is to be damned before she

starts. But Lois knew she had per-

sonality and acting ability. She

stuck doggedly to her purpose of

making a place on the screen for

herself, not for her "beauty." She

has done it, as the whole wide world

will agree.

Lasky's publicity chief says that

Lois will not let him use the fact

of her having won a beauty contest

in any of the stories that go out of

his office. She realizes better than

anyone else the psychology of the

thing, the instant antagonism .it

arouses in the public to have a

"beauty" rammed down its throat.

Eleanor Lost Her Voice

Eleanor Boardman would not

now be on the screen if she had not

lost her voice. She was singing with

Laurette Taylor \n"The National

inthem," when her voice failed and
she turned disconsolately to the

"silent drama." About this time

Robert B. Mclntyre, casting director

for Goldwyn Pictures, was in the

east looking for new screen material.

Eleanor presented herself, as did

some thousand or more other aspir-

ants, and won. Her work in The
Stranger's Banquet put her on easy

street, and she won the ingenue lead

in Rupert Hughes' Souls for Sale

and in King Vidor's Three Wise

Fools.

The significant thing about

Eleanor Boardman's phenomenal
career in pictures is that she had a

long and diversified stage career. She

did not come out here merely as a

beauty. Her little bag was full of

tricks that could beat that all hollow.

An Endless List

But if one were to try to cata-

logue all the failures who came out

to Hollywood bedecked with blue

ribbons, attesting them to be prize

female flesh, one would stop at the

end of volume 27 and give it up as a

hopeless job. Beauty contest win-

ners are dishing up the split pea

soup in our best cafeterias; taking

babies out in perambulators for stars

who had more to give the screen

than mere beauty; are working in

the cutting room or stenographer's

ranks of the very studios that made

screen tests of them when the,

brought their only asset to Holly

wood. A few of these unsuccessful

beauties are making a bare living as

photographers' or artists' models.

But most of them, their vanity

reduced to a mere pinpoint, have

gone back home, cured of the movie

fever, bitter against the very ones

who are responsible for their blighted

hopes. Under Hollywood's dazzling

white paving stones are buried their

poor little stillborn careers. They

cannot even tend the graves with

decent mourning, for to grieve over

rejected beauty would mark them

for ridicule rather than sympathy.

They are even deprived of the only

possible source of comfort—the

relief of talking it over. For the

only girl who can afford to remem-

ber that she won a beauty contest

is the girl who succeeded.
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Has Barbara La Marr
Aphasia ?

(Continued from Page 21)

It was this unsatisfied mother

craving that gave little Ivan Car-

ville La Marr a beautiful home in

the Hollywood hills, a slavishly at-

tentive colored nurse, named Irene,

and a foster mother who adores him.

Barbara went to Texas to make a

personal appearance at an auto-

mobile show, and while in Dallas

went to Hope Cottage, a foundling

home housing sixty children. She
vrent because she loves children, and
wanted to hold one for a while in

her arms.

But only one baby out of tho-e

sixty had a chance. From the

minute Barbara La Marr laid eyes

hi his laughing face and saw him
•limple his fascinating little right-

heek dimple at her, she knew she

must have that baby or be forever

miserable.

"When I want anything I want
.t right then, or not at all. I never
take time to consider whether a
thing is expedient or good public-

ity or wise. I just do it." Thus
-peaks Barbara of the four hus-

bands. Probably that trait of her
character accounts for her many
marriages. In each case she wanted
che man without considering

whether he would be a good hus-

band.

All in a Day

Probably no other baby has been
adopted with the lightning like

;ed with which little Ivan of

Lxope Cottage became the son of

Barbara La Marr. Barbara saw
im, adopted him and took him
way, all in the same afternoon,

here is a law that an adopted child

. an not be carried out of the state

in which adoption takes place under
"ne year, but Barbara found ways
f circumventing such a ridiculous

id annoying law. She boarded
he train that night with little six-

: nonths-old Ivan in her arms, and
pent the night in her Pullman
erth, considering the relative

grits of Mellin's Food and cow's
milk with lime water. One of the
weightiest questions which now
arass her days is whether Cali-
"rnia weather is cool enough to

ustify all-wool flannels. And the
famous body is forever bending over

pick up a shoe which the ener-

OUTDOOR ILLUSIONS OF THE DANCE
Symbolized by

POSTURES OF BEAUTIFUL FIGURES
From the PICTORIAL COLLECTION of

JAMES WALLACE PONDELICEK
Original outdoor studies of the Nude and Draped figure, 8 by 10 contact photographs

printed from the original negatives on double weight buff paper. These prints will appeal
to the seeker of true art and beauty, to those who earnestly discriminate between the
gross and the sensual, and the pure and ideal inspiration. These CAMERA PAINTINGS,
many of which are first prize winners and exhibited all over the world are made and
signed by the artist.

The work of JAMES WALLACE PONDELICEK has been lauded by the most exact-
ing connoisseurs of art in the LTnited States and abroad; reproductions in magazines ap-
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Priced at $1.50 the Print.

A sixteen page booklet containing 178 sample reproductions sent upon receipt of
twenty-five cents coin or stamps.

JAMES WALLACE PONDELICEK STUDIOS
4125 West 21st Street, Chicago, 111.

Masked or Unmasked
QjHE can always depend on the lure

of her eyes, for they are veiled by
long, dark lashes. She uses WINX, the
Liauid Lashlux, to bead her lashes and
make them appear darker and heavier.
WINX is unaffected by perspiration,
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applied with the glass rod attached to the
stopper of the bottle.

At night apply colorless Cream Lashlux
to nourish the lashes and promote their

growth.

WINX, the Liquid Lashlux (black or brown),
/5c. Cream Lashlux (black, brown or colorless),
50c. At drug, department stores or by mail.

Send a dime for a sample of WINX. A ndfor
another dime we will mail you a sample ofPERT, the Waterproof rouge,

ROSS COMPANY
83 Grand Street New York

WINX
The LIQUID LASHLUX

Don

of famous
Benson Orchestra

Insist on a Conn and you'll leam
to play quickly. For half a cen-
tury Conn instruments of every
kindforband and orchestra have
been used and endorsed by the
world's greatest artists because
they are
—easier to play—perfect in tone and tune—most reliable in action—perfectly balanced, beauti*

fully finished.
More Conn saxophones are
sold than any othermake in the
world. The great jnzz kings and
popular record makers prefer
Conns for their exclusive fea-
tures.
Free Trial; Easy Payments.
"Write for details, mentioning
instrument.
Conn violins possess wonder-
ful tone.

684 Conn Bldg,

Elkhart, lad.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
OF HIGH GRADE BAND AND
ORCHESTRA INSTRUMENTS
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FREE PHOTO

of your
Favorite Star
WOULD you like a beautiful 8x10 photo-

graph of your Screen-Favorite?
SCREENLAND wishes to make you a

present of a genuine photograph of your favorite

Star, FREE. Just mail the attached coupon

with one dollar for six months' subscription to

SCREENLAND, and receive absolutely FREE
a handsome photograph of your choice of famous

stars. Mail the coupon TODAY!

Circulation Manager SCREENLAND,
119 W. 40th St., New York City.

Please send me FREE photo of

and a six months' subscription to SCREEN-
LAND, for which I enclose $1.00.

Name
Address •

City State.

Wallie Reid (Studies
We are offering a set of five different poses of

the late Wallace Reid for $2.50. Single pictures

75c. Thisoffer will be open for a limited time only

Description of these pictures sent on request.
,

Hoover Art Studios
6321 Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood. Calif.

getic young man is always casting,

as he kicks and crows in his Mama's

or Irene's arms.

Minus Fifteen Pounds

Free Book
Containing complete
story of the origin tey
and history of that **
wonderful instru-
ment—the

HOLLYWOOD

!

Where is the Motion Picture aspirant who has not

wanted dependable information about Motion Picture

Studios, Productions in the making. Salaries paid. etc..

in HOLLYWOOD, "where the movies are made? inu

can become thoroly posted on every activity in HOLLY-
WOOD thru a very wonderful service by becoming a

member of Motion Picture Intelligencer. A member-

shin card, good for one year, will be sent to you on

receipt of $1.00. In your letter tell us something.about

yourself, vour ambitions, etc. MOTION PICTUBE IN-

TELLIGENCES, Dept. S, 521 Hollingsworth Bldg.,

Los Angeles.

An unscented, antiseptic liquid-applied twice a week, wdl

free you from all perspiration annoyances. KEEPS uw-

DERARMS DRY AND ODORLESS-f.ndorsed by physi-

cians and nurses. SEND 4C FOR TESTING SAMPLE
58c (sivtral ihoikAj' supply) <•• /«"«>»<

loiltl and drut cowfrs. or bf mail (poslpaid)

TheNonspiCo.; 2652 Walnut St-Kansas City.Mo

BEAUTYPEELf^^jrT^tgg^
blackheads, livcr-spots.Wrinkles, pox-pits and muddy, oily skins.

NON-ACIO (patented) lotion. Painless, harmless.

Effects astounding. Guaranteed. Proofs and beauty

book:"The Art of Face Peeling", sent FRF.E. Write

WU£P-A BEAUTYPEEL COSMETIC CO.

fiffifflfrg Dept. L El Paao.Texas

The increase in duties which

motherhood brings has done two

things for Barbara, It has put a

new happiness and spirituality into

her face, taking away the almost in-

solent restlessness that characterized

it, and has reduced her weight from

140 pounds to 125. This loss of

weight is more to be prized than

rubies and fine wines, for it was

just the thing Barbara needed to

make her perfect as beauty. She

speaks with the utmost frankness

about her own person, characteris-

tics and beauty, or rather, lack of

beauty, as she sees herself.

"I am not beautiful. When the

producers look at me and tell me
that my beauty must be clothed

thus and so, and I owe this to my
beauty, and that to my popularity,

I laugh. I honestly don't think I

am pretty. And when I hear people

discuss me or see things in print

about myself, I think of the Barbara

La Marr they are discussing as en-

tirely separate from the Barbara

I know and live with every day.

7 don't wear long, slinky clothes ; I

wear bungalow aprons and lie on

the grass with my heels up and my
elbows digging into the turf, read-

ing. I cook a lot of my own meals,

because, even with "Mammy" and
Irene, there always seems to be too

much work to do. I dote on Italian

cooking, and I eat—well, too much.
My worst enemies couldn't say

meaner things about me than I say

about myself, and I'm not tempera-

mental, and I have a temper, and I

forgive and forget easily."

Barbara says this defiantly, all

fed up as she is on the kind of inter-

views she reads in fan magazines.

Since Barbara. La Marr is to

lure men on the screen, in order

to earn bread and butter and caviar

for herself and plenty of milk for

little Ivan, will she have so much
of men in that way that she will

really not care for them as Bar-

bara La Marr, offstage individual?

Or will this constant dwelling on

the gracious art of vamping stimu-

late the red corpuscles of her

French-Italian blood so that she

will not be able to resist the im-

portunities of the next man who

strikes her volatile fancy?

[4]
This book tella you when to use

Saxophone— singly, in quartettes,

in sextettes, or in regular band; how
to play from cello parts in orchestra'

and many other things you would like

to know. The Saxophone is the easiest

of all wind instruments to play. You can
learn to play the scale in an hour and
soonbeplayingpopularairs. It will double

your income, your pleasure and your popu-
larity. Three first leasonasentfree. Nothing

can take the place o£ the Saxophone for

Home Entertainment, Church,
Lodge or School, or for Orchestra Dance Music
you may try any Buescher Saxophone, Cornet. Trumpet, Trom-

bone or other Instrument 6 daya :
If satisfied, pay for it by easy

payments. Mention instrument wtereated in when sending lor

Free Book.
BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.

Makers of Everything in Band and Orchestra Instruments

724 Buescher Block ELKHART, IND,

We are large importers of fine watches. Saveover50%
of market price by ordering direct from us. Yoorchoice

of either high grade watch. No. 1, octagon or round case.

14 Kt. gold-filled, 20 yr. case with 20 yr. gold-hlled link

bracelet. 10 jewels. Stem wind and set. Adjusted and

regulated. $15 value, our price ONLY $7.25 prepaid.

No 2 14 Kt.White gold-filled, 25 yr. case. Silk grosgram

ribbon, gold filled clasp.. Beautiful white dial. Sapphim
crown tonneau shape, 10 ewels. Resulated. adjusted. Ful^
™™ntod $18 value. Our special price ONLY $7.55 prepaid.

Oraer today. Send no money. Pay on arrival. Satisfaction

guaranteed or money refunded promptly.

L SUPREME JEWELRY MFG. CO.
Dept. 442. 434 Broadway, New York ^

Beauty Culture Course
at HomeEasy to Earn $40

to $75 a Week
Secrets of beauty parlors revealed. Thirty easy lessons

can make you expert in all branches massage. .Packs, dyeing,

marcel, akin work, manicure, waves bleach etc
.

in eight weeks.

Study in spare time. Earn while you learn Authorized dmloma.
Money back guarantee. 50,000 Opportunities. Get FKHH booK.

ORIENTAL SYSTEM OF BEAUTY CULTURE
Dent. 306 1000 Piversev Blvd. Chicago

WEAR THIS RING
FIVE DAYS FREE i|p

Wonderful Walter Gems Match Genu-
ine Diamonds. See if you or your friends can

tell it from genuine. Beautiful mountings of.

the latest design.
-,nr.~ With »<-h ttaf «*ms ' "If. «?»4

, *
w»"»' fFREE Serf Pin. Thi. ofl«r

«-

it yo'ir llngoi „,id address, Wl
»itWwstm».i. It ,.«!'

i>h-»»l .villa,,, 3dm:
I have allotted »aly »™ '»' ''d,ralou»lj

R- WALTER, 299-C Montgomery Street

.... "nlyi "Wriu.'n,,,,." Vm.J. Na

n^"1nd'

I

lHli"ur„J
l

get )a'ir u< >
l'»'t.

JERSEY CITY.N. J

?t7
ntlf

FLAPPERJEWELRY
SET GIVEN

GIRLS—Get this handBome flapper jew-

elry set, birthstone ring, dinner ring,

beautiful jet pendant ear-rings. Be the

en?y of everybody. All yours for Belling

onTy sri boxes Mentho-Kova Salve. Pay
when sold and, get set ao your reward.

Send name and address. We trust you.

U S Supply Co., Dept AG 56 Greenville, Pa.

Practical information all sex matters.

Send 10c today, stamps or

coin, for remarkable illus-

Tyr\f*.YC trated catalog. Nothing else

tSl_/vJrV.«J like it in thia country.

Dept. 206 Counsel Service, 257 W. 71st St., New York

SEX 10'

STRICTURE and Varicocele de-

,
stroy health and

ie-or Take no chances. My Absorptive Treat-

ment is a painless cure. Prove it y°"rself -

Send 25c today for trial package and book.

DR. ROWE,
Room 2, 110 N. Pearl St., Buffalo, N. Y.

BIRTH CONTROL
Remarkable Treatise containing Information

of Greatest Value to all Married People sent post-

paid for $1 (Currency or Stamps) Worth Hun-
dreds of Dollars. You will thank us for tnis.

Publishers, Apartado 732, Tampico, Mexico.
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come up, until a frightened camera-

man brought her to the surface, her

poor body still tangled in the sea-

weed that had imprisoned her. Her
first close-up was her last.

My Money Gone

My last five dollars went for a

wreath of roses for June. It was the

only thing I could do for her, ever.

That night I could not sleep

for the gnawing emptiness of my
stomach. A phrase from some for-

gotten church service home came
back to me.

"The eternal God is thy refuge.

And underneath are the everlasting

arms."

. . . and underneath are the

everlasting arms." Over and over

I repeated the sonorous words and
they brought me a great peace. I

lay down and went to sleep.

A knock on the door awakened
me from a heavy slumber, more of

a torpor than sleep. The sun was
high in the sky. It must have been
late. I got up dizzily and opened
the door. My landlady informed me
that somebody wanted to see me
downstairs.

I dressed somehow and went
down, leaning heavily on the ban-
nister as I descended the stairs, for

I was very weak.

And then 1 was in a pair of

strong arms that closed about me
tightly, and I was crying on abroad
shoulder that seemed made to order

for the purpose, Jimmy's ! For per-

haps five minutes he let me cry out
all my heartsick fears on his dear
shoulder. Then as my sobs grew
less tumultous, he tilted up my
quivering chin and looked into my
wet eyes. I knew my nose was red
and didn't care.

"To take up our conversation
where we left it last," he said, "I
have now got my start—a partner-
ship in a law firm in Minneapolis

—

and you, you cute little pale thing,
are going to be the blushing bride of

a rising young lawyer, n'est-cepasf"
'

'
£

Yes, oh yes" I whispered. "But
Jimmy, you'll have to feed me
first!"

* * *

So that's the story of my attempt
it fame. I guess I wasn't meant to

be an actress. Hollywood wasn't
meant for me. I'm just the girl who
failed, one of a thousand. Jimmy
says as an actress I'm a grand little

wife. And I'm never going to fail
at that!

MEN—WOMEN
I guarantee that the Francis Jordan
Reducer will show results in 9 days

or money refunded

!

Endorsed by Physicians. Not elec-
trical but a device with a scientifical-
ly constructed surface which kneads
the flesh first one way then another,
thus breaking up the fatty tissue
which is then carried out of the sys-
tem as waste matter.

NO DIET!! NO EXERCISE!!

1. The person who is fat all over
may use the Francis Jordan Reducer
on every part of the body from neck
to ankle. 2. The person who is "fat
in spots" may reduce just these spots.
This is the "lazy man's" method as it

is so easy. Requires no preparation
and may be used with or without
clothing. A few minutes each day
and the results will astonish you as

"The Fat Rolls Off"

DO NOT DELAY. Walk over to your desk NOW and
send me your check or money order for $12.50 ($12.95 in
Canada and Mexico) and I will send your reducer prepaid by
return mail in a plain package. THINK! ! In a few days
your clothes will fairly hang on you, and remember, if at the
end of 9 days, the full trial period—you are not entirely
satisfied—return the reducer and I will promptly send back
your money. Order yours today or send for free booklet.

YOU RISK NOTHING!

Dept. S-6
826 Fifth Ave.
Los Angeles

\Jrom Sunmj Cdifirnig,

A delicious can of nature's own food containing nuts, sun-

kissed raisins and olives sweetened with California honey

TASTY HEALTHFUL
Mailed postpaid for One Dollar

MORE LIFE FOOD MANUFACTURING CO.
823-24 Loew's State Bldg. Los Angeles, Calif.

JUST THE THING FOR YOUR DEN ! ! !

Snappy French Colored Drawings just imported. Postcard and larger
sizes—Something entirely new!!! Must be seen to be appreciated.
Postcard size 20 for $1.00—40 for $2.00—60 for $3.00—All different
subjects.

ARS MINIMA GALLERIES, Department I
63 Washington Square Greenwich Village, N, Y. C.

Next Month—The True Diary of An Extra Girl
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i©UCE
rAnkles
BEAUTIFUL, SUM, APPEALING,

DAINTY ANKLES CAN BE
YOURS QUICKLY

All Screenland readers can now have

slim, beautiful ankles at the small

and insignificant cost of $2 9 5.

DELRAY ANKLE REDUCER
Works While You Sleep

Put them on when you go to bed. In

the morning your ankles are small er

Reduces and shapes the ankle and

lower calf to any size without the

slightest pain. Nothin? to rub in or

massage. Applied and taken off as a glove.

Used by society women and actresses every-

where, and endorsed by medical profession.

Ccn be worn during the day with the heaviest

silk stockings without detection. Order now
at$2.95,but

END nq MQNEY
Simply send ua size of ankle and calf and we
v ill send you in pHin wrapper a pair of Defray
Ankle Reducers designed to shape your ankles

tc fairy slimneas. Pay postman $2.95

plus a few rents p<-< J, ''^c- on arrival, and
etartreducine at once and painlessly.

A' ou willnotice resultL' immediately.
Retain your shupftly ankles while
in bathing ;uid when dancing, by
wearing them. ACT NOW*
DELRAY MFG. CO.

30 East 23rd Street, Dept. 63

SLu^iicDiamond
-jfuoucxmtMdftomaidiamoiid

. Svndjbt3adc!
CARAT RINGS $2.98. Not one diamond
in a thousand has the blue, dazzling bril-

liancy of "Luxite Diamonds. " They re

PERFECT; few diamonds are! Stand
acid and all other tests. Only experts

can tell you haven't paid SloO.OO^gft

nnu>T goldS., guaranteed!
DON I SEND A PENNY! Send only riam^S^Si^^^^jiee
address and paper strip which fHa end^j£8JH2yi3^=^ . ..

MS-A fenosft onfy 12 Z wHnVS&'^^P^^BAR'p.Nfsei
E™^hkekif SotTjeliVhted \ (SpS^platinoid finish, free with ring.

Wait
(Continued from Page 59)

LEARN
Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would
you like to know if you are adapted to this

work? Send 10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent

Tester or Key to Movie Acting Aptitude, and
find whether or not you are suited to take up

Movie Acting. A novel, instructive and valu-

able work. Send dime or stamps today. A
large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie
Acting included FREE!

Film INFORMATION BUREAU,
Sta. S, Jackson, Mich.

TYPED AND
REVISED

WRITERS! SCENARISTS!

MANUSCRIPTS
Expert typing 50c per thousand words. Rates for

revising upon request. Correct form; prompt; con-

fidential.

JANE HOLCOMB
220 Lissner Bldg., (524 S. Spring) Los Angeles, Calif.

Why not give the glands of your hair a chance
to regain that youth?

Used and endorsed by movie stars.

GLAND-O-FOAM HAIR TONIC
By Mail $1 and $2 the bottle

GLAND-O-FOAM CO.
621 West Eighth Los Angeles

UNLUCKY?
Then wear this Mybtic
Serpent. Replica of
Ancient Hindu charm
against evil spirits,
sickness, spells, and

symbol of GOOD LUCK in love, busi
neBS, games Heavy, weird and start

lims. Genuine 14-Karat (told shell. 3

year guarantee. Men and Women.
Secret "formula for luck" FREE.

Send measure fstrinK tied around fin

uer.) AHLI P. BABA, Box SS, 116
Str. Sta. t New York. Pay $2.27 and
postage to postman on delivery.

another player. On the set she attends

strictly to business or to the fancy

work or book in her hands; off the

set, she is Mrs. Bernard Durning,

happily married wife of that big,

good-looking director. ISta breath of

scandal has ever touched Shirley,

and she attributes part of her good

luck in this respect to her habit

of making the most
,
of her time

while "waiting," and of never gos-

siping with the other players. Con-

sequently, Shirley Makon gets very

little publicity. Her
\
name never

appears in the day's news; she

apparently has no fads or hobbies,

for publication. And, if she loses

somewhat because of
!

this lack of

front page space, she
!

gains in sin-

cere respect and admiration, which

everyone on the Fox lot, and in the

motion picture colony, for that

matter, freely gives her.

Tom Mix and Telepathy

-Tom Mix has become a convert

to the belief in mental telepathy,

since he was a victim of its powers

on location one day not long" ago.

Tom is one of the most fearless

stunt men in pictures, and permits

no one to double for him. But his

fearlessness is not always shared by

all the cast, director, property men,

etc.

HAVE YOU A CHARMING PERSONALITY?
IF NOT, WHY NOT?

Tart Youreel/. Self-revealing chart and Success

Guide, 10c.
thomson _HEy\voOD.

Dept. X, Chronicle Bldg., San Francisco. Calif.

Charles Ray's Solution

Charles Ray went through a

terrible financial struggle when he

left a salary to go into independent

production. He had to make every

minute and every penny count, for

he was working on borrowed capi-

tal and the capitalists were not

"honing" to give him any more.

It seemed vitally necessary to

Ray that every minute of those

precious hours be utilized to the

best advantage. But occasionally,

and with increasing frequency, he

would appear on a set to begin work

and find that things were wrong-

all round. It was hard to put a fin-

ger on the trouble. The director

summed it up by telling Ray it

was simply antagonism, working

out in small ways.

At last it almost "got" Ray. He
found himself unable to act to the

best of his ability, for the antag-

onism was so thick he felt he could

out it with a butter knife. He did

a little snooping on his own, and

found that it was all because the

players had so much time on their

hands, waiting for the call oi

"Camera!" While they. waited the

players spent their time in knock-

ing, using the hammer with violen

pleasure upon the star himself. No
that they felt any personal ani-

mosity. They simply had to pass

the time away, and profession;!

jealousy turned the current of th<

idle conversation starward.

"I know of no way to eliminati

the waiting for action on the sets

but it does seem to me that som<

plan could be worked out whereby

the players Avould wait with mon
contentment, and with something

constructive to occupy their minds,

says Charlie Ray.

"I believe the solution is a read-

ing room, where the players cai

wait their turn. Of course the rule

of the room would be that no talis

ing could go on. They would b

forced to write letters or read. .

signal system of electric bells couL -

be devised, by which players coulj ..

be summoned, by the assistant d:

rector. The reading room would qi

course have to be just off the prir

cipal stage, and some small amount

of waiting could not possibly 1;

avoided. But much of the pern,

cious gossip would be eliminated i

this way, and certainly the players

would be in a better frame of mind

for their work."

Charles Ray is probably right, as

far as he goes. We wonder what tb

pirates appearing "in Ray's new pi'

ture, The Courtship of Miles Star

dish, would read in this off-stag

library? Would they read Boccaci

or Ooue, "Pickwick Papers" <

"penny dreadfuls"—if there are an

such left in this too-highbrov,

world? Would the women playe

dream over fashion magazines (

would they read Elinor Glyn

Would Dickens have a place on tl

book shelves, or would Arabiai

Nights (unexpurgated) crowd hit

off? Probably "Mademoiselle ch

Maupin" and "Du Barry" woul.

leave scant room for Jane Austen

But whatever other classics are let

off the shelves, we do hope ths

"Merton of the Movies" has a:

honored place.

At any rate, reading room or nc

there is no end as yet in sight fo

the Hollywood ogre—WAIT!
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Religion in Hollywood
(Continued from Page 4-3)

the recent reviewing, by the pastor

in his pulpit, of F. Scott Fitzgerald's

The Beautiful and Damned. Fear-

ing we might learn something at

church not good for our youthful
minds, we did not attend.

The Ambassador Theatre doubles

on Sundays as a church de luxe,

patronized by wealthy tourists and
famous screen stars. Here many of

our stars have spoken. Milton Sills

once gave a most creditable sermon
which made penitents of many bad
little boys and foolish little girls.

Helen Ferguson stood behind the

pulpit one Sunday, her first public

speech, and frankly discussed the

motion picture industry with the
sincerity that won her many dis-

creet plaudits.

The Miracle Woman

True, we have one brimstone-

orator left, a sort of Miracle Lady,
running second however to Peter:

Rev. Aimee Semple McPherson,
who holds regular "Divine healing
services." Despite the fact that the

tabernacle holds 5300 people, over

1000 are turned away at every serv-

ice. Of the old-time shouting Billy

Sunday type, this enterprising

Avoman evangelist and press agent
draws to full houses and undoubt-
edly, beneath the publicity which
haloes her efforts, does a commend-
able work.

The only church in Los Angeles
that welcomes all creeds and takes

up no collection is the Beth-El-Mis-

sion, presided over by a lovable old

gentleman of eighty-two who, with
his brother and the latter's wife,

furnish the music also. But, alas,

it is situated in a far corner of the

city and is patronized mostly by
the poorer and middle-class families.

The Movies' Church

The "movie folks church," has
for its rector Rev. Neal Dodd, friend

and spiritual adviser of all the pic-

ture-people.

All in all, you may take your
choice of religion here. All creeds,

sects, personalities—and advertise-

ments—are to be found in our
churches. Right now, it is the novel
that draws the crowds, that appeals

to our stars' ennuied souls.

Is Theda Bara Dead ?

(Continued from Page J/.0)

Hollywood where Brabin was direc-

ting for Goldwyn. Rumors began to

be bruited about. Was the Brabin
marriage to go the way of so many
other Hollywood marriages?
But no. The bone of conten-

tion was simply this. Theda wanted
to go back on the screen. Two
years of idleness, even though she
was most happily married, began
to pall upon her. She had had a
generous taste of the fascination

that lies in electric lights. But her
English husband did not agree with
her ambitions.

Doesn't Want Theda to Work

If Brabin has his way about it,

Theda Bara will cease to be Theda
Bara and be just Mrs. Charles Bra-
bin. Being a man and an English-
man, he loves domesticity and
wants very much to have his beauti-
ful wife installed just as mistress in
his home.

"I hope she will not go back to

the screen," he says. "I am living

at a hotel now and I am so deuced-
ly lonely. I daren't speak to a

young woman, for fear of the gos-

sips, and I have to devote my time
to the dowagers. I am so very anx-
ious for her to come to Holly-
wood, to make a real home for both
of us.

"Yet I know that I am asking a

big thing when I say to a woman
who has done big things, Stay
home and darn my socks.' It's

compromising my wife, I know."
And so Charles Brabin, gener-

ously seeing his talented wife's side

of it, is conceding something and
Theda, too, is conceding something.
Perhaps Theda will do as her nice,

big husband wishes.

But Hollywood, while sympathiz-
ing with his desires, is looking for-

ward to the return of the prodigal,

the most deliciously wicked woman
on the screen. Hollywood wants
to see for itself if Theda Bara is the
Theda Bara it used to know.

STRONGFORT
The Perfect Man

Make Ybur Marriage
A Success O

Marriage always means
misery to the unfit- Ask
yoursell before you propose
to some pure, innocent girl,

whether you are fit to be her
husband and the lather of
her children—and whether
your offspring will be
healthy youngsters—a joy
and blessing to you both or
sickly, defective little ones;
a constant reproach to you
as long as you live. What
you are your children are
bound to be and your weak-
nesses will be increased as
you pass them along to
your chddren, who may live
to curse you for their In-
heritance of woe. This is

the inQexiDle law of Her-
edity- You cannot avoid
it. You dare not overlook
It. THINK now before it

is too late and resolve to

Fit Yourself
For Matrimony
You are not fit If you are

weak, sickly and under-de-
veloped. You dare not
marry and ruin some trust-
ing girl's life U Youthful
Errors, Bad Habits, or
Exxesses have sapped your
vitality and left you a mere
apology for a real man.
Don't think you can save
yourself with dope and
drugs. Such unnatural ma-
terials can never remove
the cause of your weaknesses
and will surely harm you.
The only way you can be
restored is through Nature's

basic Laws. She will never fail you if you will
sit at her feet and learn her ways.

My Methods Restore Men
My entire life had been dedicated to a study of

Nature's Laws. I have applied her wonderfully
effective principles to my own person and have
gained the world's award as the most perfect
specimen of physical and health attainment.
These are the same marvelous, restorative, up-
lifting elements that I want to apply in your case
and fit you for the Responsibilities of Marriage
and Parenthood. I want to help you—I can help
you with

STRONGFORTISM
The Modern Science of Health Promotion

Strongfortism—Nature's First Assistant has
lifted thousands of weak, ailing, discouraged men
out of the bog of despair and placed them on the
Straight Road to Health, Happiness and Pros-
perity. Strongfortism has restored the man-
hood they thought lost forever, and has given
them renewed confidence, vitality, success and
fitted them for the joys of life. It can do the
same for you irrespective of your age—occupation
or surroundings. I guarantee it.

Send For My Free Book
The experience and research of a lifetime are

contained in my wonderfully instructive book,
"Promotion and Conservation of Health,
Strength and Mental Energy." It will tell
you frankly how you can make yourself over into
a vigorous specimen of vital manhood. It will
teach you how to fit yourself to be a father and
be a credit to your wife and family. Just mark
the subjects on the free consultation coupon on
which you want special confidential infor-
mation and send to me with a ten-cent piece
(one dime) to help pay postage, etc. It's a man-
builder and a life-saver. Send for my free book
Right Now—TODAY.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist

Dept. 35G Founded 1895 Newark, N. J.

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON
Mr. Lionel Strongfort. Dept. 356, Newark,

N. J. Please send me your book, "Promotion
and Conservation of Health, Strength and
Mental Energy," for postage of which I enclose
a 10c piece (one dime). - I have marked (X)
before the subject in which I am interested.

Colds . . Blackheads . . Weak Eyes
Catarrh . . Insomnia . . Gastritis

Asthma . .Short Wind . . Diabetes

Hay Fever . . Flat Foot . . Bad Breath

Obesity . . Stomach . . Heart Weakness
Headache Disorders . Poor Circulation

Thinness . . Constipation . . Skin Disorders

Rupture . . Biliousness . . Despondency
Fear . . Torpid Liver . . Weaknesses
Lumbago , . Indigestion (Specify)
Neuritis . . Nervousness . . Neurasthenia

Neuralgia . . Poor Memory . Prostatitis

Flat Chest . . Falling Hair . . Round Shoulders

Bad Habits . . Rheumatism . . Lung Troubles

Deformity . Youthful Errors . . Stoop Shoulders

(Describe) . . Vital Losses . Female Disorders

Successful . . Impotency . Increased Height

Marriage . . Manhood . . Muscular
Pimples Restored Development

. . Great Strength

;Namc

Age Occupation

Street

City Stale
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YOUTHGLO
CAUSES NEW SENSATION

Leading Beauty Stars

of Stage and Screen Fame Highly

Recommend

Youthglo Facial Clay
For Its Remarkable Results

Miss Mabel Normand
Famous Star, Mack Sennett

"YOUTHGLO should
be a daily habit of all

women who care to pre-
serve their appearance."

o o o o

1

Miss Florence Walton
Celebrated Dancer

"I heartily recommend
YOUTHGLO. I always
use it before dancing.
It is both restful and
rejuvenating."

AT LAST $
That Priceless Charm
of Youth Is Yours for

YOUTHGLO Facial Clay at $1.00

for twenty (20) treatments is the
superior clay and cannot be success-

fully imitated. It is the only one
positive complexion beautifier. Don't
pay more for facial clay. Don 't

judge the quality of YOUTHGLO
by the price. Money cannoti buy a
clay that will function and benefit

your skin like YOUTHGLO.

Miss Grace La Rue
Star of "Music Box Revue"
"YOUTHGLO should be

used by every woman
who cares. It is part

of my every-day toilet."

Miss Ann Pennington in

"The Cherry Chair*'

"After using other
facial clays I can recom-
mend very safely the
merits of YOUTHGLO.
I would not be without
It."

Insist Upon YOUTHGLO
"YOUTHGLO" has exploded the old theory

that "a woman is old at forty"—for

"YOUTHGLO" has thousands of devotees, who
are radiant in the consciousness that at that

age they are sweeter, daintier, a more exquisite

picture of human beauty—yes—infinitely more
delicious in every way than they were at

twenty-five. For "YOUTHGLO" at nominal cost

and no trouble will preserve the glorious glow
of girlhood in its perfection up to sixty or

seventy.

Youthglo Preparations, Inc., S. 6-23
100 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Please send me one 8-oz. jar of YOUTHGLO
(20 treatments). I will pay postman 51.00 plus

few cents postage. My money back if same does

not give me complete satisfaction. Send $1 and
save postage.

Name

Address.. City...

Dealer's Name

I Want 100 Men—Women
ToWork For Us At Home

If you are worried, discontented and skimping along; from

day to day, simply because you are not earning enough

to cover your immediate needs and lay some away for a

rainy day, then I will, providing you mean business, and

are energetic, teach you our Art Painting work of Land-

scapes and Portraits, in ten lessons by mail and start you

in the Studio Painting business right at home. No experience

necessary, outfit furnished, anyone can learn. $3000 to

$6000 yearly. Only table room required. No muss or dirt.

Clean, pleasant work. Free literature.

191 Main TANGLEY STUDIOS Muscatine, Iowa

TOBACCO HABIT
BANISHED La" tfng" R«u

R
|fs

Tobacco Redeemer is pleasant to take. Absolutely
scientific; thoroughly reliable. We positively

guarantee you will have no craving for tobacco
after using Tobacco Redeemer. Money back if

not satisfied. Write for free booklet and proof.

Newell Pharmacal Co., Dept. 972, St. Louis, Mo.

-RE -MANUFACTURED-
Underwoods, Monarchs, Remingtons,

L. C. Smiths, Olivers, a
,

Royals, Coronas <p

AT REDUCED PRICES
Prices as low as

Write for our Catalog No. 30

BERAN TYPEWRITER CO.
Dept. 31 58 W.Washington St., Chicago

15
oo

How the Stars Put the

Sure in Insurance
(Continued from page 63)

than straight dramatic players, be-

cause their work is more hazardous.

Owing to her work in serials,

Ruth Roland is unable to obtain in-

surance from any of the companies,

except at an exorbitant premium
rate. Upon the $500-a-week ac-

cident policy that she finally suc-

ceeded in getting, she pays a stag-

gering premium.
This must give her great mental

anguish, as she has to pay exorbitant

rates for stunts that a double proba-

bly performs.

C. B. Likes Aviation, Too

Cecil DeMille was also an

ardent devotee of aviation once, but

was forced to give it up when the

insurance companies threatened to

cancel his policies. His personal in-

surance is several hundred thousand

dollars, while Famous Players-Lasky

protects itself against his loss at a

mere half million.

Of course, all the studios are well

covered by insurance. When an

especially costly wardrobe or set is

prepared, it is insured individually.

Special protection is carried on

cameras, and cameramen, also.

After a picture is completed, the

film's safe arrival in transit to New
York is insured carefully.

Insurance On Jewelry

All the stars carry protection on

their jewelry. Norma Talmadge's

jewels are insured by Lloyd's for

$100,000. Constance Talmadge's

are insured for $75,000, while the

Buster Keaton's jewelry is insured

for $40,000. The latter came in

handy a while back, when Natalie

Keaton lost, a $2500 diamond and

platinum bracelet at the Ambas-

sador hotel. The costly trinket was

never found, so the insurance com-

j)any made good the amount.

Why Not Insurance on Kisses?

So far, however, no star has

stepped forward to get protection of

her rose-petal lips from the hero's

crushing caresses. Why neglect the

main implement of this business of

acting? Where would a leading-

lady be, could she no longer kiss?

We trust that the situation will

be remedied immediately.
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AGENTS WANTED

AGENTS SELL HARPER'S HOUSEHOLD
Cleaning Set. Washes and dries windows,

mops, scrubs, cleans walls, hangs paper,
sweeps, etc. Complete Set sells for less than
$3. -Over 100% profit. Can start without a

cent. 137 A St., Fairfield, Iowa.

BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES. EVERY
owner buys gold initials for his auto. You

charge $1.50; make $1.35. Ten orders daily
easy. Write for particulars and free samples.
American Monogram Co., Dept. 172, East
Orange, N. J.

LARGE SHIRT MANUFACTURER WANTS
Agents to sell complete line of shirts direct

to wearer. Exclusive patterns. Big values.
Free samples. Madison Mills, 503 Broadway,
New York.

ART

HELP WANTED

BE A DETECTIVE." EXCELLENT OPPOR-
tunity, good pay, travel. Write C. T. Ludwig,

650 Westover Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

BE A LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT! BIG
salaries paid, very fascinating work. We tell

you how! Landscapers, 425 Union League
Building, Los Angeles, California.

GET U. S. GOVERNMENT JOBS. MEN—
Women 18 up. $1140—$1800 year. Steady. In-

fluence unnecessary. Common education suf-
ficient with our coaching. Sample lessons free.
Write immediately. Franklin Institute, Dept.
P147, Rochester, N. Y.

U. S. GOVERNMENT POSITIONS. $1140-$2300
year. Men—women, 18 up. Steady work.

Paid vacation. Common education sufficient.
Influence unnecessary. List positions obtain-
able free. Write immediately. Franklin In-
stitute, Dept. R-147, Rochester, N. Y.

PHOTOPLAYS WANTED FOR CALIFORNIA
Producers—Also want magazine stories, etc.,

for publication. To beginners, plot chart and
details free. Harvard Company, 312, San Fran-
cisco, California.

PHOTOPLAYS AND SHORT STORIES WANT-
ed.

_
Free manuscript reading, listing, plot

coaching and market information. Let us tell
you about it. Author's Service Association,
Boston 34, Mass. Box 82.

SONG WRITERS

SONG WRITERS-IF YOU HAVE SONG
poems or melodies write me immediately.

I have absolutely the best proposition to offer
you. Ray Hibbeler, D167, 4040 Dickens Ave..
Chicago.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. WE
compose music. Our Chief of Staff wrote

many big Song-Hits. Submit your song-poem
to us at once. New York Melody Corp., 43S-E
Fitzgerald Bldg., New York.

WRITERS

PHOTOGRAPHS OF MOVIE STARS, PARIS-
ian . Beauties, Models, etc., Catalogue 10c.

Bert Hedspeth, 3021 California Street, Denver,
Colorado.

PRETTIEST FRENCH GIRLS. ART PHOTOS.
Wonderful studies from life—20 different $1.00

—45 for $2.00—100 for $4.00. All different. Andre
Perrain, Gonesse (S. & O.) France.

•'LIGHTS, COLORS, TONES AND NATURE'S
Finer Forces," just published; includes

Basic Principles, Marvelous Revelations; 250
pages; Coldlights, Radio, Electro-magnetons;
Color plates; Nature and Human Nature; $2.00
postpaid, insured; Satisfaction Guaranteed;
Stevens Laboratories, 242 Powell, San Fran-
cisco, Calif.

ASTROLOGY

ASTROLOGIST. YOUR LIFE'S STORY TOLD
by the stars. Send birthdate 20c to Mme. E.

S. Davis, Box 45, San Antonio, Texas.

FREE—ELINOR GLYN'S GREAT NOVEL
"Beyond the Rocks" with each $2.50 twelve

month subscription to Screenland. Send check
today to Dept. R, Screenland, Hollywood, Calif.

STARS TELL LIFE'S STORY. SEND BIRTH

-

date and dime for trial reading. Eddy, 3927
Kenwood, Kansas City, Mo. Suite 79A.

BEAUTY CULTURE

OLIVE ROBART — BACK FROM PARIS —
Teaches by correspondence. Quick rejuvena-

tion. Rare French beautifiers. Facial exer-
cises, Mental and physical helps. Test exer-
cise with jar of Contour Creme Ninon, $6.00.
246 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

INCENSE PERFUME

WORLD'S FINEST INCENSE PERFUME,
"Flowers of Paradise" makes your Home

sweet Home. Burner included. $1 postpaid.
Beia Co., Importers, 451 Chamber of Commerce
Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

MAIL ORDER METHODS

$50 WEEK EVENINGS, I MADE IT, MAIL
order business. Booklet for stamp tells how.

Sample and plan 25c. Free, 12 articles worth
$3. Alsern Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.

PERSONAL

EXCHANGE JOLLY LETTERS WITH NEW
friends. Lots fun! Enclose stamp. Eva

Moore, Box 908, Jacksonville, Florida.

"EXCHANGE LETTERS BANISH LONE-
someness." Correspondents all over the

United States, ladies and gentlemen. Informa-
tion free, enclosing stamp. Mrs. B. Franz,
947 Montana St., Chicago.

EXCHANGE LETTERS WITH NEW FRIENDS
everywhere. Pleasant pastime, either sex.

Particulars for stamp. Smith, Box 3125P,
Portland, Ore.

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN THAT WOULD
like to exchange Jolly letters with new

friends, should write, Mrs. F. Willard, 2928
Broadway, Chicago, 111. If sincere enclose stamp.

AUTHORS' & WRITERS' TYPING SERVICE
Bureau. 1653 Conway Bldg., Chicago. State

4396.

BIG MONEY IN WRITING PHOTOPLAYS.
stories, poems, songs. Send today for FREE

copy America's leading writer's magazine, full
of helpful advice on writing and selling.
Writer's Digest, 638 Butler Building, Cincinnati.

"HOW TO WRITE A PHOTOPLAY," BY C.
G. Winkopp, Tribune Building, New York, 50

cents. Contains model scenario, "Where to
Sell," "How to Build Plots," "Where to Get
Plots."

WILL YOU EXCHANGE LETTERS AND
make new friends? You'll have lots of fun!

Betty Lee, Inc., 4254 Broadway, New York City.
Stamp appreciated.

MISCELLANEOUS

EARN $20 WEEKLY SPARE TIME, AT HOME
addressing, mailing, music, circulars. Send

10c for music, information. American Music
Co., 1658 Broadway, Dept. T, N. Y.

FREE—A BEAUTIFUL GENUINE PHOTO-
GRAPH, 8x10 inches, of your favorite Film

star with a five months subscription to Screen-
land for the special price of $1.00. Name stars
preferred when answering. Dept. P, Screen-
land Magazine, Hollywood, California.

HOUSEWIVES BUY HARPER'S INVENTION
on sight. New business. No competition.

Ten-Use Set is combination of ten indispens-
able household necessities. $7.50 to .$30.00 a
day easily. Write for Free trial offer. Harper
Brush Works, 137 A St., Fairfield, Iowa.

MAKE FRIENDS EVERYWHERE THROUGH
correspondence. Beautiful photos free. Pearce.

44 W. Orange St., Jacksonville, Fla.

"SUPERFLUOUS HAIR, ROOTS PERMA-
nently Destroyed." Harmless Home Treat-

ment, Testimonials, Guarantee, booklet free.
X. Isisco, Ann Arbor^ Mich.

BOOKS

DISEASES AND THEIR INNATE HEALER,
50c. Art Stevens, Wauseon, Ohio.

WILL YOU EXCHANGE LETTERS AND
make new friends? You'll have lots of fun!

Betty Lee, Inc., 4254 Broadway, New York City.
Stamp appreciated.

PHOTOPLAYS

FREE TO WRITERS—AWONDERFUL LITTLE
book of money-making hints, suggestions,

deas; the A B C of successful Story and Photo-
play writing. Absolutely Free. Just address
Authors' Press, Dept. 156, Auburn, N. Y.

3 PHOTOGRAPHS, HANDSOMELY FINISHED.
size 8x10 inches, of your favorite Film Star

can be had FREE with a years subscription to
SCREENLAND. Send names of stars desired
and $2.50 for 12 issues of SCREENLAND to
Dept. T, Screenland Magazine, Hollywood, Cal.

CRYSTAL GAZING

CRYSTAL GAZING: AN ART. CAN YOU
Scry? Lessons 50c. Also Crystals. Crystal

Gazing Company, 520 Station, "B," Kansas
City, Missouri.

$10 for the Best Answer to "Which Advertisement in This Issue of Screenland Appeals to You Most-and Why"-See Page 93 105
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Frown Marks

tries

English Beauty Clay
Last year close to a million women bought

Terra-derma-lax— thefamous Englishclay

massage. They bought it by mail at $2 a
jar—often waiting many weeks to get it.

Now comes the new Terra-derma-lax—

available at any drug or department store

—without a minute's wait— at $1 a jar.

Half the old mail-order price!

^4GREATER Terra-derma-lox! Fromfiner,

new-found English clay. With new uses,

new chemical potency, new beauty magic!

Made MORE EFFICIENT by science—MORE
ECONOMICAL by volume sales—MORE CON-

VENIENT to get—by retail store distribution

throughout the world.

MONEY BACK. OFFER ISSUED WITH

EVERY JA.ROF TERKA DERMA-EAX

Cfel ijoutjar affirmderma-lax

atany drug or de/iar/menL

ilort list three IrealmenkJf
your mirror doei not reveal

toyou a Jof/cr, clearer, lovelier

complexion, return thejarand

cjclijour dollar bad{

President, Dermalological Laboratories

Hereh the most important beauty

discovery of the decade ! Terra-

derma-lax will iron out

and smooth away the

most deep-seated face

furrows— in an amaz-

ingly short time.

It is pretty generally

recognized now that

Terra-derma-lax is the

world's most efficient

Beauty Massage. The
semi -weekly Clay
Bath is a "fixture" in

nearly every enlight-

ened woman's toilette routine.

Dirt-secretions at the base of the pores

cause most all facial eruptions and skin-

sallowness. Terra-derma-lax goes after this

imbedded dirt on the suction-cleaner prin-

ciple. It draws out all the concealed im-

purities from the pores as a vacuum cleaner

draws soot from a carpet.

This is no news to the users of Terra-

derma-lax. It is a story gloriously told to

them every day, by the radiant clarity that

Terra-derma-lax has brought to their com-

plexions.

Startling ZKjws Even to

Old Terra-derma-lax Friends

But that Terra-derma- lax removes

wrinkles! Here, indeed, IS news even to

most enthusiastic clay-users.

We waited until we were sure. And
today we arc sure. Scientifically sure. We
have tested this new Terra-derma-lax

usage under all conditions, on faces grooved

and grained with worry-lines. And we

have seen those lines diminish, day by day,

and finally vanish entirely, under labora-

tory observation. So we have no hesitancy

in warranting Terra-derma-lax unreserv-

edly to eradicate all premature marks and

seams from any skin.

How Treatment Is ^Applied

The Terra-derma-lax wrinkle treatment is

applied daily—not semi-weekly, like the

Clay facial. The clay is

spread, like tape, in strip

formation, over the wrinkled

section—just before going

to bed. In a few minutes,

as it dries, it sets up a tin-

gling sensation— denoting

stimulated blood-flow
beneath the wrinkled parts.

The tingling shortly sub-

sides—and the clay is left

on overnight. Like a sad-

iron smoothing out a piece

of rumpled silk, it smooths

out the seams in the skin

—

holding the cuticle taut and

firm throughout the night.

In the morning wash off the clay—and

the improvement is immediately seen. Re-

peat each night until the wrinkles, growing

dimmer and dimmer, disappear entirely.

The Qause of Wrinkles

Wrinkles are caused not only by age, but

by repeated bad facial habits—such as the

arching of the eyebrows, the squinting of

the eyelids, the furrowing of the forehead.

These facial grimaces gradually form un-

natural lines in the face, which quickly

"set" if proper blood circulation does not

wash them away.

Terra-derma-lax does two things to re-

move these unbecoming"expression lines."

It first smoothes out the creases in the skin,

by its firm but gentle "ironing" action.

And second, it restores the skin-health and

life in the affected area by stimulating the

blood-flow.

Results sAre Quaranteed

Try this new and marvelous wrinkle treat-

ment on our guarantee of quick and

positive results.

Get ajar of Terra-derma-lax from your

druggist (or from any toilette goods

counter) and apply the wrinkle treatment

three nights.

If you do not notice a decided improve-

ment on the morning after the third treat-

ment, return the balance of the clay in the

jar, and your dollar will be refunded

promptly.

nA "Double Delight to U^ew Users

If you are not a user of Terra-derma-lax

facials, there's a double treat in store for

you. Get acquainted with the "beauty-

sorcery" of these twice-a-week "clay baths"

Supplement the nightly Wrinkle Treat-

ment with twice-a-week Terra-derma-lax

facials.

You'll be amazed at the new youth

Terra-derma-lax will bring back into your

face—the silky softness and schoolgirl full

color it will return to your skin.

After theWrinkleTreatment has con /A*

(A)

bcrma
THE ENGLISH BEAUTY CLAY

oAt all druganddepartment stores

quered the crow's-feet — continue .^J? 1

the Terra-derma-lax facials twice yffifj?
a week, to keep the skin in flaw- s,°

less condition. That's all the

skin-beauty insurance /S^f^f
any woman needs. .

Dermato-
' /a « logical Lab-AV Jff

1 oratories,

o
5 ^ 329-337 Plymouth

I /XA/ Court> Chicago

f I XI /'o^^'v* Please send me one jar14 I /m of Terra-derma-lax. I

itoo
/*- Si

agree to pay postman $\ on

receipt, plusfewcents postage

Street

.

Town State -

/If you are apt to be out when postman calls, enclose

$1 herewith, and jar will be sent you postpaid.
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"The WOLF
of Hollywood"
The most cold-blooded criminal who ever

sucked the blood of Hollywood chuckles over

his successes and mocks himself for his final

big failure, which landed him at last in San

Quentin. From the shadows of prison comes

the black record of his crimes, written exclu-

sively for

Hollywood Confessions

A new magazine, the first of its kind ever

printed. It is made up of true stories of Holly-

wood life—the "inside dope" on every great

drama that gets into print or which is sup-

pressed for "the good of the industry". With

HOLLYWOOD CONFESSIONS, we open

the gates of Filmland to the whole wide world.

This book is the Key to the Magic City, this

Mecca of Make-Believe, this colorful Bagdad-

on-the-Pacific.

Fourteen Slices of Hollywood Life

Every story in HOLLYWOOD CONFES-

SIONS is a slice out of Hollywood life—

a

throbbing, vital, bleeding, living thing, taken

out like Shylock's pound of flesh for your

enjoyment and for your better understanding

of the life you have heard so much about.

A Remarkable Bargain
HOLLYWOOD CONFESSIONS is published by

SCREENLAND, Inc., publishers of bLKHh-iN-

LAND MAGAZINE/ SCREENLAND gives

\/, you the freshest Nezvs about motion picture

Vo, " people—the only fearless motion
i

picture

N.V magazine on the market. HOLLYWOO D

X* CONFESSIONS gives you in fiction

X
S»x form the "inside dope" on Hollywood.

. X.^ The price of each magazine sepa-

rately is $2.50 a year. The club

"rate for'the two" is $4.00 a year.

119 West 40th St.

New York, N. Y.

Screenland, Inc. *

Circulation
Manager,

Simply fill out the coupon be-

low, and mail to Circulation

Vo, Manager, SCREEN-N^tv LAND, Inc., 119 West

Dear Sir: Enclosed find Fortieth Street, New
$4.00 in money order (cash ZQ* York N. Y., to-

s^fW£iytbC
OD

Ple
c
a
6
e
N-N». gether with $4.00

FESSIONS and SCREEN LAXD VV m cash, money
order
check.

UCI V tdSII Ul \-ll*.v.iv/ iw. .........

send me HOLLYWOOD CONFESSIONS

for one year.
OR—Enclosed find $2.50 in money or- * ^v,
der (cash or check) for which please~~-TT-T<TnX'<; > 'n

r

for one year.

Name

Address

City and State

Here Are The Stories

The Wolf of Hollywood

The Beauty Special

The Hindu and the Borgia

Beauty and the Beast

The Hag of Cemetery Hill

Marriage Madness

The Sting of the Needle

The Main Chance

"iho's Your Bootlegger?

"W.liike Linen" Vamps the Sheik

The Killer—A Chinese Tong War Story

"Do .o ing" for God
A Man v ith a Conscience

"In Strict, st Confidence"

JUNE ISSUE ON SALE NOW

25 Cents at All News Stands



rAjarvdousMwSpanish liquid
Tviakes any hair naturally

in 2o minutes

curly

The Spanish Beggar's

Priceless Gift
by Winnifred Ralston

FROM the day we started to school, Charity

Winthrop and I were called the tousled-

hair twins. Our hair simply wouldn't behave.

As we grew older the hated name still clung

to us. It followed us through the grades and

into boarding school. Then Charity's family

moved to Spain and I didn't see her again

until last New Year's eve.

A party of us had gone to the Drake Hotel

for dinner that night. As usual I was terribly

embarrassed and ashamed of my hair.

Horribly self-conscious I was sitting at the

table, scarcely touching my food, wishing I

were home. It seemed that everyone had won-

derful, lustrous, curly hair but me and I felt

they were all laughing—or worse, pitying me
behind my back.

My eyes strayed to the dance floor and there

I saw a beautiful girl dancing with Tom
Harvey. Her eye caught mine and to my sur-

prise she smiled and start-id toward me.

About this girl's face wt.- a halo ofgolden curls.

I think she had themost beautiful hair I ever saw.

Mv face must have turne;' s< irlet as I compared

it mentally with my own straggly, ugly mop.

Of course you have guessed her identity

—

Charity Winthror who once had dull straight

hair like mine.
It had been five long years since I had seen

her. But I simply couldn't wait. I blurted out—"Charity Winthrcp—te ;

i me—what rr.iracle

has happened to your hair'"

She smiled and sale* mys-
teriously, "Come to my
room and I will tell yoa the

whol- story."

Qh-iriti tells r,

beggar's gj
Oar l<on*> i" \f- -i

the

A M. \Marcel

"Miguel, the beggar, always occupied the end bench of

the south end of the plaza. I always dropped a few
centavos in" his hat when I passed and he soon grew to

know me.
"The day before I left Madrid I stopped to bid him

goodby and pressed a gold coin in his palm."

"Hija mia" he said, "You have been very kind to an
old man. Digamelo (tell me) senorita, what it is your heart

most desires."

"I laughed at the idea, then said jokingly, 'Miguel, my
hair is straight and dull. I would have it lustrous and
curly*."

'"Oigame, senorita." he said
— "Many years ago a

Castilian prince was wedded to a Moorish beauty. Her
hair was black as a raven's wing and straight as an arrow.

Like you, this lady wanted los pelos rizos (curly hair).

Her husb.-nd offered thousands of pesos to the man who
would fulfil 1 her wish. The prize fell to Pedro the droguero.

Out of roots and herbs he brewed a potion that converted

the princess' straight, unruly hair into a glorious mass

of ringlet curls.

"Pedro, son of the son of Pedro, has that secret today.

Years ago I did him a great service. Here you will find

him, '0 to him and tell your wish."

"I called a eocke and gave the driver the address Miguel

had given me.

"At the door of the apothecary shop, a funny old hawk-
nosed Spaniard met me. I stammered out my explana-

tion. When I finished, he bowed and vanished into his

store. Presently he returned and handed me a bottle.

"Terribly excited—I could hard' r wait until I reached

home. When I was in my room .none, I took down my
hair and applied the liquid as direrted.In twenty minutes,

not one second more, the transformation, which you have

noted, had taken -ilace.

"Come, Win ed—apply it to your own hair and see

what it can d you."

Twenty mira:es later as I looked into
_
Charity's

mirror I could hardly believe my eyes. The impossible

had happened. My dull, straight hair had wound itself

into curling tendrils. My head was a mass of ringlets and
waves. It shone with a lustre it never had before.

_

You can imagine the amazement of the others in the

party when I returned to the ballroom. Everybody
noticed the change. Never did I have such a glorious

night. I was popular. Men clustered about me. I had
never been so happy. My hair was curly and beautiful.

I asked Charity's permission to

take a sample of the Spanish liquid

to my cousin at the Century Lab-
oratories. For days he worked,
analyzing the liquid. Finally, he
solved the problem, isolated the

two Spanish herbs, the important
ingredients.

They experimented on fifty

women and the results were sim-

ply ast funding. Now the Century
Chemists are prepared to supply
the wonderful Spanish Curling

Lovely Curls Liquid to women everywhere.

Take advantage oftheirgenerous trial off°.r—

I told my cousin I did not want one penny for

the information I had given him. I did make one

stipulation, however. I insisted that he introduce the

discovery by selling it for a limited time at actual

labor.itorv cost plus postage so that as many women as

possible could take advantage. of it. This he agreed

to do.

Don't delay another day. For the Century Chemists

guarantee satisfaction or refund your money.

Wavy Bob

Free Distribution

of $3.50 Bottles
(only one to a family)

We are offering fora limited

time only, no-profir distribu-

tion of the regular S3.50 size

of our Spanish Curling Liquid.

The actual cost of preparing

and compounding this Span-
ish Curling Fluid, including

bottling, packing and shipping

is SI. 87. We have decided to

ship the first bottle to each
'

new user at actual cost price.

You do not have to send one
penny in advance. Merely fill

out the coupon below—then pay the postman
31.87 plus the few cents postage, when he delivers

the liquid. If you are not satisfied in every way,
even this low laboratory fee will be refunded

promptly. This opportunity may never appear
again. Miss Ralston urges that you take advan-
tage of it at once.

CENTURY CHEMISTS
(Originatorsofthe famous40Minute BeautyClay)

Century Bldg., Chicago

SendNoMoney- -SimplySign andMailCoupon

CENTURY CHEMISTS Dept. 316

Century Bldg., Chicago
Please send me in plain wrapper, by insured

parcel post. a full size $3.50 bottle of Liquid Mar-
celle (Spanish Curling Liquid). I will pay post-

man 31-87, plus few cents postage, on delivery,

with the understand ng that if, after a five-day

trial, I am not elated with the results from this

magic curling fluid, I may return the unused con-

tents in the bottle, and you will immediately

return my money in full.

Street

Tdtoti . Stile..

\
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Stars, Directors

& Featured Players

in

Paramount Pictures

Alphabetically listed

Robert Agnew
Mary Astor
Agnes Ayres

Alice Brady
Herbert Brenon

Betty Compson
Ricardo Cortez

James Cruze

Dorothy Dalton
Bebe Daniels

Cecil B. DeMille
Wm. C. deMille
Charles de Roche
Elliot Dexter
Richard Dix
Allan Dwan
George Fawcett
Elsie Ferguson
George Fitzmaurice
Victor Fleming

Alfred E. Green

The Independent Artists

of the Screen

m:

W?o/a WegH

[OST of the great artists

of the world have wished

to be relieved of business

worries.

They excelled through
single-minded devotion to their

3,rt

In the art of the screen

Paramount has provided this

ideal creative condition, there-

by reaping the reward of

leadership.

Directors, stars, players and

master-technicians are ex-

tremely appreciative of the

freedom from all worry of

finance and organization which

Paramount gives them.

They have choice of the

richest material of story, per-

sonnel and equipment. Liter-

ally nothing is asked of them
except that they give their best.

And back of it all is the

intoxicating thought and

stimulus that thousands of

audiences are ready for and
expectant of the Paramount
Pictures they will make.

This is the virtue of making
to an ideal rather than to a

fixed cost—and these are the

real independents.

"If it's a Paramount Pic-

ture, it's the best show in

town."

£-«**»,

I Famous Playirs-Lasky Corp I

(continued)

Joseph Henabery
Walter Hiers
Sigrid Holmquist
Jack Holt
Glenn Hunter

Leatrice Joy

Theodore Kosloff

Lila Lee
Jacqueline Logan

Charles Maigne
Thomas Meighan
George Melford
Antonio Moreno

Nita Naldi_

Pola Negri

David Powell

Theodore Roberts
Wesley Ruggles

Lewis Stone
Jerome Storm
Gloria Swanson

Rob Wagner
Irvin Willat
Lois Wilson
Sam Wood

(paramount Pictures
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Screenland

BRASS
Charles G. Norris' Famous Novel

"A desire to kiss the strange and lovely girl suddenly

filled him. He wanted to take her in his arms and softly

and tenderly press his

lips to hers. It was

the male instinct in

him so recently azvak-

ened—innate, primi-

tive, as natural as the

bee seeking the bril-

liant bloom, the moth

fluttering after the

flame."

FREE!

From Warner Brothers'

production, Brass,
with Marie Prevost and

Monte Blue.

If you are married—if you want to get married

—

if you despise marriage with all the cynicism within

you, you should read Brass. Perhaps you have

seen the picture version produced by Warner
Brothers, featuring Marie Prevost and Monte Blue.

Of all subjects which can form the theme for the

writer of fiction or the producer of photoplays, the

one which most vitally concerns every man and wo-

man today, and the whole fabric of modern civiliza-

tion, is that of marriage. Marriage can be the finest

and most beautiful realization of ideals, or it may
be a prisonlike degradation that hurts and defiles.

Brass is a story of marriage. It is naked

modern life seen without pretense or disguise. It is

marriage seen with the eyes of the realist and told

so clearly that anyone would profit by the lesson

revealed by the novelist.

COUPON
Circulation Manager, SCREENLAND MAGAZINE,

119 West 40th Street, New York, N. Y.

Please send me FREE one copy of Brass, with one

year's subscription to SCREENLAND, for which I

enclose $2.50.

Name
Address
City . State

SCREENLAND wishes to make you a present

of a handsome copy of this novel absolutely

FREE! With a year's subscription to SCREEN-

LAND, the only Made-Where-The-Movies-Are-

Made screen magazine, a FREE copy of Brass

will be given you. It will make a splendid addition

to your library or a welcome gift for some friend.

SCREENLAND is filled with the things you

want to know about Hollywood and the film stars,

stories told with a fascinating realism and an intimate

knowledge of the romance of Hollywood that no

other magazine has.

Mail the coupon with only $2.50 for a year's sub-

scription to SCREENLAND, and the free copy of

Brass will be mailed to you immediately.

Don't wait. Our supply of this fascinating novel

is limited and only those who subscribe before the

edition is exhausted will secure a copy. MAIL THE

COUPON TODAY!
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Hollywood's

NEWS REEL

LLOYD IS THROUGH WITH
THRILLS

Harold Lloyd is through with the

thrill stuff, he announces. Safety

Last will be his last thrill picture.

Perhaps the sad fate of the "human
fly", who was killed in exploiting the

picture, has something to do with his

decision. Harold is so thoroughly

kind by nature that the accident, even

though he was not even remotely to

blame for it, must have caused him

keen unhappiness.

The picture he is making now has

a Spanish setting, and from the

rushes will be excruciatingly funny.

The final fade-out, filmed on the cor-

ner of Hollywood Boulevard and

Cahuenga, which is Hollywood's

Broadway and 42nd St., blocked

the traffic for an hour and gave the

keenest joy to every tourist in the

town.

BYE BYE, BETTY
Betty Blythe has her first inter-

esting role since The Queen of Sheba.

The regal Betty has sailed for

Algiers, where she is to be starred in

a gorgeous screen production of Chit

Chin Chow.

WE HATE TO LOSE HER
We sincerely regret it, but Betty

Compson has finished her contract

with Famous Players-Lasky, and has

signed a contract to appear in British

pictures in London, so we shall lose

her for a year or so. Betty Compson
has been a victim to the wrong sort

of pictures. Her charm and her dra-

matic ability has been wasted. We
hope she will find another story like

The Miracle Man, and we hope, too,

that she will soon come back to us.

May McAvoy has also finished her

Lasky contract. May is another ac-

tress who. has found difficulty in get-

ting the proper sort of story. But
her work in Sentimental Tommy con-
vinces us that there is dramatic ge-

nius in that lovely little body.

And thinking perhaps that this may
be interesting by way of contrast

—

Gloria Swanson has a new contract

with Lasky. Her salary, they say,

has been raised from $2500 or there-

abouts to $5000/'a week.

JAMES Henry MacTavish was a Fightin' Devil in the war, and when

he came back to his home town expecting to be a hero, the folks

foisted off somebody's baby on him as a kidnapper ;
they refused him his own

insurance money ; told him his girl was engaged to be married to another

;

tried to steal his inheritance of $50,000 ; stole his clothes and cash
;
called

him an impostor and a liar ; sicked the sheriff on him, handcuffed him and

threw him in jail; and finally told him he was dead and a few other little

things like that. This was some jam, but the tangling and untangling of

this plot brings miles of smiles and many a thrill.

This is one of the snappiest comedy romances of the year in which you

will find the hero of "The Hottentot" performing the star stunts. Don't

miss it on the screen. And watch for the First National trademark on all

pictures. It is the sign of the ultimate in entertainment and artistry.

presents

<7kSunshineTrail
1
'

Douglas MacLean
Directed by JatnesW.Hovne

Distributed by Associated

3tr>6t llationdl Pictured Inc.

\Jrom Sumy Cal^rmg^

A delicious can of nature's own food containing nuts, sun-
kissed raisins and olives sweetened with California honey.

TASTY HEALTHFUL
Mailed postpaid for One Dollar

MORE LIFE FOOD MANUFACTURING CO.
823-24 Loew's State BIdg. Los Angeles, Calif.
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GetTlidoflhatDouble Chin
MarvelousReducine Restores Girlish

Neck Lines in Amazingly Short Time!

NOTHING does more to de-

stroy youthful looks than a

"double chin." However attrac-

tive the face or figure a double

chin often ages a woman's ap-

pearance.

And now a double chin is no

longer necessary. The famous

Century Laboratories— world's

research headquarters for beauty

specialists — have discovered a

delightful reducing formula, scien-

tifically termed Redttcine, which,

used as a neck massage twice

daily, will banish enlargement in

the neck lines.

A double chin is not always a

sign of overweight. Many women
find that dieting and exercise

—

while reducing overweight; have

no effect on the double chin.

Only a local treatment will ban-

ish superfluous neck flesh—with-

out leaving the neck skin loose

and flabby. And at last this treat-

ment has been founds

oApplied With Patented

Educing ^rush

eReducine (private laboratory formula)

is applied to the chin and neck with a

remarkable new invention—a rubber re-

ducing brush with soft vacuum cup ten-

tacles—which strengthen and vitalize the

sagging tissues. The treatment itself is

delightful.

cRedudne fairly seems to dissolve the

fat— contracting the superfluous tissue

while leaving the skin taut, firm and

velvety.

Results come in an amazingly short

time—two or three treatments often show

astounding improvement. And a faithful

use of the cream and brush for a few weeks

will banish the double chin—restoring the

elender contour of maidenhood.

Restore Your beauty Lines

Any woman anywhere may try this new

cream and brush treatment without a

penny of risk. The coupon is all you

need send—we do not even ask for refer-

ences. And the results are guaranteed—

or there is not a penny of charge.

Remarkable No-Profit Offer

Wonderful new reducing brush

with every jar of REDUCINE
We are willing and eager to dis-

tribute the first ten thousand jars

of this wonderful neck reducing

cream without a penny of profit.

You'll tell your friends—and that

will bring us hosts of orders.

Reducine and the Reducing
Brush will retail in drug and de-

partment stores at $3.50 for both.

But on the first 10,000

orders we will include

the beauty brush abso-

lutely free—and will for-

ward the cream at $1.87

—actual cost, without
one penny of profit.

If the first five days'

treatment does not prove
to your satisfaction that
Improvement is certain

—

you may return the cream
and brush—and we'll re-

fund your money by return

mail.

SEND

No Money
SIMPLY

MAIL COVPON

Century Chemists
(Originators of the famous 40 Minute

Beauty Clay)

Dept. 318. Century Building, Chicago

Please send me, in plain wrapperby In-

sured parcel post, your complete Double
Chin" Reducing Treatment (Brush and
Cream), regular retail value, $3.50. I will

pay postman $1 .87, plus few cents postage

on delivery, with understanding that it,

after five-day trial, I am not elated with

results I may return brush and cream and

you will immediately return my money in

full.

Name.,

State.

If ant to be out when postman calls, you

may enclose S2 with coupon and every-

thing will be sent to you postpaid.a

STUDIOS and
ADDRESSES

Astra Studios Glendale, Calif.

Balboa Studio East Long Beach, Calif.

Berwilla Studios
5821 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood.

Century Film Corp
6100 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

Chas. Chaplin Studios
La Brae Ave., Hollywood

Christie Comedies
6101 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

Irvings Cummings Prod
1729 Highland -Ave., Hollywood

Doubleday Productions
Sunset & Bronson Ave., Hollywood

Ferdinand Earle Productions
Hollywood Studios, Hollywood

Wm. Fox West Coast Studios
1417 N. Western Ave., Hollywood

Fine Arts Studio ..4500 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

J. L. Frothingham Prod
United Studios, Hollywood

Garson Studios 1845 Glendale Blvd., Glendale

Goldwyn Studio Culver City

Great Western Producing Co
6100 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

Thos. H. Ince Productions Culver City

Lasky Studios 1520 Vine Street, Los Angeles

Louis B. Mayer Studios
3800 Mission Road, Los Angeles

Metro Studio •

Romaine and Cahuenga Ave., Hollywood

Morosco Productions
3800 Mission Road, Los Angeles

Bud Osborne Productions
6514 Romaine Street, Hollywood

Pacific Studios Corp. . .. San Mateo, Calif.

Pickford-Fairbanks Studio
Santa Monica Blvd., Long Beach

Pacific Film Co Culver City

Principal Pictures United Studios, Hollywood

R. D. Film Corp Balboa Studios, Long Beach

Chas. Ray Studios Hollywood, Cal.

Realart Studio . . 201 N. Occidental, Los Angeles

Robertson-Cole Productions
Melrose and Gower, Hollywood

Russel-Griever-Russell
6070 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

Hal E. Roach Studio Culver City

Morris R. Schlank Productions
6050 Sunset, Hollywood

Jos. Schenck Prod. ..United Studios, Hollywood

Schulberg Productions / *
,

3800 Mission Road, Los Angeles

Sennett Studios Edendale, Los Angeles

Selig-Rork 3800 Mission Road, Los Angeles

Universal Studio Universal City, Calif.

King Vidor Prod Ince Studios, Culver City

Vitagraph Studio ...1708 Talmadge, Los Angeles

Warner Bros. Studio • • • • •

Sunset & Bronson, Hollywood

Ben Wilson Productions " V • h
Berwilla Studios, East Long Beach, Calif.

EASTERN STUDIOS
I

Biograph Studios.. 807 East 175th St. N. Y. C.

Blackton Studios Brooklyn, N. Y.

Estee Studios 124 West 125th St., N. Y. C.

Fox Studios West 55th St., N. Y. C.

D. W. Griffith Studios Mamaroneck. N. Y.

International Film ....2478 2nd Ave., N. Y. C.

Harry Levy Prod. . . .230 West 38th St., N. Y. C.

Lincoln Studio Grantwood, N. J.

Mirror Studios Glendale, Lcng Island, N. Y.

Pathe 1900 Park Avenue, N. Y. C.

Selznick Studios Fort Lee, N. J.

Talmadge Studios .. .318 East 48th St., N. Y. C.

Vitagraph Studios. .East 15th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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"YOU'LL NEVER SUCCEED
with a WRINKLED FACE"

Photographs by Melbourne Spurr, Hollywood, who wishes
to say that if there is any doubt as to the genuineness
the above photographs, refer anyone to him and he y*

show them the negatives. MELBOURNE SPURR
Hollywood

April 14th., 1923.
Apt. 101,

718 South Alvarado St.,

Los Angeles, California.
To Whom It May Concern :-

This is a word of encouragement and advice to my fellowmen who look in the mirror and find that
Father Time has brushed his not too tender fingers across their faces and left those telltale lines
and shadows.

My mirror looked back at me and my heart sank, but not for long, for I had heard that wrinkles
could be removed so I began to investigate the different methods I saw advertised.
I interviewed several operators and saw many of their patients but M. Ella Harris at 1531 N.
Bronson Aye., Hollywood, California proved to me beyond a doubt, that she could positively
remove wrinkles and all blemishes. She showed me a number of people treated, perhaps only
on one side, others completely rejuvenated, with their pictures taken before which Droved to
me that SHE WILL SET YOU BACK TWENTY YEARS.
But the one whose face showed the most marvelous effects of M. Ella Harris* treatment, was a
pupil of hers (this lady now has an establishment in Hollywood) and after seeing her who had
been treated three times only in seventeen years, and still retained the smooth contour and un-
wrinkled skin of youth, I WAS COMPLETELY CONVINCED.
M. Ella Harris treated my face about two months ago and I am entirely satisfied and received much
more benefit than I had hoped. The mental effects have made me more happy as looking well
makes one more agreeable to their friends. I will be glad to tell anyone who wishes to learn more
of this method. Yours truly,

(Address) Mrs. M. Steele,
Apt. 101, 718 South Alvarado St., Los Angeles, California.

M. ELLA HARRIS
Also manufactures a splendid home treatment consisting of "Marvel Shin Tightener," "Special Double Astringent" and"Bleach Cream" wh.ch separately sells for $7.00 but which will be mailed upon receipt of $5.00, withT full dirfcJons compile

"They Whiten and Tighten the Skin"
Wrinkles Disappear

Send $5.00 for this home treatment

M. ELLA HARRIS
1531 NORTH BRONSON AVE.

HOLLYWOOD, CAL. Call 2-4 P. M. PHONE HOLLY 2170

M. ELLA HARRIS,
1531 N. Bronson Ave., Dept. S,
Hollywood, California.

Enclosed please find $5.00 for which please
send me your special home treatment.

Name

Address

City State
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from Hollywood

CAN one tell the truth, and

still live in the community

which one has told the truth

about? I can't answer this

yet. After my diary of my experi-

ences in Hollywood has been pub-

lished, I shall let you know.

I have been in Hollywood almost

three years. The following I have

written from time to time, in my bed-

room, intending it to be read only by

myself. I have found this unburden-

ing of my soul a solace in the mom-
ents of my black discouragement, and

a joy in my moments of bliss.

Back in my mind I have had the

fear that some day Fate might sen-

tence me to live in some Gopher

Prairie or Pig Hollow. Then, when

perhaps all my eyes could see would

be horse-hair furniture and proper

people, what joy it would be to bring

out my little book of Hollywood

memoirs, smell again the faint odor

of orange blossoms and read again of

gypsy days. God forbid that this

should ever be my fate, but one never

knows.

And now, dear public, I have been

persuaded to let you read these inner-

most ramblings and reasonings of my
real self. So take my hand—taking

hands is such a natural thing to do in

tropical, lovable Hollywood—and

now come with me to Hollywood.

In The Beginning....

August 2, 1920

The movie germ is much like

measles ; once it is in your system,

you are never quite the same again.

FOOL'S
GOLD

The True Diary of an Extra Girl

The first true narrative of Life as it

is lived in our Bagdad-on-the-Pacific

A NOTE OF PRIDE

Lord Carnavon had noth-

ing on us. We are explorers,

too. For years we have been

searching for the screen play-

er who could transfer to the

printed page, in vivid color,

the romance and glamour of

life in the film colony. At
last we have found such a

one.

Her name is known in

every Casting office from
Culver City to Fine Arts.

And she can write ! In these

pulsating extracts from her

diary, you can fairly sniff the

smell of grease paint, you
can hear the fascinating

argot of the studios and the

grinding of the cameras.

When you read this true

diary of an extra girl, you
will know Hollywood!

The final and violent attack of

movieitis that made me sure that

fame and fortune were awaiting me
in Hollywood came upon me six

months ago. I never won a beauty

contest, nor did my family or friends

even proclaim me pretty. Far be it

from such. But I felt I had to act.

I fancied that acting, without the

inspiration of an audience or of

spoken lines, was the highest expres-

sion of dramatic art.

So I pawned every bit of jewelry I

had in the world, in Chicago, begged

what I could of a sceptical family

and raised just enough money to pay

my railroad fare, tourist class, to

Los Angeles, and to buy me one small

meal a day at the Harvey lunch

rooms on the way out.

To my mind, Hollywood had been

a sort of fairyland ; the stars were its

ladies fair and valiant princesses.

They were like mythical people from

the fabled land of the Table Round.

When my train pulled into the sta-

tion, I thrilled. Now I was actually

a part of this wonderful land of sun-

shine, roses, movies and disappearing

beds. And I liked it.

In the telephone book at the Santa

Fe Station, I found the name and

telephone number of a family friend.

I called her up, arranged to go right

out to Hollywood, where she lived,

and in less than an hour I was in a

little green bungalow, covered with

yellow roses, surrounded by red ger-

aniums : and orange, lemon and fig-

trees were blooming right in the back

yard. This dear little home belonged

to Grace Warner. My mother's peo-

ple had always known Grace's fam-

ily; it seems to me they must have

met generations ago, for I can't re-

member not hearing about them, even

from Grandma. Mr. Warner was

away on a business trip, so Grace

offered to rent his room to me, until

his return, for the sum of nine dol-

lars a week. This I agreed to pay

willingly, in spite of the fact I had

only four dollars in my pocketbook.

I felt so certain my picture career

would start the following Monday.

It is six months from that time,

and yesterday was my first day's

work in pictures. How have I lived

in the meantime ? One learns to live

in Hollywood, almost as the "lilies

that toil not, neither do they spin." I

have toiled as much as I've been al-

lowed to :—sung in moving picture

houses a few weeks, worked in a side

show at Venice, demonstrated bricks

with which to build cheap houses,

15
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They told me to strip to the waist, as they wanted to see

"what kinda figure you got, girlie." I needed the job, so

I did. But instead of looking at me, they kept sheepishly

looking at each other, muttering "She'll do" and "Very
good type". I got the job.
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squirted soda in a candy-kitchen till

I thought I could never look an

ice-cream soda or pop in the face

again. Occasionally I borrowed

money, when I found anyone who
had it to lend. But I have learned

to smile, chew gum, and sip a lemon

coca-cola slowly, and feel as if I had

eaten a full meal.

I believe more strongly than ever

that any boy or girl who has the de-

sire and ambition to follow an ar-

tistic career, should also have a voca-

tional training of some sort, steno-

graphic, hair-dressing, nursing, or

even embalming. I knew a girl who
worked as a chorus girl in the winter,

and in a funeral parlor in summer.

I asked her once which occupation

she preferred. She said

—

"You'd be surprised kiddo, but the

dead ones in the summertime can be

relied upon more than the live ones

in the wintertime."

Many a time I have wished to be

an embalmer or something, so that

I could make enough money to tide

me over the "starvation spells" I have

had, waiting for my star to rise.

However, the Service Bureau
called me yesterday, so I have really

started now. This agency has the

name, description, and photograph of

everyone trying to get into pictures,

that is anyone doing small parts or

extra work. The studios call the

bureau and say

:

'•'We want twenty men and women,
millionaire type," or "we need ten

girls for a Western, dance hall

dames."

The bureau finds them all, and
sends men and women, young and
old, all types, to the studios at a few
hours' notice.

To the "would-be-star," however,

the Service Bureau is like a Chiro-

practor. One goes to it after all else,

personal letters, friends, and every

other possible channel of entrance

into the steel guarded portals of film-

land have failed.

My call was to be on the lot at

seven-thirty A. M., made up and
ready to go on the set at eight. As
a child I longed to be a clown, and
yesterday with my dead white face,

red lips, and green eyelids, to say
nothing of the false eyelashes, be-

lieve me, I felt like one. They draped
me with a very beautiful Spanish
shawl, and added all the trimmings
belonging to the picture, Spanish
vamp, mantilla, comb, fan and rose
on ear.

We worked on a Mission set, built

on the lot, quite a little walk from

the main buildings of the studio.

From eight until noon we sat ; the sun

would not shine the right way, and

there was much setting, and unset-

ting of cameras, but about noon we
started to work. They shot a few
scenes, and then called "lunch". As
I had just six cents, I had long since

abandoned the idea of eating. Think

how comforting it was to have a little

box handed to me, containing a dry

Oh for a job! More price-

less than rubies is the cer-

tainty of a weekly pay en-

velope in Bohemian Holly-
wood, where one works for

a day or a week, and then,

alas, one does not work for

a month ! One girl in Holly-
wood bridged the long gaps
by dancing in a cabaret in

the winter and working in a
funeral parlor in the summer.
"And you'd be surprised,

kiddo," says she, "how much
more you can depend on the
dead ones in the summer-
time than you can upon the
live ones in the winter!"

cheese sandwich, a piece of soggy

apple pie, an orange and a stick of

gum, besides a bottle of blue milk

!

If I attain stardom and dine nightly

in lavish lobster palaces, no food I

know will ever taste better to me,

than that first box-lunch.

We worked all afternoon, strolling

up and down, while Ruth Roland and

the villain had a desperate struggle

on the balcony. Once the director

called to me,

"Show some horror, when you see

the villain attack Miss Roland."

This I did, and the director seemed
pleased, for in a few minutes he
picked me out to put me closer to

the- camera, and later I was alone in

a still, more to show the beautiful

shawl, than anything else, but I felt

I had made a hit.

We worked until five-thirty, and I

was called again to-day. Our work to-

day was a repetition of yesterday, all

re-takes they called them.

I liked everyone so much. Ruth
Roland is twice as beautiful off the

screen, and as natural and friendly as

a girl could be. People in the movies
seem so light hearted ; there is really

a wonderful spirit of play. Not that

we didn't work hard, for believe me
standing for hours in the broiling

sun, with reflectors scorching your

eyes, is not pleasant. Still it was all

in an atmosphere of joy that seems

so lacking in the usual work-a-day

world.

To-night I possess a check for

twenty dollars, and I have only

worked two days for it; I expect to

stay awake all night figuring out how
can one pay a hundred dollars' worth
of debts with twenty ; now I ask you ?

"Getting a Job."

October 15, 1920

The possession of twenty dollars

all at one time was quite a shock to

my heretofore empty purse. So for

several days I paid bills, and moved
about feeling somewhat of a million-

airess.

However this sudden affluence did

not last long. A week later I was
again in a panic about work. After

a long day of job-hunting, I met a
girl I knew who worked quite stead-

ily in pictures. She told me of an
Oriental picture, then in the process

of casting at one of the studios. She
said the casting director needed girls

with good figures, their beauty of

face being a secondary matter. This

news gave me hope, so I started off,

fairly confident of good luck. I

arrived in the studio at nine-thirty

A. M., to find that I was about the

seven-hundred and sixty-ninth girl

who had heard the same news. There
we sat for hours and hours. Many
became so tired they left, but I re-

mained, hoping every minute the

director would appear and say;

"Ah, the very girl I am looking

for, just the type."

I spent from three to six hours

for five consecutive days waiting to

see this casting director. At last at

the end of the fifth day I was per-

mitted to see him. He was one of

those individuals who believes that the

sense of sight and hearing is not

enough to make one's acquaintance,

but that the sense of touch must also

be employed. Apropos of this let me
say, that out of fifty men one meets,

forty-nine treat you as intelligent in-

dividuals, but alas, there is ever the

fiftieth. This particular casting direc-

tor was that fiftieth, he held my
hand, pinched my arm, and patted me
as though I had been in his life al-

ways. In my heart I resented this

frightfully, but I felt the job was
at hand, I needed it badly, and—the
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day would come when I could tell a

few of these "poor prunes" just what

a girl really thinks of them.

After what seemed endless mo-

ments of discomfort, this casting di-

rector told me I would have to see

Mr.—who was picking out twelve

girls for special bits, "Vestal Vir-

gins" or "Solomon's pet Concu-

bines" or something equally embar-

rassing. I smiled my plaster of paris

grin, and exited. Mr.— could not be

seen till the next morning, I was told

at the desk. So out I went hating all

men. We are unjust to men us "poor

working goils", for one experience

like this will turn us for many hours

against all the truly fine men who

make life so worth while.

By the next morning I was over

my "grouch", and again bent on get-

ting the job. So I bathed, perfumed,

and made-up for hours. I arrived at

the studio before ten A. M., and

didn't have to wait long. Two girls

came out of the office just as I was

called in. They looked rather peevish.

I thought little of this then, later I

knew the reason.

As I entered the inner office I saw

three rather bleary-eyed looking men

sitting, around a table. The best look-

ing of the three rose and said

:

"We don't like to ask you to do

this girlie, but if you want the job

of one of the special girls, at $12.50

a day, you'll have to strip to the

waist, as Mr.—must know just what

kinder shapes you girls have got."

However, I pulled myself together,

my one thought being the $12.50 a

day. So I did as I was bid. I stepped

into the little room he beckoned me

to and let my hair down. It is long

and thick, so I draped my locks about

my shoulders as artistically as my
nervous cold hands would permit.

When I appeared at the doorway,

much of the air of bravado hacf left

the three body-choosers, and they

acted rather embarrassed. Instead of

looking at me, they kept looking at

each other, sheepishly muttering,

"she'll do",—"very good type",—

"that's all, O. K.". Anyway I got the

job. Every girl went through the

same ordeal.

Then we worked for weeks in lit-

tle chiffon drapes, a few beads, and

the warmth and protection our long

hair gave us, for they found in

bobbed-haired Hollywood only twelve

maidens with hair that hung below

their knees, and covered their bare

backs like a cloak.

For six weeks we worked almost

every day. We arrived at the studio

at eight A. M., and worked until five,

often returning at night to emote

under the stars for hours.

The work was fascinating. One

really lives in the era which the pic-

ture depicts. Somehow this seems to

be more true of the silent than of the

spoken drama. For when one works

day and night for weeks, it seems

easier to actually live a part.

I earned a lot of money in

this picture, and bought a new suit

and hat, and paid up back board, be-

sides sending advance Christmas

presents to the family. This experi-

ence should be valuable to me, for

it is the first picture work I have

done in which I have really had a

chance. I worked a great deal, and

had many scenes with the star. When
the picture is released there should

be many close-ups of me.

(Added in 1923.) To all the

friends I wrote of being in this pic-

ture, I received the same icy epistle

from each : "We all went to see the

picture but we didn't see you." I

myself went five times before I

caught even a glimpse of "me", and

when I did see myself I winked, and

ere the wink was over I had passed.

A studio was casting for

an Oriental picture. Hoping
to get a job as "atmosphere"

a score of girls rushed to the

casting director. In order to

get a chance at the special

job of a vestal virgin at $12.50

a day, they had to strip to

the waist, so that three

bleary-eyed men might "see

what kinder shape you girls

have got-"

Not even a shadow had I cast on

this Silver Land.

"Real Reel Royalty"

November 11, 1920.

Such a thrill, old Diary. How
can I ever write about it, to make

you understand how truly wonderful

it all was?
Last week I received a letter from

an old school friend. She enclosed an

introduction from her husband to

Douglas Fairbanks. Frank O'Malley

and Douglas Fairbanks are real

friends, so the letter gave me a lovely

Once I worked for a week as a
bally-hoo in a side-show at Ven-

ice, to keep from starving.

reception from the incomparable

"Doug". I spent at least an hour with

him, the "Globe-Known," "World-

Admired" idol, and he did not disap-

point me for a single minute. He is

as genuine, handsome and kind to

meet as ever he is on the Silver

Screen. And he has so much person-

ality that it fills every corner of the

room and oozes through the cracks

of the windows and doors. Douglas

Fairbanks would have been famous

in some way, even if he had never

gone into Pictures, for he has that

something that says to the world
—

"I

am here, you must admire and re-

spect me, and give me of your trea-

sures, for I'll give you all that is in.

me, but in return I want all from

you."

Mr. Fairbanks talked of pictures

and of his great desire to do classic

parts, among others he spoke of

wanting to do "The Three Muske-

teers." He also spoke of one of his

greatest ambitions, to have vast land

in one of our agricultural States, laid

out in simple communities, and thou-

sands of our half starved, undevel-

oped children from city tenements

brought to this community to live.

Thus he would develop them into

strong, able bodied, clear minded men

and women.
After a lovely visit, he asked me

if I would like to come up to their

house in Beverley Hills the next

night to a pre-view of "The Mark

of Zorro," which is the picture he

has just finished. The thought of

18
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meeting his wife, our own Mary
Pickford, and of being in their own

home made my head spin. It did not

seem possible. Mary Pickford has

always been in my mind as some

sort of personality, more like Red-

Ridinghood, or Cinderella, and these

months in Hollywood have not dis-

illusioned me at all. So the thought

of meeting her was like an invitation

to break down the portals of fairy-

land and enter therein.

The next night came. I drove the

dilapidated car borrowed from a

friend, and I wore the best dress I

had. I know I looked and felt rather

"country cousinish". This was all

forgotten, however, when I was

ushered into their lovely home and

tip to Mary's boudoir to lay off my
wraps. I have always pictured

Mary's bedroom pink and cream

and pale blue, so free from glaring

colors, nothing oriental or heavy.

Just so it is. It seemed like the room

my mind had always travelled to

when Mother's voice got thin and

she would say, "Who's been sleep-

ing in my bed?" Light, joy, sweet-

ness and everlasting childhood, are

surely Mary Pickford's inheritance

from the Higher Power.

From her charming room I hated

to tear myself, so I powdered and

re-powdered my nose, until I realized

that Enid Bennett, (Mrs. Fred Niblo

was kindly waiting for me to go

down stairs with her.

Douglas Fairbanks introduced me
to Mrs. Fairbanks. Meeting Mary,

when the time came, was so natural,

because I felt as I stood near to

these two famous people, that they

were nobility, and the royal are the

simple folk—they are noble in the

deep, hard battles of life that really

count.

A girl who wants to get on
in the pictures has got to

learn to smile, chew gum,
sip a lemon coca-cola slowly,

and feel as if she had eaten

a seven course dinner.

Mr. Fairbanks introduced me to

everyone there. Among the small

group of guests were Mrs. Pick-

ford, Jack Pickford, Enid Bennett

and Fred Niblo, and Marshall Neil-

an, also Doug's little son. He's a

fine manly fellow, so proud of his

father. It is fun to watch his con-

stant admiration.

Among my childish dreams was

one to have a large soda fountain

in the middle of our parlor, and treat

all my friends to soda water and

ice-cream as they entered. Can you

imagine having a motion picture

machine right in your own drawing

room? That is what they have. After

a few minutes' visiting about a

large tapestry was removed, show-
' ing a projection machine, and at the

further end of the room, a broad

shade was drawn down, making a

good sized screen, on which to

throw the picture.

All my life I'll like "The Mark of

Zorro" better than any picture I have

ever seen, for the picture itself is

good, and the setting, and circum-

stances of my seeing it, place it in

my inner "memory ring."

I left about eleven o'clock. "Ma
Pickford" had quite a talk with me
at the door about beautiful little

Olive Thomas, who had been dead

only a few weeks. Mrs. Pickford

was very sincere and real to me ; she

had no earthly reason to be other-

wise, and I feel she is misjudged by

the many sentimental, sensational

"write-ups" she is always getting.

All around, I like "Reel Nobili-

ity." I have met a lot of so called nice

people, and also stage people, and
strictly business people and I feel

that these "movie people" as a whole
measure up to these various classes

very favorably.

My Pie Crust Day.

January 15, 1921

I've cried for a solid hour. It's all

over now,—I feel cheerful again, but

this has been such a pie crust day.

Promises, promises everywhere, just

made to be broken.

Miss London called me up before

breakfast, and told me without a

doubt I was on the list for the Lost
Art Studio, four days work at ten

dollars a day. She said "just come in

and see about your call at the cos-

turners." I felt this was sure, so I

bounded back to bed, awoke the

entire room, told Pat I'd pay her the

$5 I owed her, told Phyllis I'd give

her $5 to have her wisdom tooth pul-

led. Promised a new pair of white

stockings to the "community leg-

line", and I paid a week's board

—

all in my mind with the money I was
to earn.

After breakfast I dashed to Miss
London's office to be told that

Rahab Joy had gotten the job I was
to have had ; she was a better type

—

so I was told ! !

!

I sallied forth, head high, heart

low, and purse empty, but nothing

was to stop my daily round of the

studios.

My next promise was from W
W . He kept me waiting two
hours then took me into his office,

pinched my arms, patted me, tried to

{Continued on page 86)

Next month—Out on the desert, "on location" for Burning Sands, with a handsome sheik

singing strange, passionate love songs under the stars, the little extra girl has a thrilling

experience. She tries for weeks to get work, posing in the nude for art titles—and gets

a call for a girl with long tresses after she has bobbed her hair! She works a day in

comedies, and experiences the joy of meeting a custard pie, face on. She has to vamp
Bull Montana, and works for a week in a harem scene. She makes the acquaintance of

a pawn shop and "hocks" her one piece of antique jewelry to buy potatoes. And then

the friend who gave her the bracelet comes to town and she has to commit a dire deed to

get the bracelet out of hock. Don't miss a single installment of this true diary of an extra

girl, in Screenland for August.

I'll never forget the time when
I doubled for a star in a ship-
burning scene. I was thrown
over the side of the blazing boat
into a small life-boat, and a real
live baby, only a few months
old, was thrown to me. We re-
hearsed this scene twenty times.
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The Port of MISSING GIRLS
All over the country, from Hoboken to Medicine Hat, girls

are saving or stealing to buy a wardrobe and a ticket

to Hollywood. If your girl is missing, look for her here.

T,wenty years or so ago we

were simply paralyzed as a nation

with the frightful expose of white

slavery. Heavens, but what thrills

we got out of the horrors revealed!

New York became the symbol of all

that was wicked; immigration from

the small towns increased by leaps

and bounds—the girls fairly leaping

over each other to get to New York,

to see the wickedness at first hand,

and the boys breaking all bounds as

ruthlessly as a young bull pup pulls

up his kennel stakes, determined to

contribute to the fascinating delinq-

uency that had been so well adver-

tised.

That's always the way. Wicked-

ness is the most fascinating study

that mankind can take up. We all

kid ourselves that our interest is

purely "human interest" ; that we can

stand in the fire and not get burnt.

That's one big reason why Los An-
geles has so carefully guarded the

secret that it is in reality "the Port

of Missing Girls". And since Los

Angeles is merely a station which

discharges passengers for Holly-

wood, so far as the movie struck

millions are concerned, Hollywood

really deserves the doubtful honor of

being known as "The Port of Miss-

ing Girls"—and boys and men, and

women. But it is the girls with

whom we are most concerned. Every

boy has a right to run away from

home at least once in his adoles-

cence; he hardly feels that it is

worth-while to have his voice change

and his pants get longer, if he doesn't

prove his manhood by running away
from home and half starving to

death.

But girls who run away are marked
for life—if they get caught and are

hauled back home. Barbara LaMarr
will never live down the fact that

when she was fifteen years old she

was abducted or ran away from
home or something of the sort. The
"whole truth" has been told so many

20

times that probably Barbara herself

has forgotten what really happened.

But the story has become a "screen

classic".

The ingenuity of the movie-struck

to get to Hollywood in the first place

and then to get into the studios after

arrival would make a mere war stra-

tegist like von Hindenburg green

with envy.

All over the country, from Ho-

boken to Medicine Hat, girls are sav-

ing their dimes and dollars to buy

a wardrobe and a ticket to Holly-

wood. The thrift campaigns thought

up by the banks are puny little affairs

compared with the thrift urge which

Hollywood-itis brings on. On the

IF YOU HAD JUST BOB-
BED YOUR HAIR

And you received a call from
a studio to pose in the nude
for some art titles, and you
needed the money to pay the

over-due room rent, what
would you do ? Perhaps you
would do just what the little

writer of THE DIARY OF
AN EXTRA GIRL did. She
tells all about it in the second
installment of her diary, in

Screenland for August. Look
for it.

pass book of probably fifty per cent

of the flapper-stenographer's savings

accounts should be written in red

ink, "Savings for Hollywood". Or
simply, "Account, Gypsy Blood".

Thieves in the Making

But a terrifying large number
of girls—and boys—are stealing

money and clothes. Since many of

them confidently expect to shuck all

their morals and principles
—"Mid-

West virtue" is the pet phrase for it

right now—they begin by stealing the

wherewithal right out of the old sock

or the ginger jar.'

The Credit Association, which

keeps national tab on people with de-

linquent accounts, says that thou-

sands of girls and women nurses an

account along in their own home

towns, paying up promptly for

months or even years until a sound

credit rating is established, and then

they purchase heavily of clothes, lug-

gage and finery of all kinds, decamp

for Hollywood, change their names

and are never heard from again. A
nice, ladylike procedure, to be sure,

but not at all surprising to the Trav-

eler's Aid, the Y. W. C. A., the Juve-

nile Hall authorities, and others, who
could tell stories to make your hair

stand on end.

Actual Figures on Runaways

The Juvenile Bureau alone,

which handles only the worst cases,

—that is, cases which can't be dealt

with at once and without red tape

and trouble,—has a record of 1048

runaways from July, 1920 to July,

1921. Boys predominate—622 as

against 426 girls.

Two great factors contribute to

the delinquency of boys and girls,

who are picked up in Hollywood : bad

home conditions—starved natures de-

manding expression—and the lure

of romance and adventure. Holly-

wood is the Mecca of the Victims of

Suppressed Desires, to use a Freud

term that is handled as freely as the

weather in Hollywood. And young

girls and boys are not the only vic-

tims to this antique but newly dis-

covered condition. Wives of all

ages, from brides to grandmothers,

come to Hollywood—literally run a-

way to Hollywood—to seek illicit

love and romance.

This determination to have ro-

mantic love at any cost is the hardest

problem the preventive and rescue

organizations have to deal with.

A case illustrates the point beau-

tifully.
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"Hallie!" cried the mother, over and over. She seized the girl's
hands and tried to kiss them.
But the girl drew away in haughty distaste. "I have never seen
you before! What do you mean!"
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A Crush on Doug

4̂
J. young wife, seventeen years,

generously provided for by an in-

dulgent husband, ran away from her

home, bringing her two babies with

her, and a girl who was to look after

the babies while the mother looked

for work in the studios.

She said she had been correspond-

ing with Douglas Fairbanks for a

long time and had come out here on

definite promises. Her story was

later found to be utterly false. She

had stolen the money little by little

from the cash drawer of her hus-

band's small clothing store in Kansas

City, and with it had provided herself

with a resplendent wardrobe and a

large assortment of beautiful and ar-

tistic photographs, which she thought

would be an open sesame to a mar-

velous screen career. One of the

first things the movie-struck wife did

was to hunt up a Los Angeles pho-

tographer to get more pictures made.

The photographer found her easy

prey. Probably she was glad to en-

courage him, for shortly she moved

her trunk into his studio on Third

Street and he provided a flat for

her, the children and the other girl.

There was nothing snide about that

photographer. He seemed to "spare

no expense".

But feeling that the photographer

after all could not get her into the

movies, however grateful she might

be for a flat and for an endless as-

sortment of beautiful photographs,

she began to make the studios regu-

larly, and soon had another lover, a

mechanician from one of the largest

studios, who became a constant visi-

tor at the flat when the photographer

was not expected. The mother

worked it so that the other girl kept

the babies out at picture shows most

of the time.

Mrs. Lillian M. Toomey, of the

Juvenile Bureau, received an appeal

from the husband of the woman to

help him locate his wife and babies.

Tn some way, she got on the trail of

the trunk probably through the trans-

fer company which had handled it

and which is compelled to keep rec-

ords of all calls. She called on the

photographer, on pretext of wanting

pictures of herself made, and nosed

about until she located the trunk.

She threatened him with arrest and

exposure if he did not reveal the

whereabouts of the missing wife. He
finally confessed, to save trouble

—

having a wife who was not on call-

ing terms with his mistress.

The husband was sent for and ar-

rived post haste, to gather up his err-

ing wife and neglected babies. But

the wife, Mrs. Toomey hears from

the discouraged husband, will not

live with him and insists on returning

to Hollywood when she can finance

another trip.

"I am so good-looking that it will

be no trouble for me to get into pic-

tures," was the girl's oft-repeated

defiance of the law and her husband.

"She'll probably slip into Holly-

wood by way of Pasadena next time,

and thus elude the watchful waiters

at the station," Mrs. Toomey says

regretfully. "And there will be one

more unfortunate, contributing to the

unsavory reputation of the movies."

The significant thing is that the

seventeen year old beauty did not get

a single day's work in pictures dur-

ing the long months she was in Hol-

lywood.

So typical that it may be recog-

nized by hundreds of heartsick par-

ents as well as the girl herself, is

the case of a girl of fourteen, from

Indianapolis, who stole $400. from

her mother and left home dressed in

plain gingham. She fitted herself

out in Indianapolis with a brown

silk dress, hat, shoes, silk stockings

to match, and an expensive coat. In

her suitcases she packed two suits of

silk underwear. She purchased a

ticket for Los Angeles via San

Francisco. Through telegrams from

her parents, she was found by the

Traveler's Aid matron at the South-

ern Pacific station, and turned over

to the Juvenile Bureau. She was a

very homely, gawky, uninteresting

looking little girl, according to Mrs.

Toomey, but she said naively that

she had come to "shine in the

movies".

From Tennessee

'wo little girls from Tennessee

had gotten into correspondence with

two "actors" out here and had run

away to come West to meet them

and go into pictures, with their help.

The parents telegraphed frantically

to the Juvenile Bureau and Mrs.

Toomey went to the train. The only

description she had of the girls was

of age, height and clothes. But they

had of course changed their clothes

before arriving. She followed each

couple of girls as they alighted from

the train, till at last she spotted two

with a Southern accent. The two
"extras" had come to the train to

meet the girls, and were waiting out-

side the exit, but noting that Mrs.

Toomey was following the girls, they

held back and did not speak to the

girls.

The girls consulted together in low

tones, overheard by Mrs. Toomey
and at last decided to telegraph their

mothers. Mrs. Toomey followed

them to the telegraph desk, pretend-

ing to write a message while she

watched over their shoulders. They

were wiring to their mothers: "We
were married today. Billy and Betty."

"You may hand those telegrams to

me," said Mrs. Toomey, explaining

who she was. The girls began to

weep, telling each other, "We knew
something like this would happen."

She put the girls in Juvenile Hall un-

til the parents could send for them.

The "actors" were warned not to re-

peat the amusing little stunt.

The studios co-operate in every

way possible with the Los Angeles

and Hollywood police, Traveler's

Aid and Y. W. C. A., in an effort to

round up every missing girl and boy.

Goldwyn studios has recently an-

nounced a special system for the

work, requiring that every girl who
registers with the casting director

must show credentials. If her rec-

ord appears at all shady, or if her

youthfulness indicates that she may
be a runaway, her parents, whose

names she is required to give, are

notified.

Denies Her Own Mother

long ago a mother arrived

in Hollywood, heartbroken over the

sudden desertion of her daughter,

who had been the mainstay of the

crippled mother and a sickly little

half-brother. The Traveler's Aid

had previously done everything pos-

sible to locate the missing girl, and

so had the Y. W. C. A. and the Ju-

venile Hall officials. The mother,

living in Emporia, Kansas, was given

a purse by interested townspeople,

and told to spend all the time she

needed in locating the girl. She was

sure she had come to Hollywood,

for the girl had talked of nothing

but her infatuation for Valentino and

Conway Tearle. The Traveler's Aid

had made exhaustive searches, with

these infatuations as leads, but

nothing had come of them.

(Continiied on page 85)
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How many causes are

there for suicide ? If

you really think you
know, read

Hollywood's Suicide Club

H,alf-emptied plates were
pushed back, and newly filled coffee

cups were drawn forward. Flicker-

ing candle flames threw eerie sha-

dows on the darkly polished bare

surface of the round table. A great

black cat rubbed suggestively against

the trousered knees of the men, or

the flimsy skirts of the women, but

her plaintive meows went unheeded
—for the first time. She felt ag-

grieved, puzzled.

A foreign waiter hovered near the

door, but the tense, white faces of

his guests did not invite his services.

A fat, well fed German cook came
to peer over his shoulder, speechless

for once, shocked at last by some-
thing that was happening in Holly-

wood.

'Are we all agreed then upon an
organization?" The speaker was
Chester DuPriest, a star of slap-

stick comedy. His face looked more
like a tragedy mask, looming up
blackly from the startlingly white
shirt almost concealed by a well-fit-

ting Tuxedo.
The three other men and five wo-

men nodded, drawing hard on their

cigarettes as if to gain courage.

"Grant, have you a copy of the

by-laws you were asked to draw up?
-Snap into it, old dear. It's getting

late. My wife will come Maggie-ing
after me in another hour."

"Damn fool to tell her where you
were going," drawled a white-faced,

black-haired woman whose scarlet

slash of a mouth quivered passionate-

ly. Her extreme nervousness was
painful to observe.

"Had to. She nags," DuPriest
said savagely. "Well, Grant, read
what you have, won't you? This
damn place gives me the creeps. I've

By W. ELLEN REAMY
Illustrated By R. Van Buren

got an eight o'clock call in the

morning. Location stuff. Out into

the Mojave Desert."

Compact to Suicide

"All the more reason you want to

sign this tonight," Grant, tall, curly-

haired, thin, blond, laughed shortly.

"I'll surely commit suicide if I'm
ever faced with another desert trip

like I went through with that Sheik
picture." He cleared his throat, grin-

ning around the group, but his smile

lacked mirth. It got no response. A
little bobbed-haired girl shuddered,

and with nervous irritability kicked

the cat which was clawing at her
dress.

"Compact and by-laws of Holly-
wood's Suicide Club", Grant read
aloud. The crackling of the paper
made sharp sounds in the semi-
twilight.

"Wait a minute," DuPriest rose

abruptly and strode to the door. "I'll

shut out these accursed foreigners.

They'll be blabbing the thing all over
Hollywood."

"It will be out by tomorrow any-
way. Can't keep a thing in this

sieve of a town," a middle-aged wo-
man, grotesque in girlish evening
dress, drawled.

DuPriest shut the door in the faces
of the waiter and the cook. With
an oath he picked up the cat which
had slunk after him, and thrust it

through the door.

Grant took up his paper again.

"This sounds pretty bloody, folks,

but I gather it has the main points

we talked over.

"Compact: We, the undersigned,
hereby unite ourselves into a band to

be known, to ourselves only, as Hol-
lywood's Suicide Club. The object

of this club is to promote fellow-

ship among the discouraged, to help

each other to circumvent the law if

it ever seems necessary to any one
of us to take our own lives, and to

provide as a club for the dependents
left behind by the suiciding member,
should there be dependents without
means and incapable of earning. We
further agree to protect any and all

suicides of the club from exposure
and resulting unfavorable publicity,

which would hurt or injure the liv-

ing relatives of the dead.

"Futhermore : It is agred that no
suicide will take his own life with-
out first talking the case over with
the other members of the club, and
that wherever possible a prospective
suicide will be so materially helped,

as well as mentally and spiritually

encouraged, that suicide will no
longer seem expedient or necessary.

"Recognized causes for suicide:

There have been arrived at a num-
ber of cases where suicide would be
the dignified and only solution. First

among these is injury, causing cer-

tain impairment of faculties, so

that the injured could no longer
work. Injury to features which
would abruptly end a career and
make life hateful constitutes suffi-

cient cause for suicide, if the injured
values his career more than his—or
her—life.

Love Tragedy Excuses

"A supreme love tragedy will also

be considered ample grounds for
suicide. The recent suicide of our
comrade, when he found that his

wife had left him for another man
and that the child he had cherished
for years had been the offspring of
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There was a moment of awful silence. The cat sprang to the top of the

table, bent upon getting food by fair means or foul. No one stretched

out a hand to remove her.

the illicit passion which had wrecked

his home.

To find oneself on the down grade,

after one has been a great celebrity,

to feel within one's brain a slow dis-

integration of power, to know tha/i

an ignominious, shameful ending to

a glorious career is all that is possible

—that shall constitute ample reason

for a severing of earthly bonds.

Finally, we pledge ourselves to

absolute secrecy, pray the mercy of

God, and put our souls in His

Hands."

There was a moment of awful

silence. The cat sprang to the top

of the table, bent upon getting food

by fair means or foul. No one

stretched out a hand to remove her,

and she lapped contentedly in a little

pitcher of cream for the demi-

tasses.

A shuddering sigh then went

round the circle. A man laughed

hysterically. "I believe I'll have to

ask you boys to get me some cyanide

of potassium now. I can never sleep

after hearing that thing read."

All Nerves

"All nerves, Bess. Buck up!

Your face will soon be as good as

ever. You were lucky to get off

with a surface burn. When dyna-

mite explodes on a set, the best we

can hope for is that all the pieces

will be found," DuPriest said, with

a fake facetiousness that did not fool

anyway.

The paper was passed about the

circle then, and with varying degrees

of flippancy and nonchalance, to
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cover their nervousness, the sig-

natures were written in, all using

Chet DuPriest's fountain pen, a gift

to him from the man who had just

suicided.

* * #

Improbable ? Fantastic ? Ridicu-

lous. Perhaps. But true. I have

it all on the word of a woman who
has the original document, a tattered,

much-folded, rather greasy piece of

once stiff paper, a letterhead on
which Chester DuPriest's monogram
is worked with much ornamentation.

It is five years now since that Sui-

cide Club was formed. Of the

"charter members", only my friend,

the woman who told me the story,

is still living. Of the eight, she

knows four to have suicided, one

man—a famous stunt man in pic-

tures—recently died in action ; and

the other two died under mysterious

circumstances which point to suicide.

Since their deaths occurred other

than in Hollywood, my friend the

survivor is not sure of the manner
of their demise.

She is a -character actress, a thin,

nervous, highly emotional woman of

between forty and fifty, often cast

as a "heavy" and occasionally as a

"mother"—though her strongly

marked features are not typical of

screen motherhood.

And no one looking into the burn-

ing, deep eyes of the woman who
has seen so much of the seemy side

of life in pictures could doubt her

sincerity. Tragedy is written deep

into every line of her face.

"We were a tragic crowd, a queer

motley of puppets of an unkind fate,"

she told me. "I suppose it was our

misfortunes that drew us together.

The Tragedy of Comedy

"DuPriest was loathing himself in

comedy. He had been a Shakesperian

actor of fine ability. The stage had
squeezed him out, because Shake-

spere interpreted by youngsters is al-

ways rather funny. He went into

pictures when his first baby came.

He had a curious dislike to seeing

the little thing starve. And his wife

was movie-mad. He landed in com-
edy by the merest accident. A pro-

ducer saw him giving a Shakespere

interpretation in a drawing room in

Los Angeles, and being a blighted

lowbrow, he thought it was intended

as burlesque. He hounded poor Du-
Priest until he got him into comedies.

That was before the really high-class

actors were going in for comedy.
Chaplin was the shining exception,

and there were many poor imitations.

"DuPriest immediately became a

great success—because of the tragedy
and self-loathing which showed in

his face.. The audiences invariably

howled when, sad-faced and stern,

he stood up to receive a custard pie

on his shirt front. He had the same
element which has made Chaplin—

a

shadow of tragedy in his eyes, a sort

of hurt dignity in his ignominy.
"But the baby was fed and the

wife thrived on Hollywood, and an-
other baby came along, so DuPriest
stuck. His wife drove him to suicide

at last. I think he would have stuck
it out, if it had not been for that.

She was one of those horrible little

clinging vine naggers. She was as
persistent as a young pastor bent on
soul-saving, but her methods were
even more discouraging.

"When poor Chet had enough
money ahead to feel safe in breaking
away from comedies, she fastened
her blood-sucking little mouth on
the veins of his ambition and before
she was done with him, he actually

thought comedies were pretty de-

cent. He woke up to it one morn-
ing—the utter shame of his pros-

tituted talent—and we helped him to

suicide decently and without the

papers ever knowing that it was self-

destruction. We did our best to give
him a new viewpoint, but we were
rather half-hearted about it. We
knew that he had already died inside.

"Accidental" Death

"DuPriest chose 'accidental'

death, planting the accident with our
help. We arranged so that it was
one of us who discovered the body,
crushed under his car, which had
been driven over an embankment
away up on Montecito Drive. We
had been with him almost to the last,

giving him our love and best wishes

on his crossing of the Styx. One
of our unwritten agreements was
that we would not mourn our dead.

Death had been chosen as a route

to happiness—or at least escape. It

was recognized as a blessing, rather
fhan a tragedy.

"Mrs. DuPriest went back to her

fat/ier and two years later married

a shoe manufacturer of Chicago."

We , -ere eating lunch at Betty's,

this Jwiljivor of the club and I. A

certain well known actor—well
known not for his ability but for his

family connections—strolled in to

gather up his mother, who had been
eating one of Betty's famous "pot
roast and gravy" plates.

"Tom's wife—his first wife, I

mean—became a member of our club
when she was in Hollywood, some
time after it was formed. She did it

out of bravado, but I have always
believed that back in her conscious-
ness lurked the knowledge that her
life would end that way—some day.

Poison is Slow

"She had been a famous Eastern
stage beauty, and her work in pic-

tures was rather startingly good.
She was married to Tom Parker,
and the fan magazines carried lush
little love stories of their wedded
bliss. But at last at our club the
truth came out. Tom was rotten
to the core, a constant source of
threatened disgrace, a contemptible
cad of a man. And she loved him.

"You remember her death—not in
' Hollywood, but far from home? She
chose the hardest kind of suicide

—

slow poison—but it worked and she
is probably happier than when she
lived in hourly fear of disgrace at

his hands.

"One of the boys—men, rather

—

but still boys to me—shot himself
through the heart in New York. An
accident, it was called; the old story

of oiling a gun. He had often told

us that he would chose that way.
He had a curious mental quirk. He
was a Christian Scientist, and would
not take any poison into his system.

At least, he had been raised by Scien-

tist parents to abhor medicine. But
a gun made him just as dead."

The speaker's low voice was at-

tracting attention. We paid our
checks and left, brushing shoulders

with Carmel Myers in a new King
Tut sports suit and treading acci-

dentally on Alan Hale's big shoes.

In the make-up of Miles Bjorsen, in

Main Street, he was a queer figure

in that low ceiled little dining room.

Out under the pepper trees, where
we could talk without fear of eaves-

droppers, she continued her story.

"The third death was a blow to me
personally. I had been much inter-

ested in the only writer of our group.

A genius forced to write scenarios

for a living, while his soul soared to

(Continued on page 103)
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Twelve BALD-HEADED Men
are needed for a scene in the picture, accord-

ing to a hurry call from a studio. The hour

is midnight. Where will the casting director

secure his men? Hollywood film agencies dis-

cover "types" in soda clerks and undertakers,

and set them on the high-road to success in

the movies.

By EUNICE MARSHALL

T
J_ f a casting director called you

up at midnight and told you to have

ready twelve bald-headed men with

false teeth and toupees, by seven

o'clock the next morning, what

would you do?

You probably would tear your hair

out by the roots, thereby providing

the first of the required dozen of

bald-heads right on the spot.

But Ivan Kahn, who manages an

employment agency for screen actors

in Hollywood, considers such an

order from a casting department

merely an incident in the day's work.

He simply flips the pages of his

casting-register until he comes to the

B's, and murmurs "Let's see : babies,

bakers, bartenders, butlers

oh, yes, bald-headed men. Here we

are." Then he takes down the tele-

phone receiver, gets the men listed

out of their warm beds to find out

if they have the necessary detachable

toupees and teeth, and tells them to

report at the studio at seven the

next morning

Wanted, a Lloyd George

^) f course, it isn't always as sim-

ple as that. Recently, a casting di-

rector called "up and demanded a man

who looked exactly like Lloyd

George, the ex-premier of Great

Britain. Naturally enough, the little

black book of names contained no

Lloyd Georges.

So the employment agency man,

whom many years of agency work

have made into something of a sleuth,

put on his hat and went out to look

for a double for the little Welshman.

And down at the Plaza, that his-

toric square that is the sole relic of

the old pueblo that Los Angeles used

to be, he found his man.

"Did anyone ever tell you that
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you resembled Lloyd George?" he

asked the chap.

"Why, yes, I have been told so,"

the man answered. And when the

studio make-up man made him up, he

was the exact double of the little

Napoleon.

A Clearing House for Types

When Slim Hamilton was a long,

lean, gangling boy, the other kids used

to tease him about his height. But
Slim had the last laugh; he's in the

movies now and his excess inches pro-

vide him a good living as a character

man.

he employment agency is a

clearing house for "types." Here

come -all the flotsam and jetsam of

filmdom. Retired farmers, pretty

little flappers, bookkeepers chafing

at the monotony of their lives, ba-

bies, towed by fond mamas, and mid-

dle-aged women. . . .all of them in-

noculated with the fatal virus of

movie-itis.

Someone has said that all women
believe themselves potential actress-

es. In which belief they are one with

all men. And in a surprising num-

ber of cases they are right. Dramatic

genius often burns beneath the most

prosaic exterior.

Jackie Coogans in Embryo

abies, from infants in arms to

gangling youngsters of eight or nine

years, are brought to the agency by

ambitious mothers. Pathetic little

things many of them togged out in

tawdrily elaborate garments, rather

pitifully uncertain as to what all the

bother is about and doubtless wish-

ing they could go out and play. And

every one of them, according to the

mothers, can do anything Jackie

Coogan can do, only better.

A Sensitive Point

Valentine Churchill came clear from yy HEN a person feels the movie

Rangoon, Burma, to act in thr , movies. fever coming on, he comes to the

She and her little companf • Buck
£ives h ;s name

,
weight,

Black, are good character
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C. E. Collins has two perfectly good
eyes, but his ability to roll them so as
to appear blind secures for him many
fine parts. You remember him, un-
doubtedly, as the spirit of Pestilence
in The Four Horsemen of the Apo-
calypse.

Moircr pic toz iB&HgMtiricjra eg,
Frederick A. Johnson, ( "Grand Avenue Johnson"!
649 T7est Fifteenth St. L.A.Phone, 24003, B'sray, 2359
CEA3ACT3B, IlIPERSCIAIICSS. • 711.595,

'

notion Picture Experience . _7 years .

Description. Smooth-faced, hut can put on any style of crepe-
r±air whiskers.
Iron-gray Ealr.

.

Blue Eyes. Expressive
I Features. 160 pounds.
|

5 feet, 7-1/4 Inches.
I Past Kiddle-age.
[Hides and Drives Horses.
Swims. Since s a little.
Screens well. General
appearance decidedly
Professional.

[
APPA3EL.

modern TTardrobe of
Evening Dre3s, Including
Inverness O'coat, Prince
Alberts, several grades.
Cutaways do. Business
dark 4 light, Minister,
Priest, Western, Mining,
U.S.Sallor outfits, etc.
HATUBAL BgERScmTT Qlls.

Judge, Barrister, Attorn-
ey, Physician, PrleBt,
Senator, Diplomat, Direct-
or, Hallway, Bank or Col-
lege Prest. Manager, Supt.
Slllitary or ITaval Officer,

Sea-Captain, Politician, Professor, Promoter, Philosopher,
Philanthropist, Merchant, Salesman. Hotel-taeper, Civil Engin-
eer, etc. etc.

EAST SPECIAL LVP£B50:&TI0ft3
Premier, David Lloyd George, Sev.Henry i7ard Beeoner, G«zd. Bob-
ert E. Lee, Actors, Edwin Booth and David Garfield, Mormon
Prest. Brlghaa loung, Lincoln's 17Br Secretary, Edwin V. Stan-
ton. Fran a Beggar to an Ambassador.

Capabilities .

Inherently Dramatic, can be slow In action, or very active.
Can comprehensively perform Parts, or Bite, involving diffi-
cult execution, in 3BAGEDY or CCtCEDY.

OF BSGULAB. HABITS Ai;p gBLJAjiffi.

The extra who is onto his job
furnishes the casting director with
a list of qualifications like this:
Frederick Johnson, made up, bears

wind. Their beards rival Rip Van Lovd^or^^^P *° Pavi
*ments and natural qualifications Winkle's fabled brush for length and Great Britain.' Other" "elTy^pe-

which he feels should make him a luxuriance. They would as soon think c
,

ial impersonations", as his card

height, experience if any, accomplish-

shows, are Henry Ward Beecher,
Brigham Young, Edwin Booth and
Robert E. Lee.

useful cog in the film wheel. of refusing a close-up as of shaving,
One little characteristic is signifi- for their beards are their means of

cant of changing feminine psychol- livelihood, their very mealtickets.
ogy. A woman of today will tell her "Send me up half-a-dozen whisk-
age, without stuttering more than ers," orders the studio casting di-
once or twice. But she will not tell rector, and the agency phones the
her weight! >49

>

ers Club for six men whose fadal

decorations have the most lush
The Barber's Despair growth. For these bearded men have

T7
. „ „ ,

a club of their own
>
where the7 can casting directors cannot visualize in1 here are men m

_

Hollywood swap yarns about the number of any other role an actor who has oncewho haven t seen the inside of a times they have played hermits or plaved a butler. There is a girl inbarber shop since the year of the big '49'ers or anarchists. '

{Continued on page 88)

The Professional Butler

'J- 'he man who signs up to play a
butler does so at his own risk. He is

liable to go on playing butlers to

the end of his career. Somehow, most

R. L. Frost's luxurious beard
enables him to portray both
religious and western roles.
He made a very wonderful
Christ in The Unfoldment.

When a casting director
wants a bartender, one of
the real old-fashioned kind,
he puts in a hurry call for
Bill Quast.

King George of England has
his double here in Holly-
wood. He is Andrew Lyle.
Doesn't he look amazingly
like that Monarch?
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CHARGE

"When Pola Negri comes in to a shop,

everybody star 5S around, for we never know
whether she is disposed to be gracious or

otherwise."

a Virtue is a word practically unknown to a certain movie set.

They take it for granted that the business world is run like the

theatrical world— everything charged to Sex. Such is the state-

ment made by the author of this frank and startling article.
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IT TO SEX!
]_ m a model in a smart Los An-
geles shop, much patronized by the

movie stars. For four years I have

waited on the film folk, have been

snubbed by them, patronized by them

and, occasionally, have been smiled

on by them.

I know them. I have seen them
put on a thousand dollar gown over

a dirty teddy suit.

I've seen a star worth half a mil-

lion dollars haggle over a two dollar

bill for alterations on a seventy-five

dollar skirt.

And, many and many a time, I've

seen a star whom I knew to be on
the verge of bankruptcy order a

thousand dollars' worth of mer-

chandise as casually as if she were

buying a pair of "second" hose,

$1.98, cut down from $2.50 in the

Bargain Basement. Not that we
have any Bargain Basements in our

shops, or any bargains in anything

—

except souls, and those often come
cheap.

My experience with the picture

people who come to my department

has given me the impression that

virtue is a word practically un-

known to a certain faction of the

movie crowd. They seem to take it

for granted that the business world

is run like the theatrical world

—

everything charged to sex.

Something for Nothing

F course, many of the film stars

are straight. But few of them seem
to come to our shop, somehow.
Most of them seem to be con-

stantly looking for something for

nothing. The industry spins on sex;

when most of the prominent ones

sweep into the store to buy clothes,

they fairly radiate invitation, if poor
old MacDougal, my boss under an-

other name, is in sight.

Of course, the proprietor of a

clothing store isn't the sort of chap
one would want to appear with at

the Cocoanut Grove, but he would
certainly come in handy at providing
clothes for a poor girl trying to get

along on only $2000 a week.

The other day, two big stars came
in to look over some new models.

One of them, a dashing brunette,

wanted to know if I was the boss'

"sweetie". Because I had been on
the job for four years, she suspected

me. She made believe she was kid-

ding, but I could tell by her eyes that

she wanted to know. So I said, yes,

I certainly was, and if she wanted
to retain her youthful beauty she had
better keep away from him. She be-

lieved it, and has never come near

the store since. She is now patron-

izing a shop where the bills are not

sent her.

I learned afterward that she and
her friend had both been thrown
over by their "sweeties", and were
looking for a man who would dress

them.

My boss, who is a canny business

man, kids them along until he gets

their accounts. Then he is a leech

for payment. A lot of the bills are

paid for by other women's husbands,

but they are paid, and in cash, too.

Those Parisian Lines

ne star, an over-sexed for-

eigner, will never buy a gown until

she sees how it will look in certain

attitudes in which she will "emote".

If a line pleases her, it has to be a

suggestive one—really Parisian, she

calls it.

They all gossip freely while try-

ing on gowns. Oh, the stories I

could tell, if I were minded to be
spiteful

!

We Like Claire

j[ always like to see Claire Wind-
sor come into the shop. She's one of

the nice ones. And she wears her

clothes so beautifully that it is a
pleasure to dress her.

Some of the stars always want to

-wear the wrong things. Terrible

things that never fit their type. One
model 1 know gets around this by
putting on a dress that fits the cus-

tomer's type and hands the customer

a pair of blue spectacles, through

which she can see just exactly how
the dress will photograph. That's all

a screen star is interested in—how
a garment will photograph.

Viola Dana Likes to Dress

^iola dana loves to doll up, and
it's rather like dressing a doll to fix

her up. She's a mighty good cus-

tomer, wherever clothes are sold.

Enid Bennett chooses simple, con-

servative clothes, and looks mighty
well in them.

Mrs. Charles Ray, on the other
hand, wants conspicuous clothes. A
bright yellow velvet frock is her idea

of a snappy costume. And she gets

away with it, too. She wears things

that most people would riot dare to,

and looks well in them. She almost
always wears kid slippers matching
her costume in color.

An Eye for Profit

ecause the stars get large sala-

ries, it doesn't always follow that

they fling their money to the birds.

Not any

!

For instance, one star was stop-

ping at the Beverly Hills Hotel re-

cently, after her return from New
York. A model was sent out to sell

her some new wraps. She liked them,
but before deciding, she tried to sell

the model her old fur coat at almost
the price she had paid for it

!

Another beautiful star, who is

adored by the whole world, pinches
her pennies tighter than any cash

girl. She rather feels that things

should be given her for nothing,

simply because she is who she is.

Her equally famous husband has the

same complex.

Mary Pickford seldom goes shop-
ping. But if an enterprising mer-
chant sends out a particularly lovely

garment for her approval, she often

takes it on the spot. She does not
bother much about clothes, and she

laughingly admits that she has no
style, but no one has ever seen her
other than tastefully gowned.
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Where Those Freak Gowns Come
From

H_ ave you ever wondered what

happens to the freak gowns that ap-

pear in the windows of the smart

shops? You have probably said,

"Stunning, but of course one could

never wear them." But the "movies"

wear them.

The buyers send these models out

to the coast for window or fashion

show display, knowing the regular

trade would never buy them, but

knowing equally well that the film

folk who like extreme styles will

snap them up. They get them at

greatly reduced prices. They show

good sense, too, for the public would

be terribly disappointed if they

should observe Gloria Swanson or

Pola Negri or Mae Busch dancing

at the Plantation or the Cocoanut

Grove in a simple, conventional

frock.

Sometimes a star falls in love with

a gown that she wears in some pic-

ture, the property of the studio. She

usually makes the producer feel

cheap if he doesn't allow her to buy

it for about half what it cost to

create.

Temper in the Shop

"We always like to see Claire

Windsor come into the shop.

She is one of the few really well

dressed women on the screen."

e see plenty of temperament

in waiting on the stars. Everybody

stands around when Pola comes in,

for we never know when she is

pleased to be gracious or otherwise.

After waiting on her several times,

I can well believe the stories we

hear about her tantrums on the set.

Another actress who has worked on

her set was telling me the other day

about one time when the carpenters

were making their usual racket.

Suddenly Pola stopped "emoting",

clutched her hair with both hands,

screamed out a torrent of French

that sounded awfully profane and

probably was, and walked over and

sat down in a great pool of black

grease on the stage floor, deliberately

ruining her expensive costume.

A nice disposition, yes ? And then

again she can be so sweet that you

think you must have misjudged her

—

until her next tantrum.

Too Much Emotion

ne reason why the movie peo-

ple are such good customers is be-

cause the muscular action of the

players in warm love scenes or other

emotional scenes plays havoc with

stitches. If the player does not reach

the desired emotional pitch sooner

she will later, after more physical

convulsion. Which is very hard on

sleeves, underarm seams and bodices,

to say nothing of the wear on a train

hung from the shoulders.

When a movie star enters the shop,

we all sit up and take notice, because

there is one nice thing about

"movies"—they come to buy, not

"hen around". One furrier that

know of was saved from bankruptcy

in the nick of time by the sale of two

gorgeous fur wraps to film beauties.

And the patronage of one famous

star with her friends has put

struggling milliner on a side street

into a smart new shop on West

Seventh within the past few months.

And all of them can "charge it"-

to sex!

The author of this startling

article will contribute another

feature story—The Corner of

Last Hope—to the August

SCREENLAND. Ready July

first.
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from Hollywood

STAR BOUND
A Story With a Heart — By

PETER LOWNSBERRY
AIMEE TORRIANI

Star-Bound/—Magic Dream of Every Girl at a Certain
Period of Her Life—To Lift Herself Above the Common

Level and Reach the Goal—to "Follow the Gleam"

* * W ¥ 7"E'VE got to do something

i/i/ about Trix", announced
* r Gloria in her crisp, positive

way. "I ran into her room
to borrow her green hat this after-

noon, and found her crying. Can you
feature that ? Beatrice Brooks in hon-

est to God tears. But own up? Trix?
Not she. Said she was only having a
private rehearsal as a Tragedy Queen
just to see if she could produce real

ones. Now I want to know what's

wrong ?" scowling like a fierce mother
hen at us all.

"Just as if we were responsible

for every burst of temperament in

the Club," grumbled Phyllis.

I sat thoughtfully gazing off at

the patterns pricked by the myriad
lights in the valley below us. For
there we were, six of us Extra girls,

a small patch of burning ambition

perched on top of the old Kr'otona

hill. We had formed a society called

the A. T. F. (Aspirants to Fame.)
This was one of its weekly meetings,

only the meeting had not begun; it

couldn't without Trix.

"Speak up, Babs," Gloria shot at

me, "you were with her this after-

noon, what do you know?"
"What I know would fill a thimble,

and what I imagine couldn't be
squeezed into a fat volume," I an-

swered cryptically.

"Well, suppose you spill out the

thimble first," Phyllis was caustic

and impatient.

"Pawn shop," I began then, suc-

cinctly, "fur coat, violin, and Harry's
silver overseas name tag."

"Volume next," ordered Gloria.

"Oh, the usual horrid mess that

goes with a vicious father; poverty
and kids and beatings and never
enough to eat. I don't know for
sure, but I suspect, for she had a
letter from home today, that her

mother is ill, and she is ordered
either to come home and support

them, or to send money at once.

Anyhow, she's desperate—I'm cer-

tain of that."

"Don't know how much my turnip

will bring, but you can have a try,"

and Mary Lee handed me her new
platinum wrist watch.

Daphne had reached over to pour
the contents of her purse into my
lap; a dollar and sixty-two cents, she

counted ruefully.

"Wish there was more in sight,"

she said lightly, "but you know, not
a damn smell of Extra work for

days now."

Yes, I knew, so did we all of us.

I had quite a pile by the time every-

one had plunked down her treasures,

yet we were only too well aware that

it would bring little in actual cash.

"Where's Beatrice now?" asked
Gloria.

"Gone to see about a job," I an-
swered. "Suddenly, she said she had
a hunch and was off—said to tell you
she was sorry to be late, but would
come along when she could."

"Job, hunch—at this time of

night," mourned Phyllis, moodily,

studying a flaming star. "Wish her

luck, I'm sure, but the game's hope-
less : star gazing and aspiring, aspir-

ing and star gazing: that's all it will

ever come to."

"How many of us," Mary Lee ac-

knowledged, "have got into Pictures

since we started this illustrious" So-
ciety? I think it's the bunk, this

idea of merit. Take it from me, bo,

it's nothing but a game of pull."

A low clear whistle, the call of the

A. T. F. came floating up with the

night winds.

"Here she comes," cried Gloria

with an answering call. "She sounds
cheerful too."

Hastily I gathered up the plunder
and tucked it out of sight.

Round a turn in the path she

came, a slight swaying figure in

white, dancing up hill as if she were
thistledown blown among the straight

trunked Eucalyptus trees.

A volley of derision greeted her.

"Joined the morgan dancers?"

"Moon mad?"
"Love sick?"

"Trying to reduce?"

Beatrice laughed, throwing back
her hair in a queer expressive way
she had.

"No, it's joy, joy, JOY!" she

cried, lifting her arms to the stars.

"Mad as a hatter," groaned Gloria.

"Come down to earth this instant,

and tell us if your hunch brought
you luck."

"Luck? Yes, a thousand times

luck
;
money to send home, a big

chance to stay on and make good,

and a Man."
"Listen to her ravings," we all

cried incredulously, "How, who?
Begin at the beginning."

"Well, you know that man Snooks,

in the casting office at Tate's who's
been making eyes at me for so long?

He was my sudden inspiration. But
he got fresh at once, as usual. I kept

still for awhile, and then I just called

his bluff.

" All right, old top,' I said to him.

'for that you can just get me the

lead in THE PRICE OF FAME at

a hundred per.' Gee, he didn't wait

a second, he said, 'Gawd, Girlie, d'y

mean it? No, kiddn' now, on the

square. Have y' come down off'n

yer high'n mighty perch?' 'Sure I

have,' I answered, lamb like, 'my

only string is that my pals get in as

Extras.'

"

" 'It's a six weeks' job,' " he said

softly.
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'"Fine, the longer the better' I

said, holding my breath with joy, and

trying to appear as unconcerned as

an oyster.

"Oh, do you realize, Kids?" she

interrupted her story with a catch

in her voice, "that I might have been

going back home tomorrow, to work

at the stocking counter at Macy's?"

And of course we all talked at

once then, everyone of us, telling her

how glad we were, magnanimously,

in spite of desperate hidden reasons

why we too should have leads. But

we had always banked on Trix. If

anyone could break into Pictures,

surely it would be she. We had

always said it, but now that it had

come, we began secretly to look at

her from a new angle. No, she

wasn't such a raving beauty as some

of the rest of us, perhaps, although

her screen test six months before

had come out A-l, and it was only

the jealousy of the Star on the lot

that had kept her out of the pic-

ture then. But she possessed that

elusive and rare thing called per-

sonality.

A great deal is said about that in

the Uplift books. Rules are given

for the gaining of it. We all medi-

tated about it a good deal. Some think

to be different is the secret, or to

wear queer clothes, or to be tempera-

mental; anything but the common-

place, conventional prig you were at

home in Keokuk or Kalamazoo. We
studied Science, and the movie Stars,

and the Bible, and each other; we

struggled with our figure and our

soul. But Trixie didn't think about

it at all, nor strive -after it. She

didn't need to. She had it. So that

was that. We knew it. She came to

us with Personality. She possessed it

!

But Phyllis was asking in her prac-

tical way for more details.

"Nothing's so sure in this game

that you can brag about it, Beatrice,"

she said severely. "And are you quite

certain that you are equal to your

new role of lady love? That man

Snooks is a mad cur they say. No-

body wants you bitten. What's your

big idea?"

Trixie smiled that little, enigmat-

ical smile of hers, and lit the cigar-

ette Mary Lee handed her. Then she

opened her vanity box and took out

a folded paper which she silently

handed over to Phyllis. Daphne

held a pocket flashlight over it. Tt

was a bona fide contract, duly signed

and sealed. Pinned to one corner

was her first two weeks' check in ad-

vance.

We were speechless for once. In

the annals of Moviedom such a

calamity was unknown; advance

salary

!

"It seems," Trix began explain-

ing, "that Janith Jerome, the Tate

Star, was suddenly taken ill this very

day, and they were actually hunting

about for another lead of her exact

size and build. So old Snooks bun-

dled me into his car and took me
straight to Bob Allen's house

—

"

"Not the great Allen himself," we

gasped.

"The very one. I was silly and

scared to death at first, and all my
bravado and brass that I'd used so

freely with Snooks deserted me. I

felt limp as a dish mop until he asked

me to do things for him."

"What kind of things?" we inter-

rupted again.

"Oh, just pretending things, like

what would I do if the house caught

on fire and burned my baby, or see-

ing my lover drown before my eyes

—

Oh, he was wonderful to me, and

said I'd do. I wish you all knew him

:

he's the straightest, finest man I've

ever met in all my long, long life."

(Beatrice always talked as if she

were sixty.)

But we all babbled in again with

plans and schemes. We would page

her, double for her, shadow her, and

so outwit that villain of a casting di-

rector. Nothing must mar her

triumph. Beatrice herself was fear-

less. He was probably a coward.

She could easily manage him with

our help.

Then her mood changed. She was

'silent for a time.

"I want you all to know this," she

said quietly, and even Mary Lee

stopped chattering. "I believe my time

has come for success. It's the Law

of Compensation, of the things that

are meant to be. Life can beat you,

and beat you, and beat you down

again, but in .the end there's bound

to be a turn. I feel somehow that I'm

going to rise right up in Pictures

now, and of course," smiling on us

all, "I expect you to rise up with me."

"Like sour bread dough," grum-

bled Phyllis.

"The things we care for and want

hard enough," Trix continued, "if

they are right, they are bound to

come; it's part of the Law."

We were silent then. We felt as

if a benediction had passed over us.

there on the hill top under the great

night sky, with only the sleepy croak-

ing of the frogs in a Theosophical lily

pool. We were one with peace, with

beauty; we stood with Beatrice on

the threshold of fame. It was as if

we had reached up to touch the stars

with our finger tips.

And then began a new life for

Beatrice. We who looked on could

perhaps only faintly guess its wonder

and delight for her, but we loved

her and love brings understanding;

and besides, we could watch her

whenever there were mob scenes,

because she always managed to have

us called. She was too new as yet

to demand for us parts or bits.

Of course it was the old hack-

neyed story. She was first a ruined

factory girl with a sick mother to

support, and had to look a fright in

rags: but heavens, what great eyes

she had, and how she lived the part.

She made it so real that Bob Allen,

her director, growled at the villain

who wronged her. He'd got worked

up over her story, I suppose, she had

made it seem so real even to him.

Was he beginning to care for her,

I wondered

!

But when she sat all day nursing

her puny, sickly scrap of a baby, we
all got temperamental, even the cam-

era men and prop boys. She was so

still and so simple. She hurt so, and

as she crooned to the baby all the

hurt crept into her voice. She wore

a kind of spiritual look on her face,

but it was her voice that nearly ruined

us. She was so utterly unconscious,

and went right on rocking and croon-

ing, even when Allen blew his nose

hard and called Time, and made us

all go into the dressing rooms to

fresh make up. The mascaro was

running in sooty streaks all over the

grease paint ; a nasty mess to get off.

But I can shut my eyes now, and

hear that croon ; a low minor thing,

with all the hurt of all the world

caught and held in it.

The next mob scene was a night

ballroom set, one of the Louis Quinze

affairs; gold furniture and mirrors

and glittering chandeliers. We were

all wonderfully got up. Playing

lady is such fun, for one flirts to

one's heart's content, and sips cock-

tails and all, just as they do in mod-

ern high society.

So there we were, flirting outrage-

ously, but without malice of course,

preening our feathers in the long mir-

rors like so many gorgeous peacocks,
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"Life has beaten us
down," she whispered,
while the madman who
had brought her to her
death gibbered in the
arms of his captors,
"but God is good, and
our turn for Beauty and
Love will come."

when the orchestra struck up, and
down the great white staircase came
a being. It's the only word I can
find for her; a being, for, blase as

we all are to feminine loveliness, we
were completely taken off our feet.

You heard that little involuntary

gasp of surprise and admiration be-
fore jealousy sets in. It was like

coming upon the Winged Victory, in

the Louvre, standing there on the
prow, her body braced to the winds,
her draperies blowing back. Some-
thing happens to you inside. You
are never quite the same again.

Beatrice was like that statue, se-

rene, remote, beautiful, classic, yet
vibrant with life. She was no longer
the little wronged factory girl, nor
the mother of a thousand sorrows.
She was the great lady now, and she
lived her part with such uncon-
scious grace and such supreme aban-
donment, that I was forced to sus-

pect that one of her ancestors had
been lady-in-waiting to the Queen,
r was it history repeating itself. Had

she herself in some former life on
"arth been born and bred in a palace
nstead of a hovel ?

Her eyes were like two lighted
stars; her lips were parted: she
seemed not to walk over the polished
floor, but to float in her diaphanous
'raperies.

And now it was as if some hidden
electricity had touched Bob Allen and
vas communicated to his camera
ien. They rumpled their hair, they
houted orders. The silly mob was
sillier than usual tonight, graceless,
impossible. We all suffered so in
comparison to Beatrice that we were
not fit mates for her, even as back-
ground. Sham to reality, mud to
gold, candlelight to the sun. She was

Ideal Beauty: she was Helen of
Troy

!

What had wrought the change in
ber ? I puzzled, loving her the while,
and then when I saw her look at Bob
Allen, and watched his face as he
looked back at her, I knew.

So Trixie was right, her time had
come. Her personality had won.
When this picture was released she
would wake up to find herself fa-
mous, rich, beloved by the people, and
the adored wife of one of the biggest
and brainiest directors in the industry.
Ah, well, I was half lifted off my own
feet with sheer gladness at her joy.
She deserved every single bit of it.

And suddenly, I clutched the arm
of the man next to me. In a mirror
opposite, as we danced, was framed
the leering satanic face of Snooks,
the casting director. What business
had he there ? My heart stood still.

My mind leaped back to the game we
had played ever since that night on
the hill. It had been great sport and
we had played it hard, always shad-
owing Trix

; one of us being delegated
to meet her at the gate the nights

we didn't work. If he insisted on
taking her home, as he often did, we
were constantly embarrassing him
by bobbing up from unexpected quar-
ters

; the running board, or under the
rug of the tonneau, or on his trunk
in the rear. We were all sharp, you
have to be in this game, but youth
courts danger, and we loved the'smell
of adventure. When he got nasty a
convenient pocket flask was produced
with some innocent near beer con-
cealing a large dose of aspirin, so
that he at once became soporific and
harmless. He used to watch the sets

too with a sentimental, proprietary
air, as if condescending to Allen,
but in reality puffing out his chest—
"I discovered her, this glorious new
star; the credit is all mine; she is

mine !" He was as unceremoniously
brushed aside by Allen as an annoy-
ing fly, yet once when he had touched
her arm, I saw fire flash up in Allen's
eyes, and he abruptly commanded
that the set be cleared. Snooks went
off in a rage.

All this was passing through my
mind. I was trying to reason away
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If he insisted on driving her home, we were

constantly embarrassing him by bobbing up

from under the rug in the tonneau, or on

his trunk on the rear of the car. Anything

to keep her from being alone with him.

this horrid sense of suffocation and

faintness. I would speak to Allen.

But it was the sixth re-take. He

was terribly hard to please tonight.

He had two machines going, for

double exposure, and Trix had had

more close-ups than most stars get in

a. month. He had known all along

how startlingly fresh and unspoiled

was her work in the sob and human

interest stuff, but tonight was her

chance in a new role. She was

choosing between two men, the dra-

matic climax of the picture. Her

great moment had come.

Suddenly, I again caught sight of

that face, distorted out of human

semblance. "He is mad," I gasped,

and began flying across that long,

slippery ball room floor. Allen

looked up.

"Go back," he yelled.

I flew on. He waved his arms at

me frantically and shouted. I paid

no heed: yet I made no headway

across that shining surface. I felt

as if I had been running through all

eternity. I still waken in the night

trying to run across that floor. I

seemed to crawl. I had to brace each

step to keep from slipping, yet I

struggled on.

Now Trixie was in her lover's

arms, but over his shoulder, she too

must have seen, for the next instant

she had wrenched herself free, and

hurled her lover from her, and had

turned to fly to Allen, to protect him,

I suppose.

"Look out, Trix," I cried out then,

in an agony of apprehension, but

something sinister went singing past

my head, and—Oh, God, if I could

only have caught it—landed between

Trixie's white shoulders.

And then it was pandemonium, for

we're an excitable people, we have to

be.

Allen caught her as she staggered

forward, and lowered her gently to

the floor, holding her head in his

arms. We all drew back then. This

was not melodrama. This was real

life for them. We all knew, and we

suffered and sobbed for them both.

To this day, when I am tired, I have

a queer hurt between my shoulders.

The men dashed after the mad-

man. He was gibbering when they

caught him. Others ran for a doctor,

but his science was useless ; the dag-

ger had done its deadly work. Noth-

ing could save her, nothing but love,

and she had that. For there we
were, all of us, Phyllis and Gloria

and Mary Lee and Daphne, all pour-

ing out our love. And there were the

rest of the mob too, men and girls,

suddenly wrenched from their make-

believe world to face the elemental

realities of life and death and love

and hate.

I have never seen anything like

Allen's face. It was as if a great

light had been lighted. It shone

through his eyes and his mouth and

bis very skin. It was a great soul

meeting a great soul with deathless

love stamped on it. I hid my face.

Tt was almost a sacrilege to look. .

Someone whispered that there

should be a Priest, but after all,

Beatrice's spirit was her own High

Priest. She had opened her eyes

now, and was talking quietly with

Allen. He bent over her, much as

she herself had over her poor sick

baby, and we all quietly knelt down,

stifling our sobbing. And at last

she raised herself, seemingly aware

of us all for the first time. She

smiled, that little enigmatical smile

of hers, and spoke clearly and slowly,

very much as she had that night un-

der the stars.

"We've all struggled together,"

she said, "and life has beaten us down

again and again, but God is good, and

if we struggle long enough and hard

enough, our turn will come, our turn

for beauty and for love
—

" she

turned and smiled up at Allen, a

smile so radiant that I marvelled at

his masterly control
—

" and now,"

faintly, but clearly—you could have

heard a pin drop, the great set was

so still
—

"yes, beauty, and love, and

now,—light."

And with an almost unearthly light

illuminating her face, her spirit

floated out, starward bound.

The picture Was never released, but

it was carefully cut and finished, and

once each year, those of us who knew

and loved her gather in Bob Allen's

long, low Hollywood bungalow for

a private view. To me, of course,

as to Bob, it's the greatest picture

ever made.

Bob has discovered many stars

since then. It is his chief delight,

hunting out little Extra girls who

are nobodys and developing them,

giving them the big chance for Bea-

trice's sake.

Miss Lownsbcrry and Miss Torri-

ani who wrote this story know their

Hollywood and love it. Next month

they are going to take you with them

—up the ladder to "the Loft" zvhere

the girls of the Hollyzvood Studio

Club began their series of enthralling

adventures. You will enjoy their

story of Mary Lee and the Shoe

Clerk. It's called "Shoestrings". In

the August Screenland.
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Oh Doctor, Doctor!
A Few Reasons fVhy the Stars Quote Their Doctors

FJ_ ROROM time immemorial royalty

has had its own physician. The nou-
veaux riches annex a sympathetic

medico as the first sign of accruing

importance and wealth.

The motion picture star adds a
personal physician to her staff, along
with her cook and chauffeur. "My
doctor says

—
" is the sure sign that a

player has arrived. And who can be-

grudge the darlings this symptom of
fame and temperament? Every wo-
man cherishes the luxury of having
someone who will talk to her only
about herself, who is paid to listen

to the most meticulous recital of her
strange and mysterious maladies, so
different from the trivial ailments

which other women prattle so end-
lessly about.

But the star is in the anomalous

By W. R. BENSON

position of needing to look always in

the best of health, even while her

soul craves the satisfaction of look-

ing interestingly pale and wan. The
stenographer who works two hours
late can come down the next morn-
ing minus rouge, and with her mouth
pathetically drooped, in flaunting

token of how cruelly the boss over-

works her. But if a star works all

night on a set and is called for nine

o'clock the next morning to do those

highly important ball room scenes,

she just has to arrive looking her

best, regardless of how much she

would like to languish and make the

mean old director sympathize with
her.

But, oh, doctor, doctor! How
you do get your innings ! You are

called post haste to the bedside of

the patient, by the trembling mother
of the celebrity, who fears that dear
daughter will die of overwork and
nerves, and that she and Papa will

have to go back to the farm or the

delicatessen shop. You ooze sym-
pathetically into the "sick room",
find your famous beauty propped in

a nest of silken cushions and rose-

buddy satin comforters, a lace and
ribbon cap on her golden curls, cun-
ning little mules at the bedside. You
are supposed to feel tempted to take
this glorious, interesting, poor little

sick darling in your arms and soothe
and protect her against the villains

Valentino got so wrought up
over a lot of things that he had
to go to the hospital to recover
from a nervous breakdown, and
the nurses got the "thrill that
comes once in a lifetime."
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Borrowing From The Chinese

"Are you ready, Doctor?" asks Bebe Daniels sweet-

ly, as she emerges from her undressing-room in the

"figger-fixer's" office.

who are exploiting her for their own

ghastly, mercenary reasons.
*
"Oh, Doctor, I'm so tired! We

worked until three A. M., and only

coffee and sandwiches, and such vile

sandwiches, too. My poor tummy

feels all upset. And my nerves! Oh,

doctor, I wonder if you couldn't give

me a little something to hring the

life hack into my poor tired body

—

poor little me ! Don't you feel sorry

for your girlie, doctor?"

A.
A Personal Interest

Lnd if you are the regulation

movie doctor, you pat her hand, or

kiss her, provided you have been her

doctor long enough—a week or so at

most usually qualifies you for these

privileges. For what earthly good is

a doctor who doesn't feel a personal

interest in his patient?

So' long as a star is healthy, is

not addicted to drugs, does not need

her doctor's assistance in procuring

her "good spirits", the doctor is in

clover. All he has to do is to keep

his patient believing that she is on

the verge of a nervous breakdown

and that only his kindly, personal

services, tinged with his undying-

love for her, can keep her off the

ragged edge. He is called in several

times a week, or, if he is well up on

his job, he makes it his business to

call several times a week without

being telephoned for. Such a pro-

cedure establishes his devotion, and

the fact that the patient is "delicate",

is just kept going by the intelligent

care of her physician.

es, the Hollywood doctor has

borrowed a leaf from the book of

the Chinese doctor, who is paid to

keep his patients well. As soon as

a Chinaman gets sick, the doctor's

pay stops. When he recovers, the

doctor is reinstated on the family

payroll. A lovely system, and one

which the American family would do

well to emulate. How many more

recoveries we would have ! What a

dearth of long hospital cases!

The star's doctor has to vary this

idea slightly, for he must keep the

star believing that she is just tremb-

ling on the verge of nervous prostra-

tion—the most fashionable of movie

complaints, for such presupposed

vital absorption in one's work and

the artistic temperament—and yet he

must do all in his power to keep his

patient, when she is really ill, from

becoming ill enough to have scare-

heads in the papers. For illness is

"bad publicity", that is, serious ill-

ness, which might impair the star's

ability or ruin her looks.

One of the latest to succumb to

the fashionable plaint of nervous

prostration is Valentino. Maybe he

wore himself out talking up that face

cream he is advertising or perhaps the

strain of helping to put on a beauty

contest in every town proved too

much for his delicate Latin tempera-

ment, but at any rate press dispatches

informed us of the harrowing fact

that "our Rudy" had to go to Johns

Hopkins, for a rest cure. Don't you

know the nurses got the "thrill that

comes once in a lifetime"?

When Viola Dana had appendici-

tis, that was good publicity.
,

It

was rather "cute" of her. Appendi-

citis is so seldom serious, and since

Viola is neither a vamp nor a bathing

beauty, the scar does not matter-

except as a matter of personal pride.

Viola, who is not good copy these

days, because she plugs along in the

same old line of "cutey-cute" stuff,

and doesn't seem to be getting mar-

ried very frequently or even engaged,

got quite a few "sticks" of publicity

out of her little operation. She got

mild sympathy from a public, ninety

per cent, of which has been operated

on for appendicitis, and she copped

off a good rest in the hospital.

On the other hand, Mabel Nor-

mand's long fight with incipient

tuberculosis, complicated with trou-
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bles which have not been diagnosed,

was very poor publicity and was
about as welcome to her press agent

as a "Wood Alcohol" label is to a

thirsty man of anti-Volstead tenden-

cies. And the doctor who would
have gossiped about Mabel's condi-

tion into the greedy ears of his non-

professional patients would have

been fired.

A Spicy Line of Gossip

"I I

ne of the chief reasons, by the

way, that a doctor likes a movie

clientele is that it gives him such a

nice spicy line of gossip to hand out

to his non-professional patients. Of
course he can't say uncomplimentary

things about them, for fear of the re-

marks reaching their sensitive

ears, but he can and does give a

hefty budget of newsy gossip,

with sly little insinuations with-

out names—but which the

delighted non-pro patient can

identify and repeat.

Every source of "inside" gos-

sip about the stars is industri-

ously farmed by tourists and

even residents of Hollywood and
Los Angeles ; hence the doctor

who has a long list of famous
players on his books has an in-

valuable asset, even though pic-

ture people are rather notorious-

ly poor pay.

One Hollywood physician has

a highly specialized "trade" as

a jag-breaker. When a star

—

male or female—quaffs too deep-

ly and can't snap out of the jag

in time to report for work, the

trusty "family" physician is

summoned in double quick,

strong measures are taken, and
the star is bullied and coaxed,

physically and mentally, into

soberness. A physician who special-

izes in souse-breaking was called to

the home of a certain fat comedian,

whose sun has recently set.

The voice which summoned him
did not belong to the fat unfortunate,

but it was thick with too much of

the good old rye. The physician

climbed out of his pajamas and into

his professional clothes in nothing
flat, hopped into his faithful road-

ster, broke all speed laws and was
soon at the comedian's home.
He rang the doorbell until he had

a crick in his wrist, but nobody an-

swered. At last, fearing the worst,

it that he had been hoaxed again,

calling a physician at ungodly hours
being some people's idea of a killing-

ly funny practical joke, the physician

broke into the house by way of a

kitchen window. He searched for

his patient, fearing to find a corpse,

but at last in the star's luxurious bed-

room he found a fully dressed, very
drunk and very dead-to-the-world

comedian. He had never looked so

comic in any of his side-splitting fea-

ture specials as he looked then, his

great fat limbs half off, half on the

silk coverlet, his great loose mouth
open and serving as an exit for

fumes and snores. His silk hat was
crushed under his head ; his white
spats were soiled ; his glassy shirt

front had been treated to at least a

third of the last drink he had ne-

blood-shot. His color was normal.
His walk was steady. The picture

went merrily on. No wonder the

wonder-working physician has a

large trade in stew-breaking. He
practically guarantees to take the
curse off of hangovers.

Prescription Writers

he physician who gets a
reputation for being a "good scout"

—in other words, the doctor chappie
who is willing to be reasonable when
a star drops m and tells him with a
wink that he has influenza, has been
bitten by a snake and is subject to

chills and fever, is sure of a large

practice. His success as an author
is assured. He gets on an average

of five dollars a word—a sum
which even our literary Kaiser
William would not sniff at. And
the fact that the "author" gets

very trite—using the same words
over and over—is not at all to his

discredit. His "writing" is even
more appreciated. And his pub-
lic is as wide as he wants.

But Hollywood's well organ-
ized bootleggers have somewhat
queered the game of the medical
fiction writers. The only reason
the medical man flourishes as a

bootlegger is that his stuff is

guaranteed to be bottled in bond
and the bootlegger, even though
you have trusted him for years,

may fall from grace and give

you perfumed poison, instead of

the natural-born Scotch you be-

lieve you are getting.

P
Obliging Liars

Sennett Ph
Phyllis Haver is contributing
her bit to the 150 pounds of ex-
cess poundage left behind in the
shop of the Hollywood "figger

fixer" every day.

gotiated. His face was bloated and
mottled with high blood pressure,

high liquor gauge, and suppressed

action of the heart. For the f-unny

man was at that stage of the game
so fat that his heart action was seri-

ously hampered at times.

And yet—the next morning the

comedian reported for work, ap-

parently as good as new. In his fat

and smiling face there were no signs

of dissipation. His eyes were not

hysicians who can lie

handsomely and convincingly

are in great demand, for an en-

tirely different reason than those

given above. When directors get

to going' rood on a picture,

they often become "unreason-

able", at least in the opinion of the

overworked star. A director seems

to have no limit to his own strength

and to expect the same of others

—

say the abused players. And they just

naturally must slip away to rest a

bit—preferably to Tia Juana or

Coronado, or even Riverside. Or a

night party is on and a cruel director

insists 011 making the rain exteriors.

What is nicer than to have a physician

who can see that the star is suffering

(Continued <>n page 84)
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Hollywood's LOVE SEERS
The real Father Confessor of Hollywood is the Clairvoyant,

How he Gains the Confidence of his Victims and how he Often

Fleeces them is Exposed in this Revealing Article

By JOHN REYNOLDS PARKERIT
JL A- ollywood, the capital of Mo-
ronia, bows before unknown gods.

Necromancy, mesmerism, spiritual-

ism—like children, they are fas-

cinated by the occult and unknown.

Few know it, but countless cinema

lives are regulated by the advice and

forecasts given by some medium or

clairvoyant. Palm-readers, crystal-

qazers and other "seers" are the real

father-confessors of Hollywood.

There is one famous woman star,

whose name is known and loved the

world over, who never signs a con-

tract until she has had an occult visi-

tation.

Consultant to Cupid

There is another star, a man
who has had four wives. His first

marriage was contracted against the

advice of all his friends. He married

a regular little butterfly of a girl,

sweet and pretty and gay and co-

quettish. And naturally, when he

had married her, the qualities that

had so attracted him as a sweet-

heart became intolerable in

wife. He expected her to stay

sweet and pretty, but he

wanted the gaiety to turn

to "settled" content-

ment and the co-

quettishness to

wifely solici-

tude. But it

didn't. And so they were estranged,

until her flirtatious instincts led her

into a compromising situation which

resulted in a divorce.

Do clothes hamper the true

expression of one's aura? A
certain Hollywood "love seer"

told his credulous clients that

such was the case.

Do you know why Ora
Carewe married John Howard?
How did a clairvoyant know

about William Desmond
Taylor's Dr. Jekyl-and-Mr.-
Hyde life?

The answers are in this story

of Hollywood's "love seers".

The husband is domestic in his

instincts. He passionately de-

sires a happy and comfortable

home life. So he has tried

marriage three times since, and the

second and third marriages were as

unhappy as the first. So he decided

that his judgment was poor and his

friends' judgment was poor and he

consulted a crystal-gazer for advice

as to the fourth match. The crystal-

gazer was a woman and a clever one.

She looked him over and saw at once

that what he needed was a nice,

quiet little home body, pretty enough

to be soothing to the eye but not so

much so as to attract other moths to

the candle.

She had another client, just such

a girl as the one described. The girl

was a newspaper writer of about 26,

who had begun to feel

that a career left

the heart strange-

ly empty and was
simply ripe for

romance. She had

confessed as much
to the clairvoyant.

So the clairvoy-

ant, being a kind

woman as well as

While a ghastly

silence reigns,

suddenly there
appears a dim,

shadowy form.
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a clever one, predicted to the man
that he would soon meet this girl,

who was his soul mate, predestined

for him through the ages. She
sugar-coated the pill by a little

romantic tale of how these two had
been sweethearts in countless in-

carnations, and how his previous

marriages in the present life had been

penance for a sin committed in his

former incarnation as a Spanish cav-

alier. Then she introduced the two
and naturally, with such a start as

that, a romance was soon culminated

in marriage, and a happy one.

That man now swears by the crys-

tal-gazer and goes to her for every-

thing.

The Love Seer

Not all clairvoyants are so kindly

and so disinterested, however. One
rogue, recently raided by the police,

specialized in romantic women.
He had among his customers many

little extra girls who were terribly

ambitious, as well as single women
who felt that a loveless life was dead
sea fruit. He advertised that he

could analyze a woman's aura, so

that he could tell just what kind of

man she could attract most easily.

The girls would visit him in his

dingy little "office", a double-room in

a shabby building in an old part of

downtown Los Angeles. Then, after

a pseudo-scientific discussion of

auras and soul radiations, he would
inform them suavely that clothes

hampered the expression of the aura,

and would they kindly remove them ?

Some of the silly little things did,

until one more strong-minded woman
smacked him over his leering face

with her parasol and went and told

the police.

Dagmar Godowsky Believes in

Occult

Dagmar Godowsky, the beautiful

dark-haired wife of Frank Mayo, is

a devout believer in the occult. So
is her mother, the wife of the pian-

ist, Leopold Godowsky. Dagmar
would consult her "spiritual adviser"
much more frequently than she does,

were it not for her husband, who has
no faith in seers.

Grace Darmond has an entirely

practical and commercial use for

spiritualists. She recently wanted to

dispose of. a piece of real estate—sell-

ing real estate is distinctly good form
in Hollywood—so she consulted a

palmist. He advised her to sell, she

did, and made a handsome profit.

How They Are Fooled

The credulous and gullible clients

are often separated from their money
and sometimes from their good name
by unscrupulous clairvoyants.

A favorite method of gaining in-

formation about a new client is to

have an assistant underneath the

table. The client puts her purse in

her lap and her hands on the table.

While the medium holds her atten-

tion, the assistant gently opens the

purse, notes any card or letter that

might give information as to the

name or profession, and then startles

the innocent questioner with in-

formation as to her identity.

The table trick is a common one,

too. The medium sits opposite his

client across a bare-topped table.

The room is darkened. Both place

their hands in the center of the table,

finger-tips touching finger-tips. The
medium instructs the client to "con-

centrate".

Any questions that may be asked
will be answered by raps on the

table. One rap means no ; two, yes.

The medium calls on the spirits

in a most mysterious voice. The
clients' hands begin to tremble ; fa-

tigue from holding them still and
nervousness do it. Then the medium
lightly taps the table with the tip of

his thumb. And then, while the

client gasps, the medium, playing on
the poor innocent's emotions as a
musician plays on his instrument,

gives the table a quick push with his

knee. Spirits are moving the table!

Sometimes, the spirits of the dead
are invoked to fool grieving bereaved
folk. The room is always in dense
darkness. The medium calls on the

spirit of the departed to appear.

While a ghastly silence reigns, sud-
denly there appears dim shadowy
forms, floating about the room, now
high and now low. The most scepti-

cal are convinced. But* in reality the

"apparition" is an accomplice dressed
in white cloth dipped in phosphorus,
which gives a dim, ghostly light. He
partly hides the whiteness of his garb
by an enveloping black wrap, and
when he wishes to vanish he engulfs

himself in the cloak. Before the

lights are flashed on, he has disap-

peared into his hiding place.

Ora Carewe Asks Aid

Before her recent and sudden
marriage with John Howard, the

millionaire salad-dressing man, Ora
Carewe consulted a clairvoyant. She
was besieged by three suitors. All

of them were equally desirable and
she liked them all about the same.
What should she do?
The medium predicted that she

would marry a brunette young man,
who was an Easterner. His parents
would be wealthy. He predicted that

the wedding would be a sudden one.

It was. After refusing to marry
Howard, Miss Carewe suddenly
changed her mind and married him
the next afternoon. Howard is

dark, comes from Haverhill, Mass.,

and is very wealthy.

Predicted Fame for Barbara

When Barbara LaMarr was writ-

ing scenarios, with no thought of

going into the acting end of the busi-

ness, a medium predicted that she

would some day be a great artiste of

the screen. And today, just as the

medium predicted, she is the most
conspicuous siren of screenland,

popular and sought-after.

Warned William Taylor

A seer warned William Desmond
Taylor against an untimely end.

Taylor was a cultured, highly edu-

cated man, who had lived a full life.

One day he went to consult a Ma-
dame L— , a recognized clairvoyant.

She unfolded to him the pages of his

colorful history and brought again

before him the scenes of his earlier

life in New York at a time when he

led a weird Jekyl-and-Hyde life of

Society club-man and Bowery drunk-

ard. Police authorities afterward

found that this was fact.

Fact and fancy, truth and fraud,

all are found in the eery realm of

spirits. And the film folk, tempera-

mentally impressionable, bow to the

edict of the supernatural.
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The Movie Gamble
The Small Town Exhibitor says Booking Pictures is a Gamble that

Makes Poker with the Deuces and Joker TVild

Look Like Mumblety-Peg

By ONE OF THEM

F.OR the manager of a small

town movie theatre to set himself

up as a critic is presumptuous, I

know.

It is a well-known fact that the

small-town exhibitor doesn't know

a good picture when he sees one, and

that his taste is all in his mouth

—

any high-brow critic will tell you

so. But just the same he has a pretty

keen idea of how the movies get that

way.

We exhibitors have just one gauge

of a good picture : its money-making

powers. If it packs 'em in, it's a

great picture. If it fails to bring the

people out, it's a flop.

Small Town Taste Is Good

he critics are always accusing

the people of the small town of hav-

ing low tastes, pointing out as proof

that high-class pictures like Blood

and Sand and Disraeli go over big

in the cities but fail dismally in the

"provinces," as they patronizingly

dub the rest of the country.

Pictures like Blood and Sand and

Disraeli appeal to cultivated tastes.

In the big city there are many
audiences; there is an audience for

the subtle drama, an audience for

the risque farce, and an audience for

the sentimental love story.

The same types exist in the small

town in exactly the same proportion !

Only, as the population of a village

is very limited, there are not enough

theatre-goers of sophisticated tastes

to provide an audience for such films.

The exhibitor must choose a picture

that will appeal to all of the types

among his patrons. And as there are

more who prefer the obvious story

with a punch and a good strong love

interest to problem drama, naturally

the exhibitor chooses a story with a

broad appeal for his theatre.
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They Want to Relax

he majority of people who go

to the theatre want to relax. In my
community, my patrons are mostly

persons who work hard. They like to

laugh and occasionally, to cry. They

like to see their own lives pictured in

an idealized and happier vein.

When I want to be sure of pulling

a full house, I book a picture like

Pollyanna, or Mrs. Wiggs of the

Cabbage Patch or The Old Nest.

Sentimentality—that's the gravy for

my patrons

!

Nazimova Doesn't Appeal

azimova simply doesn't go over

with my audiences, nor does she ap-

peal in any small town that I ever

heard of. After Camille, I vowed

"never again !" I packed 'em in, but

only because that boy Valentino was

featured with her. And at that, about

101 per cent were disappointed, be-

cause the only close-ups the boy got

were shots of his hands or the back

of his . head. The last reel was ter-

rible. If that is acting, I'm a cake-

eater !

The Sin Flood caused a greater

variety of comments than any picture

I ever ran. Some people thought it

was very good and some declared it-

was terrible. They argued over it so

much that the next night almost

everybody in town turned out to see

for themselves. Which was good for

and usually copper them, go into the

silence for prayer and meditation,

and even then I never know for sure

whether the picture I book will turn

out a wow or a terrible lemon. This

picture game is a gamble that would

make a poker game with the sky the
(

limit and deuces and joker wild look

like mumblety-peg.

Once upon a time I used to pay out

good money to book pictures that

were endorsed by the exhibitors of

some of the big city theatres. When
Mr. Blank of the So-and-So theatre

in New York came out in print, say-

ing that Left at the Altar is the great-

est picture of the century and that it

was lifting the mortgage from the old

homestead for him, why naturally,

I burned up the wires trying to

book Left at the Altar. I didn't

know then that the So-and-So thea-

tre was owned by the producing com-

pany that made Left at The Altar,

and that Mr. Blank would have to

say that the picture was a wonder or

lose his job.

me.

Booking the Films

iS> ome exhibitors book their films

by what the salesmen tell them. And
very soon the sheriff's notice is tacked

on their door. I note what other

theatre-owners have done with the

pictures, study the critic's comments

Photos Fooled Me

A,nother little trick that has cost

me a good bit of money in the past is

the photograph exploitation stunt. A
distributor would run a photograph

of a big mob pushing and shoving

to get in to see He Loved Her, but

She Left Him Flat.

Figuring that a picture good

enough to make a mob break the po-

lice lines was good enough for me, I

booked that "great, gripping human

drama that the whole world loved," to

quote from the salesman's line. I even

got the village constable to be on hand

to keep order when the crowd tried

to rush the gate. But somehow the

film didn't seem to grip the citizens

of the fair village of Greensville.

Only 33 persons showed up and the

(Continued on page 100)
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We
Scenario

Writers

No. 18362 is writing just the
sweetest little thing about a
regular little sunbeam of a girl,
who brings joy into the lives of
all about her by her unfailing
cheerfulness and falling down
a fire escape. His work is
dreadfully broken into but he's
got lots of time after all. He's
in for life.

Herbert isn't going to sell
ladies' lingerie all his life. No
sir. Just as soon as he can find a
producer who recognizes genius
when he sees it, Herbert is go-
ing to leave Terre Haute flat
and go on to Hollywood.

Clarice has been
studying Edith M.
Hull and Elinor
Glyn for a whole
month now, and
just as soon as she
can get a Saturday
afternoon off from
the ' office, she's
going to write a
scenario for Ro-
dolph Valentino,
with lots and lots
of close-ups in it.

She just knows she
can do it; think
how many unin-
telligent persons
are coining for-
tunes doing it. As
well as really
achieving s o m e-
thing worth while.

Mrs. Babcock (Susie Per-
kins as was) always used to
have to read her compositions
before the class, when she
went to school. And now that
Mr. Babcock is acting so un-
reasonably about giving up his
old lodge that takes him out a
whole evening every week,
Mrs. Babcock is thinking seri-
ously about taking up photo-
play writing as a profession.
She has just about decided to
subscribe for a correspon-
dence course and pay for it

out of the grocery money.
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BETRAYED!

What Treacherous Pens

Reveal

To RITA LONG

Mae Busch conceals innate refinement beneath a
veneer of "hard-boiled" sophistication.

aloria Swanson is a proud wo-

man, an argumentative woman. She

dislikes to "give in" to anyone. She

is ardent and impulsive, and has a

fine sense of values. She requires

ohedience to her will, both from her

friends and her servants. She is

keenly intelligent and is true to her

own standards.

Mae Busch, on the other hand, is

masculine where Gloria is wholly

feminine in type. She is in love

with life, is ardent in both work and

play and expresses her emotions in

physical activity. She conceals an in-

nate refinement by a veneer of

sophistication, what the slang term

calls "hard-boiled". She is subject

to moods.

How do I know this? I have

never met either Miss Swanson or

Miss Busch, nor have I ever spoken

a word with them. Indeed, I have

seen them rarely on the screen. Yet

I am as sure of these facts as I am
of my own name, for I have samples

of their handwriting before me as I

write.

Rodolph Valentino has an aris-

tocratic hand. His writing de-

notes a fencing attitude, as if

he were at rapier points with
life.

Handwriting Betrays
Character

he handwriting is

one of the surest be-

trayals of character.

Just as lines on the

palm are indicative of

character, so are the

shadings and lines of

our handwriting signi-

ficant of the passions

and personality of the

writer.

-We cannot take our

pen in hand to indite

even a brief, curt busi-

ness note without be-

traying to the trained

eye much more than

the context of the mes-

sage conveys. Every

Harold Lloyd loves admira-
tion, even as you and I.
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stroke of the pen shows forth our

education, our habits and tastes—in

short, our life as summed up in our

character.

In our character there are al-

ways conflicting elements. Our
writing may indicate both the

positive and the negative, the

good and the bad attributes.

One graphic sign never destroys

another, but the stronger controls

the weaker. If one is truly trying

to overcome one's weaknesses, one's

progress in the upward struggle is

inevitably registered in the handwrit-

ing; little by little the negative signs

disappear.

The objection that writing is

merely a matter of education, the

style of penmanship that one is

taught in school is easily set aside.

Writing under the guidance of a

teacher is not individuality. As soon

as the student is past this grade, he
rejects all rules and conformities and

May McAvoy's signature shows
force of character rather than

talent.

adopts a style of his own. The hand-

writing does not become fixed until

character is formed.

The down-ward stroke of the tail

of the letter d, with the append-
ing hook, tells of the bull-dog
fighting spirit possessed by poor

Wallace Reid

A,beautiful script does

not signify a beautiful char-

acter, any more than poor

writing constitutes a bad
character.

Bessie Love's handwriting,

for instance, would
never win a penman-
ship prize. It is legi-

ble, which is all that

is necessary, but it is

not beautiful in line

nor shading. But it re-

veals a beautiful dis-

position. Miss Love

is vivacious and energetic. She is

sincere and conscientious, with an
ability to fight against odds. She is

a quick thinker, a hard worker and
has busines ability.
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The Handwriting Changes

7 never write the same way twice,"

is often told me. That is evidence

that the intelligence, the moods and

the state of health all control the

writers. The hand that today pens

words of grief may tomorrow write

a purely mental theme. It is natural

to suppose that the writer expresses

through his fingers what his eyes and

spoken words portray.

Eleanor Boardman de-

sires admiration. She
has great ability, espe-
cially along musical

lines.

It is interesting to

note specimens of hand-

writing a t different

stages of a person's ca-

reer. For instance, at one

stage a man may have

the reputation of being

extremely lavish with

money, because he has

never known the respon-

sibility of earning it.

J lis penmanship will un-

consciously display the

same lavishness—wide-

spreading words, indis-

criminate spacing, disre-

gard of quality and
quantity of material. But
let him become dispos-

sessed of his support or

be placed in control of

funds, from which the

proceeds will revert to

him, and note the scru-

Bessie Love's handwriting belies
her personal appearance. She
looks like a clinging vine, but
her writing shows her to be a
fighter against odds, a quick
thinker and a good business

woman.

pulous care with which he will handle

those finances. Gradually his writ-

ing will change. It will become more
compact, more cramped, and eviden-

ces of system and economy will be-

come visible.

I wonder if this change is notice-

able in Douglas Fairbanks' penman-
ship. Today, his writing is exactly

opposite from his exuberant out-

ward appearance, as you see him on

the screen. His writing shows an

extreme closeness in financial mat-

ters. He is very cautious. On the

other hand, he is tender in love, and
full of masculine vigor. He is tem-

peramental, diplomatic and versatile,

with a vivid imagination.

ly in character, growing more serious

and womanly. She has a probing,

inquisitive mind and loves pleasure.

Mary Miles Minter has no force,

according to her handwriting. She
is sweet and gentle, but does not in-

spire enthusiasm. She has no
"punch" to her.

Blanche Sweet is Fastidious

JS lanche sweet's penmanship
shows she is far-seeing, in some
things. Determination and will pow-
er flow through her hand. She is

very fastidious. I imagine her house
is neat as a pin, always. She has an

analytical, penetrating mind, rather

self-sufficient, a bit in-

tolerant but endowed
with good sense. She is

the kind that would be

faithful unto death, a

one-man woman.
Indolent, cruel and

luxury-loving is Pola

Negri. Her signature,

a broad, ruthless sweep
that looks as if it had

been made with a brush,

shows that she is ex-

tremely sensuous, even

sensual. Whimsical but

not sentimental, brutally

willful, despotic, pas-

sionate, she courts flat-

tery and will brook no

opposition.

Valentino Has Courtly
Hand

R,

Lois Wilson is more magnetic than

she thinks she is.

Mary Pickford, his beautiful wife,

is an ideal mate for him. Her pen-

manship shows a tendency to ex-

treme economy also. She is even a
better business executive that she is

an actress, independent, quick-tem-

pered, but amenable at times to sug-

gestions from people she cares for.

Bebe Daniels Loves Pleasure

ODOLPii Valentino
has an aristocratic hand.

The charge that he is of

peasant origin is not con- •

firmed by his handwrit-

ing. His writing de-

notes a fencing attitude,

as if he were at rapier

points with life. He is

(Continued on page 101)

B ebe daniels is a highly nervous

type. She is erratic and impatient,

and seems to be trying to find her-

self. I think she is changing radical-

Conrad Nagel is forceful and
aggressive. He has a passionate-
ly loving nature, full of magne-
tism and charm. He is large-

hearted and would not betray
even an enemy.
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One Engagement doesn't make a Marriage, any
more than One Swallow makes a Drink

The Betrothal Brigade
An Engagement Announcement establishes
Somebody s Intentions to do Something if

Something Else Happens,

ofwr r hy all this publishing

the banns in Hollywood ?

Daily I have made my pilgrimage

to the Mecca of the Movies, as the

cocktail shakers sound the knell of

parting day, to learn the reason why
the betrothal barometer registers

such high pressure over the place.

There must be a "why" for all this

careless juggling of solitaires. But
even when they have been left un-
guarded for a moment by their Pooh
Bahs, the stars have been arch and
reticent in their answers.

Nevertheless they are falling all

over each other in their rush to pillow
their heads on the matrimonial block,
in such profusion that one can find

every kind of engagement from per-
ennial to perfunctory in Hollywood.
Every day is counted lost which

does not mark another train of cellu-

loid lovers for the marital loop-the-
loop.

"Keeding Him Along"

Even the mighty have fallen, for
now comes James Kirkwood, whom
the Kliegs have blistered for years
and years, dragging Lila Lee to the

opines H. H. K. Willis

Do you Like to Laugh?

Then you'll love this witty ar-
ticle, by a clever young news-
paper man who knows Holly-
wood like a book—and likes it
anyway. Here are some of his
good lines.

Claire Windsor is as baffling
as a tangled union suit on a
wintry morning.
Pola was the greatest thing

Charlie saw in Europe. When
she came to Hollywood, he was
on her front porch as consist-
ently as the door-mat.

Charlie lacked subtlety as a
lover. He was as open as a
chicken-wire vest.
Film stars take their marriage

vows as they take their baths—
suddenly, but I hope more
pleasurably.
An engagement announcement

gives the gossips lock-jaw and
precludes any cutting letters
from Elder Hays.
There are many more like

these in this story. Read it!

altar. Report says so, though Jeems
says not. Mama Lee says "Lila is

just 'keeding' him along", but Lila
wears his gift, a pear-shaped dia-
mond.

His intensely realistic portrayal of

a religious role is said to have won
Mama Lee's blessing, in a momentary
lapse of the vigilance she has main-
tained since it was noised around that
Lila was a logical second Mrs.
Chaplin.

An actor who could so nearly at-
tain the angelic in the shadow-world
should certainly be a good matri-
monial risk, is the way she is said
to have figured, though Jeems' first

matrimonial vehicle developed a flat

tire.

The Betrothal Brigade

All Hollywood is divided into
four classes, as regards engagements.
Every Tuesday night "The Nut
House", as one neophyte vacuously
termed the Ambassador's Cocoanut
Grove, fairly bristles with the forces
of the Betrothal Brigade.

There are those who want to be
engaged and can't; and those who
oughtn't to be and are; those who
ought to be and aren't; and those
who are.

My first three classes must go un-
wept, unhonored and unsung. My
typewriter is so ticklish upon such a
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hair-trigger topic that I fear its prod-

uct might not balance on the edge

of the libel laws.

Nor have I any fire insurance on

my Underwood.

Take it from me, though illuminat-

ing instances of bizarre betrothals

would make my fortune at so much a

word, I needs must be silent as to

those who are included by the three

dangerous states, bounded on all

sides by matrimony.

While these reverse English liai-

sons are both interesting and un-

usual, they have no purpose here,

for though they could both adorn

this tale and point a moral, Holly-

wood has no use for anything so

arbitrary.

So, beating back to the safety

zone, let me say that the last class is

sub-divided.

One sub-division embraces the

permanently betrothed, such as Bill

Russell and Helen Ferguson, who

have been openly contemplating

matrimony, off and on, for at least

three years.

The other holds the minute-men of

matrimony and the ladies' auxiliary,

who are in and out of the affianced

state as often as Charlie Chaplin was

reported to be, until Jesse Lasky

turned importer and snared Pola

Negri.

Both of these subdivisions are my
concern.

The Chaplin-Negri Engagement

First let us lamp that hardy per-

ennial, the Chaplin-Negri engage-

ment, which can be taken as a har-

binger of this present popularity of

the plighting of the troth, though it

remains to be seen whether or not

they have each put a foot in it.

Pola was the greatest thing Charlie

saw in Europe. His assertedly in-

vulnerable insulation against the wiles

of feminine pulse-flutterers was ir-

reparably shrivelled by her high-volt-

age glances.

She came to Hollywood, and Char-

lie was on her front porch almost as

consistently as the door-mat. Every-

where that Pola went, Charlie was

sure to go.

Yelps that the Monroe Doctrine

should be extended to include Pola

went up from motion picture mamas
with marriageable daughters, when

the Purveyor of Purviance became

as fatuous and as fervent as a whis-

kerless school-boy.
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Then came the clack of gossip

—

that still-water gossip of Hollywood,

the kind that runs deep and dirty.

For Charlie as a suitor lacked sub-

tlety, an unforgivable sin in the "sau-

'On their wedding day, Charlie

will probably trundle Pola from
the Old Ladies' Home in her

wheel chair, and go cautiously to

keep from tripping on his beard."

sage" factories. He was as open as a

chicken-wire vest. Hence the gos-

sips soaked him early and often, be-

tween the watch-pocket and the belt-

buckle.

What silences the spreaders of the

stuff that sears?

All gossip went glimmering when

Pola and Charlie, surrounded by re-

porters and a sixty-dollar-a-day suite

at Del Monte, told the world they

were engaged when everybody else

thought at least they were married.

Hook on to that fact.

Their romance is fairly typical of

the perennial classification of the

permanently engaged. Pola still does

not know whether she'll marry Char-

lie or not. Charlie is not doing any

cave-man stuff.

But, no matter what they have

done or intend to do, they have

started something. And in Holly-

wood we defy people who start

something or do- something different.

Sheepish Hollywood

The first side-burns in the stu-

dios were given an ovation, while the

first male to mooch toward the lot in

golf breeches was followed by gawp-

ing hundreds. They are going to

place a stucco bust of this gent in

the Writers' Club, and keep the

epochal pants under glass.

The barbers probably subsidized

the first wearer of the incipient Lord

Dundrearies, and the tailors endowed

him who first declared for freedom

of the shins and bared his calves to

the eyes of the populace. But Char-

lie and Pola have been left unnoticed

by those for whom they blazed the

trail.

Hollywood is strangely sheepish in

the way they play the follow-your-

leader stuff, which included finances

and fiances, after exhausting the pos-

sibilities of vaseline for the hair, tie-

less Byronian collars, plain and fancy

needle work, six reel pictures, Mexi-

can marriages and objects d'art.

The Lodge of Joy

To prove that Charlie and Pola

started this era of too many wedding

covenants not openly arrived at, I

shall open the Lodge of Joy by call-

ing the roll of the brethren and sis-

teren who are happily unmarried,

though their banns have been hinted

:

Colleen Moore, Pauline Starke,

J. Warren Kerrigan, Lois Wilson,

Jacqueline Logan, Katherine Mac-
Donald, Marie Prevost, Kenneth

Harlan, Agnes Ayres, Claire Wind-
sor, Dorothy Dalton, Mae Busch,

May McAvoy, Bobbie Agnew, Mary
Miles Minter. (If it wasn't for one

thing, even Bull Montana would have

a love-for-a-day and that thing

is Bull.) Though all these twinklers

have been mentioned in dispatches,

just who is engaged to whom is diffi-

cult to determine the quota-

tions change daily, just like the stock

market.

Some have denied being engaged,

while a few have admitted it. Others

believe in doing their engaging early

and not waiting to be entirely out of

some previous matrimonial woods.

It boots not whether they have

admitted it or denied it. One cannot

get smoke out of a pump, but one can

pump out smoke. And where there's

smoke, there's something on the fire.

Some of the recently affianced are

so blissfully dazed by the mystery

and wonderment of it all that it

would take a pulmotor to make them

tell their right names. This is one

reason for the denials.

"Are you engaged or are you

not?" was a last desperate pumping

of mine the other day, when Agnes

Ayres was on the other end of the

handle
"Yes", she said demurely, proving

she could think and breathe at the

same time.

Cupid's Questionnaire

At a waffle hunt staged on a re-

cent Sunday at the Writers' Club,

over fifty of filmdom's prettiest had

a questionnaire placed in their lily-

whites, while their minds were dis-
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tracted by the corrugated pan-cakes.

The questionnaire asked for infor-

mation as to whether they were has-

beens, want-to-bes or tiever-wuzzes,

in regard to matrimony. And since

their names were to be kept secret,

all were besought to tell the truth.

They did, amazingly.

Fifty girls answered the ques-

tions. Of this total, four were

widows of the grass variety; four,

of the kind called sod; seven were

married and eleven were confirmed

spinsters. Thus the total of solitaire

eligibles was reduced at once to two

dozen, since the other twenty- six

ought to have known better by reason

of past performances.

Of the two dozen, nine told the

truth and fessed up to unfulfilled

promises, while the forlorn fifteen

either signified they were open for

proposals or continued to dissemble.

Now for the blistering fact:

The batch of two dozen admitted

that in toto they had been engaged

two hundred and twenty-two times,

or nearly ten times apiece. Since

their average age is twenty-two, it

must be one of the things they do

best.

Faire, Helen Ferguson, Maryon Aye
and Virginia Valli. May God have

mercy on their souls! Some of

these thrill-throttlers may now be in

the throes of matrimony, I can't

swear to it, as their matrimonial sta-

tus varies rapidly, subject to strikes,

riots, acts of
divine Providence

and other contin-

gencies beyond our

control.

What Says

Claire Windsor

She who has

overcome the name
of Ola Cronk with

the euphonious

moniker of Claire

Windsor is equally

as subtle on the

subject of engage-

ments. Every week

her name has been

linked with an-

other's, since Char-

lie Chaplin was

suspected of being

her fiance.

turedom should be careful when they

spring something new on the lesser

studio lights. For although the ma-

jor twinklers can get away with the

bizarre, perhaps those with the dim-

mers still on their renown will be un-

able to make the grade which the

"Now comes James Kirkwood, whom the Khegs
have blistered for years and years, dragging

Lila Lee to the altar. Report says so though
Jeems says not.'*

"The first male to mooch toward the studios in

golf breeches was followed by gawping thou-

sands. They are going to place a stucco bust

of this gent in the Writers' Club and keep the

epochal pants under glass."

The number of scalps to each

charmer's credit ran all the way from

one to numerous, and one miss even

testified that she used to do nothing

else but.

Here are a few of the most promi-

nent pulse-warmers who told the

truth for once: Priscilla Dean, Car-

mel Myers, Fritzi Ridgway, Lois

Wilson, Clara Horton, Virginia

from Cawker

she was born.'

Asked if she had

any immediate mat-

rimonial prospects,

she pulled a petal

from a rose and al-

lowed it to flutter

to the floor.

"Even if I had,"

she smiled, "do you

think I would tell

you?"
She is as baffling

as a tangled union

suit on a wintry

morning, and this

retort has given her

a reputation for be-

ing quite a wag
among the report-

ers, whom she told

that she found
"New York alto-

get h e r different

City, Kansas, where

A Little Matrimony

But there was none of this de-

ception until Pola and Charlie mas-

tered the art of keeping silent by

saying nothing. They started all this

and will be held responsible for the

results. Really, the planets of pic-

higher-ups take on high.

Both Pola and Charlie have learned

that a little matrimony is a dangerous

thing, but from now on they must

bear the blame if the era of engage-

ments does not result in more orange

blossoms and birth notices and less

speculation than it has to date.

Daily the beleaguered benedicts are

growing fewer, there are no new ones

bobbing up to be made divorcees.

If the permanently engaged aren't

careful, someone will be organizing

a League to Enforce Matrimony, and

start writing nasty letters to the

newspapers as the first step in the

campaign. Really, the affianced

should be forced to sign a paper

a cross between a promissory note

and a first mortgage, reading "Sixty

days after date or upon demand I

promise to wed, etc., etc."

The present procedure has upset

all the cherished old traditions of

Hollywood, Mabel Normand in-

cluded. When stars marry, they hop

to it at once. They take their vows

as they do their cold baths, suddenly

but I hope more pleasurably.

Because of the infallibility of this

unwritten law, I think that on their

wedding day, Charlie will trundle

f Continued on page 102)
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Rubberneck Escorts
It's a JVise Tourist that Knows his own Guide, says

LESLIE CURTIS

The "rubberneck busses" always point out the homes of movie stars, and not
always correctly. Lillian and Dorothy Gish used to live in a beautiful white
house in a smart residence district in Los Angeles. Though they have been
in New York for four years, the "rubberneck" guides still announce, "On the
right is the home of the famous Gish girls."
One day two large women from Iowa who now occupy the house were seated

on the terrace as the bus went by. "This is the home of the Gish girls, and
there they are on the terrace," proclaimed the guide. A startled silence was
broken by a voice from the back seat:
"My God, how they've grown!"

Every great industry has its

parasitic hangers on—quick-witted

adventurers who thrive on the foibles

Of the higher ups—and the very na-

ture of the motion picture business

makes it a rich playground for tri-

flers of every type.

Thousands of people live on the

fringe of the movie world, such as

dress-makers, hair-dressers, photog-

raphers, publicity men (and women),
maids, valets, servants of all kinds

and the various merchants who cater

to the trade of the famous ones.

These, of course, are entirely legiti-

mate and necessary adjuncts .of the

shadow industry. Without publicity,

the motion picture could not exist,

and without designers, modistes and
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hair-dressers, where would Gloria

Swanson be?

In New York and other large

cities, it is now possible to rent an

escort of either sex for an evening's

entertainment. In Los Angeles re-

cently, a man advertised that for five

dollars an hour and expenses he

would act as escort for any strange

and lonely lady. One of the leading

newspapers deputized an attractive

sob-sister to take rooms at the Alex-

andria under another name and en-

gage the gentleman for dinner at the

Ambassador. This was done and the

supposedly strange and lonely widow
had no difficulty in securing the en-

terprising advertiser. He turned out

to be a very handsome "man of the

world," with a wealth of small talk,

but he let his foot slip when he asked

about her worldly goods and just

how she had invested her money.

Some unsophisticated woman might

fall for this line of questioning, but

the clever newspaper woman saw
through the scheme at once and

wrote the affair up the next morning.

'Charlie Looks So Different"

7
1

.he great curiosity engendered

by the fame of movie stars opens up

a very lucrative business for adven-

turers and it is surprising how many
people live by showing tourists the

homes of stars, the studios and the

stars themselves. In some of the
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cafes frequented by moving picture

people, these parasites have been

known to step up to a table and whis-

per, '"For twenty-five cents, I will

point out the celebrities". Naturally,

old Mrs. Ezra Snodgrass of State

Center, Ioway, is "just crazy to see

them there movie stars," so she glad-

ly pays the stranger for his services.

It is more than likely that he does not

know any celebrities even by sight,

but he points out some peroxide can-

dy girl lunching with her laundry

driver, as "Claire Windsor and Char-

lie Chaplin". Mrs. Snodgrass is

thrilled to the marrow, although she

thinks "Charlie looks so different on

the screen". This at least is true,

but everybody is happy, for the faker

gets his two bits and Mrs. Snodgrass

goes back to State Center a local

heroine for having gazed upon the

Gods.

Sometimes most laughable inci-

dents take place in these cafes. A
party of Eastern school teachers of-

fered a dollar to their waiter if he

would point out the movie stars. He
happened to be a new man who had

arrived from Chicago only a few days

before and he did not know one ac-

tor from another. Still, he wasn't

going to let that easy dollar get

away, so he pointed out a clothing

salesman as Douglas Fairbanks and

an extra girl with curls as Mary
Pickford.

No sooner were the words out of

his mouth than one of the school-

teachers dashed over to the extra

girl's table.

"Oh, Miss Pickford," she gushed,

"I am so happy to see you. You
know I've read so much about you

that I just feel I know you
!"

The waiter was paralyzed, but the

extra girl was equal to the occasion.

Mary's reputation for womanly

sweetness suffered not a whit in the

way she responded to the impulsive

greeting of the enthusiastic fan.

Mary could not have done better

herself and she ought to give the

humble extra a rhine-stone tiara or

a cut glass make-up box in apprecia-

tion. Think of the situation if the

extra girl had possessed no sense of

humor and had said "Say what's

eatin' yuh! Can the comedy, kid!"

A Case of Mistaken Identity

^7akmel myers tells this one on

herself. One day she was working

on a Universal set, when a bustling

woman from Kansas rushed up to

her and said

:

"Oh my dear, I am so happy to

see you in the flesh. You are my
favorite actress, and my little

daughter is mad about you. Your

work is wonderful
!"

All through the monologue, the

beaming Mrs. Myers sat and exuded

pride, that this popular actress was

her daughter. But her beams faded

and Carmel's blushes passed when

the bustling lady squeezed her hand

and said.

"Well, good-bye, Miss Dean, I am
so glad to have met you!" Any
striking brunette looked like Priscilla

Dean to the lady from Kansas.

Another time, Robert Cain, one

of the screens most polished villains,

was pointed out as Lew Cody and

had a dreadful time explaining to a

curious female that he was not the

famous "he-vamp." The woman
would not be convinced much to the

amusement of a young lady he was

entertaining.

"My God, how they've grown!"

e homes of stars are of great

interest to fans everywhere. Many
of the "rubberneck" busses feature

these, and not often correctly.

Lillian and Dorothy Gish once lived

in a beautiful white mansion in the

best residence district of Los An-
geles. Although they have been in

New York for nearly four years, the

"rubberneck" guides are still an-

nouncing, "To the right is the home
of the famous Gish girls". One day

two large women who now occupy

the house were seated on the terrace,

as the sightseeing bus went by.

"This is the home of Lillian and

Dorothy Gish," said the megaphone.

"There they are now, on the terrace."

The eager tourists were all eyes and

exclamations. "The famous Gish

girls!" "How perfectly thrilling!"

But from a man in the back seat

came a sincere expression of sur-

prise, "My God, how they've grown !"

Many people who hire out as

guides are rankly incompetent. They

point out any imposing residence as

the home of any star they happen to

think of, and the innocent tourist has

no way to verify the statement.

A bevy of giggling girls once de-

scended upon the home of a hard

shell Baptist Minister with the re-

quest, "We came to see Eugene O'

Brien", as the direct result of misin-

formation given out by a bus driver.

Whether or not the minister ever

looked the same may never be

known, but his "aghastness" over

this incident was not assumed.

Of course, if one knows residents

of Hollywood or Los Angeles who
are interested in the movie people,

there is little likelihood of being de-

ceived. Nearly all tourists are in-

terested in their particular favorites

and many local residents take great

pleasure in showing their visitors

around. The homes of Nazimova,

Bill Hart and the late Wallace Reid

are within a few rods of each other,

while Charles Ray, May Allisqn,

Viola Dana, "Doug and Mary",

Will Rogers, Gloria Swanson and

Tom Moore live in close proximity

at Beverly Hills.

Fannie Ward's Home

Fannie ward's home was for a
'

number of years the wonder of the

"rubberneck" world. A beautiful

white palace, with grounds land-

scaped in every direction and filled

with rare specimens of tropical foli-

age, through which peeped mysteri-

ous pergolas, lily ponds and rose

arbors—was perhaps the finest home

ever possessed by a movie star.

Fannie was famous for her. hospitali-

ty and held open house every Sun-

day afternoon for anyone in the pro-

fession. One can imagine the flock

of automobiles which surrounded the

grounds and the number of curious

people who lined up to watch the

celebrities alight. Following Fan-

nie's departure for Europe, Allan

Dwan took the house, and while he

did not have the vast numbers who
came to loiter around Fannie's side-

board, his guests were all of great

interest to the neighbors.

In view of. the curiosity evinced

by the public, it is strange that some-

one does not start a bona-fide tour

of Hollywood, following a regular

route and giving genuine information.

Thousands of tourists would be wil-

ling to pay as much as five dollars

for such a trip. Stops could be

made at each place of interest for

camera) pictures and the public would

get value received instead of hap-

hazard information.

People in public life are bothered

to death by friends who wish to visit

the studios. Owing to the nature of

the business, the studios cannot ad-

(Continued on page 99)
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"The lips that wear a mustache
will never touch mine," declares
lovely Agnes Ayres, and forces
her leading man to sacrifice his

budding lip-ornament.

TJL HE[E lips that bear a mus-

tache will never touch mine," said

Agnes Ayres. And with the dictum

work stopped on her set on the Lasky

lot.

The mustache that caused all the

trouble belonged to Robert Cain, her

leading man and sweetheart in the

picture. The script required that he

take her in his manly arms and im-

print burning kisses on her quiver-

ing lips. Only the Hps, kissable

enough in all conscience, quivered

only in scorn, as she pointed an accus-

ing finger at Cain and delivered her

edict. Never, never would she kiss

him, or any other man, who wore a

mustache.

"Never!" stoutly replied Mr. Cain,

caressing his bonny mustache. "I have

tended this lip-growth tenderly,

through weary days, fearful of the

outcome. At last I have grown one

worthy of being compared with the

famous mustaches of history. Shave
it off? For no woman!"

Bttt he did. He had to. But before

he consented to apply the razor, the

S4

Perhaps the shape o£ Agnes Ayres' mouth accounts for
her aversion to contactNvith a mustache. A mustache
does not fit a Cupid's bow. Gloria Swanson's luscious,
more sophisticated lips, however, do not curl in scorn
at mustaches. She has co-operated in love scenes with
David Powell and Stuart Holmes, both of whom boast

mustaches.

The

Mustache
Menace

Are There Microbes in Kisses?

Yes, Says Agnes Ayres, When
the Kisser JVears a Mustache

By BETTY MORRIS

lovely Agnes explained in detail why
mustaches were naught in her life,

because of the myriad of germs they

must necessarily contain, lurking to

spring upon some maiden's defense-

less lips.

Wally Wanted a Mustache

Not the Real Reason

his ultimatum of the beautiful

Paramount star is merely a sign of

the times. Every male star of the

films has at some time cogitated the

question, to shave or not to shave?

Is it because of the ladies' fear of

germs that the great majority of our

matinee idols are clean-shaven?

Or is it because a mustache has

long been the insignia of villainy?

Ever since the "ten-twenty-thirty"

shows of our childhood, when a man
with a mustache came on the scene,

we hissed him. We knew he was the

villain. He might smile and smile,

but we recognized him for what he

was.

he late Wallace Reid once

made an impassioned effort to raise a

mustache, tending it carefully for

days. But it progressed no farther

than the front gate of the studio.

Chancing to be seen by the big boss,

Wally was told forcibly that the pub-

lic had no love for mustached heroes,

and would he kindly remove the of-

fending thing at once, if not sooner?

Later, yielding to his pleadings,

Wally was allowed to raise a mus-

tache for a few reels of a picture.

He played a double role. But the

wails of anguish that went up from

fans and film salesmen alike soon

convinced both Wally and his bosses

that mustaches were not for him.

That was Wally's one complaint

about being a star. He often re-

marked that when he got to be fat,

forty and a director, he was going to

raise the longest and wickedest mus-

tache in Hollywood. Poor Wally, he

never achieved his desire.
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Enter the Villain

R_ obert McKim long bore the

hall-mark of villainy. The moment

he entered the scene, stroking his

silky black mustache with affectionate

fingers, we knew he meant no good

by our Nell. He probably intended

to steal the papers and ruin the in-

nocent country girl by giving her a

glass of coca-cola.

But a couple of years ago, McKim
tried to reform. He wanted to play

leads. When he made known his de-

sire to tread the straight and nar-

row, that he might for once live until

the final fade-out
—

"heavies" usually

get misplaced before the end of the

film, you know ,—the producers

scoffed at the idea.

"A hero with a mustache?" they

said. "If you would reform, shave

it off." And shave it he did, so that

for once he enjoyed the sweet sunset

with the heroine at the fade-out. But

of late he has been back-sliding. He's

up to his old tricks again, and he's

wearing a mustache.

Lew's On-again-off-again
Mustache

J

j

ew Cody's mustache is one of

these on-again-off-again affairs. He
takes it off and puts it on as he steps

nimbly from heroic roles to villainous

characterizations. Clean-shaven, he

is a debonnaire hero over whom the

flappers can rave. With his lip-

Two men and a maid. Which
shall she choose ? Judging from
the fact that Allan Forrest has

a mustache and John Bowers
has none, we predict that John

will be the lucky man.

Valentino, sans mustache, is a

pulse-quickener par excellence.

With a mustache, he is a callow
youth bordering on the lounge
lizard. Strange, what a few

short hairs can do.

ornament in evidence, he becomes

again a suave villain at whom we hiss

with pleasure.

As the fascinating Rupert of Hent-

zau he wears his mustache, but what

tomorrow will do to his cunning mis-

placed eyebrow, we dare not prophe-

cy.

As soon as Robert McKim en-

ters a scene, we know by his

silky black mustache that he
means no good by our Nell.

His mustache is the insignia of

villainy. When he plays heroes,

he shaves it off.

How Does Tack Holt Do It?

Jack Holt is a head hero. He dares

to wear a mustache in the face of all

precedent and he gets away with it.

Women, he maintains, are fickle,

but a mustache, carefully tended, can

be depended upon. Even when the

curly locks that grace one's noble

dome fall away, still the mustache

remains luxurious and glossy and

pride-inspiring.

Jack doesn't give a darn whether he

looks like a villain or an actor. His

primary ambition is to be an actor,

regardless of the niche into which

the fancy of the public may propel

him.

Mustaches All Right for

Husbands

A mustache is taboo for

leading men, they are all right for

some husbands. Mary Pickford

doesn't object to mustachiod kisses,

when the kisses come from her hus-

band. And Douglas Fairbanks, be it

remembered, has won his greatest

fame since he raised his mustache.

Lottie Pickford permits Allan For-

rest, her husband, to wear a must-

ache, too.

An Aid to Manly Beauty

r

J[ 'ime was when a cavalier with-

out a mustache was simply not in

the running with the ladies. To be

{Continued on page 96)

When Sleek-haired Aileen
Pringle, with so fearsome a look,

shrinks from Jack Holt in The
Tiger's Claw, is it because he

wears a mustache?

Photo by Witzel
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"I'm going to live

and die an old

maid!" declares Ka-
therine MacDonald.
But alas, Katherine
was ruined for' spin-

sterdom, through
her marriage with
the sculptor, Mal-
colm Strauss and
her declaration was
merely the result of
absent-mindedness.

Hollywood's Old Maids
In order to qualifyfor th e Order of Old Maids you

9

ve got to be married

Lt's a funny thing about the Or-

der of Old Maids in filmdom : in or-

der to qualify, you've got to be mar-

ried !

The motion picture woods are full

of old maids—SO called. Husbands

used to hate to be called old maids.

But it's got so now that they call

themselves spinsters.

Instead of trotting out a new hus-

band to show him off, the film bride

"ceeps him dark. The expression.

ain't no treat to picture queens. Girls "single ladies and their husbands"

has taken oil a new and more respect-

able significance.

"I'll Die An Old Maid".

"I'm going to live and die an old

maid!" exclaimed Katherine Mac-

(Continued on page 92)
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Flirting With Fads
Hollywood takes its fads very hard while

they last. But then, what's life

without its enthusiasms?

A,ND TALKING of fads? Oh,

they take hard in Hollywood and are

as contagious as new notions in the

sheep family.

Remember, a few years ago when

we used to whirl up to the Athletic

Club for dinner, the radiator cap of

our car bearing a miniature camera

tripod made of brass? That proved

conclusively to the pedestrians that

we were somebody in the picture

business, and kept the curious public

wondering whether the handsome

man at the wheel was a director or a

star. Yes, sporting a cute little cam-

era tripod was a very subtle way of

disclosing your business. It is so or-

dinary and commercial to see "Jones

Flour Co." or "Ajax Oil Co." boldly

painted on the doors of a car.

By HELEN STARR

Of course, every fad is booked for

a limited engagement, so when all,

the studio carpenters and electricians

began making tripods for their Fords,

we had to turn to something new.

When Mary Pickford came West

and rented the lovely old Bogardus

place on Western Avenue, all Holly-

wood came out in long yellow curls

and girlish organdie frocks. Looking

young and innocent was the order of

the day as nobody can imitate our

Mary, debutantes and ingenues as-

sumed a sort of innocent idiot stare.

In those old days, too, it was quite

correct to live in a back yard house.

Writers said it was quieter and actors

thought it informal, while directors

affirmed it furnished excellent atmos-

phere. The front yard houses were

then occupied by rich farmer pioneers

from Iowa.

Autographing the Ant Book

As these picturesque 'back yard

bungalows were usually overtopped

by huge pepper trees, it was the cus-

tom for swarms of ants to make fre-

quent calls. Somebody discovered a

kind of paste which discouraged this

wholesale visiting. It was sold at the

only drugstore known to Hollywood

at that time—the one on the corner

of Cahuenga and Hollywood Boule-

vard. As the ant paste was poison

you had to sign your name in a black

book to get it. The news of this

wonderful anti-ant flew around town

with lightning rapidity. Everyone

The dusky make-up that swept Holly-
wood last fall was introduced by Gloria

Swanson. For months, film beauties

displayed strangely un-Caucasian com-
plexions.

Ruth Roland introduced a commercial

side-line as a smart fad for actresses.

She has worked up an immensely remu-
nerative real estate business in Los

Angeles.
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took up the combat and some of the Mail-order

most famous autographs in picture Culture
history are to be found in the ant

book. That, of course, is in the Holly-
plebeian past, for who can find a di- wood takes

rector or star these days who does up the read-

not boast a mansion high up on a ing of new
hill ? book sen

In moving picture circles it used to masse. A
be the fad to hide one's family. No group decides

one was ever sure whether a hand- to study
some star had a wife or not and the psycho - anal-

existence of kiddies was kept a ysis and soon

dark brown secret. Then, all of a everyone i s

sudden, it became the thing to un- talking about

earth ones relatives and give them the subject,

broadcast publicity. Pictures of fam- Then the
ily groups began to appear in the M ontes-
papers, and of stars' wives mixing s o r i method

cakes. To. further prove the rage for or self mas-
domesticity, everyone sent pictures of tery in twelve

their innocent little rose-hung cot- lessons, or

tages to the magazines. And if a Couemay
film family had no babies, they went seize the pop-

right out and adopted several to be u 1 a r notion,

in the vogue. Such best sel-

Anita Stewart's * beautiful
little bungalow dressing
room on the Mayer lot

made every other star in

Hollywood feel that life was
not worth living without a
bungalow-dressing-room ex-

actly similar. Photo by Grenbeaux

Pauline Frederick was the
heroine who discovered that
melting musical strains en-
abled one to emote. Now
every star and near-star de-
mand an orchestral accom-

paniment to acting.

lers as "The fad" he must redecorate often and

Four Horse- keep his brain in a whirl over innova-

men" or tions and service. Sunset Cafe at

''Main Santa Monica used to be the rage

Street" d i - in the old days when Fatty Arbuckle

vert them was so mightily entertaining on Tues-

f rom their day evenings. Then somebody built

studies for a Green Mill and Sunset closed its

time, then a shutters, pretending not to see the

game like motor cars jostling each other to park

Mali Jongg somewhere near this new place,

comes along When Plantation and Club Royale

and nobody enticed the crowd, Green Mill

studies any - wrapped itself in flames and sent de-

thing until he risive curls of smoke heavenward,

learns to play Armstrong's, Montmartre, Levy's

the darned and Frank's take turns in being pop-

thing, ular, but I venture to say that the

Woe to a fickle faddists will all troop over to

cafe owner the new Chinese cafe near Vine

who knows Street as soon as it opens its doors,

n o t h in g of

Hollywood ' s
0ur "First-nighters"

fickle taste. When New York dramatic critics

To keep his came out to Hollywood to write for

place "in the (Continued on page 94)
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The Picture of the Month

Warner Bros. Screen Classic

f OW this is a picture as is a pic-

ture

—

a "Screen Classic" at last.

Those Warner Bros, took an awful

chance when they picked on Main

Street—the most lauded', the most

anathematized, the most widely dis-

cussed book of recent years.

Whether it's Main Street or not,

we'll leave to the lofty brows who

did and the low brows who didn't

like the book, to wrangle over.

But it is a corking good picture.

Hokum? Yes, gobs of it, of the

sure-fire kind that keeps an audience

in an uproar or a-titter or in tears.

Very cunningly the picture does what

the book failed to do—it leaves you

with a feeling that Main Street is

about as broad after all as Fifth

Avenue, that futile discontent and

snobbish gropings for vague ideas

are less lovely than honest ugliness.

Monte Blue and Florence Vidor

bloom gorgeously as artists in this

pleasant atmosphere of self-expres-

sion. But Louise Fazenda as Bea

Sorenson and Noah Beery as the

crazed Valborg almost steal the pic-

ture. Good work! And the small

town types! Griffith and Ingram,

our best "type-setters" could well

feel a pang of envy when the village

scenes unroll. God bless our elocu-

tionist ! Robert Gordon comes back

in the role of the tailor-poet, and

Harry Myers romps away with a

magnificent character sketch. A
splendid cast, a book transferred to

the screen without too many liber-

ties being taken with it, a well-bal-

anced meal of comedy and pathos

—

that's Main Street.
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Tia Juana Nights
The Tired Movie Star knits up the ravelled sleeve of care

by a between-pictures jaunt over the border

Harold Handsome, the famous film star, has
passed up five splendid opportunities to take
home a quantity of the stuff that cheers, lest
his car be searched by the border guards. And
his chagrin when the guard orders him to drive
on without disturbing so much as a lap-robe

would melt a heart of stone.

Professor and Mrs. Henry Peabody
from Peabody college, Kansas, are on
their Sabbatical year trip. They have
guilelessly dropped into one of 'the
dance halls in old Tia Juana in search
of material for the thesis the professor
is writing on The Native of Mexico,
His Manners and Morals. The pro-
fessor is feeling opportunities for re-
search work are going to be consider-
ably hampered by the presence of the

outraged Mrs. P.

The Stews' Bench. A hard-boiled
guard who knows the potency of
Tia Juana liquid cheer, makes each
departing guest walk a chalk-line,
to prove his ability to drive his
car. The weak sisters and broth-
ers who wobble are parked on
this famous bench to sober up.

In all movie scenes of the Casino
at Monte Carlo, somebody is just

in the process of breaking the
bank. But at the Tia Juana
Casino, where tired movie stars

go to rest up between pictures,
the bank is usually engaged in

breaking somebody. The genius
who evolves a "system" for get-
ting away with a thin dime left

in his jeans will receive a stand-
ing vote of thanks.
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Revelations of an Assistant Director

The SPOILED SISTER
The Sin that isn't Gilded is about

as Interesting as a Hard
Boiled Egg

H.ave you ever had a beautiful

blonde charmer propose to you ? Or

have you been called a "sweet man"

by some celebrated film star who

rates her weekly salary in the four-

figure class ?

Have you ever been told by a man

who makes more money than the

President that you're his right-hand

bower? That he couldn't get along

without you? That your work means

his success?

Or have you been confronted with

the problem of seeing that a howling

mob of a thousand extras is fed and

sheltered—and paid?

If you have, don't read this story.

You'll know all about it from having

been an assistant director yourself,

from having been the fall guy of a

megaphone king, from having comb-

ed Hollywood and its environs in

the hope, perhaps, of finding some

fellow, who closely resembled Stone-

wall Jackson, to double for that

worthy gent in a fifty-foot "shot".

the honeyed things the girls say to

you because they think you'll get

them a job, and you can live in hopes

that some day you'll be regarded as

good enough to be man-Friday to

some such cinematic plutocrat as Rex

Ingram or C. B. De Mille.

Being merely an assistant, I have

to do all the numerous things my
chief couldn't be annoyed with. I

have to get his actors on the set at

any hour he chooses to call them.

Which isn't a mere bagatelle.

N,
He's the Fall Guy

Must Act as Buffer

obody ever gives the assistant

director credit for accomplishing any-

thing. If the picture is good, the

laurels go to the star, the leading man
and the director. If the picture is

bad, if the "atmosphere" of the pro-

duction looks like ham-and-beans, if

the cameraman or the electrician or

the prop man have slipped a cog, you

get the blame.

You're supposed to have the eye of

an eagle and the disposition of a

Cheshire cat. Combining these quali-

ties with the outward calm of Saint

Cecelia and the business-like aspect

of Charles Schwab, and you're eligi-

ble to the great amalgamated order of

mob-rushers and studio hounds.

You can suffix an A. D. to your

name with as much swank as a medi-

co. You can begin to believe some of

ot long ago, while we were film-

ing some night scenes, our leading

lady, a very lovely and gracious

woman, objected to the long hours

she was required to spend on the

set. It was my chief's lack of con-

sideration, having her made up many

hours, day in and day out to which

she objected. If she had actually

worked in a large number of scenes,

it would have been different. But

she didn't work. The script didn't

call for her except once or twice a

day, and the director could easily

have arranged her scenes so that he

could have finished with her, within

a reasonable period of time.

One day I went to her, informing

her that we'd work with her the next

Thursday evening.

"You told me positively I would

not have to work then," she flared.

"Remember, I asked you if I might

make a social appointment for that

time !"
.

"Yes," I confessed, knowing that

what she said was true. "But Mr.

S has changed his schedule.

We've got to finish the picture."

"You mean he's changed his

mind!" she retorted and walked

away, dropping the discussion at a

point where I didn't know whether

she'd show up or not.

Thursday night came. All the

actors were on the set, except our

blonde friend. We waited and still

waited and the chief decided that he

couldn't work without her. I called

her home. She had gone to the thea-

tre, and the maid had sufficient pres-

ence of mind to remember which

playhouse it was.

All this I reported to my chief,

who flew into a rage and used pic-

turesque language in instructing me
to go downtown to the theatre, get

Miss N—and bring her to the studio

!

It was nearly midnight by the time

she condescended to appear in make-

up at the studio, and meanwhile I

was turning albino by degrees.

Too Much Temperament

T
7

,hat is one of the most unpleas-

ant duties of our assistant-directorial

clan. Toward the end of produc-

tions, if work has not been actually

kept to schedule, we frequently find

it necessary to work over-time at

night. Actors, of course, not being-

unionized, do not receive more pay

for this additional time, and natural-

ly are never too keen to work until

the wee, small hours. Some are nas-

ty when you approach them with

news of an early morning call.

Others glare when you mention night

work. A very few take the edict

calmly.

In the old days, Theda Bara used

to drive us nearly to drink. After

Fox had starred her and made a lot

of money with her, she quite human-

ly felt her position. All day long we'd

work with the rest of the cast in

scenes in which the star didn't have

to appear. Along about four-thirty

or five in the afternoon, she'd appear

on the set, impatient if we kept her

waiting. For two hours then, it was

a case of breaking our necks to fin-
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ish her scenes, for we knew she'd

leave promptly at seven.

Even now, although studio ethics

and methods have advanced consider-

ably, and though a dozen or more

stars have dropped from their cellu-

loid heaven since Theda reigned,

Pola Negri maintains the same mo-

dus operandi.

The public calls it "temperament",

but we have another name for it.

We call it hellish stubbornness.

His Choice of Girls

l^So you know", introspected one

of my confreres while we were

lunching at the Blue Front, "a fel-

low in our game can have almost any

girl he wants."

It sounds harsh, strident, yet piti-

fully enough, it is true. In Holly-

wood there is a clique of girls who
"make" the studios day by day to play

in mob scenes. Not a few of these

girls are burning with ambition to

become stars. Having set aside pri-

vate life, they are willing to take al-

most any step that will bring them

recognition.

The assistant director has it in his

power to hire or fire these extras.

When the end of the day's work
comes, I go to my chief's office, make
out a requisition for twenty-five

young women who will be used for

tomorrow's shooting of a ball room
scene. This list I give to the casting

director or phone to the Service Bu-

reau. If I have any types in mind,

I say I would like to have Elsie

Smith or Dorothy Deers or Sally

Scott, for instance, on the set work-

ing for my company.

The girls know this. They know
that if they do something particular-

ly noticeable, the assistant may give

them plenty of work. They know
that if they succeed in ingratiating

themselves their chances of employ-

ment—and incidentally of advance-

ment—are ten to one. .

And some of these young women,

thinking to "get in good" with the as-

sistants who are directly responsible

for engaging them, will place them-

selves on the altar of sacrifice to such

an extent that there is no step they

will not take.

The Spoiled Sister

^^ecently, I was making up a re-

port after the day's shooting. My
office was quiet. Nea-ly everybody

had gone home and I was on the

point of closing my desk when the

door opened and a pretty little red-

head walked in.

She was piquant and feminine and

attractive. We talked a few minutes

about nothing in particular and

smoked a few cigarettes. Finally she

came out with how tired she was of

mere routine ; said that she'd do any-

thing to "get somewhere", as she put

it.

I have heard countless such stories.

Every director and assistant direc-

tor hears them. You get used to

them, like having headaches, or your

wife's relations. They come to mean
but little to you. Sometimes you feel

sorry for the poor little misguided

frump who auctions herself off to

you for what she can get out of the

bargain, and you wonder how she

can ever muster sufficient "crust" to

suggest such a proposition.

However, you're never shocked.

You get to regard this coterie as be-

ing mere gold-diggers who think

less of themselves than of their am-
bitions. And because the type is so

commonplace, so every-day, you

listen to their "line"—which is gen-

erally the same—try to encourage

the spoiled sister, take her name and

phone number and promptly forget

her.

We assistants rarely are impressed

by these offers. The girl, by her

very boldness, repels us. Better

taste and better judgment on our part

relegates her to the limbo of spoiled

things. Her "vamping" isn't subtle.

Her proposition is too broad—and
the sin that isn't gilded is about as

interesting as a hard-boiled egg.

But while this particular type of

person caters to us, we in turn must

knuckle down to another ilk of peo-

ple who are themselves frequently

just as disgusting.

Flunkeying for Stars

l^j very so often, we find ourselves

called upon to act as the veriest

menials to men or women who, be-

cause they happen to be stars, ima-

gine themselves highly-exalted per-

sonages whose word is law and

whose wish is inspiration.

But what makes me sick is the

actress who, like the extra girl, tries

"vamping" as a means to an end. I

remember one leading woman whom
I'll call Jane, who has a passion for

showing her importance. At the

studio she must have her chair

placed in a certain place. When she

is "visualizing a scene" she must

never be disturbed. She calls con-

stantly for ice-water, cigarettes and

other favors, and, all in all, needs a

personal servitor to attend to her

whims and fancies.

In the long run, this type of ac-

tress is the least satisfactory. Funda-
mentally, they're cheap and full of

bluff. They rarely have the goods.

And the more you do for them, the

more they want you to do. We call

them the "Gimmies".

Training for Servitude

As mere directorial flunkeys, none

of us expect to direct a big scene be-

tween the leading characters. That

is the director's work. But in minor

instances we are frequently called

upon to conduct rehearsals of the

company, to direct smaller and less

important scenes and to "step into

the megaphone" at scattered inter-

vals.

But our real directing comes when
we are making big scenes. When
Allan Dwan made In the Heart of a

Fool, four of us, dressed in charac-

ter and make-up, found ourselves in-

terspersed in a huge mob of extras,

as part of the crowd. Working
among the "atmosphere", it was our

duty to direct our various little

groups as individual integers of the

whole. In other words, Dwan was
the captain. We were his lieuten-

ants, taking orders from him, and

directing our divisions according to

orders and our own judgment.

This is one of Griffith's great in-

ventions. During the making of

Intolerance he employed a score of

assistants, each of whom worked

among the crowd as part of it.

It is impossible for a director's

voice to be heard above the howl of

a thousand extras. And it would be

equally impossible for him to cover

every angle at once from his solitary

stand behind the camera. The ex-

tras, not being trained actors, would

become confused and do the wrong

thing. Hence it is the assistant, who
knows his chief's way of working,

who understands the script, that the

director relies upon during the film-

ing of the big stuff.

It is then that the assistant can

really make his worth known and

can prove whether or not he will ever

actually be able to direct a scene him-

self, alone and uninstructed.
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As fresh and lovely as a
June morning is this cos-
tume. The blouse is o£
soft yellow crepe de chine
stitched in blue, worn
over a box-plaited skirt
of white crepe. The
charming hat is a leghorn
with an over drape of
lace, and is decorated
with blue and yellow silk

roses.

Poser] by Julia Faye, Paramount
Actress.

When Summer Comes
Chic new styles in sports clothes are not far behind. These fashion hints

com,e to you straight from Hollywood

A rough-weave ratine of
gray on a rose back-
ground, with a collar of
silver-gray caracul makes
a stunning cape costume
for country club wear.
The cape is lined with
gray crepe and ties with
strips of the same soft
material. A rose hat with
transparent brim and yarn
ornaments is worn with

the costume.

Posed by Mae Busch, Goldwyn
Actress.
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When one rides a good deal, a chic
riding outfit like this is very de-
sirable. The sleeveless jacket is

of scarlet jersey, and is worn over
a tailored blouse of white silk.

The snowy breeches, black silk

beaver derby and black boots com-
plete a striking and becoming

costume.

Posed by
Actress

Eleanor Boardman, Goldwyn

Hollywood equestriennes are
wearing the new puttee boot. The
boot is in one piece, but gives the
effect of a separate boot and put-
tee. It is quite the newest wrinkle

in riding paraphernalia.

The fashionable new golf stocking
ties in a loose tassel effect, just

below the knee. We are not pre-

pared, at this time, to say by how
many strokes this improves one's

golf game.
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High Life in Hollywood
~\ TEWS GATHERING IN

/V HOLLYWOOD is no bed of

**~ T roses. While news is plenti-

ful in Hollywood, it often has to be

de-natured, as it were, before reaching

the dear, trustful public.

For instance, the other evening,

when the Tatler observed Elaine

Hammerstein dining at the Ambass-
ador with a certain Count, she hesi-

tated to mention it, for fear the dear

Countess might rise up en masse and

denounce the fair Elaine as a hus-

band-grabber. Painfully curbing her

natural "news nose," the Tatler

smothered the story, only to learn

three days later that there is no

Countess.

And then one day at Armstrong's,

where all the tourists go to criticize

the table manners of the movie stars,

the Tatler saw Estelle Taylor lunch-

ing at the same cozy little table with

Noah Beery. As Estelle has been

twice accused of being too attractive

for husbands-at-large, the Tatler

scented a big story, for Noah, though

a villain of the deepest dye on the

screen, in private life has always been

a respectable husband and father.

So the Tatler waited, all agog, to see

what she could see. Alas ! Estelle

up and paid for her own luncheon,

proving that Noah just happened to

sit there because the cafe was crowd-

ed.

Another black day, the Tatler

spied Thomas Meighan, all dressed

up with a lady, going into the Bull

Pen, a down-town cafe which is

nicer than its name. Sensing a juicy

scandal, the Tatler followed them in

and got a seat at a near-by table

where she could watch every move.

Tommy, too, has been a good, well-

trained husband, but in Hollywood
you never can tell.

Thomas gazed into the eyes of

his lady friend with such Cecil De
Mille ardor that we felt a "scoop"

coming on. Like Mrs. Sherlock

Holmes, we listened to Tommy's
soup, counted the radishes he ate and
estimated the size of the bill. Scarce-

ly was our quarry out of the door,

when the Tatler leaped into the arms
of the head waiter.

"Tell me, waiter," we pleaded,

"Who was the lady with Thomas
Meighan."
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The head waiter smiled with evi-

dent pity.

"That was Mrs. Meighan," he said,

as he scratched his right ankle with

his left foot. Incidentally, he refused

to take back the $1.50 dinner that

the Tatler had consumed, and we
couldn't even get it charged to Tom-
my's publicity man. Life is very hard

at times.

OUR VERY BEST PEOPLE
turned out to the premiere of The
Covered Wagon at Hollywood's

Egyptian theatre, the other evening.

The Tatler, attired in scratch pad and

pencil, attended. So overcome were

we at the glory of Gloria Swanson's

rose evening wrap that many other

celebrities were overlooked. Mae
Murray was there with her husband,

but she didn't look natural—maybe

because she tried to disguise herself

with skirts. The prevalence of tur-

bans among the smart set of filmdom

is doubtless soon to bring forth a

protest from the Hairdresser's Union.

Our smartest dressers now merely

wrap a dust cloth or piano cover

around their heads, of an evening,

and sail forth for conquest.

MR. AND MRS. RUSSELL
SIMPSON gave a dinner party re-

cently at the Montmartre. The guests

were Mr. and Mrs. Russell Simpson.

And thereby hangs a tale.

Mr. and Mrs. Simpson were invited

by Edgar Lewis, the producer, to

the theatre and dinner afterward at

a quiet downtown cafe, for a large

party. Mrs. Simpson had a new and

extremely becoming gown that she

Miss Fritzi Ridgeway, who is re-

ported engaged to Wallace Beery.
Mr. Beery, as an interested world
knows, was the first husband of

Gloria Swanson.

Photo by Freulics
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was dying to wear where somebody
would appreciate it. So the Simp-
sons informed their host that they

would love to go to the theatre, but

they had a previous supper engage-

ment afterwards at the Montmartre.

After the theatre, they excused them-

selves and sallied off to the Mont-
martre, where the new gown and its

charming wearer achieved interest-

ed attention. But the fly dropped into

the amber when the Lewis party ar-

rived also at the Montmartre, to dis-

cover the Simpsons fulfilling their

supper engagement with themselves.

HOLLYWOOD is immensely

stimulated by the beautiful Spanish

Senora who came to Los Angeles

recently in search of Charlie Chaplin.

The Chaplin butler was strangely un-

sympathetic, so the languishing lady

invited herself to a little picnic on the

Chaplin lawn, where she ate an ar-

senic sandwich and parked for the

night.

Miss Mae Busch, whose engage-
ment to Albert Wilkie has just

been broken.

After the hospital doctor decided

that she might pull through, Charlie

offered to pay her way back to

Mexico.

Movie-struck girls back East may
well take advantage of this magnan-
imous offer. Simply come to Holly-

wood with the announcement that

you have come to visit Charlie Chap-

lin. If he doesn't like you, he will

pay your fare back, and you will

have had a lovely trip.

HAROLD LLOYD and his bride,

Mildred Davis, have purchased a

beautiful big home in Windsor
Square. Now they will both find out

how far comedy goes with the queens

of the kitchen. If Harold can make
the cook smile when unexpected

company comes for dinner, he's a real

comedian.

The Tatler had a wicked idea that

it was going to be quite a strain,

this life of a religicuse. The news has

just come from Paris that Pearl

White, who has been in a convent at

Cannes, has left her place of seclu-

sion and has returned to Monte

Pkolo by Clarence S. Bull

Carlo.

The Casino offers rather more
diversion to the lively Pearl than

meditation and prayer, evidently. But
it made an awfully good publicity

story, n'cst-cc pas?

MRS. ERIC STROHEIM, she of

the alluring dark eyes and the "grand

manner", has motored up to San
Francisco, to join her husband at the

Fairmount. Mrs. Von Stroheim is

one of the most stunning women in

Hollywood.

An on-again-off-again betrothal

that set Hollywood gossips a-buzzing

was that of Mae Busch, the vivacious

Goldwyn actress, and Albert Wilkie,

well-known publicity writer. Scarcely

had the announcement of the engage-

ment been bruited over the restaurant

tables of the film colony than the

wholly feminine bride-to-be announc-

ed that she had made a mistake, that

perhaps she did not love Mr. Wilkie

enough to marry him, though she

respected him immensely, etc. There-

fore the engagement was broken.

The most piquant part of the affair

is the indication of a custom that is

becoming more and more of a vogue
in Hollywood : that of announcing a

betrothal when the ties that bind the

mate-to-be to a present husband or

wife have not yet been dissolved.

Miss Busch's divorce decree from
Francis McDonald does not become
final until September 30, 1923.

It's only a rumor, and the Tatler

doesn't vouch for the truth of it, but

they do say that blonde little Andree
Lafayette and Maurice Canonge are

—well, tremendously interested in

each other.

You see, they both come from that

dear Paris. And when they met in

Hollywood, they embraced fervently,

right out before everybody. And ever

since, they have been seen every-

where together. So rumor has it,

they're engaged. They deny it, but

what does that mean in Hollywood.
Absolutely nothing, my dears, ab-

solutely nothing

!

Celebrating Mrs. Rupert Hughes'
convalescence, the brilliant Rupert
entertained at dinner at the Hughes
home in Beverly the other evening.

Pola Negri, radiant as ever and at-

tended by the devoted Charlie, was
very much present. June Mathis, the

William De Milles and brother Cecil
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and Mrs. Cecil, and Mr. and Mrs.

Thompson Buchanan were also

present.

"The Growth of the Soil," by

Knut Hamsun, is being read by all

the literary and near-literary folk of

Hollywood. Which reminds us of the

now famous faux pas made by one of

our most charming stars, at an after-

noon function recently.

"Are you familiar with Knut

Hamsun?" the star was asked,

apropos of the novel that was causing

so much discussion.

"Familiar with him?" haughtily

said the star. "Well we get ice from

him but I certainly wouldn't say I

was familiar with him !"

Cupid was a busy little sprite at the

rehearsals of the Writers' Revue.

One of the after-effects of the affair

is the announcement of the engage-

ment of Fritzi Ridgeway and Wal-
lace Beery. Fritzi played the femin-

ine lead in The Old Homestead, you

remember, and Beery, who has done

so many damsels dirt in his "heavy"

Miss Cecelia De Mille,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil De Mille, with the

mount she entered in the

Horse Show at the Am-
bassador Arena.

roles for the" screen, was the first

husband of Gloria Swanson.

The Writers' Revue was a brilliant

stage version of Frank Condon's

story, Hollywood. It was put on

with much eclat at the Philharmonic

Auditorium in Los Angeles, before a

gathering of film stars and celebrities.

Among those who had boxes were

Gloria Swanson, Herbert Rawlinson,

Irene Rich, Viola Dana and Mr. and

Mrs. Jack Holt.

A barbecue breakfast was tendered

riding enthusiasts among the guests

of the Ambassador hotel and the rid-

ing clubs of Los Angeles and Holly-

wood, early on a Sunday morning

recently.

At Bel-Air, after a brisk morning

ride, the equestrians did full justice to

a breakfast of broiled chicken, fried

ham and eggs, mushrooms and other

delicacies, cooked over an open fire.

Betty Francisco, Gladys Walton

and Alice Calhoun wielded a wicked

drum-stick.

Helen Ferguson entertained at a

beautifully appointed luncheon in an

exclusive down-town tea-room re-

cently, in honor of Mr. Edgar Lewis.

Covers were laid for twenty.

HOLLYWOOD has been snicker-

ing wickedly over the story of a party

that turned out to be a battle.

According to the story the Tatler

heard, one of our most beautiful stars

gave a party at her new mansion in

Beverly Hills. For liquid refresh-

ments she depended upon a director

friend of hers. The director, by the

way, was not invited. As the eve-

ning progressed, the star called the <

director again and again, to send up
!

some more wine. Finally, "Who's

giving this party, you or I?" asked

the director, and brought up the last

supply of hooch himself—and also

a beautiful blonde young lady. The
star greeted him with little enthusi-

asm, and his lady friend with less,

and before the evening ended, the

two ladies "mixed," even to pulling

hair and scratching. Tut, tut ! Holly-

wood.

HOLLYWOOD AND LOS AN-
GELES society are all agog over

the advent into pictures of Craig

Biddle, of the Philadelphia Biddies.

For the heir-apparent to the multi-

millions of Philadelphia's richest

family to start out "on his own," to

carve out a career in the movies

through no aids but his own efforts

has set the "best families" gasping.

The really lovely part of it is that

young Biddle has turned down the

invitations showered upon him by the

West Adams and Wilshire crowd.

He came out here to work, not to

juggle tea cups, he intimates. So our

little Social circle must jog along

without one of the most important

people, socially, who ever came into

our midst.

Craig Biddle was in the midst of

his freshman year at Princeton,

when he decided that "the play was
the thing" and walked out on his

chums and professors. Which makes

the Tatler think that the drama is

coming in for a social renaissance;

Prince George, third son of King

George of England, has announced

his desire to go on the stage.

SOCIETY, RESPLENDENT
in its finest jewels and most gorgeous

raiment, turned out to celebrate the

opening of the second annual Horse i

Show at the Ambassador Arena.

Many film celebrities entered blooded
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stock, prominent among them being

Thompson Buchanan, screen writer,

and Cecil De Mille.

Prior to the opening of the show,

numerous smart dinner parties were

given. Filmdom's fairest women lent

a glamour to the gaiety of the affair.

Miss Pauline Starke wore a very

lovely black gown, with a wrap of

heavy black silk, embroidered in steel

beads.

Mrs. Tom Mix was charming in

an imported gown of blush-rose chif-

fon. Her wrap was of ermine, trim-

med with bands -jf monkey fur.

Mrs. William Gibbs McAdoo wore
a Bendel model of black lace over

flesh colored satin.

Mrs. William De Mille was
gov/ned in orchid, with wrap of

moleskin.

PERHAPS THE MOST notable

social function ever held in Pasa-

dena, the social center of Southern

California, was the twentieth annual

Charity Ball, held recently at the

Hotel Maryland.

A gorgeous pageant, "The Evolu-

tion of the Dance," opened the festi-

vities. Masses of greenery, spring

blossoms and brilliant Oriental hang-

ings made the great ball-room a veri-

table fairyland.

Mrs. Guy Bates Post represented

the screen smart set in the pageant.

THE TATLER SAW Viola Da-
na looking more petite than ever af-

ter her session of appendicitis, danc-

ing at the Cocoanut Grove the other

evening. Viola looked about seven-

teen in a chiffon frock of pastel blue

and silver. She was accompanied by
"Lefty" Flynn.

Shirley Mason, who was one of

the judges of the weekly dancing

contest, wore a youthful frock of

pink georgette, trimmed with white

marabou.

Anna Q. Nilsson looked like a
veritable snow queen in a gown of

white satin, draped in the new lines

approved by Lucille.

LOS ANGELES WILL have a

polo team, if Tom Mix's efforts to-

ward that end are of any avail. There
is a splendid polo field at one of the

big hotels here, and Tom and several

other sportsmen have some clever

polo ponies ready for play.

Miss Gloria Swanson, who had a

box for the Writers' Revue at the

brilliant stage presentation of

Frank Condon's story, Hollywood.

SINCE POLA- CAME to Holly-

wood to capture Charlie Chaplin's

heart, the great comedian has taken

up dancing again. The beautiful

Pola conquered the American dance

step without the least difficulty, and

now the famous couple may often

be seen gliding over the polished

dance floors of the smart hotels here.

ONE OF THE MOST interest-

ing weddings of the month is that

of Miss Margaret Loomis, who by
her marriage to Mr. Wayne D.

Crool, renounced the screen for pri-

vate life. The wedding took place

quietly at the home of her parents

on Winona Avenue, Hollywood.

"Married life comes first," said

Margaret. "I have been very happy
in my screen work, but if it inter-

feres with my home life, there is

only one answer—my career must be

forgotten."

IT'S BRAND-NEW, bright red

and it glitters like a diamond. And
it's only a day or so out of the shop.

What? Why, Charlie Chaplin's new
limousine. It cost $13,000 and has

hot and cold running water and
everything.

AT ONE POPULAR cafe in Hol-
lywood, where scores of stars take

midday nourishment, a new trade has
sprung up. The tourist visitor hears

a gentle whisper in his ear : "Wanta
hear about the stars? I'll point 'em

all out, lady, at ten cents a piece. And
I'll tell you a little about each of 'em

for five cents extra. That reasonable,

ain't it, lady ? And directors ? Why,
I'll point out the directors for you at

a nickel apiece
!"
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"Don't Laugh Here"
We No Longer Emote According to Rules, says

ALMA WHITAKER

P LEASE check your sense of

humor at the box-office."

Do not wonder if the above

sign meets your eye, the next

time you wend your way theatre-

ward. It gives our hard-working

directors such moments of exquisite

anguish when audiences giggle at

their most dramatic scenes. A rigid

ruling against laughter seems to be

the only cure for the 1923 audience's

impious re-action to hokum.

DeMille Did It

Take Adam's Rib, for instance.

This luscious bit of "problem drama"

was designed to make preoccupied

business-loving husbands and roman-

tic wives pause ere they emulate the

tragic mistakes of the leading lady

and gentleman. It was intended to

be very serious, a "lesson", a plea

for marital fidelity and all that.

But did the audience take it in

that spirit? It did not. It giggled

where it should have emoted breath-

lessly. When the fair-and-forty wife

kisses her own husband in the dark,

mistaking him for her highfaluting

young lover, the graceless specta-

tors laughed joyously.

And throughout the cave-man

flash-back to prehistoric times, when
human passions were portrayed in

all their primitive virility, did the

audience gasp with horror at its age-

old predestined sorrows? You know
the answer. It merely commented
killingly on the fact that Anna Q.

Nilsson's face was dirty and laughed

smugly over Cecil's passion for "put-

ting over that sort of slush."

That "Dangerous Age"

The situation was merely reversed

in John Stahl's Dangerous Age.

In this picture it is Papa who has

the sentimental flutter in New York.

Papa falls from grace enough to tell

a little flapper that he is NOT mar-

ried. Two tragedies, a good man gone

wrong and an innocent maiden be-

ing cruelly deceived. Dreadful. But

the audience howled. It howled be-

cause- the gal was too fashionable

and too modern to be so naive, and

also because Papa made such a rot-

ten liar. And furthermore, no audi-

ence largely made up of women
could put any stock in that angel

wife at home, who gave up a trip

to New York with hubby, because

spring house-cleaning was coming on.

Elinor's Great Moment

Elinor Glyn rather prides her-

self on being a master of modern
emotional writing. But in The Great

Moment, the audience simply couldn't

fall for the dear old hackneyed situa-

tions. That nice girl taking so casu

ally to profligate lovers and profligate

parties and all, with the adoring but

wronged husband "knowing her for

the pure, innocent girl she is"— it

was all too exquisite. And the vil-

lain was Stock Villain No. 4, the

same rich old bachelor giving the

same lavish naughty parties and lur-

ing the
.
heroine with the breaking

heart into acting up. So the audience

grinned and chewed gum and said

"You gotta hand it to Elinor."

Then There Was Manslaughter

Then there was Alice Duer Mil-

ler's Manslaughter, reasonable
enough in story form. But after C.

B. had finished with it, it was just

a scream in spite of the lamentable

demise of the young traffic cop.

Because there was the gorgeous

profligacy yanked in again, with the

cut-back to Roman sinfulness. And
there was the imprisoned maid with

the dear little boy of four years, who
was still four years old when she

got out of prison several years later.

And then there was the fine strong

district attorney who took one drink

of whiskey and went to the dogs,

but in spite of his degradation he

was still man enough to buy another

poor devil a meal with his last quar-

ter (gulp)— And all this while the

audience, instead of being all choked

up with sympathetic misery, merely

chirped, "That certainly was potent

hooch that attorney feller bought.

It musta had a kick like an army

. mule."

One Exciting Night

And what about Griffith's One Ex-
citing Night? "The Master" delibe

ately packed every bit of hokum ever

known to the screen into those reels

of film. It wasn't tragedy, nor

comedy nor farce. It was billed as a

melodrama, but it was howling bur-

lesque, and the audience accepted it as

It's sacred tradition now to put
riding pants on every heroine of
every desert drama, even when
she was never intended by nature

to wear them.
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such. Even a couple of violent mur-

ders couldn't make the spectators

emote a nickel's worth. There was a

bit of comic relief in the terror of

the colored lover and maid, and the

audience took its cue from that.

"Rags are Royal Raiment"

Gloria Swanson, in The Impos-

sible Mrs. Bellew, was a dear, sweet,

innocent wife. When the horrid hus-

band kills the virtuous family

friend in a fit of drunken jealousy,

to save his neck wifey lets him plead

the unwritten law. Then he divorces

her and gets the custody of the che-

ild. So she goes to Deauville, being

the wickedest place there is to go to,

and curiously enough, she has a reg-

ular vamp's wardrobe along. And a

grand-duke is right there, ready to

compromise her and starts right in

to give parties in her honor. And
then the hero comes to Deauville

with his clergyman papa. He be-

lieves in her all along and can't see

why the grand-duke doesn't, even

after she poses as a very negligee

statue in his ball-room, right out in

meeting.

Again we ask you, did the audi-

ence shudder for the griefs of that

wronged wife? It did not. It

chewed life-savers and chuckled

knowingly. "Deauville must be a

bit of all right ain't it ?" was the chief

re-action.

He Learned About Women
Then there was Maurice Tour-

neur's Woman. Maurice himself ad-

mits that was a ghastly fizzle. Alle-

gorical stuff, reels and reels of it.

Every man in the audience knew
more about women than Maurice

seemed to. So they merely yawned.

A Deluge of Sheiks

Sheiks are now a drug on the

market. After the success of the

original Sheik, we were deluged

with films, all having the same old

desert, the same old tents with all

modern conveniences including open

plumbing, the same desperate white

maiden. Only they haven't the same
Rudy for the sheik, which perhaps

accounts for the drop in the sheik-

market.

We saw a stupid version of the

sheik story in The Tents of Allah,

a more ambitious version with Pola

Negri in Bella Donna, and a poetic

version in Omar the Tent-Maker,
and a behind-the-scenes version in

When the casting director in
Souls tor Sale coldly reproves
the ambitious actress for trying
to vamp him, the audience revels
in his righteous disgust, and

winks a knowing eye.

Souls for Sale.

So even in Bella Donna, we merely

note with blase prescience that "they

do like putting the girls in riding

pants on the desert, don't they—and

none of 'em's very strong on legs,

either."

The audience notes also that the

first sub-title in Bella Donna puts the

date of the story before the war.

But Pola doesn't wear a thing that

doesn't do Paris of 1923 the utmost

credit, but would certainly have sur-

prised 1912.

When the audience fails to snick-

er, it notes critically—and writes in

to the favorite editor about it next

day.

Souls for Sale

One of the most sumptuous bits

of hokum now on tap is Souls for

Sale. When the casting director in

the picture coldly reproves the am-
bitious actress for trying to vamp
him, his righteous disgust is sub-

lime. And again the audience howls

with delight. And when the sub-title

looms about the dear stars selling

their very souls to the great-hearted

public, but never could the beauteous

extra hope to sell hers to a movie

magnate, then the audience revels

in unrestrained joy. They just love

the idea of the heroine breaking in-

to stardom by being run over by

a car at the entrance to the Goldwyn

studio.

But we, the public, are going to

get an enormous kick out of Souls

for Sale all the same. We can fairly

see Rupert Hughes winking at us in-

dividually, confidentially. "Yes, old

man, we both know all about it.

Bully good hokum, eh?"

When We Don't Laugh

We Americans are not hopeless-

ly blase. We do not laugh when a real

emotional crisis is presented to us.

And we weep beautifully the first and

second time a bit of hokum is pre-

sented to us. But we want originality.

Otherwise we won't emote.

Whether it's aged mothers, or

sheiks, or trifling women or foolish

wives or wrongly-accused heroes,

we demand new and intelligent situa-

tions.

We do not usually laugh in the

wrong places at a William de Mille

picture. But then William de Mille

is a director.
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"Now there's my favo-
rite screen magazine,"
says Walter Hiers, fix-

ing an earnest eye on
his customer. From
a perfectly unbiased
standpoint, we think he
shows very good taste.

Hot from Hollywood
THEY WALK TO WORK

l^VOUNDING the pavement is

A^^Hollywood's latest favorite

sport. Walking to work has he-

come more than a fad ; it is a
rite, accompanied by prayer and med-
itation.

Why? Because the film colony is

in the midst of a speed war. The
honorable judges of the speeder's

court decided that life was getting

unbearably slow, or that the treasury

was running low or something, and

orders went out to every knight of

the motorcycle to bring in every

motorist who let his foot press heav-

ily on the gas.

And did they do it? Many a home
in Hollywood, bereft of its bread-

winner by the heavy hand of the law,

bears witness that they did. Many
a picture was held up by the absence

of its manly hero, doing time in the

city jail. So many stars and near-

stars fell by the wayside that an edict

went out in one studio that "all per-

sons working on this set must either

walk to work, or must come in a

hired taxi." The studio refused to

risk a "pinch" of one of the actors.

Gladys Walton was one of the first

victims of the war. The judge lis-

tened to her story, wavered not an

inch at her pleading eyes and said,

"Three Days."

Maurice Canonge, playing the role

of Zouzou in Trilby, came to grief on
the smooth roads of Santa Ana.
Being a foreigner, he didn't know
that Santa Ana is the realm of the

dread Judge Cox, a menace to all

speeders, the heartless wretch who let

Bebe Daniels in for a jail sentence

and a million dollars' worth of pub-

licity.

"I call attention of ze police," ex-

plained Canonge hopefully, "that I

only go feefty-three miles an hour."

Which was only about thirty-three

miles over the speed limit, so his alibi

didn't help him much.

WHO KILLED
WILLIAM DESMOND TAYLOR?

What Queer quirk in human
nature prompts innocent persons to

"confess" to murders? To date, ex-

actly one thousand and two persons

have confessed to the police that they

murdered the director, William Des-

mond Taylor. Edward King, lieu-

tenant detective of the Los Angeles

police force, has a great desk drawer,

full of letters regarding the murder,

written by cranks. The strange part

of it is that the supposed "murder-

ers" don't look ahead to any possible

consequences of their confession.

For instance, one chap who signs

himself "Just a male movie fan."

He modestly writes

:

"If I get one million dollars re-

ward, what the movie folks have

promised, and also a job in the

movies, that is, I want to be an actor

for life time, I shall let you know who
killed Taylor."

Another man, who writes like a

well-educated person, wrote a long

letter to the district attorney, confess-

ing that he killed Taylor, in accord-

ance with a promise made the

director.

"I had known William Desmond
Taylor for several years.' I first met

him before his meteoric ascent to

fame as a premier director. For at

least five years we were intimate

friends, not in the eyes of the world

but in secret chambers where we
could have secret communication, as

it were. He told me the innermost

longings of his soul.

"One night I read to him a poem

by the poet laureate of Nebraska

:

" 'Let me go quickly, like a candle-
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Paramount Photo

See what a heartless corporation has done to a pretty girl

like Lois Wilson! You'd never think that anybody who could
look so sweet in Exhibit B could appear so faded in Exhibit
A, now would you? Yet that's what Lois is doing in Only

Thirty-eight. But she's a real actress and doesn't mind.

Snuffed out, at the hey-day of its

glow.

Let it be high noon, then let it be

night.

Thus would I go.'

"Immediately Taylor exclaimed,

'Never have I heard my sentiments

so aptly put. When I shall have

reached the pinnacle, I want to be

snuffed out at once.' He then ex-

plained to me the character he wished

to become and made me swear by all

the gods I knew, that after he should

have accomplished the thing he set

forth to do, he would summon me and

I should send him into eternity.

"That is all. He summoned me,

I 1"

Anonymous.
At least one hundred persons saw

in the murder of the director a beau-

tiful chance to square a grudge

against some private enemy. They
wrote the police, informing them

that So-and-So had done the deed,

sometimes even describing the scene

of the murder out of pure imagina-

tion. Many spiritualists wrote in in-

formation that had come to them in

an alleged conversation with the spirit

of Taylor.

One woman writing from Norfolk,

Va., began her letter with the cryptic

statement that "dreams come true

sometime". She advised the police to

watch the Ambassador hotel for the

murderer, who was clean-shaven and

of medium build. Inasmuch as that

description would fit at least three-

fourths of the frequenters and guests

of the hotel, the police felt that the

order was a large one.

Another man in Green Bay, Wis-
consin, who had taken lessons in "de-

tecting," sent to the police a cross-sec-

tion of a picture of Taylor, showing

his eyes. "You have heard it said

that an assassin's face may be seen

pictured in the victim's eyes," he

wrote. "Turn the enclosed picture

up-side-down and look into the left

eye and you will see a perfect photo

of a man's face, wearing a soft felt

hat." Of course, no such face was
visible.

A psychic predicted that within

five years Los Angeles would be

levelled to the earth by an earthquake,

for "the sins" of Hollywood.

NAUGHTY, NAUGHTY
The flappers of yesterday are all

wrought up over the prospective

filming of Elinor Glyn's Three

Weeks. Inasmuch as the entire book

is censorable, the film version will

probably be as kickless as near-beer.

Also, 1923 standards of naughtiness

are widely removed from the 1910

model. Wouldn't it be a blow to

Elinor to find herself dubbed mid-

Victorian ?

MILTON SILLS STAGES BIG
FIGHT

Milton Sills scored a great hit

when he made a personal appearance

at a Los Angeles theatre recently.

He made a sincere little speech, ex-

plaining just what the better type of

picture people are trying to do for

the betterment of pictures. He
proved that he was as sincere in his

work as in his speech, for he was
leaning on a cane. For a week now
he had been staging a terrible fight

with Noah Beery in The Spoilers.

On Wednesday he got a vacation

;

Beery had been taken to the hospital

!

A MIDNIGHT SCARE

Residents of the little town of

Culver City had the thrill of their

lives the other night. Just at mid-

night wild bursts of maniacal laugh-

ter issued from the Ince studio.

Seeing visions of a madman loose,

the terrified townspeople summoned
the police force, consisting of one

bailiff and two constables. Armed to

the teeth, the three officers cautiously

approached the rear of the studio,

blanching with terror whenever that

blood-chilling laughter burst out

anew. A peculiar pungent scent led

them finally to a cage, where a live

hyena, purchased for use in Dorothy

Davenport Reid's picture dealing with
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Milton Sills scored a great
hit when he made a personal
appearance at a Los Angeles
theatre recently. He made
a sincere little speech, tell-

ing what the film folk were
doing to make pictures bet-

ter, and was loudly ap-
plauded.

the drug evil, was kept. The beast is

now wearing a muzzle which dis-

courages midnight laughter.

BILL FARNUM WANTS SOCIETY
ROLES

Big Bill Farnum, who in many
a picture past had deemed it but

child's play to run an army out of

gas, is leaving the he-man roles. He's

going to leave Fox and will produce

for himself, and by Jove, he's going

to do society dramas only, don't you

know. No more horny-handed sons

of toil nor fighting roles for him.

lie wants to don the soup-and-fish

and juggle a mean tea-cup.

BABY PEGGIE AND JACKIE
COOGAN

Why has no enterprising publicity

man thought to announce the engage-

ment of Baby Peggy and Jackie

Coogan? It is the fashion for

Hollywood stars to lie engaged to

somebody just now, and the youth of

the participating parties should be no

detriment, as—like most engage-

ments—they are made but to be

broken.

WHY DO THEY?
We are interested to learn that

Paul Bern is supervising the prepara-

tion of a film to be called, "Why Men
Leave Home." We are holding our

breath in suspense lest the film really

tell why. If it does, we hope to see

it before Will Hays does.

AUTHOR, AUTHOR!
Ouida Bergere is writing a story

and Elinor Glyn will get the credit

for it. The name of the story is

Six Days. This is the way it hap-

pened.

The versatile Elinor outlined one

little situation on the back of an en-

velope, and sold it to Goldwyn for

we wouldn't dare to say how many
hundreds of dollars. Goldwyn
turned it over to Ouida Bergere to

develop. It's quite a stunt to make
a whole story out of one little situa-

tion. And probably when the story is

screened, this is the way the screen

credit will be apportioned. Six Days,

by ELINOR GLYN, adapted by

Ouida Bergere.

JUNE MATHIS LENDS A HAND
Who will be the next director that

June Mathis helps to fame? Rex
Ingram is a very talented director,

but June Mathis' aid was a great help

in making The Four Horsemen what
it was. Her assistance didn't hamper
Fred Niblo, any, either, in putting

over Blood and Sand. Hollywood is

looking on with great interest at the

filming of In the Palace of the King,

directed by Emmett Flynn. All the

directors out at the Goldwyn studio

would give some of their hearts'

blood to have the vivacious June

adapt their vehicles.

The success or failure of the Flynn

picture will decide the question that

some critics have put, whether the

Mathis success is due in part to the

Ibanez-Valentino-Mathis combina-
tion. Her greatest successes, you
know, have been the Ibanez novels

starring Valentino.

WE'RE FOR YOU, VIOLA
Viola Dana has got a brand-new

contract which provides for some
special productions. We're glad.

We hope with all our heart that Viola

for once is going to get a real story,

something that will give her a chance

to show whether she can act, or mere-

ly look cute. Such pictures as June
Madness would cramp the style of a

Bernhardt.

AN INTRIGUING COMBINATION
The Russian Soviet is going in

for picture-making, and their choice

of their first two stones is an engag-

ing one : Tolstoy's Resurrection and

Decameron Nights. Ach du lieber,

when we think of what our Pennsyl-

vania Dutch censors would do to

those films here

!

THOSE TEMPERAMENTAL
STARS

Here's a new excuse for not work-

ing, recently given by a Schulberg

actress. Miss Callista Riddell, aged

five months, takes a day off for teeth-

ing ever so often. Louis Gasnier

signed up Callista on a six weeks'

contract, teething days excepted.

HOW TO GET INTO THE
MOVIES

If you are ambitious and want to

get into the movies, marry a film star.

John Gunnerson,' Anna O. Nilsson's

shoe-manufacturing bridegroom, has

been married only a month and has

already been offered a picture con-

tract. But he evidently considers

that one screen star is plenty in one

family, for he has decided to stick to

his last.

It's the simple life after
this for Gladys Walton. The
little Universal star is "off"

motoring, because the nasty
old judge sentenced her to

three days in jail, during
the recent speeders' war.
But Gladys had plenty of

company

!
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WHY PRESS AGENTS GO WRONG
Milton Howe, one of the most

genial of Goldwyn's genial publicity

writers, feels that life is all wrong.

The other day he had a perfectly

wonderful hunch for a publicity

stunt. He would offer, in Goldwyn's

name, a prize of $5000 for a sure cure

or a preventive for Klieg eyes. It

would make a peach of a story

!

It did. Thousands of persons, ena-

moured of that $5000, sent in for-

mulae for the cure of Klieg eyes.

And now Milton, a sadder and wiser

man, spends his days going through

piles and piles of letters, sorting out

usable formulae.

ERIC DID A TOMMY TUCKER

Once Eric Von Stroheim was

down on his luck. A friend told him

a certain rathskeller wanted a singer.

So, like little Tommy Tucker, he

went in and sang for his supper.

But alas, the patrons didn't like his

song, so Eric had to pay for the sup-

per with his last nickel. And he

didn't get the job, either.

Mrs. Wallace Reid, her son,

Billy, and her adopted
daughter, Betty. Mrs. Reid
has almost finished her pic-

ture, temporarily titled The
Living Dead, the proceeds
from which are to be used
to fight the narcotic traffic.

Photo by Katjiekine Lane Huncekfo/io

WHO'D BE IN HIS SHOES

Judge J. B. Cox, the justice who
won immortal fame or infamy, as you

please, by sentencing the lovely Bebe
Daniels to jail for speeding, was
knocked down by a motorist recently,

and had a couple of ribs broken.

What will you wager that the

motorist gets sent up for life ?

CHANGING FILM FASHIONS

The "Western" is in again.

The success of The Covered

Wagon has set owners of old cowboy
films ransacking the shelves for the

old favorites. All of Bill Hart's old

pictures are said to be in process of

revamping and even the old Bison

films are being pulled out of their

dusty cans, where they have rested in

honorable retirement for years.

This game of "follow your leader"

in filmdom is a funny one. When
Jesse Lasky insisted on filming The
Covered Wagon against the advice of

his staff, everybody in the industry

called him crazy. Who ever heard of

making a big western special when
the public wanted only sheiks. Now
The Covered Wagon is one of the big

sensations of the year and James
Cruze, who directed it, is one of the

most talked of directors.

MARRIAGE UNDER DIFFI-

CULTIES

Whether the strenuous time Ro-
dolph Valentino has had in getting

himself married to Natacha Rambova
had anything to do with it or not, but

anyway Rudie is slated for the hospi-

tal, suffering from a nervous break-

down. All the nurses at the Johns
Hopkins hospital are aflutter over the

sheik's arrival. But he can cheer up
on one point. Indiana authorities say

he is married at last, tight enough to

satisfy even Voliva of Zion City.

BERT LYTELL LEAVES US

Hollywood will see Bert Lytell no
more, for many moons, as he has gone
East to do a number of pictures for

Cosmopolitan.

A NEW TRAINING STUNT

Stuart Holmes relieves the te-

dium of doing plain and fancy vil-

lainy for the screen by big game hunt-

ing between pictures. He has a new
stunt for training his dog, Bojas.

Stuart took Bojas over to the Selig

/(mi. Colonel Selig's trainer took one

Photo by Hostetler

Thanks be, Viola Dana has
a brand-new contract that
provides for a series of spe-
cial productions for her. The
first is going to be Rouged
Lips, with Tom Moore play-

ing opposite.

of the bears out of the cage and lead

him around the park, while another

trainer follows and lays sticks along

the trail. Then Stuart "sics" his dog
on the scent, and if Bojas follows

the sticks, he knows the dog smells

bear. Simple, eh?

Aah-CHEW!

One needs many accomplishments

in the fillums. Now Lewis Stone

who is playing the part of a French
aristocrat in Rex Ingram's Scara-

mouche, has to learn to take snuff

gracefully. His advent at the Metro
studio these days is always heralded

by poignant sneezes.

NOT FORM-FITTING

An Extra man pathetically hold-

ing up his pants at a Hollywood
studio the other day, begged for a

safety pin or a nail.

"These costume pants arc so big,"

he said, "that I La-ve to take two
steps to make the pants go one

!"

PROPER HOLLYWOOD
In Hollywood those conventions

must be observed. At the Ambassa-
dor hotel the other evening, all ob-

servers were enchanted to behold

Pola Negri and Charlie Chaplin,

properly chaperoned by an eminently

respectable dowager.
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Photo by Katherine Lane Hungerford

SWEET, ISN'T SHE?

She's Jobyna Ralston, Harold
Lloyd's new leading lady.

Photo by Melbourne Spurr

FATHER, DEAR FATHER, COME
HOME WITH ME NOW,

and show us kids how to make a railroad

that will work, pleaded Will Roger's eldest

boy. So Will finished up his season with
the Follies and came back to Hollywood
and his three youngsters. Here's the whole

family.
In and About

THEY'RE LUCKY, WE'LL SAY

Whenever Famous Players-Lasky want to do honor

to any important guests, they have Agnes Ayres
meet them at the train. These Paramount officials

seem well pleased at the attention. They should be.

International I'hoto

IT'S A HARD LIFE
these movie stars live.

Here's Bebe Daniels, lus-

cious Paramount actress, at

Palm Beach, where she made
Glimpses of the Moon. The
natives heartily enjoyed
their glimpses of the star.

unj Photo
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Photo by Wide World

EVERYBODY'S MAKING MOVIES
Even the Russian Soviet is doing it.

Here's a Russian star doing a Valentino.
We can't spell the players' names and you
probably couldn't pronounce them if we
did, so we'll merely tell you that these are
the "leads" in the first picture produced by
the Soviet.

Screenland
Photo by Gene Kornman

Underwood Photo

AVAST THERE, MY HEARTIES!
Cecil DeMille aboard his sea-going yacht,
Miss Cecelia, named after his eldest daugh-
ter. The gentleman saluting is his first

mate.

SWEET MADGE BELLAMY
Madge's press agent would probably tell you
that this is Madge Bellamy on the verandah of
her palatial home in Beverly. We, than whom
none is more veracious, inform you that this is

indeed Madge Bellamy, but she is photographed
on the verandah of the Colonial mansion that

houses the Ince studio.

Photo by Katherine Lane Hungerford
WONDER WHAT STORY HE'S

READING
Harold Lloyd improving his mind in a
wait between scenes. Harold is exceed-
ingly fond of really good literature, which
accounts for his absorption. His feet
aren't really that big; he just borrowed
the shoes from the giant he is using in his
latest picture, as yet untitled.
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Photo by Woodbury
^™msnsmamme*'^

Such a head-dress as a queen of the Pharaohs
might have worn to dazzle a royal lover is

worn by Ruth Roland. Of beaten copper
encrusted with gems, it makes a fascinating

head-dress for a fancy dress party.

^^"^HIBHw^^ Photo by Kichke

The Egyptian turban brought up-to-date is

here worn by Agnes Ayres, Paramount star.

The turban is of tan maline with a gold tub-

ing wound through the drape. Wax orna-

ments hold in place fronds of gold fringe on
either side.

King Tut in Hollywood

From the grim "Valley

ofthe Tombs of Kings"

comes the Egyptian in-

fluence, and Hollywood

fashion responds to its

stimulus.

Old Tut-ankh-amen's influence is

seen even in the sport costumes of

the summer of 1923. Carmel Myer's
smart outfit shows the Egyptian
trend in its cut and decorations.

Photo by Richee

Turquoise blue was the Egyptian

color of love, so this gorgeous cos-

tume of Betty Compson's reflects

the color of the sky. Observe the

huge pyramid-shaped ear ornaments;

they are sure to further the vogue
for striking ear-rings.
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MOVIE Maniacs, Yes-Men, and Ladies

Movie
Maniacs

OME cranks take a special de-

light in annoying the stars. For
instance, there is the case of

the half-mad man who wrote "poison pen" letters to

Bebe Daniels. Dear little Bebe, who never harmed any-
body, has been bombed and black-mailed and picked on
generally by these cranks. In Screenland for August
you will read about some of the persecutions suffered
by the stars.

The 'Yes' S^ES MEN are the curse of

niiaht H movie industry-mt2nt A "yes man" is a chap who
always agrees with his boss, who always lauds him to
his face and frequently pans him behind his back? who
always assures him that the picture and the cast and
especially the producer's policies are "knockouts", even
when he knows in his heart that they are sure to be
terrible "flops".

The "yes man" is responsible for many a fearful pic-
ture. Just how the industry is trembling on this quicksand
foundation of false plaudits is exposed in the startling
article, The Yes Blight in Scree-nland for Aueust
Watch for it.

Lady, IVe ^TpHIS is the kind of letter that

Thank You H hrmSs the smiles to an editor's

face

:

"I must tell you how I enjoyed the May Screenland/'
writes Mrs. G. C. Smith of Mineola, Texas. "It was
the first issue that I had read since September of last

year. And do you know, I hardly knew it for the same
magazine. It has improved so much. That one issue
contained practically everything one wants to know about
Hollywood. Scalpers of the Films was a revelation to
me. I never dreamed the poor extras had such a hard
time. I'll never be without Screenland again."
We like being told we are improving better than Agnes

Ayres does. Once she asked us how we liked her in a
certain picture, and we told her truthfully that she was
improving. And she didn't speak to us for a month.

How About
Rebirth?

' ANY movie stars believe in

reincarnation. One beauti-

ful miss in particular swears
that this is her ninth and last incarnation. Another ac-
tress, rather plain and totally lacking in sex appeal,
asserts that she is paying for sins committed in her pre-
vious incarnation, when she was a heartless coquette
and beauty of the court of Napoleon. Wonder what pen-
ances some. of our present movie stars will have to do in

their next incarnations, to pay for some of their present
slips? You'll find out in Screenland for August.

"Mention /f^\ NE of our readers writes in,

C '/ >» Wjjmuch aggrieved that TomOmsbmile ^ Moore's smile was not in-
cluded in the story, By Their Smiles Ye Shall Knozv
Them. So we very gladly devote this space to averring

that Tom's Irish smile is probably the smiliest smile
there is, and we don't see how we managed to forget to
mention it in the article. How's that?

Art Or <*npHE type of gallery run in this

Taste 11
isSUe—without frames or
adomment of any kind—has

called forth much favorable comment from Screenland
readers. The picture is the thing. Next Month's gal-
lery will introduce a new style of layout. We think Vou
will like it.

The Ladies, (gOME day we are going to run

God Bless'Em an
, f?" §

'

aller^ of unknown
.

celebrities. No one whose
name has appeared in electric lights will be admitted to
the sacred circle of the seven starlets of the future.
Young ladies with screen aspirations, please answer.

What She NE keen reader of this family

Liked Best ^ jour"a
l

L

anaiyzed the Ma^ te ~

sue of Screenland, and wrote
us just how the various features struck her.
The portraits, she said, were very fine, the best feature

in the issue.

First in excellence as an article, to her mind, was
Scalpers of the Films; second, Star for a Day; and
third, Do Jews Control the Movies? Next in order as
appreciated were, Is Pola Negri Chaplin's Mental Wife.
Mashers of Hollyzvood, and Is Pauline Frederick Pur-
sued by a Love Jinx?
The fashion hints were very good, she thought, and of

the departments, she liked High Life in Hollywood the
best.

What do you like or dislike in Screenland? We're
always glad to hear.

The Chinese Z^LORIA Swanson is just as

Like Gloria
in ^ a

%
she is

here, it would seem from a
letter from Shanghai recently received.

"One reason I buy Screenland is because you print
quite a lot of news about Gloria Swanson, my favorite
star. I think she is wonderful and so do a number of
people here.

"Then, too, I think it is the best hiagazine because
interviews are not much good and the articles you print
are infinitely more real and more interesting."

Mabel, Front T7 OHN D. Cahill of Chicago

and Center
wants Mabel Normand to ap-

pear in at least three pictures
every year. It's her duty to the public, John says. We
say so, too. We liked Mickey and Molly and Susan-
na, but it was too long a time between drinks.
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LITTLE HINTS
for PLAYGOERS

Colonel Roosevelt's

immortal policy
guides us in pre-

senting these start-

lingly frank Reviews

-"a square deal

for everyone"
particularly for our

readers

ENEMIES OF WOMEN
Cosmopolitan

This may not be the

world's worst photoplay, but

it's a close contestant for the

honors. In spite of a brilliant

cast and a powerful story,

the picture is almost turned
into farce by terrible direct-

ing. We would like to see

what Rex Ingram or Fred
Niblo would do with this

story. Alma Rubens is beau-
tiful but awkward. Lionel
Barrymore is fearfully mis-

cast as the Russian prince,

and his low-comedy falls in

the midst of his big fight

scenes invariably stirred the

audience to raucous laughter.
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QUEEN OF SIN
Ben Blumenthal

By the time you have seen
half of this picture you'll be
wishing it was back in Vien-
na where it came from. Cut
from eighteen reels to eight
for American delectation, it

is a mediocre production, in
story and detail and acting.
The story is the shopworn
tale of a girl who loves a
poor artist, but is forced to
marry another man because
of her mother's indebtedness
to him in the matter of a
forged check. A De Mille-
ish cut-back to the wicked-
ness of Sodom lends the only
kick to the picture.

GLIMPSES OF THE MOON
Paramount

Edith Wharton's hot house story reaches
the screen in a series of dazzling costumes
and magnificent boudoirs, strangely enough
under the direction of Allan Dwan who was
responsible for the virility of "Robin Hood."
With the exception of the character names,
the screen version bears but a slight relation
to the original story.

Bebe Daniels is Susan Branch, the beauti-
ful, poor—but not proud—girl, who with her
penniless author husband lives off the bounty
of their immensely wealthy friends until hub-
by suddenly develops a conscience.

All in all, the picture is most satisfying,
due to the entertaining abilities of Bebe, Nita
Naldi, Rubye de Remer, Maurice Costello
and David Powell.

THE LEOPARDESS
Paramount

A story of the South
Seas, in which a girl

who is brought up as
one of the natives is

purchased by an A-
merican hunter. The
hunter sets out to tame
the girl as he tames
his captured leopards.
Alice Brady does some
excellent acting. Mon-
tague Love is good,
also, but the picture as
a whole is dull.
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THE RUSTLE OF SILK
Paramount

The Rustle of Silk is the

rather dull story of a little

hairdresser who falls in love

with one of Britain's great

statesmen, takes the position

as a maid in his household
to be near him, and pours out

her love in letters which are

never meant to be read by
anyone. Of course they fall

into the villain's hands, very
nearly wreck the career of

the hero, and at last, after

five agonized reels of wait-

ing, bring the hero and her-

oine together. Anna Q.
Nilsson, though not men-
tioned in the billing, has the

best part and does the only

notable work in the picture.

Betty Compson as the girl

is sweet and pretty, but her
love-sick yearnings make the

casual observer fear she is

dying on her feet. Conway
• Tearle is, as always, Conway
Tearle, furrowed brow and
all.

THE LITTLE GIRL NEXT
DOOR

This is a timely and interest-

ing expose of the tricks of the

fake spiritualistic trade, with

an excellent love story inter-

woven with the plot. Just how
mediums bilk their credulous

patrons, with cameras hidden

in vanity cases and phosphorus-

coated sheets and trick slates

for "messages from the dead ,

isrshown very realistically. The
story and titles are by Louis

Weadock. Pauline Starke has

her audience with her from the

start. That perennial juvenile,

James Morrison, makes a most

likeable hero, and Carmel

Myers enters upon a career of

crime that will doubtless result

in her being cast for "heavy"

roles from now on.

THE GO-GETTER
Cosmopolitan

For energy, pep and en-

thusiasm, Bill Peck, the go-

getter in the case, and pos-

sessor of a breezy personal-

ity, is a real Spring tonic.

The story is a highly im-

probable one, dealing with

a snappy, never-say-die

salesman who is put thro the

adventurous quest of captur-

ing a vase and bringing it

back in time to qualify for

a job and the girl.

T.'Roy Barnes plays the

part with a good deal of

spirit and makes it all seem

plausible. An exciting aero-

plane race, taken with night

•photography, winds up this

amusing picture.
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When Two Is Company
'-and Three a Crowd!

HAVE you ever felt "in the

way"? Have you ever had
the feeling that somehow

you didn't "belong"?
Some of us never feel entirely

at ease among strangers and new
acquaintances. While others
converse smoothly and pleasantly,

we are unhappy and constrained.

While others seem to do and say
the right thing without stopping to

think about it—we are hesitant and
embarrassed.

It is the person who does not
know what to do and say on all oc-

casions, who feels self-conscious

and out of place. Those who
know definitely what they are do-
ing and why they are doing it are
always well-poised and at ease.

They are never humiliated by mak-
ing conspicuous blunders. They
are never tongue-tied during a con-
versation, never "alone" at a party
or dance.

THERE is an old proverb, true since the
world began. It is more true today, in

our age of polished civilization, than it

ever was before.

"Good manners make good mixers" the
sages used to say. Realize how significant

this proverb is. Clothe a king in tatters and
his kingly manner will still command re-

spect, but clothe a beggar in cloth of gold
and his manner will instantly betray his

breeding.

People like to mingle with those in whose
company they feel happy and are at ease.

The rude, ill-bred person not only feels self-

conscious and embarrassed himself, but
makes everyone with whom he comes in

contact feel embarrassed, too. He is never
welcome. People are instinctively conscious
of his blunders. He makes "three a crowd"
—and when he is in a crowd, he feels

"alone." In other words, he is not a good
mixer.

How Etiquette Gives
Social Equality

It is the fear of doing or saying what is

wrong that robs us of our poise, our self-

possession.

Correct the mortifying, telltale marks of

ill manners, and you have a person -who is

sure of himself, at ease.

Smooth away the crudities that come
from being unaccustomed to good society,

and you have a person who is calm, well-

poised, invested with a cer-

tain fine dignity.

Tell a person definitely

what is correct and what is

incorrect, protect him from
the embarrassment of blun-

ders, make it as easy for him
to do and say the right thing

as it is to say "Good morn-
ing"^-and you have a person

who is correct, cultivated

—

confident.

It is not the unequal dis-

tribution of wealth or of

education that causes the

different "classes" or "sets"

in society. It is the social in-

equality that makes itself so

instantly evident. Who can
conceal a blunder in etiquette

at the dinner table ? Who can

conceal a flustered, incoher-

ent acknowledgment to an
introduction? Who can con-

ceal the blunders that betray

people at once as ill-bred and
uncultivated ?

No one can do without a

knowledge of etiquette. For
your own ease, for your own
peace of mind you need it.

You need it that you may be

a better mixer among people,

a better host or hostess, a

better guest. You need it that the path of

life may be made smoother to travel, that

you may add to your treasure-store of

friends, that you may gain the polish and
cultivation that is of. inestimable value

throughout life.

What Is the Book of

Etiquette?

Most books on etiquette are written from
the standpoint of the ultra-fashionable.

They concern themselves with the details

of elaborate functions, with matters of

behavior on occasions of extreme con-

ventionality.

The Book of Etiquette is essentially sane.

It does not encourage affected civilities,

contains more common sense than rules of

conduct. It does not deal with the burden-

some superfluities of high life. It is written

not for a «ertain select class of people—but

for everyone. It is a consultant, a secretary

Some Titles from the
Table of Contents

to those who seek poise and ease in their

contact with other people. It is a delight-

fully written, highly interesting, authorita-

tive work on every-day etiquette—covering

those subjects in which we are all most
interested, discussing the

very problems that confront
us, telling us exactly what to

do, say, write and wear on
everv occasion.

Why It pays to be agreeable
The simplest culture
The origin of manners
Good society in America
The secret of social success
Announcing the engagement
Invitations to weddings
The wedding breakfast
Tin and wooden weddings
Origin of the trousseau
The correct introduction
Speaking without introduction
Creating conversation
The proper length of a call

The woman's business call

The dinner invitation
Acknowledging invitations

The "bread and butter" letter

A word of special caution
The young country miss
Forget about yourself

The endless round of hos-
pitality

For the shy and self-conscious

Funeral customs
The servant in the household
About the American hostess

When there are no servants

Tea at a bachelor apartment
A plea for dancing
For the simple country dance
A trip to the South
Some social errors

At the theatre and opera
Hotel etiquette

The restless urge of travel

Sent Free to You
for Examination

May we send you the com-
plete, two-volume set of the fa-

mous Book of Etiquette free for

examination? We know you want
to see it, read one or two of the

chapters, examine the table of

contents in both books. There
may be some particular problem
of conduct that is puzzling you—
how asparagus should be eaten,

how a certain invitation should
be worded, how a certain gift

should be acknowledged. Let
the Book of Etiquette tell you.
No obligation whatever. Just

clip and mail the coupon to us
today, and the complete two-
volume set of the Book of Eti-

quette will be sent to you at once,
free for examination. Within 5

days you may either return it

absolutely without cost or obliga-
tion to you, or keep it as your
own and send us only $3.50 in
full payment.

Mail this coupon now, while
you are thinking of it. Don't give yourself
the chaace to forget. Nelson Doubledav, Inc.,

Dept. 877, Garden City, N. Y.

Nelson Doubleday , Inc., Dept. 877

Garden City, New York

I accept your free examination offer. Without
money in advance, or obligation on my part, you
may send me the Book of Etiquette, eomplete in

two volumes. Within 5 days I will either send
you only $3.50 in full payment, or return the
books, without obligation.

Name

Address

Check here if you want these books with the

beautiful full leather binding, at $5, with 5

days' free examination privilege.

(Orders from outside the W. S. arc payable

cash until order.)
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Oh Doctor, Doctor!

from high blood pressure, symptoms

of smallpox, cerebral meningitis, or

any little thing like that, so that said

star can keep his date, his director's

good will and his contract. Obliging

physicians of this type are not at all

rare, and certainly they have their

place in Hollywood's scheme of life.

How dreary it would be if life were

all work and no play

!

Of course he must be a convincing

liar and he must not appear to doubt

his own word even, for the star loves

to feel that he has put it over on the

doctor, too ! Studios require a "sick

certificate", by the way, much as a
school teacher makes the truants

bring in excuses in adult handwrit-

ing. And just as ingenious children

can always find an obliging grown-up
to write maturely for them, so can

the star vacation-bent or recovering

from a wild party which must not be

talked about at the studio rope in a

doctor's certificate.

B ill Shakespeare's Shylock has

been relegated to the realm of the

old-fashioned by the modern Shy-

locks of the movies. For many an

actress has willingly given up as

many as fifteen pounds of flesh in

exchange for a fat contract from
Shylock producers. But Shylock does

not find himself foiled by a majestic

Portia, neatly discovering a flaw in

the contract. No blood is spilled.

P>ut oh, the sweat that drips. For
reducing is a medical science in Hol-
lywood, practised with the exactness

of a fine art.

One of the most famous doctors in

Los Angeles goes in solely for altera-

tions on the forms of motion picture

players. He is honored and revered.

His name is written on the heart of

many a contract-winner, who would
otherwise have gone thick-ankled and
obscure to her grave.

Before starting out with his bath-

ing girls on the famous Revue a few
years ago Mack Sennett sent eighteen

of the girls to this "figger fixer" at

one time, with a note requesting

him to get them in "shape" within a
certain specified time. Ankles had
to be reduced, knees massaged, necks
filled out, a few thighs and hips
shrunken, and other imperfections
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remedied before the Revue opened.

Along with this order to the modern
Shylock came instructions to take a

certain number of pounds off Priscil-

la Dean for a forthcoming produc-

tion.

The health system got busy and all

those girls had the time of their lives

while being "normalized". No drug

or medicines, no dieting, no discom-

fort entered into the process of forc-

ing the beauty buds into blossom.

They simply had a frolicky good
time with Swedish masseurs, jump-
ing ropes, special reducing apparatus

and games designed to transfer

poundage from one area to another,

to infuse new vitality into jaded sys-

tems and to give poise and grace to

rejuvenated figures.

The knock-'em-cold-ers emerged

on contract time, in symmetrical out-

lines that delighted Mack Sennett and

the public about equally.

In this physical culture studio one

is sure to meet stars who can afford

to keep fit, or rather can't afford not

to keep fit, even at the price the"fig-

ger fixer" puts on his services—one

hundred to two thousand dollars a

"course". Probably the first named
fee is for something simple, like re-

ducing a pair of ankles, and the last

mentioned for making a Phoebe into

a Venus. But judging from the

enormous list of pupils and the

heavy force employed, the wealth of

fhe golden state is well tied up with

the flesh pots.

The most common treatment given

is to the "too stouts". The "figger

fixer" says 150 pounds of flesh are

left behind each day by his "pa-

tients". Among the flesh-shedders

are Phvllis Haver, Louise Fazenda,

Priscilla Dean, Myrtle Stedman,

Barbara Castleton, and many stars of

the legitimate stage. Charlotte Green-

wood whose comedy depends upon
her remaining "long, lean lanky Letty

Pepper", Mrs. Oliver Morosco (Sel-

ma Paley), Blanche Ring, Constance
Balfour, the singer—all contribute to

the discarded poundage of this fa-

mous sweatshop.

eler oakman, Priscilla

Dean's husband, and Dave Butler

each lost forty pounds during the

course. Director Robert Dillon

capped their record by six pounds.

Colleen; Moore and Helen Jerome
Eddy went for the opposite reason

—

to build' up to normal. It was a

question of making Colleen from a

shadow into a reality, so thin is she.

Now Doris May is spending her

spare time getting into "shape". She
lost an awful lot of weight nursing

her husband, Wallace MacDonald,
through, typhoid.

Mrs. Bert Lytell and Mrs. Robert

McKim, as well as Director Nietz'

wife, have invested in this subtle

sort of "love insurance". Juanita

Plansen had to take the reducing

course about four years ago. Tiny
Mrs. Charles Ray, no bigger than a

bar of soap after a hard day's wash-
ing, to use an obsolete simile that our

mothers held dear, takes reducing ex-

ercises regularly. She realizes that

the time to reduce is before one gets

even pleasantly plump. She is not

going to have poundage steal upon
her by ounces. Charles Ray is

known to cherish a fondness for

petite figures.

wr r ininifred westover hart might
have been living happily today with

her famous husband if she had con-

tinued the health course which first

attracted Bill's interest, according to

intimate friends' opinion. She was
under a nerve strain which drained

her vitality and made harmony in the

home hard to maintain since her hus-

band was also moody and nervous.

Her mental outlook would perhaps

have been vastly different if she had

been in perfect physical trim. Mrs.

Hart was built up shortly before her

marriage into a lovely specimen of

girlhood by this magic system.

A well known producer almost

persuaded Clara Kimball Young that

she could remain in the youthful

roles which made her famous if she

would place herself in the hands of

"the man who makes them young",

but she has missed half a dozen ap-

pointments which she made to begin

the course, and has not started to

date, according to her friends.

So

—

whether a player is fat or

thin, sick or well, soused or sober,

blue or thirsty, or simply hankering

for a vacation—call the doctor

!
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The Port of Missing Girls
(Continued from page 22)

The mother arrived, very ill, and
at once became the ward of the

Traveler's Aid and Y. W. C. A.
They fed and clothed her, assisting

her in every way possible in her

search, hampered as it was by her

lameness.

One day the mother was eating a

bowl of soup in the cafeteria across

the street from Universal studios,

when a girl sat down beside her.

The mother rose with a cry which
startled everyone in the place,

crowded as it was with movie peo-

ple, in make-up of every description.

The girl betrayed recognition for

only an instant, but this one instant

gave her away to the Traveler's Aid
woman who was with the trembling

mother.

"Hallie!" The mother cried over

and over. She seized the girl's hands
and tried to kiss them, but the girl

drew away in haughty distaste. She
believed her heavy make-up and her

hennaed hair—she had left home a
brown-haired, nondescript girl—pro-

tected her from absolute recognition.

"I have never seen you before

!

What do you mean?" She was in

evening dress, a cheap, tarnished

affair, hanging to her rather plump
shoulders by tiny straps of soiled

gold ribbon.

The mother wept loudly, calling

upon God and man to witness that

she had found her daughter at last.

But the girl stoutly protested her
claims, asserting she was from St.

Louis, that she had never lived in

Emporia. The Traveler's Aid, who
has police authority, insisted upon
taking the girl in custody and wired
the people she had named as her par-

ents. The wire was returned marked,
"No such address in St. Louis".

That clinched matters, but the girl

stubbornly held out. The mother
became violently ill with grief and.

died later in the county hospital. The
girl was made a ward of the state

and has been put to work, and forced
to care for the orphaned half-brother
she still repudiates. The child rec-

ognized her instantly on his arrival
in Los Angeles. Sullenly the girl

goes about her work in a Los Angeles
cafeteria, ready at any minute to
make another break for freedom and
the movies. It is a coincidence that

the day her mother found her was
the first day she had ever worked
in pictures. If she had made a niche
for herself in the studios, she would
have been given a chance by the
officials who took her in charge. The
evening dress she had worn on the

set that day had been stolen from an
"extra" who had kindly given her a
night's lodging when she was com-
pletely out of funds.

Sold Too Cheap

'he saddest case of delinquency
of girls that has come to the notice

of Miss Gray, of the Y. W. C. A.
Bureau of Employment, concerns a
girl who had been given encourage-
ment by a Chicago motion picture

producer. After a small job as ex-
tra, she came to Los Angeles, on the
advice of the producer. She came
out at her own expense, but soon
found that big money and big op-
portunities were not coming her way.
Man after man told her she could
get ahead if she would accept his at-

tentions, but she refused to take
the "easy" route to success. Starved
out, she went to work in a restau-
rant, where she soon found herself

hopelessly entangled with a foreigner
—an employe of the restaurant.

When it became evident that she was
to be a mother, the girl's mother
was sent for. She shook her head
solemnly in talking it over with Miss
Gray, and observed : "What a pity,

as long as she had to go wrong, she
didn't do it in the movies, where she
would have gotten something for it."

Can you wonder that the girl's moral
fibre at last broke down, with a
mother like that ?

So—parents who have been comb-
ing New York for runaways, trans-

fer your energies to the Pacific Coast,
to Hollywood, the new "Port of
Missing Girls". New York is passe.

No flapper especially yearns to tread
Broadway. Hollywood Boulevard
is heaven to her now.
And please come after them, these

little runaways, suffering from "Gyp-
sy Blood". They are cluttering up
Juvenile Hall "something dreadful".
And the movies haven't room for
them.

EIGHT BEAUTIFUL

STAR PORTRAITS

For

15c.

Eight beautiful star

portraits—handsome
duplicates of the gal-

lery in this issue all

ready for framing—will

be sent to any reader

of SCREENLAND upon

receipt of fifteen cents

in coin or stamps.

Address:

ART DEPARTMENT, Screenland Magazine

119 West 40th Street

New York City

ANNOUNCEMENT
OF WINNERS

The winners of the $10.00 prizes
offered in the March and April is-

sues of SCREENLAND for the best
answer to "Which advertisement in
this issue of SCREENLAND ap-
peals to you most—and why" are

Mrs. L. E. Davis,

505 North 12th St.

Richmond, Va.
and

Mr. Edward Doran,
Edmonton, Canada.

Both of the winning letters were
masterpieces of concise, clear writ-
ing. Our only regret is that lack of
space prevents our reproducing the
letters in full.

Our heartiest congratulations to Mrs.
Davis and Mr. Doran for their successful
efforts!

WATCH SCREENLAND'S AD-
VERTISING COLUMNS FOR THE
ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW
CONTESTS

!
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FOOL'S GOLD
(Continued-from page 19)

ReduceFAT /
this easyWag/
Without starving, exercising, taking deblll-

iting baths or drugs. Dr. Lawton's GUAR-
ANTEED Fat Beducer (not electric) reduces

fat on any part of the body in 10-niinute ap-
plications, night and morning.

DR. LAWTON'S
Guaranteed FAT Reducer

and Illustrated Course on Weight Control

showing how to stay thin after the Fat Re-
ducer has done its work.
Tour money back If It falls 1 If actual re-

duction Is not shown taking place within 11

days, the full trial period, return the outfit

and Dr. Lawton will give you back your

money promptly.

Only$3.75—sSendNoMoney—MallCoupon!
Test the Reducer NOW on the Lawton

GUARANTEE. Don't send any money. Simply
fill out and mail the coupon. When your
Postman delivers your Reducer, pay him $3.75,

plus a few cents post charges. If you send money In

advance, add 20c for postage. That coupon is your start

toward sliraness. Mail it NOW! If you want more in-

formation first, send for "How to Reduce—Mould Tour
Figure to Shapeliness."

1 DR. THOMAS LAWTON, Dept. 250,

I
120 W. 70th St., New Tork City.

|

1 Send me Dr. Lawton's GUARANTEED Fat Re- i

Jducer. On delivery I will pay Postman $3.75, plus'

i few cents post charges. If, after following direction*
,

11 days, the Reducer fails to show actual reduction ,

taking place, I will return the outfit to you and i

I you will refund Its cost promptly.

i Name
(

1 Street. City State.

YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in

SOFT mellow tone WITHOUT
SCRATCH AND SURFACE

NOISES
by using a

DEFLEXOGRAPH
FITS ANY PHONOGRAPH
(or Victrola) using steel

needles. Play after hours.
Will not disturb. Deflexo-
graph attaches to needle

holder. Filters
sound oscilla-

tions. Prevents
scratch arid sur-
face noises enter-
ing sound box.
Nometallicnoises.

VANTONECO.
GOLD PLATE, $1.50

(See Cut)
NICKEL PLATE, $1.00

Dept. S,

110 W. 15th St.,

New York, N.Y.

An unscented. antiseptic liquid—applied twice a week, will

free you from all perspiration annovanccs. KEEPS UN-
DERARMS DRY AND ODORLESS —Endorsed by physi-
cians and nurses. SEND 4C FOR TESTING SAMPLE.

SO* Utvirat months' supply) at all trading

tolttt amd drug eounltrs, or bp moil {postpaid)

TheNonspiCo.; 26S2 Walnut St..Kansas City,Mo.

kiss me, all the time saying "So glad

you came in—dearie, there is a part

coming up to-day, a great part, and

you are just the type. Can you swim?

I'll say you can. Some shape I'll bet.

You will be made, kiddo. This is a

great part
;
yes, your beautiful long-

hair is just what we want. Take your

hair down". (He was taking it down
as he talked). After I had again pin-

ned up my hair, sort of capering

about the room, as girls are apt to

do, during the embarrassing pur-

poseless moments, he added "You
don't mind letting me see your legs

do you ? I should think they are very

pretty". I stood all this, and tried to

figure to myself I was a bathing

beauty at a beach, so I carelessly

kicked a few clumsy steps, tossed on

my hat, and very nonchalantly said

"How's your pretty wife, and your

cute little girl?" This is a great line.

Don't act as though you rebelled a

bit over being pinched, punched and

pushed, just casually say to a man
who has a wife, "How is your wife,

they tell me she is such a good .

sport." Watch the effect!

I left this office really believing I'd

get the job, for I didn't make a great

point of finding out about his wife,

and I had been very tolerant consid-

ering. Well, I prayed, I did so need

food ; there was no one left to bor-

row from. Later when I went into

Betty's where I could phone for

nothing, my answer about this job

was, "Sorry dearie, but they de-

cided you were a bit too old."

The last blow is ever the hardest.

I had just nine cents left, my entire

day had been bridged over by a Her-

shey nut bar. (God bless Mr. Her-

shey and his entire family.) I feel

like the cat's eyebrow, but I strolled

into Fox Studio. There they told

me to hang around a bit as there was

to be a dance hall set that night, at

$5.00. I waited.

About twenty girls were waiting.

They needed only twelve. We stood

expectantly as the director picked

them out. He chose twelve, and lost

count, then said to me, "you", then

realizing what he had done, he

apologized and let me go.

To-day is Friday the thirteenth. O
well, if Friday comes—is Sunday
far behind?

"Doubling for a fallen Star."

March 3, 1921

About a month ago I came to

live at the Studio Club. My room is

close to the telephone, so this morn-
ing at dawn, it awakened me, madly
ringing. Six of the girls on the sec-

ond tier dove for it, all meeting in

a sleepy heap on the floor. I man
aged to catch the receiver. A voice

shouted

:

"Miss be at studio at seven-

thirty, we may be able to use you
to-day, if you are a good Italian

type."

It has been six weeks since I've

done a day's work in pictures, so I

borrowed every article of clothing

anyone had that looked Italian.. In

fact I almost tied a red bandana

about my head for, I simply had to

have this job.

At the studio I patiently waited

from seven-thirty till eleven, a little

short of the customary five hours

wait. The star accompanied by his

casting director arrived, they both

looked me over, and registered a

small degree of pleasure, then the

star bent over sidewise, and got a
different angle on my nose, and said

:

"The nose is perfect ; take her, pad

her out, she's too thin."

My life's blood given for a year

to take off twenty pounds, and to be

told I was too thin ! Is there no

God?
The job was mine. I was led to a

lovely dressing-room and given much
service. In about ten minutes, I gath-

ered the leading lady was ill. I was
doubling for her. Finally I succeeded

in learning she had only been thrown
out of a blazing boat and broken

two ribs, besides hurting her back,

and she was now in the Hospital.

But, the picture must go on. Hence
I was ready to begin my perilous job,

gotten not by the skin of my teeth,

but by the shape of my nose.

The scenes were on a burning ship.

Great flames leaped every time the

camera started to grind, such realis-

tic flames made by huge torches and

smoke pots. I was madly rushed up

the ladder of a ship, thrown over the

side of the blazing boat, into a small

life raft, about fifteen feet lower.

(Continued on page 88)
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MillionsSufferFoot Tortures
"because ofOne liny

MisplacedBone
Tj\OOT specialists have just perfected a marvelous new invention—anA invention which is instantly relieving thousands of people of their foot
pains—and which gives one the glorious feeling that he is actually walking
on layers of air!
No longer need you suffer those terrible foot pains that leave you exhausted

!

Wo longer need you tolerate the aches and burning that make life misera-

V i

y°U
?.

er those ag°nizinS twinges in the arches and
instep that make walking a torture. For scientists have found
the real cause of most troubles—a tiny misplaced bone in
the toot. Even the slightest displacement of this bone
means terrible pam. But with this new invention you
can gently work this bone back into place, with the re-
sult that every pain disappears—instantly—as if by a
touch of a magic wand

!

How Startling New Discovery Corrects the Trouble—and
Relieves Foot Pains Instantly!

MILLIONS of people have the mis
taken idea that their sore, burn-
ing, aching feet are due only
to the pinching of their shoes.

Other pains in the legs and thighs are
wrongly attributed to rheumatism.

But Science now proves that 99 of every
100 foot pains are caused by a displace-
ment of the astragalus bone—a small
bone at the top of the foot arches. This
bone supports your whole weight. It is
held in place by a series of tendons and
ligaments. But very often these tendons
become weakened. This tiny bone, under
the weight of the body, is then forced out
of place. The result is fallen arches.
The arches are really the "wagon

springs" of your body. They "give"
every time your weight falls on the foot,
thus absorbing the shocks of walking. But
when the astragalus bone gets displaced,
the arches instantly lose their springlike
resiliency. As a result, when you walk,
the whole weight of your body falls solidly
on the delicate bones and muscles of your
feet, causing all sorts of foot misery. Just
as- an automobile without springs would
soon break down, so it is with your feet.
The muscles become twisted out of place,
sensitive bones are placed under terribly
unnatural strains and delicate nerves are
tortured.

Note the Instantaneous Results !

The marvelous new Russian Sponge Rubber Arch Sup-
ports, which slip into your shoes, are entirely different fromanything known or used before. There are no rigid
appliances; no special shoes; no braces; no straps; no
salves; no powders; no trouble or inconvenience of anykind. Yet the flattened arch is lifted
gently back into place, pain is in-
stantly banished—aching bones and
muscles are instantly soothed—all i

swellings and soreness disappear im- I
mediately. And every step you take
strengthens and builds up the torn and
twisted ligaments until the foot be-
comes normal once more! Further
use of the supports is then unneces-
sary.

How New Invention Works
The old way of treating fallen arches made

no attempt to bring permanent cure. The arches
were merely forced into position by using hard
unyielding braces or props. These were merely
crutches," for when removed, the arch flattened

out again. Then, being rigid, they did not ab-
sorb the shocks of walking. It was just as if
you placed a huge rock between the springs of
a wagon. Their worst fault, however, was that
instead of strengthening the foot muscles that
support the arches, these rigid props actually
weakened them because they did not exercise the
muscles.

But how different is this marvelous new in-
vention! It is made of Russian Sponge Rubber,
and is in the form of a wonderfully light and
springy pad, scientifically formed to the natural
arch. It can be slipped into any styled shoe, yet
were it not for the wonderful comfort and buoy-
ancy (hat it brings, you would never lie aware of
its presence.

housewives, clerks, salesmen and others
And that with these supports they can
stand or walk all day long without the
least bit of fatigue.

Send No Money
Many people have paid specialists as

high as $200 for the benefits that you can
now secure from the Russian Sponge Arch
Supports for an astonishingly small frac-
tion of this amount.

Furthermore, you do not risk one penny
in trying them, for if after five days you
are not more than delighted with the im-
provement in your feet, your money will
be instantly—and gladly—refunded.

Don't send a cent. Simply fill in the
coupon, being sure to give the exact size
of your foot as instructed below. Don't
hesitate to order by mail, for every day
we fit hundreds in this way. When the
postman brings you your supports, just
pay him the amazingly low price of $1.95
(plus few cents postage) in full payment.

Slip the supports into your shoes. Walk
on them. See if you are not amazed at
the wonderful relief and comfort they
bring. This special low price is being
made for introductory purposes only, and
may never be offered again. So mail the
coupon today—now—and say Good-bye to
foot pains forever.

THOMPSON-BARLOW CO., Dept. 367
43 West I6th St., New York City.

• With a gentle even pressure at all points this ,nw *t ™T IMh ^ N™ Y°rk City '

resilient rubber at once raises the fallen arch to
L - IB'^f INTRODUCTOR YOFFER^ COUPON

its natural position, gently working the displaced
astragalus bone back into place. This instantly
releases the pressure on the sensitive nerves and
blood vessels, and takes all strain off the weakened
muscles.

Brings Permanent Relief
At the same time, as this light and springy

rubber yields to your weight, it reproduces
exactly the natural spring of your arch! Its
constant compression and expansion with every
step massages, exercises and strengthens the
muscles in a natural way—thus quickly bring-
ing back their old-time vigor and strength.
The beauty of it all is that results are evident

instantly! The moment you put on these won-
derful supports all pain vanishes and walking
becomes an actual pleasure.
Kven if you are not troubled with your feet,

you will find the Russian Sponge Rubber Arch
Supports of tremendous value. Thousands of

THOMPSON-BARLOWCO.Jnc.

Dept. 367, 43 West 16th Street,

New York

Send me, at your risk, the proper
_ — iiiiir of your new Russian Sponge

If not sure of shoe Kubuer Arch Supports. I will pay
size, stand on piece the postman $1.95 (plus few cents
of paper — trace postage) with the full understand-
outline of stock- ins that there ate no further pav-
inned foot. Tfold ments. If I am not satisfied after
pencil upright wearing them. I will return them in
Unclose this with five days and you are to refund my
coupon. money without question.

Name

Addr

City aiid Si

Size of Shoe Width
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SCREENLAND

When Swimming
use WINX

YOU won't mind the splashing

waves. For no amount of wet-

ness can spoil the heavy darkness
of your lashes when you have beaded
them with WINX. Applied with the

glass rod attached to the stopper,

WINX makes the lashes appear longer

and heavier. Dries instantly and lasts.

Winx (black or brown) 75c. To
nourish the lashes and promote growth,

use colorless cream Lashlux at night.

Cream Lashlux (black, brown or color-

less) 50c. At drug, department stores

or by mail.

The new daintily boxed waterproof
Swimset contains Pert Rouge and
Winx. At drug, department stores

or by mail, $1.50.

Samples of Pert and Winx are a dime
each. Send for them and enclose coins.

ROSS COMPANY
83 Grand Street New York

WINXW at orproof

of your
Favorite Star

WOI'LD you like a hcautiful 8x1(1 photograph
of pour Bereen-iravorite? SCREENLAND
wishes to make you a present of a genuine

photograph of your favorite Star, FREE. Just mail
the altaeheil coupon with one dollar for six months'
subscription to HCKEENLAND, and reeeivc abso-
lutely FREE a handsome photograph of your choice
of famous stars. Mall the coupon TODAY!

Circulation Manager SCREENLAND,
IIS W. 40th St.. Dept. 6, New York City.

i'leasc. send me FREE photo of

and' a six months' subscription to SCREENLAND,
for which I enclose $1.00.

Name
Address

City Htati

Fool's Gold
(Continued from page 86)

Then last but not least, before I

safely landed in the boat, a real live

baby, but a few months old, was lit-

erally thrown at me. I had to catch

it, kiss it, register great emotion at

leaving my husband to die on the

burning ship. After all this, I was to

sink back exhausted. This last, I had

no trouble in doing. Twenty times

at least this was repeated, in various

ways. The baby lived through it, how,

I shall never know. The baby's moth-

er, a young Italian girl, fainted with

fright, another girl had her hair

badly burned ; the "star" shouted

;

"This will be a great picture, I

insist on realism."

I have been sick over a week be-

cause of this great job, still I insist

on pursuing the "elusive art of the

silent drama." And I forgot to say,

I received just ten dollars for

"doubling for a star."

Continued Next Month

Twelve Baldheaded Men
(Continued from page 27)

the film colony who has played maid

parts for three years now and has

begun to despair of ever getting a

chance to show what she can do in

any other part.

Casting Nubian Slaves

Do you remember the statuesque

Nubian slaves in Nazimova's Sal-

ome? Did you happen to wonder
where those dignified Africans were

found? One of them was the boot-

black on the corner. Another was a

porter on a Santa Fe train who had

a couple of days off between trips.

Another washed automobiles in a

Hollywood garage. The keen eye of

the agency manager found them out.

An Exotic Role

'ome amusing- experiences come

to the casting director. The other

day an extra man came to the office

and registered. "Where did you work
last?" he was asked.

"With Rex Ingram in Scara-

mouche," he said. "I played the part

of a French pheasant." He had been

one of the inhabitants of a little

French peasant village in the Ingram

picture.

so he sallied forth to search the high-

ways and by-ways for a man whose

ears were placed far away from his

nose. He had three hours to find him.

After two hours and a half of

frantic searching, he discovered

an austere-looking man whose ears

did seem rather far back on

his head. But by this time he had

looked at so many ears that they all

looked unnatural. Furthermore, the

man looked as if he might prove

belligerent on being asked such a

personal question. However, he

screwed his nerve to the sticking

point and put the question as del-

icately as he could.

"Why, yes, my ears are unusually

far away from my nose," the chap

replied amiably. "In fact, I had to

have the bows on my glasses made

longer in order to reach my ears."

And he was quite pleased to be di-

rected to report at the studio for

work.

They All Like To Work In
Pictures

His Hardest Assignment

he most difficult assignment that

one Hollywood agency head was ever

given was this : he was told to send

to the studio a man whose ears were

unusually far away from his nose!

His helpful little black book gave

him no assistance in this situation,

o matter what physical pecu-

liarity distinguishes them, everybody

seems flattered to be asked to work ir

pictures. One might think that

woman chosen because she had

very long neck might have been :

bit sensitive about recording the fac'

in comedies. But she was more than

delighted to get the chance.

Another man was picked because

his nose was unusually long, long

enough to provide parking space for

three pairs of spectacles, as a script

required. (Continued on page 90)
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TWraldYouGave4Wa Pound
To Lose22 Pounds

Inl44)ajs?
In the most pleasant way imaginable. No
starving, exercise, massage, rolling, drugs, or
any discomfort whatever. Results in 48 hours.

Complete

Cost for

All Only

' OUR method
beats them
all. J reduced

from 175 pounds
to 153 pounds (in
two weeks) and I
decided to stop at
this weight. Before
I started" I was
flabby and sick;
had stomach trou-
ble all the time.
Was always sleepy.
Had no vigor. If
you had known me
then and could see
me now you would
realize what a won-
derful discovery
you have made. I
feel wonderful now.
I keep cn recommending this method to

others who are as fat as I once was. I

hope my statement will do some good to

humanity."
(Signed) Ben Naddle,

102 Fulton Street,

New York City.

Hundreds of others have had experiences
just as pleasant as that of Mr. Naddle.
Mrs. Eugene Woodhull, of 448 Lafayette

Street, Utica, N. Y., says, "I lost 37 pounds,
reduced my waist from 37 inches to 28
inches and feel better than I have for five

years."
Mrs. Laura Tucker of 244 West 46th

Street, New York City, wrote that she "lost

16 pounds in two weeks. Could have re-

duced even more rapidly but didn't wish to

reduce too fasti"
Those who have taken off excess flesh

through this new method have pronounced
it the most pleasant way imaginable. They
did not starve themselves. They took no
drugs of any kind. They practiced no bitter
self-denials, underwent no hardships, strenu-
ous exercises, massages, hot baths or other
discomforts. And they found that far from
being harmful it actually brought a wonder-
ful new health; with freedom from indiges-
tion, constipation and many ailments of
heart, liver and kidneys to which stout people
are often subject. Mrs. Wm. E. Boyer, of
9919 Ostend Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, was so
delighted with this method that she wrote,
"I will follow your method the balance of
my life even when there is no need to
reduce."

Looks Years Younger Also
Those who reduce by this pleasant new

method look much younger also. Stout peo-
ple always look older than they really are
and just to get rid of fat from face and fig-

ure would make them look somewhat young-
er. But the new method is so natural and
so healthful that it brings a new sparkle to
the eye, a new spring to the step, a new
clearness to the complexion and new vigor
and renewed powers of endurance which add
still further to the appearance of youthful-
ness. Many have been astounded at banish-
ing wrinkles which they had supposed to be
ineffaceable.
A delighted Pennsylvania woman writes:

"Since I lost those 54 pounds I feel 20 years
younger and my family say I look it."

Mrs. Vida Speltz of 3943 Ruckle Street.
Indianapolis, who reduced her bust from 40
inches to 36 inches, and reduced proportion-
ately throughout, writes: "Complexion and
eyes are also much clearer. Mv husband
says 1 look as if I were only 16."

Mrs. Eric Capon of Manhassett, Long
•Island, writes: "I lost 44 pounds. Mv
friends wonder at my healthful and youthful
appearance. It is grand to have a girlish
figure again."

Miss Laura Morse of 271 West 119th
Street, New York, lost 80 pounds and writes:
'My friends hardly recognize me. I feel
better than I have in years and 1 look HI
;ears younger."

300,000 formerly stout men and women have
gladly paid $1.97, and more, for th.s remark-
able method. Many write that their improved
appearance and health was worth hundreds
of dollars to them. Yet for a limited time
you are being given the opportunity to pur-
chase this wonderful method for only 97c.

Use the Coupon and Save a Dollar

Why You
Lose

a Pound
a Day

Scientists have
always realized

that there was
some natural law
on which the whole
system of weight
control was based.
But to discover
this vital "law of

food" had always
baffled them. It re-
mained for Eugene
Christian, the

E. A. Kettel
Prominent New York

Newspaper Man

Loses 13 Pounds in

8 Days

"Hurrah! I have
lost 13 pounds since
last Monday." I feel

_ better than I have for
Mrs. George Guiterman months."

(Signed) Mrs. George Guiterman.
420 East 66th St., New York City

world-famous food specialist to discover the

one safe, certain and easily followed method
of attaining normal, healthful weight. He
discovered that certain foods when eaten
together take off weight instead of adding
to it. Certain combinations ca-use fat,

others consume fat. For instance, if you
eat certain foods at the same meal they
are converted into excess fat. But eat these
same foods at different times and they will

be converted into blcod and muscle. Then
the excess fat you already have is used up.
There is nothing complicated and nothing
hard to understand. It is simply a matter of

learning how to combine your foods properly,
and this is easily done.
This method even permits you to eat many

delicious foods which you may be denying
yourself. For you can arrange your meals
so that these delicacies will no longer be
fattening.

10 DAYS' TRIAL—SEND NO MONEY
Eugene Christian has incorporated his re-

markable secret of weight reduction in an in-

teresting little course called "Weight Control
—the Basis of Health." To make it possible
for every one to profit by his discovery, he
offers to send the complete course on trial

to any one sending in the coupon.

Why the Coupon Is Worth
$1.00 to You Now

Those who use this rapid method of re-
ducing to normal weight are usually so
enthusiastic that they simply cannot refrain
from mentioning this method to their friends.
This will be the best kind of advertisement
for us. Therefore, we are willing to lose
money in order to secure a great number of
users in the shortest possible time.

So here is our offer. Just mail the cou-
pon without sending a penny. The coupon
will be accepted as worth $1.00 on the pur-
chase of this course, for which others have
had to pay $1.97. Then when the course
arrives all you have to do is to pay the
postman only 97 cents plus the few cents
postage, and the course is yours. There will
he no further payments at any time. But if

you are not thoroughly pleased after a 10-
day test of this method you may return the
course and your money will be refunded in-
stantly. (If more convenient you may remit
97 cents with the coupon, but this is not
necessary.)

Loses 28 Pounds in 30 Days
"For three years I have weighed 168

pounds. Then I heard of and sent for your
method. That was my lucky day. I found
your instructions easy and your menus de-
lightful. I lost 28 pounds in 30 days—

8

pounds the very first week. Mv general
health has greatly benefited, and I have not
had one of my former sick headaches since
losing my extra flesh."

(Signed) E. A. Kettel,
225 W. 39th St., New York City.

Miss Kathleen Mullane
Stage Beauty and Famous Artist's

Model
Loses 20 Pounds in 3 Weeks

"In just three weeks I have lost 20
pounds—just what I wanted to—through
your wonderful new way to reduce. I think
it is perfectly remarkable."

(Signed) Kathleen Mullane.
Our liberal guarantee protects you. Either

you experience in 10 days such a wonderful
reduction in weight and such a wonderful
gain in health that you wish to continue this
simple, easy, delightful method or else you re-
turn the course and your money is "refunded
without question.
Don't delay. This special price may soon be

withdrawn. If you act at once you gain a val-
uable secret of health, beauty and normal
weight that will be of priceless value to you
throughout your life. Mail the coupon NOW.
CORRECTIVE EATING SOCIETY
Dept.JW-2227, 47 W. 16th St.. New York City

THIS COUPON IS
WORTH $1.00 TO YOU

(Under conditions named below)

CORRECTIVE EATING SOCIETY,
Dept. W-2227, 47 W. 16th Street, N. Y. City
\Vithout money in advance, you may send me in

plain wrapper. Eugene Christian's Course on
Weight Control—the tiasis of Health." You are

to accept this coupon as worth $1.00 (ONE r>OL-
1/AB) on my purchase of this course. Therefore
when the course arrives 1 will pay the oostman
only 97 cents (plus the few cents postage) in full
payment and there are to be no further pay-
ments at any time. Although I am benefiting by
this special reduced price, 1 retain the privilege
of returning the course within tu days and hav-
ing my 97 cents refunded If I am not delighted
with results. 1 am to he the sole judge.

Name
(Please write plainly.)
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Twelve Baldheaded Men
(Continued from -page 88)

Male Help Wanted

HowtoBeautifyYour
Eyes in OneMinute

Just a wee touch of "MAYBELLINE" and your eyebrows
and lashes will appear naturally dark, long and luxurious.

Instantly and unfailingly the eyes appear larger, deeper and
more brilliant. The remarkable improvement in your beauty
and expression will astonish and delight you. MAYBELL-
INE" is different from other preparations, that is why it

is the largest selling eyelash beautifier in the world. It will

not spread and smear on the face or make the lashes stiff.

Each dainty box contains brush and mirror. Two shades,

Brown for Blonds, Black for Brunettes. Purchase a box of
"MAYBELLINE'', use it once and you will never be with-

MAYBELLINE CO., 4750-98 Sheridan Roai, CHICAGO

Conn instruments
are easiest to play and
highest quality, say the
world's greatest' artists.
Write now for Free Book
and details of FREE TRIAL;
EASY PAYMENTS onany
band instrument.C C. CONN LTD.

784 Conn Bldg.
Elkhart, Ind.

WORLD'S
UFACTURERS

hen the black registry book

proves fruitless on an assignment,

and when a personal search is in vain,

the agency tries advertising in the pa-

pers. This was resorted to when Rex

Ingram called for a score of French

dragoons for Scarctmouche.

In Hollywood, French dragoons

are as scarce as soda-fountains in

the Sahara. But the problem was

solved by advertising for twenty ex-

cavalry officers.

When a "dope fiend" is wanted,

the casting director haunts the pool-

rooms. He usually finds just the

type he wants. The man may not

actually be a "hop-head," but if he

looks the part, that's all that is nec-

essary.

It's the same when a bar-tender is

wanted. The agency has a list of men

who look like bartenders. One of

them is a plumber; one is a type-

writer salesman; and most amazing

of all one is an evangelist. But he

looks for all the world like a bar-

tender of the pre-Volstead era, and

his evangelical conscience protests

not at all at portraying a white-

aproned drink-dispenser on the sil-

ver screen. Such is the lure of the

films.

Try This on Your ^
Hair
15

1 Days

Chinese Are No Scabs

These two directors, according to

Kahn, lead where others follow. They

develop new talent by "discovering"

new types, while the others demand

established actors.

To many directors, there are only

two "heavies," the Beery brothers,

and only one character man, Lon
Chaney. Because of this disinclina-

tion to give new talent a chance, ex-

cellent material is going to waste for

want of 'a chance to show what it can

do.

Rex Ingram took three unknown

players and made them famous. Ru-

dolph Valentino, Alice Terry and

Ramon Navarro owe their start to

Ingram pictures.

Marshall Neilan uses unknown tal-

ent constantly, and under his tute-

lage they cease to be unknown. Wit-

ness the careers of Raymond Griffith,

Rockliffe Fellowes, Helen Lynch

and Eleanor Boardman.

The employment agency acts as a

scout for new and promising talent.

When the casting director finds a

player who is a real "trouper," he is

as happy as if somebody had just

handed him a block of oil stock. And
when a studio director turns this new

"find" down in favor of an "arrived"

actor, just because the latter is well-

known, his disappointment is as keen

as the player's own.

Then let your mirror prove results
Write Today for Free Trial Offer
Your hair need not thin out, nor need you be bald, for a
way has been found to destroy the microbe thatdestroys the

hair. This new and different method will prevent thinning

AYMES CO., 3932 N. Robey St., IW-369, Chicago

wttzel
LOS ANGELES'

LEADING PHOTOGRAPHER
Special rates to

the profession

^ 6324 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD

j

Phone Hollywood 343

828 SOUTH HILL STREET
Phone 62448

CCASIONALLY WHITE actors will

work for "cut-rates," but a China-

man, never! He will pass up a job

for a whole month—and jobs to last

a month are rare prizes for the extra

—without even a quiver, if the cast-

ing director tries to put over a $3.50

a day price on him. He will work for

$7.50 a day or he won't work at all.

And not all the arguments on tap

will alter his convictions.

The Chinese flapper is the cutest

little trick imaginable, with her short

skirts, her pert little face and her

wise little almond eyes. Her 1923-

model brand of slang contrasts

strangely with her Oriental features,

and she knows her way around

!

Following the Beaten Track

Comedies Are Hard to Cast

he best friends the extra man

and the character actor have are

Marshall Neilan and Rex Ingram.

omedies are much harder to

cast than straight drama, according

to the agency people. One reason is

that comedies require more eccentric

types, and another is that less time is

given to find them. Two or three

hours is about all an agency gets to

fill a comedy role; the "gag" man

thinks out the stunts over-night or

around the luncheon table. For

straight drama, several days' notice is

given.

Where Foreign Types are Found

^hen an order comes in for

some foreign types, the best place to

find them is in the Los Angeles

Ghetto. Here are found men and wo-

men from the ends of the earth. It is

a casting director's Paradise.
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Margaret Sanger dares to tell

the truth about Birth Control
FOR centuries the world has

played a game of "hush"
about the one most impor-

tant fact of marriage. Even to-day

tens of thousands of women are

doomed to a life of hopeless, help-

less drudgery—and their children

are doomed to privation and neglect

because the mother simply cannot

give so many of them the proper
care or support.

Words alone cannot tell the terri-

ble sacrifice in wasted bodies and
blasted lives that has been exacted
from women every year. Words
alone cannot express the untold
suffering tens of thousands of wo-
men—and children—must endure
every year. This is why Margaret
Sanger, herself a mother, and Presi-

dent of the American Birth Control
League, dares to tell the truth

about this important subject.

Will You Ever Write a Letter
Like This?

Only these agony-laden letters can tell

the story of woman's sacrifice in all its

anguish. These are but a few of thou-
sands sent every day to Margaret Sanger
by unhappy mothers who have turned
to her for help in their greatest need,
revealing to her the nameless fears and
terrors that clutch at their hearts. Read
these letters, and know for yourself what
women still suffer.

"It is terrible to think of bringing
these little bodies and souls into the
world without means or strength to
care for them. I know that this
must be the last one, for it would be
better for me to go than to bring
more neglected babies into the
world."
"My baby is only 10 months old,

and the oldest of my four children
is 7. I am so discouraged I want to
die._ Ignorance on this all-important
subject has put me where I am."

"Why is it," Mrs. Sanger asks, "that

the women of Australia, New Zealand,

Holland,
France, and
many other

nations
are per-
mitted to

know the
truths that
can save
them from
this terrible

s u ff e r i n g
while the

women of

America
must still

endure the agonies to which they are
needlessly condemned?" Margaret Sanger
considers it a slur upon the intelligence

of American womankind to deny to
them the knowledge which has brought
freedom, health, happiness, and life it-

self to the women of other nations.

That is why she has braved the storms of
denunciation, why she

;

has fought through every
court in the land for her
right to arouse woman-
kind.

Woman and the

New Race

Margaret Sanger's startling

new book points the way to

women's freedom

Partial List of
Contents

'Woman's Error
Her Debt

Is the Husband or Wife to Blame?
Whose is the blame for the
tragedy of too many children

—

husband or wife?

Margaret Sanger,
the great Birth
Control advocate,

I comes with a mes-
sage vital to every
married man and

woman.

In her revolutionary

book, Margaret Sanger,
internationally famous for

her ceaseless activities in

behalf of women and
hailed as the liberator

of her sex, shows
the way out for tired,

struggling womankind.
With utter frankness she

tears down the veil of

silence that has always
surrounded the subject of

birth control. It is a

startling revela-

tion of a new
truth that will

open the eyes of

women every-

where.

In her wonder-

ful book Mrs. Sanger shows how
women can and will rise above the

forces that have ruined their beauty

—that drag them down—that wreck

their mental and physical strength

—that make them an easy prey

to death—that disqualify them for

society, for self-improvement—that

finally shut them out from the

thing they cherish most, their hus-

bands' love.

In blazing this revolutionary trail

to the new freedom of women,

Cries of Despair
*When Should a Woman

Avoid Having Chil-
dren

Two Classes of Women
Birth Control— a

Parent's Problem or
Woman's

Continence Is it Prac-
ticable or Desirable

Women and the New
Morality

*Are Preventive Means
Certain

Legislating Women's
Morals

* Contraceptives or
Abortion

Progress We Have Made

this daring and heroic author points

put that women who cannot afford to

have more than one or two children,

should not do so. It is a crime to her-

self, a crime to her children, a crime to

society.

A Priceless Possession

Now Margaret Sanger's message
to all women, contained in "Woman
and the New Race," is made avail-

able to the public. A special edi-

tion of this vital book has been
published in response to the over-

whelming demand. Order your
copy of this wonderful book at

once, at the special edition price

of only $2. Then if after reading
it you do not treasure it as a price-

less possession return it to us and
your money will be refunded.

It is not even necessary to send
a penny now. Just the coupon

will bring your copy
of "Woman and the

New Race." It is

bound in handsome,
durable gray cloth,

printed in clear read-

able type on good
quality book paper
and contains 234
pages, sent to you in

a plain wrapper.
When the book is

delivered at your
home, pay the post-

man the special low
price of $2 plus the

few cents postage.

But mail the coupon
at once. Tear it off

before you turn this

page.

and

*Any one of these chapters is

alone worth many times the
price of the book.

Truth Publishing

Company
Dept. T-637, 1658 Broadway

New York City

Truth Publishing Company
Dept. T-637, 1658 Broadway
New York City

Please send me in plain wrapper, Margaret
Sanger's new book, "Woman and the New
Race." I am enclosing no money, but will

give the postman who delivers the book to

me $2 plus postage.

Name

Address

. StateCity

(Orders from countries outskle the United
States must be accompanied by money order.)
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§CREENLAND

1 DAYS FREE WEAR
IK&^iBi 24 inch

, see
ill bo i

Most Sensational Offer )
Just secured direct from Paris a few thousand

24-inch strands of Genuine Laffitte Pearls sur-

passing in dazzling beauty any American Pearls
selling for many times the price we ask. The Laf-
fitte Pearls, like the costliest pearls from India,
are perfectly matched and graduated. Every
strand guaranteed by us and the manufacturer to
be indestructible, will not peel, crack or discolor.

Not One Penny In Advance
We want you to wear them 10 days at our

risk—compare them with high price pearls.
—

for yourself their matchless beauty. You wi .

delighted and astonished at such values. Makes
Beautiful Gift for Graduation, Confirmation,
Wedding and Birthday Presents.rnrc- diamondrnCC clasp
A beautiful white gold safety clasp. Bet
with Genuine Diamond will be given ab-
solutely free with every necklace. Thi»
Genuine Diamond alone worth what we 1

•tk for entire outfit. But you must send atone* as oar supply
of clasps are limited.

Just Send Your Name? SSv^&?d
oSy"T6

Bw,w?tE
postman, we pay postage. If after 10 days wear yon are not
entirely satisfied, return necklace, also diamond clasp and we
will gladly refund your money. Don't wait! Order now to be
are of setting & strand.

WABASH IMPORTERS, Dept. 21
2613 S. Wabash Avenue Chicago, III.

PHOTOS
FROM LIVING MODELS

A hand colored
photo of your fa-
vorite star free with
every $5.00 order.

California Bathing
Girls, FILM STARS,
Snappy Poses.

Original photos,

8 x 10, 50c each or
three for $1.25. Illus-

trated catalog, con-
taining 75 pictures,
FREE with every
$1.00 order. Post-
card Photos 50c per
dozen. Send for larg-

est and best list of
shapeliest and most
beautiful girls in
Motion Picture Capi-
tal of the World.

HOMER T. HOWRY CO.
424 S. Broadway, Los Angeles, Calif.

.SPECIALLY:
WjaftUeBiCErJ

Brand new blue steel,
double s a f e t y automatics

bought before recent tariff raise
and offered at special prices for a limited
time. Regular $22.00, 25-calibre. 7-shot auto-
matic, 4 1-4 in. long, our No. 60a 110. spe-
cial at $6*95.
Or regu !ar $25. 00 heavy service 32-calibre , 10-shot automa-

tic, Sin. long,our No. 60a 120, special at $9.75. EXTRA
MAGAZINE FREE with each gun. Both sizes shoot ail
standard cartridges.
PAY POSTMAN ON DELIVERY plus postage.
Money back promptly if Not Satisfied.

CONSUMERS CO., Dept. 60a 1265 Broadway,N.Y,

NEW CHAMPION CORNET
*M OUTFIT$6.85Dowd-^^

monthforfourmonths 1 Fine imported

^J"'^. Cornet, polished brass; excellent valve
i-w^ action, tone, intonation; pearl fin-

<rS/ger-tir>s; EASY BLOWING: high
or low pitch; in velvet-lined Kera-
tol case; mute and mouthpiece;

Belf-instructor. For sale by your Music
Merchant. Money - bach Guarantee.
ORDER NOWl

LYON & HEALY. 72.oi Jackson Blvd., Chicago

Hollywood's Old Maids
(Continued from page 56)

Donald, in a recent interview.

But alas! She spoke too late.

Miss MacDonald had already been

ruined for spinsterdom forever,

through her marriage, now dissolved,

with Malcolm Strauss, the noted art-

ist and sculptor.

Just why an actress should want to

advertise herself as not desirable

enough to sweep some man off his

feet into the matrimonial sea, is hard

to tell. Perhaps husbands aren't dec-

orative enough. Some day when I'm

in a high-brow mood, I'm going to

look into this.

But halt! I suppose it all comes

back to the wicked men, after all.

"Men lose interest in us when they

think we are married !" declared a

sweet young bride of filmdom to me
the other day.

Page Mr. Freud!

Do women fans like their male

stars better for being home-broken

husbands and fathers? Is their lik-

ing more impersonal, more idealistic ?

Or is it that they continue to adore

their stars, despite the fact that some

other woman possesses him? Page

Mr. Freud

!

Meantime, some of the picture

queens really ought to tie a little pink

or blue ribbon on a gilded stick every

time she weds. She gets so careless

in counting up her marriages !

Take' Irene Rich, for instance.

Irene was an old maid for years

until she suddenly appeared with two

children. Then suddenly she wasn't.

It all came out. She had been mar-

ried for several years, but had been

separated from her husband.

Barbara LaMarr is awfully poor

on matrimonial statistics. She seems

to forget, all the time, about her as-

sorted husbands.

Children Gum the Works

Jane Novak never had a chance

to be one of these professional old

maids. She was married when she

was very young, was a mother when
she was nineteen. Seena Owen- never
had much chance to old maid around,

either. She married George Walsh
and had a baby when she was just

out of her teens.

But unless a child bobs up, a lady

can spinster around, high, wide and

handsome. Unless, of course, a di-

vorce suit comes up to cramp her

style.

Carmel Myers, for instance, re-

mained one of our most charming

spinsters, for many months after her

marriage.

Agnes Ayres was an old maid, too,

until news of her divorce suit leaked

out.

Helene Chadwick kept her husband

dark until she separated from him,

the other day.

Priscilla Dean remained an old

maid only a few days after her mar-

riage with Wheeler Oakman. Then

a newsboy up in Reno, where she was

wed, spied her and the secret was out.

But I'll bet she would be an old maid

for publicity purposes until this min-

ute, if she had her way, even if she

does adore her husband.

Ella Hall remains an old maid to a

lot of people to this day, even though

she has two children.

Anita Stewart just gloried in being

an old maid,, until Rudy Cameron

came back from war and spoiled

everything.

Anna Q. Nilsson was an expert as

an old maid. She wanted to keep

right on being one, too, even after

having two husbands, but fate and the

newspapers took a hand in the case.

But Pola Negri didn't even know
it was the thing to be a spinster over

here, and made no bones at all about

the count, her husband once removed.

Arline Pretty is one of the sweet-

est spinsters in the business. And it

isn't because she doesn't like her nice

husband, either, for she does. It's

simply a matter of business, she says.

Men Proclaim the Fire-side stuff.

Picture star husbands, now, are

entirely different about publicizing

their wives. They three-sheet the

fire-side stuff much more readily than

the ladies do.

. There was a time, of course, when
all male stars were officially bache-

lors. But today, admitting you're a

bachelor when you're not is archaic,

"early Universal". Indeed, even

bona fide bachelors hang back about

admitting their bachelorhood.

Even men who have had a string

of wives will own up—Lew Cody,

Conway Tearle, Wally Beery and the

(Continued on page 94)
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from Hollywood

HJUkjgooddancers are popular
Dancing grows more popular every day and
really good dancers are more welcome than
fine card players or excellent musicians.

WHEN the hostess makes up her
list of guests she is careful to first

invite those whom she knows are

good dancers. She knows that no mat-
ter how the ages of the guests may
vary, the majority will want to dance,

and unless she has an even number of

fine dancers the greatest pleasure of the

evening will be spoiled for some.
Invitations to dancing parties enable

the good dancer to meet the right kind
of people—to meet influential men and
women in a social way and so have op-

portunities of forming friendships that

will be very valuable as a business asset.

In fact, many men, who today are mak-
ing salaries of from $10,000 to $25,000 a

year, got their opportunity more through

their personality and social acquaint-

anceship than their business ability.

Then, too, dancing enables one to

overcome timidity, and embarrassment.

The experience of meeting all classes of

people in the ballroom on a social plane

develops poise and personality. It also

creates a self-assurance, which is valu-

able in many ways. Scientists agree that

dancing is a healthful exercise which not

only stimulates the brain, but makes one

more efficient mentally and physically.

A New, Easy Way to Learn
In One Evening

Arthur Murray, known as America's

foremost authority on social dancing, and
who was selected as personal instructor

to Mrs. George Vanderbilt, Miss Cornel-

ia Vanderbilt and many other prominent
people, has made good dancers out of

more than 100,000 people through his

leam-at-home methods. His instructions

and diagrams are so easy to master that

you can't have the slightest difficulty in

learning the Fox Trot, One Step, Waltz,

Tango or any of the newest dances. Once
you have the Murray Foundation to

your dancing you won't have the slight-

est difficulty in keeping perfect time, to

lead and follow accurately with the best

dancer in your set. In fact, after you
learn the Murray way you won't have
any trouble mastering the steps of any
new dance after you have seen the first

Teaching Dancing Is an Ideal

Profession

There is a fine opportunity for profes-
sional teachers of social dancing. Many
earn from $5,000 to $15,000 a year.

The National Institute of Social Dancing
lias been formed to prepare teachers to till

the enormous demand for high grade in-
structors in the art and grace of ball-room
dancing. Members are first instructed in
a complete course of dancing, also how to
teach children and adults. Upon com-
pletion of the course a diploma is granted.

The National Institute teaches its members
how they may become successful teachers of
social dancing. The Institute furnishes a
monthly service of new steps and money
making ideas—ideas which have enabled
our members to earn $50 to $200 a week.

Without obligation to yourself, write to
the National Institute of Social Dancing,
Arthur Murray. Director, for BOOKLET
NO. no. This booklet tells the full details.

few steps.

More than ten thousand people a
month are now learning to become ex-
pert dancers through this new, simple,
and quickly mastered method of Arthur
Murray and it is certain that what they
have done you can do. Mr. Murray has
successfully taught over 100,000 by his

new way!

Prove That You CAN Learn at
Arthur Murray's Own Risk

While private instruction in Arthur
Murray's studio would cost $10 an hour,
you pay less than 10c a lesson. He is so
sure that you won't have the slightest

difficulty in quickly becoming a popular
dancer through his learn-at-home methods
that he is perfectly willing to send you
his special sixteen-lesson introductory
course of five days' free trial. Through
these sixteen lessons you
will learn the correct

dancing position—How to

Gain Confidence—How to

Follow Successfully—the

Art of Making Your Feet
Look Attractive—The Cor-
rect Walk in the Fox Trot
—The Basic Principles in

Waltzing—The Secret of

Leading—The Chasse in

the Fox Trot—The For-
ward Waltz Step—How to

Leave One Partner to

Dance with Another

—

How to Learn and Also
Teach Your Child to

Dance—What the Advanc-
ed Dancer Should Know
—How to Develop Your
Sense of Rhythm—Eti-

quette of the Ballroom

—

the most popular Tango,
Fox Trot steps, etc.

Just think! Without leaving your own
home—right in the privacy of your own
room, without either music or partner, in

fact, without the help of anyone, you can
quickly master the steps of any dance in

one evening. The lessons have been so sim-
plified that even a child can learn directly

from them. An entire family can quickly
become wonderful dancers from the one
set of diagrams and instructions.

Send No Money—Remember,
Your Satisfaction Is Guaranteed

You need not risk one cent in order to
prove to your own satisfaction that you
can quickly become a popular dancer
through Arthur Murray's methods.

Simply fill in and mail the coupon—or a
letter or postcard will do—and the 16-les-

son course will be promptly mailed to you.
Then when your own postman hands you
the lessons in plain cover, deposit with him
only $1.00 plus a few cents postage, as full

payment. Keep the course for five full days.
Practice all the steps, learn everything these
sixteen lessons can teach you, and prove to
your complete satisfaction that you have
found the quickest, easiest and most de-

See How
Easily

You Can
Dance—This New Way
Fir«t Pnrf of the Forwardrirai rari WaitzStep
1. Begin with left foot and step dir-

ectly forward, weight on left foot.
A step diagonally forward to right

placing weight on right foot (see
illustration).

3. Draw left, foot ud to right foot,
weight on left.
That's all. Simolv follow the

numbers in the footprints. Master
this part before going further.

lightful way to learn to
dance. Then, within five

days, if you so desire, you
may return the full course
and your dollar will be

promptly refunded with no questions asked.
You are the sole judge as to whether you
do or do not want the course. But if you
decide to keep the course, as you surely will,
it becomes your personal property without
further payments of any kind. In other
words, the full 16-lesson course is only $1.

This offer is made for a very limited time
only and may soon be withdrawn, so you
must act very promptly if you expect to
accept it.

ARTHUR MURRAY
Studio 785

New York
290 Broadway

ARTHUR MURRAY, STUDIO 785,
290 Broadway, New York

To prove that I can learn to dance at home in
one evening, you may send the sixteen-lesson course
in plain cover. When the postman hands it to me I
will deposit only $1.00 with him (plus a few cents
postage) in full payment. If within five days I de-
cide to return the course I may do so and yoii will
refund my dollar promptly and without nuestlon.
But if I decide to keep the course I may do •»
without any further payments.

Name

Address

City state
Would you like to teach Dancing:'

Price outside U. S. $).ln cash with order.
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ScreenLA:

PUT THIS WONDERFUL RING NEXT TO A
GENUINE DIAMOND AND IF YOU CAN
TELLTHE DIFFERENCE SEND IT BACK

"Rabon" diamonds positively nrnt"h senuine diamonds. The
same glitter. The same blazing: fla-h, the same dazzling rays of
live rainbow fire, almost defying the life time diamond expert.
Give the " Rabon" the same test that you would a genuine dia-
mond. Prove to yourself its amazing qualities.

WEAR A "RABON" DIAMOND TEN DAYS FREE. YOU RISK
NOTHING. If you or your friends can tell the difference send it

back and we guarantee to refund your money immediately. Num-
bers 8 and 9 mounted in 14 Karat gold shell. Numbers 5, 7 and
10 in massive platinum effect. Kamt size, blue white, absolutely
uerfeet. No. 10-2 Karat size.
We unconditionally guaran-
tee for twenty yeare.

Just send size of ring shown by slip of paper fitting end to end
around vour finger joint. Tour ring will come by return mail.
When ring arrives deposit amount shown above with the post-
man and if you decide not to keep it within ten days send it back
and get your money.

FBFP To introdoce the amazing "Rabon" Diamond we
I* IttlH will send absolutely free your choice of solid gold

front cuff links or solid cold mounted scarf pm to

those ordering two rings or more. This offer holds good for a
limited time only. Send in your order today.

THE RABON CO. Dept. B 942 Bway, Now York

SEND NO MONEY

Bunions^ New >
Discovery

Send for
FREETRIAL

.Tust mail your name for this

startling new discovery that has at last put
an end to all bunion suffering. Like the

touch of afairy's wand, Ststops the burning
twinges at once. Redness and soreness end

* quickly. Inflammatory swelling speedily

disappears. So simple ittakesbuta moment toapply.

Let Falryfoot prove to you FREE thatyou can end
the oldest, most stubborn bunion. Don t suffer

another day. Write for Free Trial before this liberal

offer is withdrawn

Portraiture Artists

Edwards-Hostetler
Studio

7th at Grand Ave.

SEVENTH
PROMENADE

BRACK
SHOPS

Los Angeles, Cal.

RECENTLY ar
Mintfle short !

drcami this *

tunc. Yon can b
of inHtroction wi

wi< paid $181)0 for a
to toll the Htorit-H of hor
er way to fame and for-
A new practical course

nintc rUfnt in your own
jrnc-d by eminent writer!*

oklet "How t» Write
.„..on«--thc boot

"

Special offer now being made. Write Today-Now!
HOOSIER INSTITUTE, Short Story Dept.

Dept. 206 Pt. Wayne, Indiana

Flirting With Fads
(Continued from page 58)

the films, they instigated the custom

of attending "first nights." Now,
when a legitimate stage play is tried

out in Los Angeles or a picture pre-

miere is scheduled, all stardom is

there to see and be seen. And the

fad for "little theatre" clubs has taken

a firm hold on Hollywood. The
Mummers began giving playlets in a

reconstructed barn, while the Com-
munity Players, struggling for funds,

turned a California bungalow into a

tiny little playhouse. The Writers'

Club tries out plays in its own beau-

tiful clubhouse.

A beauty shop is indeed lucky if

a certain star' likes the place. The

news is soon noised around, and the

shop is swamped with business. If

a popular star has her hair cut, whole-

sale bobbing begins. Henna super-

cedes peroxide in the same fashion,

and clay packs sent from the crater

of Vesuvius become the fad instead

of facial massage. The faddists

patronize other kinds of shops in the

same manner. If the flowers for a

certain dinner were not sent from

"So-and-So, the florist," the dinner

simply isn't smart. If your shoes do

not come from Blank's, they're all

wrong

!

A La Carte Diets

Then there are eating fads. Rolls

must be French, or they are declasse.

Can you imagine an artist ordering

zweiback ? Ice cream must be French,

too, and coffee must be Turkish,

dishes must arrive in a Russian samo-

var. Spaghetti and ravioli are in g

standing, for they hark back to days

in Greenwich Village. Home brew

recipes travel about in waves. Dui

January, everyone follows one recipe,

while by the time Feburary comes

around, a new and better recipe is

circulated by underground wireless.

One fad of long duration has al-

ways associated itself with hen

They must be athletic. To be a fear-

less horseback rider and thoroughly

accustomed to jumping from moving,

freight trains assured one of a mc

contract ten years ago. Today, the

fad for boxing is on. Golf and tei

had their day. The ultra now indulge

in polo. Swimming has always been

popular, whether it consists of tossing

a medicine ball at Crystal Pier or

gossiping beneath a big orange pa

sol. To stride up Hollywood Boule-

vard without a hat proves you belong

to the intimate life of the little village

The Copy-cat Villagers

The studios themselves fall
1

fads harder than any native village

Remember the rage for the overia'

dissolve? And witness the day of tb

iris to introduce the hero and th,

closing of the iris to end the stbnt

Then, back in early days, someone

discovered that by cutting the film,

in short pieces, and flashing from

(Continued on page 97)

Hollywood's Old Maids
(Continued from page 92)

$1800 for a Story!

rest. Maybe they had to, to keep the

women from pestering them. Ru-

dolph Valentino must have had an

awful time, fighting off the ladies.

And now there's Charlie Chaplin,

with bold ladies climbing right into

his pajamas when he isn't looking.

You can get a sweet picture daddy

to own up to his family, any time.

In fact, you can't stop them. He is

so naively proud of them. Take

Bryant Washburn, for instance ; he's

so proud of Sonny that he'd simply

burst if he couldn't talk about him.

Then there aie Theodore Kosloff,

William Desmond, Tom Mix, Jack

Holt and Harry Carey—nothing can

keep them from garnering in the

wives and kids when the good obi

camera begins to grind.

But what chance has Alice Terry

to pull the old maid stuff, with Rex

Ingram around? And unless

goes to Timbuctoo, what opportuniiv

has Clara Kimball Young to spr<

the spinster talk? Not as long as the

breath remains in Jimmy Youn

body.

But just between you and me,

being an old maid is merely a state oi

mind. Not all old maids are womph.

Btlt that's another story.
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rom Hollywood

See HowEasyIt Is
\ ToLearn Drawing This New Way

Through a remarkable new method anyone can now quickly
learn to draw—right at home
talent needed! Become an

170U have always longed for it—this fas-

cinating ability to draw. Now it can easily

be yours. Illustrating, Rapid Sketching.

1 'ecorative Designing, Advertising Art, Car-
tooning—you can easily learn all of this right

your own home. Hundreds of our students

never had a drawing pencil in their hands before
sta rting, yet are high salaried artists today.

Big Money in Commercial Art
Trained Artists earn $50, $75, $100 and even

over $200 a week! Single drawings often bring
over $100. And now, with just a few hours'

pleasant study each week, you can quickly
learn to make drawings that have a real com-
mercial value.

Hundreds of trained artists are needed today
all over the country. Magazines, Department
Stores, Advertising Agencies, Publishers, Man-

i acturers—these are just a few of the fields

which are in urgent need of artists. Get into

this attractive, big money field now.

It's Fun Learning Art This New Way
It's all just like a pleasant game when you learn to

draw with this new method. You study right at home,
yet every bit of your work receives the individual atten-

H< n and criticism of a real artist. It's almost as though
u had a famous artist standing at your elbow while

, you work. With this training you progress with

in spare time.
Artist this new

No special

easy way.
amazing rapidity. Starting with straight lines and
curves, you quickly learn action, perspective and all

the more advanced secrets of drawing. Almost before
you realize it you are making drawings that sell.

Send for FREE BOOK
You may be considering the study of art merely for

the joy- you can get from it ; or you may want to turn your
ability into the big money which is to be found in Com-
mercial Art. In any case—if you feel that you want
to learn to draw, send for our new Free Book on art,

which tells all about the wonderful
opportunities for happiness and prof-

it in art and describes this start-

ling new method which makes it

so easy for you to learn to draw.
Mail coupon for this Free Book
and for our Special Free Offer.

Washington School of Art

2134 Marden Bldg. Washington, D. C.

Washington School of Art
2134 Marden Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Please send me your Free Book on art which tells about your
new method. Also details of your Special Free Offer.

Please Write Plainly

Xai
Mrs., Miss or Mr.

Address

City

Age if under 16 years

State
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FREE
Book
Containing complete story of
the origin and history of that
wonderful instrument—the

Anyone
CanLearn

to Play

SAXOPHONE
Thisbook tells youwhentouseSax-
ophone—singly, in quartettes, in sex-
tettes, or in regularband; how to play
from cello parts in orchestra and many
other things you would like to know.
The Buescher Saxophone is the easiest,

of all wind instruments to play. With
the aid of the first three lessons, which
are sent without charge, the scale can be mastered in

an hour: in a few weeks yen can be playing popular
music. The Saxophone is the most popular instrument
for Home Entertainment, Church, Lodge or School, or
for Orchestra Dance Music.

E9ew in nSV You may try any Buescher Saxo-
fcOSJ IV paJ phone. Cornet, Trumpet.Trom-
bone or other Instrument 6 days in your own home. If
satisfied, pay for it by easy payments. Mention instru-
ment interested in when sending for Free Book.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
Makers of Everything in Band and Orchestra Instruments

7290 Buescher Block Elkhart, Ind.

UThe Magic of a
New Skin"

Fascinating Booklet FREE
Learn how science has made it

possible for you to have clear,

fresh healthy new skin—almost
over-night! Wonderful! A harm-
less, colorless liquid, known as

Youth-Ami Liquid Skin Peel, is

now available to those troubled

with freckles, tan, muddy or oily

skin, pimples, blackheads, wrinkles, etc. This re-

markable liquid painlessly removes disfigured or

diseased skin. Contains no acid. Leaves you with

the soft beautiful skin of a baby. For face, reck

and arms—the entire body. Guaranteed not to

injure most sensitive skin. Send for booklet,

mailed free and postpaid in plain sealed envelope

to all who write

Youth-Ami Laboratories, S-A East 20th St., New York

Helpful Criticism

i
Write Scenarios

Sell those I write

Live in the Producing

Center

Offer you REAL help

with your Scenario

Send Stamp TODAY for full particulars

H. Austin Beck
Box 292, Hollywood, Calif.

READ THIS ! ACT QUICK!
MARE MONEY
MAKE SHOW CARDS & SIGNS

..i W 510-.00 to S45:j0 It <\iL f
,

salary or have own shop and indepen-
dence. Easy to learn by our new com-
plete course. Course includes hand
lettered show cards, and large assort-
ment MILLERINE COLORS and
BRUSHES FREE. Paying "Jobs"
await my students. This is your chance
" BE YOUR OWN BOSS. Write for

Empire Sd. Institute of Lettering

BEAUTYPEEL^o^1 natural <•

pimples, bl

and muddy,
otion.

SEX
BOOKS 10

Screenla.

The Mustache Menace il

(Continued from page 55)

termed a "beardless youth" was the An interesting anomaly, Hu
acme of insult. Now, however, the case. This experienced stage-act

most heart-rendingly beautiful males then clean-shaven, went jobless fo

of our film colony are as smooth

shaven as when they were born.

Ramon Novarro for instance, has

never grown a i

Valentino withe

pulse-quickener pa

a mustache, he se

dangerously verg .

lizard. Yet, even at th

five weary months when, seeki

work in the Hollywood studios,

was offered numerous engageme

in character roles, provided he wo;

grow a mustache. He refused to th ts

threaten his manly beauty—until

pangs of hunger drove his scrup

into retirement. And now, sin

growing the lip-ornament, he has i

stache is a

xcellence. With
I jw youth

on the lounge

z point of seem-

ing to contradict re ember- missed a day's work

!

ing the scene in the trenches in The

Four Horsemen, he is the only man

we know who can wear a week's

crop of, whiskers and still be charm-

ing.

David Powell Clings to Mustache

A Matinee Idol's Experience

NE OF THE FEY\

serve his trick musts

the vicissitudes

is David Powell. He

survive the raz all the

years he has ornamented the sputter-

ing pastels we do not understand.

Has it in any way diminished Pow

was confronted with a prob-

lem recently," Holbrook Blinn go

fided. "When I reached the Pickft /
i.

studio, where I was to enact a

with Miss Pickford, I was gree; ?

with horror by Ernest Lubitsch, t

director. 'A Spanish king of the ea

ra romance nineteenth century with a mustach

it managed to he roared. It would never, never do

he emphasized.

"But I was scheduled to open :

following night in the leading role

theatre—and did you ever hear of a

>es to pre-

jugh all

ell's glory as a hero? The proverbial stage bad man without a mustache?

aversion to the mustached hero seems

to have had its exception in this in-

stance.

And we can't notice that Powell

is avoided by the beautiful ladies of

the screen either—he has played op-

posite practically every noted star

without once misplacing the hirsute

growth on his upper lip. Nobody

ever complained that it carried germs.

And despite this hallmark of vil-

lainy, nobody ever for an instant

mistook Powell for the chap who

would throw the heroine down the

well.

"David Powell is an actor," sev-

eral of the beauteous damsels re-

plied to our question as to why the

However, it's easier to put one on

than to cover one up—so off it came

for the Spanish-king role and on

went the false one each evening for

the stage-characterization."

Bull Montana Eschews Beard

HE HANDSOME face of "Bull"

Montana, our heart-palpitating com-

edy-star, was once graced by a mus-

tache. But when
J

"Bull" sought to

immortalize his aift in the silent dra-

ma he realized that his appeal to the

flappers might be jeopardized by

hirsute adornment, so he shaved it

off. Though occasionally wearing a

false one, as the trim little spil

that ornamented his upper lip i

by peelinff off freckle

ckhe&ds, liver-spots. Wrinklen, pox-
oily skins. NON-ACID (patented i

Painless, harmless. Effects astound-
ing. Guaranteed. Proofs and beauty book:
•The Art of Tare Peeling," sent FREE.
Write

BEAUTYPEEL COSMETIC CO.
Dept. L El Paso, Texas

Practical information all sex matters.

Send 10c today, stamps
coin, for remarkable illus-

trated cataloj. Nothing else
.

like it in this country.

206 Counsel Service, 257 W. 71st St., New York

mustache-ban was raised in his favor. "Rob 'Em Good," the "Bool" deck

"Even a mustache, maybe full of never again will he eschew the raz

germs, can be forgiven in a man who Many of our directors wear rni

has such excellent histrionic gifts." taches—but who cares? Direct

"Shave or Go Hungry" are heard of but not seen, you kn

* Rex Ingram is one of the few cle

example of fidelity to the shaven directors. Mr. Ingram is non-

dear little mustache that has proven committal on the subject. Maybe

a worthy companion and a staunch beautiful wife, Alice Terry, disfav

friend in need was Arthur Stewart the ornament. Maybe, too, it's beca

Hull's refusal to shave off his lip- a mustache makes a man too much

ornamentation for a role in Clara resemble a broker or a banker, rath-

Kimball Young's Spanish picture, er than an artist of the silent-beauty

"La Rubia." drama.
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Flirting With Fads

{Continued from page 98)

The fad of the present is to do

something besides one's regular vo-

cation. I think Ruth Roland must

have started this idea some years

ago when she used to buy and sell

second hand cars successfully and

followed it up with tremendous suc-

cess in swapping real estate. Other

players have gone into interior dec-

orating on the side, or sculpture,

^.ne actors write on the side, and

some writers act. A scenario writer

makes a specialty of raising pedi-

greed dogs. Truly Shattuck, former

vaudeville headliner, runs a studio

-a-room. Five picture stars have

-vnced and supervised a laundry

af iollywood. Another has a finan-

ce interest in a smart haberdashery

tmtown. This fad for side lines

only makes the individual more

vC satile and interesting, but it is

mighty lucrative during the slump

periods in the picture business.

Anyhow, what's life without its

enthusiasms ?

(Another amusing article by Helen

Starr will be published in the August

Screenland. Order your copy now.)

Rubberneck Escorts

{Continued from page 53)

mit the public ' at large, because it

interferes with their progress. How-
ever, some arrangement might be

made with various studios to ad-

mit a certain number at times when

no great emotional scenes are going

on. People escorted by a competent

guide are not likely to stand in front

of cameras or intrude on the scene.

Until someone does start an office

for the assistance of helpless tourists,

it is well to ignore the volunteer

guide who must be rewarded. He
is after the money, that is all, and

he is " apt to tell you that Harold

Lloyd lives in a pea green Italian

villa, when he really eats his cereal

in a canary colored Colonial. It

would be terrible to tell this to the

folks back home, so go slow on the

information, dear Mrs. Snodgrass,

for fear the Heavenly bookkeepers

will have to work overtime entering

fibs on your clean white page.

'Tis a wise tourist that knows his

nn guide

!

(ft

^gtoiajj atthe roselike

*t*Pi[complexion or

- the famous! Spanish

nsiina monrt

Even blase New York marveled ! When this dainty Senorita

who had come from sunny Spain to make her American film

debut, stepped off the liner/spontaneous exclamations of wonder-

ment came from the welcoming throng. At the docks—hotels

—

and studios—all wondered at the saintly beauty of the complex-

ion of this great Spanish film star.

Questioned later, she laughingly re-

plied: "Since childhood I have used

only cocoa butter—the favorite cos-

metic of Spanish beauties. But—since

coming to America I have found a

new and better way to use my beloved

cocoa butter. Now I'm never without

Coco-Bloom (Cocoa-Butter) Creme.

"I could talk for hours about Coco-

Bloom (Cocoa-Butter) Creme. It fairly

melts into the skin, plumping the cells

and stimulating circulation. It will bring

the glow of health to your cheeks as it

has to mine.

"I want all American women to know
of the wonders it has performed for me,

so I have induced the makers to make
a special introductory offer, reducing

price from 75c to 50c that all Screen-

land's readers may see for themselves
the wonderful results."

The supply at this price is limited,

so order your jar today, money back
if not satisfactory.

Coco-Bloom Laboratories
6400 Kinsman Road

Cleveland, Ohio

What Screen Star

would you like to see

on SCREENLAND'S cover?
The editors of SCREENLAND are going to let you choose the subjects

for the November, December and Janauary covers. This is your chance

to boost your favorite stars. Just fill in the names of the three film players

you like best, in the order of your preference, and mail it to us.

The star who gets the largest number of votes will have his or her

picture used on the November cover of SCREENLAND. The star who

receives the next largest number of votes will be the subject for the December

cover. The third most popular star will be used on the January cover. The

cover portraits will be painted by a famous Hollywood artist. Send in

your choice of stars today.

Publisher SCREENLAND,
119 West 40th Street, New York.

.

My choice of stars for the November, December and January covers are

as follows, in order named:

1.

My name is

Address ...

City
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We save you 50% of market price on watches as we ai t
large importers and sell direct to you. Written guaran-
tee with avery watch. You risk nothing ordering from
us is we guarantee satisfaction or your money back.
SEND NO MONEY. Just name, address and number
of watch wanted. Watch will come by return mail, all
charges prepaid. Order today.
No. 3. Octagon or round case. 14-Kt. gold-filled 20-yr
case, full jewel movement. 20-yr. gold-filled liDk brace-
let, $6.16.
No. 4. Same as above, only 10 jewel, $7.46.
No. 6. Tonneau shape. 14-Kt. white-gold-filled. 26-yr.
case, full jewel. Sapphire crown. Silk grosgrain rib-
bon bracelet and clasp, $6.48.
No. 6. Same as above, only 6 jewel, $7.25.

16 jewel Lever movement, cushion shape. 14-Kt.No.
White gold-filled. 25 yr. case. Sapphire crown. Silk
grosgrain ribbon bracelet and clasp, $9.85.
No. 8. Rectangular movement. 6 jewel. 14-Kt. White
gold-filled. 25 yr. case. Sapphire crown. Silk grosgraia
ribbon bracelet and clasp, $12.75.

SUPREME JEWELRY MFG. CO.,^ Dept. 554. 434 B*-oariwav, New York.

ART PHOTOS
A large number of artistic studies of beautiful
women from life.

Three different poses of Miss Los Angeles or
other subjects for $1.00.

S. M. WERSHON CO.
1211 Waterloo Los Angeles, Cal.

WEAR THIS RING
FIVE DAYS FREE

Wonderful Walter Gems Match Genu-
ine Diamonds. See if you or your friends can

tell it from genuine. Beautiful mountings of
the latest design.

fRFF With each ring ordered I will send free a Wonder-rriCC lul Walter Gem Scarf Pin. This offer is for a limit-
ed time only. Write now. Send No Money, just your finger size,
name and address. When ring and pin arrive deposit S5.00 Willi
postman. If not pleased within 5 days return ring and pin and get
your money back. I have allotted only 5000 at this ridiculously
low price.

R. WALTER 299-C Montgomery Street, Jersey City, N.J

$ $ For Photoplay Ideas
Not a school—No courses or books to sell. Plots
accepted in any form; revised, criticised, copy-
righted, marketed. Advice free.

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO CORPORATION
950 Western Mutual Life Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Publishers, Scenario Bulletin Digest
Send for free sample copy.

Why not give the glands of your hair a chance
to regain that youth?

Used and endorsed by movie stars.

GLAND-O-FOAM HAIR TONIC
By Mail .$i and $2 the bottle

GLAND-O-FOAM CO.
021 West Eighth Los Angeles

UNLUCKY? Then wear this Myetic
Serpent. Replica of
Ancient HiDdu charm
against evil spirilB,

symbol of GOODLUCK 'inTov^/buB
1

!-

ness, grames Heavy, weird and start
hna:. Genuine 14 -Karat f? |d shell. 3
y<-;ir guarantee. Men and Women.
Secret "formula for luck" FREE.

Send meaeure fstrjnp- tied around fin
(irer.) A Hi I P. PABA, Box 55, 116
Str. Sta., New York. Pay J2.27 and
postage to postman on delivery.

ANYTHING IN PHOTOGRAPHY

LITTLE
"The Big Photographer"
Phone 437-902 5874 Hollywood Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

The Movie Gamble
(Continued from page 44)

constable went to sleep in the middle
of the third reel.

I know now that these mob pic-

tures are snapped on Sunday nights,

when a house could hang out the

S. R. O. sign for The Great Train
Robbery.

Broadway Runs No Criterion

B>'ecause a picture has a Broad-
way run, I no longer pay out my
good shekels to book it. Not since

somebody tipped me off that some-
times the normal run of a big picture

in a Broadway house is extended be-

yond its natural time, just to bring a
higher price from the small exhibi-

tor. Passion had a long run on
Broadway, but I had to put on a
"Special Family Night," letting the

whole family in for twenty cents, to

fill the house. As no race suicide is

prevalent in our town and as most
families consider five children only a
fair start, you can figure out that I

didn't buy an automobile with my
profits on that picture.

Religion Is Ticklish Matter

TJ. ¥HE EXHIBITOR has to look OUt
for so many things in a picture. Take
religion, now. Once I booked a pic-

ture called The Rosary. I knew the

book had been immensely popular
and that the song was known every-

where, so I prepared to clean up on
the film. But oh mama, what an aw-
ful flop! It was a Catholic picture,

you see, and all the Protestants took
it as Catholic propaganda and the

Catholics didn't like it either. My
patrons walked out disgusted. The
first day I took in $123.50 and the

second day, after word had got
around, only $9.40.

I suppose I'll never dare to run
The Pilgrim, Charlie Chaplin's new
picture. I hear it's a scream, but in

the small town we have to keep in

with the church people. And I don't

know why, but people seem to lose

their sense of humor as soon as
church affairs are mentioned.

Two Sure-Fire Bets

There are only two stars that I

would buy blind-folded. They are

Harold Lloyd and Rodolph Valen-
tino. (Continued on page 101)

Tobacco Habit
BANISHED

Let Us Help You

- craving for tobacco inN^,
any form after you begin taking \

Tobacco Redeemer. Don't try to
quit the tobacco habit unaided. It's often
a losing fight against heavy odds and may
mean a serious shock to the nervous sys-
tem. Let us help the tobacco habit to quit
YOU. It will quit you, if you will just take
TobaccoRedeemeraccordingto directions.
It i s marvelouslyquick;thoroughly reliable.

Nota Substitute
Tobacco Redeemer contains no habit-

forming drugs of any kind. It is in no sense
a substitute for tobacco. After finishing
the treatmentyouhave absolutely no desire
to use tobacco again or to continue the use
of the remedy. It makes not a particle of
difference how long you have been using
tobacco, how much you use orinwhat form
you use it—whether you smoke cigars,
cigarettes, pipe, chew plug or fine cut or
use snuff,Tobacco Redeemerwill positive-
ly remove all craving for tobacco in anf
form ina veryfew days. This weabsolutely
guarantee in everycase ormoneyrefunded
Write today forour free bookletshowinr

thedeadlyeffectoftobacco upon the humai
system and positive proof that Tobacot
Redeemerwillquicklyfreeyouofthe habit.
Newell Pharmacal Company,
Dept 997 St. Lour , Mo.

Play PIANO By Ear
No matter how little you know about
music, if you can just remember a
tune, I teach you to play Jazz, Rag-
time and Popular Songs BY EAR—
easily and quickly. Why spend years
studying tiresome scales and finger
exercises when you can

Learn At Home in 90 Days
and play any tune you can remember, by
ear—-without notes. Original method, won-
derfully easy. No do-re-mi, no scales—just a
tew simple rules, a litJe practice and the
results are amazing. Names and letters from
hundreds of enthusiastic pupils and interest-
ing book SENT FREE. Simply write me
your name, address, age—and state if you
have ever taken piano lessons; if so, how

many? Write today. Address

RONALD G. WRIGHT, Director,

NIAGARA SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
Dept. 553 Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Send for this Free Book

THEY THREW A CUS-
TARD PIE AT HER

And an over-ripe tomato hit

her in the eye. Then they
threw her in a ditch and
dropped a rubber safe on her.

But she didn't care- She was
working in a comedy and she
could pay her board bill that
night. Laugh and cry over
the second installment of
THE DTARY OF AN EX-
TRA GIRL, in Screenland
for August.
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The Movie Gamble
{Continued from -page 100)

Lloyd pleases everybody every

time he shows here. Men, women and

kids get an enormous laugh from

his pictures.

As for Valentino, when I show

him, there's not a woman between

the ages of 14 and 64 who stays at

home to darn a sock or bake a loaf

of bread. They all turn out to see

the dark-eyed boy make love. His

last picture was terrible, but they

liked him in it just the same. I'd

book Valentino if he was cast for

the role of Uncle Tom in Uncle

Tom's Cabin!

It's a great life, this movie gamble,

as full of thrills as baccarat and twice

as risky. But interesting. You get

action for your money.

Betrayed

{Continued from page 48)

courtly and chivalrous, but, if his

writing speaks truth, he is the lover

only, with no instincts toward father-

hood. If he had not striven so nobly

to get him a wife, I would say that

he would rather have a mistress than

wife. He is egotistical, acquisitive

and virile. Passionate grace and

rhythm and personal magnetism are

revealed in every stroke of his pen.

Wallace Reid Was Generous

he downward stroke of the tail

of the letter d, with the appending

hook tells in one letter the tenacious,

bull-dog fighting spirit that was Wal-

lace Reid. The rounded curves be-

speak his sweetness and amenability,

while the liaison between letters and

names shows charitableness.

SHE WAS HUNGRY

So she pawned her last piece of

jewelry, an antique bracelet that

was the gift of a dear friend.

Then the friend came to town.
So she had to do a dire deed to

get the money to get the bracelet
out of hock until the friend went
back home. Read about it in

FOOL'S GOLD, the second in-

stallment of which will appear
in Screenland for August.
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Always a Room

and Bath

$3.50

C
L
A
R
I

D
G
E

WE would like to make it

clear that our operation
of the BROADWAY-CLAR-

IDGE HOTEL in the heart of New
York is going to be successful only
because we render sincere service at

a "square price."
It is our privilege to prove the old

slogan "A Room and a Bath for
$3.50*' is not just a fairy story which
generally applies to ONE ROOM in
a 300-room unit. We wish to go on
record that the BROADWAY-CLAR-
IDGE HOTEL has 100 rooms and
baths for $3.50.

that the rooms are
simply corking good value

This does not mean
cheap. It is

Now making yearly leases at

moderate rentals.

We are desirous of catering to the

right kind of people and assuring

them of a hearty personal welcome.
There is NO CHANGE OF POLICY,
QUALITY, OR CHARACTER IN
THE BROADWAY-CLARIDGE. It is

just as clean, wholesome and well

conducted as in the past, with a

warm personal greeting and welcome
from its old staff and its new opera-

tor.

Edward Arlington
THE HARD! NG, 54th Street and Broadway
COLONIAL ARMS at Jamaica. L. I.

GRAND UNION, 32nd Street and Park Ave.

I Want 100 Men—Women
To Work For Us At Home

If you are worried, discontented and skimping along from
day to day, simply because you are not earning enough
to cover your immediate needs and lay some away for a
rainy day, then I will, providing you mean business, and
are energetic, teach you our Art Painting work of Land-
scapes and Portraits, in ten lessons by mail and start you
in the Studio Painting business right at home. No experience
necessary, outfit furnished, anyone can learn. $3000 to $6000
yearly. Only table room required. No muss or dirt. Clean,
pleasant work. Free literature.

191 Main TANGLEY STUDIOS Muscatine, Iowa

JUST THE THING FOR YOUR DEN ! ! !

Snappy French Colored Drawings just imported. Postcard and larger

sizes—Something entirely new!!! Must be seen to be appreciated.

Postcard size 20 for $1.00—40 for $2.00—60 for $3.00—All

different subjects.

ARS MINIMA GALLERIES, Department I

63 Washington Square Greenwich Village, N. Y. C.

Would you like to have Your Future foretold from your

handwriting ?

Then see Screenland's Special Offer on page 103
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SOMETHING
NEW

Science's FIRST and

ONLY discovery which not

only instantly removes su-

perfhious hair but will really

melt and destroy the endo-

crine glands, upon the se-

cretion of which hair growth

is dependent. KILRUTE
works directly upon these

glands, stops their secretion

and thus ends the hair

growth.

KILRUTE consists of a

powder and a liquid both

applied to the skin. It is

harmless, can even be left

on over-night or powdered

over and forgotten. As
effective for men as for

women. Money refunded if

dissatisfied.

bent C. O. D. or sold

direct. Price $5.00. FREE
DEMONSTRATION or full

charge treatment at address

below.

KILRUTE CO., Dept.

247 We.t 72nd St.,

New York City

Copyrighted 1923 Kilrute Co.

Eugenia Feiner Wires-
//Have wonderful part In Outlook's big pic-

t» **ture. Playing opposite Lloyd Hughes, who
If was Mary Plckford's leading man in 'Tess
-i of the Storm Country." Mr. Harrison mak-

f i f ing good in comedy. Has already re-
s • ceived offer from another company at
1 good salary. Many thanks for giving me,.
J the opportunity to get started in pictures.*'

* —EUGENIA FEINER.

We Have a Part For You
In Outlook's $250,000 Production

0ANG£t?ous Love"'
Eugenia Peiner and O. V. Harrison were winners of The Cloverleaf Publi-

cations' big motion picture contest and were started on Movie careers. They
are making- good. We are looking for more new types, men, women and chil-

dren, old and young, to play in Outlook's coming big feature—"Dangerous
Love," based on Sinclair Lewis' Saturday Evening Post story, "Danger—Run
Slow," to be made in Hollywood. We will pay $100 a week and expenses to
start. If you want to get in motion pictures, join our next contest. For full

particulars mall this ad in with your name and address written below.

F. A. KUBY, r_
Director,

Dept. 13 55 E. 4th St. \™AME-
ST. PAUL, MINN.

\Aw/2£S/L

Betrothal Brigade

(Continued from page 51)

Pola from the Old Ladies Home in

her wheel chair, and go cautiously to

keep from tripping on his beard.

Before Charlie and Pola attained

prominence as the most written-up

pair of davenport wrestlers in the

film world, "E pluribus unum" did

not appeal to the heavy lovers of

Hollywood.

They seized their love where they

found it, in the old days, and if con-

fronted with a marriage rumor con-

cerning a man and a maid, the Holly-

wood boulevardiers gave them "the

bird". But times have changed. An
engagement now gives the gossips

lock-jaw and precludes the possibility

of any cutting letters from Elder

Hays.

Then, too, one must remember the

publicity content of a good, ripe,

well-chosen engagement. Before the

flood of betrothals came, the news
that Sylvia Gush was engaged to

Tony Tureeno was always good for

a column and pictures in all the

papers. Even now a reported en-

gagement, even if both principals

deny it, gets almost as much.

The effect of publishing an en-

gagement rumor is just the same as

printing a bona fide announcement.

The players have realized that. The
readers get the idea that he and she

are stepping out frequently and only

denying the report because they do

not want to let the public in on the

inside.

The reader is right, though he's

off side.

But the stars get the publicity and

no matter what the status of the

case is, somebody's intentions to do

something if something else happens

are established. Then if scandal

threatens, an engagement announce-

ment acts' as a shock absorber.

But Pola and Charlie started the

stunt of putting on shock-absorbers

first and that is why so many stars

are now submitting to the yoke sym-

bolized by the solitaire.

But one betrothal does not spell

a wedding; any more than one swal-

low spells a drink.

In the August Screenland, this

witty young writer will tickle

your funny-bone with another

mirth-inspiring article on the

Ten Commandments, a la De
Mille. Order your copy today.
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from Hollywood

Hollywood's Suicide

Club

(Continued from page 25)

great masterpieces, he was the most

erratic, most interesting man in the

club. He had joined us to get 'copy*

for his weird yarns, which suffered

so in being transferred to the screen.

The subtle genius that was his did

not lend itself particularly well to

'program features'. He was very

depressed, most of the time, but one

evening, when we were all telling our

ambitions, he loosened up.

A Beloved Story

"He had a story in his head—had

been intending to write it for years.

Would some day take time off and

write it—a great novel and a mar-

velous photoplay. He had chosen

Griffith to produce it, though Griffith

had never heard of the story. He
had loved the yarn, mulled over it for

years. It was the thing he loved,

when the lights were out and sleep

would not come quickly to his tired

eyes. He told us something of the

story, and it was immense, gigantic,

and yet so splendidly simple that we
all gasped our wonder at it.

"Universal sent him to New York
then, and we did not see him for

months. He dropped into the club's

meeting at the Chateau one night,

and we hardly recognized him. His

face was haggard from loss of sleep,

and his hands shook so he spilled his

coffee on his shirt front. And the

shirt was not clean. He didn't care

whether it was or not.

"We were shocked into silence,

but at last he opened up. Bitter.

Broken. Helpless. His story—his

marvelous idea—had been stolen,

bodily. And he had nothing to show.

The play was even then running in

New York—the success of the sea-

son. A motion picture concern had
paid fifty thousand dollars for the

rights.

Stolen

"He had told the story to a friend

he had made in Xew York—a down

WHY BE FAT?
When I can reduce your weight a pound a day SAFELY,
INEXPENSIVELY and PERMANENTLY the only
NATURAL way, leaving no wrinkles or flabby flesh as

a result : this we guarantee. NO DRUGS, or starvation

diet (you may have all you need to eat three times a day),
the very simplicity of this method of reducing is what
immediately appeals to your common sense.

I reduced myself 63 pounds in 2 months. That has been 9 years
ago and I haven't gained a pound of it back. THE REDUC-
TION HAS BEEX PERMANENT.

Mrs. W. E. Xickerson, 112 Cook St., Spokane, Wash., lost 23
pounds in 5 days. Mrs. Blanche Smith, 2018 E. Mallon Ave.,
Spokane, Wash., lost 90 pounds in 4 months. Esther Corbin. Van-
couver, Wash., lost 86 pounds in 28 weeks, AND THEY ARE
ALL MAIL ORDER PATIENTS.

There is a scale of weight for every height and one needn't
weigh one ounce more than what is normal for them. Don't carry
around with you continually a load of ballast you can throw off

like an old garment. LEARN TO LIVE. Look and" feel 10
years younger.

"Have your figure permanently Marshefled."

THE ELIZABETH MARSHELLE SCHOOL OF REDUCING
1734 Maltman Ave.. Hollywood, Calif.

If you wish to reduce vour weight. SEND
I FOR" FREE INFORMATION TODAY.
I

I Name

|

Street address

|
Town

I State

Your Handwriting Tells What You Are!
Your talents, character and latent powers are

visible in your handwriting.

I Can Help You
to find your niche in life. I can help you knotv yourself.

Without a penny's cost to you, I will give you a typewritten, complete

analysis of your character, with every year's subscription to

SCREEXLAXD magazine.

WRITE ME
a pen and ink letter covering a sheet of unruled paper, so that I may
have a generous sample of your handwriting to give you a good read-

ing, and mail it, with the attached coupon and $2.50 for a year's

subscription to SCREEXLAXD, to Circulation Manager Screenland,

Inc., 119 W. 40th St., Xew York City.

Allow from three weeks to a month for receipt of your reading.

Inquire about special rates for entertainments and bazaars. Charac-

ter readings are just the thing to pep up your home party.

RITA LOXG, Chirographer

Circulation Manager
Screenland, Inc.,

119 W. 40th St.,

New York City.

Enclosed find $2.50 for a year's subscription to SCREENLAND. and also

a sample of my handwriting, which Rita Long will use to analyze my
character.

Name

Address .'...'>

City State

Mail Coupon

TO-DAY
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Armstrong-Carleton's

Don't Worry!
The young lady isn't hurt

This is just a scene shot at one
of the studios the other morning.
Twenty minutes later, this bold,

bad villain and the beautiful

star he treated so rudely were
having a "tete-a-tete" lunch at

Armstrong-Carleton's ! They
always dine there because the

food is so good.

Armstrong-Carleton Cafe

Where the stars gather daily

6600 Hollywood Boulevard
HOLLYWOOD - - - CAL.

LUCK STONES
MYSTERIOUS! STARTLING!
Considered by Egyptians as almost Uncanny in bringing
Good Luck To Wearer, Brought to you from Far Egypt,
cut and polished in our own lapidary, suitable to be mounted
in rings, etc., aside from its attributed Power, Very Curious
in Appearance.
Please bear in mind that this is a genuine stone and na-

ture's handiwork, and worth much more than we ask for it.

Write at once enclosing $1.00 bill or send name and address
and same will be forwarded C. O. D. plus postage to

HUBATKA LAPIDARY
PreciouS'-Semi-Precious Stones

9 Broad Street - - - Elizabeth, N. J.

SEX
TPHE Secrets of Sex elevatingly, . en-

noblingly, sanely and practically
unfolded in "Race Regeneration: The
Mystery of Sex."

Send for free descriptive brochure

Philosophical Publishing Gie.

Quakertown, Pa.

HOLLYWOOD

!

Where i8 the Motion Picture aspirant who has not
wanted dependable information about Motion Picture
Studios, Productions in the making. Salaries paid, etc.,

in HOLLYWOOD, "where the movies are made?" You
can become thoroly posted on every activity in HOLLY-
WOOD thru a very wonderful service by becoming a
member of Motion Picture Intelligencer. A member-
ship card, good for one year, will be sent to you on
receipt of $2.00. In your letter tell us something about
yourself, your ambitions, etc. MOTION PICTURE IN-
TELLIGENCER, Dept. S. 521 Hollingsworth Bldg.,
Los Angeles.

/FALLIE i?EID STUDIES
We have a fine collection of portraits of
the late Wallace Reid which we are selling
to his admirers at popular prices. Write
for particulars.

Hoover Art Studios
6321 Hollywood Blvd. Los Angeles, Calif.

Hollywood's Suicide

Club

(Continued from page 103)

and out playwright, who had won
our friend's sympathy by his com-
plete discouragement. The story

.concerned a failure made into a great

success by the power of love. It

seems trite here, but it was a great

theme.

"It was as if his child had been

murdered. I have never seen any-

thing so pitiful as his sorrow over

his loss. We talked with him all

night, but he had no other story left

in his system, and write he must—or

die. We helped him accomplish his

wishes. It went into the papers as

accidental drowning."

We had walked until we stood be-

fore the Lasky casting office. A
herd of extras awaited the opening

of the pay window. She paused,

surveyed the crowd with sorrow-

drenched eyes.

"And you?" I asked gently.

"Oh, I? The last of the club!

Of course we have other members,

but none of the original club is left.

And the few that like to meet under

the name of 'The Suicide Club' now
are inclined to take it all as a joke.

They like the 'spookiness' of the

idea—they have no guts. Spooks?
Every chair in the little dark old

cafe is haunted by one of my
friends."

"And you are happy?" I probed.

"Happy? I'm through. Drugs.

Somehow the troubles and the deaths

got me more than the others. I'll

take the route, too, one of these days.

Probably the poison way. I'm a

coward."

Who Knows?

jF^ollywood has few suicides

listed with the Vital Statistics Bu-

reau as such. But there are many
deaths here. Recently Joe McDer-

mott died of discouragement and ill

health. A call from a studio came

half an hour after his life had been

submerged by the poison fumes of

gas. Is it possible that he too was a

member of the Suicide Club?

July Issue Out June 15

CONTENTS
—BLIND VENGEANCE—

The story of a Klieg murder told by a
court reporter.

—THE WHIRLPOOL OF HATE—
A telegraph clerk becomes enmeshed

in one of the most involving love trian-
gles that Hollywood has ever tried to
conceal.

—THE OLD ROUGH STUFF—
What gratitude does a man owe to the

woman who has sacrificed all to assure
his screen success?

—SHAM—
If the world were suddenly set on its

head and a new code of moral standards
created what would happen to us all?

—THE WOLF OF HOLLYWOOD—
A

_
four-part story of the greatest

criminal who ever threatened the security
of Screenland's capital. Read the second
installment in this issue and don't miss
the thrilling installments to follow.

—THE BEAUTY SPECIAI
The second installment of a story that

tells the real adventures of a train load
of girls bound to Hollywood for fame and
fortune. The first installment told of the
humor of movie contests. The second
installment deals with their tragedy.

—THE SERPENT'S TOOTH—
The tragic story of a screen mother

who lied, begged, and wheedled her
daughter's way into the movies and how
the roulette of events spun all these
abuses back upon her.

STARDOM-BOUGHT AND PAID FOR
Can screen success and stardom buy

off the idle gossip of Main street that
pursues a woman who is different?

—PERVERTED PASSION—
A story of suppressed desires, erotic

passion, poison pen letters and a crippled
genius.

—GHOST HANDS—
Can the departed spirits of the movie

world assume the role of the invisible
director?

—SPOILED FOR IOWA—
A Hollywood landlady knows more

about Hollywood than the Chamber of
Commerce ever dreamed there was to
know.

—THE LOVE NEMESIS—
The story of a professional divorce co-

respondent who is caught in her own
net.

—A DOUBLE FOR ADONIS—
A story of a star who was yellow when

the critical moment came and of the ex-
tra who doubled in the part and risked
his life for opportunity and love.

* * *

Profusely illustrated with photographs
especially posed by artists of Holly-
wood's film colony.

HOLLYWOOD CONFESSIONS
True Stories of Movie Adventure

25 cents On All Newsstands 25 cents
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Rate
10 cents

a word Classified Advertising
Last forms
September
Issue close
June 30

AGENTS WANTED CRYSTAL GAZING

AGENTS, EVERYBODY, CAN EASILY
double money on scores of extraordinary, .prac-

tical novelties like Acey Ink Pencil (Fountain
Pencil—Pen net $1.25 for the $2.50 kind) Push
Button Pocket Knife ($2.50 Everlastingly Sharp
A C brand $1.25 net) etc. Simply sfnw our
catalog to friends—need not be known you are
profiting. All kinds of Standard Formula Medi-
cines. Wholesale manufacturing druggist now re-

tailing everything postpaid at jobbing prices.

Things you need in home, pocket, store or office.

Things you will not take thrice our price for.

Articles you will show to friends with pride, be
you millionaire or poor—like us. Postcard brings
catalog. Acey Smith, Box S1374. Detroit, Mich.
Anything Aceyed denotes class. Established 1895.
Many smokers' articles. Many for the ladies
You'll be surprised. Have you tried Aceymints?
A pure, delightful confection 1J4 lb. box 85c
Hundreds of grand purchases. Acey Aspirin
Tablets (oldest Aspirin Mfgs.) Dozen 5c; 100
Deluxe Bottle 32c; 500, $1.00. Everything post-

paid, prepayment or C. O. D.

START YOUR OWN BUSINESS AS OUR
sole agent, selling 100 famous home products.

All or spare time. Dr. Blair Laboratories,
Dept. 536, Lynchburg, Va.

BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES. EVERY
owner buys gold initials for his auto. You

charge $1.50; make $1.35. Ten orders daily
easy. Write for particulars and free samples.
American Monogram Co., Dept. 172, East
Orange, N. J.

HOUSEWIVES BUY HARPER'S INVEN-
tion on sight. New business. No competi-

tion. Ten-Use Set is combination of ten in-

dispensable household necessities. $7.50 to $30.00
a day easily. Write for Free trial offer. Har-
per Brush Works, 137 A St., Fairfield, Iowa.

LARGE SHIRT MANUFACTURER WANTS
Agents to sell complete line of shirts direct

to wearer. Exclusive patterns. Big values.

Free samples. Madison Mills, 503 Broadway,
New York.

AGENTS—$1.25 AN HOUR SPARE TIME
near home. Light, pleasant work, showing

samples and distributing tea, coffee, extracts spices,

food products; things people eat. 19 full sized

packages and complete free outfit to first person
in your locality answering. Write quick. Dept.
S-62 Harley Company, Dayton, Ohio.

AGENTS, DISTRICT MANAGERS, TAKE
orders for our exclusive Hosiery. French

Seam, four pairs five dollars. Chiffon, Lace
Cloxs, Fancy Pointex Hosiery. Hosiery Mills,

Chicago, 438 E. 43rd.

ASTROLOGY

ASTROLOGIST, YOUR LIFE'S STORY TOLD
by the stars. Send birthdate, 20c to Mme.

E. S. Davis, Box 45, San Antonio, Texas.

BEAUTY CULTURE

EYEBROWS & LASHES MOST ATTRAC-
tive—darken them with Coloura! Adds win-

some expression. Lasts four weeks. Will not wash
off. $1.20 postpaid; treatment 50c at Spiro's, 26
West 38th St., N. Y.

OLIVE ROBART—BACK FROM PARIS—
Teaches by correspondence. Quick rejuvena-

tion. Rare French beautifiers. Facial exer-
cises. Mental and physical helps. Test exer-
cise with jar of Contour Creme Ninon, $6.00.
246 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

BOOKS

SEX KNOWLEDGE $1.25; NEVER TOLD
Tales $2.00; Advice to Women $.75 postpaid.

Circular free. Welfare Book, 32 S. Union
Square, N. Y.

LITTLE BOOKS FULL OF LAUGHS. "A
Southern Negro Sermon"; in the Colored

Pars'n's own language. "Down in Georgia",
contains over fifty original Negro Stories. Each
50c postpaid. Dealers wanted. Summerville Pub-
lishing Co. Summerville, Georgia.

CRYSTAL GAZING: CAN YOU SCRY?
Five lessons 50c. Explanatory Book 75c.

Crystal Gazing Company, 520 Station "B",
Kansas City, Missouri.

HELP WANTED

START A PRESSING, CLEANING AND
dyeing shop, excellent field, splendid profits.

We tell you how. Write for booklet. Ben-
Vonde System, Dept. AH. Charlotte, N. C.

HEMSTITCHING & PICOTING

HEMSTITCHING AND PICOTING ATTACH-
ment, works on any sewing machine. Price

$2 with full instructions. Agents terms with
each order. The Keytag Co., Dept. 2, Cohoes,
N. Y.

INCENSE PERFUME

WORLD'S FINEST INCENSE PERFUME,
"Flowers of Paradise" makes your Home

sweet Home. Burner included. $1 postpaid.
Beia Co., Importers, 451 Chamber of Commerce
Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

MAIL ORDER METHODS

$50 WEEK EVENINGS, I MADE IT. MAIL
order business. Booklet for stamp tells how.

Sample and plan 25c. Free, 12 articles worth
$3. Alsern Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.

OLD MONEY WANTED

$2 TO $500 EACH PAID FOR HUNDREDS
of old or odd coins. Keep all old money. It

may be very valuable. Send 10 cents for new
illustrated coin value book 4x6. Guaranteed
Prices. Get Posted. We pay Cash. Clarke
Coin Company, Ave. 60, LeRoy, N. Y.

PERSONAL

ARE YOU SUCCESSFUL? SEND DIME
and birth date for scientific information on

business, marriage, health, investments, to Plato,
oldest astrologer. Box 102. Buffalo, N. Y.
One year's events, one dollar.

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN THAT WOULD
like to exchange Jolly letters with new friends,

should write Mrs. F. Willard, 2928 Broadway,
Chicago, 111. If sincere enclose stamp,

LADIES
_
AND GENTLEMEN—CORRES-

pond with new friends everywhere. Pleas-
ant pastime. Particulars for stamp—Smith.
Box 1167P. Denver, Colo.

WILL YOU EXCHANGE LETTERS AND
make new friends? You'll have lots of fun I

Betty Lee, Inc., 4254 Broadway, New York City.
Stamp appreciated.

EXCHANGE JOLLY LETTERS WITH NEW
friends. Lots of fun! Enclose stamp. Eva

Moore, Box 908, Jacksonville, Florida.

FREE TO UNDERWEIGHT PEOPLE. FULL
particulars how to increase weight 4 to 7

pounds per ten days, in most pleasant way
imaginable. No medicine, exercises or appara-
tus, etc. Write today. P. O. Drawer 626.
San Francisco, Calif.

"EXCHANGE LETTERS BANISH LONE-
someness." Correspondents all over the

United States, ladies and gentlemen. Informa-
tion free, enclosing stamp. Mrs. B. Franz,
947 Montana St., Chicago.

IF NOT SUCCEEDING AS AUTHOR, IN-
ventor, or in another line of endeavor,, you need

our services. Write fully, enclosing stamp.
Youths' Guide-Post, Box 872 Newport News, Va.

PHOTOPLAYS

PHOTOPLAYS AND SHORT STORIES
wanted. Free manuscript reading, listing, plot

coaching and market information. Let us tell you
about it. Author's Service Association—Boston 34
Mass. Box 82.

FREE TO WRITERS—A WONDERFUL
little book of money-making hints, sugges-

tions, ideas; the A B C of successful Story and
Photoplay writing. Absolutely Free. Just Ad-
dress Authors' Press, Dept. 156, Auburn, N. Y.

PHOTOPLAYS WANTED FOR CALIFORNIA
Producers—Also want magazine stories, etc.,

for publication. To beginners, plot chart and
details free. Harvard Company, 312, San Fran-
cisco, California.

SONG WRITERS

SONG POEM WRITERS: I HAVE A "REAL"
proposition to offer you. Be convinced now.

Ray Hibbeler, D 167 4040 Dickens Ave.,
Chicago.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. WE
compose music. Our Chief of Staff wrote

many big Song-Hits. Submit your song-poem
to us at once. New York Melody Corp., 438 E.
Romax Bldg., New York.

WINNER IN HEARST'S $10,000.00 CON-
test wants Song Poems. Casper Nathan,

D929 Garrick Theater Building, Chicago.

STAMPING NAMES

MAKE $19 PER 100 STAMPING NAMES
on key checks. Send 25c for sample and in-

structions. X Keytag Co., Cohoes, N. Y.

WRITERS

AUTHORS' & WRITERS' TYPING SERVICE
Bureau. 1653 Conway Bldg., Chicago. State

4396.

PHOTOPLAYS, STORIES, POEMS, ETC.,
typed neatly and in proper form. Also par-

ticular typing. Write for terms: Edward J.
Doyle, Authors' Agent, 390 Poplar Street,
New Haven, Conn. (Palmer Student).

BIG MONEY IN WRITING PHOTOPLAYS,
stories, poems, songs. Send today for FREE

copy America's leading writer's magazine, full
of helpful advice on writing and selling.

Writer's Digest, 638 Butler Building, Cincinnati.

MISCELLANEOUS

WILL YOU EXCHANGE LETTERS AND
make new friends? You'll have lots of fun I

Betty Lee, Inc., 4254 Broadway, New York City.
Stamp appreciated.

SPENCER TURKEN, THE NEW TURKEY
chickens, large, average 200 eggs. Booklet free.

Spencer, R. I., Santa Cruz, California.

LEARN STOCK PRIVILEGE TRADING;
capital $137.50 to $2,000. Free information

Dept. N, PAUL KAYE, 149 B'way, N. Y.

FOR GREAT DANES THAT HAVE SIZE
and intelligence, ' write Collins Kennels, Box

140, Reedsburg, Wisconsin.

PECAN—ORANGE GROVES. DEPARTMENT
M. , Suburban Orchards Co., Oceansprings, Miss-

issippi.
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Screenland

Frown Marks
Laugh Lines The Furrows of Care Squint Wrinkles Crow's Feel

Tknish WrinMes&WorryLines
with thisNew and Greater

English Beauty Clay
Last year close to a million women bought

Terra-derma-lax—thefamousEnglish clay

massage. They bought it by mail at $2 a

jar—often waiting many weeks to get it.

Now comes the new Terra-derma-lax—
available at any drug or .department store—without a minute's wait—at $1 ajar.

Half the old mail order price!

A greater Terra-derma-lax! From finer,

new-found English clay. With new uses,

new chemical potency, new beauty magicl

Made more efficient by science—more
economical by volume sales—more con-
venient to get—by retail store distribution

throughout the world.

President. Dermalological Laboratories

Here'is the most important beauty-

discovery of the decade! Terra-

derma-lax will iron out

and smooth away the

most deep-seated face

furrows—in an amaz-
ingly short time.

It is pretty generally

recognized now
_
that

Terra-derma-lax is the

world's most efficient

Beauty Massage. The
semi-weekly Clay
Bath is a "fixture" in

nearly every enlight-

ened woman's toilette routine.

Dirt-secretions at the base of the pores

cause most all facial eruptions and skin-

sallowness. Terra-derma-lax goes after this

imbedded dirt on the suction-cleaner prin-

ciple. It draws out all the concealed im-

purities from the pores as avacuum cleaner

draws soot from a carpet.

This is no news to the users of Terra-

derma-lax. It is a story gloriously told to

them every day, by the radiant clarity that

Terra-de-rma-lax has brought to their com-

plexions.

Startling ZNjws Sven to

Old Terra-derma-lax Friends

But that Terra-derma- lax removes

Qj(e£Beautif
j

MONEY BACK. OFFER ISSUED WITH

EVERY JAROF TERRA DERMALMC

Cjetyoutjar oJJermtleriria-lax

atanydrug or department

More Uit three treatment))f
your mirrordm not reveal

toyou a Joflcr, clearer, fattier

kion, return thejarand

let your dollar bock

wrinkles! Here, indeed, IS news even to

most enthusiastic clay-users.

We waited until we were sure. And

today wean? sure. Scientifically sure. We
have tested this new Terra-derma-lax

usage under all conditions,on faces grooved

and grained with worry-lines. And we

have seen those lines diminish, day by day,

and finally vanish entirely, under labora-

tory observation. So we have no hesitancy

in warranting Terra-derma-lax unreserv-

edly to eradicate all premature marks and

seams from any skin.

How Treatment Is applied

The Terra-derma-lax wrinkle treatment is

applied daily—not semi-weekly, like the

Clay facial. The clay is

spread, like tape, in strip

formation ,over the wrinkled

section—just before going

to bed. In a few minutes,

as it dries, it sets up a tin-

gling sensation—denoting

stimulated blood-flow
beneath the wrinkled parts.

The tingling shortly sub-

sides—and the clay is left

on overnight. Like a sad-

iron smoothing out a piece

of rumpled silk, it smooths

out the seams in the skin

—

holding the cuticle taut and

firm throughout the night.

In the morning wash off the clay—and

the improvement is immediately seen. Re-

peat each night until the wrinkles, growing

dimmer and dimmer, disappear entirely.

The Qause of Wrinkles

Wrinkles are caused not only by age, but

by repeated bad facial habits—such as the

arching of the eyebrows, the squinting of

the eyelids, the furrowing of the forehead.

These facial grimaces gradually form un-

natural lines in the face, which quickly

"set" if proper blood circulation does not

wash them away.

Terra-derma-lax does two things to re-

move theseunbecoming"expression lines."

It first smoothes out the creases in the skin,

by its firm but gentle "ironing" action.

And second, it restores the skin-health and
life in the affected area by stimulating the

blood-flow.

Results sAre (guaranteed

Try this new and marvelous wrinkle treat-

ment on our guarantee of quick and

positive results.

Get ajar of Terra-derma-lax from your

druggist (or from any toilette goods)

counter) and apply the wrinkle treatment

three nights.

If you do not notice a decided improve-

ment on the morning after the third treat-

ment, return the balance of the clay in the

jar, and your dollar will be refunded

promptly.

<J[ Double Delight to Njw Users

If you are not a user of Terra-derma-lax

facials, there's a double treat in store for

you. Get acquainted with the " beauty-

sorcery"ofthese twice-a-week "clay baths.

Supplement the nightly Wrinkle Treat-

ment with twice-a-week Terra-derma-lax

facials.

You'll be amazed at the new youth

Terra-derma-lax will bring back into your

face—the silky softness and schoolgirl full

color it will return to your skin.

After theWrinkleTreatment has con- ^
quered the crow's-feet — continue &
the Terra-derma-lax facials twice y^V^y
a week, to keep the skin in flaw- Spf^
less condition. That's all the /f^y (A)

skin-beauty insurance /o4 <« .

any woman needs.
Dermato-

f'&jf logical Lab_

®erra-berma-l
THE ENGLISH BEAUTY CLAY

oAt all druganddeportment stores^

A/^S ^ oratories.
,

Dept. 317

/&V A 329-337Plyrr.outh

A4

*A/ Conrt'
Chicago

stf# "v Please send me one jar

r%\? of Terra-derma-lax. I

^* A agree to pay postman 31 on
c,v receipt, plusiewcentspostage

Name.

Street

.

Town -
Statc

I f you are apt to be out when postman calk, enclose

gl herewith, and jar will be sent you postpaid
Is, enclose

lid.



too, can haVe the
loveliestskin

PositivelyDESTROYS
SuperfluousHairandROOTS

ITS OUT

Can Eliminate Superfluous
Hair With Lasting Results'

Quick as a wink you can free
yourself of superfluous hair. And
remember you are not merely re-
moving surface hair—you actually
lift out the roots with the hairs
gently and painlessly and in this
way destroy the growth. More-
over ZIP leaves the skin clear and
smooth, pores contracted, and
like magic your skin becomes
adorable.

Not Only Removes Hair-
But Checks Its Future Growth

V ZIP has received highest praise from
^ professionals, physicians, beauty edi-

tors and specialists. Guaranteed on
moneyback basis
Write for FREE BOOK "Beauty's
Greatest Secret" explaining- the three
types of superfluous hair and in whichW 'ffjing actresses tell how to be beau-

J tiful (and free sample of my Massage
and Cleansing Cream). When in New
York, call at my salon to have FREE

DEMONSTRATION.
Warning Leading Beauty
Shops give ZIP treatments.
Don't be deceived. See that
the word ZIP is stamped
on the preparation used for
your treatment and the
signature of JIadame
Berthe on each package.
For sale at all good stores
or direct by mail.

/ Specialist

MUTE
BERTHS
Specialist.
Dept. 407

562 Fifth Ave.
New York Cits

PleasesendmeFREEBOOK
"Beauty's Greatest Secret,"

splaining the three types of super-
fluous hair, in which leading actresses

tell how to be beautiful. Also FREE
sample of your Massage and Cleansing

Cream guaranteed not to grow hair.
Name

City and State.



<$regained the original

youthfulcolor ofmyhair

theexactshade which suits

me individually through
Jnecto Hapid

'

"When my hair began to show strands of

gray I applied a preparation that removed

them, and I was quite delighted. But, after

a few months of such application, to my dis-

may all my hair became darker and darker,

until the effect was entirely different from

my original appearance.

"Fortunately, at this time, one of my
friends who had used INECTO RAPID

/ // told me of this excellent preparation and

// now, as you may see, my hair is permanently in

// complete harmony with my complexion and

jl features—in other words, suitsme individually."

Thousands of women have profited similarly

after INECTO RAPID has been recom-

mended. Nature has a particular color scheme

for each person. Nature is, in the last analysis,

the one and only great artist, creating individual

types endowing the individual with suitable color

of eyes, complexion, teeth and facial features. And so,

the true definition of
'

BEAUTY IS

If you have reached the time of life when

your hair should be white, and if it is natural

and beautiful, you possess a priceless gift that,

comes to one woman in a thousand, and notliirif

should induce you to change the color. If, on
)

the other hand, your hair is prematurely gray,

or if it is streaked or faded, it is most ad-

visable that you

Banish this Sign of Age

You must obtain the exact shade, 4

becoming your type, thus preservm-

harmony of feature.

Inecto Rapid cm.

ranging frcm radiant ru,,

Among these 18 sf*'

for every woman, a.^r

make-up cf eyes, coir

acteristics and age..''

\ X\SEND NO Ml
your name on the cb\xpe;n~SfiS~'v:e w.

\mail you full, interesting details an'

. our "Beauty Analysis Chart," en-

abling you to find the most becom-

v ing color for your hair—the one

Inecto, Inc. \that suits your individuality.

< Inecto, Inc.

S?tffi me gratis \
graSS Micro V NEW YORK
RAPID and the "Beauty, "\
Analysis Chart. Form 1 I . j^l

Name •, »

A ddress »

City State X

HARMONY
Exactly the Proper Color

Can Be Chosen

or 1 r*er these elements are carefully studied,

j as effects cannot be secured with any

pr. ion which is applied to everyone alike.

In tnmking- tl) Sis was possible, innumerable

women f
' with disappointment and

humiliation through having hair which was

obviously dyed. Inecto Rapid is in use ex-

clusively by 97% of the finest European hair-

dressers.

Gray Hair Banished in 15 Minutes

Inecto Rapid is specifically guaranteed to

>r naturally gray, faded or streaked hair to

desired shade in fifteen minutes and to

e all the original beauty and texture.

Jults are permanent and cannot be de-

M from natural even under a microscope.

Jnecto Rapid is harmless to the hair or its

(growth.

Unaffected bv Perspiration, Shampooing,

Smshmk Turkish or Russian Baths

It never rubs 'off and does not prevent per-

manent waving or any other hair treatment.

"The Hairdresser", the accepted authority on

hair coloring, has given to Inecto Rapid an un-

qualified stamp of superiority. In I\ew \ ork

Inecto Raoid is used by such ultra-fashionable

shops as The Pennsylvania, Hotel Commodore,

Biltmcre and Waldorf-Astoria.

Many thousands of the leading hairdress:ng

shops from coast to coast, including Burnham
and Marinello, use and unreservedly indorse

Inecto Rapid.

Tt is so easy to use, that thousands of women
apply Inecto Rapid with perfect success m
the privacv of their own homes. Every woman
who is no't completely satisfied with the color

and texture rf her hair, and realizes the great

importance of individual treatment, owes it to

herself to know all the facts about this won-

derful discovery and what it will do for her.

10

Guarantees
Inecto Rapid is sold

under these guarantees:

^ To produce a color

I' that cannot be dis-

tinguished from the

natural color under
the closest scrutiny.

Not to cause dark

2. streaka following suc-

cessive applications.

To maintain a uni-

3. form shade over a

period of years.

To be harmless to

4. hair or its growth.

_ Not to make the tex-

5. ture of the hair

coarse or brittle and
not to cause break-

age.

Never to cause too

6. dark a color through
inability to stop the
process at the exact
shade desired.

_ To color any head of

7. naturally gray hair

any color in fifteen

minutes.

To be unaffected by
8. permanent waving,

salt water, sunlight,
rain, shampooing,
perspiration. Russian
or Turkish baths.

Not to soil linens or

- 9. llat linings.

To produce a delicate

IQ, ash shade heretofore
impossible.

CARRY PRINTING CORPORATION
New York City- Betbl -hem-Philadelphia





BRASS
Charles G. Norris* Famous Novel.

"A desire to kiss the strange and lovely girl suddenly

filled him. He wanted to take her in his arms and softly

and tenderly press his

FREE!

lips to hers. It was

the male instinct in

him so recently awak-

ened—innate, primi-

tive, as natural as the

bee seeking the bril-

liant bloom, the moth

fluttering after the

flame.

From Warner Brothers'

production, Brass,
with Marie Prevost and

Monte Blue.

If you are married—if you want to get married

—

if you despise marriage with all the cynicism within

you, you should read Brass. Perhaps you have
seen the picture version produced by Warner
Brothers, featuring Marie Prevost and Monte Blue.

Of all subjects which can form the theme for the

writer of fiction or the producer of photoplays, the

one which most vitally concerns every man and wo-
man today, and the whole fabric of modern civiliza-

tion, is that of marriage. Marriage can be the finest

and most beautiful realization of ideals, or it may
be a prisonlike degradation that hurts and defiles.

Brass is a story of marriage. It is naked

modern life seen without pretense or disguise. It is

marriage seen with the eyes of the realist and told

so clearly that anyone would profit by the lesson

revealed by the novelist.

COUPON
Circulation Manager, SCREENLAND MAGAZINE,

119 West 40th Street, New York, N. Y.

Please send me FREE one copy of Brass, with one

year's subscription to SCREENLAND, for which I

enclose $2.50.

Name
Address
City State

SCREENLAND wishes to make you a present

of a handsome copy of this novel absolutely

FREE! With a year's subscription to SCREEN-

LAND, the only Made-Where-The-Movies-Are-

Made screen magazine, a FREE copy of Brass

will be given you. It will make a splendid addition

to your library or a welcome gift for some friend.

SCREENLAND is filled with the things you

want to know about Hollywood and the film stars,

stories told with a fascinating realism and an intimate

knowledge of the romance of Hollywood that no

other magazine has.

Mail the coupon with only $2.50 for a year's sub-

scription to SCREENLAND, and the free copy of

Brass will be mailed to you immediately.

Don't wait. Our supply of this fascinating novel

is limited and only those who subscribe before the

edition is exhausted will secure a copy. MAIL THE

COUPON TODAY!



FORCEDTOSELL
25000imported pearlnecklaces

Jineflquality

at unheard ofprice

Don 't miss this chance to get

one of these exquisite inde-

structible 24-in. PearlNeck-

laces; guaranteed 14k white

goldclasp withsmallgenuine

diamond. $5.87theamazing

price for quick clearance!
t t T

The misfortune of a well-

known New York jewel im-

porter is your gain. The end
of a dull season

in the jewelry

business found

his vaults
crowded with
gems and so this

merchant has

asked us to sell

25,000 exquisite,

24-inch neck-
laces at a price

to guarantee
immediate
clearance.

The pearls are

indestructible Spanish gems— they
will last a lifetime. Each gleaming
strand is 24 inches long, fitted with
a beautiful clasp of white gold,

studded with a real diamond.

Yours at less than the price

ofdiamond clasp alone!
The diamond clasp alone (set in

genuine 14k white gold) could not
be duplicated through the average
retail channels for the price at

which we are sacrificing the neck-
lace complete. This will give you
some idea of the urgency of this

sale and the remarkable value
offered you.

Wear necklace ten days
at our risk

Every necklace sold under this

remarkable offer is sold on an un-
conditional money-back guaran tee.

Accept your necklace for ten days'
trial at our expense and risk. Wear
it for street and evening wear for

Usual $15 to

$25 Retail Value
Compare this necklace
with others offered in

retail stores at $15 to

$25. You have 10 days
in which to make this

comparison. If you do
not find this necklace
equal, if not superior, to
the average $15 to $25
retail value, you may
return it and get your
money back.

ten days; go to your jeweler's and
compare the necklace with those
in his showcase. If you can dupli-

cate your strand for less than $15
send it back and get your money.

Send no money
Just mail the coupon

Don't delay another moment
making up your mind. At the
absurdly low price, $5.87, these
beautiful necklaces are going to be
snapped up instantly by men and
womenwith an eye for areal bargain.

Send no money; simply sign and
mail the coupon.
When the postman
brings your neck-
lace, deposit the
amount of the in-

surance, $5.87, plus
the few cents post-
age, as your guar-
antee of good faith,

(This small deposit
is required to pro-
tect us from mere
curiosity seekers
and requests from
children acting
without parents'
consent. Your pay-
ment to the post-
man is simply a

deposit which will be iefunded,
every penny, if, after 10 c ~3rs you
decide to return the necklace )

Sale for limited time only

Act Now!
There are only 25,000 of these

necklaces available at this remark-
ably low price and this advertise-

ment is appearing simultaneously
in publications reaching nearly a
million women.

Orders will be filled strictly in

sequence as received. We want
this sale to add thousands ofnames
to our mailing list, therefore no
more than three necklaces will be
sold to any one buyer. We reserve
the right to return your order if

supply is exhausted when same is

received.

If you do not want to miss this

wonderful opportunity, sign and
mail the coupon now.
Note—If you expect to be out when the

postman calls you may send ?6 with the
coupon and your necklace will be sent by
insured mail, postpaid.

note Send No Money—Just Mail Coupon
Do not doubt the re-
markable value of these
pearls because of the
low price. Every state-
ment has been carefully
weighed and we repeat
here our unconditional
guarantee—money re-
funded if you are not
satisfied. The pearls are
genuine imported, in-
destructible, and guar-
anteed not to peel or
crack; the filigree clasp
is of 14k white gold set
with small genuine dia-
mond.
The velvet box illus-
trated is not included,
pearls being shipped to
you in our original
package.

The Frederick Anderson Jewelers, Dept. 336
S 710-716 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago
I Please send me on 10 DAYS' APPROVAL one of your 24-inch

Pearl Necklaces with genuine white gold diamond clasp. I will
pay postman $5.87 (plus few cents postage) on receipt—with
understanding that I may return necklace in 10 days, if I
desire to do so, and you agree to refund 35.87 in full.

Street

J
Town „ State

J
If apt to be out when postman calls, you may enclose $6 with

coupon, and necklace will be sent postpaid
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^Paramount Picture*

pOR many months Para-

mount's famous stars,

directors, players, dramatists,

photographers and screen

technicians have been work-

ing to give you a giant pro-

gram of thrilling photoplays

for the season of 1923-24.

Any expenditure, any
effort, is of little importance

to Paramount compared
withAmerica's "Well Done!"

Fourteen pictures of that

program are listed here—14

pictures full for you of the

most vivid life,healthy excite-

ment and glorious adventure,

all agleam on the screen by

the consummate art of

Paramount.

Plan ahead with Para-

mount again this season and

you'll be sure of seeing the

best.

"If it's a Paramount Picture

it's the best show in town"

iSkmmca's finest theatres

Paramount Pictures fist.

In eueny community thty arc

scheduling these pictures Hq^ y

The cream of America's screen entertainment

is presented in 14 special Paramount Pictures

for the patrons of the finest theatres everywhere

A James Cruze Production

"THE COVERED WAGON'
Adapted by Jack Cunningham.
Novel by Emerson Hough.

A Charles Maigne Production

"THE SILENT PARTNER"
with Leatricejoy

Owen Moore and Robert Edeson.
From the story by Maximilian
Foster. Screen play by Sada Cowan.

Kenma Corporation Presents

"THE PURPLE HIGHWAY"
With Madge Kennedy

Monte Blue, Pedro deCordoba, Vincent Cole-

man, Dore Davidson. Adapted byRufus Steele
from the play "Dear Me." By Luther Reed
andHaleHamilton. DirectedbyHenry Kolker.

A George Fitzmaurice Production

POLA NEGRI in "The Cheat"

With Jack Holt. Supported by Charles

deRoche. Adapted by Ouida Bergere

—from the story by Hector Tumbull.

The Cosmopolitan Corporation Presents

"THE LOVE PIKER"
with ANITA STEWART

and an all-star cast including Wm. Norris,

Robt. Frazer, Frederick Truesdell and Arthur

Hoyt. By Frank R. Adams. Directed by E.

Mason Hopper. Scenario by Frances Marion.

GLORIA SWANSON in

A Sam Wood Production

"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife"
Screen version by Sada Cowan.
From Charlton Andrews' adap-
tation of Alfred Savoir's play.

A William deMille Production

"SPRING MAGIC"
with Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt

supported by Charles deRoche, Bobby
Agnew, and Mary Astor. Screen play

by Clara Beranger, from the play

"The Faun" by Edward Knoblock.

A George Melford Production

"SALOMY JANE"
With Jacqueline Logan, George Faw-
cett, Maurice Flynn. Book by Bret

Harte. Play by Paul Armstrong.
Adapted by Waldemar Young.

A James Cruze Production

"HOLLYWOOD"
By Frank Condon. Adapted byTom Geraghty.

Twenty real stars, forty screen celebrities.

A James Cruze Production

of Harry Leon Wilson's novel

"RUGGLES OF RED GAP'
With a special cast.
Adapted by Tom Geraghty.

A Zane Grey Production

"TO THE LAST MAN"
With Richard Dix and Lois Wilson.

Supported by Frank Campeau and
Noah Beery. Directed by Victor

Fleming. Adaptedby DonsSchroeder.

An Allan Dwan Production

GLORIA SWANSON in "Zaza"

Play by Pierre Berton.
Screen play by A. S. LeVino.

An Allan Dwan Production

"LAWFUL LARCENY"
With Hope Hampton, Nita Naldi, Conrad
Nagel and Lew Cody. From the play by
Samuel Shipman. Adapted by John Lynch.

THOMAS MEIGHAN in

"All Must Marry'*

by George Ade. Directed by Alfred E.

Green. Adapted by Tom Geraghty.

^(FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKYCORPORATIONMMffl
ADOLPH ZUKOR, P«s«*nt ' —

- 1 YORK" CITY'

£22

^SAVE THE LIST AND ASK FOPv^THE DATES
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By Learning to Play Your Favorite Musical
Instrument this New Easy Way

BOUGHT a house and a lot, and paid
$1,100 toward it; all earned through
teaching piano," writes Mrs. Mary A.

Olsen, 3715 Wadsworth St., Los Angeles, Cal.
1 would not take $1,000 for my financial and

social gain through your lessons. I don't
know how you can give as much for so little.
I think your method is wonderful."

Mrs. Olsen is only one of more than three
hundred thousand men, women and young
people who have become accomplished musi-
cians through this wonderful new method.
All the intricate "mysteries" of music have
been reduced to a system of amazing simplic-

vy ' ^ve[y steP is made as clear as A B C.
You dont have to know anything whatever
about music. You learn to play your
instrument right in your own horn-
easily and without endless study and prac-
tice. Long before you now think it c
be possible, you will actually
enough to be in demand as a wel
tertainer, teacher or musician.
A delighted 17 year old girl

Theall of North Houston, Tex.,
first six entertainments that ]

violin for, paid me $39.25 beside
pleasure of playing for my frier

$10 to $40 in Two

found new interest and enjoyment in learn-
ing

(

to play a musical instrument. You
don't have to listen while others entertain.
You can be the talented person who is the
center of attraction ; who holds the audience
fascinated; who wins the applause—and the
dollars.

Plays in Orchestra and Band
"I am solo clarinet in a twenty piece band

(mostly old players)," writes Gerald O.
Cairus, 20 High St., Walton, N. Y. "Also
am member of an eighteen piece orchestra
—hose director has studied in all the large

nservatories of America and Germany.
He was astonished when I told hirr hoi

"
T

^irned to play."
"In three months I was playing sa:

-

m the High School orchestra. The Ec

3nth I organized a profitable dance
1,

' writes George Johnson, 402
, Salisbury, Md. "And
>•.. at college, I nlay in
:erts of the Musical
ib in New York, Phila-
'phia, Atlantic City, etc."

.Abusy mother, Mrs. Anna M. Lev.
Northfield, Ohio, recently learned to play the
violin in just the few odd moments she
spare from her household duties, and new
earns many welcome dollars to help clothe
and educate her four children. "At wed-
dings and church socials I get from $10 to
$40 for a couple of hours playing

.

writes. "I am invited everywhere ail
home is so much happier."
The new way is fun—not

drudgery. You'll begin to
play melodies almost from
the start. You don't have
to pin yourself down to regu-
lar hours and regular clas-
ses. You practice whenever
you can, and learn as quick-
ly as you please.

Save Months of
Time

"I have learned to play
better than many a conser-
vatory student in easily one-
eighth the time," writes Miss
Kitty Breany, 154 Warren
St., Paterson, N. J. "The
lessons are so interesting
that they seem like play. A lady I know,
spent $400 for a private teacher,
playing cannot begin to compare witl
You can do what Miss Breany h^-

Youngsters of from 10 to 12 year-
done it, and people as old as sixty have

from Today You,
Too, Can Play
Is it the piano that you

"UDENT
PRIZE

wish to play, or the organ,
violin, guitar, harp or cello ?

Do you want to learn to
si-g from notes? Are you

eager to
play "jazz"
on the
banjo, clari-

net, saxo-
phone
trombone, or the drums and
traps ? Does the Corn
to you, or the flute or pic-
colo ? Would you I(

learn the ukelele (the Ha-
waiian steel guitar) ? Choose
your favorite—and play it

three months from tod; v.

You will learn by notes

—

the only practical way for
you to learn. There ;

"-"^tier?" and no "t!
in this marvetdju; rr

You learn to reed your
just ss yon arc «bl« t

II - letters that a word, and you wi;] i

aol to recognize and play them so ths
will make a melody. You learn harmouiea
lih you learn phr-ises and expressior-
speech ana you iearn time like you I

unciation.

' two years'
Cornet and
cate. I am
ark Military

orn . • >n - Hudson,

ui th my horn
<

>

1 '1)0.00. Will
aake It for 1924.

the School
• u can write

he Baritone at
to gin the band better

.. I can 81) the place of many
of the players with three valve in-
struir . 3

_"| E - Djr living out
°° J- school."

Habry W. Fcxton.
512 F ".a Mills, Pa.

Harry W.
Fulton

Free Book and Sample Les-

sons Explain—Send Today

Send for this free valu-
able book, "Music Lessons
in Your Own Home." It
costs you nothing-. You ob-
ligate yourself in no way
whatever. With" it will be
sent—without obligation

—

a sample lesson which
proves, better than words,
how delightfully quick and
easy the famous Print-and-
Picture Method is.

It will tell you how you
can make music a delightful
hobby or a money-maker for
your spare hours; how you
can take the first steps to a

ble musical career if you are dissatisfied
_our present life work; how you can be a
favorite, and go everywhere or have fun at
how you can do these delightful things

7, easily and at a cost so low that it will
ise you.

Special Short-Time Offer
,.

Thi
;\

J"
ree Book als° tells about a Special Short-

time Offer now being made to music-lovers. Mail
the coupon at once for your copy. Remember, it

:s you m no way whatever. It is FREE' ActUf
T
° r

S. T,
the supply is exhausted! U. S.OL OF MUSIC, 3228 Brunswick Building-

S ork City.
s '

*
:

'• -' " w«te Name and Address Plainly so that
there will benodifficulty in booklet reaching you.

Every Music Lover Should Have
this Amazing FREE Book

Hundreds of happy musicians all ever America have helped
to write this absorbing, inspiring book You will read the fact
stories of dozens of people situatedljust as you are today.
Their actual personal experiences arekvonderful proofs to you
that your success can be equally gre*. You will be amazed
and delighted to see how marvelously tie New Method has re-
duced the intricacies of music to such astonishing ease and
simplicity. The book is FREE—but fcu should , send for it
right away before all copies may be gonj !

-jarn to Play Any Instrument
Piano
Organ
Violin
Drums and
Traps

Banjo
Tenor

Banjo
Voice

Mandolin
Clarinet
Flute
Saxophone
'Cello
Harmony and
Composition

Sight Singing
and Speech

Automatic Finger

Guitar
Ukelele
Hawaiian
Steel Guitar

Harp
Cornet
Piccolo
Trombone

Culture
Control

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW
U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC

3228 Brunswick Bldg., New Y»rk City
Please send me your free book. "Muste Les-

sons in Your Own Home," Sample lesson and
particulars of your special offer. I am interest-
ed in the following course:

Name

Address.

City....

(Name of Instrument or Course)

'

' (Please" Write ' pia'inly)

. State.
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WE would like to make it

clear that our operation
of the BROADWAY-CLAR-

IDGE HOTEL in the heart of New
York is going to be successful only

because we render sincere service at

a "square price."

It is our privilege to prove the old

slogan "A Room and a Bath for

$3.50" is not just a fairy story which
generally applies to ONE ROOM in

a 300-room unit. We wish to go on
record that the BROADWAY-CLAR-
IDGE HOTEL has 100 rooms and

%j Always a Room

and Bath

$3.50

C
L
A
R
I

D
G
E

Now making yearly leases at

moderate rentals.

We are desirous of catering to the

right kind of people and assuring

them of a hearty personal welcome.

There is NO CHANGE OF POLICY,
OUALITY, OR CHARACTER IN

THE BROADWAY-CLARIDGE . It is

just as clean, wholesome and well

conducted as in the past, with a

warm personal greeting and welcome

from its old staff and its new opera-

baths for $3.50.

that the rooms
simply corking good value.

This does not mean
are cheap. It is

tor.

Edward Arlington
THE HARD! NG, 54th Street and Broadway

COLONIAL ARMS at Jamaica, L. I.

GRA ND UNION, 32nd Sired and Park Ant.

WHY BE FAT?
When I can reduce your weight a pound a day SAFELY,
INEXPENSIVELY and PERMANENTLY the only

NATURAL way, leaving no wrinkles or flabby flesh as

a result : this we guarantee. NO DRUGS, nor starvation

diet (you may have all you need to eat three times a day)
;

the very simplicity of this method of reducing is what

immediately appeals to your common sense.

I reduced myself 63 pounds in 2 months. That has been 9 years

ago and I haven't gained a pound of it back. IriJi

TION HAS BEEN PERMANENT.

Mrs W E. Nickerson, 112 Cook St., Spokane, Wash., lost 23

founds in 5 days. Mrs. Blanche Smith 2018 E. Mai on Ave

Spokane, Wash., lost 90 pounds in 4'months. Esther Corbin, Van_

couver. Wash., lost 86 pounds in 28 weeks, AND THEY ARE
ALL MAIL ORDER PATIENTS.

There is a scale of weight for every height and one needn't

weigh one ounce more than what is normal for them. Don t carry

around with ynu continually a load of Mkst you can throw off

fflce an old garment. LEARN TO LIVE. Look and feel 10

years younger.

"Have your figure permanently Marshelled."

THE ELIZABETH MARSHELLE SCHOOL OF REDUCING
1734 Maltman Ave., Hollywood, Calif.

1

If vou wish to reduce your weight, SEND
FOR FREE INFORMATION TODAY.

Name • " '
I

Street address j

Town |

State 1

Mail Coupon

TO-DAY

NEXT month, the first of a new

series of covers by Rolf Arm
strong will appear on SCREEN
LAND MAGAZINE.

Mr. Armstrong's work is already

familiar to magazine readers every-

where. His magnificent pastel por-

traits are regularly seen on the

front covers of the Saturday Even-

ing Post and other periodicals.

In presenting Mr. Armstrong's

work, we have adopted a new form

of front cover design—so that his

work will stand out, unmarred by

lettering or editorial announcements.

This will permit the many admirers

of the artist's work to clip the covers

and save them. They will consti-

tute the most perfect, full cover art

studies of present day picture celeb-

rities that it is possible to obtain.

We are anxious to familiarize the

many friends of this magazine with

the new form of cover, and we have

consequently reproduced a small fac-

simile of it at the head of this

column.

Familiarize yourself with the ap-

pearance of this cover, . so that you

will not miss it when it comes out.

Watch for the September SCREEN-
LAND on the newsstand—ready

August first.
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Simple Rules of
Drawing eaXzned

Become an Artist
TF you have ever wanted to become an artist here is the

.

opportunity that you have been waiting for! We have brought the
principles of drawing right down to fundamentals. Through our
wonderfully simple home study course in art, hundreds of men andwomen have become high salaried artists. And so can you' A few
nours a week of study is all that is required.

Wonderful New Method "How to Become an Artist"—FREE
This amazingly simple method makes it possible Write for this wonderfully interesting book at

01 anyone to earn Iterating Designing or once! It explains in deta/our^ winder fid ew

thTorTifom1tL
SUP

tou
OU

:ni

e

o
Chni

?^
method ° f teachi^> a"d contains manytteres^gtneory is omitted You enjoy studying—it's stones of our students, telling- of their remarkableactually fascinating! In a few weeks you should progress. Shows how you can qSSiSbe drawing pictures that you can ..//-pictures one of the big-paving artist's posk ^fnow^oenthat you never before thought could come from Gives you full particulars of SPECIAL I OWyour pencil. You will be astounded at your own OFFER to a limifertTr „f , V .

rapid progress
!
Many of our students live gotten ThifaLzmg* book" ^a^,£Sy TOEE ias high as $75 for a single drawing. Get into this Send for it NOW-beio^yo^T^LrmSr

field of big opportunities ! No profession is more _ Y another thing

!

fascinating or better paying Jfo WaSllillgtOll SdlOOl Of Art, IflC.

Hundreds of Trained Artists Needed Room 2147, Marden Bidg., Washington, d. c.
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'Aimed Straight at Your Heart

—

-And It Hits The Mark"
(New York World)

The Critics Think it is Unusual and Great

"One of the 'biggest' pictures made in years because it is so very, very

human—comes as near being a REAL picture as we have seen in years"

— (Don Allen in N. Y. Evening World).

"It easily ranks with the most important pictures made in America.

The acting is magnificent; as fine as the screen can boast"— (N. Y. Sun).

"Try as you will to resist its appeal, it will make you smile, weep and

laugh We think it is the best picture Mr. Griffith has made since 'The

Birth of a Nation' "—(N. Y. Journal).

"Boldly tearing away the o\d dual standards of morality,. 'The White

Rose', is one of the finest things D. W. Griffith has ever made. It is inspiring

and moving"

—

(Quinn Martin in N. Y. World).

"A singularly fine picture, the treatment of the big dramatic moments is

superb. It is beautified and exalted by the presence of that exquisite crea-

ture, Mae Marsh, the divinely inspired"
m— (Robert Sherwood in N. Y. Herald).:

" 'The White Rose' has brought a great joy to me, as it will bring, I am

sure, to innumerable other people."

— (Jane Cowl, "The Juliet of the century" and foremost actress).

"Griffith is a great poet with 'The White Rose'."

— (Max Reinhardt, the famous European producer for the stage).

"This latest Griffith production should prove an attractive box office

attraction, specially pleasing to those who have a penchant for pictures

which bring a lump to the throat and a tear to the eye."
— (Exhibitors' Herald).

"This picture is a sermon, poem and great love drama, all in one, with

laughter full of tears. It sends one home with something unforgetable, with

a heart hunger for a better humanity."— (Sophie Irene Loeb, Pres. Child

Welfare Board of N. Y. and famous Publicist).

This picture has two features of great appeal,

the story of a girl who couldn't stop loving ....

and a new, striking character in screen drama,

THE FALLEN MAN, who suffers with the fallen girl.

D. W. GRIFFITH'S

"The White Rose"
For Release by the United Artists Corporation
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Movie Directors are not

feminists; that's why they

believe that the place of

QMOVIE AMAS
is in the home

Says Marie Gantier

A girl's best friend is her mother, according to tradi-

tion and the old song. The exception to the rule is

occasionally when the girl happens to be a movie star.

Some mamas of the movies are famous, Others are in-

famous.

To the average person, the movie mama is a keen, cun-

ning, cold person, exploiting her fair, tender daughter for

the lure of gold; flaunting her in the face of licentious pro-

ducers
;
browbeating

;
elbowing casting men

;
pushing the

young thing forward, step by step toward fame and for-

tune, and with each step herself acquiring brass, embon-
point and facial characteristics as lovable as those of a Gila

monster.

Such is the movie mama to the lay mind.

Is the lay mind right, Mr. Gallagher?

Absotively, Mr. Shean ! In some cases !

Round the inner circles of screen society there goes roll-

ing, like the ivory balls on a roulette wheel, gossip relative

to mamas of all kinds ; hard-boiled, medium and raw.

Wherever film folk congregate to sip bootleg and "dish the

dirt", they have a few lines to swap anent the relations of

the picture actress and her mother.

A Classic Example

"M inter's mother was turrible !" So spoke a certain

assistant camera man, with the unbiased point of view of

a dispassionate nobody. On the lot, by the way, stars are

invariably spoken of—not to—by their last name, sans

respectful prefixes.

"She was turrible ! The way she butted in around the

lot was enough to spoil Mamie's career
!"

It is common Hollywood talk that the mother of pretty

Mary Miles Minter is the classic example of the dominat-

ing movie mother. It is generally conceded that Mrs. Min-
ter's shrewd business sense negotiated her daughter's Para-

mount contract, by which she is said to have received the

noble salary of $7000 each and every week. And it was
well for Mary Miles that she did have her mother to

back her.

The lure of gold and the lure of girl are the obsession

of the screen today. The girl symbolizes that youth a.nd

beauty that all the world's a-chasing. Being young, she's

immature. She generally makes up in beauty what she

lacks in gray matter. She needs someone with keen busi-

ness acumen to haggle over a contract with business men
sharp enough to stand behind a ten million dollar concern.

Hollywood stands in awe before Mrs. Shelby's coup
in landing the big Paramount contract for Mary Miles, on the

strength of Mary Miles' golden curls and her faint resem-
blance to Mary Pickford. And the same gossips chuckle

over the tidbit that "so tightly was the noose bound about
the neck of the party of the second part of this contract,

that his final wiggles to escape looked frantic." There's no
denying mama was bright.

In some things. But she was so desirous of retaining her

daughter under her thumb, the gossips say, that she kept

her under too tight a rein. She denied her natural girlish

friendships. Mary Miles was not permitted to choose her

own friends. Mama did this for her. Mary Miles was not

permitted to handle her own money. She was a minor, and
mama collected it and invested it for her.

The result was obvious in daughter's first act upon at-

taining her majority. She threatened suit against her

mother, alleging an incorrect accounting of her great es-

tate. She even left home for a while. Finally the matter

was settled peaceably. But it would seem that when a film

daughter suspects she is being exploited, good old-fashioned

filial devotion dies.

A.

"Mama Buttinsky'

lnother of the dominating movie mamas is a woman
who used to be a laundress, before her beautiful

daughter attained stardom. She loves to be on the set, and
she loves to dictate to the director. The director and pro-

ducer have to be polite to her, even when their souls long
to do murder. And the daughter stands it as long as she

can. Then she will turn and say,

"Get out of my sight ! I don't want to see you here any
more !" Then she'll feel sorry and kiss her.

Who's to blame? The parent, unlettered, fat and force-

ful, lacks diplomacy in dealing with this child, forceful too,

but not yet fat. The daughter can stand alone upon her

reputation. She does not need her mother.

The scene is set for heart-break. But a star's salary is a

powerful antidote for even a mother's broken heart, it

seems.

Bebe's Maternal Background

The mother of Bebe Daniels is not miscast in the part.

She has had a tremendous effect on the success of her

daughter by making herself a helpful background. She has

learned from her own professional experience ; she has

dropped all of her own interests for those of her daughter.

She is her chum, her balance wheel, with a wisdom that

cannot but reflect in the acting and conduct of her daughter.

Those who know the story of Viola Dana and Shirley

Mason truthfully assert that without the patient mother who
started their stage careers when they were tots, a woman
of strength and character, they would doubtless have fallen

short of their present attainments as comediennes.

Likewise, Edith Roberts' mother has made the most of

her childish ability for dramatics, thus preparing her for a

screen career.
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A Mother's Place

T,

Paramount Photo

(fl,
Betty Compson's mother pre-
sents Betty with her valu-
able good looks instead of
with much invaluable advice.

he screen producer is no feminist; he has a firm con-
viction that a mother's place is in the home. On the
set, she is often an ungodly nuisance.

Such a woman once mothered a sweet sixteen bathing

beauty of the Fox Sunshine Comedies. The girl was a whiz
as a dancer, but in all other respects was an absolute moron.
Mother stuck closer than porous plaster to the girl. She was
with her on the set, in her dressing-room, everywhere, de-

manding favors as rights for her daughter, gumming up the

directorial works in a fashion that caused her director to

lift his hands in silent prayer. Silent because he was too mad
to talk.

Finally, the management gave orders that unless the girl

would leave mama at home, her contract was a scrap of

paper.

There are two sides to the question. Naturally a producer
does not want a parent always on the job, to take sides with
a spoiled daughter on every occasion. And a mother some-
times fears to leave her impetuous, susceptible daughter to

parade, sometimes scantily arrayed, before actors, stage

carpenters and directors, all past masters in the free masonry
that obtains behind the scenes.

Agnes Acres' Mother Is On the Job

lgnes Ayres is handled like a thoroughbred. . . . baths,

massages, beautifying treatments. And it is mother who
is on the job.

Agnes seldom sees her salary. Because pay hour comes
at an awkward time, she lets her mother collect and deposit,

then writes her checks for the bills her mother presents.

Mrs. Charlotte Pickford manipulated Mary's affairs, be-

fore Mary manifested her all-round gifts for managing.

The same wise mind is undoubtedly behind Jack Pickford's

advancement—the part that isn't a reflection of sister's

glory. And by the way, they say that it takes both Mary
and mama to extract Jack from his scrapes and to keep him
from getting into more.

Mother—God Bless Her!

he mother of Carmel Myers never causes any pro-

fanity on the part of a director.

"Some mothers are maddening to directors," explains

Carmel proudly, "but not my mother. She only suggests

—

and then, only when the director asks for suggestions."

The chief regret of Carmel Myers is that she can't wear

her mother's blouses, though since babyhood she has tyran-

nically taken possession of her mother's hats.

The Family Meal-ticket

The family meal-ticket—that's what many a screen

actress becomes to the mother who gives up her own am-

bitions to stand in the reflected glory of an ambitious child.

And because she's the main support, she must be pampered,

indulged and spoiled, so long as she wins bread and butter,

furs and motor-cars.

There was a certain voluptuous young beauty who had

reason to believe that her contract was not going to be re-

newed. She and mama needed the money. Daughter was long

on sex appeal but short on brains; it was vice versa with

mama. The mother, perhaps not realizing her limitations,

sought out a man of supposed influence in the company,

and delicately offered her attentions.

The man was not interested. So mama went home and

sent daughter ! Daughter got a more favorable reaction,

but after the affair had gone its little course, the sad truth

came out that mama had picked the wrong man; he had
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Paramount Photo

(J^ Bebe Daniels and her grandmother. What artist could dare
compete with this photograph for a study of Youth and Age!

nothing to do with extending contracts ! Such bad judg-

ment.

Spmetimes a girl breaks her mother's heart—and the

mother can do nothing. Witness the tragic face of one
mother, whose daughter stays outo' nights. She drinks and
carouses and boldly comes back to her hotel rooms in

broad daylight with a male companion.

"I wish she'd marry," sighs the mother. "It might cure

her." But she's not yet married—or cured.

Where's Papa?

THE more unbearable may become the life of such a

mother because she's alone. The movie Papa usually

figures in a fade-out, since as a bread winner he can't com-
pete with flapper daughter. One of the unsolved mysteries

of Hollywood is, "Where are the movie papas?" There's

no such animal

!

The scintillating exception is Papa Coogan. Many a fond

Mama who has hawked her little screen boy or girl all

over film land asserts with burning heart that her "young
un" is just as deserving a whopping contract as is Jackie

—

only Jackie's Papa was a good bargainer.

In filmdom this sentiment is called professional jealousy.

Likewise are there few sons whose mothers stand out

as having influenced their careers beyond boyhood. Harold
Goodwin's mother, strong, sweet, is one of the exceptions.

The mother of Patsy Ruth Miller looks as young as her

daughter. She keeps up with everything that can in any

way further the astonishing career of her daughter. She

leaves no .stone unturned. Perhaps that is one reason why
Patsy Ruth has been leaping up the ladder so swiftly.

Shall Stars Marry ?

May McAvoy was about to enter into the holy bonds

of wedlock, the gossips say,' and of all suitors, one

Eddie Sutherland was the most favored. Her mother's

opposition, so the rumor goes, put the affair into the limbo

of "the might have been". Now Eddie is all married up to

Marjorie Daw.
"Mama" Windsor, or whatever her name is-—Cronk, we

believe—is so busy being a devoted grandmother to Cl.aire's

charming little boy that she has scant time to boss Claire's

work and her employers on the studio lots. And yet Claire

manages to keep climbing

!

The Motherless

So helpful is the mother recognized to be that many
screen stars who are so unfortunate as to have no

mothers of their own "adopt" mothers, choosing older

women in the profession, who {Continued on page 90)
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CL Have you ever held

1^

RAITOR

Ma y Gawd, what a hand !" remarked a vulgar

voice near me at the theatre the other evening.

And, if you please, the creature was alluding to the

should-be beauteous hand of the alluring heroine.

Hands can be such a give-away. In my search for beau-

tiful hands among the film charmers, I have discovered

that there are hands and hands; that beauty of face and

beauty of hands do not always go together.

Only occasionally does one find a pair of hands to match
a lovely face. No amount of manicuring can redeem some
hands. Often they pass muster—with careful photography.

But sometimes these exquisite heroines of ours have the

hands of cooks and washerwomen. Perhaps it is poor pho-

tography, of course. The following criticisms, therefore,

{J^ Gloria S wanson'

s

hands are not pretty.

They appear a shade
too large, a trifle bony.

In "The Impossible
Mrs. BellcivJ' one
could not help won-
dering if the grand-
duke happened to no-
tice the sort of hand

he kissed.

Hands
Asks Alma Whitaker

refer strictly to the appearance of these hands on the

screen. Possibly some hands, like some faces, photograph

better than others.

Elsie Ferguson's Lovely Hands

I„. can find no fault with Elsie Ferguson's hands. Elsie's

reputation as a "lady" will never be libelled by her long,

slender, well-cared for hands, with their tapering finger

points, their pretty filbert-shaped nails, their conservatism

as to rings, their grace in repose. Elsie can afford to

show her hands in any pose.

And I love Agnes Ayres' hands. They taper at the

finger-tips, and the nails are beautifully arched. They

undulate into the wrist. Yet they are strong hands that

could strangle a rival beautifully, daintily. Not that

Agnes would.

It took me some time to decide about Pola Negri's hands.

She wears her nails long and pointed. She knows how to

adjust sleeves and cuffs. Hers are expressive hands, sen-

sitive hands, well-cared-for upper middle class hands.

Gloria's Hands are Capable

Gloria Swanson's hands are not pretty. In all the pic-

tures I have seen they appear a shade too large, a trifle

bony, but strong hands, perfectly dandy for opening re-

luctant fruit jars or unscrewing stiff corks. And once in

a while she puts them on her hips
;
they seem to be exactly

the right kind of hands to swagger on hips. In the bath-

ing scene in The Impossible Mrs. Bellew one could not

help wondering if the grand-duke happened to notice the

sort of hand he kissed. {Continued on page 89)
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Ct, Caste! The film colony is founded

upon it. In snobbish Hollywood,

the stars speak only to producers, and

the producers speak only to Hays. ILM

T,
Extras will please not talk to Miss Ferguson.

his little sign, always posted on the set where Elsie

Ferguson may be emoting, illustrates admirably the democ-
racy of Hollywood. The Manchus have some simple

little ideas of caste, and I understand the Brahmins were
never ones to hob-nob around outside of their own rank,

but even the Supreme Imperial Potentate of the Loyal
Order of Brahmins could learn a thing or two about

caste from some of our Hollywood stars.

The outsider might find it difficult to understand why
an extra might not pass the time of day with a star, or

why a camera man should up-stage a "prop" boy. But
the man "in the know" realizes that caste lines are strictly

drawn, and the icy stare will be the portion of the vandal

who steps over the bounds of rank.

It's very complicated. A star knows only producers, one
or two directors, and a few stars of their own social rank.

A director knows producers, the stars and the camera
man.

The camera man sometimes fails to remem-
ber the assistant director, and the assistant

director, who is really a glorified "prop"

boy, is recognized only by the extra

girls, who make a fuss over him in

the hope of getting a job.

The caste line is drawn socially even among stars.
Stardom alone does not bring social recognition; the
clan is divided against itself.

For instance, Harold Lloyd, already an
equally popular comedian with Charlie
Chaplin, is never invited to the parties
to which Chaplin goes. Charlie is

in a class above him socially.

Harold is a clean, well-

groomed, personable

young actor of

high moral

character.
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Climbers

As seen by

~Lurille Larrimer

Nobody
denies that

But he has

distressing habit of

talking affably to every-
one, even extras ! Charlie

Chaplin's we-have-never-met-and-
I-hope-we-never-will manner fits in

with the aristocratic Hollywood social habits
better, and so the snobs adore Charlie.

Fairbanks on Social Peak

M ary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks top the
social peak in Hollywood. They solve the social problem by
not going out at all. The parties they give occasionally in
their homes are extremely exclusive. Edward Knoblock,
Charlie Chaplin and Pola Negri seem to be the chief
participants of the festivities at "Pickfair".

Brother Jack and sister Lottie do not share Mary
Pickford's restrained social tastes. The white lights suit
them better than quiet home parties with charades. Jack
participates in all the dancing contests at the Cocoanut
Grove, and he recently got quite a lot of publicity when
his private bootlegger fell into the hands of the law, along
with an incriminating order-book. Lottie was also down
for a case or two, according to alleged newspaper accounts.

DcMilles are Social Arbiters

The Cecil and William DeMilles are the social arbiters
of the film colony. To be invited to an affair at the DeMille
mansion on a lordly Hollywood hilltop is the symbol of
social success. Of course, some are highly successful in

their own way without being
received by Mrs. DeMille.

I recall one most interesting after-
noon when Mrs. Cecil DeMille, who does

a great deal of philanthropic work, and Julia
Faye both happened to be in at the same charity tea.

Mrs. DeMille for some reason has never found much in
common with Miss Faye, and their efforts to overlook each
other in the one small drawing-room were heroic.
The DeMilles often entertain the clever Fitzmaurices

(George Fitzmaurice and Ouida Bergere), the Jesse Laskys'
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Wood, Mr. and Mrs. Eliott Dexter
Gloria Swanson and a selected group of actors and actresses.'

She Has Lived Down Her Past

athing beauties and comediennes do not rank very
high socially in Hollywood, but Gloria Swanson has suc-
cessfully lived down her bathing-girl past. It is only four
years since she doffed the one-piece bathing-suits for the
gorgeous gowns of a featured dramatic star, but her "grand
manner" has brought her through superbly.

Gloria herself entertains lavishly and frequently at her
big new home in Beverly Hills. Her guests are vivacious
souls who can be depended upon not to let the party die on
its feet. Viola Dana and Dorothy Dalton are boon com-
panions of Gloria's and may often be found at her jollifica-
tions. Marshall Neilan and J. Warren Kerrigan are also
frequent guests. Alice Lake, who goes everywhere Viola
Dana goes, is usually present, also.

Valentino a Social Disappointment

R odolph Valentino, even at the height of his career,
went out very little in Hollywood societv. Occasionally
he would dance at the Hollywood hotel or at" the Ambassador
with Nazimova and her party, but ordinarily he sought the
company of Italians and Frenchmen, Bohemians of all types,
painters, writers, poets, in preference to the social elite.

Milton Sills entertains a good deal, but his guests are
seldom picture people. He and his charming wife delight
rather in intellectual soirees, with writers and scholars as
guests. Sills has a terrible past as a university professor
behind him, and he finds it hard to forget. It rises to
haunt him even now. (Continued on page 92)
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Betty Compson has had the

supreme happiness of having

kept in communication with the

man she loved above all men.

By Anne

M

i

(RBctty Compson firmly believes that George
Loane Tucker is still her best friend in spite of

the fact that his body is dust.

If s the fast-spreading belief in reincarnation a symbol of

the colossal vanity of motion picture stars, or is it a sign

that our luminaries are groping for a much needed help

in adjusting their lives to the sudden glories and the equally

sudden defeats of the movies?

When Betty Compson said to me: "I would be perfectly

happy to die right now, for it would be a sign to me that

I have finished this cycle of my development. I would

know that I was slated for another incarnation, after my
soul had made its adjustments, and had checked up on the

lessons learned in this incarnation," was Betty fortifying

herself against the disappointment which her work at Lasky's

was then bringing her ?

When she further said, "George Loane Tucker, with

whom I have been in communication since his death, is

seeking stories for me, that I may justify his beautiful

faith in me, that I may achieve my height as a dramatic

actress," was Betty using her belief to take the ache out of

her heart and the crimp out of her vanity which a series

of unhappily chosen stories had put there?

Was Mary Pick ford, when she sat wistfully looking into

space, her little mouth drooping, her wide grey-blue eyes

fixed on a vision which only she herself could see, picturing

an existence which would leave her free to be herself?

For Mary said to me, with a slight tremble of her childish

mouth, "In my next incarnation I want to be given the

boon of contentment. I don't want to be ambition-ridden as

I have in this incarnation. Do you know what I would

love? I would love to be an ordinary person—living and

loving and dying obscure and content in having filled, com-

petently and wholesomely my own little niche in life. I

would love to be a middle-class girl, in a small town

—

New Jersey has been my dream—a little cottage in a neat

little New Jersey town—where I could cook and clean and

sew, for my husband and babies. Babies !"

For the dream of Mary's life is to hold a child of her

own in her arms. It is always that way. When we have

everything, so far as the world can see, there is a great

void, which no amount of fame and fortune can fill. Mary's
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over

George Loane Tucker according

to her strange and almost fan-

tasticstory has correspondedwith

her through the ouija board.

Austin

<I George Loane Tucker's discoveries in religion

revealed to Betty Compson through the ouija
board, arc interesting and startling.

longing for a child would have been satisfied long ago,
even at the expense of her career, if she could have had
her own way. But Nature, whether kindly or sternly, has
withheld this supreme blessing. Is Mary reaching out with
the eager hands of the spirit, for solace in her belief in re-

incarnation ?

"In my next incarnation," Mary says triumphantly, "I

shall be given a child
!"

If Mary did not have this belief in a future existence,

where her incompleteness can be made complete, but where
she will not be burdened with the things which fill her life

now, would she be able to endure so bravely the desolate

emptiness of her mother-arms?
Whether Mary Pickford really could be reconciled to an

existence which would wrest power and fame out of her
small hands is a problem which only her soul can solve.

Even as she pictures the middle-class cottage with a

mechanic husband, coming home to his dinner of pot roast

and apple pie, she veers to say this, "If I am cast as an
actress in my next incarnation, I hope I shall be given

the stature and the soul bigness to be a great tragedienne.

In my heart I feel my power now. But Nature cast me in

a midget mould. No person of four feet ten can sway the

world as an emotional actress."

Mary's devotion to little Mary, her sister Lottie's child and
the adopted daughter of Mrs. Charlotte Pickford, is a
beautiful thing to see.

"Mary is an old soul," she said to me quite seriously.

"She says things which startle me. I believe she has about
finished her cycle. I don't mean she is a mental prodigy,

but I can sense the wisdom of the ages in that baby's soul."

Hollywood's Religious Inhibition

eligion in Hollywood is one subject which is not

handled freely. We talk with raw emphasis and analytical

definiteness on every subject under the sun—except our

souls. But there is a fast-widening circle of the great who
acknowledge the possession of souls and (Cont'd on page 93)
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Our Character Actors
The character actor is giving us the finest acting on the screen today.

mash notes, we tender this small tribute to the screen's

Photo by Hoover

Eugenie Besserer supplies her characters with
a depth of human feeling that only long years

of dramatic training can give. She is doing a

fine bit of work in Youth Triumphant, a produc-
tion now in the making.

Svengali, that brooding, vengeful, cunning
fiend, in Du Maurier's Trilby, is receiving a su-

perb characterization at the talented hands of

Arthur Edmund Carew, as shown above.

Alan Hale is one of the finest of our character

actors. He was a faithful, lovable Little John
in Robin Hood and a dastardly scoundrel in The
Covered Wagon.

Paramount Photo
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God Sless
fEm!

And because he goes his modest way,, without public acclaim or fervid

great hope—the character player! Long may he emote!

When Oliver Twist was being cast, they
wanted a finished actress and a fine character
woman to play the part of Mrs. Corney. So
they called on Aggie Herring.

Lon Chaney is the dean of all character ac-
tors. When he played Fagin in Oliver Twist,
Lon Chaney was quite lost. Only Fagin re-
mained. And it is so in all of his roles.

Ernest Torrence, shown in the center below, is
one of those gifted souls who can do comedy
and heavy dramatics equally well.

. His in-
spired performance in The Covered Wagon and
in Maurice Tourneur's Brass Bottle are comic
in character.

Tom Wilson used to play in the legitimate
with Warfield and others, but he is now doing
character roles on the screen. His latest part is
a pirate role in Charles Ray's Courtship of
Miles Standish.
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ACRIFICE

(^Raising children to jeed to the Films has become as important an industry

in Hollywood as raising children for cotton pickers in the South

By W. R. Benson

Illustrated by S. Deleuante

henever the Stork drops a squirming little bundle
at a Hollywood door, the mother has one thought in mind
as she looks upon his features : "Will he be the successor to

Jackie Coogan?" Or if the might is a girl, she has no incli-

nation to throw it into the ocean, as the Chinese still secretly

long to do. She tries to see in that monkey-red little face a
resemblance to Virginia Lee Corbin, or Baby Peggy.

In naming the infant, Hollywood parents no longer try

to pick a name which will please Uncle George or Great-
Aunt Isabelle. The all-important question is, will the name
be easy to remember and sufficiently odd to attract attention ?

For the child is destined for a screen career, just as surely

as little boys once were promised to be Presidents or police-

men.

Have You a Movie Star in Your Home?

H ave you a little movie star in your home ? Thus queries

the internal revenue man. If minors make money, someone
is to be held to account to Uncle Sam. Jackie's bonus check
for $500,000 was put into his income tax report for last

year, if we can believe reports, and the goblins got it—or

half of it, to be almost exact. Just why Papa Coogan put

the bonus on his work for this year into last year's earnings

is one of the questions little Jackie will be asking Papa a few
years hence, when the years are leaner and his legs are

longer and his voice is changing.

In Hollywood is seen the startling spectacle of a baby
Atlas supporting the world. On Jackie's puny shoulders

rests a world which would make the ancient Atlas sphere

look like a circus balloon. If those little shoulders should

collapse under the load, what a world would totter and fall

into millions of bits, as impossible of being picked up as

the broken Humpty Dumpty.
A great production unit, with dozens and dozens of peo-

ple, directly or indirectly, working on Jackie Coogan produc-

tions, a great studio housing hundreds of people, a great

financier with millions of dollars bet on Jackie, a splendid

big home, with its retinue of servants, all drawing their

checks from "Master Jackie"—what a world to rest upon a
little boy's shoulders ! Does a youngster supporting such a
world dare have measles or whooping cough or stomach-
ache or nerves? Does he dare to stretch his little

arms above his head and yawn, "Aw, I don't wanna
work today. I wanna go on a picnic out in the
country."

He does not. He cannot for a minute take his

shoulders—no matter how tired they may be—out *

from under that great, crushing load!

Does it not seem a queer, unnatural state of affairs 1

when an infant is pushed up against the stone wall
§§§

of necessity and upon his back such a burden is «§
placed? Does the great, long fur coat which Mama
Coogan wears warm her thoroughly when little cold
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chills of apprehension chase up and down her spine?

Mamas of lesser but just as dear children get up in the

middle of these cold California nights to see that the little

legs are not sticking out of covers, that Baby is not sleep-

ing with his mouth open. How many times Mama Coogan

must get up in the middle of the night to gaze upon that

angelic yet mischievous, perhaps tired little face, to see if

all. is still well

!

Doing Well, Thank You

JMLarvelously enough, Jackie seems to be doing very

well, thank you. As the main support of his family, he seems

to be holding up nicely. Perhaps by the time he is old

enough to marry he will have had such a varied and extend-

ed experience in supporting people and institutions and

orphans and such that he will feel it is quite a come-down

to find himself responsible only for the upkeep of his own
home and a wife, no matter how extravagant.

If Jackie were allowed to work and call it a day when

five bells struck, it would not be so bad. But count that

day lost which does not see Jackie's name in the papers as

sponsoring some new cause or opening some new real

estate division or as elected chief of the fly-swatters or

something like that. He has to form a reception committee

of one to welcome all celebrities to Hollywood, so he can

get his picture in the papers, of course ! Jackie is probably

the best publicized bit of human flesh in the world. No
royal dauphin ever received the press notices that our own
Princelet gets—and it is certain that no royal fledgeling

ever worked so hard for his plaudits.

One week's news alone nets the following little tasks for

Jackie: "Champion of Children"—blares the headline.

"Jackie Coogan enters lists in behalf of Juvenile Labor

Measure." Poor little overworked Jackie ! Will he put his

own name at the top of the list for those who should get

clemency ?

How pompous and how contradictory is the "lead" for

the story
—"At the suggestion of a group of statesmen and

publicists, Jackie Coogan will become the spokesman for less

fortunate children of America, the protagonist of the vari-

ous movements for child welfare betterment, of which the

first on the program is the eradication of child labor. Asso-

ciated with Jackie are such personages as Herbert Hoover,

in his capacity as head of the newly organized Child Health

Association of America, President Harding and Ex-Presi-

dents Wilson and Taft, honorary members of the National

Child Labor Committee."

"The eradication of child labor!" What a ghastly joke!

The hardest worked infant in the world is called upon to

give more of his valuable time, away from his books and

his flowers and his pets and his sleep, to championing in-

fants who paste labels on to cans and who pick cotton in

the fields of Alabama. Probably not a single little pickanniny

who sweats under the sweltering rays of a Texas sun knows

half the angony of fatigue and longing for freedom which

comes to Jackie as he works all day under the fierce rays of

the Kleig lights, in a great barnlike studio, surrounded by

\ hammering carpenters, swearing shouting technicians, di-

rectors and assistant directors, and anxious capitalists hover-

ing in the background, hoping that the kid won't slump.

Jackie Before Congress

"I
J| ackie Coogan to address Congress," purrs another

headline. Ain't that grand? Won't he look cute, standing

up before those important bald-headed men, like the In-

fant Christ before the learned doctors in the Synagogue?

Yes, Jackie will address Congress in behalf of Child

Labor, if some well-laid plans do not gang agley. And if

{ he has any spare time on his hands, probably he will tell

kthe President how to run the government, give a few

helpful hints to Mrs. Harding on how to make political pie,

and if he still isn't needed in Hollywood he may take five

minutes off to chase butterflies on the White House Lawn
with Laddie-Boy.

A recent cartoon by Wynn, celebrated caricaturist, is

entitled "The Immortals Greet a New Arrival". George

Bernard Shaw, David Belasco, Constantin Stanislavsky,

Morris Gest, Walt Whitman, Edgar Allan Poe, Shakspere,

Alexander Dumas, Richard Wagner, Henrik Ibsen, and

Edwin Booth, stand by to welcome the latest arrival on

Mount Olympus—Jackie Coogan.

It is Jackie who must meet Irvin S. Cobb and Paderewski.

It is Jackie who must give an egg-rolling at the Ambassador

for the little children of the rich, and at the same time

appear at an egg hunt at an Orphanage. It is Jackie who
must give of his wealth and of his prestige to the "Sea

Scouts"—the kidlets who scan the turgid waters of Lake

Michigan for enemy craft, or some such vitally necessary

duty like that. Every day Jackie's duties pile up, adding to

the world which is bowing his slight form to the earth.

Maybe some day Jackie will care far less for the shekels

than for the carefree boyhood he has missed. But the great

must pay. After all, who would want Jackie to retire?

In Jackie's menage, which his enormous earnings keep

up, are a butler, a nurse, an upstairs maid, a cook and a

yardman. The little boy's work makes a handsome living

for Mama and Papa Coogan and for the little foster sister

whom Mama Coogan so generously brought home with

her when the child's own mother passed on. The new little

sister is Priscilla Dean Moran. She will probably not be

legally adopted.

In Baby's Footsteps

\ n the old-fashioned days before the films brought new
standards and new customs, a father hoped his son would

follow in his footsteps. Now the wise father or mother

waits to see what the baby is going to do, and then follows

suit. Or if Baby becomes famous in pictures, Father or

Mother finds it mighty easy to step out of their own jobs

into a managerial one.

Papa Coogan is one of the busiest men in pictures. As
manager of the gigantic operations of which his small son

is the keynote, he has a man-sized job. But Papa Coogan
stepped out of . his natural field—vaudeville—to attend to the

more important duty of managing Jackie.

Papa Osborne, father of the once-famous Baby Marie

Osborne, promptly forgot his own business to take over

Baby Marie as a prize exhibit. As a Sunshine Comedy baby

she made much money for her dependent family. Finally,

however, the child's money became the bone of contention

it is said, between the father and the mother, and they

separated. Baby Marie is now far past the baby stage

and is probably not half so remunerative as when she

lisped and talked baby talk.

Baby Peggy is Good Provider

Baby Peggy Montgomery is the sole support of her father

and mother. Her father is her manager, of course, and her

mother has a good-sized job in keeping down the famous

little comedienne's egoism. She does it very successfully.

Little Mickey 'McBan is another. He could support a

wife and five children on the salary he makes, even in

these days of the high cost of necessary luxuries, for he

makes a hundred a week—one hundred iron men, simole-

ons, beans, cartwheels, dollars, if you don't get the other

terms—and he has been off a payroll for only ten days

altogether since the first of last October. A goodly bank

roll is accumulating for this cotton-topped brown-eyed

youngster. By the way he is the "champeen" swimmer
of the world for children under six. He's four years old,
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and has accumulated five medals for
swimming. He began imitating a fish

at the age of eighteen months. But he
can't swim in pictures, for that would
make him a "professional"—a pro-
fessional is one who follows a sport
for money, you know—and he
wants to keep on getting medals
as an amateur swimming cham-
pion.

Of course you can remember
Mickey as the very realistic

little weeping boy twin in

"Poor Men's Wives." He
has recently appeared in

"Daytime Wives" and
"The Man Who Won."

> Virginia Lee Corbin's Job

Virginia Lee Corbin
started on her ardu-

ous career of supporting her
'. family at the age of three and

a half. She is now nearly

twelve. Her father is either

dead or making a living for

himself in the offing—nobody
seems to know exactly the

status of the papa parent. Vir-
ginia Lee got her start in

1915 when the manager of the

Balboa studios found her crying
on the beach. He gave her a
screen test and the result was
that she was starred with Alice
Maison in "The Chorus Girl

( and the Kid", a three

reeler. A contract with
Allen Holubar followed;

then she went to Fox,
where she made 12 pic-

tures in five years. These
were fairy tales

—
"Jack and the

.
Beanstalk", "Aladdin's Lamp" and
others of that series. At the end
of her Fox contract she appeared
at Grauman's theater in a sketch,

which Mrs. Corbin later took on
the road. It must have been
peach of a skit, for it earned the
family bread and butter and caviar
for two years, during which time
the two—mother and daughter

—

appeared in every principal coun-
try in the world. She has just
finished a role with Fisher Pro-
ductions in "Youth Triumphant",
the story of a child that begs on
the streets to support a foster moth-
er. Rather a coincidence that, eh?
But as a good provider, you have
to hand it to Virginia Lee. She
has done well by her mother

!

On Jackie Coogan's puny
shoulders rests a burden ivhich
would make the ancient Atlas
sphere look like a circus balloon.
If these little shoulders should
collapse under the load, what a

world would totter
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Dicky Headrick Heads a Family

R ichard Headrick early relieved
Dad of the burden of supporting the
family. The yellow-headed little

lord of the films at the age of two
or three stepped up and let Dad
step down from the stage. For
Dad Headrick is a former the-
atrical man, now completely
absorbed in handling his fa-

mous youngster. Mr. Head-
rick says he has been both
father and mother to

Richard, for the mother
is in bad health. Dad
and the boy are con-
stantly together. There
is a real and unusu-
al sympathy between the
two. When the father is

sick or depressed, happy
or frolicsome, clownish or bril-
liant, little Richard is likewise.
Probably the father earns his
board and keep, which little

Richard supplies, better than
most of our dependent parents.
Dinky Dean, son of "Chuck"

Reisner, character actor and di-
rector, doesn't have to worry
about finances. His papa is en-
tirely self-supporting, and ra-
ther regards Dinky's phenomen-
al luck as a joke. But Universal
has surrounded the four-year-

old with a cast imposing
enough to make any little

four-year-old .swell with
p r i d e—or feel over-
whelmed. Among those
present is Virginia Pear-

How queer it must feel to
these experienced and famous
players to be "supporting" a
brand new child star. And what a
collapse it will be if Universal has
bet wrong on this new discovery
of Chaplin's.

Betsy Ann Can Act!

robably the most beautiful
little girl in movies is Betsy Ann
Hisle. She is like an animated
French doll, but she has it all

over the French puppet, for she
can act. Really! She has a whole
bureau drawer full of beauty
prizes and medals. For in-
stance, she was declared at Ven-
ice last year to be the most beauti-
ful child in Southern California,
and there were 12,000 contestants
trying to cop the honor. She helps
swell the family exchequer by

working in pictures, posing as a model
for artists and photographers. And so
the wolf will not feel at all tempted to
hang around the door, Betsy Ann keeps
up her practise as an esthetic dancer.
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She has recently returned from Seattle, where she made

perspnal appearances and put on' a little sketch called "A

Christmas Surprise". The most money Betsy Ann has

ever made was $150 a week in vaudeville, but the cutest

she has ever looked on the screen was in that adorable "Our

Gang" comedy, "The Firefighters". Remember her sitting

on the roof to pull the toe of the sleeping "Fire Chief",

delectably played by another youthful "good provider", little

Jackie Condon? Betsy also played in "The Poverty of

Riches" and other big features.

Jackie Condon does awfully well by his doting parents,

who believe that he is greater than Jackie Coogan. He has

been in pictures since he was three weeks old.

Baby Marie Morehouse doesn't have to promise Mother

that she will get her "a nice silk dress when I'm

drowed up", as baby lispers are fond of saying to the self-

sacrificing beings who give them everything. Baby Marie

can do it now. She is only fifteen months old, but she has

appeared in a number of pictures, "The Ace of Hearts",

"The Old Nest", "The Poverty of Riches", and others in

which her round-eyed baby charms were given full -value.

Little Billie Lord feels dreadfully about not being able

to clothe his Mama in silks and satins, but he has hopes.

You see, he's only four and a half years old, and he's been

in a number of pictures, but the cost of getting Billie started

has so far kept down the profits. Overhead is so heavy,

you know ! He's made a brave start, however,
^

and he's

one of the most adorable and clever youngsters in the fil-

lums, so he'll probably soon be supporting his family in the

style to which they would like to become accustomed—per-

haps before this article appears! For in our tea leaves

we've seen a contract for Bill

!

Babies for Sale

A,. _^re they happy—these youngsters who have been set

so early to the arduous task of making a living, not only

for themselves, but for their parents? Can they possibly

be getting all out of life that a wise and beneficent prov-

idence intended children to get? Is it wise to give them

to us, even when we clamor for their sweetness and rosy

charm on the screen?

One little screen mother, proudly displaying her own little

daughter, tells her side of it and lets light into the other side.

"I keep all financial gossip away from my baby. All

her money goes into a bank account for her, which will

pay for the kind of education her father and I could never

have earned for her. And we do not harass her with the

details of getting jobs and holding them and dressing for

them. We let her live as freely as it is possible for a four-

year-old screen player to live. It is pitiful that she must

so soon learn to obey the voice of duty—that the burden

of 'making good' should so soon be forced upon her.

"But we do not let her know how important her career

is to us. We belittle it to her, put it on a play basis. I go

to the studios with her, of course, and I try to make a game

out of the long tedious waits. I am with my baby more

than most mothers are. I guard her from all the rough

contacts I can, and I beg people not to make a fuss over her.

This constant guarding against vanity—conceit—is the

hard thing.

"But I know a mother who nags her little boy unmerci-

fully because he does not get along faster. He was taken

out of a picture one day because he could not concentrate

on a scene that the director was trying to shoot. His mother

jerked him off the seat and he left, crying and sobbing his

heart out. I found out the reason for his inattention

later. He had lost his Bull pup—it had run away and the

kid's heart was broken. Of course he couldn't concentrate

on what the director was saying! His mother allows him

no play life. She keeps his duty to himself and to her ever

Screenland

before
/
him, urges him constantly to 'make good', ding-

dongs into him that he must act, must look pretty, must

smile pretty for the directors and for the people of the

press. The child is dear in spite of it, but he is just

little bundle of nerves."

Well, that's one woman's viewpoint. Her own child is not

so free from the taint, if she only knew it. No baby can be

idolized as hers is without being spoiled, without getting ar

exaggerated idea of its own importance.

Little Louise Tordera is a mental wonder, as well as

ravishing little beauty. Her superb self-possession—cor

in a four-year-old—and her extreme beauty make it easy

her to carve a living out of Hollywood. She came rather

late in life to a mother who had given birth to twins years

before. The lovely little blonde elf is idolized by her

mother, but that does not keep her from exploiting that

delectable baby. Louise is always dressed in silks of pastel

shades, which set off her flowerlike beauty, but how much

more cunning and babylike she would look in blue gingham

rompers ! And how much happier she would be perched

in her own swing in the back yard than perched on the cast-

ing director's desk, ogling him for a choice bit? Her little

line of patter is well developed; it's clever, it's cute—but is

it baby?
One wonders what the psychology of these parents is.

Can they feel comfortable in the knowledge that baby

hands are bringing home the bacon? That baby hearts

are swelling over false griefs, pumped into them by not

too kind and patient directors, that their babies are being

forced in the hothouse atmosphere of Kleig lights and

grease-paint rather than permitted to develop sweetly and

normally in the parks and grassy backyards which are their

birthright ?

The Child Provider

oes a swirl of shame ever envelop the brain and hear

of the dependent parent, who has so perverted natural laws

as to let the infant do the work, while the parents accept

the reward ?

Here, too, is a new problem for the courts. How are the

screen child's interests to be safeguarded? There is no

law which restrains parents from exploiting their offspring.

Since we love children on the screen, and since they are a

very vital element in realistic drama, we would not want

them kept off the screen.

The Coogans have wisely put all of Jackie's earnings in

trust for him. They have to make a legal accounting for

every penny of his that they spend.

But the state of California should enact some law which

would safeguard the earnings which these screen prodigies

are rolling up. It is likely to be for all too brief a time.

The charming baby is often the gangling youth or the raw-

boned girl. The very defects which endear children to the

screen prevent their being successes as older players. In

the happiest cases there is always a transition period which

is extremely hard on both parents and children. Parents,

accustomed to the velvet of the baby's earnings, find it hard

to go back to their own restricted earnings. The glitter

of screen gold is very bright. The dollars which papa as a

clerk can bring in are disappointingly few, compared to

the wealth which Baby commanded in his heydey.

And Baby, spoiled and pampered while he was bringing

home the bacon, finds it hard to adjust himself to a public

school life, where he is no better than the-rest, and to
|

decreased scale of living. Wesley Barry is in that transi-

tion stage now. Wesley is at the unfortunate age when pre-

cocity stops and "smart Alecism" begins, when juvenile

exuberance develops into something far less attractive.

Whether Wesley will outlive his screen usefulness as he out-
j

grows his freckles is still a problem.
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JX. hat green above your eyes is too heavy for you
Kiddo," said Glory. "Here, have some of my blue—you
don't mind my telling you, do you ?"

Mary Lee smiled gratefully at Glory, whose swift, deft
strokes had produced her own clown-like makeup while
she had chatted a running stream of nonsense with the
others.

Mary Lee's fingers felt all thumbs. One cheek was a
scarlet poppy, and the other resembled a ripe tomato; she
had got some smarting mascaro in her eyes, and daubed
specks of it on her cheek. The steady current of comment
was now directed her way.
"Some baby doll !" shouted one of the extra girls at the

long dressing table of the Fine Art Studio.

"Look out, Kids, or she'll vamp the leading man right
off his feet

—

"

There was a roar of laughter as Mary Lee turned toward
them.

"Everybody for Mr. Wood, please," bawled the assistant

director.

A scramble ensued. Mary Lee's eyes filled. She would
never be ready in time.

"Let me help you, child," Glory's smile was contagious.
"I'm an old timer. Somebody's taught you a stage makeup.
We'll take off all this and start again. Get your face com-
pletely clean first. Then we'll put on an even layer of grease
paint. Then the blue over your eyes

; yes, shut your lids, so."

She worked rapidly as she talked.

"Now you'd better do your lips yourself. No one can
do them for you," she ran on. "A nice cupid's bow—not
too thick, for red takes black, you know. Now, powder
carefully, so your makeup will be smooth—that's the secret

of good screen makeup. There now, that's pretty good.
Mascaro and bead your eyelashes the last thing. Pull your
hair down so, over your right temple, and fluff it up in the

back. Come along, there's the whistle. Is this your first

day? Well, stick to me: I'll teach you the ropes."

M ary Lee stuck, and very glad she was of the chance.

For Glory not only saw that she was introduced to every-

body of importance, including even the Star, who seemed
to be her personal friend, but in between Glory's perusal

of Carlyle's French Revolution, three Movie Magazines, and
a French novel, she drew out Mary Lee's own confession

of the state of her finances.

"It's a hard game at best, child," said Glory at last as

they stood in line at the end of the day for their seven-fifty

pay checks. "I've been at it for three years now, with some-
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times a bit or even a good part or second lead, then long

weeks and even months with nothing, and glad for even a

day of extra work. You'd better be pretty sure you really

want it more than anything else in the world, and are will-

ing to pay the price. And if ever you need a bed or a friend,

come to 1252 Vine Street—my Gang will always welcome
you. So long, Kid."

'We 11 put her through her

ed. Can you drink this

A nd it was well that Mary Lee clung to that promise
like a barnacle to a rock, for next day her seven-fifty evap-
orated for blue grease paint and a pair of chiffon silk

stockings to replace those torn on the set. When she went
home, she found things in a state of uproar. A burglar had
entered, and among other things had helped himself to all

her remaining wealth, carefully secreted under the mattress.

A tidal wave- of

homesickness swept

over her ; for her

old desk in Wall
Street ; five o'clock

and the rush of the subway; the pungent smell of steaming

lamb stew as she entered her Mother's boarding house; her

mother's flushed greeting as she bent over the stove in the

hot kitchen, then adoring Joe's blue eyes as she waited on

table; his gift of a new pair of satin slippers, or his shy,

bank-slip note, which meant that he had saved another five

dollars toward his cherished dream of an apartment on One

Hundred and Twenty-Sixth Street. But each night she had

made her own contribution to her hidden hoardings for her

secret dream of a movie career.



star paces tonight," he shout- Her letters home
had been glowing

like a Roman courtesan?" accounts of her in-

creasing triumphs.

She simply could
not tell them now that they were all merely the imaginings
of her brain. Joe believed she couldn't hold out. She'd show
him. Somehow she'd have to face things. She wouldn't tell

him the truth.

"If ever you need a friend
—

" Glory's parting words were
like warm rain in the desert.

Mary Lee sprang up, washed her face, powdered her
nose, flung cn her hat and coat, and sped to 1252 Vine
Street.

Wonderingly she stared up at the curious sign over the

old warehouse door.

"Turkish Loft. Enter All Who Are On The Ragged
Edge."

What sort of place was this? She thought of all her

mother's warnings. Did she dare, asked her Harlem mind,
while her Hollywood curiosity was pushing open the door.

A tiny green light beckoned in its old brass lantern, and be-

fore she realized it, she was mounting the crazy stair ladder.

From above floated sounds of revelry.

"But it's not your seal skin I need, Babs—it's shoes,

shoes, shoes !" Phyllis' voice shrieked above the babble.

"My God, hasn't anybody got any shoes?"
Mary Lee mounted higher, to the sound of hammer blows,
"Going at ten, going at ten ten, going at ten twelve—"

"Thirteen," shouted a voice. (Continued on page 82)
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Stardom Has Its Troubles Too. Cranks, Poison-pen Writers and

Blackmailers Consider the Stars Legitimate Prey.
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ILM ANATICS

A,
Grace KJngsky

.rdent hero-worship, such as we used to accord to
baseball players and war heroes and now render only to
our film favorites, is very pleasing to the stars when con-
fined to box-office receipts. But when it takes a personal
slant, so that the adorer climbs right into a man's bed-room
and even into his pajamas, it's something else again.
Take the case of Charlie Chaplin and the amorous

Marina Vega, who came all the way from Mexico to try
to cut out Poli Negri. She had fallen in love with the
comedian on the screen—though Charlie is no Apollo in
his comic scenery, no matter how potent he may be off-
stage—so with the engaging directness that always actuates
movie maniacs, she left hubby flat in his little 'dobe shack
and came to Hollywood, where she tried to commit suicide
because Charlie "kinda" thought he'd stick to Pola.
The adoration of movie fans often takes a violent and

dangerous trend, and many a star has had to call in police
protection to tame some too ardent admirer.

Tried to Sheik Mary.

Mary Pickford had a really serious time with a Swede
recently, who came all the way from his native land with
the avowed purpose of marrying her. He threatened loudly
to carry her off. She didn't dare to move beyond the studio
gates without an escort. Finally, he began to believe that
maybe she meant what she said when she refused to be
sheiked, and went back to Sweden, broken-hearted. She
never heard from him again, so she doesn't know whether
he pined away and faded like the lilies, or got a little sense
back and married some rosy-cheeked maiden of his chilly
country.

A far gentler fan is a sweet old lady who had lost her
daughter when the child was quite young, and who fancied
that Mary looked like her lost darling. She watches for
Mary's pictures and always writes her opinion of them
to Mary.

"h
A Borneo Suitor.

ve come all the way
from Borneo to marry you,

and I'm going to get you,"

was the message Alice Cal-

houn received one morning.

To be thus warmly wooed by
a wild man from Borneo was
a thrilling experience, Alice

says; in fact, she was
frightened to death. Her ad-

mirer tried in every way to

get into the studio to see her

—pretended he was a book
agent, a photographer and an
actor—but Alice managed to

keep out of his way. The
man was finally put into jail,

and probably came out with a chastened spirit, as Alice
heard no more from him.

Not so fortunate was Lillian Gish, who has an admirer
who constantly writes that he is going to come and run off
with her.

''The sword of Damocles was a paper knife, compared
with what I have hanging over my head," declared Lillian.

Cave-manned by an Indian.

>eing cave-manned by an Indian is something new ! Viola
Dana had this experience not long ago. He was a very
handsome Indian, a college graduate, but one who had gone
back to his people. Viola met him in Reno, when she was
on location there. He followed her about, wrote her notes
and threatened to drag her to his tepee. Viola said after-
ward that she almost believed that if he had stolen her
she would have stayed

!

Theda Bara drew a great many movie maniacs. One was
rather pathetic. He would never tell his name. He sent
her jewels and candy, and she could not return them, as
she did not know who nor where he was. He wrote her
wonderful letters, said that he was a middle-aged man, that
he knew his love was hopeless and that he would not seek
to see her. His gifts persisted as long as she stayed on the
coast. She never learned his identity.

One of Miss Bara's weirdest fans was a woman, living in
a middle-western town and married to a banker. She de-
clared in numerous letters that she had a suite of rooms in

her home fitted up for Miss Bara, and that if Theda ever
visited her town and did not stop with her, she (the woman)
would commit suicide

!

Fans get the maniacal bug early, seemingly. One child

who had worked a bit in pictures suddenly got the idea
firmly fixed in her little head that ZaSu Pitts was her
mother. The child camped on ZaSu's doorstep for days,

weeping for her "mama". Her own mother was distracted.

I

Why Mildred Married.

It is whispered that Mildred Davis really married
Harold Lloyd a little sooner than they had in-

tended, because a big, rude man was annoying Mil-
dred by threatening to kidnap her, and Harold
himself is pursued by dozens of kindly old ladies

who lay claim to being his mother.

t is whispered that Mildred Davis really married Harold
Lloyd a little sooner than they had intended to wed, be-

cause a big, rude man was annoying Mildred by threatening
to kidnap her.

Harold Lloyd recently had a bit of excitement on his

own hands, when a woman in a little town near New York
declared that Harold was her son and that he would not
support her. She said her son had gone away to California

about eight years ago, to get into pictures, and that she
recognized him in Harold. The comedian was in New York
at the time. He had his manager offer to put $10,000 in the

principal bank of the town, to be given the woman if she
could prove he was her son. But this didn't help matters.

The woman honestly believed Harold to be her son. Mean-
while the town was growing hostile toward Lloyd and his

pictures. Finally the woman's daughter came on to New
York to see Harold. The comedian talked with her, she
got a good look at him, and admitted that Lloyd was not her

brother. Later Harold had his own
mother write the other woman a letter.

Betty Compson had a spiritualistic

friend who always insisted that Betty

should never marry, because her real

(Continued on page 96)
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We can just hardly wait

to see the Ten Command-

ments on the screen

—

especially before the

censor takes a whack at

them

^ Salome's Dance of the Seven Veils will be about as

sensual as the polka, if the censors have their way.

MOSES
a la DeMille

By JANE GRAY

Illustrated by Chamberlain

J[ t is with a real thrill that I learn that Cecil DeMille is

to make a picture based on the Ten Commandments. How
great a wealth of material he will find in Holy Writ, and

how certain one can be that the illustrations of these holy

injunctions will lose nothing in vividness in Mr. DeMille's

translation

!

But alas, there are the censors. Supposing they shouldn't

like the Bible! Supposing, as seems likely if they are con-

sistent, they don't approve of the Bible! One has to

think of these things.

Let us, then, consider what the censors would do to

sundry situations that are found in the Bible that would

never measure up to Pennsylvanian standards of morals.

"Thou Shalt Have No Other Cods Before Me."

T„ F. most dramatic story illustrating the first command-

ment is the story of Nebuchadnezzar's golden idol, which

he commanded all to worship, but which the three Hebrew

lads, Shadrach, Mesach and Abednego, firmly refused to

bow down before.

Mr. DeMille and Jeanie MacPherson would add romance,

heart interest, to this tale, I think. They might show

Shadrach in love with a beautiful young maiden who is

about to be sacrificed to the god. Shadrach will send her

a message that if she dies, so will he also.

There will be—of course—brilliant and voluptuous scenes

of worship at the altar. Sin and revelry will be typified

by a girl in the foreground, feeding ripe grapes to a youth,

both lightly clad. Without this piece of business with the

grapes, no scene of lustful revelry could be complete. In

the shadows will be seen languorous figures on couches,

while a gent in a tiger skin in the middle distance will be

seen bearing off a girl on his shoulders,—leaving the audi-
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ence alone with its imagination at this point.

Gradually the furnace will be heated to a glowing heat,

with a close-up of boys looking brave across their folded
arms. Then into the fiery furnace they will go, but the
flames will leap harmlessly about them. Presently they will
emerge, as cool as cucumbers or Jaqueline Logan demanding
a raise in salary. Then Shadrach will demand his lady's

life, and Nebuchadnezzar will be so astounded by their
asbestos personality that he will grant it, and the pair will

walk off, in the moonlight which plays through the girl's

thin garments, for a fade-out. And Jesse Lasky will wire
Cecil : "Your Ten Commandments a knock-out

;
history

staggers before its perfection; accept heartiest congratula-
tions and a ten percent cut in salary."

But that will be before the censors get at the picture.

The noble gentlemen of the flaming scissors will cut the
idol scene down to a flash of a neat idol in miniature such
as we use for paper-weights—a Billiken without the grin
and with the fat tummy all covered up. The wild worship
will be restricted to a few persons kneeling decorously.

There will be no love scene and assuredly there will be no
view of the brave boys fox-trotting around in the fiery

furnace. The fire scenes might tempt little boys to try

to walk through the back-yard bonfires

!

And Nebuchadnezzar would never be seen eating grass.

It might be considered a discredit to governments, which
must be kept in respect.
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the door of his house; his grief and the rending of his
garments when he sees his only child coming from the
door, singing and dancing, to meet him! The daughter,
paling when she hears her fate, but brave, too, will implore
her father to be allowed to go away to the hills to prepare
for death and to bewail her virginity. And the smashing
climax in the death scene. As this is not recorded in the
Bible, the most spectacular death imaginable may be given
her, followed by the lament of the virgins, her friends.
Jeanie need not spare her typewriter here.
The censors would find this story a little difficult. They

may, in their infinite wisdom, change the story. The dancers
will have to wear tights. And the ceremony of the lament-
ing virgins may be shown. But Marah may not be shown
"bewailing her virginity." I should say not

!

The story of Abraham and Isaac and the burning bush
might serve also, only that Isaac's mother was so happy
before he was born, and it is against the rules of censors
to suggest approaching motherhood.

"Thou Shalt Not Kill"

There is a wealth of material that the ingenious Cecil may
choose from to illustrate this commandment. But perhaps
the most spectacqlar story is the haunting, marching tragedy
of Samson, that man with the giant body and the flivver
mind.

"Remember the Sabbath Day"

^IRemember the Sabbath day to keep
it holy". The censors nod approvingly

at this phrase. If discreetly filmed, it

would make a nice, moral picture. But
the companion dictum that, "The Sab-
bath is made for man> and not man for

the Sabbath" must not be illustrated.

For the second commandment, scenes

of the Creation, with sumptuous light-

ning and double exposure effects, will

doubtless be used. DeMille could very
well use some of the prehistoric stuff

cut out of Adam's Rib here, with

economy and effect.

"Honor Thy Father and Thy Mother"

The great tragedy of Jepthah's rash

vow and the sacrifice of his daughter
will serve a fine dramatic purpose to

illustrate the third commandment. Mr.
DeMille and Miss MacPherson may be
trusted to bring out all the drama here.

They may even show the early childhood

of Jepthah's daughter
;
give her a name,

say Marah, which means bitter, and
show the death of her mother and her

father's grief. They may show his first

gift to his daughter, a new-born lamb.
Then will come scenes of Marah's
maidenhood and of Jepthah's departure
for war, with a great feast made for
him, and with maidens dancing. His
daughter will fasten on his sword and
kiss him good-bye. Then, as the sun
comes up Jepthah will appear on a
hill-top, seated in a chariot, about to go
against Ammon, with a great army of
extras following.

Then, the return of Jepthah trium-
phant, his rash vow to sacrifice what-
soever living thing shall first come from

Q Delilah won't be a harlot when the censors get through with her.
She will be a Chantauquan lady doing her duty for her country's
sake. You can see that it hurts her more than it does Sam
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I can imagine DeMille showing the great strength of

Samson—his spectacular fight when he killed hundreds with

the jawbone of an ass. Then there was the fox episode,

when he tied the foxes' tails together, set fire to them and

turned the animals loose in the fields of the Philistines to

burn up their grain. The unfaithfulness of his wife, his

burning of her and her father, would serve as another

note. Then the episode with the harlot, while his enemies

lay in wait for him. And finally the scene where Delilah

shears his long locks as he lies "asleep on her knees", how

he is given captive to his enemies, cast into prison, blinded

and made to turn a hand-mill, how he is finally brought

forth to make sport for the Philistines, but, his hair having

grown again, he has regained his strength, and pulling down

the pillars of the feasting-house, he killed three thousand

men and women, so that "in his death he slew more than

he had slain in his life".

DeMille's Delilah

DeMille would make Delilah a gorgeous creature, wear-

ing few clothes. She will first be seen arising from her bath

and anointing herself to meet Samson. She will put per-

fume on Samson's long locks and will stroke them alluringly

before she gives him the fatal hair-cut. Her palace will

be full of leopards and such, and a tiger will curl up

softly at her feet as she shears Samson.

She will put little wreaths around Samson's head; she

will play a harp for him. She will kiss him ardently, as

often and as long as DeMille thinks the censors will

stand for.

And the fall of the temple at Samson's hands will be

magnificent! The mob scenes in foreign pictures will be

nothing to it. The temple will probably be decorated in

black and red with plenty of gilt and mirrors and long

lengths of gold and silver cloth dangling from balconies.

All that photographs a good deal better than plain cedar.

Thousands of extras will be parading around trying to

engage each other in interested conversation. Stalwart

youths will be wearing crepe beards for the occasion and

maidens with peroxided curls will be wearing as little as the

law allows, blissfully unconscious of their un-Semitic effect.

Then—Enter Samson blinded and apparently impotent.

Merry laughter on the part of the extras as he gropes his

way around. He stretches his arms out towards the pillars.

They bend, and crash ! A long shot shows the ruins top-

pling and falling on thousands of extras fleeing in terror.

A- close-up will glimpse a beautiful girl writhing under the

crushing weight of a portion of the pillar—made of papier

mache and weighing at least a pound.

But the Censors Won't See It That Way

But, oh, the censors! They will cut entirely the killing

scene with the jawbone of an ass; it might encourage

criminal tendencies in small boys who might get hold of

jawbones.

Delilah, the faithless, will be shown as a sort of Chatau-

quan lady, a great patriot, doing her duty for her country's

sake, and sacrificing her great love for Samson to do it.

Oh, you're just going to cry over that Delilah! She will

feel so badly over her perfidy that she will plan to go into

a nunnery but will be saved by one who understands, a

good man and a pillar of the church, whom she will after-

wards wed. The last scenes will show her sitting at the

door of her tent with her husband and her two dear little

babies, who play at making mud idols until mama slaps

their little hands. A sweetly cute scene.

"Thou Shalt Not Commit Adultery."

For this commandment one finds a wealth of material.

The adultery of King Herod and its disastrous consequences
to John the Baptist is probably the most vivid illustration

in Holy Writ.

The story has often been told on stage and screen, most
recently by Nazlmova, but Jeanie MacPherson will never

be able to resist the temptation to do it again. For is there

not the dance of the seven veils, with its gorgeous settings

and with the possibility of Nita Naldi gradually unveiling?

There will also be supposed to have been "something be-

tween" Salome and John the Baptist—a very spiritual affair

on his side and a very carnal affair on hers—so that it

wasn't altogether due to Salome's mother's hatred for John
for telling Herod he should not have married her that

made Salome ask for his head on a charger. In short,

it was because John refused to lose his head that he lost

his head, Jeanie will intimate.

Salome will be dressed in a simple costume of two yards

of chiffon and eight strings of beads. She will plead des-

perately while John stands cold and haughty like a graven

image, now and again emitting solemn reprimands. Then
the subtitle will indicate that Salome's love is turned to

hate. Events will move more and more rapidly till at

last comes the inevitable Salome dance around the head on

a plate.

Salome Censored

]But this story, so full of passion and drama, will be

changed by the custodians of our morals. They would
like a happy ending, but as this cannot be, they will soften

details. Salome has worshipped John the Baptist, a sort

of school-girl hero-worship, they will tell us. She has

sent him little things to eat in prison" and has played the

harp outside his dungeon on moonlight nights. Her dance

will be a cute little affair—just a few steps forward and

a few steps back—about as sensual as the polka or the

kindergarten dances pranced to the song, "We are so

happy 'cause spring is here
!"

Then it will all come out that Salome didn't know it

was her John's head that she was asking for at all ; she

thought it was some other John,—John being such a

common name. When she finds out whose head it is she

has to deliver, she goes out to commit suicide, but is

saved by a young prince who has long been an admirer of

hers, and she marries him and cuts her mother dead when-

ever she meets her.

"Thou Shalt Not Covet . . .
."

"T hou shalt not covet .... thy neighbor's wife !" The

story of David and Uriah suggests itself here. David's

cunning in stealing Uriah's wife, his guilty passion, his

placing of Uriah in battle where he would be certain to be

killed, his grief and repentance, all furnish one of the great

human dramas of literature.

But the censors will probably say it nay.

They will make Uriah's wife a vampirish hussy who

lures poor David past all resistance. They will never allow

David anywhere near the young woman's boudoir, but will

be seen meeting her at the well and other fashionable places

of rendezvous. He will not repent in sack-cloth and ashes,

because that might set an unsanitary example, but in a clean

hair-cut and shave and a modish tunic, equivalent of the

Arrow collars and English tailors of our day. David will

then give all his money to the nearest orphan asylum, and

the mayor will make a speech, blessing him and his children.

Oh, I can just hardly wait to see the Ten Commandments

on the screen—especially before the censors have taken

a whack at them

!
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The First Commandment, "Thou Shalt have no other gods be-
fore Me" will show Delilah sitting at the door of her tent
with her two dear little babies who play at making mud idols

till mama slaps their little hands.
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C A movie actress is 90 percent photography, 8 percent

artificiality and 2 percent strong, screenable features,

Says Eunice Marshall

eauty lave

ou don't

that that

ness

mean to tell me
is Sylvia Sweet-«Yness!"

The anguished tones of a flapper

sounded behind me, while a famous

film star made a personal appearance

at a Los Angeles theatre, one evening

recently.

"Oh, it can't be !" the voice went on.

"Why, Sylvia was perfectly beautiful

in The Wife That Failed, and this girl

looks just like oh, anybody ! And

L

Sylvia's hair is brown and this girl's

is blonde, and peroxided at that. It

can't be Sylvia Sweetness
!"

But it was. And another adorer of

the famous screen star was added to the ever-enlarging

ranks of the disillusioned.

Personal appearances aren't always the excellent pub-

licity that producers and press agents believe them to be,

because the camera's eye is sometimes kinder than the

human optic nerve.

There are two kinds of screen beauties: those that are

really beautiful and those that merely screen beautifully.

And there are more of the latter than the former

!

One perfectly good reason that many a film star outrages

her public by looking "like just anybody," when she appears

in public is because she is just that. . . .just a woman who

happens to take a good photograph. And when that is her

only attribute, when she has had no stage training, and has

no "dramatic presence", it is criminal folly for her to make

a personal appearance before a critical audience. For it's

ten to one she makes a fool of herself.

The other evening the Universal picture, Bavu, opened

at a Los Angeles house. It was widely advertised that the

stars of the picture would be there in person to greet the

public. The house was jammed. Stuart Paton, who directed

the picture, made a neat little speech and introduced the two

actresses who had prominent parts in the film—Sylvia

B reamer and Estelle Taylor. The two appeared hand in

hand, took one look at the audience, developed a nice case

of stage fright and virtually ran off the stage.

"If they're actresses I'm a king of the Cannibal Islands,"

said my companion, in disgust. "They can't even stand up

and say a few words to their friends here. Bah!"

"They're very ordinary looking, aren't they?" remarked

a woman behind me. "Somehow screen actresses look so

different off-stage."

They do. Why not? They're "just folks".

n screenland, everything is

sacrificed on the altar of fame.

Even beauty. For what shall it

profit a woman to be as lovely

as a sun-goddess if she does not

screen well? If you want to

believe that your favorite looks

in real life as she does on the

screen, you will do well to stay

away from Hollywood. ' Illu-

sions are painful things to lose.

An actress of the screen is 90 per-

cent photography, eight percent arti-

ficiality, and two percent strong,

screenable features.

And a good cameraman has made
more stars than Cecil DeMille. And
didn't get nearly so much pay for it

!

The screen beauty does not have

delicate features and pastel coloring.

They would never show up on the

screen. Hennaed and peroxided hair,

wigs, faces burned and freckled by

the fierce light of the Kliegs, com-

plexions ruined by grease-paint

these are the price of movie fame.

Even babies have their hair perox-

ided, to make a golden aureole around their poor little heads.

G
The Sacrifice of Beauty

loria Hope is possessed of a wealth of glorious dark-

red hair. Wonderful hair, such as Titian would have

loved to paint. But alas, her crowning glory is merely

ordinary brown hair on the lying silver screen. And her

beautiful transparent complexion is not transferred to the

screen—grease paint covers a multitude of facial sins and

a good complexion is not essential— ; wherefore Gloria

on the screen is merely a fragile little bit of femininity who

looks as if she were nursing a secret sorrow. And when

an audience speaks of her at all, it is as "what's-her-name,

the girl who played with Gerald Jamison, that handsome

chap with the dimples."

On the other hand, there is a young foreigner, not par

ticularly good-looking, except at certain angles. The back

of his head is almost flat. The camera man always has to

be careful not to "shoot" him at an angle that will show

the broadness of his nose. His skin is swarthy, and he is

not very tall. You would scarcely look at him twice, if

you were to meet him on the street. Unless you knew who

he was. That young chap is Rodolph Valentino, who was

—and will be soon again, we hope—the idol of feminine

America. He screens like a million dollars—if the camera

man is careful. You see him as a handsome youth with

dark magnetic eyes and because all the other players are

appropriately short he seems tall by comparison.

Hair Must Be A Halo

The sacrifices of silken locks that are daily offered

as a glowing surrender of self (Continued on page 80)
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^Florence Vidor has long
been spoken of as "Too
refined for film life."

Her mateless vacation
failed to heal the rift

in the Vidor lute.

From Twin Beds
Too Much Hearthside and too

Married Pair Matri-

THE triple-plated puzzle, "Marriage—can it be over-

come?" has been solved in many a Hollywood bungalow.

And the solution has brought mellifluous currents into the

well-known salty sea of matrimony.

You can't blame the stars for kicking over the matri-

monial traces. Merton has spoken and there is the hand-

writing on the wall, yet still we are haunted with those

sweet publicity pictures of wedded stars that would drive

Ma Sunday into the chorus. You know the kind. The

best-known pose is that of the "best pal and severest critic"

watching little Esther feed the goldfish.

And then there is the one of Hubert rumpling his hero-

papa's Stacomb, while mama watches indulgently in a simple

sports outfit of mountain-haze chiffon.

If you were constantly heralded as the world's model

husband, wouldn't you sometimes long for sin and decep-

tion? These show-cased domestic affairs must have a back

door.

Where is it?

Tijuana Relief Station

Relief Station No. 1 is situated in Tijuana, where the

wine is light and the winnings lighter. There our heckled

star may find Nirvana for nerves worn raw after months

By MILDRED

of domestic dialogue. True, it is only a matter of five hours

by motor, but many a marriage has been salvaged by its

near-Monte Carlo atmosphere.

On a blithe Saturday afternoon, one may see Minta

Money sitting cosily in a box at the races with Duke Drake.

Happily, Duke is not her husband.

This is Situation A, where both Minta and Duke are

seeking solace with the same innocence that pollen seeks

another flower.

Honolulu, Santa Barbara, New York and the Orient are

other waysides where the drop stitches occur in the intricate

weaving of wedlock. And for the ultra, there is always

Paris—referred to lightly with a puzzled frown and a "Let's

see, was it my second or third trip across?"

Too Much Hearthside

The latest case of too much hearthside and domestic

publicity has brought about a separation for King and

Florence Vidor and sorrow for their friends. The beauti-

ful Florence has been spoken of as "too refined for film

life", and King has been dubbed "the everlasting husband".

It was naturally too much of a strain.

There should be, beside raisin week and prune week,

and Lasky week and Zukor day, a "mateless week" or an
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£KKing Vidor was dubbed
^^"The everlasting hus-

band" by those familiar

with the home life of
the Vidors. Naturally
the strain was too great.

They are separating.

Twin Bungalows
Much Domestic Publicity will give any

monial Indigestion

FRANCE

"innocent but exciting flirtation week" in Hollywood.

The first proof of the rift in the Vidor lute was given

when the lovely star wife left for Honolulu with her little

daughter. She was taking Fannie Hurst's advice, that

vacations from matrimony mean happiness. But after a

five-weeks' vacation, still the problem had not been solved.

On her return home, King Vidor moved his belongings

from the Vidor home on Fairfax Avenue. Yet he and

his wife are often seen together in public.

At other times, interested Hollywood has been intrigued

at the sight of the director papa in the company of one of

the season's debutantes who, it is sad to say, is so dumb
that she thinks "iris in" is a place to dance. Or so they say.

Oh well, it is probably just a simple little matrimonial

climax that will be ironed out when the wife is refreshed

from her vacation and the dumb-bell debutante looks for

newer and greener fields.

Far Fields are Greener

_yearly hejira to the Orient keeps Kathlyn Williams

from coming a cropper on her present marriage, if the

gossips are to be believed. Miss Williams, or Mrs. Charles

Eyton, has stormed through previous marriages and knows

just when she has had enough. She usually comes back

to her hill-side home with a trunkful of souvenirs and

enough patience to tide her over safely until the next flight.

The fact that she is well into the famed forties and her

husband is a power on the studio lot where she fills her

engagements may help to lend patience to this otherwise

tempestuous star.

The Films' Most Famous Pair

H eloise and Abelard, Romeo and Juliet, Launcelot and

Elaine and all the other great lovers of history pale beside

the magnificence of Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks,

filmdom's most famous husband and wife. But even here

there is an occasional clash of temperaments.

They are racially and artistically separated. She is

the little Celtic dreamer, with the seeking look in her eyes

for long hours of peace. He is volatile and restless.

The time came when his volcanic enthusiasms were too

much for his married partner, it is related by an eye-witness.

She was rehearsing on her set. The scene demanded

wistfulness—and how well she does it! Her husband

blundered in with a crowd of friends, turned three cart-

wheels, did a neat somersault and was about to chin himself

when his wife suddenly ceased being wistful and told him

icily to leave her stage—forever. (Continued on page 86)
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Oie Foreign Legion
<L lt Used t0 Be That the Easiest Way to Fay off the Mortgage

on the Ancestral Castle Was to Marry a rich American.
Now Scions ofOldBut ImpoverishedHouses In Europe Put Vase-
line on Their Hair and Come to Hollywood to Do a Valentino

Charles DeRoche,
who came from
Paris to go into

the movies, but not—and he wants it

understood—to fill

Valentino's shoes.

Charles admits he
is a count and that

all the French girls

are crazy about
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T he Foreign Legion has invaded Hollywood. In battle

array of titles, both real and synthetic, clad in the glamor

that surrounds the foreigner, armored with the sword of

insolence and the shield of publicity, the Legion has crashed

through our gates.

Hollywood has fallen before its dominance. More, pro-

ducers seem to beg for the privilege of featuring it, in-

dividually or en masse.

Pola Negri Began It.

Pola Negri began it. While an actress of considerable

power, Pola was by no means a sensation in Europe, accord-

ing to authentic reports. But her fame was great in

America, after Passion reached us. And when Lasky

brought her over here with a fanfare of trumpets, it was
expected that she would reign as a thespian queen.

But the great inspiration that Pola was going to give our

Art somehow failed to materialize. To be crudely candid,

Pola has "flopped."

Had her first American-made picture approached the

qualities of artistry shown in the work she did abroad, she

might have continued to hold the sceptre in her white,

ruthless hand. And if Pola had had tact !

But Pola and tact were not twin sisters, nor even distant

cousins. The attentions paid her by worshipful officials,

the flattery of the press, the ogling to which she was sub-

mitted everywhere she went, made an impression upon Pola.

She began to believe she was as great as they said she was.

Then came her first American-made picture. Her Bella

Donna lacked the fire, the flashing genius of her Du Barry

and her Carmen. She was swaggering, gauche, sometimes

unlovely. Her heroine, who was supposed to be a wicked,

passion-ridden thing, was only luke-warm, and didn't seem

to know herself what it was all about.

"Lubitsch is Pola Negri," said the wise ones.

Can Pola come back ? Will another vivid performance such

as her gypsy-dancer in One Arabian Night restore her to her

wobbling throne? I doubt it. Pola has been rubber-stamped.
But her failure to keep afire the torch of American

idolatry has in no way checked the influx of foreigners

who are arriving in legions. Time was when the best way
to pay off the mortgage on the old manor was to marry a

wealthy American girl. Now the scions of ancient but im-

poverished houses in Europe put vaseline on their hair

and come over to put Valentino out of business.

Even Directors Should be Foreign.

Y actor who can pin a foreign flag or a bright ribbon

on his coat does not have to knock at the studio door; it

is thrown wide and he is bowed obsequiously in. Even
directors really should be of foreign lineage now, to get

the big plums being handed out by film moguls.
Eric Von Stroheim, George Fitzmaurice, and Ernst

Lubitsch, as well as Victor Seastrom, are good examples.

They are earning their welcome, however; Von Stroheim
only recently through his work in Greed, paid for many of

his sins.

But many others have not proved themselves yet.

What About Andree Lafayette?

About the gifts of Andree Lafayette, the Parisiah

actress imported to play Trilby, we are adopting the Mii'-

sourian's attitude. We see little about Andree to cause us

to rise up in great excitement. Beautiful, yes, like white

gold. A vague negative personality, rather than the positive,

receptive one which should characterize any foreigner

seeking recognition here.

Also in the Trilby cast is one Maurice Canon, who
modestly let the rumor wing its way around that he is a

count in his own home town in France. He did not give

a statement to that effect to the press. Nothing so crude

!

By wearing a most unique signet ring and when pressed,

by admitting it to be a family seal worn only by those of

noble lineage, etc., etc., the count with due modesty got the

word around.

But if he proves he can act, we won't hold his rank

against him. We're democratic, we are, and he can live

down his title in time, perhaps

!

De Roche From Gay Paree.

^Charles de Roche is another member of the Foreign

Legion from that dear France. Charles is also a count,

and considerable punkins in gay Paree. He admits it him-

self. And he has very definite and laudable, though hardly

modest, notions about filling anybody's shoes.

"Me Valentino's successor?" he sighed disdainfully to the

press, upon his arrival in America. "Mais nonl I am no

man's successor. I am myself, individual. My art, she is

different from all ze ozzer actors' art."

With one wave of his long, slim hand, he eliminated

Rudy from the calculations. In Paris he is loved

by all the girls. But in America ? Time alone will

tell.

From Russia Comes Thais.

i\.FEW months ago, came one Thais Valdemar, a Russian.

According to her publicity, Thais has spent half her life in

prisons. On the strength of having been incarcerated in

smelly dungeons and thrown out upon the cruel, cold snow

of Siberia, Thais has secured a good part in Trilby, which

bids fair to have an All-Nobility cast. The understanding

that prevails in Hollywood is that Thais' sufferings have

had time in which to be dulled by forgetfulness, as she has

been an artist's model in New York for quite some time.

A lovely, shapely thing, is Thais.

From Vienna Comes a Countess.

In Rex Ingram's Scaramouche is the Countess Marianna

Lola Devcich of Vienna. She is about eighteen years old,

a luscious, full-blooded type. She promises to drop her

title for screen purposes and uses Marianna Moya as a

screen name.

When the Countess Edith de Beaumont wore her coronet

in court circles, her nose was called patrician. There was

quite a bit of the Countess' nose. But when she sought a

screen career in Hollywood, after appearing in several

German productions, she found that directors called the

de Beaumont nose something else. So the noble lady went

to town one day and had a portion of the nose sliced off.

Now she has only to decide between the various roles

offered her,' and bask in the publicity accorded her title.
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D
History Repeats Itself.

ark-eyed boys from the Latin countries who yearn for

screen careers all ought to be good dancers. See what
Valentino and Ramon Novarro got by being good dancers

!

And it was on the dancing floor at the Ambassador that

Ricardo Cortez, once of sunny Spain, got his chance. Jesse

Lasky observed him, sent a note by the waiter, asking him
to come over to his table, and the next day signed him up
on a five-year contract. Ricardo is appearing in Children

of Jass.

Blood and Sand is perhaps responsible for the importa-
tion of Don Armando, the idol of Spain, to play the lead

in an independent production. Don Armando is a bull-

fighter, and he bows adorably from the waist when ad-

dressed. He is a relative of the king of Spain, has a skull

-and-crossbones crest on his card, and has served in half

a dozen armies.

The statement that the Viscount Glerawly, lately of dig-

nified British court circles, is to play in C. B. DeMille's

"The Ten Command-
ments", fails to excite us.

Perhaps the fact that the

Viscountess Annesley, his

mother, is a bosom com-
panion of the Queen of

England may have some-

thing to do with the hon-

ors being tendered the

titled gentleman—it may
help to preserve amicable

relations between nations

!

Cesare Gravina is a

foreigner of note who,

summoned from Brazil to

play in the Universal

mezzo-drama, "Merry Go
Round", adds dignity to

the films. But he does not

i

Cesare Gravina, was once a
' famous opera singer in Mi-
lan, and was a dear friend

of Caruso's. Now he's in

the movies.

Universal Photo

fS,All dark-eyed boys yearning for
screen careers ought to learn danc-
ing. See what dancing did for
Valentino—to say nothing of the
young man above, Ricardo Coriez.

force his importance upon you.
He is a meek little old gentle-

man who makes himself incon-

spicuous and you'd never dream
that he was once a famed opera
singer and conductor in Milan,
that Caruso was his dear friend

and that he remembers when
Mary Garden sang for five dol-

lars at La Scala where he
conducted.

Sigrid Holmquist also has an
enviable reputation abroad,

where she is called "the Swedish
Mary Pickford". Playing Jack
Holt's leading lady in "A Gen-
tleman of Leisure", she is work-
ing quietly, not seeking the

glamour of publicity, and we
predict that she will be among
the few importations to prove
worthy of the attention being

accorded the Foreign Legion.

Mam'selle Liane Salvor, formerly leading lady to the

Champs Elysees Theatre, Paris, blew in with a sweet scent

of perfume trailing in her wake, to play in a Gloria Swanson
picture. Such charming interviews she gave the press in

her quaint Continental accent ! But what has happened to

Mam'selle? One sees her no more about the studios.

Easto Ekman—you pronounce it Yesta Akman—is coming

to California to make pictures for Goldwyn. He is the

Swedish Valentino, though different in type.

When you see Georges Calliga, the Parisian actor, in

American pictures soon, you will probably see him under

another name—a more pronounceable one.

Maria Draga, a young thing of Serbian and English

parentage, has played the lead in several independent pro-

ductions. She is blonde and sixteen years old.

And so they come, the Foreign Legion, knocking at the

gates of Hollywood, and ushered in with a fanfare of pub-
licity. Titles for Sale? Who'll buy, who'll buy?

Photo by Spurr

Ct, Don Armando, a relative of
the King of Spain, whose
prestige as a bull-fighter has
zvon him a leading role in an

independent production.
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The Picture of the Month

BAVU
Universal'Jewel Production

sombre picture is Bavu. The tired business man and
the romantic shop-girl may not care for it. But it is a
jrim and powerful picture of Russia under the Bolshevik
error, when the tyranny of czars gives way to the more
iwful tyranny of the rabble.

Bavu, played superbly by Wallace Beery, is a blacksmith
jrown drunk with sudden power, "a dog who would bite,

irhen he no longer feels the master's lash." He is a savage,
greedy peasant-demagogue, who sways his ignorant fellows
by a sort of animal shrewdness that serves him for intelli-

gence. He is swayed in turn by Olga, his mistress, a beau-
iful and calculating schemer who lusts for gold and the
sower the. gold will bring. Bavu has two desires : to enrich
limself and Olga by looting the hated aristocrats, and to
:rush one Mischka, a fellow member of the Tribunal who
has dared to oppose his bloody methods. How the doom
le thinks to mete out to Mischka and his sweetheart, the
^rincess Annia whom Mischka has saved from the rabble,

reacts terribly upon himself and Olga, makes a thrilling
' ut gruesome tale.

Stuart Paton, who directed Bavu, has evidently taken a
leaf from Rex Ingram's book; his characters are all "types",
"specially happily cast in his small role was Nick de Ruiz.

Sylvia Breamer earns praise as Olga. She is highly sat-
isfactory. Estelle Taylor, however, is disappointing as the
Princess Annia. Her transition from disdain of the low-
born Mischka who dared to command her, even to save her,

to the adoration she later gives him, is by no means marked
enough. She is weak.

Forrest Stanley, who played the part of Mischka, at no
time looked the peasant he is supposed to be. But he is

pleasantly heroic and puts up a very neat battle with the
wholly admirable Bavu. This is one case where the villain

not only steals the picture ; he is the picture.
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d, The first authentic close-up

of Hollywood as it really is.

Poors old

Diary of an Extra Girl

The first part of this story showed that when an ex-

tra girl takes her pen in hand, the paper is bound to

sizzle. You may have read racy fiction and the new

realistic literature, but this is life raw and unadorned

—

the true life story of struggles and tiny achievements, tears

and chuckles, pathos and bathos, of the most fantastic life

in the world—that of a motion picture extra girl in Holly-

wood. The manuscript is given just as the writer jotted

it down from day to day; to polish would have been fatal

to the flavor of it. After landing a job or two as a vestal

virgin—perfect "figger" required and three men to act as

judges—and as a double for a star with a streak of yellow,

and after having been initiated into Hollywood's highest

society as a guest at "Pickfair"—the Douglas Fairbank-

Mary Pickford mansion in Beverly Hills, our vivacious pen-

wielder in this month's story becomes atmosphere in the

heart of the desert and throws ink into the illusions we

cherish regarding "local stuff". It's good!
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The Diary Conttnues

I May 13, 1921.

t's been months since any of the "would-bes" have
worked. I class all the girls at the Studio Club in the

acting end of the business as "has-beens" "ares" and "would-
bes", meaning that some have been stars, others are now
stars, and some of us perhaps, never will be, though we
aspire to be. As one might imagine, the "would-bes" are
in a constant state of being down and out, so when three
of us landed a job to go on location for four weeks in the
desert, there was much genuine rejoicing.

One of the three immediately rushed to the bank, drew
out her last twelve dollars, and dashed to the drug store.

Being of a most generous nature, instead of buying one
each, of articles of make-up, she bought three, one for
each of her comrades. She spent all but fifty cents on
powders, creams, grease paints and puffs. Having lived

most of her life in London she was well qualified to know
the exact requisites for life in a movie camp on the desert.

We left the studio in busses and drove out to the desert,

a lovely drive. At last we arrived at a camp: any army
camp would look much the same; rows and rows of little

white tents with one big mess tent. They were to house
about four hundred men and only forty girls. The men
consisted of ex-cowboys, ex-bartenders, Mexicans, and
the usual number of old actors and relatives of the heads
of the picture company. The girls were friends of friends.

I openly admit to you, my diary, that the best way to get
into pictures is to be a friend of someone. One of the
three of us knew the director, one the assistant director,

and the other the camera man; hence the job.

We were assigned to our tent; three little cots, a table,

a mirror, a washbasin and a pitcher. We sat down aghast.

I'd always longed to be a gypsy, but somehow the thrill

had suddenly evaporated. The sand was dirty and hard to

walk on, the tent was smelly, and life seemed empty. We
made up our beds with clean linen and blankets, and got
some cold water to wash our hands. Then a bugle blew.
It was supper time. There was much shouting and loud
talk among the men and everyone rushed to the mess tent.

The dinner was good—when it started, but somehow things

were stone cold when they reached us, and the white agate
plates made me shiver.

Thank God for Books

T hank God, Betty brought some books. We spent the

whole evening reading and discussing stories of Chekov
and Balzac. To me, An Atheist's Communion is the greatest

short story I have ever read. I shall always associate it

with the strange feeling of that first night. The spell of
the desert had caught us already, we agreed.

But next morning, the "spell" had vanished, as we rose
out of our hard, cold army cots at six, and washed, or

rather dampened our hands and faces with the bit of water
left from the night before.

I could not eat a mouthful of breakfast. Even the coffee

had a queer taste.

We were told to go to a far-away tent for our costumes,
get made up as Arabian maidens and be on the set by
nine o'clock.

Our costumes consisted of two pieces of Scotch plaid

material, a few bracelets and necklaces, and a quantity of
"bol-armenia" a liquid paint to put on our bodies so that

we would photograph like brown Arabs.
We returned to our tent, painted ourselves, draped our

material around our bodies, tied the scarfs around our
heads and started fof the set.

And the set was gorgeous. Everything Eastern; Sheik's
tents, mosques, and little low oriental huts. It was sup-

posed to be an oasis in the desert. There were camels,
handsome horses, baby colts, donkeys—one little baby don-
key only two days old—little white lambs and goats— mak-
ing up a caravan.

It is surprising how clothes make the man, for our cow-
boys, bartenders and poets looked like really-truly Arabs
in their flowing robes and turbaned heads.
The women were given places about the tents and there

we sat all day, while the men rode in and out on horseback,
and the Sheik died upon a balcony of one of the little

houses. We all gathered around him, and one real Arab
led the mob in a prayer to Allah while we buried our heads
in the sand. This scene was taken over and over again,
as some "dumb-bell" would insist on peeping out of the
sand before the director had decided that Allah and the
Sheik's soul had finished their greetings in the Great Beyond.

A Long, Hard Day

e worked until sundown, only breaking for lunch,
which I ate regardless of the curious taste which still was
in the coffee. I afterwards learned it was saltpeter ! But
we were all starving, so we ate heartily, regardless of
everything.

After supper a lot of the boys assembled in our tent; a
cowboy, an art director, a carpenter, some of the Extras,
and two musicians, one with a violin, the other with an
accordian. They entertained us for hours. One of our
"three graces", who is rather cynical on the male question,
and usually classifies men in comparison to an alleged
director called Mr. Skunkington, whispered to me, "Not so
bad as skunks and super-skunks go, are they?" I laughed,
for really they were a nice crowd of boys, every one of
them a personality in his own way, and so interesting to me.
We sang and played till midnight, as impersonally as a

crowd of soldiers in the army camps might have done.
After the boys had gone, we three girls discussed, till nearly
two A. M., the futility of pursuing our careers in the elusive

"art" of the silent drama.

Naked or Nude, Which?

My Birthday,

I June 1, 1921.

've posed for Art Titles for over a week, and have made
quite a bit of money. This, of course, is fine, but a great
question has risen in my mind. I want to fathom the dif-

ference in people's minds between being naked and being
nude. I have always felt that going about naked was
indecent. Yet when I see some girls positively garmentless
and find myself very scantily clothed, working in pictures,

thougn we are referred to as "nude" or "semi-nude" models,
I feel as decent and self-respecting as I do when playing
for the Sacred Film Company.
Art Titles are taken with a still camera, and there is a

large thick sheet of glass between the camera and the
models. The camera is placed a long way from us. One
girl who has a beautiful figure did the nude posing. I

don't disapprove of it, yet I cannot honestly say I enjoy
it. I wore chiffon drapes, a long beaded girdle, and large
jeweled breast plates, and then my long thick hair gave me
a sense of protection. But the last day of this work, I

definitely made up my mind to bob my hair and go in for
flapper parts.

Why do so many people have natures that do not suit

their bodies? Now quite aside from any feeling of
modecty, I like being clothed. I'm cold most of the time,

and I hate being cold. I despise walking without heels, as

one must in all Oriental costumes. I have always loathed
long hair, blanketed about my neck or braided like a crown
on my head. I like short hair, furs, high heels, long

w
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shimmering, slinky gowns, yet my fate decrees that I must

ever be a skin-showing be-sandaled extra girl, clad only in

her own hair.

Picture directors are awful about getting into ruts. If

they have once seen you act a maid's part, then you will

forever be a maid. If you are a rich society girl in a

picture, then eternally you must portray riches, no matter

how your soul may yearn to do human interest stuff in

rags. So my attempt to be a bob-haired flapper may fail,

but Heigh-ho, I'm off now to the barber to be shorn of my
raven locks. No more nudes or nakeds for me.

j July 1, 1921.
_

JLt's a month since I've written in my diary. The hair

is bobbed, and as I suspected, the old naked complex still

pursues me. The first call I got the day after my locks

were clipped was to be a slave in a slave market set. Just

hair and a sheet. I accepted, with what philosophy I could

muster, rushed back to the barber for my lost hair, had it

made into switches which I pinned on, and tying a band

around my head, I successfully concealed my bob.

The next call was for an Indian part, I was to be a sort

of half breed. Here they gave me a few more clothes, but

my long hair had to be put on in two thick braids that hung
down from my ears. I have the reputation of being one

of the few girls left in Hollywood with long locks.

Then came a promise of work for weeks in a large spec-

tacular, historical, cut-back, which meant that I again re-

verted to type as my primitive forebear. I dared not refuse,

as countless bills stared me in the face, and my blue serge

suit was so shiny, it looked like satin in the bright California

sunshine.

No, I have not decided what the difference is between

nakedness, or nudity, but I have decided that as truly as a

leopard cannot change his spots, neither can an extra girl

change her type.

Comedienne for a Day

July 15, 1921.

ne morning I lived in the seventh heaven of bliss.

I thought I'd found my real vocation in life. Over a year

ago I went to a fortune teller, who told me I'd never be

a success till I went into comedies. Now I know I'm about

as much a comedy type as Bull Montana is a "Tailor-Made-

They slapped me with an over-

ripe tomato, hit me with a cus-

tard pie and finally threw me in

a mud-puddle and tossed a rub-

ber safe on top of me. That's

the way you emote on a comedy
lot.
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Man" type. Still the idea clung to me, and I often sneak
into the Comedy Companies hoping I won't see anyone
I know, and I ask for a job. I need not add that I never
get said job! But the husband of a friend of mine is

directing comedies at Fox's, so last week he called me up,
and said I could work that day.

Well, I borrowed the jazziest-looking sport outfit in the
Club, put on baby bowed lips, and heavy beaded eye lashes,

and sallied forth. I even tried to change my worldly-wise
cold grey eyes to an empty baby stare, and somehow or
other, taking me all in all, I felt at eleven A. M. that I

was a great and phenomenal success.

They fanned me with a wet paint brush while I fainted.

They threw a pie at my head, and a too ripe tomato in my
ear. I liked it all

;
yes, really. Then I fell into a hole and

fried not to look unconcerned while they threw a rubber
safe on top of me. By lunch time I felt like Houdini, and
I planned what jewels I'd buy when I became a great Serial
Queen. Yes, indeed, comedy was my line. Why, oh why
hadn't I discovered it sooner?' The charming Spanish
bungalow of my dreams spun round in my head with my
Rolls Royce and my pedigreed pomeranian.

I told myself there were no great comedians alive now,
and no really first class pantomimist, except of course
Charlie Chaplin. I resolved to go to see his pictures con-
stantly. I would not imitate him; oh no, but I would
develop my own genius along my own new and original

lines. The old comedies were such hokum ! The same pies

were slung with such clock-like regularity. How fresh
and unspoiled would be my startling disclosures ! In a
year I would have risen to such heights that I would be
emblazoned as the only truly great Comedienne.

I worked for eight hours that memorable first day. I

had many close-ups, and by night, though my bones were
weary, I felt deeply satisfied and elated. The ten dollar

pay check was as nothing to the blissful news that I was
to work next day. Jumping off a pier at San Pedro, they
said it would be, and a few minor water stunts. I did not
blanch. I would show them. I could hardly talk to any-
one at dinner time. I felt I must rush up to a mirror and
see myself, the future Comedienne of the screen.

I longed to be alone, for I had once heard it said that

Pola Negri practices over and over the expression, or the

walk, or the gesture she wants for a particular emotion.
I would do the same. At last my great chance had come.
I would be able to seize it, because I was ready. The virgin

would stand with her lamp well trimmed and oiled. I

feigned a headache, refused to go to the dance I had been
counting on for weeks, and went silently to my attic room,
still in make-up.

Not being able to fathom my strange mood, my room-
mates went off to the dance without me. At last I was
alone. I put out all the lights. I lighted a candle before my
mirror, and began my posing. Now all this is most foreign

to my nature. Gazing into the mirror has always made
me dizzy, and beyond a cursory glance or two, I never
indulge. But tonight I felt like a changed being, a creature

with a mission in life, a laughter-maker. So for three

long and uninterrupted hours I labored to produce a stock

of comedy expressions.

The girls caught me leering with the candle sputtering,

and my make-up rather disarranged. But I lied and said

the electric light hurt my eyes. I could hardly sleep, with
the thoughts of the great career ahead of me.
The next morning I landed at the studio at seven-thirty.

The Assistant Director was sent to me. Strange how
the dirty work is always given to the underlings. I staggered

as his blow hit me between the eyes. He said:

"Sorry, Girlie, but we can't use you today. The star

saw the rushes of your work yesterday, and he said: 'Gee,

get another girl ! This one is too damned lady-like.'
"

Staggered, did I say? Only for an instant. There is

nothing in my future life, my dear diary—birth, death or
tragedy of soul—that I shan't be prepared for. And mean-
while I know no better rule for keeping supple and flexible

the muscles of your face than working for a day as a
Comedienne.

"My Wife Doesn't Understand Me."

| Sept. 3, 1921.
1 am wondering to-night if any wife in the world under-
stands her husband. I've met at least six men today who
assured me that their respective wives didn't understand
them. In fact, they all use the same terms and the same
gestures while expressing the same words, and they all have
the same speech to follow up their original remark. It

seems to me sometimes as if they have all played the same
role in the same play.

There is a certain type of man whom you meet, and who
for three or four meetings interests you. He treats you so
impersonally, seems to understand you at once, gets your
number completely. You say to yourself 'Ah, here's a regu-
lar man." You find yourself wanting to go often to that
particular agency, or casting office, or set. Then about the
fifth or sixth "seance", friend director or agent will say
to you—"My, but you are beautiful today. Really you are
a wonderful girl."

He'll then take your hand, pat you, and say, "Do you
know, dear, my wife doesn't understand me. She's a brick
and a good mother, but she's not very well, and she doesn't
understand me. You know I feel so contented when you
are close to me. You understand me". (Action to suit the
words.)

One man told the same thing to four different girls
today. We compared notes at supper tonight.
One sweet little new "career seeker" liked the man quite

well, and we let her talk on and on, and tell us how fine
he was, and how sad it was for a splendid man like this to
be tied to a wife who did not understand him.

I don't worry much about the wives in Hollywood, for
"what is gravy for the gander is goose for the sauce," and
I feel sure if the wives want to, they can be just as mis-
understood as the husbands. Still, I do wish these par-
ticular men would get a new line.

I've been promised a part, a real part, in a picture that
starts next week. It was promised to me by a misunderstood
husband. But somehow I feel that I shall not get it. He says it

means three weeks' work. I am to be an Oriental nurse maid.
I run to maids' parts. I've been a French maid, an Italian ser-
vant, an Oriental slave and an American waitress. I also
seem to specialize in harems, Western bar-rooms, and white
slave dens. Often I vacillate between being an international
servant and an international prostitute. My poor mother
almost died the first time she saw me in a white slave pic-

ture. She wrote:

"Why don't they cast you as Evangeline or Ramona ? You
have such a Madonna-like expression."

Was there ever a mother who didn't think her daughter
the image of the Sistine Madonna ?

Oh, I am all elated about my Oriental maid job. I think
I can handle my misunderstood man. He promises me
fifty dollars a week for three weeks. What I can do with
one hundred and fifty dollars!

First I'll have my teeth fixed. I am so tired of feeling
that cavity in my wisdom tooth. I owe the dentist forty
dollars, and I don't dare pass his office. I pray daily I won't
meet him on the Boulevard. Then with the rest of my
salary I can pay four weeks' board, buy a new pair of shoes,
and pay the girls the money I owe them, and I shall have
enough left to lend the "broke band" a (Cont. oh p. 94;
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"AND PAT SAID TO MIKE. .
."

This story, told by Cornelius Vander-
bilt, Jr., made an enormous hit at

Charles Ray's lawn-party, recently.

Those polite enough to turn their faces

to the camera are Harold Lloyd, Mil-

dred Davis Lloyd, Mrs. Charles Ray
{a mosquito just bit her ankle, you
notice), Theda Bara, Charles Ray,
Fred Niblo and {with the pipe), Cor-
nelius Vanderbilt , Jr. Theda seems
to be getting the greatest kick out of
the story.

FOR SWEET CHAR-
ITY'S SAKE

Society Debs like movie

actors as well as shop-

girls. At the recent 42nd
Street Fete in Nezv York,
society girls turned wait-

resses and vied for the

privilege of bringing

chocolate sodas to Glenn
Hunter, star of "Merton
of the Movies."

AUTHOR MEETS
STARLET

One of Irvin Cobb's
most enjoyable experi-

ences during his last visit

to the coast was his meet-
ing with Jackie Coogan.

Keystone Photo

Keystone Photo
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ACTORS MAKE CHAMPION
STEP-

Charles Paddock, crack hurdler of
the University of Southern California,

has two rivals in Douglas Fairbanks
and Charlie Chaplin. Doug would
rather sprint than eat, and Charlie

won't admit that Doug can do any-

thing that he can't do.

AT THE RACES
Just to show that we still

have plenty of high step-

pers out here on the

coast, Anita Stewart of-
fered a trophy for the

winner of the races at

Ascot Park, Los Angeles.
Lantern, the horse who
came in first, was given
a personal introduction

to the beautiful Anita,
and a floral horseshoe.

Keystone Photo
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CL Don't say we told you,

but here's the low-down

on what's really going on

in Hollywood. Listen to this

NSIDE TUFF

B,'oom times are back again in Hollywood. After

months of business depression, decreased production and

salary cuts, the studios are fairly humming with activity.

And salaries are back at the old lush state of three years

back.

It's an interesting fact that it is the free-lance players that

are benefiting by the boom. Actors who sign up for only

one picture at a time are naming their own salaries—and

are getting them.

Lon Chaney used to earn about $750 a week, six months

ago. Now he's getting $2200 a week, and his services are

much in demand. At present he is doing marvelous work

in the title role of The Hunchback of Notre Dame, for

Universal.

The wages of sin are getting bigger every day. Wallace

Beery has about doubled his salary, receiving an average

of $1500 each and every pay day. Noah Beery can go out

and earn $1000 for a couple days' work on a big picture.

After her splendid work in Charles Ray's The Girl I

Loved, Patsy Ruth Miller now rates a salary of $1250 a

week. Last year she only got $200. Patsy Ruth is one of

the most promising of the younger actresses. Her work

in the Ray picture showed a sympathetic understanding

and a finish that augurs well for her future.

Milton Sills isn't worrying a bit about the wolf at the

door. Now that he's free-lancing, he gets $1500 a week,

and recently he worked on three pictures at a time ! He
used to get only $750 a week under his Paramount contract.

Florence Vidor has jumped from $800 to $1500, and James

Kirkwood has made about the same leap. Irene Rich has

earned a salary of about $450 a week for several years,

but is now earning $1000 for her work in Mary Pickford's

new picture, Rosita.

It is also an encouraging fact that the pecuniary rewards

are going, not so much to the Handsome Harolds of the

industry, but to the character actors, who are the real

Universal Photo

HER OWN SWIMMING POOL
Since Priscilla Dean moved into her new Colonial mansion, she has her

own private swimming pool., A private swimming pool, like an ermine

coatee, is the visible symbol of stardom
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. 'SCULPING' GLORIA
P. & A. Photo |

Gloria Swanson looks on approvingly as David Edstrom, the
world-famous sculptor, puts the finishing touches on his clay

bust of the star. The finished statue will be in marble

backbone of the dramatic system. At the recent Wampas
Frolic, the actor who got the biggest hand from the audi-
ence was Ernest Torrence, homely, gangling, admirable
Ernest Torrence.

,

Torrence, ^y the way, says he is fed up on unshaven,
"dirty dog" roles such as he impersonated with such success
in Tol'able David and The Covered Wagon. He refuses
to become a type, and insists on roles in which he can wear
a clean collar, once in a while. By the way, he can do
comedy as well as villainy, and has a comedy role in Tour-
neur's Brass Bottle.

The pretty male star and the sugar-sweet female star
are on the toboggan and the skids are greased, at least at the
Paramount West Coast Studio. Only three persons are to be
starred there, according to the last-minute announcement of
their production plans,—Gloria Swanson, Thomas Meighan
and Pola Negri. They will be starred because they are
sure-fire box-office successes. All-star casts in big specials
will be the order of the day at Paramount. An encouraging
sign, which means the death knell of the program picture.
Allah be praised.

I

Ibanez Has a Movie Market

f Vincente Blasco Ibanez wrote a Spanish version of
Ella, the Beautiful Cloak Model, some producer would snap
it up for the screen. His market is assured since The Four

CLAIRE COMES BACK
Back from all sorts of triumphs in the East, where she dined
with members of the '400' and was feted by society, Claire
Windsor comes back to Hollywood and Billy-boy, her little son

Horsemen and Blood and Sand. Now it is reported that
Jesse Lasky has purchased the screen rights of Argentine
Love, by Ibanez. Oh, Rudie, where are you?
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The Countess Holds

Court

T he Countess
Edita de Beaumont,

late of Paris and

now intent on break-

ing into the charmed

circle of filmdom, is

daily becoming
more and more a

popular hostess in

Hollywood. In her

cunning little bunga-

low, she conducts a

salon, entertaining

writers and players

of the film colony.

Fearing that her
nose was a bit too

long for screen pur-

poses, she had a lit-

tle piece cut off, so

that now it looks

exactly like Norma
Talmadge's. The
Countess, whose
husband was killed

in action during the

war, has the most

adorable small son

in Hollywood. With
his soft brown
bobbed hair, parted

softly on the side,

and his broad white

Eton collar, he looks

exactly like a page

from some foreign

court. And when he

greets his mother's

women guests by

bowing low and

kissing their hands,

like a cunning little courtier, his conquest of Hollywood

is complete. As a gallant and a lady-killer, little Walstad

de Beaumont bids fair to outstrip Charlie Chaplin.

Betty Morrissey Is Unique

etty Morrissey, young, pretty and the ingenue in

Charlie Chaplin's new picture, is unique in Hollywood. She

is the only pretty girl who has been associated with Chaplin

in pictures who has never been rumored to be engaged

to him

!

Never once has she come out in the papers with the state-

ment that "Charlie and I are only very good friends
!"

Remarkable, n'est-ce pas?

wires—collect—b e -

gan to come to Pris-

cilla, informing her

that "sister" was on
her way. Priscilla

says that not only

did she never have
a sister, but that she

never lived in Penn-
sylvania.

Fatty To Come
Back

W,

JACKIE HAS
NEW SISTER
Jackie Coogan has
a new little sister.

Little Priscilla

Dean Moran's
mother died and
her father was
too ill to care for
her, so Mrs. Jack
Coogan has taken
the little girl un-
der her protect-

ing care

A Sister, Willy-nilly

e had never

thought of Fatty

Arbuckle as a Val-

entino, but it seems

he shakes a nasty

ankle, for he has

been e n g a g e d to

dance at the Mari-

gold Gardens in

Chicago, according

to a report. His sal-

ary will be $2500 a

week, but lie can

only collect $500 of

it. The rest of it

goes to the govern-

ment as back pay-

ment on a $30,000

income tax debt.

There is a rumor
also that Fatty will

do a dancing act in

a Chicago theatre.

How the audiences

will receive him is a

question. Stage

audiences seem more
charitably inclined

than picture audi-

ences. At a recent

performance for the benefit of the National Vaudeville

Association, Fatty received a great ovation.

Fatty had made a generous donation, on the condition

that his name be not mentioned. But the master of cere-

monies felt that this was a good time to test the situation,

and returning to the stage, held up his hand, and said:

"Friends, a donation has been made by a man in this

audience who has made millions laugh. He was a victim

of circumstances that any one of those millions might have

encountered. It was a misfortune—for the millions and

for the victim, Mr. Roscoe Arbuckle."

For five minutes cheers and applause made the theatre

ring. Arbuckle would not get up or bow. He just sat

still and looked straight ahead, and those near him could

see that there were tears in his eyes.

William S. Hart,

Jr., looks just ex-

actly like his dad-

dy. If you look

closely, you can

see two crossed

revolvers carved

on the back of his

chair, in memory
of the daddy who
doesn't come tc

see him'

HP
Little Drops of Water

1 he other day Priscilla Dean received a long-distance

call from McKeesport, Pa. She answered the phone and a

voice came over the wire:

"Priscilla? This is your little sister Eunice. I haven't

seen you for twenty years, but I'm leaving tomorrow for

Hollywood."

The actress declared with vehemence that she had no

sister, never had had one.

"Oh yes, you have," the voice said. "I'm your sister and

I'm coming to visit you in California."

And all along the way from McKeesport, Pa., letters and

F._ ' risco, the eccentric comedian who made himself famous

with the dance featuring his cigar, went out to Larry

Semon's place the other evening. He told his friends

about it next day.

"Larry opened champagne like water," he said. "It

tasted like that, anyway."

Shirley Mason Follows Sister's Suit

N,, o sooner had Viola Dana convalesced from her appen-

dicitis operation than sister Shirley Mason acquired the
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ailment. She underwent an operation the other day, and
is now recovering nicely.

An Atrophied Sense of Humor

hat is there about orthodoxy that atrophies the sense
of humor ? We have known scores of admirable clergymen
but most of them were totally lacking in a sense of humor.
Undoubtedly that lack accounts for the action of the clergy-

men of Venice, California, in petitioning the Board of

Betty Morrissey is

young, pretty and the

ingenue in Charlie
Chaplin's new pic-

ture. Yet she has
never been ru-
mored to be en-
gaged to him!

Trustees of Venice to forbid the showing of Charlie
Chaplin's The Pilgrim. The good pastors said that the
picture insulted the Christian ministry and was detrimental
to the morals of the people. The Board of Trustees happily
could see a joke without a diagram, and refused to take
action.

F
Evelyn Brent Quits Doug

or six months, beautiful Evelyn Brent has basked in
the glory of being Douglas Fairbanks' leading lady in

his pirate picture. That's practically all she did, for
work on the picture was postponed time after

time. The other day Evelyn just decided that
a job in the hand was worth two in the

vague future, so she quit Douglas cold.

And now Julanne Johnston, the dancer,

I

has the part.

In commenting on Evelyn's depar-
ture, Douglas said gallantly, "I am
sure the faith that both Miss Pick-
ford and I have in Miss Brent's fu-

ture success is justified."

To Bob or Not To Bob

To bob or not to bob—that is the
question that is raging in the film colony.

Fashion edicts banning the bobbed hair
have been issued, but the silken locks

continue to fall in Hollywood. In the ranks of
unbobbed-but-want-to-be are Patsy Ruth Miller

and May McAyoy. Those who have long since
succumbed are Helene Chadwick, Claire

Windsor, Mae Busch, Nita Naldi, (those
lovely locks are false, dear) Blanche
Sweet, Mildred Davis,—oh, almost every-
body but Mary Pickford and Louise
Fazenda.

A
Is Pola To Have a Rival ?

nother one, that is. Another
foreign artiste—that's what they call

'em over there—is headed for these
shores. She's Polish, too, and has
shone on the European stage. Her
name is Sylva Nadina.

Reflected Glory

F,eminine Hollywood pal-

pitated the other day over a

sale of stars' garments in

the Lasky wardrobe. Once
or twice a year Ethel

Chaffin, head designer of

the studio, holds a sale,

and a tremendous crush

ensues invariably.

Paralta Photo
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At Crystal Pier

Pregnant Moments at the Seashore

Gladiola realizes that the
bathing gal is passee; but be-
lieves that anything to tickle

the eager optic of the director
should be cultivated by lady
aspirants to film fame.

Kathryn dotes in hot dogs, especially

when hanging around the stand forms
an excuse for not risking her perma-
nent wave in the ocean.

Mr. McGillicuddy of Four Cor-
ners, Vermont, retired, had supposed
that the gentleman in the Kute Kut
clothes was either Robert Warwick
or Henry Walthall. Now the gentle-

man is offering him the opportunity
of a lifetime on the ground floor in

Howlin' Honey oil units. Mr. Mc-
Gillicuddy thinks that as it is a
California well it gives olive oil.
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—Seen by Screenland's Artist
on Hollywood's Most Popular Beach.

—Ted Rupert

The beach athaletic gal. She's
so active you'd think she'd
strain a tendon, but she strains
nothing but the patience of the
people who try to frolic with
her.

Harold Scheek has made fair
progress in dress up parts, but
here he goes spoiling it all in
one unguarded moment, when
he allows his public to see him
in his 114 pound altogethers.

The human
clothes horse. Ir-
ma knows she can
wear anything. She
has just finished
work in a serial
and has a new fur
layout all paid for.
No mere Cali-
fornia sunshine is

going to make her
take 'em off, either.

L
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Moral Scruples Go By

the Board When the

Movie Germ Gets in Its

Work. How Impostors

Seek to Bask in Reflected

Star-Glory is Revealed

By

MARJORIE
STRONG

(V Every known subterfuge is used to force an entrance^ into a motion picture studio, Ed. Lewis, gateman at the

Paramount West Coast studio, is from Missouri and

suffers from chronic mental dyspepsia, so not many
impostors get past him.

5econd-hand
I

LORY
s the public going movie mad?
From all over the country come reports of people mas-

querading as silversheet luminaries, wearing the borrowed

garments of glory; and the studios are besieged constantly

by an ever-increasing throng of curious sightseers.

Because of the halo of publicity that enshrouds the stars

of the screen, because of the intimacy which prevails be-

tween public and players and which the producers have en-

couraged to awaken curiosity and the thread of personal

affection that ensures patronage, it seems that half the

world is centering its attention upon the movies. Either in

impersonating some noted star and enjoying a momentary,

second-hand glory, or in storming the film mills in an effort

to pass within the magic portals and meet their favorites,

is this public complex expressing itself.

Practically every famous player has suffered from these

pretenders to the throne of their fame. A while back, Tony

Moreno was reported in six parts, of the country at once,

engaged in various lurid and shady enterprises, when, as a

matter of fact, Tony was peaceably working in a studio.

When one of the impostors attempted to cash a check, the

hotel-manager in a Southern city became suspicious of the

signature and the duplicity was exposed.

A Pscudo Anna Q. Nilsson

Recently Anna Q. Nilsson, in Hollywood, was surprised

to learn that she, Anna Q. Nilsson, had made a personal

appearance jn Mil ford, Mass., in conjunction with the show-

ing of one of her pictures. But later news came that Mrs.

Helen Anderson, masquerading as the lovely Anna Q., had

been exposed by an irate theater-manager who had "stood

good" for numerous articles of wearing apparel, and by

Mrs. Alice Morgan and other members of fashionable so-
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ciety in the Back Bay district who had been taken in by the

hoax and had entertained most lavishly for the pseudo

Anna Q.
When her double's bubble had been burst by the incon-

siderate pins of exposure, Helen confessed that her drab

life as the wife of a very poor man and the mother of four

young children had become unbearable in its monotony.

Denied the halo of fame for herself, she was deter-

mined to enjoy, however briefly, its glory. Back of her

impersonation of the beautiful player lay a complex of re-

pressions, the inherent longing of every woman—be she

only a plain, imperfectly educated little Swedish wife—for

fine feathers and admiration.

Stealing Bull Montana's Name

'ull Montana is about the only star who suffers little

from pretenders. The battle-scarred visage of "the Bool"

is in a class by itself, incapable of imitation. However, an

enterprising manager made quite a bit of coin a few weeks

ago by advertising Bull in a series of wrestling-matches

over the country. When the crowd, attracted by his name,

would fill the hall, he would read a telegram, purporting

;
to be from the fistic celebrity, regretting his inability to be

present. Substitutes would fight and the crowd, though

grumbling, had no alternative save to remain for the sec-

ond-class exhibition.

The most brazen impersonation occurred when an im-

portant looking man, with the stage-actor's superb aplomb,

demanded entrance to the Lasky studio on the ground that

he was Thomas Meighan ! He bore a slight resemblance to

the star but was much smaller—Tommy is a big, strapping

fellow. Besides, Tommy's face is rather familiar about the

studio where he works. Did the man get in? Not so you

could notice it

!

Becoming a self-appointed brother to a celebrity is an-

other scheme by which many benighted souls have obtained

lurid but brief publicity. A fake brother of Rodolph Val-

entino secured several good roles upon the strength of the

spurious relationship—until exposed and sent to the tall

sticks of neglect.

J

Dorothy Dalton's "Sister''

ust recently a young woman with a most questionable

reputation, who plays small parts in pictures, rented a home

(fl^
Helene Chadwick once made the mistake of
allowing her name to appear in the phone
book. But after a month or two of answer-
ing calls from tourists who wanted her
autographed photograph, she got a private

wire.

Bull Montana
suffers little from
impersonations of
impostors; his

battle-scarred face

is in a class by it-

self. But the man-
ager of a prise-

ring made quite a

bit of money re-

cently by using

Bull's name to
draw a crowd to

mis wrestling-
matches.

i Metro Photo
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in the most fashionable and conservative section 1 of Los
Angeles by stating, with fetching naivete, to the realty

agent that she was a sister of Dorothy Dalton and desired

a home for herself and mother. When the "wild parties"

that she staged antagonized the neighborhood, she was in-

vestigated, with the result that her claim to sisterly relation-

ship with Miss Dalton was proven untrue, her "mother"

was a myth—and she was speedily ejected.

The stars' telephone-numbers and street addresses are

always kept a dark secret, closely guarded from the curious

public that throngs here in droves, eager to talk with or see

in person the silversheet luminaries. Sans make-up the

actors often pass un-

recognized in the

streets of Los An-
geles, and tourists

complain that they

spend hundreds of

dollars on a trip to

California and sit

around Hollywood
for weeks with-
out once glimpsing a

favorite star. Dis-

gruntled, the visi-

tors return home and
knock the players.

It is a question of

time. Were the stars

to receive all those

who demand admit-

tance to their private

lives, they would
have no time for

work. Even when a

telephone number is

obtained, one must
first give one's name
and reasons for call-

ing to the maid who
answers—one must
almost catalogue one's vaccination marks !—before the dulcet

voice of the star comes singing over the wires. If one be

not a friend or one's name not known as that of a magazine

writer, one is told that the star is "out".

Moral Scruples Go By the Board

a.

M
Persecution Via Telephone

ilured Davis, before her marriage, made the mistake

of allowing her name to appear in the phone book. And
for a while, before the family learned that courtesy some-

times carries its own punishment, Mildred had to answer

the phone as many as twenty times in one evening, the callers

being tourists anxious to see her or to obtain her auto-

graphed picture. Helen Chadwick had the same sad ex-

perience.

Ruth Roland, because of her many business interests and

real estate investments, must have her name and number
in the book. But her secretary, a most efficient young

woman with a positive genius for culling out those whose

business is legitimate, answers the phone and courteously

but speedily dispatches the merely curious.

Only an inch and a half of pine door between this movie-

mad public and the studio land of make-believe romance

!

But it's harder to open sometimes than a burglar-proof safe.

The studio doorkeepers are the crabbiest souls alive.

Somebody has said that if the diplomatic corps ever needs

recruits, they can be obtained from the ranks of the assistant

directors. I hasten to add that if ever there is another war,

two studio gatemen will suffice to wipe out, without bullets

but simply by sarcasm and verbal attacks, the enemy army.

,ll sorts of subterfuges are used to obtain entrance to

the studios. One man, appearing at the Lasky studio, pro-

fessed to be an old friend of Sam Wood, claiming that th
director had invited him to visit the film-shop ; all of which
sounded very interesting to Mr. Wood, who chanced to be

standing nearby and who never before had laid eyes on the

individual.

A favorite method is to pretend to be a representative

of some out-of-town newspaper or magazine, foreign pub-

lications usually being chosen as there is more likelihood

of getting away
with it as "special

correspondent" for

some English,
French or Spanish

paper. By the time

the fraud is unveiled,

they figure they will

have had time to see

and depart. But the

publicity men are

wise chaps and it

doesn't take long to

determine if the man
be genuine and his

credentials authentic.

A while back a

chap appeared at the

Paramount gate and
produced letters of

introduction from a

New York City

newspaper. Appar-
ently the signatures

were genuine, so he

was given the free-

dom of the studio
and wandered
around at will, meet-

ing all of the stars, obtaining photographs which.he promised

to send with his feature article to his paper, and being en-

tertained at luncheon.

Then it happened that one of the studio executives, in

writing to the firm's Eastern offices, casually mentioned the

man's name as correspondent for the Metropolitan (publication

Soon word came from New York that the paper had n

authorized representative in Hollywood. Steps were taken

to locate the transgressor, but his sixth sense must have

warned him of impending disaster, for he had faded away
as does the day into night. He has never been heard of

since—which is quite lucky for him.

Even genuine magazine writers do not pass through

until their faces are known to the gate-tenders, or unless

they are vouched for by the publicity office. I am one of

those individuals who are always leaving credentials and

such important things in the bureau drawer at home, and

many times have I had heaped upon my head a rain of

vituperation. You cannot blame them though, with three-

fourths of the world, sooner or later, demanding admit-

tance to the land of imagery upon some fabricated excuse.

Would-be actors also seek to make use of this scheme.

The idea seems to be that if one can just get inside the

magic portals, one may accost a director and obtain a job,

thus assuring one's fame and future—a mistaken notion,

as all employment is arranged through the casting-offices.

Some, too, are merely curious tourists, who wish to view

the scenes "back-stage", possibly on a still hunt for all

that scandal theyve heard about and have somehow or other

failed to find (Continued, on page 91)

Stetler Photo
Anna Q. Nilsson's superb aplomb was rather shattered

when she learned that a Mrs. Helen Anderson had been

masquerading under the Nilsson name in MUford, Mass.

n.
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S Confess
The Further Revelations of a Press Agent

By an Incorrigible One

So many readers wrote us, praising the article, Revelations
of a Press Agent, which appeared in a recent number, that
the editors persuaded the clever writer of the article to give
us further information concerning the fascinating and
informative profession of "star-making." And here it is:

Of course, I don't mean to say that we press agents are
regular little Georgie Washingtons when it comes to not
being able to tell lies. We can tell whoppers and occasion-

ally still do. But the chap who peddles too many fibs for

a living isn't respected even on his own lot, and we found
that the morning sheets were afraid to recognize a real

news story when they did get it.

nce upon a time, the best press agent was a fiction

writer. The more lurid his imagination, the more space
he got for his clients in the papers.

The 1923 model of publicity writer doesn't believe any
more that you can fool all of the editors all of the time.

And he gives the people all the truth that they can, or

will, digest.

F<

Wolf! Wolf!

or instance, when Jack Pickford and his company
were on location at Keen Camp in the San Jacinto moun-
tains a few years ago, filming The Little Shepherd of
Kingdom Come, a fire broke out in the camp. Eight or ten

houses burned—huge barns full of {Continued on page 97)

Giving the Big Boss an occasional dose of pleasing publicity is accomplished by posing him with an
admiral, an opera singer or perhaps a Japanese diplomat. Reading from left to right above are Rupert
Hughes, Samuel Goldwyn, Henry Morgenthau, former ambassador to Turkey, and Mrs. Rupert Hughes.
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One of the grandest
bits of natural scenery

in Hollyzvood is Mal-
colm MacGregor in a
bathing-suit. MacGre-
gor was a member of
the Yale swimming

team (^OSSIP

A Social Survey of Hollywood's

Who's Whose

'

By The Tatler

w.e were swapping tear-recipes at luncheon the other

day, a group of stars and the Tatler. Mae Busch declared

that the strains of "Home Sweet Home" could reduce her

to a damp, tearful state any time. Pola Negri, somebody
remarked, emoted best to Grieg's Lament. Claire Windsor
declared that "Humoresque" most easily moved her to tears.

A wheezy melodion brings the tears to most of the stars,

but Mae Murray, it seems, requires a six-piece orchestra.

Somebody remarked cattily that Mae Murray should demand
a twelve-piece orchestra and see if it wouldn't help her to

act. Mae, needless to say, was not among those present.

However

—

The Tatler avers that the barbed-wire neck-tie undoubt-

edly goes to Raoul Walsh for developing the simplest meth-

od of making a star act. If we hadn't seen it ourself, we
never would have believed he could do it—and with Theda
Bara, of all persons

!

It was down on the Fox lot, back in the old days, when
Theda was vamping her way into fame and fortune. Theda
was always a bit difficult to handle. She had a maddening

habit of strolling in at about four p. m., and of strolling out

again at about five. This particular day, she was more diffi-

cult than ever. She "didnt feel the scene," she kept saying,

and she made no visible efforts to acquire the feeling.

Walsh, who was directing the picture, pleaded with her to

put a little feeling into her acting. She remained listless.

Then he spoke sharply to her. She answered with a pert re-

mark. It was a hot day, and it had been a hard one. Walsh's

lips tightened to a thin line. He went up to Theda, caught

her by the throat and slapped her face, on both cheeks,

hard! Then he threw her from him.

"Think that over tonight," said he. "And tomorrow, if

you don't do exactly as I tell you, you'll get the same thing

again !"

But he never needed to repeat the lesson. The next day,

and every day after that while Walsh was directing, Theda

was as mild as a milk shake

!

Another potent tear-producer that never got into any
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d, Craig Biddle says he is hurt and grieved at the reports that Miss Ann Perdue is engaged

but he seems to be consoling himself quite nicely in this picture

press-agent's story can be credited, words and music to an-

other Fox director whose name escapes us at this moment.

This director was laboring with Elinor Fair—you know, the

fragile little thing in Driven. Elinor was an awful stick

back in her Fox days, anyway,—she hadn't yet struck her

stride—and on this day she simply couldn't produce the tears

that the scene demanded. She tried, but failed. Then the

director talked to her.

"You dumb-bell !" he said, in low, passionate tones. "You

poor hunk of cheese! And you call yourself an actress.

Why, there's a cigar-store Indian over in the prop-room

that's a better actor than you are. You couldn't register grief

if they doubled your income tax on you. You're through!"

Then the tears came, all right. Elinor thought he meant

it. Maybe he did. Anyway, she wept her heart out, and the

cameras caught it and that was the only scene in any of her

Fox pictures that had any real dramatic feeling in it.

The Baby Charlie Chaplin

I s Irving Thalberg, the youthful production manager of

the Mayer studio, out gunning for Charlie Chaplin's laurels

as Hollywood's Don Juan? It would seem so. Irving has

been stepping high, wide and handsome with some of screen-

land's fairest daughters. Some of the gals basking in the

Thalberg smile are, reading from left to right and in

chronological order, Gladys Walton, Barbara La Marr,

Helen Lynch and Constance Talmadge. The effervescent

Connie seems to have the inside track, and the gossips are

predicting that as soon as the nuptial bond that bound Con-

nie to her Greek tobacco-king are shattered, Irving may

become Mr. Constance Talmadge II.

And Speaking of Engagements

H ere's something that must make Mama Biddle of the

aristocratic Philadelphia Biddies writhe in agony. Craig

Biddle, Jr., who left society and college flat on its back to

go into the movies, has just issued the following notice
;
via

the publicity office:

"I am hurt and grieved at the reports that Miss Ann

Perdue, star of the F. B. O.'s production, 'Daytime Wives'

says she does not contemplate matrimony for a long time to

come. I am deeply and sincerely interested in Miss Perdue.
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and hope that I shall be able to make her change her mind
before long. I realize that I am only one in a vast circle of
admirers which includes Gene Sarazen, but perhaps luck
will be with me. Miss Perdue is a gorgeously beautiful
girl, and has been named as one of the 13 stars of 1923."

We fancy that Mama and Papa Biddle are convinced that

13 is an unlucky number. Those terrible movies!

Such is Fame!

hen Katherine Fullerton Gerould remarked in her
article, Hollywood, in Harper's Magazine that there were
more persons in the United States that would not cross the
street to see Charlie Chaplin in

person than there were persons

who would, we thought

she was overestimating.

But perhaps she

wasn't.

A few weeks ago, Mrs. Van Astorbilt of New York's
"400" decided to give a big ball for the other three hundred
and ninety-nine. As the piece de resistance of the affair, she
planned to present a famous opera singer. So she 'went to
the New York agency to negotiate for the appearance of
said singer. But she found that the wanted one was under
contract and even her dollars could not acquire him for the
evening.

"But I think I can secure a far greater attraction than
Signor B—," said the agency manager. "I refer to a very
famous dancer and actor. He is having a little trouble with
his contract just now, and could not be formally engaged
for the evening. But you could invite him and his charm-
ing wife to be among your guests, and they could entertain
you with dances. Then you can hand his wife a little souve-

nir of appreciation and a check within it, for their ser-

vices.

"Who is this famous dancer ?" asked Mrs. Van
Astorbilt, noticeably impressed.

"Rodolph Valentino !" replied the man-
ager triumphantly.

"And who is Rodolph Valentino?"
queried Mrs. Van Astorbilt, noticeably
unimpressed.

Straight From Dear Old Yale

NE of the grandest bits of natural
scenery in Hollywood is Malcolm Mac-
Gregor in a bathing suit. Malcolm, who
used to hold the Metropolitan diving
championship and was a member of the
Yale swimming team, judged the diving
contests put on recently at the Ambassa-
dor Hotel swimming pool. The flappers
were edified.

They brought Andree Lafayette all the
way from Paris for Trilby, because she
had the most beautiful feet in all Paris.
And then, the wise ones whisper, they
used a double j'or the feet. Little Betty
Roher furnished the substitute feet.
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you know ! It's really quite smart

!

Park Benjamin II—you can tell he comes from a really

good family by his number; only ordinary people call their

sons Junior now—has just passed up a banking career with-
out a tear, in favor of the movies. Young Benjamin has a
pedigree as long as his airedale dog's; he is the cousin
of Mrs. Enrico Caruso, the brother of Baroness de Sain
Seigene and the nephew of William Evart Benjamin. In
spite of it—or could it be because of it?—young Benjamin
has a nice little part in the Cosmopolitan picture, Under the
Red Robe.

Then there is Mrs. James Vail Converse, twin sister of
Gloria Morgan (Mrs. Reginald Vanderbilt). Mrs. Con-
verse is seeking fame in the films. So is Aileen Pringle,
the daughter-in-law of Sir Charles Pringle, of Jamaica,
one of the largest land-owners in the world.
Oh, there's no getting around it, Lady Diana Manners

has a lot to answer for besides The Glorious Adventure.

Marjorie Daw Marries

M arjorie Daw, the cutest little trick in Hollywood, is

now Mrs. Edward Sutherland. The wedding took place at
"Pickfair," the beautiful home of Douglas Fairbanks and
Mrs. Fairbanks, sometimes known as Mary Pickford, before
a carefully hand-picked audience.

Sutherland was in the Paramount stock company for
some time, but recently decided that directing was more
in his line. He is now on the Chaplin directorial staff.

Eddie was long a suitor of little May McAvoy's, but it

was a case of too much mama spoiling the matrimonial
broth, we hear.

He'd Seen Mary

Tatler loves this. It happened at the recent benefit
performance for the National Vaudeville Association,
staged at the Ambassador. Katherine MacDonald, gor-
geous in a gold brocade gown, was one of the cinema lights
present. Frisco, the eccentric dancer with the cigar, was
a master of ceremonies. He led the erstwhile American
Beauty forward and introduced her as Norma Talmadge

!

Calm and undaunted, Katherine came back with," "I'm
not Norma Talmadge, I'm Mary Pickford!"
Whereupon Frisco backed off and replied, "Oh, no, you

ain't. I've seen her!"

Said *the Spider to the Fly

-A. scenario editor encountered the Tatler at the Writer's
Club one day.

"How's everything?" queried the scribe.

"I don't know everything," was the caustic response
of the scenario editor. "I'm not a director

!"

Where Syd Comes In

he world and his wife wants to know whether Charlie
Chaplin is really going to marry Pola Negri or not. And
everybody tries to get the information from Syd Chaplin,
Charlie's brother. But Syd won't say.

"I wish I knew myself," said Syd the other day. "Charlie
ever takes me into his confidence until his romance is

shattered and he wants me to fix things up for him."
Somebody remarked that he must have had enough of

that sort of thing with Mildred Harris, the first Mrs.
haplin.

"I hope to say so," declared Syd piously, "But when I'd
o around to see Mildred, she was wise. She'd call down-
tairs, T don't want to see you. I know why you're here,
'ou just want to see how cheap you can get me to settle.'

"

Paul Swan for Ben Hurt

IP aul Swan, the super-beautiful classic dancer, is the
latest rumored candidate for the role of Ben Hur. He
might play the Hur part, but never the Ben. Maybe they'll
cast him for the role of Ben Hur's sister.

Must be a Centipede

^h/L aking pictures is an expensive business. Especially
when you insist on having everything solid mahogany
around you, with platinum trimmings. When the Selznick
brothers were rolling up their tents to silently steal away
from Hollywood a few weeks ago, leaving Rupert of
Hentzau and The Common Law in pawn to the bankers
who backed 'em last, someone observed sympathetically,
"I hear Selznick is on its last legs."

"What, again?" queried a publicity purveyor. "Selznick
has been on its last legs so often, the company must be
a centipede."

Paris' Most Beautiful Tootsies

(3 nce upon a time, and not so long ago at that, a com-
pany started to film Trilby. And the heroine of Trilby
must have small, beautifully formed feet. So the company,
wise to the vogue for foreign heroines, brought to America
Andree Lafayette, owner of "the most beautiful feet in
all Paris".

The dainty tootsies were photographed at all angles,
semi-draped and au naturel. To the four corners of the
globe went the photographs of Trilby and her dainty little

feet. And then—come closer, so they won't hear us giggle—came the word, whispered around among the wise ones,
that they were using a double for the most beautiful feet
in Paris

!

Yes, honest, they are! You see, Andree's feet are un-
doubtedly lovely, well-formed and all that. But Andree
is a tall girl, and her feet are in proportion to her size,

and so. . . . Betty Roher, a little extra girl, is furnishing
the feet that get the close-ups of Trilby.

One Mad Whirl of Gaiety

Out on a still hunt for gossip, preferably of the lurid
variety, the Tatler wended her way to the Montmartre,
Hollywood's newest dinner-and-dance place. On the sur-
face, all seemed decorous. Barbara and her latest husband,
Jack Daugherty, partook of spaghetti at a prominent table.
There was nothing spectacular about them, except the
expert way that Barbara wrapped her spaghetti around
her fork, yards and yards to the piece. Never could we
do that trick without stubbing our toe.

Bert Lytell, with a well-fed look, passed from table to
table, smiling his most engaging smile. What shall it

profit a star to lunch in an expensive cafe if people do not
know he is present ? His peroxided locks are getting dark
again, we noticed. Adolph Menjou bowed low over a
flattered blonde's hand. A table of tourists from Kankakee
stared and whispered.

No scandal anywhere. And then, just when we had
lapsed into a disappointed survey of the cold turkey with
the dull shellac finish, who should enter but a dizzy blonde,
beautiful to behold, and towing in her wake Bryant
Washburn and Elliot Dexter

!

Aha! Here was news at last. For both Bryant and
Elliot are wed, but neither of their wives are blondes!
Bryant was particularly devoted. She smiled sweetly into
his eyes. A romance, surely

!

We hailed a waiter. "Who is that female?" we asked.
He did not know. We hailed {Continued on page 101)
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LITTLE HINTS
for PLAYGOERS

Comments on

Current Plays

Without Fear

or Favor

WITHIN THE LAW
First National

Norma Talmadge, as beautiful and ef

fective as ever. WITHIN THE LAW
is smashing melodrama, and la belle

Talmadge rises nobly to every dra

matic moment. She is ably supported

by Eileen Percy, who proves herself a

real comedienne as the hard-boiled lit-

tle gold-digger, and by Lew Cody, who
gives a splendid characterization of a

dope-fiend. Jack Mulhall, looking

enough like Eugene O'Brien to be his

brother, is quite at home in the lead-

ing male role. He hasn't much to dc

except look handsome, which is no ef-

fort whatever.
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THREE WISE FOOLS
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

Three very human and utterly

charming elderly gentlemen
dominate this excellent picture.

Claude Gillingwater, Alec Fran-
cis and William H. Crane make
of THREE WISE FOOLS a
mirth-inspiring, workmanlike
adaptation of the stage comedy
of the same name. A convict
vendetta with a smashing jail-

break lends thrills to the plot.

The three doddering old men
suddenly have a ward thrust up-
on them. The ward, Eleanor
Boardman, routs them out of
the ruts into which they have
fallen, with amusing results.

There is a pleasant love-inter-

est, between Eleanor Boardman
and William Haines, a nice-

looking juvenile who handles
his first real part very capably.
The picture abounds in snappy
titles and humorous situations.

THE BRIGHT SHAWL
Associated First National

THE BRIGHT SHAWL is a disap-
pointment. The story has been inef-
fectively adapted from Hergesheim-
er's novel, and holds its interest
chiefly through Richard Barthelmess'
fine acting and the genuine loveliness
of the Cuban settings. You probably
know the story. A young American
adventurer, (Barthelmess) becomes
involved in the Cuban uprising and
discovers that Cuban women are fas-
cinating and sometimes false. Dorothy
Gish as La Clavel, the Spanish dan-
cer, is pretty and charming, but a
Yankee throughout, thus proving that

Richard knew what he
was about when he so
bitterly opposed the
casting of Miss Gish
for the role. Mme. Jetta
Goudal gives a splen-
did characterization of
a Chinese spy. Richard
Barthelmess has never

v. . been more handsome
-
r" or debonair.
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YOU CAN'T FOOL YOUR
WIFE

Paramount
Lavish expenditure and a
good cast, and in spite of it,

the result could scarcely be
worse. The story is an aim-
less affair about an erring
husband, who, as far as we
could see, certainly did fool
his wife. It takes a nasty
tumble to bring him back to

normalcy. For pictorial rec-
ommendation, there are Lea-
trice Joy and Nita Naldi.

THE NE'ER-DO-WELL
Paramount

This was meant to be a
Wally Reid picture. Thomas
Meighan was not the man to
play the just-out-of-college,
happy-go-lucky youngster
who caused such a "ruckus"
on Broadway that he had to
be shanghaied out of the
country. But in spite that, he
makes himself mighty agree-
able in the role. The setting
of the 'story is in Panama, and
the scenery is gorgeous. Lila
Lee is adorable as the little

Chiquita who wins the ne'er-
do-well's susceptible heart
with one flash of her black
eyes. There are several un-
explained situations in the
picture, but it's entertaining
melodrama, nevertheless.

BELL BOY 13

Thomas H. Ince

Not half bad amusement for
a warm evening's entertain-
ment. Douglas MacLean has
never been so satisfyingly
funny as when he and Doris
May gave us TWENTY-
THREE AND A HALF
HOURS' LEAVE and
MARY'S ANKLE. But even
those who still regret the
dissolution of the MacLean-
May comedy team have to
smile at the antics of the
love-struck young chap who
poses as a bell-hop in order
to be near his actress-sweet-
heart. The path of true love
is even rougher than usual in
this picture, and the hero
finally has to call out all the
hotel help on strike, in
order to win the consent of
the stern uncle who forbids
the bans. There are moments
in the action that remind us
of Harold Lloyd, especially
when MacLean balances
himself airily upon a lofty
window ledge. Margaret
Loomis is the lady love.
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BrainBootleggerswNazimova
The Corner of uYY olly-
LostHope JfX WOOD1

, needs ac-
tors," declared a big studio official at a
dinner recently. Being a great man in

his business, his words got into the
public prints and undoubtedly caused
hundreds of would-be actors to give up
their jobs in the cracker factory and
pack their grips for Hollywood.

If they could only see the hordes of
extras that mill around the doors of the
booking agencies here ! If they could
only see the looks of discouragement
and despair that greet the daily an-
nouncement, "No work today"—they
would not set off so blithely.

Hollywood is a fairy city to a favored
few. To those with extraordinary
talent or the influence of studio powers,
Hollywood has been kind. It has
brought fame and wealth out of all proportion to the effort

expended on it.

But to many thousands of aspiring actors and actresses,

Hollywood is Heartbreak Village. So many, many colorful

bubbles of hope have been pricked here by the cruel pin
of reality!

On one of our busiest boulevards, two comedy studios

stand. Comedies are made within, but tragedy lurks there,

too. The studios are gray and dingy. The doorway is a
dark cave. The wise ones call it "The Corner of Lost
Hope". Why?

In Screenland for September, the mystery of this tragic-

comedy is revealed. Do not fail to read "The Corner of
Lost Hope"; it is written in the heart blood of Hollywood.

Getting /T^\ NE reason why the mountain

Atmosphere 111/ atmosphere was so fine in
* Driven, was that the company

lived for weeks in a primitive little Georgia mountain com-
munity which civilization, seemingly, had not touched. The
first day there Charles Brabin, the director, saw the body
of a man who had been lynched, still dangling from a tree.

He saw a five-year-old girl drinking whiskey that would
have bowled over a strong man. The right of private
warfare has never even been questioned there. Yet Brabin
was strong enough to give us for the first time a mountain
picture without a feud.

The Brain it DEAS for scenarios are pre-

Bootlegver [[^cious things. Furthermore, they
are hard to identify. So boot-

legging ideas is a thriving traffic in Hollywood. One studio
has a neat method of appropriating ideas by filing the idea
of every story sent in, whether it is purchased or not. Thus
they are never at a loss for fresh material. The whole
deplorable situation will be discussed in an interesting and
authentic article in Screenland for September. Don't fail

to read it.

QCREENLAND'S ro-
togravure gallery this

month is a tribute to

the work of Alfred
Cheney Johnston. In
an effort to give our
readers a more compre-
hensive view of the
artists who paint with
the lens, we have decided
to devote an entire gal-
lery each month to the
exclusive work of one
of these past masters of
the camera. Next month
our gallery will contain
the creations of Edward

Thayer Monroe

too much, of the movies as they really
are. And please say a prayer that the
movies will not become too good, be-
cause it would be a calamity not to
be able to find any flaws."

That would be a calamity, indeed.
But after sitting through Thelma,
Enemies of Women and Mad Love, we
believe there is little immediate danger
of the movies becoming too good.

What's Wrongu\ ~\ T\

withNazimova? VV n

Those Bad
Movies

LEASE tell the critics not to be
too harsh with the motion pic-

tures," pleads a kind-hearted
reader from Terminal, Cal. "And those who rave over
poor shows, don't rave too much. Tell us enough, but not

HAT'S the

matter with
Nazimo-

va?" asks a reader. And the question
is a pertinent one.

There are two things in which Nazi-
mova fails, from a cinema point of
view.

She insists on choosing her own
stories and on dominating every point of production, and
she is not capable of doing it. She is an actress, not a
production manager.

Secondly, she has no heart interest in her pictures.
Heart interest is essential; see how it puts over even Fox
atrocities. Her pictures have only an optical and intellec-
tual appeal. And the intelligentsia that responds to such
an appeal is such a small minority that her pictures go
begging among the exhibitors.

SorrOWS A GIRL writes in to tell us how

For Sale J\ disaPPointed she was when she
saw her first movie star in real

life. He was nice-looking, yes, and polite and all but he
seemed sort of—oh, she couldn't say exactly what was
wrong with him.

But we can. She was just like the little girl who begged
to be taken to see President Harding. When she saw him,
she was terribly dashed. "Why, he's just a man," she wailed!

It is often a blow to discover that movie stars are just
people. Some stars discover this when they appear before
a disillusioned audience, or fail to thrill their public by
broadcasting radio talks. Sorrows for Sale, in Screenland
for September, discusses this disillusionment.

Blackmail A GREAT deal is always found

jiftZSfc f\ m the Public press about black-
-L -"-mail of prominent society folks,

but the surest prey for the blackmail artists are the motion
picture people. The blackmailer knows on how precarious
a ledge the popularity of a picture star is balanced. The
breath of scandal is enough to tarnish the reputation and
destroy the prestige of a matinee idol or an ingenue.

Don't miss the feature next month entitled Blackmail.

Rewriting o tories that give the true at-

The Truth i^mosphere of motion pictures and
their people are always hard to

find. It is so easy to write of actors as though they were
puppets—as indeed they often are. In the stories of Peter
Lownsberry and Aimee Torriani, however, we have found
the magic key to Hollywood. The stories are fiction only in
that the names are changed. Next month's short story is

The Celluloid Saint. You will enjoy it.
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HOLLYWOOD'S is

<t The wedding bells ring

merrily this month, and

tff "See saw, Marjory Daw,
t>

She shall have a new master. . .

His name is Edward Sutherland, and

Marjory promised to love and obey

him before a select audience of friends

at "Pickfair", the wonderful home_ of

Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pick-

ford. The new husband used to be

in pictures as an actor, but decided

he liked directing better, so now he's

learning the art under the tutelage of

Charlie Chaplin. Photo by Witzel
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Marriage Mill
five newly-married cou-

ples make their bow.

The gentleman gazing so

fondly into Anna Q. Nil-
sson's eyes is her brand-
new husband, John M.
Gunnerson, a wealthy
shoe manufacturer. The
photograph is taken in

the grounds of their

home in Beverly, so we
are informed. But as we
remember it, they live in

an apartment on Argyle
Street.

"J am through with men," said Bar-
bara La Marr, and promptly went out

and committed matrimony for the

fifth time. Husband number five is

Jack Dougherty, who is playing in

Universal short-reel features. He has
red hair to match his name.
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^WASHION'S
Screenland's Beauties

share their wardrobe

suggestions with you

Goldwyn Photo

F OR the debutante's

dancing frock, what
could be more adorable

than Eleanor Boardman's

dress of lavender geor-

gette over a foundation of

brocaded pink silk. Gar-

lands of flowers in pastel

shades are arranged in

wide rows to adorn the

bodice.

BLANCHE SWEET fares forth of an

afternoon in this black georgette frock. The

full skirt, edged with a band of pin tucks, has

loose side panels reaching almost to the floor.

The gown is trimmed with bachelor-button

blue taffeta flowers and a tucked bow of the

same material at the back. A black satin

picture hat trimmed with curled ostrich of

the bachelor-button blue completes the

costume.

Goldwyn Photo
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Foibles
Advance Notes

on fall fashions

worn on the screen

J UST the sort of hat

to make a plain girl

pretty and a pretty girl

beautiful is this adora-

ble chapeau of gray

Milan straw with glyc-

erine ostrich trimming
and roses. The brim
is faced with rose-

colored georgette. .

Posed by Betty Compson

FOR early fall, you will

love this jacquette of plati-

num caracul, to be worn
with a white satin skirt-

dress. Claire Windsor wears

with the costume a white

felt hat trimmed with

pheasant feathers.

Goldwyn Photo

For formal evening wear,

Claire Windsor is especially

lovely in this gown of cream
net, heavily laced with

pearls over a foundation of
pink metal cloth. A fan of
silver metal lace and a

wreath of silver leaves in

the hair add charm to the

costume.

Goldwyn Photo
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d, Eunice Marshall Explodes Another Film Illusion—Continued from page 44

on the altar of Fame in Hollywood
would surprise you.

Agnes Ayres once had dark hair,

they say. She also had a gorgeous profile. She still has

the profile— it. photographs marvelously—but the dark hair

did not screen right. So now her hair is of a golden hue

that nature herself has never been known to produce. But

it screens beautifully with the gorgeous profile.

Little Clara Horton reversed the process. Her hair was
genuine, 14-carat gold. Somehow she got the idea in her

fluffy little blonde head that she was meant to be a brunette.

So she doused her shining mop into a dark dye-bath. The
effect was to eclipse her personality entirely.

These sacrifices are not for women only. Men are some-

times called upon to make sacrifices for their art. When
Bert Lytell was signed for Rudolph Rassendyl in Rupert

of Hentzau, he was supposed to be a blonde. ' Bert is dark.

A wig always looks like just a wig and nothing else, so

Bert peroxided his rusty locks. The effect was weird. His

olive complexion contrasted strangely with the peculiar,

brassy color that peroxide gives to the hair. But it screened

very well.

Lila Lee is Real Beauty

Gloria Is Screen Beauty

VJloria Swanson is essentially a screen beauty. In real

life, she looks a trifle hard and more than a trifle coarse.

The heavy make-up that she affects may account for that

impression. She looks out upon the world with cynical,

disillusioned eyes, and her mouth has a cruel curve.

Enid Bennett screens like a lily-of-the-valley. You re-

member the purity, the virginal look of her in Robin Hood?
She looks just that way in real life. She has a lovely, pink

and white skin, she dresses with excellent and conservative

taste, and she has a delightfully modulated voice. She is

one of the stars whom it is not disillusioning to meet.

Alice Lake cannot be called a beauty at all but she screens

well. In real life she is a plain woman. She hasn't even

personality. Why she is starred and why May McAvoy,
for instance, who is a real beauty and a real actress, is not,

are two of the dark brown mysteries of this life.

May McAvoy is a luscious bit to look upon. Her color-

ing is marvelous. Her eyes are deep and velvety. She

has a look of breeding and refinement that many stars

lack so fatally.

Viola Dana Is "Cute"

V iola Dana says herself that she is not beautiful.

She isn't. But she has something that is often more

potent. She's so darned cute ! She has an adorable,, rounded

little figure, a piquant little up-tilted nose and saucy, know-

ing eyes. And she has a "line" ! Cuddly, that's what Viola

Dana is. And she's just the same off-stage as she is on the

screen. But a suggestion of hardness is beginning to show

on her, as if life had begun to seem a bit empty and mean-

ingless after all. Her gaiety, her I-don't-care attitude may,

after all, be a mask to hide the hurt that Life has given her.

Probably the most famous professional beauty is Kath-

erine MacDonald. Her name is synonymous with pulchri-

tude. That's all she has; ask B. P. Schulberg, who paid

her $50,000 for each of six pictures and lost money on every

one of them ! Anybody who can get $300,000 merely for

looking beautiful must be quite a beauty, the layman would

think, but in real life, Katherine MacDonald is not so thrill-

ing to look upon. Her hair is straw-colored. She is straw-

colored. She is beautiful, of course, after a fashion; after

the fashion of an iceberg, say, and just as chilly.

The Beauty Slave
T
|[ > ila Lee is one of the real

beauties. Her dark eyes are just as velvety and her dark
hair as satiny off-stage as on. She is real, genuine. Her
sincerity shows in her acting.

The Talmadge girls film gorgeously. Nobody could

be more beautiful than Norma in Smilin' Through or in

Ashes of Vengeance. And few girls could be more mis-

chievously alluring than Constance in her comedies. But
when they doff grease-paint for street attire, they seem to

drop their chic, also. It is said that their mother makes their

street clothes, and it must be admitted that they look it.

They do not look like screen beauties when you meet them
on the street. They are only nice girls, quite ordinary-

looking.

Alice Terry is more lovely on the screen than off, I think.

On the screen she is flawlessly beautiful. Her features are

softly moulded. She seems purity personified. Off stage,

her features seem pointed, too sharp for perfect beauty.

She loses that ethereal loveliness that characterizes her

screen acting. She ceases to be the Princess Flavia and
becomes the one-time extra girl who chews gum. I fancy

that Alice's camera man photographs her through gauze.

A bit of gauze over the camera lens has a wonderfully

softening effect.

Ruth Roland Is Well Preserved

that the observer gets from a
is that she is well preserved.

he chief impression

glimpse of Ruth Roland

Barbara LaMarr is one of the lucky ones who retain

their beauty after doffing the grease paint. Barbara's one

concession to the cause of screen fame is the darkening

of her hair. Once it was brown ; now it is black. A
vamp must have hair like the raven's wing, you know.

Her verve, her fascination, is innate. After one meeting,

you cease to wonder why she has married five times; yoi

merely marvel that the occasions have been only five

Nita Naldi's Beautiful Hair

N.ita Naldi's beautiful, glossy black locks are one

of the best features on the screen. Probably you have
envied the way her hair grows back from her forehead, and
the great coils of smooth hair at the nape of her white neck.

Alas, Nita's hair is bobbed, and the ravaging curling iron

has terribly burned the ends, a hair dresser declares. The
beautiful coils are said to be hers by right of purchase

only. But the effect, you must admit, is ravishing.

Betty Compson has made many sacrifices for screen

beauty. She was born with nice, brown hair. It photo-

graphed just like that—just plain, brown hair. So she

bleached it. It screened beautifully. Then she got tired

of being a peroxide blonde; she felt chorus-girly, she said.

So she hennaed it. Again it photographed beautifully, giv-

ing her a veritable halo on the silver screen. But after a

time Betty grew tired of the artificiality and let her hair

go back to its natural shade of brown, and that's the way
it is today. She looks mighty sweet, too. Betty is just as

pretty off stage as she was in To Have and To Hold, and

you'll have to admit that that is very pretty indeed. She

wore a blonde wig in that picture, but she'll never do it

again, she declares. A blonde wig does something to a

brunette personality, says Bettina. {Continued on page 102)
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JlongJoughtSecret, Vital to

HappinesSsffasBQQtidiscovered.
Alas! that spring should vanish with the rose!

That youth's sweet-scented manuscript should close!

—Omar Khayyam.

ASECRET vital to human happiness has been dis-

covered. An ancient problem which, sooner or later,

affects the welfare of virtually every man and wo-

man, has been solved. As this problem undoubtedly will

come to you eventually, if it has not come already, I urge

you to read this article carefully. It may give you infor-

mation of a value beyond all price.

This newly-revealed secret is not a new "philosophy" of

financial success. It is not a political panacea. It has to

do with something of far greater moment to the individual

—

success and happiness in love and marriage—and there is

nothing theoretical, imaginative or fantastic about it, be-

cause it comes from the coldly exact realms of science and

its value has been proved. It "works." And because it

(does work—surely, speedily and most delightfully—it is

one of the most important discoveries made in many years.

Thousands already bless it for having rescued them from

lives of disappointment and misery. Millions will rejoice

because of it in years to come.

The peculiar value of this discovery is that it removes

physical handicaps which, in the past, have been considered

inevitable and irremediable. I refer to the loss of youthful

animation and a waning of the vital forces. These difficul-

ties have caused untold unhappiness—failures, shattered

romances, mysterious divorces. True happiness does not

depend on wealth, position or fame. Primarily, it is a

matter of health. Not the inefficient, "half-alive" condition

which ordinarily passes as "health," but the abundant, vi-

brant, magnetic vitality of superb manhood and womanhood.

Unfortunately, this kind of health is rare. Our civiliza-

tion, with its wear and tear, rapidly depletes the organism,

and, in a physical sense, old age comes on when life should

be at its prime.

But this is not a tragedy of our era alone. Ages ago a

Persian poet, in the world's most melodious epic of pessi-

mism, voiced humanity's immemorial complaint that "spring

should vanish with the rose" and the song of youth too

soon come to an end. And. for centuries before Omar Khay-
yam wrote his immortal verses, science had searched—and in

the centuries that have passed since then has continued to

search—without halt, for the fabled "fountain of youth,"

an infallible method of renewing energy lost or depleted by
disease, overwork, worry, excesses or advancing age.

Now the long search has been rewarded. A "fountain of

youth" has been found ! Science announces unconditionally

that youthful vigor can be restored quickly and safely.

Lives clouded by weakness can be illumined by the sunlight

of health and joy. Old age, in a sense, can be kept at bay
and youth made more glorious than ever. And the discovery

which makes these amazing results possible is something
any man or woman, young or old, can easily use in the

privacy of the home, unknown to relative, friend or ac-

quaintance.

The discovery had its origin in famous European labora-

tories. Brought to America, it was developed into a prod-

uct that has given most remarkable results in thousands of

cases, many of which had defied all other treatments. In
scientific circles the discovery has been known and used
for several years and has caused unbounded amazement by
its quick, harmless, gratifying action. Now, in convenient
tablet form, under the nam; of Korex compound, it is

available to the general public.

Anyone who finds the youthful stamina ebbing, life losing

its charm and color or the feebleness of old age coming on
too soon, can obtain a double-strength treatment of this

compound, sufficient for ordinary cases, under a positive

guarantee that it costs nothing if it fails and only $2 if it

produces prompt and gratifying results. In average cases,

the compound often brings about amazing benefits in from
twenty-four to forty-eight hours.

Simply write in confidence to the Melton Laboratories,

818 Melton Bldg., Kansas City, Mo., and this wonder re-

storative will be mailed to you in a plain wrapper. You
may enclose $2, or, if you prefer, just send your name with-

out money and pay the postman $2 and postage when the

parcel is delivered. In either case, if you report after a

week that the Korex compound has not given satisfactory

results, your money will be refunded immediately. The

Melton Laboratories are nationally known and thoroughly

reliable. Moreover, their offer is fully guaranteed, so no

one need hesitate to accept it. If you need this remarkable

scientific rejuvenator, write for it today.
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"Going at thirteen
—

"

Mary Lee's big blue eyes peered over

the edge. Through the open door, she

had a confused impression of a great

dim loft and of girls in all sorts of

weird attire, with heaps and heaps of

clothes about them.

"Oh, hello," sang Babs, catching

sight of her. "Come on in—take your
choice of my Alaskan seal or Mada-
lene's Russian Otter, or this heavenly

and delectable robe de chambre, or shall

it be a Paquin gown? Each for the

munificent sum of twenty-five paltry

cents."

And she was drawn into the charmed
circle about the auction table.

"Going, going, gone, at fifteen,"

shouted Glory, the auctioneer, while

the hammer descended with a deafen-

ing thud.

"Oh, hello there," Glory sighted the

newcomer. "Glad you came up. Here
Enid, my throat's dry—you take the

silver gavel a sec," and Glory drew
Mary Lee into a dim corner.

"Are you all right? Anything I can

do for you?"
Hesitatingly came the story of the

burglary.

Glory counted on her fingers.

"How far do you live, Mary Lee?"
Then, "Gang," she called, and as Phyl-

lis and Jimmy and Babs came scurry-

ing they put their heads together.

The next second, Glory was dragging

Mary Lee after her down the ladder.

"Back in a jiffy, Kids," she called.

Mary Lee's heart sank. She couldn't

bear to leave this fascinating place

now that she had just found it. It was
as thrilling as working in pictures. But

she scrambled obediently after Glory.

Round the corner of the old Ware-
house, under a spreading, swaying
pepper tree, they came upon "Char-

lotte," the Chevrolet peacefully dozing.

Into her Glory leaped.

"Just give her a shove, if you don't

mind, and then hop in," she commanded
gaily.

"I'm terribly curious to know where
we're going," begged Mary Lee.

"To get your belongings, of course,

for you're coming to live with us in

the Loft."

Mary Lee gasped, and rapturously

squeezed Glory's arm.

Half an hour later, the two girls

hoisted up a trunk and a bag by means
of the ancient pulley and tackle, then

skipped up the ladder.

"Here's the new addition to our

Gang," sang Glory.

Mary Lee was surrounded at once,

Shoestrings
and promptly taken on a tour of inspec-

tion; introduced to all the household
gods—the fat Buddha, the painting of

the beloved dead Beatrice, Glory's

shrine, the loan library, usually, how-
ever, out.

"The auction may as well proceed"

said Babs, "I'm sure our newest mem-
ber has something ravishing to con-

tribute."

So the system was explained. Every-

body sold their things and bought
everybody else's. Not that they weren't

all common property anyhow, but it

kept a little money in circulation, and
as nothing could be sold for more than

a quarter, it was not a frightful drain

on anyone.

"Just here, is a most elegantious

evening gown, said to be a bona fide

copy of Princess Pat's wedding gown.
You, my dear, would look perfectly

sweet in it."

Mary Lee slipped into the soft,

shimmering folds of orchid chiffon;

the lining was ripped, to be sure, and
a sleeve came away in her hand, but

the lines ! She could not deny that in

her wildest dreams she had never

looked so charming as this. "Oh, if

only Joe could see me now," she sighed

ecstatically.

"I've got your trunk and bag open,"

called Glory, and as she spoke, out

tumbled a dozen pairs of shoes. Phyllis

pounced upon them like a hawk.
"Ye gods ! Mary Lee, does your

father run a shoe factory?"

"No, but I've a friend who works in

a shoe store."

Glory, inspecting the name on the

sole of some dancing slippers.

"Cammeyers, as I live—now can you
imagine

!"

With a whoop the Gang fell upon
them, feverishly trying on.

"Mary Lee, you're a topping addi-

tion to the Loft. Of course, Glory, you
would have to have the credit for

bringing 'supply' just when I was dying

for shoes. How do you get that way ?"

Glory smiled, her face radiant. She

was never happier than when demon-
strating to her Doubting Thomas Gang
her Law, that when there is a demand,

there will always be "Supply."

"I've chosen this adorable pair of

sandals," called Beth.

"And I worship these silver slip-

pers," cried Babs, "they just match the

silver gown I've extracted from

Jimmy."
Mary Lee, still dazed, looked a bit

rueful as pair after pair of her pos-

sessions vanished, but she had to own
that the heaps of pennies and nickels

and dimes in her lap might be of quite

as much value in the light of her re-

cent losses. Also, as Glory had ex-
plained, the shoes would remain in the

Loft, and she was quite welcome to use
them whenever she could find them.

"And think what a famous collection

they will sometime be," murmured
Babs, "after having danced on half the
ballroom sets of screenland, or

ploughed across the burning sands on
location."

T,htjs began a new life for Mary
Lee. Years later she referred to it as

her "adventure in vagabondage." She
learned many things from the Gang.
She was taught to laugh at trouble,

to conceal her worst discouragements
by witty remarks. She learned to

argue at a moment's notice on any sub-

ject in the world, from birth control

to Capital versus Labor.
As she studied their new freedom,

they seemed to her to be judiciously in-

dulging in almost everything she had
been taught to shun. Cigarettes, for

one thing. In the eyes of her mother
and of Joe, no nice girls in Harlem
smoked. She hadn't meant to smoke
herself, but she tried it one night, out

of sheer curiosity. And when she had
got past the stage of choking, she dis-

covered that on supperless nights

cigarette was both cheering and filling

Its chief mission, she decided, aside

from nerve soothing was to invoke a

subtle sense of opulence and largess.

Certainly it did not destroy her char-

acter.

Again, no decent Harlem girl would
be seen on the street with mascaro
beaded eyes, but according to the codi

of the Gang, to be beautiful was a mor
al duty. And since rouge on lips an
cheeks enhanced one's color an
brightened the eyes, and made one

vivid, speaking personality, it was an

art to be cultivated, just as Hollywood
husbanded its riotous, brilliant-hued

gardens.

Again, the Gang wore few clothes

but as Margot said, "Let the body

breathe," and they did! She was
amazed at her new sense of exhilaration

and verve.

Mary Lee was forced to reconstruct

her entire system of reality. To her

mother and to Joe, money, honestly

earned and economically saved, meant

security, safety for the future. The
Gang found money pleasant, and the

spending of it more pleasant perhaps

than prudent, but it was never an es

sential to happiness. The essentials,

the real things of life, were color,

giving, laughter, happiness, love,

beauty. And (Continued on page 84)
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Mrs. Denneny before
she used the new
method. Weight, 240

pounds.

John Griswold before
using new discovery.
Weight, 266 pounds

John Griswold after
using new discovery.
Weight, 162 pounds.

Loses 104 Pounds
Reduces Waistline 17 Inches
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educed at the rate of about 5 pounds aweek until I reached 162 pounds. I reduced mywaistline 17 inches. Today fam in good health andam now free from all avoirdupois ailments. I find

that all one needs is your course in order to become
the person of his dreams."

(Signed) John Griswold, Anthony, Kan.

Mrs. Geo. Guiterman
the day she started
reducing the new

way.

Mrs. Geo. Guiterman
eight days later.
Note the wonderful

improvement.

That is all it will cost you—and you don't even have to pay that now

»

You lose your excess flesh through a wonderful new discovery which does
not require any starving, exercise, massage, drugs or bitter self-denials
or discomforts. Sent on 10 DAYS' TRIAL to PROVE that you can
lose a pound a day.

Mrs. Denneny after
she used the new
method. Weight, now
166 pounds and she

is still reducing.

Loses 74 pounds

—

Feels Like a New Woman
"I weighed 240 pounds when I sent" for yourcourse The first week I lost 10 pounds. My weight isnow 166 pounds and I am still reducing. I never felt

better m my life than I do now. There is no sign
of my former indigestion. And I have a "fine com-
plexion now, whereas before I was always botheredwith pimples. Formerly I could not walk upstairs
without feeling faint. Now I can RUN up. I re-duced my bust 7 inches, my waist 9 iriches andmy hips 1 1 inches. I even wear shoes a size smaller,formerly they were sixes, now they are fives."

(Signed) Mrs. Mary J. Denneny
82 IV. 9th St., Bayonne, N.' J.
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"
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TAKING off excess weight by this new
method is the easiest and quickest thing
imaginable. It is absolutely harmless

and really fascinating. Almost like magic it
brings a slender, graceful, supple figure and
the most wonderful benefits in health. Weak-
ness, nervousness, indigestion, shortness of
breath, as well as many long-seated organic
troubles, are banished. Eyes become bright-
er, steps more elastic and skins smooth
clear and radiant. Many write that thev
are positively as-
tounded at losing
wrinkles which
they had supposed
to be ineffaceable.

Reduce Fast
or Slowly
The rate at

which you lose
your surplus flesh
is absolutely uDt
der your own con-
trol. If you do not
wish to lose
as rapidly as a
pound a day or ten
pounds a week,
you can regulate
this natural law so
that your loss of
flesh will be more
gradual. When you
have reached your
normal weight you
can retain it with-
out gaining or los-
ing another pound.

The Secret
Explained

Scientists have al-
ways realized that
there was some nat-

delicious foods which you may now be denying
yourself

!

Ten Days' Trial—Send No Money
Eugene Christian has incorporated his remark-

able secret of weight into an interesting course
called Weight Control—the Basis of "Health."
lo make it possible for every one to profit by
his discovery, he offers to send the complete
course to any one sending in the coupon.

Why the Coupon is Worth $1.00
.

to You Now

WAS 41"

NOW 35"

Secure the perfect figure which
is the birthright of every woman
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h £e Vhole system of weight

control was based. But it remained for Eugene
Christian the world famous food specialist, to
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r
W T e certain.and easily followed
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certain foods when eatentogether take off weight instead of adding to itCertain combinations cause fat; others consume

tat. for instance, if you eat certain foods atthe same meal they are converted into excesstat But eat these same foods at different timesand they will be converted into blood and musclethen the excess fat you already have is used up
Inis method even permits you to eat many

Those who reduce
rapidly are usually
so enthusiastic that
they cannot refrain
from mentioning this
method to their
friends. This will be
the best kind of ad-
vertisement for us.
So we are willing to
lose money in order
to secure a great
number of users in
the shortest possible
time.
So here is our of-

fer. Just "mail the
coupon without send-
ing a penny. The
coupon will be ac-
cepted as worth $1.00
on the purchase of
this course,>for which
others have to pay
$1.97. Then when
the course arrives
all you have to do is
to pay the postman
only 97c plus the
few cents postage and
the course is yours.
There will be no
further payments at
any time. But if you
are not thoroughly
pleased after a 10-
day test of this
method, you may re-
turn the course and

be refunded instantly. (If
your money will _
more convenient, you may remit 97 cents withthe coupon, but this is not necessary )Uur liberal guarantee protects vou. Eitheryou experience m 10 days such a wonderful re-^Uhww wei8ht

.

and such a wonderful gain inhealth that you wish to continue this simple, easy,
delightful method, or else you return the courseand your money is refunded without question.Don t delay This special price may soon be
r'id™7 Mail the coupon NOW. Corrective
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through them, Mary Lee found life in

Hollywood a joyous pageant.

The Gang possessed nothing without

sharing it. If Babs had a man who

asked her to go motoring in his Rolls-

Royce, with dinner at the Samarkand,

she said she had a wealthy and charm-

ing widow whom she must take as

chaperon, and, accordingly, Mary Lee

was dressed and coached for the part,

as Madame Le Grand. Did Glory get

the lead as Rachel in the Sacred Films,

fair-haired Mary Lee was promptly

made up in a wig, and a small part se-

cured for her as a Semitic beauty. One

could trace the movements of the Gang

during the day by the contents of their

vanity cases at night, as they emptied a

heterogeneous mass on the bed, from

monogrammed cigarettes and French

bonbons to chewing gum and life savers.

Yet happy as Mary Lee was in the

Loft she hadn't as yet been able to

convince the studios of her great tal-

ent. In fact, she was beginning to have

grave secret doubts of it herself. She

had worked hard, when she was al-

lowed to, which wasn't often. She was

forced to the consciousness that in this

movie game, merit had little chance.

Another topsy turvy rule of life. No,

it seemed to be pull, or personality,

or the whim of a director, but seldom

sheer merit. Her sense of justice was

outraged. Besides, she hadn't had a

day's work now, for five weeks, and her

sturdy New England perception of in-

dependence rebelled against letting the

Gang carry her on indefinitely. If

she got a typing job, that would spell

defeat, and she wasn't ready yet to give

in to Joe, although he had been writ-

ing more and more ardently and in-

sistently of late, with the allurement of

a mysterious secret to tantalize her

imagination.

"It really can't go on any longer

like this," she said to Glory one day in

a fit of despondency.

Shoestrings

not work the Law for

yourself?" Glory answered. "Supply

will come to you just as surely as your

shoes came to us. Jimmy is going to a

party tonight at Donaldson's. Go along

with her; you can wear my black se-

quin gown; have a good time. Perhaps

you'll make a hit with old Donaldson

himself, shouldn't . wonder. Every-

thing will come out all right for you.

In fact, I see great happiness for you

as the result of this very party."

"Come along, Egg," invited Jimmy,

"though I can't vouch for the party.

I'm always bored to death by them,

and am only going because Steendofski

is to be there. I once saw an exhibit

of his etchings in Chicago, and vowed

then I'd meet him some day if it took

a leg."

Mary Lee had never looked more

bewitching as they set forth. Her

fair bobbed hair was curled until it

stood out like a shining halo about her

piquant, lovely face which upsoared

with striking contrast from her sheath

of shimmering black. Her great violet

eyes were ripe for romance, but she had

a disconcertingly firm chin.

Three hours later, Ted Morgan was

just discovering that chin. From the

moment she had entered the house, he

had devoted himself to her. She was

exactly the type for his new picture.

He had been searching all Hollywood

for a lead, he told her. He had almost

decided to run over to New York, but

now that he had found her, it wouldn't

be necessary. Would she be satisfied

with two hundred a week to start with ?

And Mary Lee, true to the code of the

Gang, gravely averred that she must

have at least two hundred and five. For

she figured that this Mr. Morgan

must be one of the "nuts" they had told

her about and she was looking for his

attendant from the Sanitarium when

they were pounced upon by Donaldson,

the producer.

"I've found her," shouted Morgan.

"Lamp that figger, man, and those vio-

let eyes, and I'll bet she's got legs!"

Mary Lee hastened to assure them

that she had no known deformities. But

Donaldson stared until she flushed to

the roots of her curls; he turned her

round and round, made her stoop over,

sit down, pirouette.

"She's a find!" he slapped Morgan's

back, as Mary Lee dropped to the

couch, her eyes big with astonishment

and wonder. Her mind leaped to

Glory's prophecy. Something would

come out of this party for her. Could

it be possible that after only a dozen

days or so of Extra work they meant

to star her? Were all the fairy tales

she had heard actually coming true for

her?

Donaldson went off but returned

presently with a tray and glasses.

'ix put her through her star

paces tonight," he winked at Morgan.

"Can you quaff this like a Roman
courtesan ?"

Now Mary Lee had been warned

countless times by the Gang, had been

told stories of sightless eyes and of

mental unbalance and so should have

known better. But her mind was on fire

with dreams of bringing out her mother

and meeting her with her own car.

So with the assumed sophistication of

a demi-mondaine, she drank the liquid

fire. A minute later her head felt ex-

actly as if it were in flames. It detached

itself from her body and went spinning

round and round in circles, trying des-

perately to get out into the air, but

bumping itself again and again. Its

struggles, violent at first, grew more

and more feeble until she was forced to

abandon the idea of ever again wear-

ing her head, for she watched it slowly

spinning away, until with a thud it

dropped lifeless to the floor.

When she opened her eyes, she

sensed dimly that she was in a garden,

and held safely in someone's arms.

She thought at first that she was a little

girl and that her mother held her. She

felt infinitesimal, like the Liliputians in

her story book. Then she was conscious

of a hand stroking up and down her

body, her face and hair. Puzzled, she

reached up and touched the hand. It

closed over hers and a voice murmured

into her ear. Mary Lee sat up, sud-

denly aware of her position in the arms

of Morgan. She felt weak and dizzy.

She tried to rise. His hands held her.

"When do we start the picture ?" she

asked in as self-possessed tone as she

could assume.

"Picture, picture," thickly, "don't

worry 'bout picture, now, Sweetie,

—

you're mine now."

Fondly, he was stroking her slender

ankle, playfully pulling off one of her

satin slippers.

Mary Lee glanced down at it, Joe's

gift slippers. Something in her brain

snapped. With sudden, clarifying

knowledge came a revulsion of her sen-

!

sibilities. Like a panther she sprang

from him, her chin sharp, determined.

Snatching off the other slipper, she

hurled it full into his face, then ran,

fleet as a bird-hound in her little silk-

stockinged feet, out of the garden,

down the long winding hill path to the

road.

A decrepit old Chevrolet had just|

succeeded in puffing and chugging up,

the grade, and now came to a shudder-
j

ing halt as the flying figure, scarcely,

skimming the earth, reached the road,

darting in front of the car lights.

Glory at the wheel turned "Charlotte"

back down the hill.

"Mary Lee!" she called, with a

grinding and squeaking of brakes.

Mary Lee sprang in quickly beside

her. (Continued on page 90)
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SeeHowUasilyJbuCan

learn to Dance This

New Way
If you can do the step illustrated in the chart
on the right, there is no reason why you cannot
easily and quickly master all the latest steps
through Arthur Murray's method of teaching

dancing right in your own home.

NO matter how skeptical you may
be about being able to learn to

dance by mail, this new course will

quickly prove to you that you can

easily learn without a teacher on the

ground to direct your steps—and

without music or partner—right at

home. .

Even if you don't know one dance

step from another, these new dia-

grams and simple instructions will

enable you to learn any of the newest

dances in an amazingly short time.

You don't need to leave your own
room—it isn't necessary to go into a

dancing class—or to pay large fees

for private instruction. All you need

to do is to follow the instructions as

shown on the diagrams, practice the

steps a few times to fix them in your
memory and there is no reason why
you should not be able to dance on

any floor, to either band or phono-
graph music and to lead, follow and
balance correctly no matter how ex-

pert your partner may be.

Leam Any Dance in a Few Hours

Whether you want to learn the Fox
Trot, One Step, Waltz, or any of the newer

steps you
won't have the

slightest diffi-

culty in doing
so through this

new method.
Then, the very
next time
dancing starts,

you can sur-

prise your
friends by
c h o os in g a
partner and
stepping right

out with per-

fect confidence

that every step

you make and
every move-
ment is abso-
lutely correct.

Arthur Mur-
ray guarantees
to teach you,

or your lessons

won't cost you
one cent.

More than

90,000 people

Satisfied Students

Praise the Course

Let me say that your chart
system explains many things
to me which other teachers
could not make clear.

Wm. S. Meyerflcld,
Ann Harbor, Mich.

I practiced yesterday and
learned the Fox Trot through
[the night. To-night I

danced a number of times
with a good dancer to the
music of a phonograph and
had no trouble in leading or
balance. J. N. Mealy.

Flatwood, W. Va.

I am getting along very
nicely with the instructions.
I have ho many pupils I
have to have a larger place.

Albert J. Delaney.
Bay City, Mich.

Before I got your lessons
I couldn't dance a step, but
now I go to dances and have
a good time, like the rest
of them. I'll always be
thankful that I have taken
your course.

Beggl Thorgerlson.
Ethrldge, Mont.

Many other enthusiastic
Betters have been received.
It Interested send for special
'leaflet reprinting them.

FIRST PART

Do You Know
Correct

Danc.ng

have learned to be-

come perfect dancers
by mail and there is

no reason why 90,000
more cannot learn

just as easily. In
fact, about five thou-
sand people a month
are becoming won-
derful dancers
through Arthur
Murray's amazing
new method.

Why Good Dancers
Are Popular

Good dancers are

always the most
popular people in

their set—they never

lack partners and are

invited to every so-

cial event because

dancing is the most
popular form of
recreation, and good
dancers are always
in demand. But be-

side this, good danc-

ers always have
perfect mental and
physical control, ease

of manner, poise,

are never embarrass-
ed, shy or timid.
Very often they meet
influential people in

this social way who
are very helpful to

them in business.

How to Prove Thai Arthur

Murray Can Teach You to

Dance in an Evening

Arthur Murray ha3
consented, fcr a limited
time_ only, to send a
special 16-lesson course
to everyone who signs and returns the
coupon attached to this page.
You may keep this course for five days

and test it for yourself. It must prove
to you that you can quickly learn to dance
in your own home without music or part-
ner through Arthur Murray's methods, or
the test will cost you nothing.

Arthur Murray is America's foremost au-
thority on social dancing. The Vanderbilts,
Ex-Governor Locke Craig of North Carolina,
and scores of other socially prominent people
chose Mr. Murray as their dancing Instructor.
In fact, dancing teachers the world over have
been instructed by him.
Through his new, improved method of danc-

ing by mail, Mr. Murray will give you

of the
Forward Waltz Step

1. Begin with left foot and step
directly forward, weight on
lett foot.

2. Step diagonally forward to
nght, placing weight on right
foot (see illustration).

3. Draw left foot up to right
foot, weight on left.

That's all Simply follow the
numbers in the footprints. Master
this part before going further

\ [ |j/ STAT2T
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P
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i

Gain Confident
to
to Follow Suc-How

How
cessfulW

id embar-
How to ^-stakes,.
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the same hitch-class
instruction in your own
home that you would

receive if you took private lessons in his
studio and paid his regular fee of $10.00
per lesson.

Send No Money—Not One Cent
Mr. Murray is eager to prove to you
that he can quickly teach you to be-
come a good dancer in your own home.
Just fill in and mail the coupon—or a
letter or post card will do—and the spe-
cial course will be promptly mailed to

you. When your postman hands the
special sixteen-lesson course to you,
simply deposit only $1.00 with him, plus
a few cents' postage, in full payment.
Keep the course for five days. Practice
all of the steps, learn everything these
sixteen lessons can teach you and prove
to your full satisfaction that you have
found the quickest, easiest, and most
delightful way to learn to dance. Then,
within five days, if you desire, you
may return the course and your dollar
will be promptly returned to you. But
if you decide to keep the course—as
you surely will—it becomes your per-
sonal property without further pay-
ments of any kind. To take advantage
of this offer you must send the coupon

today—offer may be withdrawn without
notice. So mail Coupon NOW.

Arthur Murray, Studio 798, 290 Broadway, N. Y.

Arthur Murray, Studio 798, 290 Broadway, N. Y
To prove that I can learn to dance at home in one

evening, you may send the sixteen-lesson course and
when my postman hands it to mo I will deposit with him
only $1.00, plus the few cents' postage in full payment.
If, within five days, 1 decide to do so I may return the
course and you will refund my money without question.

Name

Address

City State.

Would you like to teach Dancing?..

(Price outside U. S., $1.10 cash with order.)
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€L Mildred France lets us tn on some Matrimonial Secrets

From Twin Beds to Twin Bungalows
(Continued from page 47)

There is now absolute privacy for her

during the enactment of scenes, and an

extra wing has been built on their

home, where she may have her hot

chocolate and press clippings solo.

And they are now back to pre-war

amicability.

She Wants Shekels, Not Sheiks

TThere is a certain round-eyed little

Sheba who has successfully vamped one

of the W. G. D.'s—meaning World's

Greatest Directors. She loves lightly,

but with acumen. It is said she craves

shekels, not sheiks, and that the affair

is merely another of those director-

gold-digger things about which the

cynical or°" chortle and the sentimental

weep.

He was a Husband, capitalized and

italicized in all its Babbitry meaning.

On more than one occasion he was

ird fo call his wife "mousie" and

oney bug".
> have been married an immoral

of years, but since the advent

: ;x-Follies beauty, there are now

two portable detachable gas heaters

where only one grew before.

: director's wife is a clever, cool

man who will probably admit her

chastened spouse once more to the

ily swimming pool. The preda-

picture girl has made good, and

is not much more need of her

i\—or would you say "Uncle" ? The

little darling!

And while the affair goes on, the

i beads are holding their breaths

the wife lose her head or the

lie lose discretion and land the

whole affair in the public prints. This

particular studio has had more than its

-are of notoriety, and doubtless knows

that certain syndicates have a wealth

of racy material prepared in their files,

for just one more splashing,

nndal to syndicate the glad news

iut Hollywood broadcast. But the

heads are in the embarrassing position

of not being able to cast the mote from

their director-brother's eye until they

can remove the beam from their own
optics.

tattoo for each other quite openly, dur-

ing the past year. His wife is philo-

sophical. He is the charming, naive boy.

"We both have religious scruples

against divorce," says the wife, as she

dusts off the picture of her husband's

love. He insists on having it in the

drawing-room.

"No divorce!" the child-husband ex-

claims manfully. "My wife is my wife,

but May—ah, May is the sweetest, most

beautiful girl in the world." Inciden-

tally, her name isn't May.

You can see for yourself, it's all

very simple.

Where a Vacation Didn't Work

_nita Stewart's vacation from mat-

rimony hasn't had the desired effect.

So far from coming back to husband

Rudolph Cameron, refreshed from her

short period of almost-single blessed-

ness, Anita now declares that she is

going to divorce him.

For several years Anita caused much

tongue-clacking by being seen perpetu-

ally with her own husband. At the

Tuesday night hops at the Cocoanut

Grove, one could be sure that the nice-

looking man with Anita was Mr. Anita.

It was scandalously provincial.

Then one morning, Anita, charming

in a frilly, rosebud negligee, looked

across the breakfast table at Rudie once

too often. The husband-and-wifeness

of it!

So she left him. And now she an-

nounces that she will file suit for a

divorce either when she goes to New
York, or after her return from England,

where she will go to make a picture

this summer.

rocks in Screenland. They form such

a pleasant relief from the prosaic ex-

istence of matrimony.

Raoul Walsh was handed a real plum
when he was told to take a whole com-
pany to the South Seas a few months

ago. It was a wonderful trip—only it

wasn't the complete relaxation it might

have been, because Mrs. Walsh
(Miriam Cooper) got to worrying
about fever and other things that might

get at her famous husband, and fol.

lowed them on the next boat.

{Even the Desert)

nother director took over a desert

picture because it .gave him a good

chance to take a nice little location trip

up at Oxnard. The trip started off

nicely. The first night, before starting

to shoot, they—the director and the im-

portant members of the company, in

eluding the little round-eyed Sheba

mentioned aforetime in this article

—

celebrated, with wine, women an

News of the affair was wired ba

the studio by some stool-pigec

New York wired a reprimand foi such

doings that might result in w;

time, etc. But the head of the Holly-

wood studio-branch wired the director'

that he didn't believe the accouns

for him to just go ahead, making

program pictures for him. So that

was that.

And About the Niblos?

TPhere have been rumors of domestic

strife between the Fred Niblos, but

every rumor is indignantly denied by

the clever Fred and wife Enid. To
further refute the rumors, charming

little domestic photographs of the

happy pair are broadcasted everywhere.

Surely two people who look so happy

cannot be contemplating intermittent

matrimony.

They Have Religious Scruples

Locations Make Nice Relief

leading man with a curly mop and -ir

a leading lady with an equally curly If it weren't for occasional location

head have had their hearts beating a trips, many a marriage might go on the

A

Why Not Mateless Days?

ut location trips don't occur every

week, or every month. There is balm

for the tired business man, but seldom

for the over-worked picture star

her pitiful thousands in the First Na-

tional on a Saturday afternoon.

If some kind judge would put aside

two days in the week—say Tuesdays

and Fridays—to call off all this true-to-

you wedded stuff, and the press agents

would quit running so many sweet

domestic pictures, there would be

fewer needs for intermittent marriages

in Hollywood.

Our race has progressed from twin

beds to twin bungalows. The next

logical step is twin cities. Then, per-

haps—only perhaps—the bridge between

the cities will be well worn from the

footsteps of husbands and wives, going

to see each other.
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No More Foot Pains

!

Thousands Say New Invention

Banishes Every Ache—Instantly!
No braces; no straps; no metal; no rigid appliances:

no trouble or bother of any kind. Yet t sry

soreness disappears instantly—as if by a touch <

l o bandages

:

v twinge and
r/aeic wand!

"V TO longer need most of us suffer the

tortures of tired, weak, aching burn-

ing feet! For foot specialists have

perfected £ marvelous new device which,

ly, the very instant you make use of

-uses the pain and aches to disappear.

So matter how long you have suffered

—

no matter how many different treatments
' .ave taken without relief—this new in-

:on is positively guaranteed to relieve

;ompletely of all foot misery and to

bring you glorious foot comfort, or it

ti you nothing,
onizing twinges in the arches and in-

-terrible drawing pains in the ankles

and legs—torturous aches in the toes and
3—pains from burning, blistered, swol-

len joints—even pains from corns, bunions
and callouses are at once relieved and

walk around with never a thought of

pains. It's just as if you were given
ely new feet.

Why Pain Disappears Instantly

Science has proved that

•jg of every 100 foot pains

are caused by faulty arches.

Your arches support the

re weight of your body.

y consist of a series of

:ate bones, nicely fitted

together so as to form a

ng. The spring of your

arch cushions your weight

and absorbs the shocks of

i king.

Tow your arches are held
in place by certain muscles.

But frequently these muscles
:-i r >me weakened and strained,

i the result that the bones
of your arches, under the
•/eight of your body, are forced
out of place. Then you begin

ering all the tortures of

fallen arches. The displaced
' i* !i€3 are jammed into the ten-

lex flesh of your feet, causing
unbearable agony. The foot
muscles become torn and

isted ; sensitive nerves are
c '!\ieezed, blood vessels are

ioked.

These marvelous supports, which
slip into your shoes, are so light

and flexible Jiat they can actu-
ally be bent double. In diagram
above, "A." represents a thin
laysr of soft, flexible leather.

"B" is a wonderfully resilient pad
of specially compounded Russian
Sponge Eubber. The supports con-
form to. the exact contour of the
foot in' every position—not only
bringing you instant comfort, but
strengthening the foot muscles with
every step you take.

Yet, no matter how sore or aching your feet i

be, the pain is relieved almost instantly by
sensational new scientific discovery. V b . !

cause this new device at once raises tie fiart

arches to their normal position, immediately re-

lieving the unnatural pressure and fricnon. that is

causing your foot misery, and bringing j c i glori-

ous foot comfort. The immediate relief from
pain should actually amaze you ! Furthermore,
this new device strengthens your arch muscles
with every step you take—so that tiny be

strong and well again, and no further treatment
is necessary

!

How New Invention Works
The old way of treating fallen arch./s was to

use rigid metal props, cumbersorn.: straps,
bandages, or ugly looking specially built slice;.

But instead of strengthening the arches, these
old-fashioned methods in many cases actually
weakened them. They did not permit the foot
muscles to get exercise, and as a result the
arches flattened out again the moment 'cbese un-
natural appliances were removed.
But this new invention, which can be SB]

into any style shoe is entirely differen I

called the Airflex Arch Support, and is is
form of a light and springy pad, scienti • a

formed to the natural arch of the foot. Each pair
is made of specially compound-
ed Bussian Sponge Rubber

—

one of the most resiliea

rials known—and to mo
rubber even more sprin

actually surcharge
a i r. They are so lir

flexible (as you can set :

little picture on this pa.

were it not for the
buoyancy and comfor
bring, you would neve.,

aware of their presence.

As you walk on them—and
it is like walking on layers of

air—this springy rubber exerts

a marvelously gentle and even

pressure at all points. This

instantly raises the fallen

arches to their proper posi-

tion and automatically adjusts

the displaced arch bones. At
the same time, as this light

spring-rubber yields to your

weight it reproduces exactly

the natural spring of your

arch ! Its constant compres-

sion and expansion at every

step massages, exercises and

strengthens the muscles In a nature
sickly bringing back their old-tinii -

l ' -ength.

Results Positively Guara__.

With this new kind of arch suppoi r<

-.ally evident instantly! Note how
n disappears. Note how they give

ney—a new sprightliness. With t

k or stand all day—without feeling 'h' least bit

f fatigue. But best of all, these results

I by exercising and strengthening
muscles, the arches are again made st

.

is, and no further treatment is n
" 7 Airflex Arch Supports are positively gi

i«h all pain and build up the arche —i
. ng them you are not more than delighted wit'

they cost you nothing.

SEND NO MONEY
Don't send a cent in advance. Sim]

on, being sure to give the exact size :

at nstructed below. Don't hesitate to

for every day we are fitting hundr
In spite of the fact that these suppc

sold for $5.00—when the postm;

tc you, just pay him the amazingly Ion

(plus few cents postage) in full pa
< supports into your shoes. Walk <

3U are not amazed at the wonde
comfort they bring. Try them five d

ire not pleased in every way with
for vou, simply return them and your

-stant'ly—and gladly—refunded witho

s special low price of only §1.95 is

rt time only and may never be off

-fr. /yM )T%nn today—now—and say
" lains foreve.. Tbon pson-'.larlnw C *~t

. 43 West 13th Street, New \otk,

V PRICE JNTRODUaORYJJFFKK i

THOMPSON-BARI PI

Dept. A

43 West xv,

New York

way.
re»'J -

tbem
only
3Up
See
and

;n if

have

If not sure of shoe
size, stand on piece
of paper and trace
outline of stock-
inged foot. Hold
-pencil upright. En-
close tbis with
coupon.

Send me at your ris -e proper
pair of your ne\ _j.rflex Arch
Supports. I will pay the post-
man only $1.95, plus the few cents
postage, in full payment. It is

fully understood, however, that if

I am not delighted after . five days'
trial, I may return them and you
agree to refund my money without
question.

Name.

Address ,

City State

Men's

Size of Shoe Width Women's

>ll
1
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M. Elk Harris

BEFORE Photo by Melbourne Spurr AFTER Photo by Melbourne Spurr

Photographs by Melbourne Spurr, Hollywood, who wishes

to say that if there is any doubt as to the genuineness of

the above photographs, refer anyone to him and he will

show them the negatives. MELBOURNE SPURR
6040 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, California

April 14th., 1923.

Apt. 101,

718 South Alvarado St.,

Los Angeles, California.

To Whom It May Concern :-

This is a word of encouragement and advice to my fellowmen who look in the mirror and find that

Father Time has brushed his not too tender fingers across their faces and left those telltale lines

and shadows.

My mirror looked back at me and my heart sank, but not for long, for I had heard that wrinkles

could be removed so I began to investigate the different methods I saw advertised.

I interviewed several operators and saw many of their patients but M. Ella Harris at 1531 N.

Bronson Ave., Hollywood, California proved to me beyond a doubt, that she could positively

remove wrinkles and all blemishes. She showed me a number of people treated, perhaps only

on one side, others completely rejuvenated, with their pictures taken before which proved to

me that SHE WILL SET YOU BACK TWENTY YEARS.
But the one whose face showed the most marvelous effects of M. Ella Harris* treatment, was Miss

Irene Hobson, actress, and after seeing her who had been kept beautiful by M. Ella Harris for

seventeen years, and still retained the smooth contour and unwrinkled skin of youth, I WAS
COMPLETELY CONVINCED.
M. Ella Harris treated my face about two months ago and I am entirely satisfied and received much
more benefit than I had hoped. The mental effects have made me more happy as looking well

makes one more agreeable to their friends. I will be glad to tell anyone who wishes to learn more
of this method. Yours truly,

(Address) Mrs. M. Steele,

Apt. 101, 718 South Alvarado St., Los Angeles, California.

M. ELLA HARRIS
Also manufactures a splendid home treatment consisting of "Marvel Skin Tightener," "Special Double Astringent" and
"Bleach Cream" which separately sells for $7.00 but which will be mailed upon receipt of $5.00, with full directions complete.

M. ELLA HARRIS,
1531 N. Bronson Ave., Dept. S,

Hollywood, California.

Enclosed please find $5.00 for which send me
your special home beauty treatment.

Name
Address

City State

" They Whiten and Tighten the Skin
Wrinkles Disappear

SEND $5.00 FOR THIS HOME BEAUTY TREATMENT TODAY

M. ELLA HARRIS
1531 NORTH BRONSON AVE.

HOLLYWOOD, CAL. Call 2-4 P. M. PHONE HOLLY 2170
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The Spirit Lover

{Continued from page 23)

acknowledge the possession of souls and
their duty to them and to the world.

A star will talk of her beliefs on
marriage, her convictions regarding

Freud and the mother-in-law complex,

her matured beliefs on the Einstein

theory, and her personal reaction to

Ring Lardner's brand of humor, but

if she has a religion she keeps it pretty

tightly locked up in the box marked
"strictly private". And who can blame

her? Being interviewed on one's soul

would be a most embarrassing thing,

and the chances for being misquoted

would be far too great.

But in the course of conversation

along other lines I have had the good
fortune to find a few rare pearls of

spiritual belief. That the public may
not condemn Hollywood utterly as a

place where spirituality is the unknown
quantity, I am passing a few of them
on.

Betty Compson is surrounded by in-

fluences which do not make it any
easier for her to develop the spiritual

side of her nature. Her mother is a

Catholic, and her sweetheart, Walter

Morosco, does not sympathize with her

at all in her seeking after soul truths.

Most people who are told that Betty

is a spiritualist shrug and laugh, believ-

ing it is a new "publicity dodge", but

it most emphatically is not. It is the

one thing Betty has kept personal and

free of the taint of publicity. Her long

discussion of her beliefs in spiritualism

and reincarnation were with me as a

friend, not as a magazine writer. And
I do not feel that I have violated that

confidence, since my own beliefs coin-

cide with many of hers, and since I

have the highest respect for the side of

her nature which she revealed.

Betty is a psychic. She says she has

been psychic ever since she can remem-
ber. Her mother allowed her almost

no playmates, for she was so afraid the

child's mind or body would become
contaminated. Incidentally, Betty had
none of the childish diseases until she

was grown, and then she nearly died

of them. She had measles when she was
making her first Paramount picture

!

But having no playmates of flesh and
blood made little difference to Betty.

She had spirit playmates, she vows, and
one of them was charmingly named
Delphene.

"I remember that I always felt like

a fairy playing with fairy children,

whom I could see but whom no one
else noticed. I used to think it strange

that mother could not see them."

Betty's first communication with a

departed spirit came after the death of

(Continued on page 101)

Your Freckles
will vanish, giving you a clear, white
skin, or we will refund your money.

Quickly and surely Stillman's Freckle Cream removes your freckles.
It whitens the skin and brings out that peaches and cream complex-
ion which all admire. No bother—simply apply it before going to
bed each night. Two sizes, 50cand$l at all druggists. Be sure to ask for

Stillman's Freckle Cream
Brings back that roseleaf complexion

This famous cosmetic is not new—not untried. For 33 years it has been wel-comed the world over. Thousands of girls have written us expressing their
satisfaction. So certain are the results when directions are followed that we
guarantee you to be pleased—or we will refund your money Write today
for our new booklet 'Beauty Parlor Secrets." Gives information about make-up
and skm treatments that only specialists and actresses know. With it we send our
free perfume offer. Writetoday. The Stillman Co., 60 Rosemary Lane Aurora 111

Write for "Beauty
Parlor Secrets"
AND FREE PERFUME OFFER

The Stillman Co., 60 Rosemary Lane, Aurora, 111.

Please send me "Beauty Parlor Secrets" and
free perfume offer.

Name

Address

EASY NOW TO REDUCE ANKLES
Slvm. dainty

yours. No
no massage.

ankles easily and quickly
uncomfortable binding,
Results Guaranteed or
No Pay.

No one need longer suffer the embarrassment of fat,

ugly ankles and calves. The Marquette Ankle Reducer,
now offered to women for the first time, is the successful
result of experiment by scientists during the past several
years. It has been proven the one sure way to reduce
ankles to dainty, appealing shape.

The Marquette Ankle Reducer can be worn without de-
tection even with silk stockings. It covers the ankle like a
stocking and extends several inches upward. Can be worn
any time, any place. Relieves all strain in muscles and ten-
dons. Immediately gives graceful, charming contour to
ankle. No hooks or laces, simply slips on.

Pretty ankles are one of woman's chief charms. Yours
can be quickly and easily reduced to attractive "slimness.
1 he

_
Marquette is guaranteed to do this or it costs you

nothing.

Send no Money—Use Coupon

Marquette Laboratories,
1401 W. 72nd Place, Dept. 102
Chicago, Illinois.

Please send me one pair Marquette Ankle Reducers.
Size of my ankle is in. Size of calf is

in. When package arrives, I will pay postman $2.50
and postage, with the understanding that I am to re-

ceive my money back if not satisfied with results.

Name

Address

City and State
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THENUDE INART
by Albert Arthur Allen

The directand/orce/w/hand-

ling ofthis original collection

of "Alo Studies" reflects the

life work of Albert Arthur

Allen, one ofAmerica's fore-

most pictorialists.

Thirty-two photographic

studiesfromlife,depictmodels

of the highest type of femi-

nine beauty in typical Cali-

fornia settings. Bound in art

paper. Frontispiece in color.

For the art lover, the con-

noiseur of art, the art student

and the professional artist.

Order at once, as the edition

is limited.

PRICE, £1.00

ALLEN ART STUDIOS
4105 Broadway - Oakland, California

U. S. A.

SONG WRITING
At last! A Self-Instruction Course in Modern Popular Song Writ-

ing-words, music, arranging, marketing. A developing course; 133~ f ,, ,1 instruction, from first simple elements to complete song

Bunding and „!«..«•: 38.000 words. Wny PAY for a melody? Write

your own FREE Learn melody source, song structure, the Law of

fvric Writing Titlc-B Ideas, Revision, Commercial Arranging, Pro-

mpt ng The secret of writing a real nit Hundreds of Models, Pat.

terns. Forms, Spacers, Fillers, Breaks, Endings, Etc. Write today

for details.

WATERMAN SCHOOL, 274 Talt Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

GOITRE REDUCED
IN 30 DATS

So confident is L. H. Carver, 411 Jenkms
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.,thathis wonderful new
treatment willreduce any Goitre.nomatterhow
large, in one month or less that he offers a

30-day free trial to introduce it to a million

people. If you are a sufferer write at once

before this introductory offer is withdrawn.

SCREENLAND

CL. An Extra Girl Tells You the Truth About Hollywood—

Fool's Gold

{Continued from page 55)

dollar or so each.

I have really decided that money is

a community commodity, just like food,

air and water. I'd never refuse anyone

food, air or water, if I had them and

they didn't. I feel the same about

money. If ever I possess any, whoever

needs it can have it.

My Oriental servant job came and

went. I worked only three days, and

earned thirty dollars instead of my
promised hundred and fifty. I had to

smear on a lot of brown makeup and

drape yards and yards of cheese cloth

about my body. Round and round it

went until I was nearly completely

covered. The "nearly" represents the

strangest part of my anatomy, my
stomach. Why the Orientals bandage

themselves so tightly, but leave poor

bare "tummies" to buffet the winds is

beyond me. But just to show you how

blithe one can be in any and all circum-

stances, I must admit that when in New
York I felt indecent if my ears showed,

now I find myself going about the

studios of Hollywood, bare stomached,

but positively blushless.

A Hostage to Fortune

IP
Oct. 15, 1921.

JPive, one, seven counts up to thir-

teen, but it's been the luckiest number

in my life since I've been "fighting the

films". It is the address of the best

pawn broker in Los Angeles, and I feel

lonely if I don't see my little man's

smiling face every week or so.

The other day I was walking with

a distinguished Shakespearian actor

who knew me in New York in palmier

days. Coming toward me I recognized

a familiar face. Now as I had never

before chanced to see my pawn broker

outside his shop, I was delighted. My
greeting was cordial and heartfelt. He

bowed a smiling response. The dis-

tinguished actor, turning to me in some

surprise said:

D. A.—Who is your opulent friend?

Me.—He is my "life saver".

D. A.—Oh, I suppose you frequent

the beaches together?

Me.—Yes, we play a game, a deep

sea game. I swim out as far as

I can. He stays on shore and holds

firmly to one end of the life-line.

I sport with the waves, buffet them

a bit, you understand, and the:a,

just as I see a big green comber

rolling over my head, I manage

to grasp the other end of his life-

line, and he pulls me safe v 4
shore.

D. A.—Good gracious, child! That

sounds a bit dangerous.

Me.—Oh, no, not at all. It's merely

piquant and colorful and gives me
a zest for living.

Of course I try not to lie deliberately

about this little man who helps me so

much, but I do have the most awful

time with my various pieces of jewelry.

One friend gave me a rather handsome

bracelet. She's a family friend, and

doesn't understand "picture poverty",

or "actress appetites" at all, and I have

passed the stage where I try to make

"fire-side females" see the point of view

of "free flaming flappers". So I keep

quiet, and let her think what she wants

about me.

However, the bracelet she gave me
plays a big part in my life. I pawn

it for fifteen dollars, pay a week's j

board, and have a bit left. Then, like

a bolt from the blue, she'll wire me
she's coming to visit me for a week.

I dash madly about, try to get two

days' extra work, or touch every frienc'

I have, to borrow enough to take out

the bracelet from "517". Then the da}

after her visit is over, back goes thf

bracelet.

In And Out of Hock

mong all my treasures that go in

and out of pawn, this certainly gives

me the most anxiety.

There is one thing at least that this

frequent occurrence has taught me. I

know when I get to be a star, and

become interested in potential great

ones, I'll bestow upon them, instead of

chocolates and perfume, only genuinely

pawnable articles, and I'll enclose a

card:

"There is no string to this gift. You

need not feel you have to wear it every

time you see me. In fact, I care not

whether I ever see it again."

I know lots of people who rush to

their trunks and haul out photographs

of relatives they hate, just because

those relatives are coming out to the

Coast. They think they have to, poor

things.

People seem to think you should wear

their presents, because they gave them

to you. Seems so queer and senti-

mental. Now, truly, I feel better, lighter

in every way, with my things in 51/ .

My opulent-looking friend takes ex-
J

cellent care of them. I trust him im-
|

plicitly. It's a great relief, to have
^

a pawn broker you can trust, for 1

once lost one of my most precious and i

//
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valued possessions in a pawn shop.

When I went to the Police, and asked

them whom they could recommend,

without any hesitation I was advised

"517". I suppose they had had ex-

perience too.

My Prospects Look Bright

]13 ut the day will come, I suppose,

when I'll have them all with me again

—my rings and Italian cameo, my three

pins and two bracelets, and five watches

—not that they run, but they are all

gifts from loving friends. It looks

suspiciously as if the day were coming

very soon. I've been promised a pic-

ture job, with a new company going

to Mexico. It seems almost settled. I

am to do the vamp. A new Company,

looking for new talent,—that's me.

They have plenty of money, and so

far, even with both eyes open, it cer-

tainly looks all right. One hundred and

fifty dollars a week!

Then they have promised me such a

nice part at the Fine Art Studio.

Nothing for weeks and suddenly two

corking parts to choose from. Pictures

are certainly "picking up". So many

new companies are forming. I really

dare let myself feel happy and confident

tonight.*****
A week later.

Both jobs have petered out. Let

this be graven on my tombstone:

"Jobs spring eternal in the Extra

Girl's mind,

Jobs never are, but some day one

she'll find.

Assisting Mr. 517 o'er Heavens

gate to climb.

The angels will all welcome him,

The dear God good and kind

Will place upon our Extra's head

the starry crown she pined."

(To be Continued)

Continued Next Month

Next Month: The little extra girl

learns how bathing beauties earn their

salaries; she discovers how a silk

sweater can help that hungry feeling;

what young extra girls ought to know

is demonstrated forcibly to her; she

tells how a bent pin brought her a con-

tract and how she learned of a new use

for castor oil. Don't miss the third

installment of this amazingly human

story of an extra girl, in SCREEN-

LAND for September, ready August

first.
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FAT REDUCING CREAM
REDUCE

No Dieting! No Drugs! No Ex-
ercises necessary! Melt away
your fat as if by magic.
Dainty-Form takes off fat just

where you want to lose it. You
can eat anything you please.

Used by prominent stage and
screen stars. On sale at leading

drug and department stores or sent
postpaid in plain wrapper, on re-

ceipt of money order. $2.00 the

jar; double size $3.50.

Dainty-Form Co., Inc.
Dept. S, 15 West 34th St.

New York City.

KING TUT FACE POWDER
LIGHT and DARK SHADES

Latest Fad in Hollywood
King Tut Face Powder is all the rage in the

movie as well as the society world.

Miss Estelle Taylor, one of the foremost leading

movie stars and featured in "Bavu" says:— "I

heartily recommend King Tut Face Powder as be-

ing wonderfully effective for giving that Egyptian

Tint. It is unusually becoming."

With the Light and Dark Shades one has a pow-
der suitable to any skin.

Send fifty cents to-day for an introductory box
of King Tut Face Powder and specify whether

Light or Dark Shade.

YE RUB SHOPPE
621 W. 8th STREET LOS ANGELES, CAL.

JUST THE THING FOR YOUR DEN ! ? !

Snappy French Colored Drawings just imported. Postcard and larger

sizes—Something entirely new!!! Must be seen to be appreciated.

Postcard size 20 for $1.00—40 for $2.00—60 for $3.00—All
different subjects.

ARS MINIMA GALLERIES, Department I

63 Washington, Square Greenwich Village, N. Y. C.

UNLUCKY?
Then wear this Mystic
Serpent. Replica of
Ancient Hindu charm
against evil spirits
sickness, spells, and

symbol of GOOD LUCK in love, busi-
ness, games. Heavy, weird and start-

ling. Genuine 14-Karat gold shell. 3
year guarantee. Men and Women.
Secret "formula for luck" FREE.

Send measure (string tied around fin-

ger.) ANLI P. BABA, Box 55, 116
Str. Sta., New York. Fay $2.27 and
postage to postman on delivery.

HOW TO
BANISH THEM

A simple, safe home
treatment— 16 years'
success in my practice.
Moles (also BIG growths)
dry up. Write for free book-
let giving full particulars.

WM. DAVIS. MO.
129-H Grove Ave. Woodbridge, N. J*

DON'T FORGET to see

the new SEPTEMBER
cover shown on Page 8

Practical information all sex matters.

Send 10c today, stamps or« a.
coin, for remarkable illustra- I I It

^ ^ ~_ ~„ ted catalog. Nothing else J.UBOOK Slike it in this country.

Dept. 206, Counsel Service, 257W.7IstSt.,rV.Y.

SEX
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GOLD PLATE, $1.50
(See Cut)

NICKEL PLATE, $1.00

Conn instruments
. are easiest to play and
highest quality, say the
world's greatest artists.
Write now for Free Book
and detailsof FREE TRIAL;
EASY PAYMENTS on any
band instrument.
C G. CONN LTD.

784 Conn Bldg.
Elkhart, Ind.

OBXKiSTRA J NSTRUMZNTJ

SEX EXPLAINED/
SEX TRUTH AT LAST. Dr. Cowan's
book answers In plain, understandable
language all you want to know.

"The SCIENCE OF A NEW LIFE"
TELLS ABOUT: The Sex Anneal

— Choosing a Mate — Blissful Marriage — HOW
BABIES ARE CONCEIVED AND BORN—What to

Avoid—Twilight Sleep—etc. 408 pages (illustrated).

THIS BOOK IS NOT FOR CHILDREN. Sneolal edition of

thin la.OO book «ent po»to«H for $2.00 <C. O. D. lOn extra)

0C1LVIE PUB CO., 57 Rose Si Deot. fi3 New York Cily

SEXUAL—LOVE,AND LIFE/

Film Fanatics
(Continued from page 39)

HowtoBeautifyYour
Eyes in One Minute

Just a wee touch of "MAYBELLINE" and your eyebrows
and lashes will appear naturally dark, long and luxurious.
Instantly and unfailingly the eyes appear larger, deeper and
more brilliant. The remarkable improvement in your Deauty
and expression will astonish and delight you. "MAYBELL-
INE" is different from other preparations, that is why it
is the largest selling eyelash beautifier in the world. It will
not spread and smear on the face or make the lashes stiff.
Each dainty box contains brush and mirror. Two shades.
Brown for Blonds, Black for Brunettes. Purchase a box of
MAYBELLINE", use it once and you will never be with-

out it again. 75c at your dealer's or direct from us, post-
paid. Accept only genuine "MAYBELLINE" and your
satisfaction is assured. Tear out this ad now as a reminder.

MAYBELLINE CO., 4750-98 Sheridan Roai, CHICAGO

YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in

SOFT mellow tone WITHOUT
SCRATCH AND SURFACE

NOISES
by using a

DEFLEXOGRAPH
FITS ANY PHONOGRAPH
(or Victrola) using steel
needles. Play after hours.
Will not disturb. Deflexo-
graph attaches to needle

holder. Filters
sound oscilla-
tions. Prevents
scratch and sur-
face noises enter-
ing sound box.
Nometallicnoises.

VANT0NEC0.
Dept. S,

110 W. 15th St.,

New York, N.Y.

soul mate was "on the other side."

Marie Prevost had a most annoying
encounter with a movie maniac of the

worst kind. She said that a crank was
constantly calling her up on the tele-

phone and writing salacious letters. It

got on her nerves fearfully. Finally

the man was located and jailed.

Bebe's Persecutors.

ebe Daniels has been the object of

the persecutions of more "nuts" than
any other actress.

A youth entered Bebe's home not long
ago, and told her mother that he would
kill the actress or divulge some secret

of her life if she did not pay him. He
was turned over to the authorities and
was pronounced a dope fiend.

Barbara LaMarr claims as her wildest

nut fan a man who really lives on nuts

and works at the Battle Creek sani-

tarium. This chap is terribly concerned

about Barbara's diet. Every time he

sees her play a scene in which she is

eating, he writes and tells her what she

.should have been consuming at that

moment.

Helen Must Be Saved!

H elen Ferguson has a most con-

sciencious movie maniac. He writes her

regularly, telling her she must be con-

verted. "I want to save you from
yourself !" he tells her. However, he
can't do it by absent treatment, appar-

ently.

May Allison's movie maniac was
perhaps the most virulent of all. He
came down from the north, he said, to

marry her. He sent her telegrams and

letters every day, and she was very

much worried and frightened about it.

Finally, he was put in jail for annoying

her. She thought she had heard the

last of him, when one day the Santa

Ana jail officials declared they had a

man down there who claimed to be

May Allison's husband. Miss Allison

journeyed down to satisfy her curiosity.

He turned out to be the same man who
had annoyed her so at the Metro studio.

An Age-old Flame of Alice Terry's!

eautiful Alice Terry seems to

have escaped the nuts pretty well. How-
ever, there is one man who writes her

frequently, insisting that he knew her

and loved her in a former incarnation

and who tells her cheerily that she will

never be happy until she divorces Rex
Ingram and marries him !

Tito Valentino is the assumed name
of an ardent admirer of Rodolf Valen-

tino. The youth claims to be a brother

of Valentino's, but Rudie disclaims him.

They Take Star-Roles Seriously

T he movie maniac's disorder takes

different forms. Bertram Grassby
played the role of a crystal-gazer in

For the Defense. Later, he heard from
crystal-gazing fans all over the country
who thought he really could read the

translucent globe and asking that he
tell their fortunes. One morning
Grassby got a call on the telephone.

The voice that came over the wire was
that of a woman from a small town in

the middle west, who had actually

journeyed all the way to California to

see the actor. She said the spirits had
come to her and urged her to a reading

from Grassby. Grassby declared that

his real fortune-telling powers extended
only to reading teacup grounds and
very little of that ! But he had a hard
time convincing her.

An Irish boy in Birmingham, En-
gland, writes constantly to Matt Moore,
begging him to give up acting and
espouse the Sinn Fein cause.

"I don't know whether it's because he
thinks that as an actor I'm a good
fighter, or what," explained Moore.
"He also declares that we three boys,

Tom, Owen and myself, are not

brothers, but that we are just pretend-

ing for the sake of the publicity. He
says he is sure that Owen is an
Italian

!"

Bill Hart Was Lady-Killer

'ill Hart has always been the idol

of the misunderstood wives and disap-

pointed spinsters. His sister says more
than once she has found women sitting

on Bill's doorstep. Bill was their ideal

of manhood, they all said.

But it wasn't middle-aged women
done who were crazy about Hart. Two
young girls arrived at his studio one

morning. They were from Seattle and

had walked all the way to see him

!

Both made no bones of that fact that

they were ardently in love with him.

Yet there seemed to be no jealousy be-

tween them. He* gave them a good

talking-to, and they went away.

Little Jackie Coogan has a train of

movie maniacs on his trail. Most of

these have schemes for him to invest

his money in—everything from oil wells

to Colonel Seller's bright idea of

bottling sunshine to send to the North

Pole.

Worst of all, there is the mother of

a beautiful little girl who wants her

child affianced to Jackie! She thinks

the arrangement would be fine ! Of
course, they wouldn't be married until

they were of age, but wouldn't it be

nice to have everything all settled

!
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I Confess
{Continued from page 66)

live stock were burned and the sur-

rounding forests caught fire. Our
company was hemmed in with no

chance for escape. Forest rangers and

actors dug trenches madly and fought

the blaze to save our lives and to pre-

vent a ravaging forest fire from sweep-

ing across the mountains.

It was a corking news story, and I

got it down the valley over long dis-

tance before the line was cut off. Sev-

eral Los Angeles papers believed the

story and printed it, but the largest

paper in town, suspicious of press

agents, never printed a line of it. Later,

when they found that I had told them

the truth, it was easy to land all sorts

of other news in their columns, for

they admitted a new confidence in our

publicity department.

They Spilled the Beans

nd then, two years ago, just when

the news dailies were beginning to ad-

mit that perhaps the truth might be in

the press agents, one of our tribe

turned a trick that blew up all the

bridges the rest of us had laboriously

spanned over the valley of deceit.

Every paper in the United States bit

on the story concerning the woman
film star who had been seized by ban-

dits while horseback-riding alone in

the Hollywood hills. Some five hun-

dred local business men deserted their

desks to search the hills for the girl

and her supposed abductors. Charlie

Chaplin offered a large sum of money
for her safe return. Two days later,

the star was found in a fainting con-

dition near the doorstep of a hillside

cottage. Her hair wasn't even mussed.

It was quite a mystery how she got

there, as the hills had been combed

again and again by the searchers. She

said she had been wandering in a dazed

condition. Then a rumor crept out

that a house party was being held a lit-

tle way up the valley, and that the star

had been secreted there. The papers

concluded that they had made asses of

themselves in print and wouldn't do so

again. It took a long time for other

press agents to repair that damage.

Is Charlie Spoofing Us?

E ven now, the papers admit they

are occasionally hoodwinked. Until

Charlie Chaplin and Pola Negri are

actually married, the news sheets are

going to wonder if they have been

spinning a charming but fictitious ro-

mance.

One occasion that caused chagrin not

only to the press but to members of the

company happened not long ago. A

the ENEMY that is shortening Your life

BANISHED!
BY DISSOLVING THE YEAST CELLS THAT MAKE
AN ALCOHOL DISTILLERY OF YOUR STOMACH

p The fat in your body is caused
^by a simple chemical process.
Yeast cells in your stomach
combine with starch and sugar and form
ALCOHOL. When alcohol gets in the blood,
fatty tissue is made instead of healthy, lean
muscle. Fat people, even though they be
TOTAL ABSTAINERS have four billion
yeast cells (or more) in their stomachs— enough to make 4
ounces of alcohol a day. Destroy this excess of yeast cells and
you immediately destroy Fat at its source

!

NO DIET-NOBATHS-NO EXERCISE/
on the body. Neutroids are personally guar-
anteed by R. Lincoln Graham, M. D., to ac-
complish satisfactory reducing results and,
furthermore, they are guaranteed to contain
no thyroid extract, no harmful laxatives, no
dangerous, habit -forming drugs. Don't
bother with dieting, baths or exercise when
Neutroids will accomplish better results
with no inconvenience.

Dr. R. L. Graham's marvelous pre-
scription, known as NEUTROIDS,
destroys the yeast cells, stops alco-
holization and reduces fat. No bother or in-
convenience; can be carried invest pocket
or hand bag. Neutroids are composed of
harmless ingredients that act only on the
yeast cells that makeyou fat and not directly

tM> tMT PERSONAL MAIL CONSULTING
r \SJL>VL* SERVICE-by Dr. Graham's Staff

R. Lincoln Graham, M. D., discoverer of the mar-
velous prescription known as Neutroids, although a
practising physician, has finally been prevailed upon
to offer his priceless remedy to thepublic. He insists,

however, that Neutroids must be only a PART of
his fat-reducing service. You are to write him fully
and confidentially. Dr. Graham, or a member of his
staff at his New York sanitarium will give careful
attention to your inquiries and write you a personal letter of advice
Neutroids may use this service.

SEND NO MONEY-SEND ONLY THIS COUPON
Fill in and mail thiscoupon only, to my sanitarium. I will send you two full weeks' treatment
of fat-reducing Neutroids. Pay the postman only $2 (a small portion of my regular consult-
ing fee) plus 15 cents postage. If the treatment does not effect a satisfactory reduction, re-
turn the empty box and I will refund your money. (Signed) R. Lincoln Graham, M. D.

Dr. R. Lincoln Graham, care of The Graham Sanitarium, Inc., 123 East 89th St., Dept.120,
New York City:—Send me 2 weeks' treatment of Neutroids which entitles me to free profes-

sional mail consulting service and free booklet on Obesity. I will pay postman $2 (plus 15c
postage) on arrival of the Neutroids in plain package. I understand my money will be re-

funded if I do not get a satisfactory reduction from this 2 weeks' treatment.

SKETCH VISUALIZES MARVELOUS
REDUCTION IN STOMACH YEAST
CELLSAFTER ONLVONETREATMENT

Anyone ordering

Name Age....

Address - Weight.

.Sex.

\from Sunny Cd^rma,
A delicious can of nature's own food containing nuts, sun-

kissed raisins and olives sweetened with California honey.

TASTY HEALTHFUL
Mailed postpaid for One Dollar

MORE LIFE FOOD MANUFACTURING CO.

823-24 Loew's State BIdg. Lo« Angeles, Calif.
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KILRUTE CO.

WORLD GOES WILD

over "KILRUTE" a new scientific discovery

which not only instantly removes superfluous hair

but really works to melt and destroy the endocrine

glands upon the secretion of which hair growth

is dependent. (The deficiency of this gland secre-

tion is the cause of baldness.) KILRUTE works

directly upon these glands where ever applied and

thus ends the hair growth.

KILRUTE Hair Destroyer consists of a powder

and liquid, both applied directly to the skin with

the hands. It is absolutely harmless, can even be

left on over night or powdered over and forgotten

and is a wonderful skin softener and beautifier.

"KILRUTE" IS AS EFFECTIVE FOR MEN
AS FOR WOMEN

A guarantee to refund your money, if unsatis-

factory, is enclosed in every package. Be careful

of any hair destroyer which does not give a

money back guarantee, if dissatisfied.

PLEASE do not confuse KILRUTE with any
thing heretofore on the market as there is abso-

lutely nothing like it. Chemists and druggists

the world .ver will agree with us on this, so do

not be tmsied.

Do not suffer the annoyance and humiliation of

superfluous hair a day longer than you have to.

Give KILRUTE a chance at this special low

introductory price and learn the reason why smart

discriminating people of society and the stage

WHO KNOW have discarded former methods for

KILRUTE. You'll eventually have to come to

KILRUTE anyhow,—so why not now?

KILRUTE will.be sent C. O. D. or sold direct.

Price $5.00 plus a few cents postage. FREE
DEMONSTRATION or full charge treatment at

address below.

Owing to postal regulation, post office money
orders must accompany all foreign orders.

KILRUTE COMPANY
Dept. 3

247 West 72nd Street

New York City

NOTE: News of the wonderful work of KIL-
RUTE has caused such an overwhelming de-

mand that we are obliged to discontinue send-

ing out free trial samples, but we shall be

happy to give FREE DEMONSTRATION or

full treatment with charge at above address.

press agent wrote up a fictitious catas-

trophe supposedly happening to a com-
pany on location in another state. He
stated that the camera man, certain

actors and the director were seriously

injured. Wives and sisters of the

men, not knowing that the story was
utterly without foundation, suffered a
sleepless night at the telegraph station,

trying to find out i f their loved ones
were seriously hurt. When they
learned it was all a hoax, the things

they said about the p. a. must have
blistered his ears.

Thanksgiving cover.

Claire Windsor is always charming
when we ask her to pose. No matter
how tired she may be, she will cheer-
fully change half a dozen frocks in

order to give us new fashion pictures.

On Sundays, our photographer may go
to her home and shoot pictures of her-
self and her little boy. She helps us
think up new stories about herself
which may interest the public. She
has sense enough to know that her co-
operation helps with her own advance-
ment in her work.

Press Agents are Goats

Though the press agent occasionally

causes trouble for someone else, he gets
a lot of it himself. Because we are
neither scenery, camera nor players,

studio folk have always felt that we
are not highly important in the making
of a picture. We are the goats.

Some stars seem to enjoy having us

run after them, begging them to pose
for stills for the magazines, and giving

us the smallest measure of co-operation.

Then some morning, when the

breakfast eggs don't digest well, the

star goes to the office of the production

manager and presently we press agents

hear the words, "My contract says. . .
."

and "more publicity . . . ." through the

open window. Then we pull in our
belts, anticipating trouble, take a little

card from our desk and trot over to the

production manager's office. Our little

card gives the dates and number of
times the star has broken her appoint-

ment with our camera man and publicity

department. We show him just how
much valuable time and publicity she

has destroyed by being "too busy"
when we needed her temperamental
self.

Helene Chadwick mentioned in her

suit against the Goldwyn company that

she didn't get as much publicity as

other stars, especially Claire Windsor.
Helene is a good actress, but she's

darned hard to publicize. In fact, she

snubs the publicity department. I re-

member one instance in particular.

Through my personal friendship with

a magazine editor, I managed to induce

him to use a reproduction of an oil

painting of Helene for the front cover

of their Thanksgiving number. The
magazine has thousands of readers and
it meant a big scoop for our company.

We secured a splendid artist for posing

her. Do you think she would sit for

the painting? I should say not. She
had something else to do that day.

I was so disappointed and so deter-

mined to take advantage of this rare

opportunity to land the cover, that I

posed Naomi Childers, who was then

less famous than she is now. The edi-

tor liked the picture and used it on the

Swamped with Publicity

T here is rather an odd story told

about Claire. Two years ago, before
her rapid growth or popularity had be-
gun, she was completely in the dark on
all matters of publicity. That is, she
subscribed to no clipping bureau and
therefore did not receive copies of the
press notices published about her in the

papers and magazines.

At my suggestion, she enlisted the
services of two of the largest clipping

bureaus in this country. The charge
made by them is five cents for every
clipping sent in and this sum seemed
very small at the time.

Two months later, Miss Windsor
was rumored engaged to Charlie

Chaplin and the newspapers all over
the country began to print her picture
and his. Clippings from all over the
United States began to pour in on her
and within a week's time the floor was
knee deep with them. Her bill ran to

$175.00 that month and since that she
has been obliged to limit tier clipping

order in quantity and scope.

He Didn't Believe in Publicity

.A. certain director told me he didn't

believe in publicity—that the perfec-

tion of the motion pictures that he
made was enough advertisement for

his august self. We let him suffer in

bleak oblivion after that remark, and it

wasn't long before the board of direc-

tors of the studio, hearing nothing

about him, began to think he wasn't

important enough' for the high class

productions they were trying to make. 1

And when he lost his job, he found

that other studios knew nothing about

him, and he had the greatest difficulty

in advertising his ability by word of,

mouth.

Farrar Knows Value of Public^

Cj eraldine Farrar, who was starred

in pictures a few years ago, was
blessed by every publicity department.

She rehearsed from six to eight every

morning for her forthcoming concert

tour, played in pictures all day, and
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accepted innumerable social engage-
ments. But she always managed to

squeeze in time for interviews and pic-

tures and her appointments were al-

ways kept on time, too.

Lately her matrimonial troubles seem
to be getting on her nerves, however,
for she has publicly insulted inter-

viewers and declared that newspaper
men and publicity had never done any-

thing for her. Without publicity, the

greatest singer in the world would be

as little known as Einstein's theory.

She Got an Interview

N,ot so long ago, we sent a star out

on the road to make personal appear-

ances. The star refused to be inter-

viewed by local newspapermen in some
of the towns she visited. We called

her back to the studio, after learning

the outcome of one of these refusals.

In a large Ohio city, she was particu-

larly curt in her refusal to talk to a
reporter. He determined he wasn't

going back without some kind of a
story, so he went back-stage and stood

behind a piece of scenery, on the look-

out for material. He got it. After
the star had lisped her little "so glad

to know all you folks" and had tripped

off-stage, she spied a vaudeville singer

she had known in the good old days

when both toured the circuits. They
made a supper date. Then when the

star had gone into her dressing-room

to change into street togs, and the

vaudevillian began to undress and don
his make-up, things back stage became
very playful. Somebody squirted a
bottle of vichy, and the film star

thought it would be fun to moisten her

vaudeville friend. She squirted the

vichy through the transom of his door,

and he produced another bottle and
squirted it through her transom, and as

nobody was completely dressed, it made
a lovely story in the local sheet. The
newspaper man called it "My interview

with Veda of the Films" and described

the scene in vivid detail. My type-

writer lost both bolts and screws in my
frantic attempt to kill or cover the

story.

Legal Complications

.nother star got us into legal com-
plications. She signed with a perfume
manufacturer, allowing him the exclu-

sive use of her picture and signature

for three years. That was such easy

money that, unbeknown to us, she also

signed with a facial pack manufacturer
for virtually the same thing. We had
a hectic time persuading the judge that

the little dear didn't know what she was
doing.

Still another star will always pose
for pictures, but he invariably dislikes

Banish Gray Hair
Wm. J. Brandt's Liquid

EAU DE HENNA
Hair Color Restorer

covers the gray and brings back the color

As Natural as Nature
The work done by EAU DE HENNA is truly wonderful.
No one will know that the color of your hair has been" restored.

WM. J. BRANDT'S EAU DE HENNA
Will restore the color to gray, faded, bleached or streaky
hair. It permeates the hair, covers ALL the gray hair; leaves
no streaks or spots. Will cover any gray, no matter how stub-
born, or no matter how caused. Eau de Henna leaves the hair

Soft, Glossy and Natural
Does not give that flat, dead look so common to many restorers.
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dyes have been used. The shades blend in beautifully.
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- Dark Brown, Medium Brown, Light Brown, Blond.

Order through your beauty parlor, or druggist, or direct from us
Postpaid to any part of the United States, $2.50, (C. O. D. $2.60).

For Sale in Los Angeles by Max Factor & Co., 326 South Hill St.

HAIR SPECIALTY CO., Dept. 65 24 East 21st St., New York
Men as well as women can use Eau de Henna to advantage

ANNOUNCEMENT
OF WINNERS

The winner of the $10.00 prize

offered in the June issue of

SCREENLAND for the best answer
to "Which advertisement in this

issue of SCREENLAND appeals to

you most— and why" is

Alice Stevenson,

1818 Emerson Street

Palo Alto, California.

Our heartiest congratulations to

Miss Stevenson for her splendid

letter. We regret that lack of space

prevents our publishing its unusually

clever contents.

WATCH SCREENLAND'S AD-
VERTISING COLUMNS FOR
THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF
NEW CONTESTS!

Only (2.00 down aod 11.00
per week for this platinum

fin. , finest handpierced ARTEX
mg with two French cut blue
_appbires on sides. Guaranteed
full 1 Ct. perfect cut stone of blue
white diamond radiance and beau-
ty. For a flawless diamond of this
cat and size, you would pay, else-
where, upwards of $160. Our
special price only 112.00—and ten

I to par It. Sena for yours now. State whether
ladies' or gents

1

desired, sirine fincer aiie. Our guarantee
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rotecta you. B. ARTEX COMPANY* 1133 Broadway rew York City, N. "

SEXOI OCiY^omp'e*e au*horitative works onuIjAvLVU 1 sexual and psychoanalytic prob-
lems for advanced and professional readers. Send
10c. postage for complete international catalog.
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NAMES OF THE WINNERS OF
THE SCREENLAND TITLE

CONTEST
Will be announced in the Septem-
ber issue of Screenland.

Although this announcement was
scheduled for the August issue, the
judges were unable to complete
their work on account of the tre-

mendous number of titles sub-
mitted.

WATCH FOR THE ANNOUNCE-
MENT

IN THE SEPTEMBER SCREEN-
LAND!

PIMPLES
CAN BE CURED. If yon suffer from pimples, acne,
blackheads, brown spots or eruptions I want to send
too my simple home treatment onder plain wrapper.
It gave me a soft, velvety, smooth and radiant com-
plexion, and eared thousands of men and women, after
everything else failed. Simply send name for generous
10 day, free trial offer of my secret home treatment.

W. H.WARREN, 440 Gray Bid*, Kansas Oty.Mo.

BE AN ARTIST
Comics, Cartoons, Commercial, Newspaper and Magazine Illustrat-
ing, Pastel Crayon Portraits and Fashions. By mail or Local Classes
Easy method. Write for terms and List of successful students'

ASSOCIATED ART STUDIOS, 85-A Flatlron Building, Hmw York
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Tobacco Habit
BANISHED

Let Us Help You

I

No craving for tobacco in -\«|
any form after you begin taking %
Tobacco Redeemer. Don't try to \£
quit the tobacco habit unaided. It's often
a losing fight against heavy odds and may-
mean a serious shock to the nervous sys-

tem. Let us help the tobacco habit to quit
YOU. It will quit you, ifyou will justtake
TobaccoRedeemeraccordingtodirections.
It is marvelouslyquick;thoroughlyreliable.

I

I

I Nota Substitute I

I

I

Tobacco Redeemer contains no habit-

forming drugs of any kind. It is inno sense

a substitute for tobacco. After finishing

the treatmentyouhave absolutelyno desire

to use tobacco again or to continue the use
of the remedy. It makes not a particle of

difference how long you have been using
tobacco, how much you use orinwhat form
you use it—whether you smoke cigars,

cigarettes, pipe, chew plug or fine cut or
use snuff,TobaccoRedeemerwillpositive-

ly remove all craving for tobacco in any
formina very few days. Thisweabsolutely

guarantee ineverycase ormoneyrefunded.
Write today forour free booklet showing

tbedeadlyeffectoftobaccoupon thehuman
system and positive proof that Tobacco
Redeeraerwillquicklyfreeyouofthehabit.

Newell Pbarmacal Company,
Dept. 997 u St. Louis, Mo.

FREE
Book
Containingcomplete storyof

,

the origin and history of that
wonderful instrument—the

Anyone
CanLearn

to Play

SAXOPHONE
Thisbooktells youwhentouseSax-
ophone—singly, in quartettes, in sex-
tettes, or in regularband;how to play
from cello parts in orchestra and many
other things you would like to know.
The Buescher Saxophone is the easiest i

of all wind instruments to play. With
the aid of the first three lessons, which
are sent without charge, the scale can be mastered in

an hour; in a few weeks ycu can be playing popular

music. The Saxophone is the most popular instrument

for Home Entertainment, Church, Lodge or School, or

for Orchestra Dance Music.

Coeif tn naw You may try any Bnescher Saxo-
fcddj IV |iaJ phone,Cornet, Trumpet.Trom-
bone or other Instrument 6 days in your own home. If

satisfied, pay for it by easy payments. Mention instru-

ment interested in when sending for Free Book.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
Makers of Everything in Band and Orchestra Instruments

7290 Buescher Block Elkhart, Ind.

Beauty Culture Course
at HomeEasy to Earn $40

to $75 aWeek
Secrets of beauty parlors revealed. Thirty easy lessons

can make yon expert In all branches, massage, _pscks dyeing,

marcel skin work, manicure, waves, bleach etc. in eight weeko.
Stody & snare time. Earn while yon learn Authorized diploma.

Money back guarantee. 50,000 Opportunities Get FREE book.

ORIENTAL SYSTEM OF BEAUTY CULTURE
Dept. ^Q8 1000 Plversev Blvd. Chicago

LUCK STONES
MYSTERIOUS! STARTLING!
Considered by Egyptians as almost Uncanny in bringing

Good Luck To Wearer. Brought to you from Far Egypt,

cut and polished in our own lapidary, suitable tc[be mounted
in rings, etc., aside from its attributed Power, Very Curious
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C
in'mind that thiB is a genuine stone and na-

ture's handiwork, and worth much more than we ask for it.

Write at once enclosing $1.00 bill or send name and address

and same will be forwarded C. O. D. plus postage to

HUBATKA LAPIDARY
Precioue-Semi-Preciowi Slnnea ./ ,

9 Broad street - - - Elizabeth, N. J.

them when they are done and won't

permit them to be used.

Another likes to go to business men's

banquets, but he makes himself a ninny

by his constant refusal to get up on his

two feet and say a few words. He
simply won't do it.

One of the biggest New York

houses using a combination of pictures

and vaudeville, wanted one of our stars

to appear in person, on the evening her

latest release was to be run there. She

consented at first, but later, having

looked over the vaudeville "bill, she

refused because a certain vaudeville

headliner was surely going to outshine

herself.

HAVE YOU A CHARMING PERSONALITY?

IF NOT, WHY NOT?
Test yourself. Self-revealing chart and Suc-

cess Guide, 10c.

THOMSON-HEYWOOD,
Dept. X, Chronicle Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.

T,

Publicity Made Her

lock our cases. And dozens of editors

of tiny magazines that most people

never heard of, come in for their share

of attention and must be. treated with

the utmost courtesy. One can never

tell when one of these little magazine

editors will suddenly jump into a big

easy editorial chair.

Giving the Big Boss an occasional

dose of pleasing publicity is one of

the hardest jobs on the lot. The pub-

lic doesn't .care a whoop what the

owner of the plant looks like, and the

newspapers care less. I always get

around this difficulty by posing him

with distinguished visitors to the stu-

dio, an admiral, an opera singer, or

perhaps a Japanese diplomat.

We Hide Accidents

here is at least one actress in Hol-

lywood who has been made by publicity.

I don't mean made popular; lots of

actresses have gone through that proc-

ess. This girl has really been made

into a real actress, by a psychological

reaction to publicity.

For a long time we thought this girl

had emotional possibilities. We knew

she could act, if she would only let

herself go. She didn't think so. She

thought she was just a leading lady

who got by because she was pretty.

And so for several years she continued

to be a pretty, pouting girl and that

was all. We knew she believed im-

plicitly in what the critics said. We
took two of these gentlemen into our

confidence, and induced them to write

articles about her potential ability as

an emotional actress. It happened

that they shared in our belief in her,

so they risked their reputation as

"pickers" by heralding her as a real

comer. The girl read the articles,

gained confidence in herself, and is

delighting everybody with her steady

dramatic growth.

Small Fry Want Publicity Too

S tars are not the only difficult souls

the publicity man must handle with

care. All the small fry about the stu-

dio want publicity. Camera men and

scenario writers press the subject.

Every girl who ever did a script wants

as much publicity as June Mathis gets.

Mothers of screen babies are bears

for publicity. When I am absent for

lunch, people who do "bits" come to

the office and swipe stills if we do not

I think about the only guilty deceit

we press agents practice today is an

attempt to hide news of catastrophes.

Aeroplane accidents usually reach the

papers, for they are hard to suppress,

but I know of many instances where a

company has managed to hide the fact

that players were hurt in mob or fire

scenes. The studios have usually paid

generously for hospital expense and

compensation when a player was in-

jured, and the publicity department

has fibbed gallantly in denial of the

affair.

Once a director at a studio where I

was once employed, stole an entire

episode from a current magazine story

and used it in his picture. The author

sued the company and got damages in

court, but we managed to suppress the

story in the papers. Another director

made a whole town hate us. His as-

sistants induced one hundred house-

wives to put smoke pots in their win-

dows when a big fire scene was being

shot. There was sulphur in the smoke

pots and the entire town had to be

repapered

!

When a divorce or a scandal breaks

in filmdom, the press gives it four

times the space it allots to ordinary

marital difficulties of simple citizens.

Naturally, we try to suppress some of

it, and to mitigate the fearful damage

it does.

But on the whole, we press agents

are sticking close to the truth. And

if it weren't for a few cranky stars

—

and fussy directors—and suspicious

editors, we'd have a pretty gay life of

it. But it's not so bad, at that

!

DON'T FORGET to see the new

SEPTEMBER cover.

Something Extra Special—Turn to page 8
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The Spirit Lover
(Continued from page 93)

her father. "Dad" was Virgil Comp-
son, and Betty was then Luicime Comp-
son. Al Christie gave her the name
of Betty, and she is very grateful to

him for it, since she has been a success

ever since she took it. "The vibra-

tions of the name, Luicime, were not

correct for me, but Betty suits me per-

fectly," she said, in explaining her
name.

Her beloved "Dad" passed on, as

Betty says, shying away from the ugly
word "died". She was heartbroken,

inconsolable. Then began the series of

attempts of her father's spirit to com-
municate with her, by means of raps,

ringing of doorbells, etc. "Sounds like

fake seance clap-trap, but I'm deadly

serious. Dad did try to comfort me by
showing me that the spirit lives on. I

felt his presence."

Another significant incident took
place while Betty and her mother were
living in Glendale, near Hollywood,
after Betty had gotten into pictures.

Betty was making an orchid lamp-
shade, and her mother stopped in won-
der, to look at the pretty picture the

girl made as she bent over her sewing.

"You look just like your Great-Aunt
Mary Larson," she told Betty. "She
was fond of orchid, too, and I have
often seen her in exactly that pose."

"Aunt Mary was the only actress the

family could boast, and she was really

a great artist. I jumped to the conclu-

sion that I was my Great Aunt Mary
reincarnated, and told Mother so. I ex-

plained that Aunt Mary had probably

not finished her work in that incarna-

tion and I had been chosen as the

vehicle of her reincarnation, since it

was my own overwhelming ambition to

be a truly great actress. Then I play-

fully raised my hand and patted my own
head, saying, 'Hello, Aunt Mary!' I

was sitting in a chair on a small rug,

beside a little wicker table. I give you
my word of honor that the rug was
jerked violently and that my chair was
pulled an inch or so away from the

table, and that the table shook. I ran
to Mother, crying hysterically. I was
frightfully upset, but I knew in my
heart that it was Aunt Mary, protesting

that I was not her soul reincarnated. I

have never since believed that I was.'.'

"If you are not your Aunt Mary re-

incarnated, who have you been in the
past?" What a question, but not at all

shocking or disconcerting to Betty. She
knows the answer so well

!

"It is a long story, how I found out
about my previous existences in the
flesh. I have been in spirit communi-
cation with Emory Rogers, a very dear
friend, who died in a plane accident.

"I had always wondered just who I

had been. I know that I have lived in

Paris. I can see whole sections of it,

when I concentrate. I know the names
of streets, can visualize houses. When I

go to Paris I have the greatest confi-

dence in the expectation of being able

to find my way about without a guide,

as easily as I do in Hollywood. I have
flashes of memory of those previous

existences.

"One night when Emory Rogers was
communicating with us—a girl friend,

named Ethel—I'd rather not give her
last name—I asked him if there was
any way I could find out. He said

there was a record of every soul's prog-
ress in evolution, and that the records

were available to all—meaning those

spirits who are temporarily freed of the

flesh, and awaiting their future incar-

nations. I asked him to find out for me
and he did. The next time we talked

with him he said that he had found
what I wanted to know. He said he

could not tell me every phase of my
existence, for it would take too long,

but that two incarnations were espe-

cially interesting. He said I had been

an English woman of high degree, and
that my name had been Ursula Magnin.
He told me some of the lessons my
soul had learned in that incarnation,

but that the most important was hu-
mility. Before that I had been a man,
Paul Abernetty, an Englishman, whose
great faults were a violent temper and
extreme cruelty to his wife and chil-

dren.

"Paul Abernetty had overridden his

underlings, to use the very language
that Emory Rogers used on the board."

Betty Compson Learns Humility

]For it may be interesting to those of

you who work the ouija board to know
that Betty and her friend, Ethel, use
a ouija board to communicate with de-

parted spirits. Betty admits that it is

not an esthetic method, but does not
know of any other except automatic
writing, with which she has had con-
siderable success. But the strain of
automatic writing is very severe and
not to be lightly tampered with.

Betty explains the fact that she was
forced by financial straits at one time
to play the part of a nursemaid—in real

life, not before the camera—by her
theory of reincarnation.

"I was given the experience in this

incarnation of being a nursemaid, so

as to learn the reverse of arrogant
power. As Paul Abernetty I had over-
ridden servants. (Cont'd on page 104)

ReduceFAT /
this easyWatt/

f
Without starving, exercising, taking debili-

tating baths or drugs. Dr. Lawton's GUAR-
ANTEED Fat Beducer (not electric) reduces
fat on any part of the body in 10-minute ap-
plications, night and morning.

DR. LAWTON'S
Guaranteed FAT Reducer

and Illustrated Course on Weight Control
showing how to stay thin after the Fat Re-
ducer has done its work.
Tour money back if it fails! If actual re-

duction is not shown taking place within 11
days, the full trial period, return the outfit
and Dr. Lawton will give you back your
money promptly.

Only $3.75—SendNoMoney—Mall Coupon
Test the Reducer NOW on the Lawton

GUARANTEE. Don't send any money. Simply
fill out and mail the coupon. When your
Postman delivers your Reducer, pay him $3.75,

plus a few cents post charges. If you send money in
advance, add 20e for postage. That coupon is your start
toward slimness. Mail it NOW! If you want more in-
formation first, send for "How to Reduce—Mould Tour
Figure to Shapeliness."

DR. THOMAS LAWTON, Dept. 250, •

I 120 W. 70th St.. New Tork City.

; Send me Dr. Lawton's GUARANTEED Fat Re-
. ducer. On delivery I will pay Postman $3.75, plus
• few cents post charges. If, after following directions J
11 days, the Reducer fails to show actual reduction

J taking place, I will return the outfit to you and
• you will refund its cost promptly.
•
Name z

• :
Street City State....

Helpful Criticism

i
Write Scenarios

Sell those I write

Live in the Producing
Center

Offer you REAL help
with your Scenario

Send Stamp TODAY for full particulars

H. Austin Beck
Box 292, Hollywood, Calif.

NEW#CHAMPION CORNET
OUTFIT$6.85 Dowd-1,^^month forfourmonths I Fineimported

Cornet, polished brass; excellent valve
action, tone, intonation: pearl fin-
ger-tips; EASY BLOWING: high
or low pitch; in velvet-lined ICera-
tol case; mote and mouthpiece:

self-inatrnctor. For sale by your Music
Merchant. Money - back Guarantee.
ORDER NOW I

LYON & HEALY. 72-91 Jackson Blvd;, Chicago

ANYTHING IN PHOTOGRAPHY

LITTLE
"The Big Photographer"
Phone 437-902 5874 Hollywood Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

ART PHOTOS
A large number of artistic studies of beautiful
women from life.

Three different poses of Miss Los Angeles or
other subjects for $1.00.

S. M. WERSHON CO.
1211 Waterloo St. Los Angeles, Cal.
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of your
Favorite Star

WOULD you like a beautiful 8x10 photograph

of your Screen-Favorite? SCREENLAND
wishes to make you a present of a genuine

photograph of your favorite Star, FREE. Just mail

the attached coupon with one dollar for six months'

subscription to SCREENLAND, and receive abso-

lutely FREE a handsome photograph of your choice

of famous stars. Mail the coupon TODAY!

Circulation Manager SCREENLAND,
119 W. 40th St., Dept. 8, New York City.

Please send me FREE photo of

arid' a six' months' ' subscription to SCREENLAND,
for which I enclose $1.00.

Name
Address

City State....

Reduce
Your Bust
during the Day

. No longer need you have a large
\\ bast. You can easily make your
a \ figureslim, beautiful andattract-
\\<A ive. Put on an Annette Bust Re-
\n ducer when you get up in the—\ morning. Before retiring you

will be amazed at the remark-
able change. You can actually
measure the difference. No
pain—no rubbing or massage.

Use "
'

sed by society women and
iu» actresses everywhere.

Just send me 'the meas-
urement of your Bust and

- I will send you In plain
wrapper one of these remarkable bust reducers. Fay the post-
man only $3.50 plus a few cents postage. Or Bend $3.60 and I will
send the reducer prepaid. Money back If you are not satisfied.

Write Now ! ANNETTE, Dept. C214 Evanston. III.

SendNoMoney u

\rti5ticPhotographs
Special rate* to the profession

Co^>cj Hollywood Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD

!

Where is the Motion Picture aspirant who has not

wanted dependable information about Motion Picture

Studios. Productions in the making. Salaries paid, etc.,

in UOLLYWOOD, "where the movies are made"? You
can become thoroly posted on every activity in HOLLY-
WOOD thru a very wonderful service by becoming a

member of Motion Picture Intelligencer. A member-
«hip card, good for one year, will be sent to you on

receipt of $2.00. In your letter tell us something about

yourself, your ambitions, etc. MOTION PICTURE IN-
TELLIGENCER, Dept. 8, 521 Hollingsworth Bldg.,

Lot Angeles.

ICQ Genuine Foreign Stamps—Mexico War
1 ""Issues, Venezuela, Salvador and In-1f)r
dia Service, Guatemala, China, etc. Only lvf-

•

Finest approval sheets, 50 to 60%. Agents
Wanted. Blg72-p. Lists Free. WeBuyStamps.

E»t»b. 29 m. HUS3MAN STAMP CO., Dept. 141. St. LouU, Mo.

The Beauty Slave

(Continued from page 80)

Those Baby Stars

A perfect example of the partiality

of the motion picture camera in record-

ing beauty is furnished by the group

picture of the Baby Stars of 1923. The
Baby Stars are the young actresses

picked by the publicity writers as the

most promising of the 1923 crop of

thespians. These thirteen selected

girls, young and beautiful on the screen,

impress the candid observer at first

meeting as a group of girls of the sen-

ior class at the high school, or the jun-

ior auxiliary of the Ladies of the East-

ern Star. Just ordinary, reasonably

pretty girls. Pauline Garon and Jobyna
Ralston are the prettiest of the group,

and off-stage Pauline is not at all over-

poweringly beautiful. She is a bit too

plump, and her husky voice contrasts

strangely with her ingenue face.

Priscilla Dean is just as attractive

when you meet her on the street as she

is on the screen. She has a sparkle

about her, a radiant personality that

catches your attention at once. She
would never go unnoticed in a crowd,

though she is lady-like in demeanor
and decorous in dress.

It is the Priscilla Dean type that is

developing a new standard of beauty

—

the type that screens well. Flower-like

complexions, soft silky hair and natural

eyelashes go unnoticed by the produ-
cers. Strong features and decided

coloring is what the camera wants.

So out come the henna pack and the

peroxide bottle, the grease-paint stick

and mascara brush. Natural loveliness

is offered up on the altar of Fame. And
after a little bit of powder and a great

deal of paint has made the movie actress

"look like what she ain't", does she, as

she faces a disappointed public, regret

her vanished prettiness? Does she

loathe the brassy, bleached glow of the

hair that once was a soft, natural

brown? Does she lament the once soft

skin, now ruined by constant use of

make-up ?

Perhaps. But probably not. For the

adoration of the thousands who are

still disillusioned, and the pleasurable

consciousness of a $2000-a-week con-

tract make up for a multitude of minor
regrets. The sacrifice was not wholly

un-repaid.

WATCH!
for next month's SCREENLAND.
See page 8 this issue. On sale

August 1st. Wonderful new Cover

EIGHT BEAUTIFUL

STAR PORTRAITS
For

15c.

Eight beautiful star

portrait s—an un-

bound copy of the gal-

lery in this issue— will

be sent to any reader

Of SCREENLAND upon
receipt of fifteen cents

in coin or stamps.

Address:

ART DEPARTMENT, Screenland Magazine

1 19 West 40th Street

New York City

Vim, Vigor and Vitality

In "African Bark"

Scientist Produces an Invigorator

Superior to Gland Treatments

—

Wonderful Power of Bark
From Africa.

Have you lost your youth, vigor and "pep"?
Does life seem dull and work a grind? Don't
worry. Science has produced a new formula
said to be superior even to the much discussed
gland treatments. Many men and women are
now quickly and easily regaining lost vim, vigor

and vitality in the privacy of their homes.
The principal ingredient is an extract from

the bark of an African tree. It is said to be
a most remarkable invigorator. Combined with
it are other efficient tonic and vitalizing ele-

ments of proved merit. In many cases the

compound produces marked improvement in 24
hours. In a short tinje the vitality is usually
raised, the circulation improved and the glow
of health is felt in every part.

The laboratories producing this new vital-

izer, which is called Re-Bild-Tabs, are so con-

fident of its powe'r that they offer new cus-

tomers a large $2 supply for only $1 and
guarantee to refund the money if the remedy
fails to give results in one week.
Any reader of this paper may test the treat-

ment without risk. Send no money, but just

your name and address, to the Ke-Bild Labora-
tories, 458 Gateway Station, Kansas City, Mo.,

and a full $2 treatment of Ke-Bild-Tabs will

be mailed. On delivery, pay the postman only

$1 and postage. If not delighted with the re-

sults, notify the laboratories and your money
will be refunded in full. Do not hesitate about
accepting this offer, as it is fully guaranteed.

Garden Portraiture
On June first we will be located in our beauti-

ful new Garden Studios, just off the Boulevard,

where we will specialize in professional work.

Exquisite out-door effects in light and shadow,
with flowers, vines, foliage, rustic seats, water
pools, etc.

Telephone
Holly 9161

HOOVER STUDIOS,
Vine Street,

Hollywood.
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CONTENTS
—PLEASE OMIT FLOWERS—
Unintelligent casting has killed more

stars than the 'flu. How movie actors

have been ruined, both deliberately and

unconsciously, is revealed in this en-

lightening article.

—SORROWS FOR SALE—
Tears, love, even death's ravages are

capitalized in the grim struggle for

Success in the film game.

—THE BRAIN BOOTLEGGER—
Did you ever have a scenario stolen?

When you read this smashing expose,

you'll know how the trick was turned.

—THE DEAD DO LIVE—
Can they ever come back, the stars of

yesterday? The writer of this article

says they can—and proves it.

—BLACKMAIL !

—

Hollywood is the blackmailer's Para-

dise. If the movies are the fourth larg-

est industry, blackmailing is the fifth!

—MOVIE HUSBANDS—
Who are they, and why?

—LYNCH LAW IN THE MOVIES—
When public opinion turns against a

star, it's thumbs down for him.

—THE YES BLIGHT

—

How do the movies get that way? The

"yes men" of the industry have some-

thing to do with it.

—THE CORNER OF LAST HOPE—
Comedy studios are the last resort of

motion picture aspirants. Over the door-

way might well be blazoned, "All hope

abandon, ye who enter here."

—HOLLYWOOD CO-RESPOND-
ENTS—

Wives looking for divorces keep an

eye on hubby when he visits Hollywood.

—CAREERS, C. O. D.

—

Like the lady in the mellerdrammers,

actors who get work through agents find

that they have to pay and pay and pay!

And half a score of other fascinating

features, profusely illustrated.

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE

Made Where the Movies are Made

25 cents On AH Newsstands 25 cents

The Gossip Mart
{Continued from page 71)

another garcon. He, too, did not know
Mrs. Washburn, perhaps.

"No, no," said we. "We saw Mrs,

Washburn on the Orpheum circuit and

her hair was brown. That woman is

not Mrs. Washburn. Some hussy is try-

ing to break up a home. Besides, hus-

bands don't smile into a lady's eyes

that way when she is merely a wife."

So we called the head-waiter. "Oh,

that is Mrs. Washburn. Mais out, of a

certainty. She is playing in a picture,

which is ze why of the blonde weeg,

madame."
We left that place, sadly pondering

the advisability of moving to Zion City,

where there is some real dissipation.

Ws
Nuptial Notes

hen Jack Daugherty became Mr.

Barbara La Marr Number Five, a tact-

less congratulator of the couple gushed

to Barbara, "Many happy returns of

the day
!"

* * *

Which reminds us that Barbara and

Mr. Daugherty were members of a box

party that helped to make Margaret

Anglin feel welcome when she pre-

sented her magnificent play, The Wo-
man of Bronze, at the Mason Opera

House.

That famous second act proved too

much for Barbara. She retired to the

dressing room to repair damages to her

complexion, for tears had mussed up

the mascaro considerably. And Barbara,

fast becoming the most famous charm-

er on the screen, remarked feelingly,

"I would love to say to Margaret Ang-
lin that Barbara La Marr would give

ten years of her life to be able to give

to the screen what Margaret Anglin

gives to the stage in that second act."

An obliging friend of Barbara's who
had an invitation to see Miss Anglin

after the second act took the message

to America's greatest emotional actress.

Miss Anglin did not shrug and say,

"Who is Barbara La Marr?" But she

did say, "Tell her she can't take my
voice away from me ! That is all the

screen has left us—our voices ! They
can't take that away from us

!"

Howard Hull, Margaret Anglin's

husband and manager—stage manager,

we mean—loves to "kid" his stately

wife. He remarked to the Tatler

:

"Margaret had an offer of eight thou-

sand a week from Douglas Fairbanks

today !" Then after the ripple of ap-

plause had died down he continued,

patting his wife on the shoulder and

winking at his amused audience, "Doug
offered her that sum to stay off the

screen. He's afraid she'll put a crimp

in Mary Pickford's business."

PUT THIS WONDERFUL RING NEXT TO A
GENUINE DIAMOND AND IF YOU CAN
TELLTHE DIFFERENCE SEND IT BACK

"Rabon" diamonds positively match genuine diamonds. The
same glitter. The same blazing flash, the same dazzling rays of
live rainbow fire, almost defying the life time diamond expert.
Give the "Rabon" the same test that you would a genuine dia-
mond. Prove to yourself its amazing qualities.
WEAR A "RABON" DIAMOND TEN DAYS FREE. YOU RISK
NOTHING. If you or your friends can tell the difference send it
back and we guarantee to refund your money immediately. Num-
bers 8 and 9 mounted in 14 Karat gold shell. Numbers 5, 1 and
10 in massive platinum effect. Karat size, blue white, absolutely
Derfect. No. 10-2 Karat size
We unconditionally guaran-
tee for twenty years.

Just send size of ring shown by slip of paper fitting end to end
around your finger joint. Your ring will come by return mail.
When ring arrives deposit amount shown above with the post-
man and if you decide not to keep it within ten days send it back
and get your money.

fRFp To introduce the amazing "Raton** Diamond weF W\ F F. will send absolutely free your choice of solid gold
front cuff links or solid gold mounted acarf pinto

those ordering two rings or more. This offer holds good for a
limited time only. Send in your order today.

THE RABON CO. Dept. B 942 Bway, New York

SEND NO MONEY

Your Face is

Your Fortune
The world's greatest facial rem-
edy will restore ruined complex-
ions to the beauty and purity of

youth.
IF YOUR blood is impure, if you
have pimples, freckles, wrink-
les, blackheads, redness of face
or nose, a muddy, sallow skin,

or any blemish on or under
the skin, you need

Dr. JAMES P. CAMPBELL'S
SAFE ARSENIC COMPLEXION WAFERS

These marvelous beautiflers of the complexion and the
skin are wonderfully effective, and are absolutely safe

and harmless. The prescription was first used 37 years
ago by Dr. Campbell, and he has made countless
thousands of women and men happy in the possession of

a pure spotless complexion.
Mailed in plain cover on receipt of $1.00, from

RICHARD FINK CO.. Dept. 62, Ken. Sta., Brooklyn N. Y.
Sold at all Owl Drug Stores in California and all good druggist

everywhe

THE
GREATEST

COLLECTION

of Art Studies

in the World!

Your favorite movie star (order by name),

bathing beauties and art studies. Three for

$1.00 or eighteen for $5.00. Individual

photos fifty cents.

3 for $1.00—18 for $5.00

DRIGO ART STUDIES,
5617 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

SuperfluQUjHAIRallGONE

Forever removed by the Mahler

Method which kills the hair root

without pain or injuries to the

skin in the privacy of your own

home. We teach Beauty Culture.

Send today 3 stampsfor Free Booklet.

D. J. MAHLER CO., 39-B Mahler Park, Providence, R.I.

How to Make
Others Love You

How to charm and fascinate whom you will—to

make others think, act and feel as you wish.

Free book discloses secret for winning love, con-

trolling others, developing power, making money,
succeeding. Copy FREE for 5c to help pay post-

age, etc. D. W. Morey, Box 23, Dept. S. Varick
Sta., New York.
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PHOTOS
FROM LIVING MODELS
California Bathing
Girls, FILM STARS,
Snappy Poses.

Original photos,

8 x 10, 50c each or
three for $1.25. Illus-

trated catalog, con-
taining 75 pictures,
FREE with every
$1.00 order. Post-
card Photos 50c per
dozen. Send for larg-

est and best list of
shapeliest and most
beautiful girls in
Motion Picture Capi-
tal of the World.

HOMER T.
424 S. Broadway,

A hand colored
photo of your fa-
vorite star freewith
every $5.00 order.

HOWRY CO.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Gossiped about, to-day
by the

"Headliners of Hollywood"

Edwards-Hostetler
PHOTOGRAPHS

yob Brack Shops. Phone 821-816
7th at Grand. Los Angeles.

Professional Rates—at the studio.

Heads, Drapes, Figures — $10.00 for

twelve, eight by ten's.

LEARN
Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would
you like to know if you are adapted to this work?
Send 10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or
Key to Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
A novel, instructive and valuable work. Send
dime or stamps today. A large, interesting, illus-

trated Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE!
Film INFORMATION BUREAU,

Sta. 5, Jackson, Mich.

ALUIENE SCHOOL OF
THEATRE

ARTS—43 WEST 72nd ST.,
Drama Opera
Photo Play Stage Dancing

Learn to act by acting. 27th Year.
Concentration courses include actual stage
and appearances at Alviene Art Theatre,
poise, personality and good address. Graduating artists
20 instructors. For catalog write Sec'y. Boom 76 Men
tion study desired.

NEW YORK
Speech
Singing

experienco
developing

It „ * \

CDFF TEST
rJt\EX BOTTLE

oftheFAMOUSYOUTH-AMI SKIN PEEL
PREPARATION. Kemovea all surface
blemishes. Pimples, Blackheads,Eczema,
Discolorations, etc. Wonderful results
proven.G UARANTEEDa.hao\atx\yFn\n-
less and Harmless. Produces bealtnynew
skinasNatureintendedyou tc have. SEND

ONLY 10c to cover cost of mailing and packing of FREE TEST
BOTTLE and booklet. "THE MAGIC OF A NEW SKIN."
YOUTH-AMI CO. 1658 Broadway, Dept. 8, New York

An unscented, antiseptic liquid—applied twice a week, will

free you from all perspiration annoyances. KEEPS UN-
DERARMS DRY AND ODORLESS-Endorsed by physi-
cians and nurses. SEND 4C FOR TESTING SAMPLE.

50c (stetrot months' supply) at all trading

teiltl and drug tounlrrs, or by mail (postpaid)

TheNonspiCo^ 2652 Walnut St.,Kansas City.Mo.

A beautiful portrait of

your favorite star.
A real artistic phctograph

One 8 x 10 for fifty cents by

MELBOURNE SPURR
PHOTOGRAPHER

6040 Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood, Cal

The Spirit Lover

{Continued from page 101)

A master in one life, a servant in the

next, to round out the soul, and to chas-

tise it for the abuse of power. This the-

ory of reincarnation explains everything

so beautifully. Everything! I am glad

now," says Betty with shining eyes,

"that I was a nursemaid. My mother
was never reconciled to the poverty we
knew after my father's death, but we
needed it for the sake of our souls. It

certainly keeps me from getting upstage
when I look back on the ten years that

have followed my first job—taken as a
player of the violin in a cheap orches-

tra when I was fifteen."

Betty Compson has had the supreme
happiness of having kept in communi-
cation with the man she loved above all

men—George Loane Tucker, according
to her strange and almost fantastic

story of communication with departed
spirits through the ouija board.

Betty's Spirit Lover

P,Prhaps George Loane Tucker's dis-

coveries on religion, made since his

joinings of the spirit world, and re-

vealed to Betty Compson through the

ouija board, according to Betty's story,

will be interesting, even if a bit star-

tling.

_
"I asked G. L. T., as I always called

him, about religion," Betty declares.

"'What is the real religion, G. L. T.?'

I asked. He replied, 'There is no cult

on this side, but "service and brotherly

love". As any religion approaches that

ideal, it becomes a real religion; the

God is not what we conceive him to be
on earth. He is merely the essence of
Love, of Service, of Intelligence. He
is a part of all, open to all, confined to

no plane.' I ask him about Christian

Science. 'Poor misguided Mary Baker
Eddy ! She is learning now !' was all

he said. Then I asked him about
theosophy, in which I have been in-

terested in my quest for a workable
religion. 'Theosophy has gone far, but

it is not perfect. Take the good and
discard the foolish', he said. 'Evolu-

tion is the guiding principle in life

—

in all its stages. The evolution of the

soul is the supreme phase of evolution.

The world is held in check by fear.

Help to break the bondage by believing

fearlessly yourself
!'

"

Betty firmly believes that George
Loane Tucker is still her best friend, in

:.pite of the fact that his body is dust.

Whether Betty Compson and Mary
Pickford are wrong in their beliefs or
not, they are happy in them. And they
are not alone in this belief in communi-
cation with departed spirits and in re-

incarnation.

Mysterious Gland

Governs Your Weight

Science of Gland Therapy Corrects
Excess Weight—New Treatment

Superior to Exercise
and Dieting

EXCESS weight and fatness in

both men and women is now
generally ascribed by scientists to de-
fective functioning of certain endo-
crene glands. Metabolism is depen-
dent upon the secretions of these

glands—the secretions making pos-

sible the assimilation of those elements
in the blood which are considered
vital to a correctly proportioned body.

Correct "Weight and pro-

portions bring that
fashionable slenderness.

It is impossible for the fat per-
son to dress attractively.

Thousands of men and women are

now finding it possible to reduce to

the correct weight for their height,

thus gaining that fashionable slender-

ness, through the perfection of a
remarkable formula by H. C. Haist,

the well known chemist.

This formula con-
tains elements which
tend to correct the
deficiencies of endo-
crene glands now
held to be respon-
sible for fatness.

Many users of the ,

treatment report sur-
|

prising results in a

few days. One cor-

respondent wrote, "I

lost twenty pounds
in three weeks, and
feel greatly improved
in general health." Another said, "I lost 41

pounds the first month, and soon expect

to have my weight down to normal.
Under this system, no starvation diet o

exercise is necessary, as nature is doing

the work, and you merely take one little

tablet after each meal. It is scientific in

every way and meets with highest scientific

approval.

To introduce this wonderful treatment

known as Rid-O-Fat to. a million men and
women Mr. Haist generously offers to send

a trial to any one who will write for it.

Dpn't send any money, but just your
name and address to H. C. Haist, 3466

Coca Cola Bldg., Kansas City, Mo., and it

will be mailed immediately under plain

wrapper.

If you want to reduce 10 pounds or 100,

you should accept this introductory offer

before it is withdrawn as it is fully guar-

anteed, never costs you anything, and does

not obligate you in any way. .
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Rate
15 cents

a word
Classified Advertising

Last forms
October

Issue close
July 30

AGENTS WANTED CRYSTAL GAZING PHOTOPLAYS

BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES. EVERY
owner buys gold initials for his auto. You

charge $1.50; make $1.35. Ten orders daily

easy. Write for particulars and free samples.

American Monogram Co., Dept. 172, East

Orange, N. J.

HOUSEWIVES BUY HARPER'S INVEN-
tion on sight. New business. No competi-

tion. Ten-Use Set is combination of ten in-

dispensable household necessities. $7.50 to $30.00

a day easily. Write for Free trial offer. Har-

per Brush Works, 137 A St., Fairfield, Iowa.

LARGE SHIRT MANUFACTURER WANTS
agents to sell complete line of shirts direct

to wearer. Exclusive patterns. Big values.

Free samples. Madison Mills, 503 Broadway,

New York.

ASTROLOGY

YOUR LIFE'S STORY TOLD BY THE
stars, send birth date and twenty cents to E. S.

Davis, P. O. Box. 1081, Houston Tex. Dept. D .

CRYSTAL GAZING: CAN YOU SCRY?
Five lessons 50c. Explanatory Book 75c.

Crystal Gazing Company, 520 Station "B",
Kansas City, Missouri.

EMBROIDERY

OUR ATTACHMENT FITS ANY MACHINE.
Price $2 with instructions. Embroidery needle

free with attachment. KEYTAG CO. 2, Cohoes
N. Y.

MAIL ORDER METHODS

$50 WEEK EVENINGS, I MADE IT. MAIL
order business. Booklet for stamp tells how.

Sample and plan 25c. Free, 12 articles worth
$3. Alsern Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.

OLD MONEY WANTED

PHOTOPLAYS AND SHORT STORIES
wanted. Free manuscript reading, listing, plot

coaching and market information. Let us tell you
about it. Author's Service Association—Boston 34
Mass. Box 82.

FREE TO WRITERS—A WONDERFUL
little book of money-making hints, sugges-

tions, ideas; the A B C of successful Story and
Photoplay writing. Absolutely Free. Just Ad-
dress Authors' Press, Dept. 156, Auburn, N. Y.

PHOTOPLAYS WANTED FOR CALIFORNIA
Producers—Also want magazine stories, etc.,

for publication. To beginners, plot chart and
details free. Harvard Company, 312, San Fran-
cisco, California.

SONG WRITERS

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. WE
compose music. Our Chief of Staff wrote

many big Song-Hits. Submit your song-poem
to us at once. New York Melody Corp., 438 E.
Romax Bldg., New York.

BEAUTY CULTURE

"SUPERFLUOUS HAIR, ROOTS PERMA-
nently destroyed." Harmless Home treatment,

testimonials, Guarantee, Booklet free. X. Isisco,

Ann Arbor, Mich.

BOOKS

TWO BOOKS OF FUNNY STORIES, THE
kind you enjoy reading and telling. "Down in

Georgia", contains 85 short, original stories; each

is a laugh. "A Southern Negro Sermon , in

original dialect and wit. Each Book 50c, the

two for 75c postpaid. Summerville Pub. Co.,

Summerville, Ga.

ART, BOOK AND PICTURE LOVERS, JUST
mailiyour name, etc. Send no money. O. W.

Miller, P 27, Warren Street, New York,

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

MAKE MONEY SILVERING MIRRORS,
all kinds, plating, knives, spoons, auto head-

lights, outfits furnished. Free booklet. Inter-

national Laboratories. 311 5th Ave., Dept. S.

O., New York.

ARKANSAS LAND $10.00 PER ACRE IN
tracts five acres or more. Timbered land near

oil development. A sound investment with good
speculative chances. Write for full details. H.
J. McMullen F&M Building, Fort Worth, Texas.

BIG CASH MONEY FOP YOU AS LOCAL
representative of prominent songwriters. Fas-

cinating spare time duties. No canvassing. No
experience necessary. Write today for free details.

OLMAN Inc., 148 West 46th St., New York City.

CHEMISTRY

Your chemical problem solved and working pro-
cess furnished for Five Dollars. Write me. W.
Stedman Richards, Consulting Chemist. Box 2402.
Boston, Mass.

$2 TO $500 EACH PAID FOR HUNDREDS
of old or odd coins. Keep all old money. It

may be very valuable. Send 10 cents for new
illustrated coin value book 4x6. Guaranteed
Prices. Get Posted. We pay Cash. Clarke
Coin Company, Ave. 60, LeRoy, N. Y.

PERSONAL

ARE YOU SUCCESSFUL? SEND DIME
and birth date for scientific information on

business, marriage, health, investments, to Plato,

oldest astrologer. Box 102. Buffalo, N. Y.
One year's events, one dollar.

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN WHO WOULD
like to exchange jolly letters with new friends,

should write Mrs. F. Willard, 2928 Broadway,
Chicago, 111. If sincere enclose stamp.

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN—CORRES-
pond with new friends everywhere. Pleas-

ant' pastime. Particulars for stamp—Smith.
Box 1167P. Denver, Colo.

WILL YOU EXCHANGE LETTERS AND
make new friends? You'll have lots of funl

Betty Lee, Inc., 4254 Broadway, New York City.

Stamp appreciated.

EXCHANGE JOLLY LETTERS WITH NEW
friends. Lots of fun! Enclose stamp. Eva

Moore, Box 908, Jacksonville, Florida.

"EXCHANGE LETTERS BANISH LONE-
someness." Correspondents all oyer the

United States, ladies and gentlemen. Informa-
tion free, enclosing stamp. Mrs. B. Franz,
949 Montana St., Chicago.

WISH NEW FRIENDS. MANY LADIES
AND GENTLEMEN DESIRE CORRESPON-
DENTS. WRITE GOOD FELLOWSHIP
CLUB, WOODHAVEN, N. Y. (STAMP).

Ladies and Gentlemen Exchange Jolly Letters.
Lots Fun. Dolly E. Gray, Box 186, Denver, Colo.

STAMPING NAMES

MAKE $19 PER 100 STAMPING NAMES
pn key checks. Send 25c for sample and in-

structions. X Keytag Co., Cohoes, N. Y.

WRITERS

AUTHORS' & WRITERS' TYPING SERVICE
Bureau. 1653 Conway Bldg., Chicago. State

4396.

BIG MONEY IN WRITING PHOTOPLAYS,
stories, poems, songs. Send today for FREE

copy America's leading writer's magazine, full

of helpful advice on writing and selling.

Writer's Digest, 638 Butler Building, Cincinnati.

MISCELLANEOUS

WILL YOU EXCHANGE LETTERS AND
make new friends? You'll have lots of fun!

Betty Lee, Inc., 4254 Broadway, New York City.

Stamp appreciated.

GENUINE INDIAN BASKETS, BLANKETS
and wampum—wholesale. Catalog. Gilham,

Kelseyville, California.

"LAUGH PRODUCING PROGRAM," $1.00.
Circulars Free. Balda Art Service, Dept. 26,

Oshkosh, Wis.

FREE—A BEAUTIFUL GENUINE PHOTO-
GRAPH, 8x10 inches, of your favorite Film

star with a five months' subscription to Screen-

land for the special price of $1.00. Name stars

preferred when answering. Dept. P, Screenland
Magazine, 119 W. 40th St., New York City.

3 PHOTOGRAPHS HANDSOMELY FIN-
ished, size 8x10 inches, of your favorite Film

Star can be had FREE with a year's subscription

to SCREENLAND. Send names of !3tars de-

sired and $2.50 for 12 issues of SCREENLAND
to Dept. T, Screenland Magazine, 119 W. 40th

St., New York City.
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"Herbo" is

entirely free

from injurious

substances

and absolute-

ly harmless.

Price

$2.50

The Perfect

Hair Restorer

"Herbo" almost instantlyrestores

grey or faded hair to its natural

color.

Stay young!

Do not permit your hair to age

prematurely or to become streak-

ed and faded.

—Send for can today

—

621
Ha|fph°Ps 45o

SOUTH OLIVE SO.BROADWAY

LOS ANGELES, GAL.



"Goodby, I'm
Very Glad to Have

Met You"
But he ISN'T glad. He
is smiling to hide his
confusion. He would
have given anything to
avoid the embarrass-
ment, the discomfort
he has just experi-
enced. Every day
people who are not
accustomed to good so-
ciety make the mistake
that he is making.
Do you know what it

is? Can you point it

out?

Special Bargain!
The Famous Book ofEtiquette

Nearfy Haifa Million Sold at $3^2

NOWil98
1 1^1 if I "™ For a Very\^JL ^% M*J JL <4Wft»Limited Time

YOU have always wanted this famous two-volume set that solves every
social difficulty

;

that tells you exactly what to do, say, write and wear
on every occasion. You have always wanted to own the two remark-

able books that give poise, ease, dignity—self-confidence.

Here is your opportunity to secure the complete, original, authentic BOOK
OF ETIQUETTE at almost half the usual publisher's price! Almost 500,000
people have purchased the Book of Etiquette at the regular price of $3.50.

If you act NOW, you can receive the same two authoritative and fascinating

volumes for only $1.98.

At this time of the year there is always a lull in the publishing business. To
keep the presses running, and the pressmen from being idle, Nelson Doubleday,
Inc., makes this amazing offer. The demand for the Book of Etiquette at this

great reduction will probably be so large that the
company must reserve the right to withdraw this

offer at any time. You are urged to send for your
set at once.

Solves Every Social Problem
The Book of Etiquette is admittedly one of the

most complete and authoritative works of its kind
ever published. It covers every phase of wedding
etiquette, street etiquette, dinner etiquette, dance
etiquette—it contains paragraphs for the self-con-

scious and timid ; for the bachelor ; for the busi-

ness woman ; for the country hostess. Nothing is

forgotten, nothing omitted. The Book of Eti-

quette will tell you everything you want to know.
It will protect you from sudden embarrassments,
give you a wonderful new ease and poise of
manner.

Wherever possible, in the Book of Etiquette,

the origin of customs has been traced to its

source. For instance, you find out why rice is

thrown after the bride, why a veil is worn, why
the engaged girl is given a tea-cup. You will

enjoy the Book of Etiquette. And you will find

it more useful than you ever dreamed a work of
this kind could be.

SEND NO MONEY
Here's your chance—take itl Let us send you the famous two-volume Book of Etiquette at

the special offer price.

No money is necessary. Just clip and mail the coupon below to us at once. We will send ycu
the complete, two-volume set of the Book of Etiquette, and when it arrives you have the privilege
of giving the postman only $1.98 (plus a few cents postage) for the regular $3.50 set I

Surely you are not going to let this offer slip by. Clip and mail this coupon NOW while you
are thinking about it. Nelson Doubleday, Inc., Dept. 878, Garden City, New York.

Use This Special Coupon

Are You Ever "Alone" in a Crowd?
Good manners make good mixers. The man or

woman who is able to do the correct and cultured thing
without stopping to think about it, is the man or woman
who is always welcome, always popular, always happy
and at ease.

Do yon ever feel alone at a social gathering? Do
you ever feel tongue-tied among strangers?

WhaVs Wrong in This Picture?
It is so easy to make embarrassing mis-

takes in public—so easy to commit blunders
that make people misjudge you. Can you
find the mistake or mistakes that are made in
this picture?

Nelson Doubleday, Inc., Dept. 878 Garden City, N. Y.
I accept ycur special offer. You may send me the complete, two-volume set of the Book of

Etiquette. When it arrives I will give the postman only $1.98 (plus few cents postage^) instead
of $3.50, the regular price. I retain the privilege of returning the books any time within 5 days
cf their receipt, and my money w'ill be refunded at once if I demand it.

Name

Addr



Can you ?
Can you stand the scrutinizing glance of your

admirers at the beach?

Can you wear sheer summer frocks which expose

your arms, underarms, back and limbs?

You can enjoy the summer and the freedom of

the beach if you are not tormented by a few un-

sightly, unwanted hairs.

Don't permit the use of ordinary

strengthen any hairs you have. Now
stroy them by quickly and gently lifting

roots with ZIP.

Women of judgment have learned to distinguis}

between surface hair removers,—and ZIP which
attacks the cause under the skin.

ENJOY
THESE
DELIGHTFUL
PREPARATIONS
Madam Berthe Su-

perior Massage and
Cleansing Cream

—

Guaranteed not to

grow hair. Jar... 60c
Large size jar

(% pound) $2.00

Madame Berthe Anti-
septic Talc

—

Delightfully
' fragrant; absorbs mois-

ture. Can 25c
Beautiful glass jar. . .75c

Balm-o-Lem—A fountain
OF YOUTH FOn YOUR SKIN.
The new lemon lotion. 8of1ens
cud whitens the skin. Bot-
tle 75c

loll how to be beautiful.

Also a FREE sample of your
Massage and Clciinaing Cream,
guaranteed not to grow bair.

(PIjEAre rniNT your
xamk. >

;
-y ,«0mk

\ ame

Ask At Your Toilet &
City £ State

s Counter ® 1923

CAREY PRINTING CORPO
New York City-Bethlehem-!)
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^oujoo, can hai)e the
V V • J » •

ITS OFF
because

ITS OUT

\

PositivelyDESTROYS

iperftuousHairandROOTS

Trythesepreparahons. Theyaredifferen I

(Especiailyorepared for thosetroubled

with superfluous hair) „ ..

Balm-o-tem—A Fountain or Youth
For Your Skln-The now lemon lotion,

softens and whitens the skin. Makes
facopowderadhere twice as lony..75c

Jfij-Scent-The Ideal liquid deodor-

ant. Eemediesexcesslveper^rat.on
Destroys odors harmlessly. Colorless^

No staining artificial coi2"«V™ &Madame Berthe's Massage «
Cleansing Cream—a deliehtiuuy

soothing, whi te lemon verbena cream

by many preferred to the />r°' na^
lemon creams. Guarantees Dot to

A<
fioS /fib.Jar....... .$2

Madame Berthe's AntlsepUc talc -
Ancxcellentabaorbent of skinmolsture
andmostvaluableforeeneraltoiletnse
Can 25c Jar.,..-. .....»«
Lash.LHfr-For beautifying the eyes.

Makco lasheB long and brows lustrous.

Per tube & c

Face Powder Guaranteed not to grow
hair. FiveShadea. Per Box...S1.00

ju Can Eliminate Superfluous ,

Hair With Lasting Results

Quick as a wink you can free

yourself o£ superfluous hair. And
remember you are not merely re-

moving surface hair—you actually

lift out the roots with the hairs

gently and painlessly and in this

way destroy the growth. More-
over ZIP leaves the skin clear and
smooth, pores contracted, and
like magic your skin becomes
adorable.

Not Only Removes Hair-
But Checks Its Future Growth

ZIP has received highest praise from
i professionals, physicians, beauty edl-

I tors and specialists. Guaranteed on
moneyback basis ^„ >

,

Write for FREE BOOK "Beauty's
1 Greatest Secret" explaining the three

types of superfluous hair and in which
a leading- actresses tell how to be beau-
"

tiful (and free sample of my Massage
and Cleansing Cream). When in New
York, call at my salon to have FREE

DEMONSTRATION.
Warning Leading Beauty
Shops give ZIP treatments.

Don't be deceived. See that

the word ZIP is stamped

on the preparation used for

your treatment and tno

signature of Madame
Berth6 on each package.

For sale at all good stores

or direct by mail.m u..«v. -.,

f ^

V . . t^-^r Pis?

MME
BETtTHl'

Specialist,

Dept. 40'.i

5C2 Fifth Ave.

New York CitJ

PleasesendmeFBEEBOOK
"Beauty's Greatest Secret,

explaining the three types of super

fluous hair, in which leading actresses

tell how to be beautiful. Also

sample of your Massage and Cleansing

Cream guaranteed not to grow hair.

Name
Address . .

.

City and State.



Best StyleBook
EverIssued-FREE!

Endorsed by the Worlds Best
dressed Woman-Charming-*

IRENE CASTLE!
DAINTY, fashionable Irene Castle, stage favorite of

millions and acclaimed "the best dressed woman in

the world," is perfectly enchanted with
PHILIPSBORN'S Style and Shopping
Guide for Fall and Winter. She says:

"It is the most wonderfulbook offashions I have
ever seen. Every woman who looes good clothes

and wants the most for her money should have

a copy."

Yournameon the coupon or a postal

brings this beautiful Style Book free.

NewFallApparel
ForAll the Family!

322 Pages-
Xichly Illustrated in Colors

and "Rotogravure!

When you choose your new Fall

and Winter clothes from the
PHILIPSBORN Style Book,
IRENE CASTLE— the foremost

fashion authority—virtually stands

at your elbow with approval and ad-

vice. Think what itmeans to you to

know that all fashions have the en-

dorsement of the supreme authority

on styles!

BigCash Savings
forEveryHousehold!
Every price is a bargain price! No other

mail order house gives you so much for

the money in quality merchandise!
PHILIPSBORN'S customers save mil-

lions of dollars every year and enjoy the
satisfaction ofwearing the most up-to-date

and stylish clothes obtainable anywhere.

Carefiil,QuickS€rvice!
PHILIPSBORN'Sfillorderswith greater

speed, care and accuracy than any other

mail order house. Their new, unique
shopping service is the talk of America.

Money-Back Guarantee
Our Wedge of Satisfaction!

Lowest prices and the squarest deal in

America— that is PHILIPSBORN'S
policy and it is lived up to in every sense. We want your good will more than
we want your money. 100% satisfaction or no sale—the most liberal guarantee
in America.

f
PHILIPSBORN'S

A ^ founded 1890 . .

x Department - 387'- Chicago, Illinois

PHILIPSBORN'S, Dept. 387, Chicago

Please send FREE copy of PHILIPSBORN'S Style

and Shopping Guide for Fall and Winter.

Name
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th Jlnnual
Paramount

Nation-wide Celebration of Great

Artistic Advance in Screen Entertainment

Paramount Week Sept. 2—

8

With Paramount Week the greatest motion picture season the

world ever saw gets well under way.

After years of experimentation the art of the screen is coming to

perfection.

The year just passed has been one of extraordinary development.

A single incident has been the advance showing by Paramount of the

greatest photoplay ever made, "The Covered Wagon."

And now in Paramount Week you have the opportunity for a

grand review of 1923's achievements and a pre-view of the great

Paramount Pictures coming.

Celebrate Paramount Week at your own theatre as millions have

during five previous annual Paramount Weeks.

A few of the great Paramount Pictures of the Past Season

R8DOLPH VALENTINO in
"Blood and Sand." A Fred Niblo
Production.
CECIL B. DeMILLE'S "Man-

slaughter," with Thomas Meighan,
Leatrice Joy and Lois Wilson.
"THE OLD HOMESTEAD,''with

Theodore Roberts. A James Cruze
Production.
A George Fitzmaurice Production,

"TO HAVE AND TO HOLD," with
Betty Compson and Bert Lytell.

A William deMille Production,
"CLARENCE," with Wallace Reid,
Agnes Ayres and May McAvoy.
THOMAS MEIGHAN in "Back

Home and Broke."
A George Fitzmaurice Production,

"KICK IN," with Betty Compson
and Bert Lytell
A George Melford Production,

"JAVA HEAD," with Leatrice Joy,
Jacqueline Logan and Raymond
Hatton.
BETTY COMPSONin"The White

Flower."
AGNES AYRES in "Racing

Hearts," with Theodore Roberts and
Richard Dix.
POLA NEGRI in a George Fitz-

maurice Production, "BELLA
DONNA." Supported by Conway
Tearle, Conrad Nagel and Lois Wilson.

A William deMiBe Production,
"GRUMPY," with May McAvoy,
Theodore Roberts and Conrad Nagel.
GLORIA SWANSON in "Prodigal

Daughters." A Sam Wood Produc-
tion.
THOMAS MEIGHAN in "The

Ne'er-Do-Well."
BEBE DANIELS and Antonio

Moreno in "THE EXCITERS."
A William deMille Production,

"ONLY 38," with Lois Wilson, May
McAvoy, George Fawcett.
A Herbert Brenon Production,

"THE WOMAN WITH FOUR
FACES," with Betty Compson and
Richard Dix.
"CHILDREN OF JAZZ," with

Theodore Kosloff, Ricardo Cortez,
Robert Cain and Eileen Percy.
JACK HOLT in "A Gentleman of

Leisure." _DOROTHY DALTON in "The
Law of the Lawless," supported by
Charles de Roche and Theodore
Kosloff.
THOMAS MEIGHAN in

"Homeward Bound."

Jifew ofthe

Great Paramount Pictures

ofthe New Season

A James Cruze production

"HOLLYWOOD"
with 22 real stars and 56 screen celebrities

POLA NEGRI
in A George Fitzmaurice Production

"THE CHEAT"
with Jack Holt, supported by

Charles deRoche

GLORIA SWANSON
in A Sam Wood Production

"BLUEBEARD'S EIGHTH WIFE"

"THE PURPLE HIGHWAY"
with Madge Kennedy

A William deMille Production

"SPRING MAGIC"
with Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt

A James Cruze Production
"RUGGLES OF RED GAP"
A Zane Grey Production

"TO THE LAST MAN"
with Richard Dix and Lois Wilson

A George Melford Production

"SALOMY JANE"
with Jacqueline Logan

A Charles Maigne Production

"THE SILENT PARTNER"
with Leatrice Joy, Owen Moore

and Robert Edeson

An Allan Dwan Production

"LAWFUL LARCENY"
with Hope Hampton, Nita Naldi,
Conrad Nagel and Lew Cody

An Allan Dwan Production

GLORIA SWANSON
in "ZAZA"

THOMAS MEIGHAN
in "ALL MUST MARRY"

A

{paramount {pictures
If it's a Paramount Picture it's the best show in town
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"I hate you! I hate you! Go away! I love only Billee," exclaimed

Trilby.

But Svengali only laughed, for he knew the magic of his own strange,

hypnotic powers that charmed and fascinated even while it repelled.

Here is a picture that while it carries a note of the tragic, a touch of

the evil, fascinating genius of Svengali whose mysterious powers makes
a prima donna of a Paris street waif only to break her on the rocks of

unhappiness, yet, at the same time, it is filled with the joyous, bubbling

life of the Paris Latin quarter and the glamorous, care free ways of the

artist colony. A story that is famous the world over.

Watch for the First National trademark on the screen at your theatre.

It stands for the best in picture entertainment.

RICHARD WALTON TULLY
presents his screen version op
Georde Du. Marnier's famous novel

LBYTRI
'/

niJiththe
celebrated
French Star,

Ondree Vajaijette

Directed by

JAMES
YOUNG

Start A Business Like
-pi • _ if We'll furnish

IniS at OOme Everything

You can do it on a table in your
parlor—Clean, Pleasant Work

This is a real Home Work Offer for Men and Women. You
are under no obligations to send for literature—it's free. Re-
gardless of age or experience, we can- teach you in 10 or 12

lessons. Work in demand by
every man, woman and child.

Field unlimited. Actual $100.00
weekly possibilities to hustlers.

Just one representative wanted
in each locality. Don't wait

—

drop your letter in the first mail.

TANGLEY CO.
Muscatine—Main 201—Iowa

Astra Studios Glendale, Calif.

Balboa Studio East Long Beach, Calif.

Berwilla Studios
5821 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood

Century Film Corp
6100 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

Chas. Chaplin Studios
La Brae Ave., Hollywood

Christie Comedies
6101 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

Irvings Cummings Prod
1729 Highland Ave., Hollywood

Doubleday Productions
,

• ••• Sunset & Bronson Ave., Hollywood
Ferdinand Earle Productions

,

Hollywood Studios, Hollywood
Wm. Fox West Coast Studios

1417 N. Western Ave., Hollywood
Fine Arts Studio ..4500 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

J. L. Frothingham Prod
United Studios, Hollywoo

Garson Studios 1845 Glendale Blvd., Glendal

Goldwyn Studio Culver City

Great Western Producing Co
6100 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

Thos. H. Ince Productions Culver City

Lasky Studios .... 1520 Vine Street, Los Angeles
Louis B. Mayer Studios

3800 Mission Road, Los Angeles
Metro Studio

Romaine and Cahuenga Ave., Hollywood
MoroscO' Productions

3800 Mission Road, Los Angeles
Bud Osborne Productions

6514 Romaine Street, Hollywood
Pacific Studios Corp San Mateo, Calif.

Pickford-Fairbanks Studio
Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywooi

Pacific Film Co Culver City

Principal Pictures ....United Studios, Hollywood
R. D. Film Corp Balboa Studios, Long Beach
Chas. Ray Studios Hollywood, Cal.

Realart Studio . . 201 N. Occidental, Los Angeles

Robertson-Cole Productions
Melrose and Gower, Hollywood

Russel-Griever-Russell
6070 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

Hal E. Roach Studio Culver City

Morris R. Schlank Productions
6050 Sunset, Hollywood

Jos. Schenck Prod. . . United Studios, Hollywood

Schulberg Productions
3800 Mission Road, Los Angeles

Sennett Studios Edendale, Los Angeles

Selig-Rork 3800 Mission Road, Los Angeles

Universal Studio Universal City, Calif.

King Vidor Prod Ince Studios, Culver City

Vitagraph Studio ...1708 Talmadge, Los Angeles

Warner Bros. Studio
Sunset & Bronson, Hollywood

Ben Wilson Productions . . . . :

....Berwilla Studios, East Long Beach, Calif

es

Dd

i
3d

ch

EASTERN STUDIOS

Biograph Studios.. 807 East 175th St. N. Y. C.

Blackton Studios Brooklyn, N. Y.

Estee Studios 124 West 125th St., N. Y. C.

Famous Players' Studios . .Astoria, L. I., N. Y.

Fox Studios West 55th St., N. Y. C.

D. W. Griffith Studios Mamaroneck, N. Y.

International Film 2478 2nd Ave., N. Y. C.

Harry Levy Prod. ...230 West 38th St., N. Y. C.

Lincoln Studio Grantwood, N. J.

Mirror Studios Glendale, Long Island, N. Y.

Pathe 1900 Park Avenue, N. Y. C.

Selznick Studios Fort Lee, N. J.

Talmadge Studios ...318 East 48th St., N. Y. C.

Vitagraph Studios. .East 15th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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September Issue Out August 15

CONTENTS
—DIVORCE DE LUXE

—

Part One of the most intriguing, cyni-
cal, whimsical story of marriage and
divorce that has even been written about
Hollywood, or any other community.

—GURGLING GOLD—
The second of a series of three stories

of a famous blackmail and bootleg ring,
which flourished in Hollywood until the
accomplice of the bootlegger could stand
no more—and went after his chief with
a vengeance. We call this chapter THE
BLACK BOOK.
—THE POISONED FOUNTAIN—

In which a famous stage beauty finds
that rejuvenation does not bring happi-
ness—that the Ponce DeLeon Fountain of
Youth is tainted with poison.

—THE SPELL OF THE EAST—
A tragedy in Brown and White; an-

other fatal proof that "East is East and
West_is West, and never the twain shall
meet." And when they do temporarily
brush shoulders in a motion picture
studio, tragedy inevitably follows.

—SWEET DEATH—
Burke who wrote "Limehouse

Nights" reads this story, he will say that
the author has done that for Hollywood

—

begun a series of "Hollywood Nights"
tragedies, which will wring your heart.
A poignant story of love and grief.

—A LABYRINTH OF DECEIT
A story of lies and love, deceit and

beauty, out of which a true romance
flowers like a white hyacinth in a coal
yard.

—THE THIRD EYE—
A case where spiritualism comes to

the aid of the law, when a little studio
slavery goes into a trance and visions
the crime which had baffled the police.

—LING FOO'S "CHICKENS"—
He loved his daughter, guarded her

as a priest cherishes the shrine of the
Virgin; but he had no respect for other
women's chastity. Then came retribution,
in ghastly form—a true story of poetic
justice.

—A FEMALE SHYLOCK—
A humorous story of Hollywood in-

trigue, told by a famous specialist in
weight-reducing. If the author ever fails
in her own line of business, she ought
to be able to get a job as Ring Lard-
ner's successor. Yes, it's that funny.

—QUEEN OF THRILLS—
The story of the star who yearned to

forget fame and live simply and in the
full glory of wifehood and motherhood
is well known to Hollywood. Here you
have it—the story of the "Queen of
Thrills" who wanted to marry a lumber-
jack.

—AN ELEPHANT OPERA—
When Charlie the Elephant ran amuck

on a motion picture set, a star paid with
her life. Yet that star is living today

—

and is well and happy, except when she
dreams of a huge beast leaping over her
prone body. Read this amazing story in
September HOLLYWOOD CONFES-
SIONS and find the solution.

—CHEATING THE LAW—
When Innocence and Guileless Beauty

knock at the door of the fake screen
agent, strange things happen.

* * *

Every story gorgeously illustrated with
photographs posed exclusively for this
magazine by motion picture players.

HOLLYWOOD CONFESSIONS
True Stories of Movie Adventure
25 cents On All Newsstands 25 cents

About a girl who couldn't

stop loving
"One of the 'biggest' pictures made in years is 'The White Rose'
because it is so very, very human. . .comes as near being a REAL
picture as we have seen in years ... It is an unqualified success . . .

and Mae Marsh reaches out and twangs away at a mighty sad little
symphony on one's heart strings, and never strikes a discord."—Don. Allen in Eve. World.

"Aimed straight at your heart, it hits the mark—boldly tearing
away the old dual standard of morals, and showing man accepting
blame for the sin along with the woman—inspiring and moving
One of the finest things D. W. Griffith has ever made. And if you
want to see art in the cinema, see Mae Marsh as Teasie.'

"

—Quinn Martin in. the World.
"It easily ranks with the most important pictures made in America.
The acting is magnificent; as fine as the screen can boast."—The
Sun. " 'The White Rose* is indeed a triumph for its splendid cast."—P. W. Gallico in The News.
"It is the best picture Mr. Griffith has made since 'The Birth of a
Nation'—Try as you may to resist its appeal, it will make you
smile, laugh and weep—The dawning of love between the
preacher and this flowerlike girl magnificent, one of the most
gloriously beautiful passages in all Mr. Griffith's pictures—Once
you are into the heart of the story, it is inescapable."

—Leo Pollock, Eve. Journal.

"A singularly fine picture—and the treatment of the big dramatic
moments is superb—It is beautified and exalted by the presence of
that exquisite creature, Mae Marsh, the divinely inspired. The
scenes are marvelously beautiful."

—Robert Sherwood in The Herald.
"For Griffith is a great poet."

—Max Reinhardt, famous German Producer.

"Another pictorial and sentimental gem—Doubtful if the Magician
Griffith has ever done anything finer—An unusually superior pic-
ture, and one that reaches the heart with its presentation of a new
angle of the moral code; and establishes the dual responsibility in
the moral code in which the woman pays perhaps, but not aloae."—Journal of Commerce.
"Again 'The White Rose* proves Griffith the master of the screen
technique sways the audience—a very human bit of life with a
very strong heart appeal." —Morning Telegraph.

' The White Rose' is sermon, poem, and great love drama, all in
one, with laughter full of tears—presenting the big moments in
little lives; beauty in simple and even sordid things; the basic
principle in which the world—yours and mine actually moves.
It sends one home with something unforgettable, with a heart
hunger for a better humanity."

—Sophie Irene Loeb, famous publicist and
president of the Child Welfare Board.

D. W. GRIFFITH'S

'The White Rose"
For Release by the United Artists Corporation
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Here is the Winning Title!

"Home, after a long run."

Submitted by: W. H. Charlton,
20 Shiland Street,
Helena, Montana.

This title was selected from among the thousands submitted in SCREEN-
LAND'S recent contest for a title to fit the above picture. The judges

were so overwhelmed with the great number of answers that we were
forced to postpone the announcement of prize winners a month.

The following titles were adjudged second, third and fourth best:

SECOND: "The Rent Problem."

Submitted by: Mrs. Gertrude M. Sholes,
6427 Repton Street,
Los Angeles, California.

THIRD : "Dangerous Curves Ahead."

Submitted by: Mrs. Walter Scott,
633 E. Colfax,
Denver, Colo.

FOURTH: "As Ye Sew, So Shall We Peep."

This title was submitted by the following three contestants, all of

whom received prizes:

Mrs. E. V. Blanchard,
Powhatan Hotel,
Washington, D. C.

H. B. Carbray,
Stedman Hotel,
Ketchikan, Alaska.

E. B. West,
12 Cleveland Place,
Lockport, New York.

It will be interesting to the contestants to know that a great many people sent in the same

titles The one which was repeated oftenest was, "A Stitch In Time Saves Nine, and

the second favorite was, "A Run On The First National Bank."

"Inside Stuff'

I

Nothing Less Than Geniuses,

We'll Say

T was hot. The huge enclosed stage'

whereon Viola Dana and the members
of her company were working on
Rouged Lips was like an enormous dry

kiln, with the furnaces going full blast.

"I guess you might call this warm,"
conceded Tom Moore, who is support-

ing Viola in this picture, "but it doesn't

compare with the way it gets down in

Missouri. One summer it got so hot

that the river dried up and the town
fire department worked day and night

throwing water into it with buckets to

keep the ferry running." I

"That may be hot for Missouri," said

the cameraman, "but it doesn't compare

with Central America. I was down
there with a film company one winter

—I remember it was during the winter

—when it was so hot that we had to

put asbestos shoes on and the hens all

laid hard-boiled eggs."

"I never heard of anything like that,"

said Harold Shaw, the director, "but

I did read that it got so hot in the sum-

mer of '97 down in the Imperial Val-

ley that the anvil in a blacksmith's shop

there melted and ran right out of the

door into the street."

"That is certainly interesting," said

Arline Pretty, "because I've often

heard my father tell of the time,, back

in Indiana, when the heat became so

intense that the corn in the fields began

to pop. And that isn't all. The cows,

poor things, thought it was snowing,

and they all froze to death."

"That'll be about enough," interposed

Viola. "If any of you are talking for

my benefit, you can continue the dis-

cussion at the beach, just south of Crys-

tal Pier. That's where I'm going right

now."

I

A Slight Difference in Opinion

_ t's interesting to observe the differ-

ent audience reactions to actors in dif-

ferent towns. In one city, a star may

be a riot, and in the next village, she

may be a terrible flop, dead but un-

buried. For instance, here are two re-

views of The Young Rajah, sent in by

two different theatre managers.

The manager of a theatre in Glas-

gow, Montana, says : "Just a fair pro-

gram picture wherein Valentino does

his finishing act. This star is dead here.

No drawing power. Business Poor."

And right next to this review, we find

the comment of an exhibitor in Wayne,

Neb. :
(Continued on page 9)
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"Inside Stuff"

(Continued from page 8)

"Many told me that this is the best
thing Rudy ever did, and I had swell
business on it. The old ones, the flap-
pers and the young ones come out to
see Rodolph with his soulful eyes. He
certainly brings in the money for me."

It's everyone to his taste, as Barbara
La Marr said, when she picked a red-
headed actor for her fifth husband.

Now You Stop!

'scar apfel, who is to direct Viola
Dana in her next picture, is filling in
the time of waiting by casting the play-
ers for his stage production of Mor-
phine, which is to be shown at a Los
Angeles theatre. The other day a pretty
young thing tripped up to 'him and
asked if she couldn't play the title role.

"I'm afraid not," said Apfel soberlv,
"because if you did, you'd be a drug on
the market."

Boston is Slipping

The bodies of the reverend Boston
elders must be turning in their graves.
When Rex Ingram made Where the
Pavement Ends, he shot two endings:
the logical and dramatic unhappy end-
ing which his intelligence demanded,
and a sugar-sweet rice-and-orange-blos-
soms ending which his bosses demanded.
And all the crude cities like Chicago
and Portland chose to show the un-
happy ending. But Boston, the home
of culture and codfish, demanded the
saccharine ending

!

How to be Happy Though Divorced

Kixg and Florence Vidor, being her-
alded as one of Hollywood's few prize
matrimonial couples, have come to the
parting of the ways. They aren't go-
ing to stay married, and yet they aren't
going to be divorced. They are going
to keep their friendship, they say. by
seeing each other less often. When
boredom comes in the door, love flies

out the window, tlicy claim.

Not So Simple

hyllis haver stepped out and
bought a town lot the other day, and
the next day she sold it for a profit of
$5,000. Nobody can ever call Phyllis
a sweet simple little thing again. She's
sweet enough, but not so simple.

On the Ingram Set

o
Y uch gorgeous gowns as to make the
feminine heart envious are being worn
in Rex (Continued on page 98)

id. "I

DAVID BELASCO—the man who for a generation has capti-
vated patrons of the Spoken Drama—has yielded to the insistent
appeal that his dramatic genius should be perpetuated inMotion Pictures for the entertainment and inspiration of all
people for all time.

And BELASCO has chosen to express his matchless art exclu-
sively through

"Warner Bros. Classics of The Screen"
Now you will see pictures so beyond-the-ordinary that you will
forget the canvas before you and feel the heart-grip of the
master producer.

DAVID BELASCO'S association with WARNER BROS is
the long-sought triumph of the Silent Drama—the final proof
of Warner leadership.

Watch for the first three Belasco productions—"Tiger Rose"—
"The Gold Diggers"—"Daddies".

Autographed photograph of David Belasco sent free on request.

WARNER BROS. PICTURES, INC., 1600 Broadway
New York
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^akes any hair naturally curly

in 2o minutes
The Spanish Beggar's

Priceless Gift

by Winnifred Ralston

FROM the day we started to school, Chanty

Winthrop and I were called the tousled-

hair twins. Our hair simply wouldn t behave.

As we grew older the hated name still clung

to us. It followed us through the grades and

into boarding school. Then Charity s family

moved to Spain and I didn't see her again

until last New Year's eve. .

A party of us had gone to the Drake Hotel

for dinner that night. As usual I was terribly

embarrassed and ashamed of my hair.

Horribly self-conscious I was sitting at the

table, scarcely touching my food, wishing I

were home. It seemed that everyone had won-

derful, lustrous, curly hair but me and I felt

they were all laughing—or worse, pitying me
behind mv back.

My eyes straved to the dance floor and there

I saw a beautiful girl dancing with Tom
Harvey. Her eye caught mine and to my sur-

prise she smiled and started toward me.

About this girl 's face was a halo ofgolden curls.

I think she had themost beautiful hair I ever saw.

My face must have turned scarlet as I compared

it mentally with my own straggly, ugly mop.

Of course you have guessed her identity-

Charity Winthrop, who once had dull straight

hair like mine.
.

It had been five long years since I had seen

her. But I simply couldn't wait. I blurted out

—"Charity Winthrop—tell me—whatmiracle
has happened to your hair?"

She smiled and said mys-

teriously, "Come to my
room and I will tell you the

whole story."

£harhy tells of the

beggars gift

"Our house in Madrid faced a

little, old plaza where I often

Strolled after my siesta. A Matchless Marcel

"Miguel, the beggar, always occupied the end bench of

the south end of the plaza. I always dropped a few

centavos in his hat when I passed and he soon grew to

know me. , ,

.

"The day before I left Madrid I stopped to bid him

goodby and pressed a gold coin in his palm.
_

"Hiia mia," he said, "You have been very kind to an

old man. Digamelo (tell me) senortta, what it is your heart

most desires."

"I laughed at the idea, then said jokingly, Miguel, my
hair is straight and dull. I would have it lustrous and

curly'."

"Oigame, senorita," he said—"Many years ago a

Castilian prince was wedded to a Moorish beauty. Her

hair was black as a raven's wing and straight as an arrow.

Like you, this lady wanted los pelos rizos (curly hair).

Her husband offered thousands of pesos to the man who

would fulfill her wish. The prize fell to Pedro the droguero.

Out of roots and herbs he brewed a potion that converted

the princess' straight, unruly hair into a glorious mass

of ringlet curls. ,

"Pedro, son of the son of Pedro, has that secret today.

Years ago I did him a great service. Here you will find

him, go to him and tell your wish.

"I called a coche and gave the driver the address Miguel

had given me.

"At the door of the apothecary shop, a funny old hawk-

nosed Spaniard met me I stammered out my .explana-

tion When I finished, he bowed and vanished into his

store. Presently he returned and handed me a bottle.

"Terribly excited—I could hardly wait until I reached

home When I was in my room alone, I took down my
hair and applied the liquid as directed.In twenty minutes,

not one second more, the transformation, which you have

noted, had taken place. . . ,

"Come, Winnifred—apply it to your own hair and see

what it can do for you." ».,",. ~, ... .

Twenty minutes later as I looked into
_
Chanty s

mirror I could hardly believe my eyes. The impossible

had happened. My dull, straight hair had wound itself

into curling tendrils. My head was a mass of ringlets and

waves. It shone with a lustre It never had before.
_

You can imagine the amazement of the others in the

party when I returned to the ballroom. Everybody

noticed the change. Never did I have such a g'"nous

night. I was popular. Men clustered about me. I had

never been so happy. My hair was curly and beautiful.

I asked Charity's permission to

take a sample of the Spanish liquid

to my cousin at the Century Lab-

oratories. For days he worked,

analyzing the liquid. _
Finally, he

solved the problem, isolated the

two Spanish herbs, the important

ingredients.

They experimented on fifty

women and the results were sim-

ply astounding. Now the Century

Chemists are prepared to supply

the wonderful Spanish Curling

Lovely Curls Liquid to women everywhere.

Takeadvantage oftheirgeneroustrial offer—

I told my cousin I did not want one penny for

the information I had given him. I did make one

stipulation, however. I insisted that he introduce the

discovery by selling it for a limited time at actual

laboratory cost plus postage so that as many women as

possible could take advantage of it. This he agreed

t0
Don't delay another day. For the Century Chemists

guarantee satisfaction or refund your money.

Wavy Bob

Free Distribution

of $3.50 Bottles
(only one to a family)

We are offering foralimited

time only, no-profit distribu-

tion of the regular $3.50 size

of our Spanish Curling Liquid.

The actual cost of preparing

and compounding this Span-

ish Curling Fluid, including

bottling, packing and shipping

is 31.87. We have decided to

ship the first bottle to each

new user at actual cost price.

You do not have to send one

penny in advance. Merely fill

out the coupon below—then pay the postman

3187 plus the few cents postage, when he delivers

the liquid. If you are not satisfied m every way,

even this low laboratory fee will be refunded

promptly. This opportunity may never appear

again. Miss Ralston urges that you take advan-

tage of it at once.

CENTURY CHEMISTS
(Originatorsofthefamous40MinuteBeautyClay)

Century Bldg., Chicago

SendNoMoney--SimthSignandMailCoupon

CENTURY CHEMISTS Dept. 385
Century Bldg., Chicago .

Please send me in plain wrapper, by insured

parcel post, a full size 33.50 bottle ofLiquid Mar-

celle (Spanish Curling Liquid). I will pay post-

man 31.87, plus few cents postage, on delivery,

with the understand ng that if, after a five-day

trial, I am not elated with the results from this

magic curling fluid, I may return the unused con-

tents in the bottle, and you will immediately

return my money in full.

Name —
Street

Town . State..

If ant to be out when postman Mils, yon may enclose 12

with coupon" and Liquid Marcelle will be sent you postpaid.
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CI
rain BOOTLEGGER

T he first movie ever made had
no plot to steal. It showed a train

coming down a track. That was all.

But that was long ago. The infant

industry has rolled out of its cradle

and has begun to howl, like Thomas
Aristides, for long pants.

Do the studios steal plots? I have
been asked that question hundreds of

times by ambitious scenario writers,

who fear to trust their precious brain
children to light-fingered producers.

Where there is so much smoke there

is usually some fire. Not so much as

the imaginative on-lookers picture.

But some.

Ideas are difficult to safeguard.

They are also valuable. And brain

bootleggers are not averse to making
away with them, when they can do
so safely. But the brain bootleggers aren't all in the studios.

Not by any means.

The studios are just as suspicious of scenario writers as

scenario writers are of the studios. Studio officials have
lived and suffered. Just ask them !

Light Fingered Adaptors

By Helen Starr

Ct, Do the Studiosstealplots?

I hare been asked that ques-

tion hundreds of times by

ambitious scenario writers,

who fear to trust their pre-

cious brain children to light-

fingered producers. This

article seeks to state fairly

both sides of the question.

studio reader can't read everything that is published.

And every so often a scenario comes in that sounds like a
real hunch. It has punch, good situations, heart interest,

everything. In high glee the reader sends it on to the de-
partment head, who perhaps sends it on to the producer for
okeh. The producer, whose reading is confined to his bank
book and the Police Gazette, okehs it.

And then, it is screened and widely advertised. And just

when it is about to be released, some author writes in and
says that the plot was stolen bodily from his story that ap-
peared in the Adventure magazine, perhaps, and would the
producer please remit umpteen thousand dollars or have the
picture attached. The writer of the scenario had done a little

bootlegging on his own account, and the producer who
bought it paid the bill.

That's one reason why you find it so hard to sell your
scenarios. A producer who has been once bitten is several
hundred times shy of "originals." He demands stories that
have been published, so that he knows he is buying direct
from headquarters.

This brain bootlegging on the part of scenario writers
dates back from the early days.

The first story plots just sprang from the ground, like

grass plots. Somebody discovered a sawmill, and presto!
the company shot a lumberjack story. A studio helper knew
where a four-masted schooner could be rented cheap. Then

a one-reel sea story was produced. If

a well with a moss-covered bucket was
located, five hundred feet of New
England romance was manufactured.
The plots were simple affairs that a

child could write.

Then Beansville and Greenburg and
all the other little towns began to

order canned amusement sent by ex-

press. Directors had to sit up nights

to write enough plots to keep the

camera cranks turning during the day.

There was a big market for free

lance writers.

Nice old ladies, when apprised of
this easy money, would get the old

copies of the Ladies Home Journal
out of the attic, shake off the dust

that had been gathering for a decade,
and neatly lift the plots of the stories.

By naming the heroine Sadie instead of Ethel, and re-locat-
ing the setting, these dear old things felt that they had
written a brand-new story. Famous plays were stolen, too.

After Under Cover made a success, the market was
flooded with scenarios built about a personage who was be-
lieved to be a crook until the last reel disclosed him as a
detective. Other stage successes were similarly copied.
No editor lives who has read everything in print. No

wonder a crafty public received checks for stolen ideas, until
a sheaf of lawsuits made the studios more wary.

A,
Studio Bootlegging

-nd the studios themselves were not wholly guiltless.

Not by a little bit.

There was an actor, brighter than he was scrupulous, who
was cast in a clever play at one studio. He wrote the story
and sold it to a rival studio. Yes, he got into trouble.

A certain director refused to direct a certain scenario be-
cause "he couldn't see a picture in it." Six months later he
submitted an almost identical plot to a new scenario editor
who hadn't read the first story. He got away with it. The
studio purchased the story from the director and he pro-
duced it. Evidently the real author never saw the picture,
for no one pounced on the guilty party. A studio reader
on a small salary remembered the story, but he didn't dare
squeal for fear of losing his job.

There have been many cases where authors "split" with
directors who enthused properly over the author's script.

But inside deals such as these are found in every business.

_

The universal charge is that studios deliberately steal

situations out of scenarios submitted and then send back the
script, rejected. Undoubtedly such things have happened.

In many studios, a complete record of every scenario sub-
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Marshall Neilan, returning rejected

manuscripts. Neilan says that he
has never received a scenario in the

mail that was worth producing.

(J^ Reader's report of scenarios sub-
mitted. The real meat of each
scenario is filed for future reference.

next story. In it, the villain bribes a waiter to drop frozen

cubes of whiskey instead of pure ice cubes into the hero-

ine's drinking water.

Director Jones succumbs to temptation. He lifts the

idea for his present picture and rejects the script.

A Good Gag Gone Wrong

r perhaps a comedy director has gone stale on hokum.
He needs some new business for his comedy. A wit from
some small town sends in a hunch that the director knows
will get a laugh. The vamp wears a regulation street-

car conductor's change holder about her knee. She vamps
old gentlemen and rings up receipts on the change holder

every time she cashes in on their gifts.

The hunch is good for a dozen laughs. The director

steals the "gag."

Comedy directors are the worst thieves in the busi-

ness, anyway. They send scouts around to locate new
"gags." They are the bane of producers of big specials.

It takes a comedy company perhaps three weeks to make
a two-reel slapstick comedy. It takes a dramatic director

as many months to make a picture. The director may
have a good gag in his five-reeler.

A stage-hand may have a friend in a comedy company.

Casually, as one discusses the work of the day, he may
remark, "Saw a good gag today on the lot." And he will

describe it. And the director of the dramatic feature

will have delirium tremens when he sees the

comedy, two weeks hence, with his precious lit-

tle "gag" in it.

Just One Situation

A,

ADDRESS OS AGKHCT

OP STO*

vCJL

mitted is kept on file. The reader reports on the title, author,
price asked, etc. And then, in detail, is recorded the type
of story, the theme, the big punch, and the high lights of
dramatic and physical action. In other words, they have the
real meat of the plot on file in their offices. And sometimes
the temptation to use a situation is too great to be resisted.

Say that Director Jones wishes the villain in his new
picture to give the heroine an intoxicating drink, but he
wants to do it in a new way. To tell the dear little innocent
that the booze is lemonade is old stuff.

Somebody hands the director a script to consider for his

N undeveloped story idea is

a constant temptation to brain

bootleggers. Many young writ-

Iqfc <&j&j^= ers have the germ of a good
story or an interesting theme,

but have not developed it. The
studio should buy the script "as

is" and develop it. Often it

does just that. But occasion-

ally an author sets too high a

price on the one valuable. situa-

tion. Then occasionally some-

body yields to temptation and
steals it.

If you think a lawsuit can-

not be won on the theft of a

single situation, consider the

^ case of a certain well-known ex-

ecutive who "lifted" a clever

millinery-shop episode from a
magazine story and incorpora-

^i-. ted it in a screen play. He
didn't touch the plot. But the

- author of that magazine story

took the case to -court and won
$7000. Not a bad price for one
situation.

Sometimes a title will sell a

story, or just the name of an author. A certain playwright

was hard up for ready cash. He dashed off four scenarios

and offered the four to' a producing company for $1000.

They were downright poor stories and each had to be
revamped for production, but the company was glad to

pay $1000 for the use of the playwright's name.

Not Guilty

Sometimes the cry of "Stop thief!" is raised unjustly.

An idea may be already in production, when a flood of

BIO PW0B7

1»( V! ~.
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(J^ The Judgment House of Uni-
versal Studio. Here the thou-
sands of submitted scenarios
are read and their fate recorded.

L.-T=t WW
^ "i'UT A^B TH£ HIGH LIGHT

UNIVERSAL PICTURES CORPORATION

Title

Name of Author

Address

Date

How Disposed of

^^^eripts incorporating the same idea come^ to the studio.

People often get the same hunch at the same time.

For instance, when a newspaper story is given sensa-

tional prominence, scenario writers in Kalamazoo and Osh-
kosh flood the mails with scenarios using the plot. During
a season, a studio will be flooded with Northwest Mounted
Police stories, and during the next, sea stories will be

popular.

The "hit-on-the-head-and forget-who-are-you-are" plot is

perennial. So are the bank clerk embezzler plots and the

"Where's Your Child" themes.

Not long ago Metro turned down a story submitted by a
woman writer. A week or so later, a studio scenario writer

who had no opportunity of seeing the rejected script, turned

in almost the same story, only better written. The studio

accepted it, but when the scenario editor, Clarke Thomas,
saw it, he said, "My God, that's that woman's story."

He wrote the woman, telling her that the writer of the

accepted script had had no means of seeing her scenario

and that she must not think they had stolen her idea.

The woman very cagily wrote back, "How can you
prove it?"

Of course, she had them on the hip, and rather than risk

any trouble, they paid the woman $500 for the story they

had rejected.

Aimee Berkeley, a free lance scenario writer, sued the

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, to restrain it from exhibit-

ing the picture, The Flame of the Desert. Miss Berkeley

asserted that the scenario on

which the picture was based was
written by her, from her own
personal experience.

Goldwyn asserted that the

company had purchased the

scenario from Charles A. Logue,

who said he had written it from
talks he had had with Essaid

Pasha, military attache to Pan-
cho Villa, the Mexican bandit.

The court viewed the picture

and decided that the scenario

written by Miss Berkeley was
different from the film itself

and dismissed the charges

against the Goldwyn company.

Unconscious Thievery

I t is perfectly possible for a studio reader who scans

dozens of stories every day, to store up impressions and
ideas in her subconscious mind. She doesn't mean to adapt

them for her own use, but when she sits down to write a

few months later, the most persistent of these inspirations

come to the fore and get into her new story. For the life

of her, she couldn't tell where she got the ideas except

"out of her mind." Another reader may consciously adapt

a story plot to her own uses. If she's found out she stands

a good chance of losing her job. In most studios, readers

are not allowed to write and (Continued on page 103)
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Photo by Murav

FREDERICK JAMES SMITH

Who will guide the future editorial policy of. this magazine, brings to us an experience of more than fourteen years in the
business of making motion pictures and writing about them. Readers zvho have long wanted to know what makes the
movie wheels go 'round zvill share with us the pleasure of watching our new Editor open the hunting case, dust off the
main spring and show us what makes it tick.
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Photo by W. Jay Fredricks

ROLF ARMSTRONG

Ct, Begins with this issue a series of front cover creations that will induce more people than ever before to make the not
uncommon discovery that this magazine is really different. Mr. Armstrong has become so innured to the painting of beauti-

full feminity that even Bebe Daniels posing for him in person cannot take his mind from the business of immortalizing
the screen's most pulchritudinous women. Claire Windsor is the subject he has chosen for the October front cover.
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A Pretty Young Girl

wanted to get ahead in

the Movies. She got a

job as "atmosphere."

Every time the Director

waved his megaphone

this daughter of Eve

breathed admiringly—
"Oh, Mr. D- - -, you're

wonderful.

"

Mr. D found

the audience so inspiring

that he made itperman-

ent by giving the girl a

part in his next picture.

That is what

Hollywood means when

it speaks about—
The Whispering Chorus—that was
group of admiring extras, script girls

surrounded a certain director of

Ok "YES" Blight

o.nce upon a time and not so long ago at that, there was
a pretty young girl who wanted to get ahead in pictures.

Now the number of pretty girls who want to get ahead in

pictures are as the sands of the sea in numbers. But this

girl had something that is even more effective and much
scarcer in Hollywood—brains !

She got a job in a picture directed by a man whom we will

call Arnold Dunning. Just "atmosphere". But what con-
genial "atmosphere". For she took her stand near the

camera between shots, and whenever Mr. Dunning would so

much as wave his megaphone, she would say, with just the

right note of admiring awe, "Oh Mr. Dunning, you're won-
derful !"

Well, Mr. Dunning, being a man and very human, found
the praise not distasteful to his ears, and in order to keep

such an appreciative audience permanently on the job, he
gave the pretty young girl another job in his next picture.

And it wasn't "atmosphere" this time

!

By pulling the age-old line that every woman has used

from our Mother Eve down, the girl "yessed" herself into

the movies. And her example is followed daily in every

studio in Hollywood, to the great detriment of pictures.
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the title given to the little

and film cutters thai always
ultra lavish production.

The Yes Chorus

IPhe yes blight is the curse of the movies. Pictures are

being ruined every day because lack of courage prevents

subordinates from pointing out flaws. The sublime conceit

of the big men of the industry,—little kings whose courtiers

.know that the king can do no wrong—will brook no con-

tradiction.

''Yes" your boss. That is the motto that everybody pins

on the wall, from the prop boy up to the president. The
assistant director "yesses" the director; the director "yesses"

the production manager; the production manager "yesses"

the producer. And the producer in his turn must often "yes"

the banker from whom he has borrowed his last million.

No matter if the yes-man knows in his soul that the man
higher up is wrong. No matter if he has to prostitute his

artistic conscience. He must agree or lose his job. His
voice must be added to the chorus of praise, in which a "no"

sounds a discordant note. And the man who gets off the key

in the yes chorus loses his job, pronto and very swiftly,

few take the risk.

But

Who Killed Cock Robin

W:hen Bella Donna was in the making, a special private

preview of the first three reels was held in the Ambassador
theatre. Hard-boiled exhibitors who always go to a preview

hoping for the worst, so that they may beat down the price

of the film, sat and watched Pola Negri sweep through three

thousand feet of film. And at the end, they cheered. Pola

was superb. Her abandon was soul stirring, her beauty en-

chanting. The exhibitors, shaken out of all natural caution,

enthused. And then somebody, some high Paramount official,

hung crepe on the proceedings by bringing up the censor

bugaboo.

What would the censors of Pennsylvania and Ohio do to

this wicked woman? Better tame the picture down. It

might kill the dramatic value of (Continued on page 100)
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(l^The Comedy Studio is sometimes a

Service on the road to Fame-and-Fortune.

But oftener it is only a jumping-off place

By W. R. Benson

Corner

unset Boulevard and

Gower. If you live in

Hollywood, you don't like

to give that destination,

even to a taxi driver.

For the lord of the leap-

ing meter knows as well

as you do that the cor-

ner of Sunset and

Gower is known as

"The Corner of Last
Hope."

"All hope abandon, ye

who enter here." Look
at 'em—just pipe that

bunch of comedy studios.

There are more comedy
studios on the four blocks

that converge at Sunset

and Gower than in any
other territory of four

times the size in the

world. A new world's

record

!

Century, H a 1 1 r o o m
Boys, Al Christie, Grand
Studios (their letterheads

call them The Grand Real-

ty Corporation, but they

make comedies just the

same), Waldorf, Wm.
Horsley, Paulis, Chester

—

they're all there, rubbing

elbows and probably peep-

ing over each other's

fences to steal gags.

Strangely enough it is

a quiet, orderly corner.

No unseemly mirth. The
air is charged with deadly

seriousness. It is a stern

business—this comedy
stuff.

First Chance

I ran right into this
corner about four years

ago," said a hardened

comedy "Gag" writer
to me. "It looked like

'First Chance' to me then.

I could fairly see the

words written in gold and

plastered on the walls as

I romped into Hollywood

to write bigger and better

pictures. Comedies ! I'd

reform the comedies ! I'd

supplant that idea that

clings so tenaciously in

the minds of the D. P.

(dear public) that a cus-

tard pie spread thin on a

white shirt front and deli-

cately sprayed on a fat

man's features, is funny.
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"I—oh, what's the use?

I wrote comedy gags and
screamingly funny titles,

so funny I changed my
name so's the fellows in

the Lambs' Club wouldn't

know who perpetrated

them on a suffering pub-

lic. I stayed with old 'First

Chance' for two years,

then Drama took me in,

cuddled me to her bosom.

I was permitted to

write sweet, sad tales

of 'Nellie, the Beauti-

ful Cloak Model' , dis-

guised under modern
monikers like 'Purple

Passions' and 'The Sin-

Lure'. I saw them buy
picture rights, or rather

butcher rights, to some of

the best novels of the day
—even succeeded in sell-

ing them two or three of

my own published novel-

ettes and short stories—
then take away all but

the names of the principal

characters and the title of

the book. Then at the

last minute they'd decide

that the name of the book
would queer the film, and
they'd change that.

"I batted around the 'drama

lots' and murdered lots of drama
for two years more, making
four years I'd offered up to the

Great God Film.

"Then I got sick—threw up
my job and my contract and my
hopes—and I went back to New
York, to write short stories. Ever
try to stage a come-back? You
play to a hissing house, or what's

worse, an empty one. Nobody
in the old home town knew I

was even trying to come back.

And they no longer knew me.

There was a new bunch of word-
slingers, a new crop of spaghetti

eaters at the Purple Cow and the

Horned Frog. And the editors

thought the name was vaguely

familiar—oh, yes, the chap who
wrote those vile continuities for

Fox!
"I found I couldn't write any-

thing but such lines as 'Melba,

the beautiful, blond daughter of

Felix Forepaugh, the village

banker, is wildly in love with

Handsome Harry, the barber, but

her snobbish father will have
none of him—not even free hair

cuts and shaves.' That s«rt of

stuff. Low comedy, but not low
enough to get laughs out of edi-

tors who were looking for other
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infant prodigies to take the place of F. Scott Fitzgerald,

who was getting old—turned twenty-four as he was, and

no longer infantile enough to be the champion of the best

advertised graft in the world—the 'younger set'. I found

myself an antique, but not an objet d'art. I had about

as much chance in the New York story market as Charles

G. Norris has of recognizing his book in 'Brass'.

"Last Chance"

T here was nothing to do but to come back to Holly-

wood. And when I got to the corner of Sunset and

Gower, I saw that I was looking at the comedy barns from

the other side—that the words were 'Last Chance' ".

The "Gag" writer started dolefully across the street to

the Log Cabin Cafeteria, where he could mingle inconspicu-

ously with others who had fallen into the "First Chance

—

Last Chance" trap.

He pointed some of them out, as he took a wilted lettuce

salad and a puffed wienerwurst over to a little table near

the door.

The Case of Billie Rhoades

T here's Billie Rhoades. Remember her in drama ?

Little Billie Rhoades, we all called her. The movie

magazines were full of her pictures for a while. Then
somehow she dropped out of sight. Her husband died

and pretty soon people stopped writing in to know where

spittle Billie Rhoades' was. There she is. 'Last Chance'

^^^aught her. Saw her in a Joe Rock comedy the other

nd she didn't even have screen credit. Yes, I go

comedies to see what gags I can steal for our com-

pui. J I work almost as hard stealing my gags as I do

writing the original ones.

"Poor Billie ! She's as miscast in a comedy as an orchid

at a fireman's picnic. Some people just seem to be made
for comedy

;
they thrive in it. Take Louise Fazenda, for

instance. Everyone's taking her these days, by the way,

but she's still the same old Louise. Did you see what they

did to her in 'The Beautiful and Damned'? But she was
Louise Fazenda just the same, Louise without the hair

knobs over her ears or the holes in her stockings, but

comedy queen Louise just the same. That sofa scene was
Louise's, I'll wager my hat. No director could have kept

her from pulling it.

"And no matter how much they dress Louise up and

trick her out and tell her to walk natural and not fall over

the furniture, she'll always be the Funny Fazenda. 'First

Chance' will inevitably be 'Last Chance' for her. Straight

drama will hold her for awhile, but she'll never be able

to play it straight to save her life. Did you see how she

fell in the the creek in 'The Spider and Rose'? And her

Bea Sorenson in 'Main Street' could have been lifted right

out of any of her Mack Sennett comedies. Louise has loved

a hundred men in the kitchen. And she managed to get

Alan Hale dressed up as comically and as true to 'First

Chance' traditions as herself."

The scenarist gloomily regarded the thousand island

dressing on his careless shirt front, but managed a faint

grin as George O'Hara came in with a former comedy
chum, once with Mack Sennett and now with the Grand
Studios.

How About George O'Hara

N ow it's a different story with George. George
worked with Sennett, along with Louise Fazenda
and Mabel Normancl and the others, but he was never

a comedian. Not really ! Now he's where he belongs—in

light comedy drama as the virile young hero. Seen the

'Fighting Blood' series yet ? They aren't comedy and they

aren't drama, but they're something mighty fine to boost

up a lagging program.

"But how about Phyllis Haver ? If there was ever a
greater effort made to hoist 130 pounds out of comedy into

drama, than Papa Sennett made for Phyllis, I don't know
about it.

'You can't blame Phyl for wanting to get out of com-
edy. All the comedy girls ask Santa Claus to bring them
a drama contract for a Christmas present, and when Santa

Claus is Mack Sennett, he usually does his durndest to

keep the cute little things from crying over an empty
stocking.

Look at Mabel Normand

L/ook at Mabel Normand! Mabel simply yearned
and hankered to emote. She was just wasting her

sweetness on the comedy air on the old Mack Sennett

lot. No matter how many 'Mickeys' they made, Mabel just

had to have her chance at 'straight drama'.

"Papa Sennett, liking Mabel a lot and hating to see

her cry for the moon when he had a nice green cheese

one to give her, let her go. Goldwyn almost killed Mabel.

It was a sight to make the angels weep to see our Mabel
in things like 'The Slim Princess'. One great howl went
up all over the country for Mabel to forget drama and hasten

back to comedy—Mack Sennett variety preferred. Mabel
swallowed her hurt pride and a lot of milk and went back

to Sennett, fatter and wiser, all ready to make 'Molly-O',

which, while it wasn't the best comedy-drama ever made,

helped a lot to make the patient public forget what Mabel
had been pulling.

"Oh, yes, 'First Chance' is sure 'Last Chance' for Mabel
Normand. She'll have to stick to Sennett, and since she's

getting eight thousand dollars a week, she's probably not

thinking about hurt pride."

The scenarist had finished his wilted lettuce salad with

sorrowful and scornful determination to vanquish it com-

pletely. Out in the mellow sunshine, we strolled, looking

pessimistically at the squat buildings, with their blaringly

painted signs on glaring white frame fronts.

The scenarist raised a puny fist and shook it futilely at

the building which houses his typewriter and his working

brain—or scrambled eggs, as he calls his addled gray matter.

A Bunch of Hams

L/ook at that bunch of hams around the entrance.

Dress suits, canes, stovepipe hats. All dressed up fit

to kill—and ready to be killed by the agile little comedian

that we toot up so high in our publicity. Dress suits after

five won't look too spick and span. But what's a dress

suit when this is 'First Chance'—the wide-open doorway
to Cinema Fame? Come on, boys, only three dollars or

five dollars a day, for a dress suit part, but who cares?

We're in the movies at last ! Let Monty and Charlie and

Joe—God bless 'em—throw custards at us ! We're game !

Maybe the director will see us and we'll get featured for

a bit, and then a dramatic producer will see in us the

makings of a Valentino or a Tom Mix or a Tommy
Meighan, and we'll be made

!

"But how many of. them can stick in drama when they

land? How many ever get around the other side of the

barn, even, to see the words, 'Last Chance' ? Most of 'em,

poor devils, get so tangled up with comedy that they never

look up."

The scenarist was bitter and he was slightly drunk. He
stays slightly—or even more so—drunk most of the time,

for he says the gags nauseate him when he's sober. It

takes a bun to make a gag, my friend the scenarist says.

And since he is bitter and slightly drunk we must not take

his words of pessimism too seriously. (Cont'd on poge 105)
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AREERS
C 0. D.

By George Gray

^The agent is the middleman of the show

business. He is the link between the

studio and the actor. But he is no

philanthropist. Like the lady in the

mellerdrammer, the unfortunate actor

pays and pays and pays!

(^Mildred Davis got

her chance as Har-
old Lloyd's leading

lady through an

agent—and paid
for it for months
afterward., Ten
percent is the usual

tribute exacted.

After The Connecticut

Yankee, Harry Myers
should have sky-rocketed

as a first-rank comedian.

But his vogue zvaned

when his agents gave him
only blaa leading man ro les.

ANT to make an actor howl ? Either tell him he's

getting old and p,orky ... or else get him a job and try

to collect a commission for it.

And whenever any of these puffy luminaries dream out

loud about their "fabulous" film salaries, just grab the salt

and—ask the agent.

Personal representatives, or agents, or managers,—or

whatever they choose for a monniker,—are the bane of the

show business. A necessary evil. Something you can't get

along with or scrape along without. Any actor'll tell you,

at the same time defining the agent something like this

:

AGENT: An intelligence department of Hollywood,

who's in cahoots with casting directors and may, for a con-

sideration, get you a part in a picture, if . . .
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That if, of course, is the string attached to it. If the
agent likes you he may land you something; if he doesn't

like you, you're out, all wet, finished.

Therefore, it behooves an actor in the flicker camp to

keep in with agencies. You do this by different and devious
means.

What Young Actors Ought to Know

H arry Myers, for example, drops in and petrifies his rep-

resentatives by the deft application of good old Bowery
slang. Grace Darmond has eyes—and knows how to use

them. Colleen Moore's unfailing wit gets her by.

But, at any rate, if you would be popular with the lichtig-

and-rothwells, the johnlancasters, the inglises of the indus-

try, you should perforce make a "hit" in some special pro-

duction, so that it won't be difficult for the ballyhoo to sell

you to a producing concern.

Or, if you are a lesser light, it behooves you to pay semi-

weekly calls upon said personal representative, bringing

with you much information anent the picture business, your

actor friends' private affairs and so forth for all of the

agent's office force to digest and perhaps pass on.

If you haven't made your especial "hit"—if you are

not a Lon Chaney in, say, another "Miracle Man" or a May
McAvoy in a second "Sentimental Tommy",—you must

bring photographs, unretouched ones preferably, before you
can hope even to be noticed.

For agents, being commercial-minded persons in hot pur-

suit of the thing called cash, naturally like you if you are

Lon Chaney, or Noah Beery or Anna Q. Nilsson, because

it is then understood that you screen well, have proven

ability, a reputation and can command a fattish salary

with which to pay commissions.

This type of actor, the celebrity, is the one not need-

ing agents, but the latter keep continually on his trail, greet

him effusively and, quite obviously, make an effort to keep

him well supplied with engagements.

If, however, you are just the unknown leading lady of

the never-been-heard-of "legit" stock company and have
come Hollywood-wards to make your film fame... if your

name isn't, perhaps, instantly familiar to the minx at the

front desk when you send it in, the agent may take an inter-

est in you—or then again, he may not, as Ring Lardner

says.

Agents Can—and Do—Kill Stars

T here are some once well-known actors in the picture

industry who were "killed off" by the bad work of agents.

And there are some present-day leading ladies whom the

agents alone have made and whom they could just as readily

break tomorrow if they wanted to.

F'rinstance. Some seasons ago Bessie Love was a star.

Her name over her own productions. A personality in pic-

turedom. At the same time she had a contract with a man-
agerial firm to handle her business affairs, keep their eyes

open in her behalf and to further her interests generally.

Came the w. k. "slump" and the subsequent demise of

Miss Love's company. The young stdr found herself on
the market, needing a job—at a time when she was worth
money as a box-office attraction.

Months elapsed, however, before her managers got over
saying that nothing had turned up yet, and she was finally

shipped into an insignificant ingenue role in support of a
fast-dying, middle-aged star who . made brutish sea stories

and the like.

When this role at length expired, she had another period

of idleness,

—

when her name should have been kept alive

before the public! Then she was offered another ingenue

part in Hayakawa's "The Swamp," a slim, sympathetic little

role of the fragile child-wife.

But, on completing her first few scenes, Hayakawa, who
wrote the story himself, re-wrote it and greatly widened
her characterization. In fact, he practically gave her the

story. Bessie Love showed herself to be a proven mis-

tress of emotion and of fine acting.

The same firm of managers succeeded in "landing" Edith

Roberts with Cecil B. deMille in "Saturday Night", when
Bessie Love was infinitely better suited to the part. Whether
Miss Roberts failed to live up to the director's expecta-

tions of her, or whether she was badly managed in not

immediately having been put into another production equally

as important to her career isn't known, but the fact remains

that her name as a star died when Universal's contract with
her expired.

It's not every agent who has sufficient foresight to see the

possibilities o£ a girl like Claire Windsor. Before she

became famous she had a terrific time inducing anyone to

sponsor her. She haunted the offices of every agent in

filmdom, but they would have nothing ' to do with her.

Always the same reply to her quest for work, "Nothing
today."

Then Lois Weber took an interest in her and gave her

her chance. Immediately every job-getter on the fringe

of the film colony tried to secure her signature to an exclu-

sive-management contract.

The Exclusive-Management System

Some agents will have little or nothing to do with an
actor who doesn't bind himself exclusively to the manage-
ment scheme. That was, perhaps, what proved so ruinous

to bonnie little Bessie Love. She had a personal agree-

ment with one representative, hence could accept the work-
proffers of no other.

Nor did Harry Myers, either, benefit by having only one
firm manage him. Immediately after "The Connecticut

Yankee" was shown he should have bloomed forth magnifi-

cently as a first-rank comedy star by virtue of his truly

brilliant work. But, there was his contract with his agents,

and, because they were unable to unearth anything except

platitudinous leading-man roles for him opposite such satel-

lites as Alice Lake and Gladys Walton, Myers' vogue
waned peculiarly.

The Agent Always Gets His!

hen an agent sets about getting some actor a role

in a picture—a job, as Hollywood calls it—he fully protects

himself to the extent that it becomes practically impossible

for him not to collect a commission somewhere, for, in

submitting a certain actor's name to a casting director, he

will offer the names of at least half a dozen other Thespians

of the same type, one of whom is sure to be acceptable.

Then,—whether or not the chosen actor has asked the

agent to represent him, whether or not said actor would
have, perhaps, gotten a call directly from the studio itself,

—

he finds himself telephoned by the agent informed that,

through the latter's efforts, a certain role has been obtained

for him at such-and-such a salary.

As recompense the agent claims ten percent weekly of

the above-named salary. Ten percent ! Fifty dollars a

week out of a $500 stipend merely because the agent sent

in the actor's name along with a score of others

!

But ten percent isn't all. If a role lasts less than three

weeks, the agent claims one-half of the second week's

salary—a preposterous usury.

"What are you going to do?" a popular leading woman
echoed. "They've got you coming and going. If you don't

have an agent make overtures for you at a studio you're

likely to be forgotten in the rush of job-seekers."

And if an agent gets "down on you - . . !

{Continued on page 92)
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WHY is a

Movie

Husband?

By

Mildred

France

wEBSTER will tell

you a husband is a cor-

relative of a wife. The
movie stars will tell you

something else again and

you won't find it in

Webster. A husband, say

their consorts, may range

from a poor fish to an ungrateful wretch who blots up the

Bevo instead of bringing home the bacon.

A movie spouse, however, is as misunderstood as a porch
climber. He is the most abused, derided, caricatured crea-

ture promenading Hollywood Boulevard.

Just how his genus evolved into the fungus-clinging per-

son that he is has never been solved. It is said that

brisk press agents decided a connubial partner should be part

of the great Hollywood hallucination (we all go to bed at

nine, my dears, and even the drug stores aren't open !)

Of course, some of the girly stars gathered husbands
in their neo-celluloid days when they were humbly glad to

C The movie spouse is as misunderstood as a

porch climber. Not one of the species, say

the divorce-claiming wives, can come home

at 4:00 a. m. and pronounce " Tegucigalpa
"

marry Frank and his ele-

gant job in the starch

works.

Stars' husbands are as

easily classified as racial

types, but instead of "Cau-

casian" it would give a

better idea to use such de-

scriptions as "willing to work—but only his wife."

What a convivial soul this star-fish, pardon, star-husband,

is,—if you will believe the divorce complaint of the wage-

earning wife. Not one of this specie, it seems, can come

home at four a. m. and pronounce "Tegucigalpa."

She Paid—and Paid—and Paid

.A. most pathetic case is that of Priscilla Bonner and her

mate, Allen Wyness Alexander. Allen paid seventy-five

dollars a case for gin—and it wasn't even the real stuff.

Priscilla suffered keenly. Her scant salary was paid over to
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d. He was willing to work—but only his wife.

the bootlegger with the regularity of a gas collector.

Priscilla waned until the casting directors tagged her "too

thin for work." The suit for divorce was given an airing

in the local courts, but the Santa Claus of the film industry

was here at the time, and the case was dismissed.

The painful shattering of the romance between Wanda
Hawley and Allen Burton Hawley caused much grief in our

little village Rialto. Allen owned a garage and Wanda lent

her Dresden charms to the pictures. Everything seemed

beautiful—for a time. A charming picture of Wanda smiled

down from the garage wall at customers.

But somehow, Wanda and Allen couldn't "jell."

"He wouldn't work," wailed his wife in her complaint.

"He—he—oh dear ! he drank. Nasty stuff in tall, thin

glasses I"

A few weeks later Wanda, all disguised as Selma Haw-
ley, appeared in the Federal Building and asked for a pass-

port to Europe. Just like that—Europe.

The officials were charmed. The officials were stunned.

And the officials were doubtful.

Surely this was Wanda Hawley, the beauteous blonde

Lasky star ? But no, the figurine smiled and said she was

just Selma Hawley, housewife, and was going abroad with

her manager.

The insouciance was respected, and Wanda got her pass-

port.

Allen, from the home of his brother-in-law in New York,

growled bearishly. He hinted darkly that the life of a

movie husband was not all beer and skittles. She named him

for the smudge on the marriage license? It was to laugh!

The Hawley forecast is still "unsettled with indications

of stormy weather" when Wanda and her manager return

from abroad.

A,

A Spiritual Causus Belli

.dele oden'hal, known to fame as Adele Howard, as-

serted briefly that the cash to buy calories was used for

spirits frumenti. Frank borrowed her money and played

the 'cello—a mean combination. Why 'cello? Now if Frank

had played the zither we'd understand. Maybe Adele had a

'cello complex.

A screen actress whose life has been embittered through

matrimony is Charlotte Pierce. Charlotte, who is Mrs. Ver-
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gil Joseph Mays, says hubby worked only one week after

she slipped her finger through the fatal ring, bought him-

self some swell togs and charged them to her account,

worked up a yen for a black onyx ring—and took $20 from

her purse to satisfy said yen.

If that weren't enough, Vergil—don't you love that name?
—took his mamma to Tijuana ! We don't know whether

mamma had some good hunches or not, or whether she

played them. But it hurt Charlotte. She wasn't invited, it

seems.

What Happened to Mr. Agnes Ayres?

onder what happened to that army officer husband of

Agnes Ayres ? When Agnes was a player of bits, no one

cared especially whether there was a Mr. Agnes or not.

But when "Forbidden Fruit," a DeMille dissipation,

pushed her to stardom, Aggie told the world she would

cut the matrimonial cord.

Exit the spouse, before he had the chance to shine, even

dimly, as the other half of the house of Ayres.

Exit Miss Dupont's Spouse

M arguerite Armstrong's little dip into matrimony
interests us too. When Marguerite was made into a star,

someone thought he'd add a spice of mystery by calling her

something else.

"Here there you"-/-he said-/^putting down his megaphone
-y-"you-7<-your name's Miss Dupont from now on."

"Miss What, Dupont?"

"Just Miss Dupont."

Alas there is no mystery about Miss Dupont. She was
Mrs. Paddy Hannigan of San Francisco, and everybody

called her Paddy.

But when she went into the celluloid convent her hubby
went^to Chicago.

It was too much to expect of a great actress to remain

tied to a shoe salesman. He might give her fits. He smiled

a sad Pierrot goodby. And history records him not.

Barbara La Marr, Matrimonial Addict

B arbara La Marr has had a regular poker hand of

husbands. Her spouses, however, never reached the lime-

light until Barbara discarded them. She was careful, in-

deed, to see that they formed a sort of Barbara-background.

Even her last little flyer in "till death do us part," will

not bear flowers of publicity for her husband, Jack
Dougherty. He is, after all, a lesser luminary, and probably

never will outshine his wife.

Barbara, somebody said, drove one husband into a prison

cell ; and another into selling real estate.

Ben Deely is the realtor, and Phil Ainsworth the convict.

Ben is making money in lands. Phil landed in jail trying

to make money out of bum checks.

Donald Crisp, the director, doesn't belong in the "I-work-

my-wife" class; but he broke every marriage vow with

speed and accuracy, according to his wife, Marie, when she

asked for a divorce.

Marie told the judge that after Donald had completed his

nefarious career in fidelity-wrecking, he deserted her

—

couldn't stand the choking bonds of married life.

Never, since viewing "Hazel Kirke," have we been so

moved by "the treachery of man."
Audrey M. Kennedy, playwright and moving picture

director, left his wife, Agnes Camille Kennedy, in Winne-
peg. She sued for divorce and the custody of their three

children. She said he had provided for them only spas-

modically—and she wanted money, not in spasms, when
Audrey felt inclined, but in regular installments.

Screenland

Audrey is paying—and finds it isn't so hard. Anyway he
isn't smothered. He has the right to breathe freely again,

now that the Hymen-fashioned gas mask has been taken
off—and the price of freedom is never too dear. Genius
must not be bound.

You must not imagine that all movie husbands cause
ruction in the home by bringing back a rubescent nose and
empty pockets.

There are as many movie partners as there are Sennett
cuties.

The Masterful Movie Mate

T ake the masterful movie mate. Catalogued in this

column are Charles Brabin and Harold Lloyd. Twenty-
five years ago, this type used to twirl black mustachios and
forbid Fanny to go to a matinee where that naughty Lottie

Collins was singing her "Ta-ra-ra Boom de-ay." Fanny
sighed meekly and was glad to be protected so knowingly,

glad to be one of "us ladies."

Is the modern master getting away with his stuff? He
is not.

Theda Bara is acting with super-calm her little domestic

drama. Nothing wrong in the Bara household. Mr. Charles

Brabin desires a hearth-side companion. He said so. Theda
will go back to her first love, the films. She said so. Theda
will leave the canning of the gooseberries to less gifted

women, and we hardly blame her when the juicy contracts

are lying idle at Metro. How will they adjust their home
life? Time, she said with originality, will tell.

And then there's little Mildred Davis, as rosy and cheery

a little bride as you'll meet in a day's hike through Holly-

wood. Harold is adorable, but Mildred won't stay put under

the bushel basket for long. Taffeta boudoirs, sapphire

bracelets, a Beverly Hills estate, and baked Alaskas are not

enough to still the itch in her actress' veins, we surmise.

Mildred carries a press clipping that praises her work in

an anti-divorce film, Mildred's mama on the nuptial eve

snapped her disbelief that Mildred would give up her career.

Things are beginning to look interesting for Harold Lloyd,

who says he wants Mildred all to himself.

Bull Montana would be a dominant husband, if he were
a husband. Catch his wife flickering before the camera?
Not a flicker.

Bull announced his dis-engagement to one Bessie, a nurse,

recently. And he gave as his reason the fact that she

wanted to hang around under the Kliegs.

"I wanta the beeg fine girl," Bull said, "but she musta
stay home. You understan' ?"

We getcha, Bull. What we don't understand is how any
pretty creature could prefer fame to Bull.

Consider the Romantic Husband

.A. most inviting specimen to dissect is the romantic hus-

band of the films.

Douglas Fairbanks, Rex Ingram, Francis X. Bushman,
Rodolph Valentino, and James Rennie, are, perhaps, our

most gallant examples of connubial companionship.

Their love lives are so replete with the red rose of

existence that we all worship them, with even more fervor

than we do their single brethren.

,
That dark-eyed conquistador, Tony Moreno, is now

married to Mrs. Daisy Danziger. Mrs. Moreno, who is

very much "in society," is the mother of a grown daughter.

But that is only another pearl to add to their white band of

happiness, Antonio announces.

A great lady, and a Spanish cavalier

!

Here's to you

!

That Rodolph Natacha hejira! The pain in spinsters'

hearts has lessened, but their {Continued on page H6)
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QThe wine of righteousness is sweet to

the taste, but a dash of wickedness

makes a more heady draft.

X^/ oren Jameson and Enid Squires had written a
scenario. And what was infinitely more remarkable in
Hollywood, they had seen it pass from the hard-boiled first

reader of the Lost Art studio up to the scenario editor and
thence to old Fishbein, the* great producer himself.

Fishbein had read the story and had tried it out on his
pet director, a crochety old Scotchman, who thought poorly
of all authors, but Shakespeare and Bobby Burns—who
were safely dead and not apt to annoy a director about
changes in the script—but he condescended to smile briefly
at one or two situations in the girls' story.

The wintery contraction of the lips that passed for a
smile with MacGregor so exhilarated Fishbein that he
slapped his knee and shouted

:

"If it makes so great a commotion here in the studio
what a knock-out it will make on the public

!"

Accordingly, Enid and Jimmy were sent for, and after
the Eastern manner of haggling over the price was satis-

factorily exhausted by the trio, the two girls came away,
fainting in each other's arms. Fishbein had even suggested
that the leading role be given to Sydna Chrystoffson, the

CE. Break-
.

fast for one,
with a stolen bite

for Jimmy was pro-
cured by the sale of a

window card.

star. Of course, to Jimmy's way of thinking, she could
never register real emotion, but she was beautiful as a
wax doll, and besides, she had just had a scandalous divorce
suit, and so would be more than ordinarily interesting. To
be sure, she would want the continuity rewritten a dozen
times, but after all, that was not their affair. .

Breathless with joy, they rushed into the nearest drug
store for sodas, and shrieked the news through the tele-
phone to Glory, the third member of the trio and an actress
of sorts.

That night in their garret room Jimmy and Glory lay
in their cold cot beds hugging their empty tummies ecstat-
ically.

"I shall miss this dear old attic," sighed Jimmy, "the
spidered rafters, and the knot holes where the mice play
hide and seek. And what a strange thing it will be not
to have to remember about washing out my one pair of silk

stockings every night. And never another visit to the Shop
of the Three Brass Balls—Really, Glory, it makes me
feel a bit queer to think of having beefsteak for dinner
every night if we want it."
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"I can't agree with you,

for I already feel it the

the most natural thing in

the world to drop in to

dine with you. I shall

simply say to the butler,

'Good evening, James, is

the authoress dining at

home this evening ? Well,

no matter, in any case,

James, you may as well

lay an extra cover for

'me !'

"

"Good night," said
Jimmy. "Better not really

'

build your castles till you
get your check in the

morning. But I have a

strong hunch that success

is just ahead for you. No
one will be gladder than L
Good night, old rag."

Silence—with the wind
rattling the casement win-
dow, and the scuttle of a
mouse between the walls.

Then;
"Glory, are you awake?

I just can't sleep, I'm so

excited and so starved.

Isn't there a thing to eat ?"

"Not a scrap. I myself

finished the other side of

that half-nibbled cookie."

"Well, how about a cig-

arette ?"

"That's what I was
wondering—my dear!"
She leaped out of bed, her

teeth chattering; "I re-

member now, Babs left

one in my copy of Emer-
son to mark her place. If

I can find my nail file

we'll cut it in two."

Jimmy puffing raptur-

ously, "Oh, it's heavenly.

You are a lamb . . . Would
you mind just sitting on
my feet a little while, 4

Glory ? They feel like an

ice-wagon, but do put the

table cover around your

shoulders."

Footsteps mounting the

stair. A knock at the door.

"Oh you cigarettes," she

gasped, '"how warm and

cozy you both look

—

where's one for me?"
Glory, giving her her less-than-half-a-stub, "have

It's our last one for the moment, but tomorrow I'll

a hundred or so from you two famous authors."

Enid threw out her arms.

"Don't, Glory, I can't bear it."

a puff?

expect

T hey quivered in alarm at the tragedy in her tone; her

inner emotion instantly registered itself on all three faces.

"What's wrong—what is it?" they cried.

"The whole world's wrong—but I couldn't decide whether

to tell you tonight or wait until morning !"

(f^ Enid threzv out her arms.
"Don't, Glory, I can't bear it."

"Has the baby fallen into the well, or did your hi

band refuse you a decree, or what ?"

"Don't be silly," moaned Enid, "it's really tragic. Oh,

I can't bear to tell you."

"But the suspense for us !. Have mercy ! Can't you

see our imaginations leaping among all the horrors and
crimes of the world?" Jimmy expostulated. "For heaven's

sake, tell us
!"

"Well, then, so be it," agreed Enid. "I went out to the

Lost Art studio tonight on a party. Thought I'd better be

as ingratiating an authoress as possible ; but Fishbein was

cool to me, and MacGregor, the director, was frigid, and

Jip Haig, the camera man, was pitying and—

"
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Glory, usually so valuable in moments of tragedy, was strangely dumb.

"The point is that Sydna Chrystoffson is an imbecile.

She won't have our scenario. Says it doesn't do her jus-
tice. Says it's not a dramatic enough vehicle for her.

Says
—

"

But Jimmy had collapsed on her pillow.

Glory, usually so valuable in moments of tragedy, was
strangely dumb. Then grasping her table cover more firmly

ibout her, she demanded:
"But why not try the World's Stupendous All-Star Cor-

aoration, and The Fine-Art, and the Hollvwood Planet
>.?"

"But we've gone the whole rounds. Lost Art was our
1st hope."

Silence—with the wind rattling the casement window,
id the scuttle of a mouse between the walls.

Suddenly Glory lifted her bowed head.

"The time has come, my poor children, to go to Sydna
lrystoffson, to use my influence with her."

I f the last shell of the World War had burst through the

roof and exploded in their midst, the two girls could not

have been more profoundly startled. They stared at Glory
as if she were an apparition.

"You," Jimmy gasped

—

"you know the star, Miss Chrys-
toffson?"

"I did not say that I knew her," affirmed Glory with
dignity— "I said that for your wretched sakes I would
use my influence with her."

"But how, why?" stammered Enid.

"I see it all," gloated Jimmy, "our mysterious Glory had
had a liason with a man, a man who is also in Sydna's life.

Or perhaps she has committed a murder ! In that case,

my dear Enid, we'd do a plot on it, the theme, I mean.
Or no, Glory knows everybody she has some secret con-

nection with her late scandal, and in that case, plots within

plots, we could do another scenario for her
!"
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"No, it's not like that at all, hounds," wearily corrected

Glory. "Jimmy your brain is entirely too fertile for your

own good—it runs away with you."

"Then she's your mother's fifty-second cousin twice

removed like the cobbler you found in Santa Ana the night

we played in 'The Kittens' Revue."

"But I tell you I don't know her—however, I'll do my
best, for it's only for you that I would approach her. A
woman's past should not often be uncovered, and you must

promise solemnly never to ask me what I shall say to her

!

Enid, get thee to bed, Wench, and let me sleep, both of

you miserable scribblers. I still see success ahead of you,

but I must have all me wits about me tomorrow."

Morning dawned. Vast quantities of California sunshine

poured in through the window. Glory wakened and reached

for her rosary.

"To the day's adventures," she cried, looking up from

her prayers as Jimmy opened her eyes.

"To Glory's wits," sang Jimmy with a light heart, "and

would you mind enlightening me as to the probable course

of your movements today?"

"First to the Tavern. The nice, kind, good man there

has promised me breakfast in exchange for a window card

I've made for him."

"Good work," admitted Jimmy admiringly, "You wear

my polo-coat with the big pockets, and I'll be waiting just

outside."

"Only it might be buttered toast instead of rolls, or a

mess like soft boiled eggs."

"No matter, my rubber sponge bag will fit nicely into

the right hand pocket— Then where next?"

"I heard a rumor that Dubarry starts casting today for

the Rachael-Jacob episode. Margot promised to introduce

me. I'll try, to get you in on that, too—they say all you

have to do is to ride on camels' humps, but it might

mean a week's steady job."

"Week's steady backache, you mean," Jimmy interrupted.

"Was it all a dream last night, about your seeing Sydna

today? I seem to remember hearing you murmur some-

thing
—

"

"No, Jim, it's apt to be the realest thing in my day.

Oh, I expect to page her off and on, every hour or so. I'd

rather see her at her own home though, than anywhere

else. We'll meet for dinner at 'Come On Inn.' You gather

up Enid. I'll borrow something from somebody, or Betty

will trust us a little longer."

During this conversation, the most astonishing prepara-

tions had been going forward. First, ablutions, then dress-

ing in brief and abbreviated essentials, then a vigorous brush-

ing of her silky dark curls, then makeup, judiciously ad-

ministered, then outer garments, and in the end she was

ready in Margot's cast-off suit, and Jane's smart New
York hat of two seasons ago, turned back side to. But her

freshness, her beauty, her vividness and air of chic, made

Jimmy proud as a peacock as he surveyed her lazily from

the bed.

"Will I do, Jim?"
"I'll say you'd do Venus herself, not to mention a mere

star like Sydna Chrystoffson."

"At Betty's then, for dinner. So long, Bad Egg," which

last appelation was by way of being an especial endearment.

3 ydna chrystoffson had never been more pleased with

herself than when she stepped elegantly from her limousine

that day in front of her palatial Spanish abode. She had

had her own way all day long, a fact gratifying in itself

even to the least of us. She had seen the day's rushes

along with Mr. Fishbein, who had gently pinched her arm

and deferentially bowed her out to her car. Nothing so

lifted herself in her own esteem as the deference of men.

In it she drank deep of adulation and of that priceless thing

she called quality. She loved to kid herself along the

pathway of fame. No mortal ever aspired as valiantly as

Sydna to be a really great lady.

So it was that she smiled graciously at Glory whom
she discovered waiting for her on the stoop of her entrance.

Fan admirers were bores, but they must be encouraged
nevertheless.

"I do want a few minutes of your precious time, Miss
Chrystoffson," Glory's smile was irresistible and her eyes

beguiling.

The star led her across the patio, and into the library,

where they found chairs drawn up before a glowing wood
fire, just the atmosphere Glory would have desired.

Glory plunged at once. Her voice was a bit too loud,

and her words tumbled out with the rapidity of a picture

in a ten-cent movie house. A discerning ear might have
caught signs of nerve strain.

"Two friends of mine have written a story they thought
would be a great avenue for your genius. They submitted
the scenario, 'The Man Thou Gavest Me/ but your director

has refused it. They feel that you never read it at all."

"Indeed, I did read it, but it's terrible; gives me no
chance."

"But the great thing my friends did for that drama is

to leave you free to make your own chance. Your emo-
tional talents need have no bounds. The play will make
you famous."

"Nonsense, it's rotten, I tell you. I really cannot be

disturbed by every writer who thinks he has written a

masterpiece. My director knows exactly what I want."

The star rose with ill concealed irritation to usher Gloria

to the door.

Gloria clutched the arms of her chair and lifted tragic

eyes to the flushed faced star.

"But these girls are both at the end of their rope. They
both threaten suicide because of this decision of yours. Oh,

if you could have known their joy yesterday, Miss Chrys-

toffson, when they were told it was .accepted. It was a

frightful blow to them. Please, please, promise to reread

it and see if you can't make a great picture of it."

The star tapped her foot petulantly.

"Once is quite enough for such trash. I can't be forever

wasting my valuable time on the work of young upstarts.

Tell them to go home and wash—

"

Glory sprang up like a rising aeroplane.

"Indeed in your own and in, your husband's life it was

recognition of youth's talent that has brought you where

you both are today. Don't think me rude, my dear, but

you are going to listen to me—yes, to every word I have

,to say. I have a very real claim, even if my friends have

not."

"Claim ?" whispered the star, her eyes wide with fear.

Glory caught both her wrists, forcing her into her chair,

and drew her own close.

"Listen," she began, her eyes holding Sydna's against

her will. "Five years ago I was struggling in New York

to get the part of Fifi in 'The Belle of Brittany'. I had

worked ten hours a day at rehearsals until the manager

said I could have the part. But it depended on clothes.

We must furnish our own. We were to lay off for two

months before opening, so I determined to earn the money

for them. I was penniless, but I tried to find a job in

department stores, laundries, Childs'; all time wasted. For

the moment, it seemed, no one wanted a girl. I sat on a

bench in the park. A young man walked by. He stared

at me, then lifted his hat.

"Pardon me," he said, "but I have been searching all

New York for you."

"For me?" I asked wonderingly.

"For you," he repeated solemnly. "You are my dream.

You are my living vision. 'Listen'— (Continued on page 96)
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^Jrumpeter
By W. Ellen

Wistful 'little Mae Marsh has "come back" in Griffith's White Rose.

A t the clarion sound of the trumpet which some beau-

tiful Saint Gabriel of the Film World has blown have come
trooping—back into Hollywood—such old favorites, such

actors rich in experience, as Francis X. Bushman, Beverly

Bayne, Theda Bara, H. B. Warner, May Allison, Mae
Marsh, Virginia Pearson, Gladys Brockwell, Madge Ken-

nedy, Alice Joyce, Blanche Sweet, Pauline Frederick, Cleo

Ridgeley, Mary Ruby, Wally Van, Eileen Percy, J. Warren
Kerrigan, Henry B. Walthall—the coming is grand and im-

posing, the line almost endless, and the standard they bear

as they troop Hollywoodward is a glorious white satin banner

on which is embroidered the purple letters, "By our acting

ye shall know us." A fine slogan for this company of the

Resurrected.

You blew the trumpet. I blew the trumpet. We all blew

the trumpet. Our united breaths breathed a prayer for

better acting, for sincerer stuff, for mellowed ability,

richer maturity.

for

T,

Flapperism Is Passe

he whole world—or all that part of it which goes to

pictures—is sick of flapperism. Too long have our movies

been the pap which our directors and producers and exhib-

itors—a vicious circle, without beginning or end—have

thought would appeal to the public.

So long as we as a nation

have the flapper complex, so

long will we be deprived of

motion pictures fit for ma-
ture tastes. Now that the

flapper is letting her locks

grow out and her skirts

sprout, we may hope to see

a corresponding psychologi-

cal reaction in the pictures.

So long as we seemed to

demand nothing but child-

ish youth of our stars

—

blonde curls and toothsome,

rosebud simpers, just so

long were they dead—killed

by the flapper craze—kept in

their graves.

Then as a nation we grew
suddenly weary of children

in knee dresses as the her-

oines of our drama. We
grew sick of vaselined

youth, without the added

graces of character or

brawn. We began to won-
der why we thrilled so over

Margaret Anglin in such plays

as The Woman of Bronze,

which hit us over the head from
the footlights so forcibly that we
knew there was something wrong
with our silent drama. We saw

that Margaret Anglin was neither

pretty nor young. She was fat, forty-plus and almost homely

—really homely in the wrong lights and without just the

right sort of clothes. How could Margaret Anglin pull our

very souls from the toes of our satin evening slippers, and

make us forget that she was fat, forty and homely?

Because she could act ! An audience that had been sur-

feited with pretty young things—charming little pouters

like Marie Prevost and Pauline Garon—infants without an

ounce of acting ability, nothing in the world to recommend

them except youth and immature, stereotyped beauty

—

rose up and deluged Margaret Anglin with applause, so

honestly glad of being treated to a little acting that she

could have had anything she wanted out of that Los

Angeles crowd.

We—as a vast movie audience—have been burying our

passe stars with the most casual lack of compunction, and

greedily, like carnivorous animals, asking for more human
flesh to devour.

Now we have gone back to the graveyards to dig among
the bones to see if we can find any buried genius, any real,

honest-to-God acting ability. Suddenly it seems to all of us

that we shall simply pass away if we have to look on Mary

Miles Minter or Wanda Hawley or Bebe Daniels or any one

of a hundred other "baby stars," childishly faking mature

emotions, scraping by because of pretty clothes and mar-

celled bobbed hair, and cutey-cute ways.
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of Fame

Welcome, Theda!

C3 ne of the first of our buried geniuses to answer the

frantic appeal for acting ability is Theda Bara. It has

become quite fashionable for critics and highbrows to like

Theda Bara. When she was in her heyday we thrilled and
thrilled when she lured the husband away from the oh,-so-

good-and-true little wife, but we didn't say much about her.

It was considered awfully lowbrow to rave over Theda.

Just a little off-color, don't you know? Especially when
Theda began to slip, ruined by a hideously poor assortment

of stories, it was all one's reputation as a highbrow or a
moderately lofty brow was worth to admit a sneaking fond-

ness for the Semitic beauty who thrived on busted homes.

But now—how different ! With a complete change of
front critics who almost drove the poor girl to suicide a
few years ago are now gravely declaring that Theda is about
the world's prize actress, and that they always told you so

!

One New York critic stoutly asserts, now that all the world

is anxiously looking toward Theda to redeem us from this

awful slough of saccharine flapperism into which we have

slipped, "We have more genuine esteem for Miss Bara
than any screen actress we have ever met."

Yes, she was dead and she lives again

!

We expect the new Theda, who will of course go back to

the screen in spite of Charles Brabin's loudly asserted op-

position, to bring with her a new ripeness, a mellow appre-

ciation for the fineness of her art, a studied, exquisite tech-

nique. We saw Theda at the Montmartre in Hollywood the

other day, lunching with Lois Weber. The producer. We
wonder if that is significant? Lois Weber as an under-

standing, mellowed woman, could probably do more with

Theda Bara, the new woman, than any male director.

And Theda herself looked wonderful. She has had her

face done over, so that it has that firm look of youthful

maturity. Thank God, she doesn't look young, in the callow

sense that most of our film charmers look young. But she

has no marks of age or of illness or of nervousness or irri-

tability. She seems to have poise and dignity, two virtues

which always come with maturity and philosophy. And
over that calm wise face of the new Theda brood her age-

old eyes, heavy-lidded, passionate, smouldering—the typical

eyes of the sensitive Jewess. She has wisely kept her body

slender and supple. Why shouldn't Theda Bara now give

to us the finished art of which a girl is incapable ?

Margaret Anglin did not give to the legitimate stage the

richness of beauty and intellect which she now lavishes upon
her roles, when she first "arrived." She was much hand-

somer then, to be sure, and much more "girlish" in figure.

Why didn't the American stage-loving public bury her when
she lost that slenderness and pastel beauty? That is the

pleasant little habit we as a motion picture public have been

addicted to.
%

The Bushmans are Back

13everly Bayne and Francis X. Bushman—the names are

inseparable; it's no use trying to talk of one without the

other—have "come back." And on our surfeited palates the

names taste pleasant. Not sweet, but piquant. We expect

drama when we see them. We expect a fineness and richness
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of feeling that our curly-headed ingenues cannot possibly

give us. Those who have seen their first play, Marriage

Madness, say it is wonderful for a first effort after years

of being out of the game. All critics unite in saying they

bring that elusive quality which is so much in demand right

now—genuine feeling and acting ability.

A New May Allisonw e never thought it would be our privilege to herald

a come-back for May Allison. And even this hopeful notice

is premature, for we have not seen her picture. But May
Allison has shown signs of either a dawning or hitherto

concealed intelligence and sense of values. After a trip

around the world, May returns to Hollywood a new person.

She admits that the wave in her hair was not natural, and

she irons it out to prove it. She takes off the rosebud mouth
and lets her natural lips show for the first time since she

has been in the business. She takes the found baby stare out

of her eyes and lets age and character and maturity creep

into them. She slicks her hair down around her head, cap

fashion, or like a Madonna. Then she elongates the whole

effect with long earrings, and lo, we have a new May Alli-

son, who would undoubtedly scorn to wheedle a new gown
out of Friend Husband, who has been driven to the financial

rocks by his cute little wife's extravagances. We don't know
just what May will do, but thank Heaven, she will not be a

flapper, fluffing up her curly bobbed locks and staring round-

eyed into a "oh, you wonder ful's man's" eyes, imploring

him to spend his fortune or mortgage his soul for money to

buy clothes. Which is something—something !

At that, May ought to do well. She's comparatively young,

is very striking in this new exterior she has picked up, prob-

ably in Egypt, and has been in the game so long she knows

every bit of the technique, and the pitfalls and the fourflush.

She ought to know mighty well what not to do, at least

!

Mae Marsh Is Here, Too

nother who has answered Gabriel's siren call, to our

great joy, is Mae Marsh. There has never been anyone just

like her. She was not pretty—still isn't, we suppose—and she

did not have "sex appeal" ; but Mae could act. And she had

the most wistful appeal of anyone on the screen, barring Lil-

lian Gish. Possibly her very homeliness made her wistful.

It has that effect on most girls.

Now in The White Rose, a Griffith picture, we find Mae
Marsh carrying the production, against the fact that it is

not as big a picture as Griffith is expected to make. For years

we have looked toward Griffith as the master director, the

Napoleon of the industry. And since One Exciting Night

we have been wondering, a little sadly. Now we find Mae
Marsh being given credit for "making" a Griffith picture.

Heretofore it has always been Griffith who was the unseen

star of his every production.

Lillian Gish says of Mae Marsh in The White Rose, "It

is a great triumph. I couldn't see where she could have been

more wonderful."

Who can say what it is that these years away from the

screen, years in which she could think and learn and live

have given Mae Marsh? Has it been wifehood, to which

she has devoted her time without thought of the studio,

which have ripened and broadened and sweetened Mae
Marsh, so that now it seems as if she will take her place

among the great ones? Would not a little time away—a little

time to dream and think and live—do all our hectic Holly-

wood stars more than a little good?

Hail, Blanche Sweet!

The resurrection of Blanche Sweet has been one of the

big surprises of the industry. The old Blanche was a care-

less sort of young person, rather addlepated on the whole.

She dressed sloppily when she felt like it, allowed her hair

to stray in wisps rather than take the trouble to re-dress it,

and, all in all, allowed her career to take care of itself. There
were a few notable examples of fine work,—her Judith of
Bethulia, for instance—but for the most part her perform-
ances were rather mediocre.

Then Blanche, because of illness and many other contrib-

uting causes, dropped out of sight. Somehow she got wise to

herself. She must have had a terrific awakening. Perhaps
it was all part of her tremendous effort to hold Marshall
Neilan, who is now her husband. It is well known in the

film colony that Blanche was more than interested in Neilan

for years, and that at last her hold on him slipped; her
fingers were almost loosened of their grip. Neilan is said to

have found other women, better groomed, more beautiful

women, strangely pleasing to look upon.

But Blanche at last woke up. Somewhere between that

time and her reappearance in films as Marshall Neilan's

wife, she learned to groom herself and to dress herself. Her
glory of ashe-blonde hair was revitalized; her face was
"lifted" and practically made over. She had always kept

her very slender, girlish figure, but she went in for exer-

cises calculated to give her grace. She follows now a very
strict regime of diet and exercise, for she intends that there

shall be no more burials of the living-dead, so far as Blanche
Sweet is concerned.

Not in face alone but in acting ability is Blanche Sweet a

hew woman. Her years away from the screen, in which she

may have brooded a bit on life, in which she undoubtedly

had plenty of time to think and read, and in which she just

as undoubtedly suffered both mentally and physically, have
given her a womanliness, a genuineness, a sincerity, which is

painfully lacking in those who have stayed too consistently

before the Kleig lights.

Dear Alice Joyce

T here is real cause for joy in the little announcement
tucked away in the corner of a theatrical page that Alice

Joyce is to return to the screen. Any play that Alice appears

in, no matter whether she does no more than walk through a

couple of scenes, will be the better for her presence. Strange

how Vitagraph squeezed Alice Joyce dry, killing her off

slowly with poor exploitation, weak stories, and negligible

distribution. That her memory has been kept green in spite

of all these handicaps is a great tribute to the potency to the

Joyce appeal.

Just as there is no other Mae Marsh, so there is no other

Alice Joyce; no woman in pictures has her dignity and
poise, her compelling reserve, her air of gentle breeding and
vast, sweet silences. To be with Alice Joyce is like hearing a

benediction in a High Church service—a thing of beauty to

cherish and take away in one's heart. Alice has no brilliant

conversation, no startling modern "wise cracks"; - but

she is thoroughly a woman. Into this flapper-weary

world she should bring something infinitely precious

and real.

Myrtle Stedman Heard the CallM yrtle stedman rose from the grave ahead of Gabriel's

trumpet call. She just simply couldn't bear to stay dead, she

was so alive in every cell of her. Too old to play ingenues,

in a flapper-crazy colony, and too young to play mothers

when all the screen mothers had to have white wigs and

deep wrinkles and one foot in the grave, Myrtle had no place

to go. An occasional "older sister" role—and did you ever

stop to think how few older sister roles we have on the

screen?—was all she could get to do. There was nothing

for the public to do with Myrtle Stedman, or so the public

thought, but to bury her and let the jazzy little heels of the

smart little flappers trip over her grave.

But Myrtle rose and shook the (Continued on page 90)
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Ct, Producers have handed us chickens -a-la-king for

heroines, but our leading men for the most part are one-

minute eggs. A man's place is in his clothes, says

H. B. K. Willis

43

Give us MEN
o h, for a face that only a mother could love, peering at

me from the silver screen

!

As the verve for classic featured bimbos is flogging pro-

ducers with facial outlines as irregular as the payments on

their income tax returns into further importations of the

celeste type, I long to see a leading man, different from

models for Sparrow collars and

one-button union-suits, now so

much in favor.

Whenever I lamp one of these "so

beautiful that it hurts" I feel the

same inconfidence engulfing me
which a one-button undergarment

inspires,—I fear it may fail me at

a crucial moment.

The exponents of the careless

collar, swan-like neck and school-

girl complexion may be getting

over with the women, but they are

driving men who roll their own
into the nuthouse. I've heard com-

plaints.

The muy simpatico manikins are

a menace to masculinity. Time was

when cinema leading men evoked the whispered, trembling

comment "isn't he virile !" from girlish lips.

But now the depilatoried darlings knock them speechless,

so Tom Mix has coiled his lariat in favor of cotillions,

while William Farnum is planning to encase the chest that

flannel irked, in a forty-minute front and go in for nuances

instead of knockouts.

It doesn't seem right to have one of. those ex-window

dressers throwing knuckles at the heavy, who is what he

is because his face is unfortunate.

For months we've gazed upon a brood

Of pampered darlings in the nude,

Who trail our manhood in the dirt

By strutting endlessly sans shirt

Until our very soul's imbued
With hatred deep and crass and crude

Whenever one of these handsome heroes ties into a

tough mug, I register the same feeling that a bull-fight occa-

sions,—I catch myself yelling for the bull, while the women

near me slip me glances full of assorted cutlery, and yell

for my banishment.

It's a good thing for Douglas Fairbanks that he snared his

bankroll before beauty put brains

down for another fall. If Doug
had started ten years later he'd

probably be conducting a gym-

nasium where the pretty boys could

be taking their exercise to music,

instead of making pictures when

he feels like it.

We hate their slick, pomaded hair,

We hate the dimples that they bear.

We hate their eyes. We hate their lips.

We hate their ears and fingertips.

We hate the way they smirk and kiss.

We hate their bovine looks of bliss.

We hate them now. We hate them then.

We hate and pray: "God give us men

A Menace to Masculinity

I-t's strange how things have

changed. The home-wreckers used

to have the beauty which gave the

women, in flicker products, the

urge to leave their husbands with

the quarter-sawed faces. The one-

man orchestras in the old nickelo-

deons used to play "Trust him not, oh gentle lady !" when

they slunk into a scene.

But today the girls flock to have the boys who dare dis-

play their Adam's apples, play "O Sole Mio" on their heart

strings while the plain but substantial and honest home-

spun variety draw naught but flies at the box-office,

and naught but wails and lamentations from the

exhibitors.

"God give us men !" is the cry from the birds who earn

the dough which sends their wives and daughters to the
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film palaces and leaves the kitchen sinks piled high with
dirty dishes.

This may sound like a lot of hokum to the girls who pre-

fer beauty to biceps, but the motion picture producers

themselves are realizing it.

Why then are they flooding the mails with pictures of

the beautiful and debonair all decked out in boxing trunks

and with the four ounce mittens of the prize-ring maulers

on their hands ?

George O'Hara has also been heralded abroad in the

garb of' a paper-weight champion. Not long ago he glared

at me from a newspaper picture as an undressed kid. Tog-
ging him out, or rather untogging him as a slapster of

the squared circle explains why a man is no hero to his

valet. Georgie would have looked real rough if the camera
had caught the gooseflesh he must have been wearing. The
only socks he had about his person were on his tootsie

wootsies.

Undressed Kid Vogue Hail Rodolpho!

W:hy this sudden deluge of fighting pictures and display

of masculinity south of the collarbone and north of a wasp-
ish waist?

Take Reginald Denny in "The Abysmal Brute" as an ex-

ample. If a black-eye dispenser of his comeliness ever

cuffed a fellow knuckle-flinger into unconsciousness in a

regular prize-ring, the kayoed battler's seconds would
clamor for a look at his gloves and the horse shoe con-

tained.

He's a well set-up young Britisher, though far from ful-

filling any plug-ugly specifications, and not hard to look at

from a masculine point of view, because Reggie hasn't too

much pulchritude and probably can deal as lusty a smack
with his mitts as he can with his smackers. But as "an

abysmal brute," he's cup custard.

Gaston Glass is another syncopator of the senses who
has bared his breast as a filmdom fighter. I remember
the day his press agent proudly displayed a picture of

Gaston with a pair of over-stuffed Perrins on his lily

whites ; his tresses all ruffled up ; his tummy exposed to

draughts and a fighting expression on his face. He looked

as much the pug as an overdraft looks like money in the

bank.

"He couldn't lick his lip," was the way Sue of the Switch-

board expressed it.

A:

(I, The chicken breasted male charmers of the screen have
to cover their knock knees with coveralls when they

ll of which naturally brings us down to consideration

of the bird who has caused more flappers and flippers to

swallow their chewing gum than any other,—the bird who
taught the public that Vicente Ibanez was a writer in-

stead of a perfume—the tyrant of the tango, king of the

kiss—Rodolpho, The First, Ruler of all the Valentinos !—
First in hair, first in grease, first in the hearts of the

debutantes

!

Rodolpho is the reason for this wholesale denuding of

filmdom's demons at dalliance. 'Way back in the dark

ages before he got married in two languages and in jail,

in one, Rodolpho was paraded in his "undies" to satisfy

the queries of can-fed husbands. He was such a cloying

confection they felt that purest glucose must go coursing

through his veins.

So they undressed him to prove he was a man's man,

even if he did have to have help in putting on his pants.

And Rodolph was still being Paramounted, and blunder-

buss breeches were still universally flapping about the fet-

locks of the young idea when Ramon Navarro, clad in leop-

ard's skin, hung askew from his shoulder to where the

pavement ends, hurled his chaplet of (we-wish-it-were)

poison-ivy into the ring as a contestant for the bare facts

championship.

Women say Ramon's limpid yet lambent orbs cause their

own eyes to bat in ecstasy, but he

makes bald-headed men feel fully

clothed and unashamed of their

naked polls. Ramon always takes

in so much more territory

!

When will these chicken-breast-

ed charmers have done? Ro-
mance is now impossible for the

knotty-kneed, the knock-kneed

and the knee-sprung ordinary

guys if they dare the semi-nudity

of the bathing suit, thanks to the

revelations of these lollipops who
have curves where we have an-

gles and dimples where we have

lumps.

The sweethearts of yesterday

used to accept the surprises of

their swains' topography, as re-

vealed by bathing suits and matri-

mony, in a philosophical way,

—

one had to take utility in lieu of

looks.

But now the long train of

stream-line shock-dispensers in

Valentino's wake has chased nor-

mal men to the showers, or at

least caused them to wear cover-

alls when their queens take to the

surf.

The sweethearts of today have

become accustomed to Sheraton

caused normal men ™d
A

Chippendale designs in men,

take to the surf. and wdl have no other. lhe
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hair - stuffed, lumpy - legged,

bulging-armed numbers, though

comfortable, are a drug on the

market. They're giving 'em

away as premiums for soap

since Valentino and all the

other undressed darlings of the

films came on.

Hence the men who still go

voluntarily to the movies are

clamoring for leather-uphol-

stered Mission types, complete

with pipe-rack, cuspidor, and

foot-rest, in parts where men
are men. The wide open faces

of the West demand a cham-

pion on the screen.

They long to see some hon-

est pans, on pairs of honest

shoulders in honest roles,

Guys like Johnnie Walker, the

Irish lad with the drinkable

name, or Fred Thompson, par-

son-athlete-soldier, who is not

well-known yet, as he works

for Universal.

w,
A Man of Parts

alker proved recently

that he feels all that a real

man feels when he threw a

knotty fist full of knuckles in

the face of a bird who slapped

writs of attachment on every-

thing Johnnie owned, except his wife and his spare

collar.

The encounter took place near a Hollywood location in

use by a company. There Walker and his erstwhile friend

cuffed each other right merrily, while the traffic cop looked

on dispassionately, believing all the whole that the battle

was just part of the business.

And what did Fred Thompson do to merit the Order of

the Blackening Eye, bestowed by the Fists-and-Not-Faces

League ? Why, when Stevie Goosson, Schenck paint-slinger

and art director, spoke out of turn Freddie slugged him on

the top step of Gooson's stairs. The gardener dug the

swattee out of the lawn the next morning.

Freddie's right ham was ort sick report the next day,

and Goosson's right eye was the perfect picture of a dis-

consolate clam, but Freddie did his daily stunt of tying

a 1,500-pound steer into a hard knot just for exercise just

the same.

When Thompson gets through doing stunts for Universal,

and his wife, Frances Marion, the queen of the scenario

writers, can take him in hand in a worthwhile photoplay,

all the girls from Rutlands to Oahu are going to turn the

pictures of the languorous lads to the wall.

Doug Was White Hope

D._'ouglas Fairbanks would have been the hero of my

cussing countrymen, if he had not achieved success by leaps

and bounds. He is still leaping and bounding in such pic-

tures as he cares to make, and is losing the bets of the boys

who hope that some day he will light.

Dick Barthelmess and Charlie Ray nearly fill the bill.

Dick has a nice smile, and Charlie has the heart that used

to beat under homespun, but both fall rather into the

category of "nice boys" along with Conrad Nagel. Still

as it is, a man can look at them and not curse under his

cloves.

H^"He couldn't lick his lip!" says Sue of the switch-

board, regarding the undressed kid on the screen.

Tony Moreno, perhaps, comes nearer to par in the man-

market than anyone else now being quoted, except Tommy
Meighan. But Lasky is fast putting him on the hummer
with a procession of pink-tights roles.

Herbert Brenon has him all tricked out like a negro

hearse in "The Spanish Dancer" in which Pola Negri risks

her ashen cheek to the rather unusual early Spanish whisk-

ers Tony's wife allows him to bring into the house.

Costume parts are all right for the birds who rightly

should have lived in the days when opera stockings passed

for pants, but I'd like to see Tony stick to collar and

cuff roles.

Jack Holt and Milton Sills are other man's men whe

haven't been given a real chance to get over with the boys

If you run over Jack's pictures, you'll find him chiefly ir

Archibald Never-sweat roles. Producers, who, ten year:

ago thought polo was played with dice, are responsible foi

Jack's repression.

And as for Sills—they hung crepe around his pictun

in the smoking room when Cecil deMille shook him ou

of his clothes and flung him a pelt for his bare skin ir

"Adam's Rib".

Wallace and Noah Beery are all to the mustard foi

masculinity, but neither can be the answer to manhood'

prayer of "God Give Us Men" because they are of tin

flannel shirt era of the mounted police epoch, characte

men, rather than of the stuff of which heroes ought to b

made. Wallace has taking ways. Look how his King Rich

ard stole the picture away from "Doug" in "Robin Hood"

c
Conzvay Is Male Katherine MacDonald

onway tearle is a gay cavalier about whose shapel

legs jack-boots flap happily, recking not of short trips fror

the rapier, which is always a-dangle from his baldrick.

And when you've said that, you've said it all. He ha

about as much kick as a clothes- {Continued on page 93
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Hollywood
rrYellow

Peril

Ct, Oriental Actors

are talented, but

East is East and
West is West and
never the Twain
shall meet—as

long as the jealous

West has anything

to say about it

By.

Betty Morris

T here are signs placarded on the green lawns of

Hollywood residences that voice the long-smouldering an-

tipathy to Orientals that has at last leaped into flame

in Hollywood.

JAPS, MOVE ON!

Don't let the Sun set on you here

!

The cause is an odd one. Some Japanese, hard-working,

peaceful folk, heeding the councils of Christian ministers,

attempted to establish a Presbyterian church in Hollywood.

Straightway the outraged citizenry rose against them. Out
with them

;
away with them ! Japs must be moved on.

It is a peculiar situation. If the Orientals had sought

to establish a temple of Buddha, or a fan-tan joint, the

reaction might have been understood. But a Christian

church—the very good souls who spend thousands of dollars

to send missionaries to far countries to convert the heathen

headed the vigilantes

!

Of course the real reason is racial antagonism, based on

a well-founded fear of monopoly. The whites have seen

how the Japanese have cornered the green vegetable market

in Southern California; how by working fourteen hours

a day, with the whole family, down to the babies, laboring

in the fields, the Japanese can exist and save money where

the white farmer would starve. And now if the Japs were

attempting to found a church in a white residential district,

Japanese homes would surely follow. And the value of

the district would be ruined.

The Oriental question is a very real problem in Southern

California, and the silver screen reflects the situation.
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One indication of the condition of affairs is seen in the

fact that whenever there is a Japanese or Chinese featured

in a picture, a white actor almost invariably portrays the

important Oriental role. Because there are no Oriental

actors? No, indeed! One hundred and ten Chinese

actors are earning their living by playing "bits" and

"atmosphere" in Hollywood studios. Some of them are

very clever mimes—Jim Wang, the unofficial "Mayor of

Chinatown"; George Kuwa, the Japanese whom you have

seen so often as valet to male stars; Anna May Wong, as

delicate as an ivory miniature; Etta Lee, a bewildering,

enchanting mixture of French and Chinese blood. Why
are they not given more prominence?

There are reasons, many of them. One is the thinly-

veiled fear of competition—the dislike of giving fame to

one of the yellow-skinned race.

Another reason is that none of these actors have box-

office names. Noah Beery and Lon Chaney, who both have
^

done wonderful work in Oriental roles, have box-office
"

:

values which directors consider in casting.

And a third reason, is that Orientals express emotion

in a wholly different fashion from white actor's. A Jap-

anese or a Chinese prides himself on his self-control. Comes

grief or pain, and he hides it with the stoicism of an

American Indian. His face is immobile, sphinx-like.

Which, of course, would never do on the screen, where

facial expressions tell the story. Screen technique is a

thing of gesticulation, of exaggeration.

Directing Chinese actors is a thing that has turned gray

the head of many a director. Indeed, it is almost im-

possible, except when an interpreter is available who under-

stands Chinese complexes. Such a man is Thomas Gubbins.

He Knows the Chinese

(jT ubbins is a white man who has lived all his life among

the Chinese. He was born in China, the son of an Ameri-

can in the consular service. Cared for by a Chinese nurse,

he grew up among them. For the last eight years he has

been the buffer between irate directors and confused

Chinese actors.

"One of the things that makes a director maddest," says

Gubbins, "is the fact that a Chinese has got to have a

reason for everything he does. Once, I remember, a little

Chink about four years old was told to climb up on a man's

knee and smile at him. The kid refused. 'Chinese boy not do,'

he insisted, 'and besides, I see nothing to smile at.'
"

When Gubbins wants his Chinese to smile, he tells them

a funny story in their native language. I dare say the

tale with all its symbolism would not seem funny to us;

but it is sufficient to bring a faint gleam of appreciation

to their eyes. It is the hardest thing in the world to make

a Chinese laugh.

They Want the Truth

never lie to my Chinese about a scene," says

Gubbins. "To do so would mean their distrust next time.

I explain beforehand the entire story, so that they will

understand the reason for the particular scene they are

enacting. They refuse to play a scene in which one of

their race is put in a "bad light. It always used to be that

the Chink was always locking a girl into the torture cham-

ber, you know. Because of that distortion of facts, a great

antipathy sprang up in Chinatown against the movies.

"But in later years, a few films like' Broken Blossoms

have presented the Chinese in a better light."

This refusal to play "heavy" roles explains also why
white actors are employed for such parts. You remember

the fiend-in-human-form who pursued Pearl White through

so many of her serials? No Chinaman would play so

dastardly a role, so they had to get a white actor to make

up like a Chinese.

No Discrimination Against Hayakawa

3 essue Hayakawa and his dainty little wife, Tsuru Aoki,

are the only Orientals who have attained stardom and an

established social position in Hollywood. Hayakawa has

done more to better the prestige of the Japanese than any

other person in America. Yet when he returned to his

native land, he was reprimanded by his fellow-countrymen

and threatened with the vengeance of the gods. In his

pictures, such as The Vermilion Pencil, they claimed that

he had portrayed an unpleasant side of Japanese history.

A true side, but uncomplimentary.

Hayakawa is a student and a gentleman. He composes

some rarely beautiful music. {Continued on page 97)
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HANGE

C The course of James Kirktvood's engagement to
lovely little Lila Lee, both shown on this pageseemed to be running smoothly until Mrs Ger-trude Kirkwood threw a monkey wrench into theworks by withdrawing her suit for divorce against
her husband. Now, no divorce, no marriage

d Cupid admitted a
-
misdeal m the Chaplin-Harris

deal and both Mildred and Charlie are contem-
plating drawing new cards. Mildred Harris re-
cently announced her engagement to BvronMunson a film actor. The Chaplin-Negri ro-
mance, of course, has intrigued an interested world

^Becoming engaged to a new fiance before the
first nuptial bonds have been loosened by laiv is
Hollywood custom these days. Mary Miles Min-
ter blushingly admits her engagement to Louis
Sherwin, the gentleman with the spectacles The
marriage will take place, it is said, as soon as Mr
Sherzvin obtains a divorce from his present wife

Ct, Wallace Beery, shown at the bottom of the circle
was formerly the husband of Gloria Sivanson. He
is once more treading the pleasant but perilous
path to the altar. This time Fritai Ridgeway is
his partner. You remember Fritzi as the appealing
little heroine in The Old Homestead, of course

/
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Your PARTNERS!
fit, The Little Blind God Shuffles the Matrimonial

Cards and Deals Out a New Hand all Round



Ct, Some time ago. Miss Gertrude Hennecke of Chicago was chosen from the thousands of entries
as the winner of Screenland's Opportunity Contest. According to Screenland's promise, Miss
tfciinecke has been brought to Holtyzvood, where she is meeting the famous stars and directors.
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Face Value
w, C^GertrudeHennecke, the Win-

ner of Screenland's Oppor-
tunity Contest, tells of her

experiences in Hollywood.

hen for a whole

year you have thought Hol-

lywood and dreamed Holly-

wood and talked Hollywood,

until your family shudders

at the very name, it's a thrill

worth waiting for when you
really find you have arrived

in the charmed city.

I thought so anyway, when
I stepped off the train in the Santa Fe station in Los

Angeles. I was lucky enough last year to win Screen-

land's Opportunity Contest, and at last here I was to have

all the opportunities to make good that could be given me.

It had all been arranged for me to get my first taste

of movie life by going on location with Cecil B. DeMille,

out on the desert near Guadalupe, where he was "shooting"

the biblical scenes for his Ten Commandments. I snatched

at the chance, for girls here don't value a chance to work
in a DeMille picture any more than they do their right eye.

"On Location"

N my first Sunday morning in Hollywood I started

out in the cold gray dawn. I had thrills along with the

chills, for I was going "on location". I rolled the words
over my tongue

;
they sounded so professional.

I was going to have plenty of company, out on the burn-

ing sands. The Southern Pacific station was" thronged with

players. Extras, "bit" players, harassed assistant direc-

tors bellowing through megaphones, mothers gathering their

children about them as an anxious hen gathers her chicks

under her wings. For it was truly a family party. Old
men and children, many of them from the Jewish colony;

strapping negroes, shortly to be Nubian slaves
;
great, hand-

some, foreign-looking fellows cast as Egyptian warriors

;

and girls under foot everywhere, all dark of hair and eyes

and most of them pretty.

Somehow "Hezi" Tate, first assistant director, and his

corps of perspiring aides got the whole milling herd of us

on the train. Six hours later we pulled into Guadalupe,

some two hundred miles from Los Angeles. Thence by
motor over a terrible trail to camp.

Out on the Burning Sands

across from mine was a cav-

alryman who every morning

of his life in camp picked a

quarrel with his tentmate,

and his altercation could be

heard the camp over. He
was worse than an alarm

clock
;
you could shut off a

clock when you wanted to.

Breakfast and supper were

served in the huge mess tent. Mr. DeMille, or C. B. as

everybody calls him when out of hearing, and his staff ate

right in the same tent with the common herd. And how
everyone did eat ! At home, I usually eat no breakfast at

all, but in camp I dallied with ham and eggs, fried potatoes,

coffee, bread and butter and breakfast food and a few other

such trifles.

My first bit of acting came that first morning. They
were shooting slave scenes. Clarence Burton as the re-

morseless task master was lashing the toiling Israelites to

greater efforts, as they bent their bare shoulders to the task

of pushing a great Sphinx on wheels to its appointed place in

the avenue of Sphinxes. A slave fell from exhaustion. But

Julia F ay e,

Marcella Daly
and I perch on

the huge foot

of the statue of
Rameses II

new world stretched before us. It was a

gorgeous location. Up on the rim of the world,

it seemed, with the white sand dunes stretching

away in gentle undulations before us, clear to the

horizon ; beneath us, a city of white tents, row on

row ; and to the right, a flash of blue sea. The
blue sea would presently be the Red Sea through

which the Children of Israel would make their

triumphal march.

There were two of us to a tent. Our palatial

residences contained two army cots, an oil stove,

a long table and a mirror, and a shiny new
wash-basin, pail and cup.

Reveille woke us at 5 o'clock next morn-

ing. Two battalians of cavalry were quar-

tered in camp. The soldiers were brought

to drive the chariots in the dangerous

charge of the Egyptians after the Israelites.

So we woke to martial strains. In the tent
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Above. Out on the desert on location I
meet Rod la Roque over an ancient weav-
ing loom. At the left, my first lesson in

make-up came from Maurice Tourneur.

the work must go on. At the gesture of the

hard-hearted Pharoah, the great figure was

pushed on, right over the crushed body of the

fallen slave. I had to register horror, which

wasn't hard to do, as it all seemed so real.

The slaves had to look overcome with the

heat. It was cold, and the chilly wind was not

conducive to perspiration. So they put glycerine

drops over the goose-flesh, which made them

chillier than ever.

Later Mr. DeMille had me double for Estelle

Taylor, and I was properly thrilled.

One day I worked as an Egyptian girl and

the next I was a Hebrew maiden. My Egyptian

costume is a lovely thing of corn-colored crepe,

embroidered. My Hebrew costume, of course,

was not nearly so luxurious.

The Exodus

I mmediately after our early breakfast we
hastened, on foot, horseback and via cunning

little sleds, according to our station in camp
life of the "set." The (Continued on page 86)
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TAR
KILLERS

By Eunice Marshall

{^Unintelligent casting is Hollywood's

"Black Death"; the Malady Has

Laid Low more Victims than

the "Flu"

{IMany poor stories were assigned to Mary Miles Minter

but she never got mad enough to break her contract.

TCC he actress who walks in Fox's front door with a

contract in her hand can fully expect to be carried out the

back entrance—with a lily in her hand."

So spoke Shirley Mason, and her own experience has

proven the force of her statement. Shirley is one of the

victims of unintelligent casting, a malady that has laid low

more victims in filmdom than the "flu". It is Hollywood's

"Black Death."

Shirley is one of the cleverest little comediennes in pic-

tures. She has had long and valuable stage training, be-

ginning with Faversham in The Squaw Man at the tender

age of four. With the proper roles, she would be fully as

successful as her sister, Viola Dana. As it is, she is slowly

dying on her feet, in blaa ingenue roles in Fox pictures.

Fox has made other martyrs, many of them. Gladys

Brockwell was one. Gladys is an actress, a real, 14-karat

trouper. She learned her technique in the best of all

schools, the stock company. Later she appeared in vaude-

ville and with Willard Mack. Hopefully she came to the

screen. And Fox starred her in typical Fox pictures, "sau-

sage films," turned out by the thousand feet as cheaply and

as rapidly as the machine could grind. You know the type

of pictures they were by the titles: Pitfalls of a Big City;

The Devil's Wheel; A Sister to Salome; Broken Command-

ments. And every one was exactly what it sounds like.

So Gladys flourished for a little while and passed on.

The glamour of stardom blinded her at first to the fact that

Fox program pictures are seldom shown in the big first-run

theatres. Perhaps she did not know that her following

could be gained only in the little theatres on the side-streets,

and in the small towns. But she learned. Finally the light

of her stardom flickered and went out, along with her hopes.

She was a "has been
!"

But though she was down, she was not out. She got

her chance to show that she could really act, in Oliver Twist,

as the frail Nancy Sykes. Let us hope that more casting
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directors will see in Gladys Brockwell the

dramatic ability that the screen so sadly needs.

Poor Peggy Hyland

oor Peggy Hyland ! Do you remember the

furore that her arrival in pictures caused?

Peggy the beautiful, flushed with her legitimate

successes with Cyril Maude and other English

productions, was brought to America by Fox.

Then, after all the to-do about her into pictures

had subsided, she was given namby-pamby little

pictures that would have cramped the style of a

Bernhardt. Peggy's glinting green eyes be-

came dark with disappointment, and by and by

she sailed back to England, another victim of

mis-casting.

Given dramatic roles such as a real actress

could get her teeth into, instead of milk-and-

water parts, Peggy Hyland would have con-

tributed something of real worth to picturedom.

William Famum's Sad Fate

iLLiA.vr Farnum saw the handwriting on

the wall and left the Fox lot, barely in time.

Another picture or two like When a Man Sees

Red, and Bill would be sleeping in the valley,

with the mocking birds a 'singing o'er his

grave.

Farnum, who was a good actor when a lot of

movie producers were running delicatessens for

a living, is too good a trouper to waste in pic-

tures of the great open spaces as pictured by a

scenario writer in Brooklyn. He yearns to for-

get he-man, bare-fisted roles, and wants to wear

the soup-and-fish in society parts, just to show

that he hasn't forgotten how to do it.

And just as a hint, that may or may not be

pertinent. Bill toured in Ben Hur for five years.

Goldwyn announces that there are two qualifica-

tions that its Ben Hur must fill: he must have

a spotless reputation and a powerful physique.

Which qualifications have narrowed down the

field in Hollywood considerably. But Bill, be it

known, has a physique that would make the

muscle-bound chap in the physical culture ads

yell for a beef, iron and wine tonic. And did

you ever hear any scandal about Bill?

And as a third qualification, which Goldwyn

doesn't mention as necessary, Bill can act.

What Happened to Betty?

~R etty blythe is one actress that Fox did

well by. As Queen of Sheba, the regal Betty

got her first real taste of screen fame. It

agreed with her so well that she has been plead-

ing for a second helping, but to no avail. She

has been starred, but she has also been horribly

miscast. Fair Lady was a fair sample of the

pictures she had to carry on with.

Now, however, Betty Blythe is coming into

her own again, in Chu Chin Chozv, which is be-

ing- filmed in Arabia.

F
Other Culprits, Too.
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^Shirley Mason is one of the cleverest comediennes in pictures

Why is her sister, Viola P^na, so much more famous?

FOX PHOTO

ox is not alone in its dire work of star-kill-

ing. Universal has caused the demise of many
a good thespian. And as for Vitagraph, when
a star is forced by the pangs of hunger to sign
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a Vitagraph contract, they leave an order at the florist's

and undertakers without more ado.

Priscilla Dean has long been considered Universal's

bread and butter. Fiery, vivacious, popular with adults and

children alike, Priscilla's pictures have been highly suc-

cessful financially. They have not always been good pic-

tures. Some of them have been downright poor. But al-

ways Priscilla did her very best, and Priscilla's best goes

a long way to make up for a lame story and mediocre

directions.

We would like to see Priscilla Dean under Fred Niblo's

direction, or Lubitsch's. Lubitsch would make her reach

heights to which she has never dreamed of attaining.

As for Vitagraph's martyrs, the greatest of these is

Antonio Moreno. The "Black Death" very nearly got Tony.

If he hadn't had an unusually strong constitution, his long

siege of serial atrocities would have killed him deader than

King Tut and not nearly so much talked about.

Tony Moreno is one of the potential actors on the screen.

I say potential, because he has had so little chance to do

any real acting. What little opportunity he has had has

been given him by Lasky. He did very well as the young

Spaniard in Gloria Swanson's picture, My American Wife.

Then he was given the arduous task of redeeming The

Trail of the Lonesome Pine, the last

of Mary Miles Minter's pictures under

her juicy Paramount contract. And
thereby hangs a tale.

All

What Happened to Mary

ll the world knows that Mary

Miles Minter was a "flop." Paramount

lost money on every one of her pic-

tures—or would have, if they didn't

avert such disasters by selling their

films in "blocks." That is, the ex-

hibitors must buy a number

of films or none; the good

films in the bunch to make

up for certain weak sisters.

Mary Miles got her lovely

five-year contract under the

impression that she was go-

ing to be a second Mary Pick-

idrd. Producers hadn't yet

discovered that after the Lord

made Mary Pickford, he

broke the mould.

So Mary Miles wasn't the

great success she was ex-

pected to be. And gradually

Mary Miles got overly plump,

and wouldn't take her em-

ployers' hints that she should

reduce. And she didn't take

pains to make herself popular

around the lot, according to

the story. And she had a

mother, one of the regular

movie mothers at whose names strong directors blanch.

And so, according to the story, Paramount tried to break

the contract. But it was airtight. Mama had seen to that.

So in desperation—for it caused the company heads acute

agony every Wednesday when about $7000 dollars had to be

paid over to the smiling Mary Miles—the company tried

other tactics. The poorest stories and the least desirable

directors were assigned to Mary; if she got mad enough,

maybe she would break her own contract. But Mary Miles

was canny, and didn't get mad out loud. And the contract

had to be fulfilled to the bitter end.

So the story goes. But it seems unreasonable to believe

that a studio would deliberately injure the value of a star

while still under contract. It would be like biting off its nose

to spite its face.

Apropos of this story, however, we are reminded of the

charge that a certain Hollywood studio regularly starts a

campaign against stars whose contracts are ending, so that

the advertising already spent on the stars may not rebound

to some rival studio's benefit.

One handsome leading man, now dead, bitterly asserted

that as soon as his contract expired, the amount of his

salary would be used to "break" him with the public. The

fact that he had several serious quarrels with the studio

{^Dorothy Gish was
terribly miscast as

the dancer in The
Bright Shawl. Re-
sidt: another good
play gone wrong.
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officials, regarding his keeping the "morality clause" in his

contract lends an aspect of truth to his statement. There are
vendettas carried on in every studio.

Miscast

!

S canning the lists of new releases and pictures in pro-
duction, the thinking observer cannot escape the idea that

some directors must cast with their eyes shut. Why do they
choose misfits for a role, when the obvious choice is in

plain sight before their eyes?

Echo answers "Why?"
Louis B. Mayer is to screen The Virginian again. Good

news. The Virginian is a fine story that should make a
fine picture. But whom does he choose for the title role ?

Kenneth Harlan. Harlan is a good, substantial young
actor, but he is not the Virginian. He has the parlor finish,

the evening-dress flair that Winston Churchill's hero of the
plains never had.

Monte Blue would be ideal for the role. He has the soft-

ness of the Southerner, along with the virility of the
plainsman.

The Virginian has been read and fondly re-read by
hundreds of thousands. To see its beloved character mis-
cast prejudices such an audience against the picture from
the start. A further grievance is that none other than
Russell Simpson has been chosen to depict Trampas, the
little, wizened, miserable half-breed villain of the story.

Alas, that Frank Campeau, who portrayed the part so nobly
on the stage, was not chosen. And Frank was right in Los
Angeles when the mis-casting was perpetrated! Simpson
is a splendid actor, few better, but he is not the type. Even
his villainies have dignity, and Trampas had none.

In Memory of May McAvoy

C3 nce upon a time there was a lovely little girl, with
pansy-like eyes and rose-petal coloring. She was petite and
graceful and in fact was so pretty that few could believe

she could have any brains. In addition to these blessings,

she could ^ct. She proved it in Sentimental Tommy. But she
was never called upon for an encore.

Because she was small and pretty and graceful, she was
made tc ippear in saccharine romances, in stories of no plot

or value. And when she was offered a real part, unless it

was a very big part, she refused it. Which went to prove that

maybe ihe sceptics were not so far wrong.
Fred Niblc offered her thz part of Carmen in Blood and

Sand. But because it was not the leading role, she would
have none of it, and Lila Lee got the plum.

Then, as the star system gave way to the all-star cast

vogue, Paramount offered to co-star May with Bobby Agnew,
in a series of light comedies. You remember how delightful

May and Bobby were in Clarence? The situation had possi-

bilities, but May wanted to star. So she refused, and left

Paramount by mutual agreement.

There ought to be a moral to this somewhere ; let's try to

find it. A real actor probably has this motto pasted in his

hat : "Acting roles are few and far between. When you find

one, even though it is a small part, freeze onto it."

Bebe Daniels cherishes such a motto. She has no illusions

about stardom. The play's the thing with Bebe, for she has
had experience. For two years she starred. She didn't act,

but she starred, in spoiled baby, pouting roles in pictures

like Nancy from Nowhere. At first she flourished like the
green bay tree, because she had personality to burn. But
Lttle by little she learned that her following was diminish-
ing. She asked not to be starred, but to be featured in all-

star casts. William deMille took her in hand, gave her a
faith in her own ability, brought out her real self.

A new Bebe appeared in Nice People and The World's

Applause, no longer the pouting flapper, but Bebe the Wo-
man. She had a siege of the "Black Death," but thanks be,

she is convalescing.

Alas for La Clavel

D orothy Gish has a will of her own and knows how to

attain her ends. So when she decided that she would like

to play the part of La Clavel in Richard Barthelmess' The
Bright Shawl, she got the part. Richard stormed and raged
and even ceased speaking to Dorothy, but to no avail. Doro-
thy donned mantilla and patches with the gay insouciance
with which she wore the rags and tatters of her gamin roles.

The result—but you saw the picture? Dorothy Gish was
charming and mischievous and alluring and Dorothy
Gish. At no time was she other than a Yankee girl dressed
up in a Spanish dancer's costume. Natacha Rambova was
the woman for the role. She was Barthelmess' .choice. An-
other dreadful case of mis-casting and another good play
gone wrong

!

Pola Negri's prestige suffered a severe blow, after the
showing of her denatured Bella Donna. It wasn't her fault,

poor girl. The producers insisted on making the lady censor-
proof. But all the fans who had been looking to see the
widely advertised Pola Negri in an American film, and all

the critics who feared that Pola was being "convention-
alized" came to pray and remained to scoff.

The Cheat only confirmed the impression that Negri was
Lubitsch. And The Spanish Dancer according to dark pre-
dictions, is going to deal the fatal death blow. After that, it

will be "Thumbs down" for Pola, say the wise ones.

The Spanish Dancer is a jinx play, anyway. It was pur-
chased and adapted from Don Cesar de Bason for Valentino.
When he deserted canned drama for cosmetics, the piece was
hastily revamped for Charles DeRoche. But so much hostile

comment was evoked by DeRoche's advent that it was
thought best to turn the French actor into a "heavy." And
the jinx script was again revised, making the leading role

out of a small feminine part and mutilating the real part,

which is the male lead.

Will Pola survive it ? We hope for the best, but it wouldn't
be a bad idea to have a pulmotor on the premises.

A Hero Doing Villains

L/eon Bary spends his days doing dire deeds in pictures.

He is a villain of the deepest dye. Yet he has a potent eye
and a wicked smile. We won't condemn him by putting him
in the would-be Valentino class, but it is a pity that some
producer has not capitalized the foreign vogue by giving
this polished French actor a chance to break hearts.

His potency is evidenced by the fact that in Susanna, in

which he played the "heavy," we found ourselves wishing
that he would get the gal, instead of the hero with the spit

curl and the low comedy grin. Bary is an actor to his finger

tips. He supported Rejane and Bernhardt, both in Paris and
America.

Manhandling Nita

N ita Naldi is being slowly but surely ruined. She is

contributing somewhat to the disaster herself, by letting her-

self get unduly buxom. She is no longer merely luscious;

she is corn-fed.

Nita Naldi as Dona Sol in Blood and Sand was allure-

ment itself. She has the perfect vampire's mouth, cruel as a
Medusa's.

But since that tragic masterpiece of Ibanez', Nita Naldi
has done nothing worth while. At present her attraction is

wholly physical, but beneath it she has a subtlety, a depth

that has not yet been plumbed. We would like to see her

play a Medici, or a Lucrezia Borgia.
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ast night at eleven-thirty an

agency called the Club and left an

order for fifteen girls. They order

us as they might pork-chops or

tender-loin. We were to be in

sport clothes and parasols; a

summer day on the Aviation field.

It turned out to be one of the

few really cold days in Hollywood,

€L The click of the cameras — the

patois of the most fascinating guild

in the world— the camaraderie of

the studios—life as it is really lived

"behind the scenes" in screenland—
all these are mirrored in this starkly

true story ofthe life ofan extra girl

the kind the real estate men use

the Masonic code about. We all shivered in front of our

diminutive gas stove while dressing, and prayed for sun-

shine. It's funny how important a role the old sun plays in

life of the movies. Without him we can't work, and with

too much of him we get blistered, so we're always praying

him either out or in.

As the call was for 7.30 a. m. a taxi was ordered. There

is a taxi company in Hollywood that, I'm sure, has a

special stand in Heaven for the

way they treat the extra girls.

Fifteen of us piled, breakfastless,

into a huge touring car; make-up

boxes, parasols, picture hats and

sweaters, and were whirled to the

studio for the enormous sum of

$1.00 for the crowd. People think

us extravagant to order a taxi, but

we know better

!

We scrambled out of our car and

into one of the huge studio busses. At least three hundred

men and women, of all ages, types, and nationalities huddled

together on a wild and perilous ride. But no one who
hasn't driven madly over Cahuenga Pass in a packed studio

bus can realize the thrill of it. The only preparation for

it that I can recommend is a ride on one of the old-fashioned

"Shoot-the-Shoots" at Coney Island, and even that would

feel safe and luxurious by comparison.
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The aviation field was reached about eight-thirty. It

had been raining a bit for several nights, so the earth was
damp and muddy. The foothills were snow-capped, and
wintry winds blew over the bare field. There we were
all camped for hours, just sauntering up and down gazing

into the air at two planes that played about. It looks so

simple when one sees a shot of it. It

seems such easy money when the Dear Pub-
lic speaks of it; $7.50 or $10.00 a day just

to walk onto an aviation field, or a ball

room set, or into a theatre; yet there is

more to it than meets the eye.

To begin with, we were all

so cold we shivered and our

teeth chattered. Then there

was no place to eat our lunch

except to sit on the low bank
at the road side. The milk was
cold, the food soggy, and stuck

in our throats. Then all day my
heart ached. I'll tell you why.
My companion, with whom I

had to walk arm in arm and

gaze skyward, was a dear little

French ex-war aviator. He
wore a shiny Palm Beach suit

that had seen at least four sum-
mers. In the eyes of the world

he successfully covered his

shabbiness, his own aching heart, and his empty purse
with his French gaiety and abandon. But the French have
a way of burning into my soul, and I could read and under-

stand the desperation of this man between every flippant

remark he made. He'd given his heart, his all, to France
during the war ; he'd given it laughingly, yet since his

discharge from the army, he had failed in everything he
had tried to do. Why? Because he had been married to

his plane. His life was in the air. He was a born flier.

But there was no chance for him in France. He would
come to America, he decided. There they would need him
to fly in the pictures. Such economy, such labors, to

gather together enough for his passage. New York,
then Hollywood. And now that he is here, he is not allowed

even to touch his beloved planes, much less fly. No, some
handsome movie star can do that. He must content himself
with occasional extra work, and watch the others fly; his

soul soaring with the plane; his feet stuck in the muddy
field beneath. Is it any wonder I ached for him?
But of course his chance will come some day. Stars

come and go. I don't really envy them a bit. I don't want
their money, but I do sometimes long to say to Gloria, or

Mary, or Pauline, "Have you ever been soapless, tooth-

pasteless, powderless ? Have you ever put on wet stockings
and wet teddies of a morning because you had only one
pair to your name, and the fog in the night didn't let them
dry out? Tell, me, oh, please tell me, how does it feel to
have enough money to buy a whole bottle of perfume instead
of one thirty-second of an ounce?"

Pay Day Difficulties

A. oday, my French aviator and the poverty of the Gang
smothered me. We had just two dollars between the fif-

teen of us, and though we all earned seven-fifty apiece,

yet we worked for a studio that pays only on Monday.
Today is Wednesday, so we must live somehow, waiting
till next week to collect. This studio habit never to pay
on the day we work tends to make life a bright and pleas-
antly uncertain affair for the extra girl. For no matter
what may come up, she must trip all the way back to the
Studio for her day's check, or else she pays twenty cents
carfare for the sixteen mile round trip to the Service Bureau
and allows them to deduct fifty cents for commission.

But to return to our set. About four o'clock the clouds

thickened and showered us with rain. There is really

ever a bit of joy to be found, and we found it. The only

house in sight was a tiny white shell. California bungalows
still look to me like toy houses belonging to toy villages.

Well, a crowd of us girls went over, and knocked at the

door, hoping to be allowed shel-

ter and the privilege of fresh-

ening up a bit. There we truly

found the old man who "lived

in the house by the side of the

road and is a friend to man."

For he let us in gladly, and went
out into the rain himself, giving

us the freedom and hospitality

of the little house. We will

never forget him.

In about ten minutes we heard

the megaphone shouting, and
found that although it was still

raining, and a wonderful rainbow

hung over the fleecy hills, it was
thought a good photographic

effect, so for an hour we scamp-

ered about, cold, muddy, and
not too sweet-tempered.

But we are all at nome
again now, hugging the open

fire of our Studio Club, snug
and dry, and with our usual good humor restored. Thank
God for the Club, and for the house by the side of the

road, and yes, even for soul flights that are responsible

for this mad movie career

!

Kicks and Thrills

Y April 4
ou get so many real thrills and kicks out of a movie

set if you keep your eyes open, and your wits sharpened,

and the lid off your laughter box. For so many interesting

and amusing things happen.

For instance, on the Robin Hood set where we'd worked
for days, there sat all the warriors in armor, and the maids
in their picturesque mediaeval costumes, eating Eskimo Pie.

It was a frightfully hot day and the Eskimo Pie man had
found his way into the lot, and during a short recess, all

had treated themselves to a chilly bit of painless paraffine

poisoning. The effect was ludicrous.

Later that day, when we maidens were up on the turrets

waving adieu to our warriors, weeping and wailing into our
cheese-cloth scarfs, one dear little girl fainted. Although
a green-horn in Hollywood, she was a born actress, and
was so touched by her own emoting and genuine tears that

she almost fell over the wall. One gets marvelous moments
of realism on the mob sets.

A week or so ago, I worked with Jimmy Young. Victor
records should be made of Jimmy's directing, for he is

better and far more amusing than "Cohen on the Tele-

phone.'' Jimmy wanted a man to beat a drum in an oriental

dive. The chap beat away lustily enough, but could not
get the right effect. Jimmy tore his hair and hoarsely
shouted

:

"Are there no actors on this set ? J Has no one here
studied the ancient art of pantomime? Can't anybody re-

vert to type and beat a drum as yjur ancestors would?"
A visitor among the small crowd of onlookers, much

bewhiskered and shabby took Jimmy's eye.

"Ah, here is a man," he cried, "I believe he could do it;

I see it in his eye."

Manfully the man handled the drum, and sure enough,
proved conclusively that he could beat it. In an instant,

Jimmy had snatched the tunic off his ham-actor, and had
thrown it over the shoulders of his new friend, shouted
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CL "I ask you, could you register desire with a sharp pin sticking straight into you?

Not even Theda Bara could do it."
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"Camera", and shot the scene. It suited him. He looked

about with eminent satisfaction, joyously affirming, "you

see, it takes a born actor to beat a drum," intimating

that of course it takes a born director to discover a born

actor who is a born drummer. For I afterwards discovered

that the man had

been a drummer in

an orchestra for

years, but was now
a Hollywood'
Hobo. But Jimmy
is always right.

Another great
kick I got was
while on location

in the desert.
Nothing but sand,

white, clinging,

burning sand, with

a few tents and

camels to add to

the prevailing spirit

of antiquity. Peace,

miles and miles of

peace—in fact too

much peace. Life

began to smack of

dullness after a

week of long lazy

hours of lolling in

the sun before our

tents, with the ac-

t i o n concentrated

between Milton
Sills, the Sheik,

and Wanda Haw-
ley, his leading
lady.

"Pay checks to-

night," Billy Bet-

tinger, one of the

extra boys beside

me, sighed audibly.

"I've got to walk

the whole bloomin'

way into Oxnard
to wire it all to

Flora, too. She's

stranded and is

suing me for back

alimony. Poor kid,

she's had a streak

of bad luck, but

this is the first

steady pay that's

blown my way in

a dog's age."

Five-thirty, and

the last shot for

the day. Saturday

night and pay
checks. With a bit

more pep now, we
wended our way
back to our tents.

The peace of the

setting sun was
settling over the desert. Did I say peace? In half an hour

the camp was in an uproar. The whole thing had been

looted. Some of our charming fellow extras, it seemed,

were ex-convicts and the temptation to walk off with all

our portable valuables had proved too much for them.

The management was much wrought up. Everyone at din-

ner was excited. But the one inconsolable soul was Billy;

"Poor little Flo—she won't understand, and she'll think

I've gone back on her. Sick she is, too. My God, what
wouldn't I do to get some alimony !"

I did what I could to

console him. I let him
rave on to me for an
hour or so, as we
tramped wearily through

the dragging sands.

Suddenly the desert

stillness was broken by
the whir of a motor
overhead. We looked
up. An aeroplane was
circling about our camp
which was lying lik

white sea gulls in th

moonlight. Dow
swooped the plane
There was a rush to se

who it might be. Tw
men from Lasky's with

our pay check money.

Our director had com-
municated by radio, it

seemed, and here they

were. Billy was speech-

less with the thrill of it,

and trudged joyously into

Oxnard to send the wire

to Flo. Ah, life is very

real: age-old sands, in-

vaded by modern
movies with rob-

bers and wireless

and aeroplanes and
alimony. Ah, me

!

I

The Lace Dress

May 10, 1922.

"To whom shall I apologise for tearing the dress

you have on?" asked the fiend-in-human-form.

got an enor

mous "kick" out

of a remark made
to me, when about

twelve girls from

the Studio Club

were working on a

theatre set, much
dressed up. I'd
had actually to

plead for Pat's

lace gown. It is

so becoming to me,

for the black lace

just sets off my
vivid wop-beauty,

and I felt some-

how, that I was to

make a hit. The
girls always lend

things willingly,

but on this day,

Pat was a bit reluc-

tant, as the lace

was beautiful, and rather ancient, and it must be admitted

that sets are hard on clothes. But Pat has a heart of gold,

and my promise to guard the dress with my life availed

much, so off I strutted, proud as a peacock. It was but an

hour later, when one of the girls (Continued on page 82)
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ocial WHIRL
Hollywood High Lights, recorded by

The Tatler

Paint and patches is the watchword in filmdom these

bright days, and all the ladies are coquetting about in crino-

lines and snowy wigs, while the gentlemen are swashbuckl-

ing around the studio sets in flowered waistcoats, lace-

trimmed coats and satin breeches so tight that not one of

them would dare to stop to pick up a dollar.

The costume picture .vogue is raging in Hollywood. It

can't last," the wiseacres predict, but every morning brings

the news that another company has stocked up with wigs

and rapiers. Even the comediennes are doing it. Constance

Talmadge is all set to romp through A Dangerous Maid,

which is the title Barbara Winslow, Rebel, is to bear on

the screen.

Douglas Fairbanks, after months of preparation, is at last

starting work on his new picture, The Thief of Bagdad.

Doug has been hiding out for the last month, letting his hair

-row long for the part. So disreputable does he look in the

growing-out process that Mary threatens to make him eat

in the kitchen. . .
-

"The Thief of Bagdad will start where Robin Hood left

off", is the ambitious slogan of the Fairbanks company.

Doug will have to come to work early and stay late to make

good, methinks.

French romances are the rage now. Count them
:
Under

the Red Robe, a Cosmopolitan production; The Heart of

Yoeland, Norma Talmadge's picture; Scaramouche, Rex

Ingrams film featuring Alice Terry and Ramon Novarro;

and The Hunchback of Notre Dame, the Universal film.

Virginia Valli is flaunting herself in hoopskirts in A Lady

of Quality, and Blanche Sweet is the prettiest thing you

ever saw in the brocaded satins of a court lady in In the

Palace of the King.

Out at Ince's, they are making The Talisman, with Wal-

lace Berry swashbuckling in the leading role. Ever since

his bit of grand larceny in Robin Hood, Berry has quite

reformed. Even when he seems to be acting very tolerantly

villainishly, we smile and remark that "heavies" will_ be

"heavies" and Wally is very nice, really. He is simply spoiled

for honest-to-goodness villain roles.

Our Prize Publicity Boner

Ray coffin, the estimable publicity director for Richard

Walton Tully, handed the Tatler the giggle of the month.

Ray broadcasted a story about Tully having a strain of

Indian blood, "being a direct descendant of Pocahontas and

Captain John Smith." Considering the embarrassing fact

that the dainty Pocahontas was the wife of one John Rolfe,

if our historical memory does not fail us, we consider it un-

tactful of Mr. Coffin, to say the least.

The Eternal Feminine

Ruth roland* is back in Los Angeles, after her trip to

New York as the official representative of the Motion Pic-

ture Exposition. Ruth invited oodles of public officials out

to the coast to attend the exposition.

Everybody is traveling these days. Personal appearance

trips are all the rage. Which reminds us of Leah Baird

and her trip to Texas.

Leah comes from Texas. So does Madge Bellamy. Madge

had been talking for months what she was going to do to

show the home folks when she did personal appearances

throughout Texas. Leah listened silently, and then, just

about a month before Madge was to start. Leah set out

for Texas. She made a great hit. Most of the towns had

never seen a movie actress before. But the cream had been

taken off for Madge.

Feminine, eh what?

A Noble Party

W:e really should ignore this affair, seeing as how the

Tatler didn't get a bid. The other editor did, but not the

Tatler. But by a great exhibition of will power, we rise

above petty motives to state that the Grand studio party,

celebrating Adam Hulk Shirk's election as publicity direc-

tor, was a noble affair.

It took place on the Grand studio lot, and members of the

press gathered round a table that groaned beneath its weight

of food and drink. Especially drink.

Monty Banks was there. And Billie Rhodes, looking her

prettiest. She's supporting Joe Rock now, you know. Joe

was there, too, but we're not mentioning him, because we're

mad at him, ever since he cast asparagus on the way the

Tatler backs her car out of the garage. What is a few

ruined lilac bushes and a stray cat or two between neigh-

bors ?

Sid Smith was among those present also.

The feature of the occasion was a punch that Jack Demp-

sey might be proud of. Ingredients, orange juice and

T. N. T. in large quantities A good time was had by all.

And Speaking of Engagements

Edmund lowe, the Goldwyn actor, is reported to be en-

gaged to Lilyan Tashman—yes, she's a Follies girl, you can

tell it by the way she spells her name. Lilyan and Edmund

met while both were on the stage in New York, and when

Edmund came to Hollywood, why, Lilyan got so lonesome

she had to follow him. Or something like that.

"I do not confirm the report that we are to be married,"

said Edmund in conventional Hollywood form, when the

Tatler found him in a white velvet suit, dying on a polished

floor in Pauline Starke's arms. "But oh gee, no, don't say

I deny the report, whatever you do."

But just the same, Edmund's parents met Lilyan at the

train at San Bernardino and brought her to Los Angeles

by motor. Which looks significant.
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U_ At the races. Lois Wilson congratulates the winner, Jimmy Murphy.

Will Is Rudic's Rival

ill Rogers is back in Hollywood again, and the film

folks received him with open arms. We haven't had a good
laugh since he deserted us for the Follies. In Will's fare-

well speech to his Follies' audience, Will said:

"The last time I went to the coast to make pictures, I

went to take Charlie Chaplin's place. This time, I'm going
out for Valentino. ... All that I am and all that I hope
to be, I owe to Mineralava !"

We Almost Lost Nazimova

ne of our most interesting actresses, Nazimova, was
almost lost to the screen by an automobile accident that re-

sulted in a disfiguring scar on Madame's right cheek. Nazi-
mova thought for a while that she would have to give up
the screen for good. But she had her face "made over" by a
plastic surgeon, and now it is better than ever.

L,

Our Dressy Lcnore

rENORE ulrich knows what the public expects of a star.

When she stepped off the train in the Los Angeles station on
her arrival the other day, she looked as if she had just come
from one of Elinor Glyn's teas instead of across-continent

tour.

Lenore wore pale blue kid sandals, a gray and blue

georgette gown, beaded until it resembled a jeweled mist,

a gray wrap studded with silver beads and a gray taffeta hat.

Lenore will appear in Tiger Rose which Belasco is super-
vising for the screen.

F.

The Censors We Have Always With Us

or ways that are dark and tricks that are vain, the
heathen Chinee is peculiar. But the ways of the censor are
even more unfathomable.

When The Ragged Edge was shown in New York, the
censors barred a 24-sheet poster, showing Mimi Palmeri,
the heroine, in a one-piece bathing suit. It was disapproved
as "indecent, tending to corrupt morals."

A lobby card, showing the hero fighting the villain, with
the heroine standing by, was barred because of the caption
under it: "Take me, but spare his life." The erudite custo-

dians of our morals considered that dear, familiar 10-20-30

line as "inhuman" and "tending to incite to crime."

A,

A Social Butterfly

L s a social butterfly, Dick Barthelmess is there. Dick
went up to Trinity College during Commencement week,
and the academic shades were shaken to their foundations.

Or do shades have foundations ? Anyway, Dick was the

belle of the ball, and every co-ed considered the class-day

dance a total loss unless she had at least one dance with
Richard.

Richard is Trinity's most distinguished son. During his

visit, he was guest of honor at a dinner given by the Hart-
ford Press Club.
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There's more to making costume pictures than knowing

how to wear a rapier without tripping on it. You've got to

have a vocabulary.

The other day, Matt Moore was exhorting his motley crew

of cut-throats in Fred Niblo's pirate picture, Captain Apple-

"Back, ye white-livered sea swine, or I'll slit your gullets,

he stormed.

"Aw, shut up or I'll bust you on the nose," came back

one of his crew.

"Oh, terrible, awful!" exclaimed Fred Niblo. And the

scene had to be retaken, after the culprit had learned to

call his mate a scurvy varlet instead of a dirty bum.
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a bride herself that the Los Angeles chapter of Disabled

War veterans invited her to be the bride in the mock wed-

ding they celebrated at the Ambassador recently. The affair

was for the benefit of the chapter's "war chest."

It was a military "wedding." Anna Q., gorgeous in white

satin with long lace veil, and Lieutenant Harry Watson

as the bridegroom, passed under a canopy of swords held

by fellow officers of the "groom." Bill Reid, son of our dear

lamented Wally, was the ringbearer. William Desmond, all

dressed up like a clergyman, performed the mock ceremony.

The bridesmaids were the prettiest girls in twenty-four

Southern California cities.

A,

Tears, Idle Tears
Our Rarified Social Atmosphere

acting in the movies has its tearful side. Decidedly!

The other day the Tatler watched Mary Alden do an

emotional scene in The Eagle's Feather. Just as she had

worked herself up to the emotional pitch necessary to bring

genuine tears to her eyes, the film in the camera buckled.

The tears streamed down Mary's face, wasted.

On the second attempt, just as the tears brimmed over,

the lights nickered so badly that the director demanded a

re-take.

On the third trial, the dratted camera ran out of film right

in the middle of the deluge.

"Let's try it once more, please," begged the director.

"All right", said Mary wearily. "But please remember,

I'm an actress, not a geyser."

It Was Pure Habit

]V! aybe it was because Anna Q. Nilsson was so recently

F ilm society out here on the coast is becoming so

•'400"-ish that there's barely an ex-barber left in our circle.

Park Benjamin 2nd, noting the welcome accorded to Craig

Biddle, has left Wall Street to stagger on as best it may and

has come out to break into pictures.

Benjamin is a Columbia University man who got such a

kick out of playing a small part in Under the Red Robe in

the east that he decided his career lay in acting rather than

in stocks and bonds.

Park is diplomatic.

"The New York society girl is a sham," said he. "She

hasn't one good quality and is worthless even to herself.

But the California girls, ah ! I am struck by their whole-

some beauty and their sparkling eyes
!"

The boy ought to get along in California.

So far no actress has denied the rumor of engagement to

Benjamin. Perhaps he's already married ! Quelle horreur

!

fir Tzventy-eight earnest eaters gathered around the festive board at the Grand Studio's party. Besides mere press people, Monty
^ Banks, Billie Rhodes and Sid Smith xvcre present.
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O,"Naming" ? a movie
star seems to be
Young America's fav-
orite sport. Bill Hart
has suffered as the in-

nocent victim on sev-
eral occasions.

Hollywood

By Barry

Ct, Non-professional

wives who want a

divorce keep an eye

on hubby when he

comes to Hollywood

But movie wives,

scandal-shy, have to

get along with plain

incompatability

.

JL-^os Angeles, the temperamen-

tal, city of lemons and prunes and

beautiful—ah, so devastatingly

beautiful—co-respondents, how oft

thy name appears in sensational

divorce stories in the newspapers

of the world

!

How mightily have thy daughters

worked that the circulation of great

dailies might be increased—how
mightily, and how wickedly, and

with what magic of romance

!

A story right out of Hollywood,

decorates the first page of your

favorite morning paper.

"Film Star Named"—the head-

line cries with louder voice than

that of the noisy gamin who sells

it to you.

"Another illusion gone," you say to yourself, "I hope it

isn't Ainchee Charming !"

And you stand on the corner, until you have eaten down
into the story with your hungry eyes—for not always is the

star's name up in the first paragraph where a good news-

paperman would put it. And sometimes—when you find

the name—it is utterly unfamiliar to you. You begin to

wonder if you know so many of the stars after all.

Sometimes the woman mentioned isn't a star at all. Per-

haps she is playing a small bit, perhaps she is an extra girl,

perhaps she used to be an extra girl.

Sometimes she may even be a scenario writer, or a stenog-

rapher in an obscure studio. That was the reason the

newspaperman buried her name way down in the story.

A good newspaperman would have put her name in the

lead, told you exactly who she was, written a couple of

sticks about her—say 150 words—and let it go at that.

But the other—possibly on orders from the boss—writes a

column about the poor little nobody so that the story may
carry the banner—the eight column line—and the copy
reader may label her a film star. This writer is clever.

He calls her a beautiful Hollywood girl, a movie vamp, a

cinema beauty—anything but her name, until you have read

down several hundred words.

He has made you all excited. He has given you a few
minutes of delight, or anxiety, or interest at least, that more
than repays you for your pennies. But he has given you a
false impression, and he has given the movie folks an un-
deserved stigma. He has distorted the story out of all pro-

portion, and all truth. Therefore, however clever he may be,

he is not a good newspaperman, even if acting under orders.

Now of course, there have been film stars—-real stars or

near stars—stars that shine and shines that star—who have
been named in divorce complaints ; or whose names have
been mentioned in anger and little reverence by angry wives.
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Co-respondents

Yannon

And you won't find their names buried—no matter who

writes the story. The top of the front page for them.^

It is because of the good reporters, and the other kind—

the truth and the lies—that Los Angeles, or that part of it

called Hollywood, has such a piquant reputation.

Why Husbands Leave Home

T imothy J. Hoozis has read

many of these stories—some

honest, some exaggerated. And
Timothy's nagging wife has read

them too—and commented on them.

Timothy tires of his wife, and

buys a round trip ticket to tbfc

coast. He makes it a point to be

seen with some beautiful girl at

some smart cabaret, say one of the

Sennett bathing beauties. He has

his picture taken with her, or he

breaks into print with her—maybe

in an auto accident, maybe in a

fight with a bus boy at the Hotel

Swellador.

Mrs. Hoozis gets wind of the

scandal—and the papers have an-

other story. Another film star

has been named ! A couple of

thousand extra papers are sold.

Increased circulation gets more

advertising, and fattens the ad-

vertising ante. A man's folly and

a girl's beauty have put a little

money in the treasury of a news-

paper thousands of miles away
from them.

Perhaps Timothy wanted Mrs.

Timothy to get that picture, or

that little squib about the fight.

Pretty slick, eh ?

And Tim's example inspires

Ben Zine, whose wife won't let him smoke in the house.

You think this is far-fetched?

iss

falsely

father
whom

Elizabeth MacCaulley, who
charged Hart with being the

of her baby, and the child

she now confesses she bor-

roived from a neighbor.

up for a smashing big story that would

travel around the world. And the head-

lines wouldn't have said : "film star

named." They would have mentioned

Barbara's name in barbaric type.

But at the last minute Maryatt con-

fessed that the star didn't love him

—

that the only times he had ever seen Miss

La Marr were when she was in the studio

car. He took back all his passionate

letters, he denied them up and down

—

before a notary and after an interview

with Barbara's advisers.

Kind Deed Imperils Viola Dana

I

The Professional Co-respondent

I t was but a few months ago that Oscar H. Maryatt,

who drove a car for a certain Hollywood studio, wrote

letters to his wife, Mildred Gray Maryatt, telling her how
much Barbara La Marr loved him.

He rhapsodized about Barbara's warm affections. He
was fluent. He was lyric. He effervesced. He—well

—

slopped over.

Mrs. Maryatt rushed to her attorney. Things were shaping

nstance another case—that of the

winsome little Viola Dana.

While Viola was still in the hospital,

recuperating from a parting with her beloved appendix, a

New York newspaper wired its Hollywood co-respondent

about as follows

:

"A Mrs. Stewart intends suing her husband for divorce,

and naming Miss Dana. Claims she has numerous letters

written by Miss Dana to Stewart. Please interview Miss

Dana as soon as she is strong enough to bear the shock.''

This newspaper—one with a circulation that makes it in-

dependent and an owner who believes in fair play—printed

nothing about the matter while Miss Dana lay in the

hospital, unable to defend herself.

It was more than a week after Viola had begun to get

back her strength—via the {Continued on page 89)
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VISITING 'Round

Extras an the chicken roost along the wall. Myrtic Manners feels the
ivardrobe department has done well by her. Ellabclle Elhvell has a cold
and some new photographs; the costuming of the photographs explains the
cold. Mary 011 Gay is trying to chew gum and smoke a cig at the same time

f^Emma Mae
Withers, the
script girl who
lunches alone
and believes a
woman can do
anything a man

can

fS^T he waitress
who wears her
make-up contin-

uously , in
case an obser-
vant director
notices that she

is a "type"
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CL Screenland's Staff ArtiB

Joins the Noonday Throng

at Armstrong & Carleton's

By Ted Rupert

Patient portions of the populace, opti-

mistically expecting to get tables. The
young feller in the foreground, tvho has
been trying to impress his lady friend
with his familiarity of things Holly-
woodish, is much gratified at the zvay
in which Mr. Armstrong has just said,

"Qood evening, sir", just like that

d, C. Crosthwaite Cornelius, the director
and his pessimistic aircdale. The canine
escort not only identifies him as a direc-

tor, but keeps aspirants at a distance
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FILMY FANNYS
NIGHTMARE
F,

ft. And Gloria Swanson's "fighting

face" had been one of the tra-

ditions Filmy Fanny had been
living on—

ilmy Fanny, a pure young girl from Chicago, who had

never seen any excitement, came to Hollywood, to steep

herself in the film capital's well advertised iniquity.

But Filmy Fanny was hardly prepared for the violent

gastronomic gymnastics which her first meal in Hollywood
let her in for.

For Fanny went to a cafeteria and mixed avacado salad,

artichokes and orange marmalade. Then, she staggered into

an orange drink stand, and tossed off two glasses of the raw
yellow juice.

She rode nightmares the

whole night through.

She saw herself surround-

ed at a party in Cecil De-
Mille's home, with every

favorite she had come to

Hollywood to see. And oh,

what a shock Filmy Fanny
got!

d

H.She had heard that Mary Miles

Minter was getting fat but—

C When Bill Hart

fixed her with his

keen, cold eyes she

no longer wonder-

ed why Elizabeth

McCaulcy said he

had a "horse face."
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(J^ And Fanny just
knew that fair Mae
Murray had arched
her eyebrows and
pouted her mouth
so long that she
had frozen that

way.

Ct, The only flaw that Clara Kimball
Young revealed to Filmy Fanny's
adoring eyes was .a rather long nose.

But when Mack Sennett's

prize bathing girl, Phyllis

Haver, got stuck m the

doorway because she was
too plump to make it

without turning sideways,

Filmy Fanny gave a
mighty yell and

out of bed

flT She recalled with horror the stories told

of Pola's temperamental soul—how she

could have anything else but, with that

face.
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lowing Embers
Sketches by Walter YLinstler

Jim Barton and his

trained "dogs" are the

only things in "Dew
Drop Inn"; but after

all, that's something.

(J^ Below, Louis Mann,
seated in the lap of
luxury, being upheld
at the last by his "old

reliable" George Sid-

ney, Douglas Wood in

the role of Thos.
Craig, the financier,

and Neil Pratt as the

country banker. The
Messrs. Mann and Sid-

'ney stand toe to toe

in the third act and it's

"pun and pun about"
while the audience and
the New York news-
papers' dramatic cri-

tics agree that "Give
& Take" is the fun-
niest show in town.

Barnum was right.

QGIenn Hunter as Merton Gill, the Tra-
gic Comedian in Merton of the Movies.
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of a Dying Season

(f Henry Her-
b ert who
as Mr. Sa-
il am ot o in

"Uptown,
West" gives

a poignantly

real charac-
terization.

f^May Galyer,as Grand-
ma—Louise Huff, the

Cinema Artiste, as

the title role and Mor-
gan Farley, as her kid

br o the r, all from
"Mary, the 3rd"—
which is nothing to

get excited over, writ-

ten by Rachel Cro-
thers, in her most

solemn manner.

d, "Al's here, Mr. Haul-
ey" Richard O'Con-
nor, as Al, the Boot-
legger—Eva Williams,

as Nellie, the Hired
Girl, and Harry Beris-

ford, as Clem Hazv-
ley, making Don Mar-
quis' lines seem ex-

traordinarily bitter in

"The Old Soak"
which had a run of
over 350 performances
at the Plymouth

Theatre.
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SCREENLAND'S

WIDE WORLD PHOTO

Barbara LaMarr has had quite a few husbands, but she
never had a red-headed one—until she married Jack
Daugherty. Barbara and Jack are on their honeymoon,

enjoying a trip around the world.

WIDE WORLD PHOTO

Katherine MacDonald, who so recently
announced her intention of being an old
maid, has again taken to herself a hus-
band, this time C. F. Johnson, a Phila-
delphia millionaire. The smiling pair are
snapped on the boardivalk at Atlantic City.

WIDE WORLD PHOTO
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Mr. Cecil B. DeMille entertains five out of eight in-

dividuals from all parts of the country, ivho suggested

to him the idea of making "The Ten Commandments"
as a motion picture and who were awarded $1,000 each

in a nation wide contest for a nezv cinema idea, which
had 30,000 replies.
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Over
uanita miller, daughter of Joaquim

Miller, late poet, is married to the sun.

The wedding occurred at high noon on
June 19th in the palace shown at the bottom
of this page. Juanita was perched high

upon a column like Paphnutius, the monk.
Juanita sought the love of the Sun. Paph-
nutius fled the love of Thais.

Two hundred and eighty feet below, the

Goldwyn company of "The Palace of the

King" waited for Juanita to descend. For
four days and nights they had waited, coax-

ing her to resume her part of a court fav-

orite in the fifteenth century.
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ft Doings of the Great

and Near Great

on the sunny

shores of California

A bed was brought to her on the second night and
food was hoisted to her, good earthy food that had
not much to do with the bride of the Sun.

Towards sunset of the fourth day the blushing

bride descended, more sunburned than blushing per-

haps, but very happy.

"The setting of the story accelerated my imagin-

ation," she explained, after the wedding breakfast

and just before she left for Oakland, Cal., her home.
"Spain always signifies yellow to me and the Sun

is yellow. I felt as though I must marry and
complete the yellow cycle through which I was
passing.

"So I climbed to the top of the column on the

palace and waited for the consummation of our love.

Long I waited and I could not descend until the
Sun had passed its meridian on the fourth day."
Here Miss Miller was reminded that the sun was

obscured by ' a heavy sea fog on the day of her
nuptials.

"Ah," she sighed. "He was sad, knowing I was
sad. It was fitting that he show some sorrow."
"When my husband passed his meridian he spelled

'L-O-V-E' to me. The T was for light, the 'o'

for optimism, V meant vitality and 'e', eternity.

"Thus was our wedding sealed with a spiritual

kiss.

"You see I have passed through all the physical
cycles and my next plane is green. Some night
when all the world looks green to me I shall wed the
Moon. To me the moon is always green.

"Men," she scoffed at the mention of them. "I'm
through with all that. The sun, the moon, the winds
—they are my everlasting lovers."

"But wait just one moment," she called to the
interviewer.

"Be sure and mention my director's name, Emmett
Flynn," she spelled the name carefully.

"And did you get the name of the picture right?
And the part I was playing? I'll be back in Holly-
wood and be in pictures soon. Are you going to use
my picture ? Good 'bye !"

A Thrilling Battle

E/ very Friday evening we have fights at the
American Legion. But the other noon at a Holly-
wood cafe, we had a battle not on the schedule. Ac-
tive combatants were Johnny Walker, the actor, and

d. At the right, Betty Compson shows how she keeps
slim. Try it over on your piano some time\
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John Wesley Gray. The causus belli was as follows

:

Walker hired Gray to write the subtitles for The Real

Thing. Payment agreed upon, according to Johnny, was

to be $1,000. After the subtitles were written, Gray held

out for more than $1,000, which Walker refused to give.

So Gray went to a lawyer.

More than that, Gray slapped a writ of attachment on

Johnny's car, his bank-account and finally, on the picture.

And as a final blow, Johnny heard that Gray was saying

unkind things about him.

The two met in the cafe at lunch time. They met and

mixed. And Johnny conquered.

"He has been paid in full," said Johnny briefly, blowing

on his knuckles. Gray didn't comment.

Bill Hart to Return

J3ill hart will soon be riding range again, at least

so far as pictures go. As soon as the story of his vindica-

tion of the charges made against him by Elizabeth Mac-

Caulley, Bill announced that he would start work on a Lasky

picture immediately.

Bill is a writer as well as an actor. A series of stories

for boys is being syndicated, . under the by-line of the

famous western actor.

Ralph Lewis Loses Father

Ralph lewis, the veteran character actor, is mourning

the death of his father. Lewis arrived in Chicago just in

time to reach his father's bedside before the end came.

Evelyn Brent Wanted Action

E/velyn brent felt that it took Douglas Fairbanks too

long to get started on his picture, The Thief of Bagdad,

so she left his company to play the feminine lead in Peter

B. Kyne's Harbor Bar.

Kyne insists that his opinion of motion pictures and mo-
tion picture people is very low, but he keeps right on selling

stories to them.

And Still They Come

T he foreign deluge continues. Mile. Jeanne Balzac,

great grand-niece of Honore de Balzac, has arrived in

Hollywood from Paris. She is to play a part in the filming

of her distinguished ancestor's story, The Magic Skin. A
reception committee, including notables of the French colony

in Los Angeles, greeted her at the Los Angeles station.

Rush Rushes In

.Alnyone who says there is no royal road to success in

the fillums, except along the sex route, ought to look at

Rush Hughes, son of Rupert, Goldwyn's pet director. Rush

is only nineteen, but he^s going to work in Dad's picture

regularly, leaving a career as chemical engineer as being

not nearly exciting enough.

Sub Rosa

favorite saying in Hollywood is that if you work for

Universal you are sure to keep your modesty, for few

know you are in pictures. But newspaper notices inform

us that Marie Wells is a "prominent figure in the film

world." This sudden boost to Marie comes because she

marries Paul Kent, "a member of one of Los Angeles'

pioneer families." A strange phenomenon has been noticed

here; as surely as any pretty girl gets- into the day's news,

she immediately becomes a star, or at least "prominent in

the film world," even if she is only an extra and nobody
except the folks back home have ever seen her on the screen.

Another Hollywood Tragedy

Jerry grieved himself to death because his contract was
ended; no more would the Kleig lights play around his

saturnine face; gone was his fame, perished his fortune.

Jerry could stand it no longer. He refused food, and he
died. Now there are only two hyenas in captivity in this

country, where three flourished before. Jerry was used in

Human Wreckage, Dorothy Davenport Reid's anti-narcotic

film, to represent the beast of narcotic addiction.

Assorted Sneezes

T his art business is a serious thing. And far be it from
Mary Jane Sanderson to take it lightly. When the script

calls for her to sneeze in Blow Your Own Horn, Mary Jane
gives the matter scientific consideration. She evolves a
system by which she can sneeze a tiny, tiny sneeze, and a

middle-sized sneeze, and a great big sneeze. Her method
is not copyrighted. She just graduates the doses of pepper.

A cunning little press agent yarn, but it may amuse the

children. Something for the whole family—that's our
motto

!

Anti-Climax

Jfust as the same door in a theater is both Entrance and
Exit, according to whether you are on the inside or outside,

so is vaudeville both the entrance and exit, of the motion
picture profession.

Mary Miles Minter has taken her exit from pictures in

vaudeville. Probably her contract does not call for a million

dollars, as did her famous Paramount document. And
it is problematical just how avid an audience will be to

see Mary in the flesh,—at least she has plenty of it for

them to see.

An Anti-Mother Complex

w e hear so much of Freud these days that we just run

to complexes and things like that. But it is doubtful if that

is what June Love Walton calls her attempts to evade her

active mother, Mrs. Nina E. Robinson, whose latest sensa-

tion is a note announcing that she has drowned herself.

June, for some time with Universal and Century comedies,

just won't believe that Mama has done anything of the sort.

She says she knows Mama too well. June believes it is

just another attempt of her mother to find her daughter,

who is always hiding from her.

Keep the Home Fires Burning

T he Jewish propensity for fires isn't left behind when
clothing magnates become film capitalists. Fires simply

pursue our rich men out here. If it isn't Universal that is

menaced by flames, it is sure to be Goldwyn or Fox or some

other studio. One wonders if the fire bug is not encouraged

because it gives the studio reporting such a blaze to the

papers, a chance to list all of the pictures which might have

been destroyed if the blaze had reached the storage vaults.

Goldwyn's latest heralds the sad news that $11,000,000 worth

of films were endangered by a fire which destroyed one

section of the laboratories. None was destroyed, of course,

but what a peachy chance to list all the films which Goldwyn

has on hand! (Continued on page 94)
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The Picture of the Month

Cjie

Brass Bottle

aurice Tourneur and

comedy haven't been exactly-

chummy; you wouldn't call

them the Siamese twins of the

industry, yet Tourneur has

turned out the best comedy
drama of the season, and prob-

ably of the year.

If you don't laugh at Harry
Myers in The Brass Bottle,

you're hopeless. And aside

from being a personal triumph

for our loveable hero of The
Connecticut Yankee it is going

to do a lot to prove to the

doubting Thomases who think

Ernest Torrence just must be

an accident that Torrence is a

great comedian as well as a

great villain, and one of the

most versatile wearers of

grease paint we have ever had.

The novel by F. Anstey has

been transferred almost bodily

to the screen, and certainly

not an ounce of -possible comedy was left out of the delight-

ful screen version. One of the strongest casts in this year

of imposing roll calls has given a calibre of acting that

seems inspired in almost every instance.

First comes a magnificent prologue, in which the sets

—

bizarre, rich, fantastically lighted—cast a glamor over the

whole performance. There's a little tragedy of King Solo-

mon's time, showing how he almost lost one of his most

beautiful wives and his own life to a hated rival—the wily

Fakrash (Ernest Torrence). Barbara La Marr has only a

bit as Solomon's philandering mate, but she makes the most

of it, managing to wear the most gorgeous costumes with

the most seductive grace. A masterly piece of make-up in-

troduces a creature of pure fantasy—the one-eyed magician,

who works his pleasant little tricks of black magic on Fak-

rash, after Solomon has been (Continued on page 91)

\
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Screenland

The new long coat and
the correct straight lines of
the Autumn three piece suit

are seen in this costume of
blue kasha cloth banded and
embroidered with silver yel-

low kasha wool, worn by
Gloria Szvanson. The double

circular cuffs are a feature,

and the coat is sleeveless.

The hat is a black taffeta

and gros-grain ribbon.

FOR the girl going back
to college, a suit such as

this one worn by Mary Astor
is indispensable. It is of
beige covert cloth, and the

youthful short coat has a
Russian blouse suggestion,

emphasized by rows of braid

in key pattern. The hat, an
ideal shape for traveling is

trimmed with folded gros-
grain ribbon.

G TORIA Swanson dem-
onstrates the most popular
type of sweater, now that

knitting is unpopular.

I.
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JlUTUMN
ASHIONS

Hints of Advance

Styles from the Screen

Grey crepe Remaine forms this attractive

fall costume of Gloria Sivanson. The skirt

has a double flounce, draped at the hip, and
the coat is a Russian blouse trimmed at the

collar and the slashed cuffs with grey lapin.

Metal cloth is still a favorite for Autumn
evening gowns and one of the best reasons for
its popularity is its becoming effect when used

in such gowns as this worn by Betty Compson.
The silver cloth is backed with mauve and

combined with silver thread lace.



Screenland

LITTLE
PETER THE GREAT

Paramount

Another brilliant German-made
production, created, this time, by a
Russian, Dimitri Buchowetzki.
Dealing shrewdly and incisively

with the famous leader who cre-

ated the vast Russian empire out of
a mighty maelstrom of supersti-
tions. These people of history live

and breathe. The Peter of Emil
Jannings is superb, at once brutal
and tender, loving and merciless,
a mighty king among his treacher-
ous followers, a man of playful
amours behind the royal scenes.
The American cutting is adequate,
save towards the conclusion, where
some important matter seems to

be missing. Jannings dominates
the production, of course, but
Dagny Servaes is an admirable
Catherine and Bernhard Goetzke
is excellent as the prime minister.

HUMAN WRECKAGE F. B. O.

It is a debatable point whether or riot "Human Wreckage," Mrs. Wallie Reid's celluloid attack upon the dope

traffic, is a good thing for picturedom. To us, the effect is gruesome. We dislike to have the likeable, happy-

go-lucky Wallie's name linked so grimly in the public's mind to the weakness that killed him. And—again—-we
look upon the theater as a place of entertainment rather than of propaganda. Human Wreckage is the story

of a young attorney and his desperate fight against the narcotic habit. The lawyer is well played by James Kirk-

wood and the wife is adequately done by Mrs. Reid. Actually, the best performances are by r,»orge tiacka-

thorne and Bessie Love.
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HINTS for PLAYGOERS

THE WHITE ROSE
(Griffith)

One remarkable thing concerning this picture is that it

recreated the reputation of an old favorite—Mae Marsh.
Miss Marsh's acting was sincere and moving. So. much
cannot be said of Ivor Novello, whose attitudinizing re-
mind one of Rex Ingram's co-called find—Ramon Navarro.

Mr. Griffith, himself, has put some fine touches into
this picture, but he also put in some fine dramatic pauses.
His style reminds us of the inveterate after-dinner
speaker who pauses after each of his remarks and waits
for the applause. Mr. Griffith's picture pauses between
every frame. When he walks a cat across the stage, it is

done with a slow impressiveness that adds awe and mys-
tery. One is impressed with it in spite of one's decision to
be cynical.

MERRY-GO-ROUND
Universal

This is the Universal production started by Erich Von
Stroheim and finished by Rupert Julian. An interesting
—and different—story of decadent Vienna in the days
when the clouds of war were whipping across the hori-
zon. At basis, it is the old, old Laura Jean Libbish ro-
mance of the nobleman and the gal from "below stairs,"
here a count of the royal court and a little worker in the
Prader, the Coney Island of Vienna. You easily recognize
the parts made by the brilliantly brutal Von Stroheim.
Here you will find five flashes of passion of intrigue that
are both daring and frankly limned. Norman Kerry is

surprisingly good as the count, although the role shrieks
for Von Stroheim, himself. Mary Philbin is another sur-
prise as the girl. And George Hackathorne has admir-
able moments as the Hunchback—moments that suggest
Walthall and Harron.
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on the set not so well known to "the

Gang," but on to all the Club tricks,

caught the lace of my borrowed creation

on her beads, giving it a most un-

merciful tear. My crest drooped. She

turned to me and in a loud voice asked,

"To whom shall I apologize for tear-

ing the dress you have on ?"

If Ann Hathaway had lived at the

Studio Club, she would never have al-

lowed Bill Shakespere to write those

immortal words: "Neither a borrower

nor lender be, for loaning loses both

itself and friend, and borrowing dulls

the edge of husbandry."

But extra girls in Hollywood

wouldn't be able to work half the time,

if it wasn't for their friends' borrowed

clothes, and the Club has an under-

standing of true generosity that no

words can really describe.

Once, three of us got a job on the

same sweater, and no one knew about

it till the next morning. One of the

studios needed three girls in sports

clothes for a bit. Lois Lee owned a

good looking black and white sweater.

Mack Sennett's studio called her. She

had worn her sweater and sports out-

fit there before. Director on the wire:

"Miss Lee, a nice bit for you. Six

days at a Country Club. Report to-

morrow at eight-thirty in your black

and white sport suit."

"Six days !" Lois was elated.

Ethel was called by an agency.

"Be at Mack Sennett's tomorrow at

eight-thirty. Six days. Have you a

nice sport suit?"

Ethel mentally ransacked the collec-

tive wardrobe of the Club, her heart

pounding. Yes, there was Lois' black

and white sweater.

"Yes," she shouted joyously through

the telephone, "I have a really smart

one."

"O-K."
I myself knew the Assistant Direc-

tor at Sennetts, and ambled in that day

to see if there was anything doing.

"Have you a stunning sport suit?"

he asked.

Lois' being the only good looking one

in the house, and knowing with the cer-

tainty of death, fhat she would lend it

to me, I answered glibly,

"Yes indeed, I have a beauty!"

"All right," he replied, "be on the set

at eight-thirty. Six days work."

I was jubilant. We went out to din-

ner and went "stepping" that night, so

didn't compare jobs.

Next morning at seven-thirty, the

three of us dove into the closet of the

"Sanctum" for the coveted sweater at

the same moment. We found that Pat

had taken it the day before to wear

Fool's Gold
on a week-end party at Coronado

!

Our lives are by no means all thrills,

however. There are the quaint kicks

of having to pay more for the rented

gown for one day's set than you can

earn in a month, just because an oblig-

ing comedian among the extra men
spills lemonade liberally all over your

lap. There is the joy of having your

best tooth knocked out in a mob fight,

and your only pair of silk stockings

ruined by contact with a field of burrs.

You may thrill at riding horseback all

day in the sun, but at night the girls

will assure you, quite candidly, that

your beautiful henna-dyed hair has

been burned to a curious cross between

magenta and cerise. The thrill on

Monday of your first written contract,

will send you to the stars, but on Tues-

day you will be back on earth again,

facing the cold hard fact that you are

sitting on the curb stone leaning for

support against a telephone pole. The
company who promised you a lead at

a hundred and fifty a week at nine

a. m. went into bankruptcy at ten, and

your landlord put you out at eleven.

With what speed do events move in

Hollywood, and with what fortitude

does one learn to sustain shocks

!

Castor-Oil

Decoration Day

\\r 192ZW hen kiddies spend Decoration

Day playing at the beach, their mothers

usually have to put them to bed early,

and pour a dose of castor-oil down
their little throats so they can survive

their intimacy with the ice-cream-cone-

man.

The extra girls who worked in a

Viola Dana picture one Decoration

Day at the beach craved to be treated

just like the kiddies, except that they

begged that the castor-oil be poured

into their eyes instead of down their

throats.

It was this way: we had been called

to Santa Monica at seven-thirty a. m.

Tourists from the east must have

envied us that day. Free as the white

gulls, we gaily pranced and skipped

and ran and leaped, our bodies gleam-

ing in the sun. The day was hot; one

of the scorching, blazing days that

drive one either to shade or into the

cool sea. We were stockingless, hat-

less, sleeveless. In fact, our little one-

piece bathing suits were rivaled in

briefness only by the reported costumes

of Solomon's Concubines.

At first, it was sheer fun, but the

fierce old sun's rays soon proved merci-

less. How we longed to dip into that

heavenly blue coolness at our feet. But

alas, the drops of water that hit us

were few and far between. Only our

pink toes and scarlet, sun-scorched legs

occasionally got dampened. But as the

blistering day wore on, most of the

shots were of us lying on the beach, or

flapping about as only the proverbial

"Film Flappers" can flap. I para-

phrased the Ancient Mariner thus:

'Water, water, everywhere,

And not a place to sink
!"

The burning sands beneath us were

as nothing to the burning, glaring

monster above us. My eyes began to

feel as if they were on fire, for not

content with the mere sun, they used

huge mirror reflectors that caught the

full glory of the sun and threw it back

into our faces.

At four p. m. I sneaked off the set;

a thing I've never done before, and

never expect to do again. But I had

to this time, because my head felt as

though in another minute it would

burst and what little brains I possess

would be scattered on the waters of the

Pacific. I slipped into my dress, and

must have looked so queer and ill, that

a crowd of home-going bathers offered

me a lift into Hollywood. I accepted,

more thankful for the cool wind fan-

ning my face and eyes than for any-

thing in my whole life. Strange how
the gifts the world values, Rolls-

Royces, and diamond tiaras, and sun-

burst pendants, and platinum rings, all

fade into insignificance before the

simple gift of a cool wind

!

When I reached the Club, the tele-

phone was ringing. It was a call for

me from Brunton's to go over in an

hour in evening dress and wraps for a

ten dollar check. Now I was back to

the wall financially that day, and al-

though I held my seven-fifty pay check

in my hand, yet by this time, I had

resolved either to tell the director of

the Viola Dana picture how badly I

felt, or not to cash the check. (I've

since learned they worked only five

minutes after I left.) Anyhow, I de-

cided I'd better accept the call for

Brunton's; I really couldn't afford to

pass it up.

That proved to be the easiest ten

dollars I ever expect to earn. Four of

us, two men, and two girls, got into

a stunning Fiat car, drove around a

driveway, got out of the car, and went

into a house. We repeated this childlike

performance twice. They gave us our

ten checks and dismissed us. Th p

amazing dis- (Continued on page
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Movie Husband
{Continued from page 30)

love goes marching on, Rodolph and

Natacha are riding in a private car

—

with Rodolph earning $6,000 a week

until his interlocutory affair with

Lasky has been settled. There's a rom-

antic husband for you

!

Fancy the little wife telling Rudy
that he needs a neck-shave, or that the

laundry boiled his blue pajimmies pink!

It couldn't be done.

You all know that James Rennie-

Dorothy Gish mad flight into the state

of matrimony—but instead of the two-

reel domestic drama people expected,

sister Lill included—James has given

the fans a super-production worth the

price of admittance.

Connie's husband, Pialaglou, the to-

bacco merchant

—

{you've forgotten how
to spell it, too)—didn't last very long

in the Talmadge cast—but nobody seems

to be much cut up on that account.

The Papa-husband

The parental urge—that desire to pro-

pagate our own important selves is as

keen in the homes of movie stars as it

is in society. Thus we evolve the

stellar papa-husband.

The Hollywood papa-husbands com-

pose a happy group, units of which may
be seen here and there, praising their

offspring with all the conviction of an

oil salesman.

The papa-husbands, however, have

not the appeal of the romantic husbands,

nor the space in the newspapers given

to the notoriously wedded.

Milton Sills is a papa-husband de-

luxe. There are three little window-
Sills. (Pretty bad, I admit. It gives

even me a pane.)

Conrad Nagel, Jack Holt, Tom Mix,

Tom Gallery and Will Rogers are most

certainly members of the father family.

Even dark-eyed Dick Barthelmess has

signed up, since the advent of Mary
Barthelmess II.

The manager husband is another

spoke in the wedding wheel—though

sometimes he has spoken too soon.

King Vidor, Allan Holubar, Mickey
Neilan, Joe Schenck, Webster Camp-
bell, and Bob Leonard are busy starring

or directing their wives, Florence Vidor
Dorothy Phillips, Blanche Sweet,
Norma Talmadge, Corinne Griffith and
Mae Murray.

As this goes to press, all is well

between the manager husbands and the

managed wives.

Movie Husbands ?

Read about 'em and weep.

For 'em or with 'em?
Who cares ?
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Five New Writers Sell

Photoplays
or win studio staff positions—Send for Free Test

which tells if you have like ability

Jane Barele,

portrait painter, sold her
story, "Robes of Redemp-
tion," to Alien Holubar.

Waldo G. Twltcbell,
graduate engineer, now as-
sistant production manager
at Fairbanks - P i c k f o r d
Studios

.

Euphrasie Molle,

a school teacher at Oakland,
California, recently sold her
story, "The Violets of Yes-
teryear," to Hobart Bos-
worth.

John Holden
Now in a studio staff posi-

tion with one of the large
producing companies.

Ethel Styles Mlddleton,
Pittsburgh , wrote the
Palmerplay, "Judgment of
the Storm/' She receiveB
royalties on the profits of
the picture for five years,
having already received-an
advance payment of $1000.

HERE are five men and wo-
men, trained by this Cor-

poration, who have, through

this training, recently sold

stories or accepted studio staff

positions with prominent pro-

ducing companies.

Picked at random from
many, they prove that the abil-

ity to write belongs to no one

class. One is a housewife, one

a school teacher, another a
graduate engineer, a portrait

painter and the other has writ-

ten fiction.

All have been amply repaid

for the time, effort and money
they invested in this work.

Not one of these men and
women realized a short time

ago what latent screen writing

ability he or she possessed.

But each took advantage of

the opportunity that you have
at this moment. They tested

and proved themselves by the

novel method we have devel-

oped.

We offer you the same test

free—no obligation. Merely
send the coupon.

New Writers Needed
We make this offer because we

are the largest single clearing house

for the sale of screen stories to the

producing companies. And we must
have stories to sell.

Through daily contact with the
studios, we know that a serious

dearth of suitable screen material

exists.

Novels, short stories and stage

plays, adaptable for the screen,

have been practically exhausted.

Scenario staffs are greatly over-

worked. They cannot keep pace
with the present day demands.

New screen writers must be de-

veloped if we are to supply the
producing companies with the neces-

sary photoplays, for which they

gladly pay $500 to $2000.

It is not novelists, short story

writers and playwrights that are

needed. Many of them have tried

this work; few succeeded.

The need is for men and women
in every walk of life who possess

Creative Imagination— story tell-

ing ability. Unusual aptitude for

writing is not a requisite, for little

else than titles appear on the screen

in words.

We Pay Royalties

We are also producers, making
the better type of pictures—Palmer-
/>lays. It is therefore of vital im-

portance to us that we find the

stories that make better pictures

possible.

So we offer to new writers,
Palmer trained, royalties for five

years on the profits of the pictures

selected for Palmerplays, with an
advance payment of $1000 cash.

You must admit the opportuni-

ties. On this page are five of the

many men and women whs have
succeeded.

Can You Do It?

Now the question of importance
is, can you succeed in this work?
We will test you free, because we
want to train those who have the

necessary ability.

Simply send for the Palmer Cre-
ative Test. Spend an interesting

evening with it. Mail to us for

our personal examination and de-

tailed report on what your test

shows. (Tests returned by per-

sons under legal age will not be
considered.)

If you have Creative Imagina-
tion, you will receive additional in-

formation relative to the Palmer
Course and Service. If you do not
have it, you will be told so cour-

teously and frankly.

Mail the coupon now. You will

also receive Carrol B. Dotson's in-

teresting booklet, "How a $10,000
Imagination Was Discovered."

"Judgment of the Storm," the first Palmer-

play, will be released in August. Written directly

for the screen, it presents a visual lesson in the

new technique as taught in our educational de-

partment. Thousands are waiting to see this

extraordinary photoplay. Watch for it!

Palmer Photoplay Corporation,
Department of Education, Sec. 2209
Palmer Building, Hollywood, California.

Please send me by return mail your Creative Test
which I am to fill out and mail back to you for
analysis. It is understood that this coupon entitles

me to an intimate personal report on my ability by
your Examining Board, without the slightest obli-
gation or cost on my part. Also send me, free,

Carrol B. Dotson's booklet, "How a $10,000 Imag-
ination was Discovered."

Name-

Street.

City...., ~ State

All correspondence strictly confidential.
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patch and clocklike efficiency of the

whole affair was a trifle breathless, but

I was not sorry to fly home to bed.

For by this time my eyes and every

inch of my body seemed aflame. I

passed the night with Dante in Purga-
tory, and trust I expiated all my sins,

past, present, and future. I shudder
even now at the painful memory of
those blisters. But the friend of child-

hood proved mine as well. With my
nose firmly pinned with a clothes pin,

I administered castor-oil in large doses,

saturating my eyes, and bathing the

poor old arms and legs. Very thank-
ful I was that the World-War did not

entirely exhaust the supply as it

threatened. I am sure I should not be
here to tell the tale, if it had.

But every cloud hath a silver lining,

my dear, for Father Time is a great

healer. Everyone marvelled at my ex-
quisite cherry-blood complexion a few
days later when I gaily collected my
seventeen-fifty for that eventful Deco-
ration Day.

In fact, I was paid ten dollars more,
next day, to stand in a drug store win-
dow and demonstrate, by the use of
pantomime, my own peculiar method
of producing said swansdown com-
plexion by the aid of certain very ex-
pensive cosmetics.

If the Castor-oil King only knew

!

My Elegant Elephant

¥ July 5, 1922.

JL approached the casting-directress

with palpitating heart. She always has
that effect on me.

"Can you ride an elephant nude?"
she inquired.

"The elephant or me, nude?" I coun-
tered.

"Well, little trunks and dangling
spangles" she explained hurriedly, an-
swering two telephones at the same
time.

Again, I wanted to ask if the trunks
and spangles alluded to me or the ele-

phant but I meekly accepted the job
when she said,

"Ten dollars a day for two days."

She sent me off to have the trunks
and spangles fitted, and then I walked
home as rapidly as possible : for I was
not to begin that eventful elephant nude
ride until the following day.

The next twelve hours I lived

through a living inferno.

Here was I, after two years of strug-

gling to express my histrionic talent;

longing to act; craving a role through
which I could touch people's hearts, or

make them laugh, or at least feel some
deep emotion. Yet here was I, riding

Fool's Gold
an elephant, and almost in my birthday

suit

!

My heart sank to Hell that night-
yes, really. Nothing in my career had
seemed such utter desecration, nay,

even prostitution, of art as riding a
poor old lumbering elephant.

Perhaps in his native habitat, with
other jungle beasts, on a lion hunt, such

a ride might be tolerated, but on a

studio lot, to the tune of a merry fiddle,

and to the jeers of bystanders and
ham-actors—ye gods !

M
The Next Morning

Y eyes were heavy and my make-
up bad; my heart ached along with my
bones in anticipation, when I arrived

at the studio next day, ready for my
job as a slave girl in an oriental flash-

back. But once inside the gate, I

reached down in my soul for that phil-

osophy that saves me so often, and I

decided I'd love that old elephant, and
I did. I plainly saw why the Buddhists

worship the white elephant who threw
himself from a cliff in order that a

starving group of travellers might eat

his flesh.

Why, my elephant was as elegant and
as noble as any King could ever be. I

sat proudly upon him all day amid pil-

lows, in a funny little chair they had
made for me and strapped on to his

broad and spacious back. It felt far

more like deep sea voyaging than any-

thing I've done since crossing the At-
lantic.

All the men about me were negroes,

and my own skin was stained a dark

brown. Of course we never came with-

in fifteen feet of the camera. All the

action of the picture was in front of

us. We were merely background.

After two days with His Highness,

"Elegant", I felt so zoolishly chummy,
I went about visiting the camels, the

horses and the other elephants. But I

realize that animals are as humans;
they too have personalities, and they

recognize a friend at once. For in

visiting these animals, I went merely

for curiosity. The camels spit at me,

the other elephants brandished their

trunks at me, and even the horses

kicked up their heels, but my own ele-

phant dropped on his knees the moment
he saw me appear. You see, I de-

cided to love "him, even before I saw
him, and verily, I believe he knew it

!

If only directors and camera men
would respond as well to this treat-

ment! I suppose I could be starred

in no time. The trouble is, that loving

a mere man is apt to have many more
startling consequences than loving a

placid, five ton, fifty year old elephant

!

Entre Nous

j September, 1922.

JL've been trudging the rounds of

six or seven studios every day for

three weeks now, and haven't had a

single day's work. In fact, I haven't

even smelled a promise of work. Why?
There's a reason. Listen.

When I first came out here every
man I met promptly promised me a job
in his company, or hastened to intro-

duce me to an influential camera man,
or write me a glowing letter to a pro-

ducer who would positively get me into

pictures "the right way." There seems
to be a very definite line between get-

ting in right, and getting in wrong.
Now to be perfectly frank with you,

I shall have to admit that I don't be-

lieve there is anyone who has had more
pull, or to whom influential people

gave more letters to other influential

people, than I. I was sent to Fair-

banks, to Lasky, to Mary Pickford, to

William Farnum and Gordon Edward,
and Frank Lloyd, and countless other

stars, producers, directors, and writers.

Yet for all that, I must whisper to you,

that I am counted a failure. As a

Movie Star, I'd make a good cafeteria

announcer.

N
A Few Words of Wisdom

ow maidens who yearn to be future

Marys, Polas, Paulines, and Glorias,

hearken to a few words of wisdom
from one who, for over two years, has

fought the flames of desire for world-

wide film fame. They may or may not

be worth taking to heart, but they are

conclusions reached after many experi-

ences, and are without bitterness, with-

out a grudge, and without jealousy. So
before deciding to make the fatal

plunge and come out to Hollywood, go

into your room, lock the door, and ask

yourself a few pointed questions.

First: not are you beautiful? We
will assume that Nature provided you

very kindly with a classic nose, fine

eyes, an intelligent, facile mouth, and

a fresh and alluring skin. But, do

people remember you?
Answer this quite honestly to your-

self.

I won't answer the negative half of

that question about myself, but to the

last I'll say that no one ever remembers

me until they have seen me five or six

times. I often test out a casting-direc-
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tor. On my third trip he may say,

"Oh, hello, girlie, I can't remember

your name—I hear so many, you know

—but I do remember your face."

But he frowns as if it were the most

excruciating effort on his part.

Now, my dear, if you make a real

first impression on a man, your face,

your name, even the perfume you use,

he will remember. Something about

you and in you, the flavor of your own

particular individuality must stamp you

as different from every other pretty

girl in Hollywood. As pretty girls are

legion, and about as plentiful here, as

leaves on a tree, as each casting-director

interviews several hundred in the

course of a week, you can see what a

task lies before you.

Question number 2—Have you sex

appeal ? This, deep down in your heart

you may know you have, and hence

feel you could be a success.

"Do You Hold Men?"

T hat's the question to ask yourself.

I can show you fifty girls who have

sex appeal, sex charm, in fact the "57

varieties" of sex attraction, but not one

of them reaches the third step in the

ladder of fame.

Do you hold men? Do you find that

men want to see you after a month's

absence? Do they call you up just to

hear the sound of your voice? Do they

keep your photograph on their desk or

beside their dresser?

It resolves itself into a question of

personal magnetism. Have you that

something that attracts as surely as a bit

of steel draws to itself and holds par-

ticles of iron? If so, you have learned

already to give far more than you get;

to keep yourself well in hand, and to

count other peoples' personalities of

greater moment than your own. You
have a quiet consciousness of God-given

power. But, my dear, no matter where

you are, nor what you are doing, you

will get to the top. No one can keep

you down ! Yet there are not many of

these souls in the world. Are you one ?

Question number 3

—

Do women like

you? The male is more powerful than

the female when it comes to giving you

your start in pictures. But the female

is more deadly than the male when it

comes to killing you as a favorite with

the D. P. (Dear Public,) for it is

largely they who watch you in the 10-

20-30's or in the movie palaces on

Main Street.

I know a type of girl, pretty, inter-

esting, or even fascinatingly beautiful,

with vivid personality. Men like this

sort, yet nine out of ten women hate

them. The men fall at once for their

strong individualities and their Mona
Lisa-like understanding, which even

on the screen they get across, but

women don't like them. Do women like

you?

Are you mouldable? is my last ques-

tion. It is an amazing art, this one of

pictures; that is, if you take it serious-

ly, and go in for art. It's a difficult

thing to give up all one's own ideas—
one has so many at twenty—to laugh

and smile and cry and frown at the

command of a director with whom you

may not agree. You may want to

show off your beauty ; he may not. You
may want a satin gown; he may order

one of calico. You may think you can

act; you may find out in one day's

work on the set that you can't. The
wind is knocked out of your sails.

Your bubble is pricked. You say with

the bitterness of youth that you have

been disillusioned.

My dear, Mary Pickford might easily

have said that very thing years ago.

But Mary Pickford is a mouldable

artist. She allows her director full

play, even now, and his praise of her

is enormous. He expressed it not long

ago in two words : "such discretion
!"

'My Answers''

I t's almost too personal for me to

answer all this about myself. But I'll

tell you that if the University of the

Films sent out a questionnaire such as

I've just given you, my innermost self

would just have to answer Capital

N-0 to all my questions. So perhaps

that's why I'm still an extra girl.

But I'm still sticking—for the ex-

ception only proves the rule

!

My last bit of advice to all who long

for film fame is to save, borrow, or

earn a thousand dollars. Bring it to

Hollywood, and if you don't get caught

by a real estate dealer or an oil man
first put it in the bank. Go to the

Studio Club to live; it's a real home,

run by the finest and truest women the

world ever produced. Stick fast and

look faster, for jobs. Any girl with a

fair amount of beauty, brains and

brass, and a big sense of humor can

and will make the grade.

Play PIANO By Ear
No matter how little you know about
music, if you can just remember a
tune, I teach you to play Jazz, Rag-
time and Popular Songs BY EAR

—

easily and quickly. Why spend years
studying tiresome scales and finger

exercises when you can

Learn At Home in 90 Days
and play any tune you can remember, by
ear—without notes. Original method, won-
derfully easy. No do-re-mi, no scales—just a
few simple rules, a little practice and the
results are amazing. Names and letters from
hundreds of enthusiastic pupils and interest-

ing book SENT FREE. Simply write me
your name, address, age—and state if you
have ever taken piano lessons; if so, now

many? Write today. Address

RONALD G. WRIGHT, Director,

NIAGARA SCHOOL OF MUSIC,

Dept. 579 Niagara Fills, N. T.

Send for this Free Book

SEX EXPLAINED/
SEX TRUTH AT LAST. Dr. Cowan's
took answers In plain, understandable

language aU you wantto know.

"The SCIENCE OF A NEW LIFE
TELLS ABOUT: The Sex Appeal

— Choosing a Mate— Blissful Marriage — HOW
BABIES ARE CONCEIVED AND BORN—What to

Avoid—Twilight Sleep—etc 408 pages illustrated).

THIS BOOK IS NOT FOR CHILDREN. Special edition ot

this S3.00 book sent postpaid for $2.00 <C. O. D. 10c extra)

0GILVIE PUB. CO.. 57 Rose St DenL 63 New York City

SEXUAL—LOVEAND LIFE/

SEND NO MONEY
THE

WILD CAT
Regular Swing-Out,
Hand-ejecting, Left-

Hand Wheeler Revolver

32.20 or 38 Cal.

6 Shot

A powerful six shot gun;
made specially for Rang-
ers, mountaineers and men working in unprotected

places, requiring a safe and efficient weapon. Quick

as a flash, with great penetrating power and true

marksmanship. Carry this gun with you, and you will

feel fully protected. Made of best tube steel, ribbed

barreL Hammer with safety. Fires regular, short

and 13ng 32.20 or 38 caliber ammunition. $14.50.

20 Shot Automatic Pistol

$14.50

II
20 Shot—32 Cal.

ill The biggest bargain ever of-

fered. Built of best blue

a
steel, checkered grip, safety.

Every one brand new and in-

spected. Shoots all stand-

ard .32 cal. cartridges. 10

a
shot, with extra magazine, making ^0

ouick, hard and straight shots. Buy sev-

eral while they last, at our unheard price,

$9.50 (regular $35). Pocket size, .25 cal.

7 shot, $7.80.

SEND NO MONEY—Pay on arirval, our bargain price,

plus few cents postage. Satisfaction guaranteed or

money back. Order today. NOW.

THE PRICE CUTTING CO. 55 Broadway, New York
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a slave in the great temple of Pharaohs
which had been built on the sands. A
broad avenue before it was lined with

great Sphinxes, every one built with the

blood and tears of the enslaved Israel-

ites. Their fairest youths had been

crushed beneath the weight of the stones

used in this monument of a monarch's

pride.

On this picturesque spot was filmed

the most impressive scene I ever hope
to see, the Exodus, the going out of the

Children of Israel from Egypt, free at

last after three centuries of cruel slav-

ery.

Mr. DeMille talked to the throng.

"For long years you have suffered,

cruelly, terribly," he said gently to

them. "You have been crushed under

the heel of the Egyptian tyrant. Now
you are free, free at last after three

centuries. You have all the Egyptians'

wealth, all their gold, all their cattle.

You are going out to the Promised
Land. Now show that you are joyful

!"

And they did. Carrying their pitiful

household goods, driving their flocks

of sheep and goats, the aged and in-

firm borne on litters, and rejoicing with

the joy known only to the enslaved

suddenly made free, they went out from
their place of suffering. The venerable

Moses, his white hair streaming in the

wind, went before them.

The scene was so beautiful that the

tears streamed down my cheeks. The
pathos of the situation was keener than
the joy. I was ashamed and wiped my
eyes hastily, but learned later that

other has shared my emotion. One
hard-boiled camera man swore huskily,

"How do they expect a man to focus

on this damned scene when my goggles

are all misty?"

"Find that Gum!"

T here were lots of funny sights on
the set. It was pretty chilly most of the

time, with a keen wind sweeping over
the sand-stretches, and an Egyptian
costume was rather sketchy. Ditto the
Hebrew garments. Between shots, we
would cover our goose-fleshy knees and
backs with coats or blankets, and put
goggles on to keep the sand out of our
eyes. And sometimes, in the excitement
of the affair, we would forget to take
them off when the directors shouted
"Picture !" Then there was something
to pay. Because for some reason it irked
Mr. DeMille strangely to "shoot" a
scene and later to find that one of the
ancient Egyptians in the foreground
was wearing a Navajo blanket, or a
suit of red flannels peeking coyly out
from under his short yellow skirt.

Gum was another thing to cope with.

Face Value

The extras would chew gum, and it was
a habit that the Israelites did not favor.

Just before Mr. DeMille was ready to

shoot one of his biggest scenes, in which
a score of toiling slaves were forced,

by stave and lash he blew his whistle.

His assistants gathered around him.

"Go look at every face in this crowd,"

said Mr. DeMille. "Confiscate every

wad of gum. If I see a single jaw
wagging over a cud of gum in this

scene, it will cost me $20,000."

The assistants did even as they were
told, and a good many chews were
thereby lost to humanity.

And speaking of assistants, I must
tell of Mr. DeMille's "crool" words
about his assistants. He had some twen-
ty of them, and believe me, they worked
hard. But they weren't always working
where Mr. DeMille wanted them. So
one day, when he had shrieked himself

hoarse for an assistant and none res-

ponded, he summoned them together.

"All assistants from now on are to

wear a badge." Assistants beamed
proudly.

"The badge shall be a letter U."
Assistants beamed ever more proudly.

"U standing for 'Useless'", said Mr.
DeMille cruelly.

Assistants hunted their holes and
pulled them in after them.

I

Style is Nix

n the desert, style is nowhere. All

players not in costume wear clothes

that make them look like the wrath of

God, and nobody cares. Just so they

keep warm, they're happy. Knickers

and shapeless felt hats, pulled low, with

huge goggles, make a snappy desert

costume. A sunburned nose usually goes

with the outfit. One chap I met said he

had peeled three times.

Rod LaRoque was about the only one

who put on any dog. He didn't have

to work in this picture. His role came
later, in the modern part of the picture.

The desert scenes were for the flash-

back to biblical times. But he had a

lovely time riding around on a white

horse and playing he was an assistant

director. He had on what Don Keyes,

a camera man, called "tricky pants."

They were very grand riding breeches,

with the legs made tight like puttees, so

that tall riding boots were unnecessary.

He also wore a silk neckerchief and a
regular Tom Mix sombrero. They kid-

ded him about it, but he took it good-
naturedly.

"I'm an A. O. cowboy," he said

airily. A. O. standing for Alexander &
Oviatt, a Los Angeles clothing store

for men.

He Wanted a Sphinx

upert Hughes came up to visit

camp one day. He told C. B. that he
wanted just one favor.

"The camp is yours," Mr. DeMille
said. "You can shoot a scene, or do any-
thing you like."

"I want something more than that,"

said the major. "I want a Sphinx to

take home with me. Of course, I'd want
a house-broken Sphinx, and I don't

know just how it will get along with
our Pekinese, but I do think it would be
nice if you'd give me one."

"You'll have to get a brassiere for it,

before you take it home to your wife,"

warned Estelle Taylor cheerily.

Natural Beauties of the Camp

T here are many natural beauties

about our camp, and two of them are

Estelle Taylor and Julia Faye. Julia,

or Julie as she is called, gave Estelle

a most unfeminine endorsement.

"Estelle is so beautiful in this pic-

ture," Julie told me. "So beautiful ! Her
hair makes a halo about her head and
her eyes are marvellous. She is doing
splendid work."

Julie herself is not hard on the eyes.

She is much prettier in real life than
on the screen, perhaps because she often

has such unsympathetic roles. She gets

up early and goes riding before break-

fast, and comes to table with roses in

her cheeks and eyes as bright as dollars.

The other day she came in giggling.

"I've been visiting the afflicted," she

said. "I heard the sound of weeping in

the- tent next to mine. Some girl . was
crying as though her heart were break-

ing. I went over and found her weep-
ing into her liniment bottle. I'm putting

medicine on my sunburn," she sniffed.

Sunburn is a big problem in camp.
The players who use plenty of grease-

paint do not suffer much, but camera
men, directors and members of the or-

chestra bloom under the sun.

A
Speaking of the Orchestra

nd speaking of the orchestra,

which we do frequently in camp, we
simply couldn't get along without it.

It bolsters up our morals. During the

long, chilly periods of waiting on the

set, it cheers us up with snappy jazz

music. Dur- (Continued on page 88)
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M. J. McGowan
McGowan Laboratories gW t

ist discoveislrw

Reduce any or every part ofyour figure with amazing new Re-

ducing Cream which melts away excess fat on any part of the

body—slenderizing thefiguretoperfectproportions without drugs,
exercises, diet, rubber suits or painful denial of any kind.

Milady! If you have a single ounce of

unwelcome flesh on your figure—here's

good news for you. Getting thin is

now pleasurably simple and easy for

anyone. For I, M. J. McGowan, after

5 years of tireless research, have made
the discovery you have been waiting

for. I can tell you positively how to

reduce quickly, comfortably—with-

out tiresome exercises, without stupid

diet, without enervating salt baths,

without rubber suits or belts. I can

actually show you how to make a

wonderful change in your figure in 10

days' time or my advice isn't going to

cost one penny.
If it is a threatened double chin that is

making you give up white bread and
potatoes

—

If your waistline is keeping you away
from the tempting bon-bon dish

—

IDEAL FIGURE CHART

9 12V4 A slender neck

|\ 35' Well prnnnrtinnftH

li) 25' bustW A trim waist

1 " ' *«/> '
Slim hips

PI lin . Perfectly modeled
/ thighs

/ WzL Graceful calf
f yt, Dainty ankles

If your arms are too plump, your
neck padded, your ankles bulging,

don't worry—I guarantee to reduce

any or every part of your body,

swiftly and surely—without any pro-

gram of painful self-denial.

My discovery I call Reducine

—

McGowan's Reducine. It is not a

medicine, a bath salt or a course of

useless gymnastics. It is a pleasant

cream that you can apply in your
own room, patting it gently onto the

parts you want to slenderize. Almost
overnight you will notice a change.

A harmless chemical reaction takes

place, during which excess fat is

literally dissolved away, leaving the

figure slim and properly rounded,

giving the lithe grace to the body
every man and woman desires.

Results Guaranteed or Money Back

My reducing cream is sold under

absolute guarantee it will accomplish

all you expect. Indeed if results do

not start in two weeks time you may
return unused portion of jar, at any

time within two weeks after you re-

ceive Reducine and we will refund

every penny of your money. This

unparalleled guarantee makes you

sole judge of results. You have

nothing to lose and everything to

gain by clipping the coupon now.

Because the reducing ingredient is

perishable it is not practical to offei

Reducine through drug or depart-

ment stores. I insist that you get only

the freshly compounded laboratory

product put out under my persona!

supervision.
When you realize that many imitations

of Reducine are now being sold at from 23.50 tc

310 at retail, you will realize how astoundingl}

low is the price we ask. If you have tried old-

time methods in vain and really want to reduce

any part of your body, give me the chance tc

help you. You risk nothing. Money back i:

not satisfied.

Send No Money—Just Sign the Coupot

I am not going to ask you to send one pennj

with your order. Just s'gn coupon and mai
toda^. By return mail I will send you a 1-lb

jar of genuine Reducine and you can deposil

the small sum of 32.47 (plus a few cents post-

age) when the postman brings the Reducine

Cream. If you expect to be away when the

postman comes, enclose 32.60 with order anc

Reducine will be mailed postpaid.

The McGowan Laboratories Dept. 386
Jackson Blvd. at Desplaines St., Chicago, Illinois

Dear Mr. McGowan: I am willing to let you prove to
r at your own expense, that your Reducine Cresm
will remove all surplus flesh from my figure. You may
send me a full size, 1 pound jar, regular price $5.00,

and I will deposit 82.47 (plus the few cents postage)

with the postman, with the understanding that the

full amount will be refunded to me at any time within

two weeks after receipt of Reducine if I am not

satisfied with results.

Name

Address

If you expect to be away from the house when the

postman comes, enclose $2.60 with your order and
Reducine will be mailed to you postpaid.
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ing emotional scenes, it puts us in har-
mony with the action. During the Exo-
dus, the haunting of the Largo helped

put the scene over. At noon, the or-

chestra entertains us, and at night it

plays for us to dance by. Oh, we couldn't

live in camp without the orchestra.

The players are such a nice bunch.
They are under the leadership of Ruth
Dickie, a cunning little bit of a girl

who is adored by every member of the
band. Then there is "Speed," who
probably has another name but I never
heard him called by it. "Speed," will

strum away the whole noon-hour
through, singing for us in a soft, tenor
voice, while we sit on the sand and eat
our lunches out of paper bags. Then,
too, there is a nice Alabama boy who
has the delightful Southern way of look-
ing into your eyes in a "Where-have-
you-been-all-my-life?" sort of way. You
think you have scored what the critics

call a personal hit—until you see him do
it to half a dozen other girls in an after-

noon. It's very disillusioning.

Ifs a Moral Camp

They tell stories about the zippy
affairs one has on location trips. May-
be they do, in some camp, but not in

ours. Our place is as moral as an Ep-
worth League picnic. The men's tents
are separated from the women's by a
dead-line. A man cannot even visit his

own wife without a chaperon.

One chap said he had to take his. wife
behind a set to kiss her, and then he
had to do it so quickly that he usually
smacked her on the ear. Apropos of
nothing at all. Estelle Taylor remarked
that this is a city of suppressed desires.

There is no hooch here, either.

There's a reason. About a month ago,
a number of men came to Santa Maria,
the little town near camp, and said they
were going to make a big picture. Santa
Maria is a hospitable town, and when
the men suggested that sand makes one
awfully thirsty, the best bootleggers
brought out some refreshment. And
as each one offered his tribute, he was
arrested. The alleged movie men were
revenue officers. So now, when Mr.
DeMille's company came to Santa
Maria, all the bootleggers took to the
hills, and the town is as dry as a Vita-
graph picture.

Mr. Kiesling, aforesaid nice publicity

man, had my picture taken with Rod
LaRoque, Charles DeRoche and Estelle

Taylor. I got an enormous kick out of
meeting them.

"I'm French, You Know"

XVAaybe you do not know it, but I am

Face Value

French," said DeRoche. I had a sus-
picion. He is awfully big and awfully
handsome, too. And he is superb in

his role of Pharaoh, cold, stern and
proud. You can fancy him making the
gesture that sends a thousand slaves to

death.

Poor boy, he was so mad one morn-
ing! He was doing a close-up of the
beginning of the chariot charge. In his

golden chariot, drawn by two fiery,

black steeds, he was calling his men to

battle.

He looked magnificent in his golden
armor and helmet. Bracing himself
in the chariot, holding the reins in one
hand and waving his other arm in a
superb gesture, he exhorted his men.
"En avant, mes braves," he called, "en—

" And then the diabolic horses would
lunge furiously, and the haughty Phar-
aoh would have to clutch the side of the
chariot.

"They keel my action!" Charles
would say, adding many things in

French that are doubtless not found in

your high school dictionary.

"Nonsense," Mr. DeMille would re-

ply. "You don't want a couple of plow-
horses there."

Mr. DeMille didn't have to drive the
horses, and besides they belonged to him,
and he was proud of them. Fifteen
hundred dollars apiece, they cost, and
they were beauties, black as night and
shiny as satin. But I fear me that

Monsieur DeRoche loved them not.

The Chariot Charge

If you know your Old Testament you
know that after the Children of Israel

went out, "the Lord hardened Pharaoh's
heart" and he and all his warriors pur-
sued them even down to the Red Sea.

The chariot charge was magnificent.

Two hundred and fifty chariots, each
drawn by two plunging horses, and
carrying spearmen, raced down the long

avenue of Sphinxes. Several of the

light chariots were smashed, and many
were the bruises incurred. One poor
chap was seriously injured, being kicked

in the neck and twice in the leg.

The morals of the camp was splendid,

however, probably induced by the fine-

ness of the work being done. Every
extra seemed to realize that something
very wonderful was being scened, which
made up for much in the way of cold

and discomfort.

And speaking of morals, The Ten
Commandments is making a lot of

people read their Bibles who haven't
done it in years. The other day Mr.
DeMille was explaining a situation in
the script to Rod Lo Roque. "But you
know the story," he said. "It's in the
Bible."

"Haven't read it yet," said Rod airily.

"Is it any good?"
Oh, we ate and breathed sand and

shivered a bit, but we had many a laugh
on the desert. I liked the experience
a lot and wouldn't have missed it for the
world.

Back to Civilisation

B ack in Hollywood again I received
a call from the United Studios. Maurice
Tourneur offered to give me a screen
test. I didn't know enough to be afraid
of a screen test, so I went through it

without a bit of nervousness. Mr.
Tourneur gave me a letter to read, told
me to register joy and fear and pain
and all of the conventional tricks of
emoting. When I got through he
grunted and told me to do it all over
again. The second time I must have
done better, for he smiled and said "Oh,
you're not so bad!" Which from Mr.
Tourneur they tell me, is encouraging.

I met little Virginia Lee Corbin.
Virginia showed me about the China-
town set they are using in her picture
Youth Triumphant. She is a beautiful
little thing and the clothes she has make
me turn green with envy. Her mother
remarked casually that the child had
about sixty-five or seventy little frocks

!

Think of having to get along with only
seventy dresses! Shades of Gloria
Swanson

!

/ Meet Blanche Sweet

Ai»-T Goldwyn's, Blanche Sweet was a
lady fair of olden times, in In the Palace

of the King. She wore a marvelous
be-hooped gown of heavy brocaded
satin, with a sweeping Medici collar of
gold lace. In her hair were entwined
strings of pearls. She swept me a low
curtsey, and I thought I had never seen

anything so charming in all my life.

Her train must weigh pounds and
pounds. Her maid staggers under it.

Miss Sweet lamented the fact that she

had lost two pounds since she has been
wearing it, the weight is so great—and
she had just returned from a dairy

farm where she went to gain weight on
a milk diet.

Very soon I am to meet Rex Ingram
and his lovely wife, Alice Terry. Mr.
Ingram has promised me a chance to

work in his picture, Scaramouche.

Do I like the movies ? Y-O-U tell 'em

!
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{Continued on page 65)

certified milky way—that the reporter

went to see her.

What was it all about?

Miss Dana readily admitted she had

ten the young man a few letters.

3ut he was just a boy," she said,

"and he asked me to write him. He
said he was so lonesome—travelling all

the time. And until now I didn't know

he had a wife."

She had met the young man while on

a personal appearance tour. He played

a harmonica—or a cornet—or a graph-

aphone or something—so cunningly that

he amused the little star. She thought

he was a nice boy, and harmless, and

that it wouldn't hurt to cheer him up

with a friendly letter now and then.

"There isn't a single word in the let-

ters that I would be ashamed to see in

print," she said. "But to be named in

a divorce case ! It would be terrible."

Some reporters might have written

columns on that interview—spicing the

words—coloring the phrases
—"admitted

writing the letters that are to figure in

the sensational divorce"
—

"says she

didn't know he was married"
—"claims

she does not love young Stewart"
—

"felt

sorry he was so lonesome."

The reporter in this case merely

wired his paper the facts—not in a

story, but in a confidential message.

And, it seems, the letters were so in-

nocuous that the divorce suit never went

to trial. Viola, as the reporter sur-

mised, was absolutely innocent in the

affair, and it would have been an in-

justice to put her in type.

Wonder how Mrs. Stewart secured

those letters

!

Then again, it isn't always the wife

of some shoe clerk in Sheboygan, or

me broker's wife in Broken Bend

to picks her co-respondent out of

Hollywood.

Seena dropped her suit, and we
haven't seen a line of it since. And so

Estelle dropped her suit—wasn't it sweet

of her?—and the whole Taylor-maid

scandal was over. Much to the relief

of that kindly Christian man, Will Hays.

But after a little while came one

Ethel Barnes, wife of George Barnes, a

camera man. And she took Estelle's

name into print with a complaint about

her hubby.

Maybe you do not remember that,

the papers didn't seem to make so much

of it—possibly because there were real

important stories breaking that day.

The Los Angeles Times had a little

squib on its movie" page—and that was

that. It hasn't bobbed up since.

Bill Hart Was Spiritual Father

A

The Taylor-Walsh Affair

I_ T has happened that film stars have

named film stars in startling stories.

You remember, of course, when Seena

Owen made those charges against her

husband, George Walsh, the bushy-

haired screen athlete, and Miss Estelle

Taylor?

Seena and Estelle had all the publicity

they needed for some little time, and

their press agents had nothing at all

to do, save clip and paste.

Then Estelle began suit against Seena

for , $100,000 charging slander.

Seena fully intended to make a glit-

tering co-respondent out of the glitter-

ii g Estelle.

But something happened.

_ nd Bill Hart—poor old Bill ! Eliza-

beth McCaulley, the New England

school marm who said he was the

father of her child, and then took it

back, isn't the only woman with the

Bill Hart complex.

Some years ago a woman told an as-

tonished judge her pitiful story. Bill

was visited by a couple of officials bear-

ing a paper—and in grease paint and

wild west costume, was haled into court.

Everybody present was sworn to se-

crecy. There were no court fans

present, and the reporters were not

"tipped off."

The woman was sworn, and repeated

her sorry tale. Bill said he had never

seen her before. He was deadly sincere

—and he looked so dumbfounded, and

indignant, and so hurt, that the judge

decided to question the complainant

more thoroughly.

The woman—she wasn't young, and

she wasn't pretty, and she wasn't slim,

and she wasn't well educated—couldn't

stand the cross examination.

"Well, he isn't my child's real father,"

she confessed, at last. "But he would

be the baby's Spiritual father, if I had

a baby."

Of course, Bill was released "muy
pronto," and everybody shook hands

with him, and the woman was put in

the psychopathic hospital for observa-

tion;

The McCaulley story originated and

ended in New York, was wired all over

the continent, and cabled over two

oceans.

And since the story "broke," Bill

has received scores of letters from

women in all parts of the United States

and Canada, claiming he is the father

of their children.

It would seem that the mothers of

KING- TUT'S
rBTCAUTIES* SECRETS

^ Egyptian

Papyrus

^.'formulas

Chaem&'Bbauty

They say that in Ancient Egypt the multi-

tude did give to feminine beauty a real

culte, that spread later to all nations. Of
our days this culte does not exist under
a wide spread form it cannot be denied

that a pretty woman is a real Idol. Curious

to note, the science of beauty had at-

tained the top peak under the Egyptian
civilization, and our methods seem rather

amateurish against those employed by the

women of Egypt 2000 years ago. The an-

cient Egyptians were refined and had at-

tained a degree of science that was never
reached again since, especially in the do-

mains of Physic, Science, and of Feminine
Beauty. The celebrated Egyptian beauties,

Cleopatra, Dalila, Sulamite, Abisag. Salome,
will always be the type of perfect beauty.

"KING TUT'S BEAUTIES SECRETS
PAPYRUS" CONTAINS priceless form-

ulas rediscovered from Egypt, such as,

sparkle and charm of the eyes—How to

beautify the face and hands—To make
wrinkles vanish—to beautify the bust and

body—To get thin without danger—To
charm and be loved—How to make your

own toilet articles, perfumes and many
formulas too numerous to mention.

It also tells about special Perfume_s. Those

rare perfumes seem to be the real secrets

of the philters of love, with which certain

women captivated men and have them so

much spoken of in antiquity. The action

of perfume is independent of beauty and
contributes a great deal in this strange

power of attraction called "CHARM ' and
that all women possess to a degree more or

less strong. Every woman has her partic-

ular charm and her personal emanation, her

power of attraction, to which, we are sub-

jected without knowing it, and that she

can possess without being pretty. These

perfumes will mix with your own personal

emanation and make a voluptuous mixture

all of your own. It is like the embalmed
air of a garden where you cannot dis-

tinguish the rose, the lily, or the orchid.

It will be an indiscriminating perfume that

charms and captivates.

We can send you a sample of any of the

beauty preparations and perfumes for 50c.

Please send me
KING TUT'S PAPYRUS DE LUXE
EDITION.

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED.
$1.00 Postpaid.

If I am not fully satisfied I may return

the book within 5 days and you will

immediately return my money in full.

Name

Address

King Tut's Papyrus Edition De Luxe, Dept. 248

4062 Sheridan Road Chicago
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America were getting up a league to

erase the name of George Washington
as the father of his country, and sub-

stitute therefor the name of William
"Two-gun" Hart, the sad-bad man of

the films.

The newspapers have done a lot for

the co-respondent business in Los An-
geles—although the crop hasn't been
so good during the Hays regime—and
will do more for it, if let alone.

(Continued from page 89)

And worried wives in Noah's, Ark.,

and On, Wisconsin ; and Bull, Montana

;

still try to have friends keep an eye on
hubby when he goes to Hollywood

—

wives who long for divorce, the red
chevron of matrimony.
But movie wives have to get along

with plain desertion, or incompati-
bility or some other mild dissolvent.

Not for them the luxury of the co-

respondent.

Imagine the feelings of the actress
helpmate viewing a possible co-re-

spondent in a public place—and having
to be civil to her for fear of headlines.
An ordinary housewife thus enjoys

a boon not granted the cinematron.
She can name a star as co-respondent

—

if she gets a chance. The cinematron
doesn't dare—even when she has a
dozen chances. It's a free country, of
course—do you really think it is?

The Trumpeter of Fame

dust out of her golden-brown and
gave it a tinting or two at t

parlor and had her face looked alter a
bit, and a few pounds here and there

scientifically remove
i •t;'* was

all set to storm hei y ictures

again.

r She has been making notable suc-

cesses, in spite of tl ••
< little stars,

a in small roles ever s$w reappeared
in our fair city. Then came a ray of
reason even in Hoi ood. Someone
over at the Mayer studios I gu option

enough to see a sen in The
Famous Mrs. Fair, which hadn't been

ov such a screaming succe; on the legit.,

and another ray of netrated
Del the directorial mind oi . bio He
na ' didn't choose an old lady in a lace bon-
sm net and mitts to play the

i her,
not who just couldn't get rid i

1 h< war
tns hang-over except by ie raring over

the country. Many a lei . ;tor
Tl than Fred Niblo woulc : one true
a to movie traditions, reg; th

« play or commonsense. But Myrtle
v Stedman was cast as Mr... Fair and one
? of the most sensational mcc< :s of h
1 year resulted. And it was three-fou?

due to Myrtle Stedman's fine sense

the fitness of things, her matured, ri-

pened acting judgment, acquired during
those years when she watched empty-
headed little jazz babies drawing down
thousands of dollars a week for the
heavy labor of wearing nifty clothes

and driving eccentric and speedy cars.

Fanny Ward Scoffs at Time

A,.way off in Paris Fanny Ward ate

her heart out because she was old. She
could not bear to give up the screen,

yet she had to. She had been too

^
deeply buried by public opinion. We

(Continued from page 42)

remember seeing her in a ghastly Paris
made movie, some hectic melodrama or
other, about two years ago.

But the word comes. that with the
blowing of Gabriel's horn, Fanny Ward
is among that glad company. She has
been rejuvenated by the X-ray process,

which Gertrude Atherton has so well

advertised in Black Oxen and is now
ready to conquer America all over again.

Paris, and other European film centers,

like their players well seasoned. If an
actress hasn't a little age on her, she
is considered raw and uninteresting.

In a country where an unmarried girl

is considered outside the pale, so far

as desirability and the power to intrigue

and interest is concerned, and where
a man just must be a little bald or a
little wrinkled to be luring on stage or

screen, it is no wonder that Fanny
Ward became eligible to screen fame.
But Fanny was homesick. She wanted
to be able to appear in her own country.

And now, the word comes across the

pond
' Fanny is as young-looking as

ever, 'and twice as alluring.

Other Rejuvenations *

hree other long forgotten names are

heard in the roll call of the dead who
now live. Wally Van, who played in

over three hundred short subjects with
Lillian Walker, John Bunny and Flora
Finch—backward, turn backward, oh
time in your flight !—has signed up
again for grease paint activities. He
played in The Common Law, a Selz-

nick picture, and is going to produce
and star in his own productions. A
little balder and quite a little wiser and
mellower, Wally of the many memories
has come back to his love. He'll prob-
ably make a lot of our half-baked

xlians and underdone Valentinos
like kindergartners.

'The Kerrigan Comeback"

e all saw J. Warren Kerrigan
the impossible in The Covered

viz agon. He came back. He does not
have to apologize for himself in that
play. Fortunately the vehicle was
enough—even though a covered w,

is slow—for him to ride comfortably
back into port again.

There was a very good reason
Kerrigan dropped out of sight. The
reason died not long ago, and now Ker-
rigan is without a mother. For three
years he personally took care of her
night and day. Now that he is free

to work again, he brings to the screen
'

a wisdom and richness of feeling that

should register well. That he still loo

much the matinee idol in The Covered
Wagon is no proof that Kerrigan will

not make a real come-back. In his first

role he was necessarily not up to the
best that is in him. But it was a fine

second-best at that.

Pauline Frederick is on her way back
to filmdom. She is in Hollywood n

divorcing her fourth husband and clear-

ing the decks for a new screen career
Given the right stories, in a new :,

when flappers are not considered
one absolute necessity of a the

program, Pauline Frederick, who is a
consummate actress should find hersel.

and rise to such dignified heights o~
the screen as Margaret Angling ; n

Ethel Barrymore serenely occupj
the legitimate.

And so they arrive every day—these

once dead, now living stars, tra

clouds of glory—a new spiritual glory

which bids fair to dazzle the flappers

who are scurrying for cover.
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Careers C. O. D.

That's bluff. Pure, unadulterated,

managerial bluff exploded at a time

when the manager does not wish to

lose patronage and yet has nothing in

mind for the client.

And it was this same "come back

Tuesday" edict that made the fatigued

mother of a certain child star lose faith

in the picture business, for, after she'd

come back countless Tuesdays, she sud-

denly discovered one day that her in-

fant had lost his teeth and couldn't play

kid parts at all any more

!

God Give Us Men
{Continued from page 45)

horse. And that's what he is—the

shapely clotheshorse of the cinema, a
masculine Katherine MacDonald.

But the end of the Vaseline Age is

not yet, for the potency of Latin looks

when looked upon by the languid ladies

of today is driving the cannery owners
to distraction in efforts to produce them.

Jesse Lasky inveigled Frank Crane
from the "snakery" at the Ambassador
Hotel, the tea room where the parlor

snakes and couch cooties take their daily

exercise
;
applied one dash of Castilian

name, Ricardo Cortez ; added a lump of

pomade as big as a walnut ; rubbed gar-

lic in the dish, and served him up as a
new Spanish delicacy. But he didn't

take. He was "pork and" rather than
"Chili and beans."

This experiment tempts us to stray

from the subject now underfoot and
mark the similarity between the pro-

ducers and Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.

Neither has ever been able to strike a
happy medium.

In leading men, the producers risk

extremes continually. Six months ago
they were all a-shrieking when they

weren't out "getting their man" in a
pair of red drawers and a trick monkey
jacket. Soon the public is to suffer

ghastly attempts at picturing grim mine
disasters.

Let us hope they dig up men.
In their peddled thrill-producers thus

far the producers have handed us chick-
ens a la king for heroines, but the lead-

ing men for the most part have been
but minute eggs.

Already rumblings in the press of the
nation denote a growing discontent with
the exotic types to whom lady fingers

and weak tea would seem to be fatal

as a diet.

Pressure is being brought to bear by
various men's clubs, to wit, "The Ham

and Eggs for Breakfast Brigade";
"Beefsteak and Onions, Inc." ; "The
Corn-Beef and Cabbage Corporation";
"The Association to Provide Steak and
Not Stew . for Supper", etc., to cause
motion picture producers to end the

reign of the can opener, which they
started with the fish cakes whose screen

antics indicate that they can live on love

alone.

Wives cannot understand why Jake
needs three squares a day when Ro-
dolpho can get along with a cadenza
from his guitar plus a banana and still

throw the bull.

The public is going to demand men
like Bert Lytell, Tommy Meighan and
Harrison Ford as soon as the undressed
darlings of the cinema are told to put
on their clothes and go home.

Kenneth is the Boy!

T,he way Kenneth Harlan is taking
hold is proof of this statement. His
mug is homely and waterproof, and he
doesn't emote all over the place. To my
mind, he's a rising young hot-cake, and
what is more, he believes man's place is

in his clothes.

And even Hollywood went nuts over
Ernest Torrence in "The Covered
Wagon," which title shows how they
like to take 'em off the stars and drape
'em on the pjops. (Imagine how popu-
lar Gloria Swanson would be in a div-

ing-suit.) If Ernest were just fifteen

years younger what an exciter he
would be

!

So now that all unfinished business
is out of the way, let us all arise and
sing as a closing number the last stanza
of our "Hymn of Hate", dedicated to
Tommy Meighan ; words by me, and
music by "Bool" Montana.

Note the remarkable improvement
in the same eyes below

The Miracle of

Makes Every Face More Beautiful
A touch of MAYBELLINE works beauty wonders.
Scant eyebrows and lashes are made to appear natur-
ally dark, long and luxurious. All the hidden loveliness
of your eyes—their brilliance, depth and expression—is
instantly revealed. The difference is remarkable. Girls
and women everywhere, even the most beautiful

esses of the atage and screen, now r
; MAYBELLINEia the most import-

ant aid to beauty and use it regularly
MAYBELLINE is unlike other prep-
arations, it is absolutely harmless,
greaseless and delightful to use. Does
not spread and smear on the face or
stiffen the lashes. Each dainty box
contains mirror and brush.
Two Shades: Brown for Blondes, Black
for Brunettes*

75c at Vour Dealer's
Or direct from us. poatoaid. Accept only
genuine MAYBELLINE and your satis-
faction is assured. Tear this out NOW
as a reminder.

MAYBELLINE CO., 4750- 98 Sheridan RoaJ.Chic.go

FREE
Book
Containing complete storyof

,

the origin and history of that
wonderful instrument—the

Anyone
CanLearn

to Play

SAXOPHONE
This book tells youwhentouseSax-
ophone—singly, in quartettes, in sex- »
tettes, or in regular band; how to play'
from cello parts in orchestra and many
other things you would like to know.
The Buescher Saxophone is the easiest

of all wind instruments to play. With
-
'

the aid of the first three lessons, which
are Bent without charge, the scale can be mastered in
an hour; in a few weeks yea can be playing popular
music. The Saxophone is the most popular instrument
for Home Entertainment, Church, Lodge or School, or
for Orchestra Dance Music.

EaSV tO liaV Yoa rnay *** a"y Buescher Saxo-" I I* -» phone. Cornet, Trumpet.Trom-
bone or other Instrument 6 days in your own home. If
satisfied, pay for it by easy payments. Mention instru-
ment interested in when Bending for Free Book.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
Makers of Everything in Band and Orchestra Instruments

7290 Buescher Block Elkhart, Ind.

Your Face is
Your Fortune
The world's greatest facial rem-
edy will restore ruined complex-
ions to the beauty and purity of
youth.
IF YOUR blood is impure, if you
have pimples, freckles, wrink-
les, blackheads, redness of face or
nose, a muddy, sallow skin, or any
blemish on or under the skin, you
need

Dr. JAMES P. CAMPBELL'S
SAFE ARSENIC COMPLEXION WAFERS

These marvelous beautlflers of the complexion and the
skin are wonderfully effective, and are absolutely safe and
harmless. The prescription was first used 37 years ago
by Dr. Campbell, and lie has made countless thousands
of women and men happy in the possession of a pure
spotless complexion.

Mailed in plain cover on receipt of $1.00, from
RICHARD FINK CO., Dept. 52. . Ken. Sta., Brooklyn,
N. Y. Sold at all Owl Drug Stores in California and all

good druggists.
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H, Anecdotes About the Stars—Continuedfrom page 76

W,
Just Tired of Life

hy Evelyn Nelson, 23 years old,

a star in comedy, took her own life is

still a mystery. She was working, had

a lovely bungalow home, was beautiful,

attractive and sure of a future in pic-

tures. But she took the gas route to

forgetfulness of some love tragedy that

had blighted her life. Her note men-

tioned Wally Reid—"I am just about

gone and will soon be with my friend,

Wally Reid." But friends say that she

was jilted by a recently divorced star

who had promised marriage but who
changed his mind.

Gaby's Sister Here

T hey all come sooner or later—and

here is Camille Deslys, sister of the

famous dancer, Gaby Deslys. Camille

is married, is Madame Paoli in private

life, the wife of a well-known tenor of

the French opera. Camille brings with

her the famous rings and pendants

which graced the beauty of the tragic

Gaby ; she brings also some new period

and butterfly dances, with which she

hopes to win a place in the films. Yes,

she's strikingly pretty and Frenchy.

Old-Fashioned Brothers

E' sther ralston has a pair of old-

fashioned brothers, Clarence and How-
ard. They didn't like the company

Esther was keeping, so they beat up

George W. Frey, character actor play-

ing a leading part in Little Johnny

Jones, and got themselves put in jail

for their zeal. Frey, in the Emergency

Hospital, laughed wanly and said it

was all a joke. But the police didn't

see the funny side of it.

Ben Hur Candidates

W:e've bet so long on who'll play

Ben Hur that the game has lost its

spice. First we were led to believe that

Rodolph Valentino had a fighting

chance to get the role,, since June

Mathis was pulling for him, and since

the whole country hankered to see him

in a chariot and a silver loin cloth.

But Goldwyn, in broadcasting results

in a "contest" they are alleged to be

conducting throughout the country, be-

gan to let James Kirkwood slip up on

Rudy, finally nosing him out. But

Goldwyn's triumphant notice that Kirk-

wood, who is under contract to Gold-

wyn, was leading Valentino, failed to

make the flappers gurgle with joy, and

The Once Over

also seemed to leave the exhibitors luke-

warm. Kirkwood is a fine actor and a

splendid figure of a man, but he is

not young enough to play Ben Hur,

who was only nineteen years old. Now
Goldwyn, casting about for someone al-

ready on the payroll who can make the

flappers and the G. P. believe they have

been given their choice of a hero, have

hit upon Edmund Lowe. Lowe, it will

be remembered—perhaps—played op-

posite Betty Compson in The White
Flower. He is now working with

Blanche Sweet in The Palace of the

King. Two other candidates hopefully

projected into our notice by Goldwyn
are Joseph Schildkraut and Bert Lytell.

An Ex-Husband's Attentions

Good-bye, Andre

e

A ndree Lafayette's return to Paris

is recorded as a "visit," but gossip says

she will not return. Andree was a per-

fect Trilby; she looked the part and

seemed to be DuMaurier's strapping

big heroine actually come to life. But

Andree would hardly fit into another

sort of picture. She is very tall and

buxom, and isn't at all the American

idea of beauty. Richard Walton Tully

picked her up in Paris and wrote up a

nice contract for her—probably much
under the price paid to American stars

—and is now through with her, it is ru-

mored. But what would you do? She

had her chance. No one could blame

Tully for grabbing a perfect Trilby

when he had the chance, even if he

realized perfectly that she would not be

able to find a place for herself in Holly-

wood after the picture was finished.

And Good-bye, Margaret

mother foreign princess of the films

has come and gone. Margaret Leahy,

brought to Hollywood with loud fanfare

of trumpets by the Talmadges, as the

prettiest girl in England, has found that

it takes more than a beauty contest to

scale the tipsy ladder of film fame. Mar-

garet was brought here to play an "im-

portant part" in Norma's Within The

Law, but was found not to be suitable.

She was instead farmed out to Buster

Keaton, as his leading lady for one

picture. Probably the picture was made,

but if so, we have heard nothing of it

nor of Margaret's work in it. It seems

rather a pity that Margaret had her

trip for nothing—or rather, only as a

publicity stunt for the Talmadges.

I t is so nice to be able to hold men

—

even one's ex-husbands. Pauline Fred-
erick seems to be remarkably gifted in

this way. Willard Mack still says and
does the most charming things. For
instance, when Polly was married to a

later husband, Willard is said to have
sent a wire to the new husband: "Con-
gratulations. They are both wonderful
women." Referring to Pauline's mother,

with whom Willard did not have the

happiest of friendships. Pauline's de-

votion to her mother was said to be one

of the main reasons why the Frederick-

Mack marriage floundered. At any
rate, now that Polly is back in Holly-

wood, to sue for a divorce from Dr.

Rutherford, if reports are true, and to

go back into picture work, Willard en-

livens her home-coming with the fol-

lowing wire: "Hear you are home. So
glad you and your mother can be to-

gether again." Very thoughtful of

Willard.

The City of Sphinxes

anta maria may well be called

the "City of the Sphinxes" now, for at

their request, Cecil DeMille has donated

his six five-ton Sphinxes, built for the

mammoth Ten Commandments set, to

this city, to be used as boundary

markers.

A Coy Denier

A,.dmitting an engagement—but an

engagement to sing only—John Steel,

romantic tenor comes to town. And
Claire Windsor looks sweet and wise

and says nothing. Even if Steel and

Claire won't admit they are engaged,

there is no law against anyone seeing

that they like each other awfully well,

and that they go about together a lot.

Vows He's a He-Man

oes a he-man use cosmetics? Reg-

inald Denny says no, and wants seventy-

five thousand dollars damages because

a certain laboratory have used his name

in an endorsement of their products.

Reggy says the advertisement was

printed without his consent and that he

has been held up to ridicule and in the

light of a "cake-eater," causing him to

lose popularity as a film cave-man.

(Continued on page 95)
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The Once Over
Helene Works Again

urying the hatchet, since it would

not cut worth a cent, Helene Chadwick

has gone back to work for Goldwyn.

For the courts ruled that her contract

was perfectly valid, and that she would

have to fulfill it, no matter how much
she disliked the amount of the salary

and the publicity she was getting. So
Helene has gone back to work, deter-

mined to make the best of it. And
the publicity department is cudgeling

its typewriters to turn out lots of zippy

press notices, so that the fair Helene

can't have further cause to complain

that Claire Windsor gets all the pub-

licity.

Brass Bands for Doug, Jr.

rass bands and kissing relatives

and hopefully Lasky officials turned out

in large numbers to greet Douglas Fair-

banks, Jr., on his arrival in Hollywood.

Doug arrived in his first long pants,

wearing a typical American boy grin.

Which was considerate of him, since

Paramount is betting on his being the

typical American boy. And like the

T. A. B., Doug, Junior (what a nuis-

ance it is going to be, calling him Junior
all the time!) objected to being kissed

by so many female relatives.

Jesse Lasky says : "I believe that ob-

taining the contract from Douglas
Fairbanks Jr., is the most important
thing I have done since I entered the

motion picture industry." And yet, all

that little Doug has done is to choose a
father wisely ; and even then, he couldn't

keep him around. The name will prob-
ably be a great drawing card until the

public has time to make up its mind as
to young Doug's own worth.

Three Divorces

Three divorces and an alimony battle

feature the late news. Gladys Walton
has burst her matrimonial straight-

jacket at last, being entirely free now
of Frank R. Liddell, Jr. Gladys testi-

fied that her husband was long on
promises and short on fulfilment. He
promised a home and every luxury, and
instead of granting her these, he re-

fused to work and was responsible for

the gossip among her friends that she

was supporting him.

Vera Stedman told a pitiful story of

neglect and cruelty, and was granted a

divorce, with $35 a week alimony. Her

husband was "Jackie" Taylor, an or-

chestra leader at a cafe.

And the bluebird has flown out of

the window of the Bertram Bracken

home, for Margaret Landis Bracken,

sister of Cullen Landis, has been sued

for a divorce, her husband charging

desertion.

Tyrone Power, famous legitimate

actor and motion picture player, was ar-

rested at the instigation of his former
wife, now Mrs. Emma R. Arper, who
charges that Power failed to provide

for his children, nine and seven years

old.

The Power case brings to light a

peculiar romance. Mrs. Arper, Mr.
Power's second wife, was elected to the

post by the spirit of his first wife, who,
dead, sought to provide for the man she
had left behind. But Mrs. Arper claims

that it was also the spirit of the dead
wife who was responsible for their sep-

aration, since Mr. Power allowed the

spirit of his first wife to interfere in

their marriage relation. The law is not

going to trust to spirit messages to keep
Mr. Power on the track of duty, for

the courts have released him on cash
bond of $1500, but have bound him to

appear to answer Mrs. Arper's charges.

Monte and the Bucking Boat

M uch excitement was caused in

Hollywood, and especially in Warner
Bros, studio when it was rumored that

Monte Blue was very seriously hurt as.

the result of a mix-up with the wrong
side of a boat. The rumor was exag-
gerated, however, and Monte will be

able to go on with his work in a few
days from the time of this writing.

Monte was posing as a sea captain in

the filming of a Peter B. Kyne story

at Laguna Beach. He had just rescued

a fair damsel in distress from a rampant
sea and was triumphantly returning to

store in a skiff. Monte, in alighting,

got out on the 'wrong side, and like a

horse, a boat does hate to be dismounted
on the wrong side, which is the side

next the wharf. A wave churned in

and crashed Monte against the wharf,
breaking a rib and wrenching his back.

A news reel company phoned Screenland
in great excitement, asking for a pic-

ture of Mrs. Monte Blue, but we can't

see why—since Mrs. Blue and Monte
aren't living together right now.
By the way, Lubitsch has signed up

with Warner Brothers, to do Debnrau.
Score another for Warner

!

Embarrassing Hair

All Gone

In A Few Minutes
Doesn't Hurt the Skin

a Particle

Amazingly simple, easy, quick, pleasant and sure
—this new way to get rid of embarrassing hair,
either under the arms or elsewhere, yet absolutely
safe and harmless—sure death to unsightly hair,
but doesn't hurt the skin a particle.

First you apply a bit of powder, then a bit of
lotion—in a few minutes all trace of hair will be
gone. Has never failed.
A new discovery—entirely different from other

methods. Kilrute is a combination treatment—

a

powder that instantly dissolves and removes the ex-
ternal part of the hair

—

plus a lotion that goes
below the surface and
gradually devitalizes the
hair glands (endocrine
glands) thus preventing
new growth. It does this
by stopping the secre-
tions which supply nour-
ishment to the hair

—

literally starves the hair
root to death. Wherever
this lotion is applied, its
action on these glands
brings about precisely the
same condition (starva- Hf
tion of the hair root) A
that is the cause of so imuch baldness among I
men. 1

A single application of ^
the Kilrute Powder is
generally all that is
needed to remove all out-
ward or external traces
of hair. Then a few ap-
plications of the Kilrute
Lotion will gradually de-
vitalize the glands which
feed the hair, thus dis-
couraging future growth.

Copyright 1923
Kilrute Co.

To Prove It To You
The makers of Kilrute

satisfaction. To prove
guarantee absolute

results, a complete
combination treat-
ment with full di-"

rections will be
sent on approval.
Send no money

—

simply fill out and
mail the coupon.
The price of the
complete treatment
is $5.00, which
you pay the post-
man on delivery.
If for any reason
you are not com-
pletely satisfied
your $5 will be
refunded.

KILRUTE COMPANY
Dept. 408

247 West 72nd Street

New York City
Owing to postal regulations, post office money

order must accompany all foreign orders.

SEND NO MONEY

NOTE: News of
the wonderful work
of KILKUTE has
caused such an
overwhelming de-
mand that we are
obliged to discon-
tinue sending out
free trial samples,
but we shall be
h a p p y to give
FREE DEMON-
STRATION or full

treatment with
charge at above
address.

Kilrute Company,
Dept. 408 — 247 West 72nd St.,
New York City.
Gentlemen:

Please send me on approval a complete Kilrute
Combination Treatment for superfluous hair (Kil-
rute Powder and Kilrute Lotion) which you guarantee
to remove external hair immediately and to dis-
courage any future growth. I will pay the postman
$5 plus postage on delivery. If I am not perfectly
satisfied with the results, you guarantee to refund
my $5.

(If you prefer, send $5 with this coupon,
subject to above money-back guarantee.)

Name. .

.

Address.
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The Celluloid Saint

(Continued from page 38)

TIhE directandforcefulhand-

ling ofthis original collection

of "Alo Studies" reflects the

life work of Albert Arthur

Allen, one ofAmerica's fore-

most pictorialists.

Thirty-two photographic

studiesfromlife,clepictmodeIs

of the highest type of femi-

nine beauty in typical Cali-

fornia settings. Bound in art

paper. Frontispiece in color.

For the art lover, the con-

noiseur of art, the art student

and the professional artist.

Order at once, as the edition

is limited.

PRICE, #1.00

ALLEN ART STUDIOS
4105 Broadway - Oakland, California

U. S. A.

"WALLY" REID
America's Famous Movie Star

HIS LIFE STORY
By His Mother

BERTHA WESTBROOK REID

A Gripping
Heart Story

of Trials and
Triumphs
Smiles

and Tears

Illustrated

Handsomely
Bound in Cloth

$1.00

Sorg Pub. Co.
48 Vesey Street

New York
Telehone

Cortlandt 5934

Sorg Publishing Co. "S" ORDER
Enclosed Please find One Dollar ($1.00)

for copy of Life Story WALLACE REID.

Name .

Address

and he poured out a tale of want second

only to my own. He was an artist

struggling for recognition. There was

to be a great prize offered—ten thousand

dollars for a picture. It was in his mind,

his theme for it, burning his fingers,

but he lacked a model. He begged and

implored me for art's sake to pose for

him. He promised me one tenth, a

thousand dollars. My head reeled;

clothes for the coveted part of Fifi; I

was made. My heart warmed. The good

God had sent him to me.

"We rushed to his studio. We began

work feverishly. It was a difficult pose.

I grew very tired, but I must also keep

up my dancing, and so I worked early

and late. He had no money, my poor

artist, but he always shared with me

his bread and cheese, and his cigarettes

as well. I needed to be very thin for

Fifi, so I did not mind. The time drew

near—but you will let me finish, Miss

Chrystoffson ? There is not much more."

"You seem to have a vivid imagina-

tion, but I see no connection with me."

"Only wait—the heroine enters late.

"The picture was finished at last and

sent off to the Metropolitan to be

hung. My artist and I said a Mass

together at St. James. Our feet scarcely

touched the pavement as we walked

back down town. At Forty-second

Street we stopped to read the theatre

boards.

"My artist was visibly touched and

excited. He grasped my hand. He
stared. From an inside picket he drew

out a picture.

"'There is her name, Glory, flaming

in the Paris Revue, there ! Edna Smith !

We were children together,' he said. T

love her, Glory, love her—Oh, I must

find her!'"

"We rushed back to the studio. From

the very tip-toe of the old clock he drew

out the last dollar. We had meant to

have a great feast that night. 'Take

this and buy the very most you can, and

then do be an angel and cook us a

dinner,' he cried to me. So while he

went to find her I wheedled and coaxed,

and teased until the butcher and the

baker had given me fully five dollars'

worth for that one last dollar. All the

while my heart was doing queer pre-

monitory thumps, only I took no notice

of it.

"I flew back and swept the studio.

I set the table. I cooked the dinner.

And then, leaving some pink rose buds

as my gift, I ran away, just as the taxi

drove up, and Edna Smith and my ar-

tist alighted."

She paused.

"And the end?" asked Sydna Chrys-

toffson in a thin, hard voice.

"The next morning all the papers

were full of the prize painting,—my
portrait. The ten thousand dollars was

paid, but not one cent of it came to me,

for my artist married Edna Smith

—

and you know the rest—somehow she

heard about the part of Fifi—somehow

the gowns were bought—and from Fifi

she climbed and climbed until today she

is Sydna Chrystoffson, the great star."

But the star was laughing, hard, dry,

mirthless laughter.

Glory bowed her head in despair.

Was the girl then utterly heartless?

Had she failed?

"So I owe you a thousand dollars,

do I ? Well, suppose I do have another

look at this scenario of your friends-

shall we call it square ?"

"Here's my hand on it," cried Glory

joyously.

The next day the masterpiece was

accepted. For weeks the Gang ate,

slept, and were merry off the check

therefrom.

Three months later, at midnight, the

three friends emerged from a preview

of the new Lost Art production entitled

"The Man Thou Gavest Me," and

sauntered into Frank's for coffee and

brioche.

"I know it's the height of indelicacy

to beg you again to tell us how you

managed the lady Chrystofferson," said

Jimmy. "But this I can say, that some

day you will be canonized as the saint

of Hollywood for the miracles you per-

formed."

"It wasn't by saintliness that she

tamed the dragon, I'll bet," cried Enid.

"I bet it was by blackmail; nothing

else would have availed."

"Perhaps it was a little of both,"

said Glory.

H. B. K. WILLIS

has rung the bell again! His humorous article

God Give Us Men on page 43 is better for the

blues than a string of Coue beads.
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Yellow Peril

{Continued from page 47)

And he and his wife are received

everywhere. Sessue, by the way, has

a regular Valentino effect on the ladies,

though he makes no conscious effort to

win their liking. He has a very de-

cided charm. And his little wife resem-

bles a dainty, Dresden China doll.

She Thinks She's Chinese

C3ne of the most interesting per-

sons in the Chinese film colony is

little Mary Jane Fong. Mary Jane

is four years old and thinks she is

Chinese. But in reality she is Mexican.

Her father and mother died, leaving

her alone in the world. She was

adopted by a Chinese woman, whom
her own mother had once befriended.

And the little olive-skinned tot is be-

ing brought up under Chinese customs,

never dreaming that she is at all dif-

ferent from her yellow-skinned play-

mates. But the white blood will come

out at times, in moments of excitement,

when Mary Jane will laugh or cry with

a vivacity that never distinguished a

Chinese girl.

Pseudo-Chinese

3 ome of the finest interpretations of

Chinese roles have been given by white

actor s

—

vide Richard Barthelmess'

Chink in Broken Blossoms—and also

some of the worst. In East is West,

Constance Talmadge was as pretty as

paint, but was about as Oriental as

pot roast with noodles.

Lon Chaney has done some very

wonderful acting in Chinese roles. His

make-up is the last word in realism.

He uses tapes to draw back the skin

over the temples, thus slanting the eyes.

Tiny tubes distend the nostrils. Grease-

paint and pencils and other tools of

the trade change a white man into a

sinister being. But startling though

his made-over face may be, eloquent

thoueh Ms acting, do you ever forget

i hat it is Lon Chaney playing a Chink?

Leatrice Joy should never have es-

sayed the part of the Manchu princess

in Java Head. She was charming,

adorable. But how could she, how
could any white girl, plumb the depths

of the subtle, age-old wisdom of this

daughter of an ancient dynasty?

Yellow psychology and white—there is

a gulf between them that is not to be

bridged. A Chinese girl should have

played the part. But what chance had

a Chinese girl to land so juicy a dram-

atic plum ?
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WE would like to make it

clear that our operation
of the BROADWAY-CLAR-

IDGE HOTEL in the heart of New
York is going to be successful only
because we render sincere service at
a "square price."

It is our privilege to prove the old
slogan "A Room and a Bath for
$3.50" is not just a fairy story which
generally applies to ONE ROOM in

a 300-room unit. We wish to go on
record that the BROADWAY-CLAR-
IDGE HOTEL has 100 rooms and
baths for $3.50. This does not mean

the rooms are cheap. It isthat
simply corking good due.

Now making yearly leases at

moderate rentals.

We are desirous of catering to the

right kind of people and assuring

them of a hearty personal welcome.

There is NO CHANGE OF POLICY,
QUALITY, OR CHARACTER IN
THE BROADWAY-CLARIDGE. It is

just as clean, wholesome and well

conducted as in the past, with a

warm personal greeting and welcome
from its old staff and its new opera-

tor.

Edward Arlington
THE HARDING. 54th Street and Broadway

COLONIAL ARMS at Jamaica. L. I.

GRA ND UN10 N. 32nd Street and Park Aot.

JUST THE THING FOR YOUR DEN ! ! !

Snappy French Colored Drawings just imported. Postcard and larger

sizes—Something entirely new!!! Must be seen to be appreciated.

Postcard size 20 for $1.00—40 for $2.00—60 for $3.00—All

different subjects.

ARS MINIMA GALLERIES, Department I

63 Washington Square Greenwich Village, N. Y. C.

A New Complexion Clay!

Ka-lor Plastic Beauty Clay
No more massaging; as massaging only stretches

the skin. This is a natural California clay. Exer-

cises the facial muscles and tissues; creates blood

circulation; cleanses the pores; lifts out blackheads

and all impurities. Clears the skin and leaves it

firm and soft, tingling with the glow of health.

If dissatisfied, money cheerfully refunded. Price

$2.00 large jar, postpaid.

K. LORIG
Chloride, Ariz.

K. LORIG,
Chloride, Ariz.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which please

send me a large jar of Ka-Lor Plastic

Beauty Clay.

Name

Address • • •
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^IhisJsyelySlender

figure //YOURS
This Beautiful Woman irYOU

It is natural to be beautiful. Every woman is by
nature beautiful. Only when artificial influencesinterfere

does the human body, Nature's most beautiful product,
lose its grace, slenderness, or symmetry. The delicious

foods of our modern civilization are so tempting that
one eats too much. Machinery does so much of our
work that we exercise too little. The result of this of
course, is disfiguring fat—yet underneath every stout
or fleshy figure lies the lovely slender figure that is

yours—the beautiful woman that is you.

LET THIS FAMOUS SPEC-

IALIST'S PRESCRIPTION REDUCE
IN THIS EASY NATURAL WAY

Dr. R. Lincoln Graham, famous stomach
specialist ofNewYork, aftera lifetimeofre-
search at home and abroad has solved the
problem of counter-acting the fattening
effect of modern methods of living. After
countless experiments he finally has per-
fected his prescription known as Neut-
roids, which neutralizes sugars and star-
ches taken into the stomach and prevents
them from forming into fat. His marvelous
prescription, Neutroids, has been pre-
scribed for more than two years to the
thousands of stoutwomenwho have called
athissanitariumforobesity-treatmentwith
complete success. Mostimportantof all,
there is not the slightestelement ofdanger
in taking Neutroids treatment for super-
fluous flesh. Neutroids containno thyroid
extract or other dangerous orhabit form
ingdrugs—yet they are guaranteed by Dr.
Graham to effect satisfactory reduction,

SEND NO MONEY—SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
No bother to make out a check or little packet of Neutroids arrives, de-

money order; merely fill in and send posit purchase price with postman,
this convenient coupon now. If you This money will be immediately re—
haven't your pencil handy tear out the funded if you write us that you are
coupon and send it later. When the not entirely satisfied with results.

Dr. R. Lincoln Graham, care of The Graham Sanitarium, Inc., 123 East 89th Street. Dept.407,
New York City:—Send me 2 weeks' treatment of Neutroids which entitles me to free professional
mail consulting service and free booklet on Obesity. I will pay postman $2 (plus 15c postage) on
arrival of the Neutroids in plain package. I understand my money will be refunded if I do not
get a satisfactory reduction from this 2 weeks' treatment.

NO CHARGE for
Professional Con-
sulting Service
Any patient who is tak-
ing the Neutroids treat-
ment may feel free to
call at the Sanitarium.
123 E. 89th St.,NewYork,
for special advice , or you
may feel free to write
fully concerning your
case. Dr. Graham or a
staff physician will give
you professional advice
without charge.

Name... -Age.. ..Sex..

Address '. Weight

Only $2.00 down and $1.00
per week for this platinum

ji., finest hand pierced ARTEX
rim; with two French cut blue
sapphires on sides. Guaranteed
full ICt. perfect cut stone of blue
white diamond radiance and beau-
ty. For a flawless diamond of this
cut and size, you would pay, else-
where, upwards of $150- Our
special price only $12.00—and ten

weeks to pay It. Send for yours now. State whether
ladies' or gents' desired, iriving finder size. Our guarantee
protects you. A. ARTEX COMPANY, 1 133 Broadway,
New York City, N. Y.

UNLUCKY?
Then wear this Myotic
Serpent. Replica of
Ancient Hindu charm

'il spirits.agains
sickness, speiis, ana

symbol of GOOD LUCK in love, busi-
ness, prames Heavy, weird and start-
ting. Genuine 14-Karat gold shell. 3
year guarantee. Men and Women.
Secret "formula for luck" FREE.

Send measure (string tied around fin

ger.) AHLI P. BABA, Box 55, 116
Str. Sta„, New York. Pay $2.27 and
postage to postman on delivery.

\rtisticPhotographs
Special rates to the profession

tosq Hollywood. Boulevard
' 3 Uolly 2560 ,

E AN ARTIST
•mien, Cartoons, Commercial, Newspaper and Magazine IlluBtrat-

r. Pastel Crayon Portraits and Fashions. By mail or Local Classes;
sy method. Write for terms and List of successful students

SOCIATED ART STUDIOS, B5-A Flatiron Building, New York

.^IHeatreochqDls
'DRAMA OPERA VOICE

DANCE ARTS
PHOTOPLAY SINGINGW *S WEST 72!i2 ST, NEW YORK

The astonishing success of Alviene Graduates is due to

masterful instruction, and the stage experience afforded

students at the Alviene Art Theatre, plus an en .mi

faculty, headed by Mr. Alviene (himself) the famous

Producer of Celebrated Artists, who has taught Mary

Pickford, Alice Joyce, Annette Kellerman, Joseph Sant-

ley, Taylor Holmes, Dolly Sisters, Mary Miles Minter,

Harry Pilcer, Laurette Taylor, Fred and Adele Astair,

Mary Nash, Eleanor Painter, Florence Nash, Mabel

Ballln and others. Write Secretary Suite 4 stating

study desired.

WANTED: NEW FACES — NEW TYPES,
in HOLLYWOOD, "where the movies

i
are_made .

Every man and woman interested in F1L1 UKtS
as a career is invited to write AT ONCE for

dependable information regarding; the number of

productions made in HOLLYWOOD; How many
studios use "new talent"; Salaries paid to be-

ginners; How many days in week you work;

Wardrobe, training, personality necessary; Im-

portance of make-up. Everything you ought to

know will be told those who register AT OJNLrL

for membership in Motion Picture Intelligencer,

whose object is to look after YOUR interests as

they were never looked after before. In other

words, we will be YOUR representative m
HOLLYWOOD. Membership is $2.00 and there

are no monthly dues. Write AT ONCE. Tell

us about yourself, age and state what branch ot

Motion Picture Work you think you are best

fitted for. This is very important. Also send us

your photo for reproduction in proposed Screen

Talent" digest, which will be sent to every studio

in the country. Certificate of membership will

he mailed on receipt of $2.00. If you have not

a photo NOW, send one later, but register TO-
DAY. MOTION PICTURE INTELLIGENCER,
SS21 Hollingsworth Bldg., Los Angeles.

"Inside Stuff"

(Continued from page 9)

Ingram's new picture, Scaramouche.

Rich brocades and satins, be-

flounced and befurbelowed after the

style of the French court, turn pert lit-

tle extra girls into stately court ladies.

The other day we saw Alice Terry in

the glory of a beautiful brocaded court

gown, a stately white wig all puffs and

curls, with pearls interwoven among
the locks, her little feet in tiny French

heeled slippers daintily placed on a vel-

vet cushion—and she was chewing

gum ! Shades of La Pompadour !

Brave Boy, Cecil!

T he bigger the man in the motion

picture game, the bigger is his work

—

and the bigger is his play. It is only

the little guy in filmdom who works all

day and then gets "time and a half for

over time." Witness no less man than

C. B. DeMille, accounted a genius and

an artist to say nothing of having the

reputation of being a good judge of

whiskey. He's bought another yacht.

Yes, another ! This means that he's

earning enough in his profession to buy

yachts and what goes with 'em. De
Mille has swapped off the old "See

Bee" of former glory and has become

master of the "Seaward", a 106 foot

schooner. 'Tis said he's entered for

the Santa Barbara-to-Honolulu race in

July, on which occasion Mr. DeMille

declares he will become a seaman par

excellence and forget he's a hard

worked director. You see, he wants to

throw off the awful seriousness, may-

be, of making the ten commandments

picture.

L,

Hot Tears in Hollywood i

>ost: One diamond ring in or near

Hollywood, California, or maybe in

Beverly Hills. It may have been

stolen; it may have been misplaced; it

may have been merely thrown away.

It was a large diamond, brilliant, beau-

tiful, and very much valued by two peo-

ple—one time. It belonged to Mistress

Pola Negri and is said to have been

presented by one Charles Chaplin. But

it has disappeared from the third finger

of the dainty hand of the screen star

—

and the star is said to have said "that

she will not allow matrimony to inter-

fere wth her art."

The Great Divide

T,he divorce question in the. western

land of film stars waxes warm as this

publication goes to press. The Donald

Crisps are divorcing, seemingly because

of divided (Continued on page 99)
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"Inside Stuff"

(Continued from page 98)

interests that lead to a divided house;
Margaret Bracken wants divorce
from her husband because of in-
compatibility.

Poor Lo, Once More

About the latest to "break into" the
producing game is Chief Light foot, a
brawny brave of the Cherokee tribe,

born and reared in Oklahoma. He has
done westerns with a number of stars
and companies and now comes out with
publicity to the- effect that he will make
pictures on his own, directing them
himself. Atta boy, Chief! Yet one
wonders if he's going to stake his
Tribal birthright in Indian lands for
the mess of pottage called fame. Well,
experience is worth something in this

vale of tears.

Alas, Poor Charlie

llong with his statement that he is

too poor to marry, Charlie Chaplin
learns that his former wife Mildred
Harris, has entered the holy bonds of
bankruptcy, throwing down the cards,

as it were, to the extent of $31,000, all

of which she owes her milliner, dress-

maker, shoemaker, jeweller, furrier,

etc., etc. Once she sued Charlie for

maintenance and was signing contracts

for $50,000 pictures. What has she
done with it? No wonder her one-
time spouse tried to prove an alibi when
it came to alimony. Tis said Mildred
is clearing the decks for marriage again
and this time with a poor man, com-
paratively. Let's hope experience has
made her wise—and tender hearted
when it comes to pulling hubby's purse
strings.

Actresses Needed

99

omes the news that more actresses
ire needed in the west, that every train
:hat carries its burden of immigrants
nto Southern California brings its

[uota of young and green screen as-
•irants, beautiful and ugly. Along with
his news it is noted that the Travellers'
Ud Society is asking for more funds,
laking the statement that because of
ie movies which draw the unwary
smale to this part of the globe, there
:
double need of the Travellers' Aid

ociety, whose representative meets all
ie incoming trains and heads back to
)tne and mother many a minor child,
ho dreams she is a Norma Talmadge
embryo, when she really belongs in

e "sucker" class.

Your Freckles
will vanish, giving you a clear, white
skin, or we will refund your money.

Quickly and surely Stillman's Freckle Cream removes your freckles
It whitens the skin and brings out that peaches and cream complex-
ion which all admire. No bother-simply apply it before going to
bedeachmght. Two sizes, 50cand$l atall druggists. Be sure to ask for

Stillman's Freckle Cream
Brings back that roseleaf complexion

This famous cosmetic is not new—not untried. For 33 years it has been welC^el 'he W0
£
Id T :

Thousands of girls have written us expressing thetsatisfaction. So certain are the results when directions are followed that weg.-irantee you to be pleased-or we will refund your money Write todavfor our new booklet "Beauty Parlor Secrets." Gives information abou make udand skin treatments that only specialists and actresses know. With it we send ™?free perfume offer. Wnte today. The Stillman Co., 60 Rosemary Lane, Aurora l"l

Write for "Beauty
Parlor Secrets"
AND FREE PERFUME OFFER

The Stillman Co
Please

free per/

Name .

,

A ddrcss

60 Rosemary Lane, Aurora, 111.

end me "Beauty Parlor Secrets" andme offer.

/?r«yJuKea«hin$ forthe (Truth?!
Under which Zodiac Sign
were you born? What are
your opportunities in life,
your future prospects, hap-
piness in marriagej friends,
enemies, success in all

undertakings and many other vital questions as
indicated by ASTROLOGY, the most ancient and
interesting science of history?

FREE

Wenf you born under a lucky star? I will
tell you free, the most interesting astrological
interpretation of the Zodiac Sign you were born
under.

Simply send me the exact date of your birthm your own handwriting. To cover cost of
this notice and postage, enclose ten cents in
any form and your exact name and address
Vour astrological interpretation will be writtenm plain language and sent to you securely
sealed and postpaid. A great surprise awaits
you

!

Do not fail to send birthdate and to enclose
10c. Print name and address to avo'id delay
in mailing.

Write now—TO-DAY—to the

ASTA STUDIO,309 Fifth Ave., Dept. C.S., New York
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ft A Pretty Young Girl wanted to get ahead in the Movies-Continuedfrom fage 21

the story, but Keokuk would never

stand for this film, however artistic

So the official declared. And nobody

dared to protest. The "yes chorus

struck up their aeans, and the edict went

out Bella Donna was to be a perfect

lady a little flirtatious maybe, but good

at heart and more to be pitied than

SC

°You

d

saw the result. The denatured

Bella Donna scored one of the most

complete flops of the year and Pola

Negri's professional reputation suffered

a body blow. And the irony of the

situation is that censors in certain states

have barred poor emasculated Bella

Donna, and the Ku Klux Klan m a

Southern city declared the picture unfit

to be shown publicly."

The Fate of the Hunchback

And everybody else on the lot, too.

Thp YeS Blight Tales went out of her fiery temper her

1 I1C X £,
arrogance, her tongue that cut like a

two-edged sword. But perhaps it was

not temper, but temperament. A musi-

cian who worked on her set for two

months created a sensation by declaring

that he liked Pola. And Pola herself

says that the unfortunate first im-

pression was caused by misunder-

standing.

"I understand Americans now," says

Pola "The next picture I work in, I

shall throw my arms about the electri-

cian's neck and say, 'Oh, what beautiful

lights you make!'"

E
If The Hunchback of Notre Dame

proves the flop that the wise ones of

Hollywood predict it to be the yes

men" may be blamed for it In the first

place, Carl Laemmle was "yessed into

filming it, against his better Judgment

Then Wallace Worsley was not the man

to direct it. Worsley, in the opinion of

many, is a man of vaccilatmg wi 1.

For this picture, the director should

have been a man who would have

evolved a powerful theme and then have

carried it, against hell and foul weather

But Worsley wavered in his directing at

times. There are fine bits in the picture

but the story gets nowhere. And the

"yessers" in his company gave him no

constructive aid.

There are many directors who wont

take suggestions, even if some subor-

dinate with an artistic conscience should

venture to offer some. King Baggott

is considered one such.

The other day the writer watched Mr.

Baggott directing little Baby Peggy, a

fine little actress under proper direction.

"Emote," Baggott called and the

child walked onto the set with a fixed

grin on her little face and with her head

held too high. She is much too small

to know camera values, being only four

years old. .

'

"Too much smile," a supporting actor

suggested in an undertone.
'

"Her head's so high you can only see

her chin," remarked a prop man.

"A pretty job for the cutter, an

electrician whispered.
_

But nobody dared to advise the king

-and another hundred feet of expen-

sive film was wasted. Charge it to the

yes blight.

Costly Shake-ups

"Yes men" cost money. Carl Laemmle,

whose heart is as big as his rambling

studio lot, is said to have received a_

letter from one of his nephews m Lau-

pheim, Germany, telling of said

nephew's intention of coming to the

Promised Land.

"What shall I do with him? asks Mr.

Laemmle. ,

.

"Do with him? Why not make him

General Manager?" Arid as was the

case after the departure of the boy

wonder, Irving Thalberg, a third gen-

eral manager is brought to power in

the short space of two years. Nobody

has the courage to tell the mogul that

organization shake-ups have wrecked

many a film corporation. And when

Mr. Laemmle says, "I have made a

wonderful change, eh?" the answer is

always "Yes".

'Yessing" Von Stroheim

u ^ ric von stroheim was, with one

exception, probably the most "yessed

man in pictures, during his rule at

Universal City. Many people disliked

him and everybody feared him yet the

studio butcher and baker and candle-

stick maker "yessed" him.

Why?
Because Von Stroheim was well into

Foolish Wives. A million and a halt

was tied up in the picture that was to

make an actor and break everybody

else connected with it. If Von Stro-

heim should get his Austrian temper up

and quit-blooie, Laemmle's million and

a half Stroheim the director might

quit and another man take his place.

But if Stroheim the star should quit,

who could take his place? The whole

picture would have to be shot over

\ And so hundreds of thousands of

dollars drifted through Von Stroheim s

fingers while he busily established him-

self before the American public His

picture might have been acceptable to

Continental tastes which enjoy drama

with a gamey flavor; it was utterly ab-

horrent to American minds, even in the

comparatively purged state m which it

reached the public. If somebody had

had the courage-and the authonty-to

say "no" to his majesty the Austrian,

Foolish Wives might have been a suc-

cess instead of a financial flop, the

memory of which brings bitter tears to

Laemmle's eyes even now.

Was It Temper or Temperament?

Did George Fitzmaurice leave Lasky's

because he had to "yes" Pola Negri ?

We wonder. People who worked with

Pola say that she had Fitzmaurice cowed

the first week she worked with him.

"A 'No' Man Wanted"

Stars who are "yessed" by their di-

rectors sometimes suffer by it. Mary

Pickford, who is queen on her own lot,

knows this. In the past she has been

directed by men who were afraid ot

her She could always boss them.

With deliberate intent, Mary picked for

her most pretentious picture a man

whom she could not boss, Ernst Lu-

bitsch.

Mary Pickford is a wise little woman.

Lubitsch "yesses" nobody, unless he

believes an affirmative is right. On the

other hand, he does not like to be

"yessed" consistently. Two heads are

better than one, he thinks, and asks for

constructive criticism from competent

critics.

Oh for more directors who will take

a "no" when it is coming to them !
And

oh, for one who will dare to say no

when a "no" is needed'.

In Jazzmania, director Robert Leon-

ard might have told his wife that

though her dancing is attractive, one

step is overdone if continued for several

hundred feet of film. Also he might

have informed Mae Murray that she

should not divide sympathy by having

three leading men where only one was

logical. Was it because she likes plenty

of attractive men and no women for

background for her dainty self? Ur

because she cannily divided footage

among the three men, Robert Leonard,

Rod La Roque and Edward Burns.

There's safety in numbers, perhaps she

thinks.

Too Much Snow

w HY didn't somebody tell Harry

Beaumont that the snowflakes that fell

in Main Street were so large that they

must have been custom-made from

Heaven? Did nobody dare?

Why didn't at least one of Cecil B.

DeMille's thirty-five assistants tell him

that Adam's Rib was farcical? lhat
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Kills Catarrh Germs

In Three Minutes
Wonderful French Discovery Succeeds

After Everything Else Has Failed.

Thousands who have suffered from catarrh,

head noises, difficult breathing, hawking, etc.,

and who have tried everything without success,

say that the famous new scientific discovery

Lavex rid them of their troubles in a few days.

Many say they had no further trouble after the

first three minutes of treatment.

Lavex is a French discovery, easily used by
simply inhaling a pleasant, harmless powder,

which tends to kill the catarrh germs almost

instantly. The results are astonishing in their

rapidity. For instance Rev. J. F. Stephens, a

widely known preacher, says, "I had suffered

from catarrh for years and my doctor said there

was no cure. Had to quit preaching as a
Methodist Minister. After using Lavex I can
sleep and eat well, voice is clear, can walk or

run or work as well as I could twenty years

ago and I am now sixty -nine."

So confident Is W. R. Smith, 758 Lavex Bldg.,

Kansas City, Mo., American distributor of La-
vex, that it will rid you of all your catarrh

troubles, in no time at all, that he generously

offers to send a ten-day treatment on free trial.

It obligates you in no way and comes to you in

plain wrapper, postpaid ; therefore you should

accept this introductory offer today by simply

sending your name and address to Mr. Smith.

||k Have Yau. An idea
FarA Mavis 5iar?

hf WRITE FOR
J THE MOVIES
3 BigMoney/n/t-

Ideas for moving picture plays wanted
by producers

Big prices paid for accepted material

Submit ideas in any form at once for our free

examination and advice. Previous experience un-
necessary.

This is not a school. We have no course,

plan, book, system or other instruction matter
to sell you. A strictly bona tide service for

those who would turn their talents into dollars.

An Interesting Booklet

"The Photoplay in the Making"
Sent free for the asking.

BRISTOL PHOTOPLAY STUDIOS
Suite 602 A, Bristol Bldg., New York, N. Y.

SuporfluoujHAIRallGONE

Forever removed by the Mahler

Method which kills the hair root

without pain or injuries to the

skin in the privacy of your own

home, We teach Beauty Culture.^,

Send today 3 stamps for Free Booklet.

D. J. MAHLER CO., 39-B Mahler Park, Providence, R. I.

NEW CHAMPION CORNET
OUTFIT$6 85 Down-t/^

month forfour months ! Fine imported
Cornet, polished brass; excellent valve

action, tone, intonation; pearl fin-

ger-tips; EASY BLOWING: high
or low pitch; in velvet-lined Kera-
tol case; mote and mouthpiece;

self-instructor. For sale by your Music
Merchant. Money -back Guarantee.
ORDER NOW!

LYON & HEALY. 72-91 Jackson Blvd., Chicago

BECOME A PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
EARNING 5 35 TO SI25 A WEEK
Three to six months' course.
Motion Picture Commercials Por-
traiture. Practical Instruction.
Modern Equipment. Ask for
Catalog No. 60.

N. Y. INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
NEW YORK CHICAGO BROOKLYN
141 W. 36th St. 630 So. Wabash Ave. 505 State St.

The Brain Bootlegger

{Continued from page 17)

submit stories while employed as read-

ers. This mitigates the opportunity to

advance in the writing profession by

using some other chap's ideas.

Lack of system in handling incoming

scripts, is often cause for accusations of

stealing. No studio can beg to be ex-

cused for carelessness and a system cer-

tainly prevents lawsuits. The careless

studio creates enemies in every little

town the country over and fails to get

manuscripts from established authors

because they won't run chances of hav-

ing manuscripts lost. The best studios

are now equipped with fireproof filing

cabinets. Each manuscript is registered

when it arrives. After it has been read,

a letter is either sent to the author to

discuss terms of purchase or else the

story is returned with a rejection slip.

One company, well known throughout

the industry for careless methods, pur-

chased a story from an author about

four years ago. With dozens of others

bought at that time, ,k was eventually

chucked away on a high shelf to gather

dust. Lately, when a new editor joined

the company and found his desk heaped

with letters of complaint about lost

manuscripts, he ordered that high shelf

be cleared off so that he could see what

was up there. No one remembered

whether the scripts were owned by the

company or not so the author who had

sold his story four years before, re-

ceived it back with a rejection slip ! He
had a good laugh over it and sold the

story to a rival company.

Another writer, knowing the careless

methods of this same studio, boasts he

sells the same story to them every three

years without even changing the names

of the characters

!

How to Protect Your Scripts

T he first lawsuits concerned copy-

righted books and plays. As movies

were unheard of a quarter of a century

ago, copyrights and picture rights

seemed quite separate. However, all

big publishing houses made a desperate

scramble to see their lawyers and have

papers drawn up to protect them in the

matter of moving picture rights. They
also discovered that special contracts

have to be written for almost every

book and play purchased, for some pub-

lishers release the rights for England

but not for the United States and vice

versa. Some are sold on "world's

rights" basis "forever and ever" and

some for a period of years and only in

certain countries.

The public expends much energy in

adapting well known books for the

screen and gets very peeved if the

SEX FACTS
EXPLAINED—DESCRIBED—ILLUSTRATED

14 WONDERFUL BOOKS, ALL IN ONE

The greatest volume on the world's most
vital subject offered at barely enough to cover

cost of production, packing, mailing. Plainly
and vividly explains and illustrates intimate
Sex Secrets upon which the very laws of life

are based. Written by authorities on the sub-
ject for brides, grooms, husbands, wives and
parents.

PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS
FRANK DISCUSSIONS OF SEX FACTS
LOVE AND MARRIAGE
BIRTH CONTROL
ESSENTIAL SEX KNOWLEDGE
DISEASE AND SEX IGNORANCE
VICIOUS SEX PRACTICES
THE SOCIAL EVIL
IMMORALITY IN MARRIAGE
MISTAKES OF BRIDEGROOM
ANATOMY OF REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS
PHYSIOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION
CHILDBIRTH
SEX DETERMINATION
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HEALTH

Just like getting fourteen separate books and
every one of them worth the price of this

entire volume, which contains 188 pages of the

most intimate sex secrets and many striking

illustrations—vividly portraying the sex facts,

discussed. This remarkable volume is easily

worth $5.00 to anyone, but to introduce this

vital knowledge into a million new homes, the

League will distribute it for a short time only at

the ridiculously low price of $1.

SEND NO MONEY—just your name and
address, and "Standard Sex Knowledge" will

be mailed to you under plain wrapper at the

reduced price. When it arrives, pay the post-

man only $1 and postage. Read it through as

have thousands of others and you will rind at

least a dozen paragraphs and illustrations any

one of which is easily worth ten times the cost

of the whole book.

THE STANDARD LEAGUE
29 Standard Building Topeka, Kansas

'DRAMA OPERA VOICE
DANCE ARTS „PHOTOPLAY SINGING

43 WEST 72S2 ST, NEW YORK

The astonishing success of Alviene Graduates is due
to masterful instruction, and the stage experience

afforded students at the Alviene Art Theatre, plus an
eminent faculty, headed by Mr. Alviene (himself) the

famous Producer of Celebrated Artists, who has taught

Mary Pickford, Alice Joyce, Annette Kellerman,
Joseph Santley, Taylor Holmes, Dolly Sisters. Mary
Miles Mlnter, Harry Pilcer. Laurette Taylor, Fred and
Adele Astair, Mary Nash. Eleanor Painter, Florence

Nash, Mabel Ballin and others. Write Secretary

Suite 4 stating study desired.

FREE BEAUTY

BOOKLET
explain? how the FAMOUS YOUTH-AMI
SKIN PEEL PREPARATION removes all

surface blemishes. Pimples, Blackheads
Eczema, discolorations etc. Wonderful
results proven.GVARANTEED absolutely
PainleS9 and Harmless. Produces healthy
new skin as Nature intended you tc have.

SEND TO-DAY for full details and booklet. "THE MAGIC OP
A NEW SKIN." .„„.„ - . , _
YOUTH-AMI CO., 1658:Broadway, Dept. 15, New York

An unscented, antiseptic liquid—applied twice a week, will

free you from all perspiration annoyances. KEEPS UN-
DERARMS DRY AND ODORLESS-Endorsed by physi-

cians and nurses. SEND 4C FOR TESTING SAMPLE.
SOc Ucvtral mo»/*J' supply) 01 all Itadine

toiltt ami dtrnf counXrj, or by mail (postpaid)

TheNonspiCo.J 2652 Walnut St..Kansas City,Mo.

HOW TO
BANISH THEM

A simple, safe home
treatment— 16 years'
success in my practice.
Moles (also BIG growths)
dryup. Writeforfreebook-
let giving full particulars.

WM. DAVIS,MD.
129-1 Grove Ave* Woodbridge, N. J*

Practical information all sex matters
Send 10c today, stamps or* /\_
coin, for remarkable illustra- I I It

_ „ ~ „ ted catalog. Nothing else X \JD U U h ^ like it in this country.

Dept. 206, Counsel Service, 2S7W.71stSt..N.Y.

SEX'
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PUT THIS WONDERFUL RING NEXT TO A
GENUINE DIAMOND AND IF YOU CAN
TELLTHE DIFFERENCE SEND IT BACK

"Rabon" diamonds positively match genuine diamonds. The
same glitter. The same blazing flash, the same dazzling- rays of
live rainbow fire, almost defying" the life time diamond expert.
Give the> ''Rabon" the same test that you would a genuine dia-
mond. Prove to yourself its amazing qualities.
WJEAR A "RABON" DIAMOND TEN DAYS FREE. YOU RISK
NOTHING. If you or your friends can tell the difference send it
back and we guarantee to refund your money immediately. Num-
bers 8 and 9 mounted in 14 Karat gold shell. Numbers 6, 7 and
10 in massive platinum effect. Karat size, blue white, absolutely

SffSSS-* SENDNOMONEY
Just send size of ring shown by slip of paper fitting end to end
around vour finger joint. Your ring will come by return mail.
When ring arrives deposit amount shown above with the post-
man and if you decide not to keep it within ten days send it pack
and get your money.

CDCC To introdnce the amazing "Rabon" Diamond we
F lm K_C will send absolutely free your choice of solid gold

, . front cuff links or solid gold mounted scarf pinto
those prdermg two rings or more. This offer holds good for a
limited time only. Send in your order today.

THE RABON CO. Dept. B 942 Bway, New York

GOmjmpkpa
JONN

Easiest of all instruments to play, the

Conn saxophone is also hailed best

by famous stars

.

Play popular tunes in short time.

Big money, lots of fun. f you-

Free Trial—Easy Payments.
C. G. ConnJLtd., Elkhart, Ind.

984 Conn
Building;

CULTIVATE YOUR MUSICAL BUMP

ND NO MONEY?
HAIR NETS
FREE TPIAL

Why pay fancy prices when
you can buy these fine hair

nets, made of real human hair,

direct from us—the manufacturers

—

at a tremendous saving, "Sterling Hair Nets"
are guarranteed first Quality, large size and
give long wear. AU colors, cap or fringe style.

•Send no money—just your name and address,
stating style and color wanted, and we will
send you 3 dozen guaranteed Hair Nets. Then
when postman makes delivery, deposit with him
$1 and few cents postage for the whole lot.

Write now and save storekeeper's profit. If
not entirely satisfied after 5 days' trial, return
them and we will refund your money. We pay
pottage on orders for $2 or more.

INTERNATIONAL COMMODITIES CO.,

Dept. "S" 22 East 17th. St., New York
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studio returns these adaptations and

films the book. If the book is uncopy-

righted, why should the studio pay some

outside author to put it in shape for

production ? If it is copyrighted, the

public cannot use it without paid per-

mission any more than the studio. Some
authors get into trouble by submitting

their own magazine stories for the

screen. This is because they neglected

to demand "screen rights withheld"

when the story was sold to the mag-
azine. One author sued a studio for

leaving his name off the screen. Another

who didn't like the volcanic changes

made in his book sued a company for

putting his name on the screen. Another
author who didn't like the way a com-
pany adapted his story was allowed to

buy it back again and sell it elsewhere.

As for studio story stealing—there

will always be some refined pilfering as

long as human beings exist and until

the film world is populated with perfect

angels. However, the majority of

studios and studio executives do not

want to use anything not honestly pur-

chased. And the dishonest executives

have been quite thoroughly scared by
lawsuits. But the clever author will

still use" reasonable precaution. If no

magazine purchases his story, he has

some legal protection by having the

manuscript printed. Or he can send a

duplicate copy to the Author's League
(if he is a member) or mail a duplicate

copy to himself, which proves in a

court of law that he is the author of

the story in question.

One author, during the heydey plot

—swiping days, used to paste an

ominous looking gold seal on the front

page of his script. The seal bore some
unintelligible Latin words which seemed

to imply that the author belonged to a

league of protection. He also used

typewritten words across the top of the

script to this effect "registered Wash-
ington, D. C. bureau patents and copy-

rights May 5—no infringements per-

mitted etc. etc." All of which didn't

mean a darn thing ! And yet, at the

studio, it was quite as valuable a "hands

off" sign as anyone has ever devised !

Page Twenty

tells the story of the

Yes Blight

and the Yes Blight tells

the story of Movies

thai Flop

Don't Skip Page Twenty

Vim, Vigor and Vitality

In "African Bark"

Scientist Produces an Invigorator

Superior to Gland Treatments

—

Wonderful Power of Bark
From Africa.

Have you lost your youth, vigor and "pep" ?

Does life seem dull and work a grind? Don't
worry. Science has produced a new formula
said to be superior even to the much discussed
gland treatments. Many men and women are
now quickly and easily regaining lost vim, vigor
and vitality in the privacy of their homes.
The principal ingredient is an extract from

the bark of an African tree. It is said to be
a most remarkable invigorator. Combined with
it are other efficient tonic and vitalizing ele-

ments of proved merit. In many cases the
compound produces marked improvement in 24
hours. In a short tinje the vitality is usually
raised, the circulation improved and the glow
of health is felt in every part. x
The laboratories producing this new vital-

izes which is called Ee-Bild-Tabs, are so con-
fident of its power that they offer new cus-
tomers a large $2 supply for only $1 and
guarantee to refund the money if the remedy
fails to give results in one week.
Any reader of this paper may test the treat-

ment without risk. Send no money, but just

your name and address, to the Re-Bild Labora-
tories, 458 Gateway Station, Kansas City, Mo.,
and a full $2 treatment of Re-Bild-Tabs will

be mailed. On delivery, pay the postman only

$1 and postage. If not delighted with the re-

sults, notify the laboratories and your money
will be refunded in full. Do not hesitate about
accepting this offer, as it is fully guaranteed.

Reduce
Your Bust
during the Day

No longer need yon have a large
bast. You can easily make your
figureslim, beautiful and attract-
ive. Pat on an Annette Bast Re-
ducer,when yoa get up in the
morning. Before retiring yoa
will be amazed at the remark'
able change. You can actually
measure the difference. No

' pain—no rubbing or massage.
Used by society women and
actresses everywhere.

SendNoMoney P^u'J^^
• I will send yoa In plain

wrapper one of these remarkable bust reducers. Pay the post-
man only $3.50 plus a few cents postage. Or send $3.60 and I will
send the reducer prepaid. Money back If von are not satisfied.

Write Now ! ANNETTE. D»pt. C214 Cvanston. ill.

GOITRE IN 30 DAYS
> So confident Is L. H. Carver, 411 Jenkins
Bldg., Kansas City. Mo.,thathis wonderfulnew
treatment willreduce anyGoitre,nomatterhow
large, in one month or less that he offers a

80-day free trial to introduce it to a million

people. If you are a sufferer write at once
before this introductory offer is withdrawn.

Get Rid

of That FAT
^1 Free Trial Treatment

Sent on request. Ask for my "pay-
when-reduced" offer. My treatment is

a simple and efficient fat reducer. It has
often reduced at the rate of a pound a day.

Let me send you proof at my expense.

DR. R. NEWMAN, Licensed Physician

State of New York, 286 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Desk A-9

DC AITTVDCCI "t'nmasks Your
DE.AU 1 I

"
ll.Ii.Li 'HIDDEN" BEAUTY"

Creates Beautiful Complexion by peeling off VACATION
TAN, freckles, blemishes, pimples, blackheads, liver

spots, acne, muddy, oily skins. NON-
ACID (patented) lotion. Painless, harm-
less. Effects astounding. Guaranteed.
Proofs and Beauty Book: "Art of Face
Peeling", FREE. Write Dept. E,

BEAUTYPEEL CO., El Paso, Texas.

1 CO Genuine Foreign Stamps—Mexico War
••^Issues, Venezuela, Salvador and In- 1 A
dia Service, Guatemala. China, etc. Onlym '

Finest approval sheets, 50 to 60%. Agents
Warned. Blg72-p. Lists Free. We Buy Stamps.

E>Ub. 29 m, HUS3UAN STAMP CO., D.pt. 141, St. Lotlia, Me .
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Comedy may not be the sweetest

word e'er spoken in an extra's ear by a

casting agency, but it has saved many
a poor devil from starvation. As a

'First Chance,' Comedy is the champion

life-saver of Hollywood. The inexpe-

rienced Handsome Harry and the ama-

teur Dolly Dimples who have come out

to California to make their fame and

fortune are often glad of a chance to

receive a bucket of muddy scrub water

on their permanent waves—for a check

for five dollars looms as large as the

national debt.

If 'First Chance' were merely a pleas-

ant little service station on the way to

the city of Fame-and-Fortune. in the

country of Drama, the profession would

not kick at all. But it so seldom is any-

thing but a jumping-off place.

The Jumping-off Place

T he apologetic air with which an

extra acknowledges that she is "in

comedy" is as nothing compared with

the evasion and the blushes which ac-

company the admission on the part of a

former dramatic star that she is now "in

comedy." It is bad form to ask a

comedy actor or actress what the play is

all about. As Billie Rhoades said when
asked what she is doing now, "I don't

know. We never know what a comedy
is about or what it's name is until it's

finished."

A comedy star never forces the word
'star' down your throat. She is sim-

ply 'in comedy/ and the less said about

it the better. Certain names which be-

come household words—among the

children at least—belong to players who
will reluctantly admit that they are

'starring in comedy,' but they don't lose

a breath before telling you the plans

their company has for putting out five-

reel features and 'super-comedies.'

How Monty Banks was Cured

„onty banks is one comedy star

who seems content to let the rest of the

world emote without envying it too

much. Monty tells a sad tale of try-

ing to make features. His director and

he had the bright idea of making a

five-reeler at the price of a two-reeler,

and of putting a real story in it. He
admits that it was good—too good

!

They couldn't place it ! A two-reel

Monty Banks comedy finds a ready mar-

ket. But what on earth would an ex-

hibitor do with a five reeler? It's too

long to slip into the program as a

comedy, and the name isn't well known
enough to justify the exhibitor in mak-

ing a Monty Banks five-reeler as the

feature of his program. And if he did

so far forget good showmanship, what

would he use as a two-reeler to round

out the program ? Not another comedy

!

The audience would be sick of laughing

if asked to chortle through seven reels

of fun.

"The day of the two-reel comedy is

not over. It's getting a new lease on

life," Monty vows. "The features these

days are so morbid and 'realistic' and

shocking and try so hard to make the

audience think that it is really a wel-

come relief to relax and giggle over a

two-reel comedy, that doesn't ask you

to solve any problems, or which doesn't

chide you for not having read the book

on which it was founded. Everybody

that hasn't read 'Trilby' feels a little

guilty. To announce that you're going

to see it calls forth a lot of questions as

to whether you think they will leave out

that snappy episode of the Englishman

taking his bath, or whether they will

let Trilby go barefoot. You don't

know ! And you squirm ! But a

glance at Charlie Chaplin and Harold
Lloyd comedy—nobody expects you to

know anything about it or think or do

anything else but enjoy it ! No wise

cracks now ! People do enjoy comedies !"

Perhaps. Anyway, there are few

comedy stars who give us the same ar-

gument as Monty Banks. Most of

them are like Buster Keaton—hellbent

on getting out of two-reelers into fea-

tures. A comedy star may be a star

until the cows come home, but it means
nothing, it lifts no pall of gloom from

his esthetic soul. He must be a star in

features, or they can just take him out

and bury him, for all he cares. Buster

Keaton has been one of our sure-fire

two-reel boys. But he cast a frozen

glance at Charlie Chaplin and Harold

Lloyd and the iron of envy entered his

soul. He too would be the main prop

of the program. He tried it once in

'The Saphead' and failed. He's all

primed to try it again, he says—going

to make five-reelers ;
nay, he won't

stop there, even. If Harold Lloyd can

make seven reels seem like three, then

Buster can, too

!

Yes, it seems like it automatically

takes the curse off a comedy to stretch

it out to five or six or seven reels. Even
four. Chaplin padded a two-reeler,

which he made in his off hours, into

four, and 'The Pilgrim' headed the bill.

But the public went away slightly

puzzled and somewhat dissatisfied.

There is no more respected man in

the business than Harold Lloyd

—

comedy star. But it was not until he

graduated out of the feature-chaser

class into the main squeeze of the pro-

gram that he won this universal res-

pect. There is just some sort of public

complex against warming up to the

hero or heroine of a two -reeler.

H.
The Comedy Kindergarten

arking back to Mack Sennett, his

school for bathing beauties was in real-

ity the only college for cinema girls

that has ever graduated any pupils in-

to drama. Mack should be given a pub-
lic vote of thanks for the stiff course

he gave to such twinklers of the drama
firmament as Gloria Swanson, Mary
Thurman, Marie Prevost, Mabel Nor-
mand, Harriet Hammond, Alice Lake—
when we started that list we thought it

was going to be awfully long and im-

pressive. But lo, we see the reverse sign

looming up, 'Last Chance'. Of the list,

Gloria Swanson is still going strong in

drama—or rather in clothes—and Mary
Thurman gets a good part now and
then. But Mabel Normand has already

seen the handwriting on the wall, and
Alice Lake, since she lost her bathing

beauty figger, is not making any exhib-

itors burn the wires up ordering the

pictures in which her name is occasion-

ally seen in "all star casts." Marie
Prevost as a dramatic actress is a

luscious bathing beauty—and much as

it hurts us to admit it, seeing as how
we like Marie and all that—that is

about as far as she will ever go.

For Marie has only two expressions

—a cunning babyish, gleeful smile, and

a cunning, babyish pout. And Marie is

getting to be a big girl now and ought

to learn better. She missed the chance of

a lifetime to emote in Brass and steal

the picture—not worth enough to get

her a charge of grand larceny, but

still a nice little bit of shoplifting if

she cou— : have pulled it off. But she only

giggled and pouted, just as she giggled

and pouted in Mack Sennett comedies.

Harriet Hammond, one of the pret-

tiest girls in Hollywood, has been band-

ied about since she forsook Sennett,

but has still not done anything which

we can remember at the moment.
Betty Compson was an Al Christie

comedy favorite when George Laone
Tucker did his famous Balboa stunt.

Alas, Betty is still living on memories

of 'The Miracle Man.' Living down as

good a picture as that is a hopeless

task. Now Betty has gone to London,

where some clever director may catch

the same spiritual quality that Tucker

capitalized. Then again he may not.

Is the long trail leading Betty back to

'Last Chance' ? If so, the angels will

weep.



Classified Advertising

AGENTS WANTED

BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES. EVERY
owner buys gold initials for his auto. You

charge $1.50; make $1.35. Ten orders daily

easy. Write for particulars and free samples.

American Monogram Co., Dept. 172, East
Orange, N. J.

LARGE SHIRT MANUFACTURER WANTS
agents to sell complete line of shirts direct

to wearer. Exclusive patterns. Big values.

Free samples. Madison Mills, 503 Broadway,
New York.

ASTROLOGY

YOUR LIFE'S STORY TOLD BY THE
stars, send birth date and twenty cents to

E. S. Davis, P. O. Box 904, Dept. H. Houston,

Tex.

BEAUTY CULTURE

"SUPERFLUOUS HAIR, ROOTS PERMA-
nently destroyed." Harmless Home treatment,

testimonials, Guarantee, Booklet free. X. Isisco,

Ann Arbor, Mich.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BIG CASH MONEY FOR YOU AS LOCAL
representative of prominent songwriters. Fas-

cinating spare time duties. No canvassing. No
experience necessary. Write today for free details.

OLMAN Inc., 148 West 46th St., New York City.

$100 TO $300 A WEEK. MEN WITH
slight knowledge of motors who can reach car

owners can earn $300 weekly without making a
single sale. If they can also make sales, their

profits may reach $2500 yearly. Only proposition

of its kind ever offered. Phillips, 1908 Broadway,
New York.

$200 TO $500 WILL START A CASH
business. Free information

;
Dept. N. Paul

Kaye, 149 Broadway, New York.

CIGARS

BUY YOUR CIGARS DIRECT, 50 AROMAS
prepaid, $1.50. Money back if dissatisfied.

Agents wanted. Havana Smokehouse, Homeland,
Ga.

CRYSTAL GAZING

CRYSTAL GAZING: CAN YOU SCRY?
Five lessons 50c. Explanatory Book 75c.

Crystal Gazing Company, 520 Station "B",
Kansas City, Missouri.

EMBROIDERY

OUR ATTACHMENT FITS ANY MACHINE.
Price $2 with instructions. Embroidery needle

free with attachment. KEYTAG CO. 2, Cohoes
N. Y.

HELP FEMALE

EARN $20 WEEKLY SPARE TIME, AT
home addressing, mailing, music, circulars.

Send 10c for music, information. American Mu-
sic Co., 1658 Broadway, Dept. 11-W New York.

PERSONAL

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN THAT WOULD
like to exchange Jolly letters with new friends,

s'iruld write Mrs. F. Willard, 2928 Broadway,
Chicago, 111. If sincere enclose stamp.

WILL YOU EXCHANGE LETTERS AND
make new friends? You'll have lots of fun!

Betty Lee, Inc., 4254 Broadway, New York City.
Stamp appreciated.

EXCHANGE JOLLY LETTERS WITH NEW
friends. Lots of fun ! Enclose stamp. Eva

Moore, Box 90S, Jacksonville, Florida.

"EXCHANGE LETTERS BANISH LONE-
someness." Correspondents all over the

United States, ladies and gentlemen. Informa-
tion free, enclosing stamp. Mrs. B. Franz,
949 Montana St., Chicago.

WISH NEW FRIENDS. MANY LADIES
AND GENTLEMEN DESIRE CORRESPON-
DENTS. WRITE GOOD FELLOWSHIP
CLUB, WOODHAVEN, N. Y. (STAMP).

Ladies and Gentlemen Exchange Jolly Letters.
Lots Fun. Dolly E. Gray, Box 186, Denver, Colo.

PIANO LESSONS BY MAIL

PLAY PIANO BY NOTE IN 30 DAYS
by my home instructions, taught by mail. No

teacher required. I explain so you understand.
Write for free particulars.
Prof. Muench, (Tower Bldg.) Patchogue, N. Y.

SONG WRITERS

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. WE
compose music. Our Chief of Staff wrote

many big Song-Hits. Submit your song-poem
to us at once. New York Melody Corp., 438 E.
Romax Bldg., New York.

STAMPING NAMES

MAKE $19 PER 100 STAMPING NAMES
on key checks. Send 25c for sample and in-

structions. X Keytag Co., Cohoes, N. Y.

SUPPLIES

ARTISTS AND COLLECTORS SUPPLIES
of all kinds for the sculptor Photos from

life of famous models and actors. Prices and
list on application. Elm Studio, 90 Elm Street,
Cambridge, Mass.

TYPING SERVICE

AUTHORS' & WRITERS' TYPING SERVICE
Bureau. 1653 Conway Bldg., Chicago. State

4396.

MANUSCRIPTS TYPED 50c PER THOU-
sand words. R. Patterson, 420 East 21st

Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

WRITERS

PHOTOPLAYS AND SHORT STORIES
wanted. Free manuscript reading, listing, plot

coaching and market information. Let us tell you
about it. Author's Service Association—Boston 34
Mass. Box 82.

FREE TO WRITERS—A WONDERFUL
little book of money-making hints, sugges-

tions, ideas; the A B C of successful Story and
Photoplay writing. Absolutely Free. Just Ad-
dress Authors' Press, Dept. 156, Auburn, N. Y.

BIG MONEY IN WRITING PHOTOPLAYS,
stories, poems, songs. Send today for FREE

copy America's leading writer's magazine, full

of helpful advice on writing and selling.

Writer's Digest, 638 Butler Building, Cincinnati.

SCENARIO WRITERS AND SHORT STORY
Writers will learn something of advantage by

writing to The NATIONAL, Box 497, Portland,
Oregon.

WRITERS—ATTENTION! STORIES, POEMS,
plays, descriptive articles, etc., are wanted for

publication. Good ideas bring big money. Sub-
mit manuscripts or write Literary Bureau, 121,
Hannibal, Mo.

MISCELLANEOUS

PHOTOGRAPHS OF MOVIE STARS, PARIS-
ian Beauties, Models, etc., Catalogue 10c.

Bert Hedspeth, 3021 California Street, Denver,
Colorado.

WILL YOU EXCHANGE LETTERS AND
make new friends? You'll have lots of fun I

Betty Lee, Inc., 4254 Broadway, New York City.

Stamp appreciated.

GENUINE INDIAN BASKETS, BLANKETS
and wampum—wholesale. Catalog. Gilham,

Kelseyville, California.

"LAUGH PRODUCING PROGRAM," $1.00.
Circulars Free. Balda Art Service, Dept. 26,

Oshkosh, Wis.

MARRY! BIG DIRECTORY WITH DE-
scriptions and photos, mailed in plain wrapper

for ten cents.
Bonafide Co. Dept. 59 Kansas City, Mo.

MAKE MONEY SILVERING MIRRORS,
all kinds plating, knives, spoons, auto head-

lights. Outfits furnished. Free booklet. Inter-

national Laboratories, Dept. AS, 311 Ffith Ave.,
New York.

FREE—A BEAUTIFUL GENUINE PHOTO-
GRAPH, 8x10 inches, of your favorite Film

star with a five months' subscription to Screen-
land for the special price of $1.00. Name stars

preferred when answering. Dept. P, Screenland
Magazine, 119 W. 40th St., New York City.

3 PHOTOGRAPHS HANDSOMELY FIN-
ished, size 8x10 inches, of your favorite Film

Star can be had FREE with a year's subscription
to SCREENLAND. Send names of stars de-
sired and $2.50 for 12 issues of SCREENLAND
to Dept. T, Screenland Magazine, 119 W. 40th
St., New York City.



This Buperb 110-piece
Set. with initial in 2
places on every piece;
decorated in blue and
gold with gold covered
handles, consists of:
12 Dinner Plates, 9 inches
12 Breakfast Plates. 7 in.

12 Soup Plates, IX inches
12 Cups

12 Saucers
\i Cereal

Dishes.
6 inches

12 Froit
Dishes,
Vi inches

12 Individual Bread
and Butter

.

1 Platter, 13^ inches
1 Platter, \\% inches

1 Colery Dish, %% inches
1 Sauce Boat Tray. IX inches
1 Butter Plate, 6 inches
1 Vegetable Dish, 1(% incher
with lid (2 pieces)

1 Deep Bowl, i% inches
1 Oval Baker, 9 inches
1 Small Deep Bowl, 6 inches
1 Gravy Boat, Hi inches
1 Creamer
1 Sugar Bowl with cover (2 Dieces)

Brings 1 1 6-Pc. MarthaWashington Blue and Gold Decorated Dinner Set

Send only $1.00 and Hartman will ship the complete set. Use it for SO days on
Free Trial. Then if not satisfied, send it back and Hartman will return your $1.00

and pay transportation charges both ways. If you keep it, TAKE NEARLY A
YEAR TO PAY— a little every month.

Your Initial in Gold, Surrounded by Wreath of
Gold, in 2 Places on EveryPiece (Gold covered Handles)

Beautiful Colonial Martha Washington shape.

IU1 Willie 1UBUUUS ajuuj.

FREE

All handles are of solid design and are covered
with gold. Every piece decorated with a rich

gold band edge,a mazarine blue follow band and

2 pure gold initials in Old English design with gold wreaths. Beauti-

ful white lustrous body. Guaranteed first quality; no seconds.

Beautiful Centerpiece, Six
Dainty Doilies to Match and 6
Silver Plate Knives and Forks

We want to prove to 50,000 more customers that Hartman gives the

best merchandise, biggest values and most liberal terms ever known.
And to get these 50,000 new customers at once we send FREE a
36-inch 'Indian Head" linene centerpiece; 6 dainty doilies, 12 inches

in diameter, to match; 6 extra silver plated knives and 6 extra silver

plated forks, fleur-de-lis pattern. Only 50,000 will be given FREE
with the Dinner Sets— so act quick. Send the coupon—now!

Order No. 320EEMA18. Bargain Price, $34.85

Pay $1 now. Balance $4.00 Monthly
The Centerpiece, 6 Dainty Doilies to Match and 6 Silver

Plate Knives and 6 Forks are FREE

FREE BARGAIN CATALOG

FREE GIFTS
316 pages of the most astounding bargains in furni-
ture, rugs, carpets, sewing machines, silverware

—

everything for the
home: also farm ma-
chinery, etc.—all sold
on our easy monthly
payment terms and SO
days* free trial. Also
explains Hartman's
gift plan by wh :ch yoa
receive many splendid
articles such as glass-
ware, dishes, silver-
ware ,tablecloths .nap-
kins, etc., absolutely
FREE with your pur-
chases. Send a postal
for this big free bar-
gain catalog today.

"Let Hartman

Feather YOUR Nest"

HARTMAN Furniture & Carpet Co.

Dept. 5534 ffli^ilhf^ Chicago, III.

Print Initial

You Want
Here

Hartman Furniture & Carpet Co.
Dept. £534 Chicago, Illinois
Enclosed find $1. Send the
UO-Piece Dhner Set No. 320EEMA18, Price $34.85.

as described, and with it thecenterpiece and 6 doilies;
also 6 silver plate knives and 6 fcrks absolutely FREE.
It: is understood that if I am satisfied, I will send you
$4,00 monthly, until full price of Dinner Set, $34.85, is paid. Title
remains with you until paid in full. If not satisfied, after 30 days'
free trial, 1 will ship all goods back and you will refund my $1 and
pay transportation charges both ways.

Name __ Occupation

R. F. D., Box No.
or Street and No

Post Office State....
If your shipping point is different from your post office, fill in line below.

Send shipment to.
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